THE NEW
KEF MODEL 105 SERIES II
The KEF Model 105 loudspeaker
system has been acclaimed
throughout the world by music lovers,
acoustic engineers and HiFi
enthusiasts.
Apair of Model 105s will give
amazingly life-like performance, at
concert hall volume, with excellent
tonal qualities and stable stereo
perspective.
Now, the Model 105 Series II
incorporates some significant technical
improvements.

The Model 105 Series II shown on the left with
the optional one-piece grille assembly

THE SYSTEM
The system has three drive units in
acoustically isolated enclosures,
whose sizes and shapes have been
designed for their specific frequency
ranges. The smoothly curved lines of
the mid and high-frequency head
assembly (1) avoid frequency response
irregularities at oblique angles which
would cause colouration.
The Model 105 Series II produces
its intended response within aknown
listening area, defined optically by a
red light (2) when seen simultaneously
in both speakers.
To allow greater flexibilit the head
assembly can be tilted and swivelled
(
3).
Significant audible improvement
has been achieved by novel design
features in thé bass enclosure.
By reducing the transfer of
mechanical vibration between the
bass drive unit and the main structure,
audible colouration is markedly
reduced.

MODAL ANALYSIS
1
KEF used " Modal Analysis"
techniques to investigate the way a
cabinet vibrates in response to
movement of the drive units. A
measuring device detects vibrations
L Three dimensional _plot of sound
decay for LF unit rigidly mounted in
standard enclosure
2. Improved sound decay plot with
decaupled LF drive unit and modified
enchisure.

ELECTRONIC LOUDSPEAKER
PROTECTION
Model 105 Series II incorporates a
of the cabinet at alarge number of
new self-powered electronic circuit (6)
points on the surface. These minute
which fully protects the system from
movements are recorded digitally and accidental overload. Protection is
correlated by computer to display a provided against excessive voltage,
moving 3-dimensional picture of the heat and mechanical excursion.
cabinet under operating conditions.
Whenever safe limits are exceeded, a
Through this revealing analysis, the relay-operated attenuator reduces the
B300 bass unit (4) was redesigned for input signal. Normal operation is
3-point fixing, which avoids the stress automatically restored when the
overload has passed.
associated with conventional
mounting arrangements.
PRODUCTION CONTROL
The internal bracing and acoustical
damping were repositioned to greater
The quality of reproduction from
effect and, more significantly, the bass this loudspeaker system is
unit was mechanically isolated from outstanding, and to ensure that the
the main enclosure using specially intended performance of the design is
developed, anti-vibration mountings realised in full, every vital
characteristic is controlled by
(
5).
computer during its manufacture.
Drive units are measured
1
individually. Performance data is
recorded digitally and used to closely
match pairs of drive units, grouping
them into sets prior to assembly. The
crossover networks, constructed from
close tolerance components, are also
matched to guarantee overall system
performance.
Completed speakers likewise
undergo rigorous measurement.
Paired Model 105s differ in frequency
response by less than 0.5dB.

KERN

Even when all these rigorous
checks are completed, every
loudspeaker is given acareful listening
test as an extra insurance. However,
the best way of assessing Model 105
Series Hs is to go to your local KEF
dealer and audition them yourself.

KEF Electronics Ltd Tovil Maidstone Kent ME15 6QP Telephone: 0622 672261 Telex: 96140
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Computer controlled loudspeakers obviously cry
out for an appropriate computer- like setting, and
as our reviewer Trevor Attewell had the necessary contacts and is
not untalented with a camera, he took a pair of KLH Model 3
)eakers along to Honeywell's Data Centre, plonked them down by
Jrne Memory Units and aVisual Display Unit, took alight reading,
set his shutter and lens, and pressed the button. The result? A
picture of two loudspeakers with memory units and adisplay unit,
`lut not a computer in sight. Ah well)
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It took him along time to sort it all out and get it ready before he sat down
on the floor to listen (there wasn't enough room for achair now). The music
started and, to his dismay, there were some very odd noises (no one had told
him about earth loops, rnistracking and things). He was very sad because he
had bought the very best. The Man's wife was an
because his IiiFi had
ruined her lovely sitting-room, she went into the kitchen and wept, and then
"What
do?"
went
toshall
stay I
with
hergroaned
mother.the man. And then, in through the door, walked
"MY name is Howard Popeck," he said. "Ever heard of Subjective Audio?"
of th is story.

the hero

"Well,
it's t
ime you did," said our hero. "We sell the best iii-n
and we can
.•1o,
' said
t
he man looking very glum.
"1
adv i
se you on technical, sound and suitability problems and in your home
where, after all, it's going to be used."
itA was
and
thenwedding
the mananniversary
said, "I'd like
you to help me
few quiet
days for
latera moment
it was the
man's
please.
- and he and his wife
spent alovely evening listening to Beethoven. They both felt very happy.
Howard Popeck is aconsultant and therefore has to work by appointment —
please write or 'phone to arrange aconvenient time.

illIDi 0
lert13;ECIME
NI Ft CONSULTANTS
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59,
Grovelands
Road, PalrnerS
Green,
London
N.13 Telephone:
01-886
7289
and
The Ol d School, St Ann's Lane,
Godmanchester, Mr. Huntingdon,
Cambs. Telephone: (0480) 59910

nitorAu io
quaity speak for
itself.
Each loudspeaker in the Monitor
range is handbuilt by experts.
All loudspeakers are designed
with low loss, close tolerance,
individually tested components.
All cabinets are veneered in
matched pairs, acoustically balanced
with identical serial numbers for
each pair.

Every loudspeaker has to
undergo strict quality control
procedure, including controlled
listening test.
Unlike most manufacturers even
the cheapest model in the ' Series 80'
range, the MA16, is built to the same
high standard.
Hear and compare for yourself
the unique quality of sound from
Monitor Audio loudspeakers.
The new Monitor ' Series 80' range.
1VIA2

Domestic Reference

120w

MA84
MA4
MA6
MA9

Reference Monitor
Series II Improved
Improved
Compact Bookshelf Model

100w
100w
80w
60w

Mini Monitor Accurate Bookshelf Model
MA16 High Efficiency Model

50w
40w

See your dealer today and insist
on hearing the Monitor range of
loudspeakers.There's one to suit you.
For further in jorination and test reports
write to or telephone Monitor Audio's Customer
Service Dept. Telephone Cambridge (0223)46344.

Monitor Audio
is the symbol of quality
Monitor Audio Ltd
347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridu Clil 4DJ England • Telephone ( 0223) 42898/46344 • Telex 817343 Blue CAM G

HI-FI NEWS?
When choosing hi-fi, do you read acertain magazine which
shall be nameless, and put pieces of equipment together
from charts and recommendations; do you then chase
round to your local discount store or ring 25 dealers to get
the best cash and carry price; do you then get home and
wonder why it doesn't sound as good as the reference and
critics' raves made it out to be; do you then try to exchange
and improve your sound and find that the system you
purchased yesterday has dropped in value by up to 30%
today?

BOLIVAR 125
SPEAKERS

At JEFFRIES we advise you on compatability, give you the
opportunity to listen to well over 4.7 million combinations,
offer free demontrations in your own home, give you your
money back if not satisfied within one month of purchase,
give three years parts and labour guarantee on all
equipment, give excellent second-hand trade-in prices on
goods originally purchased from us, e.g. up to 75% of cost
after three years, even let you make the coffee for us, and
treat you as the most important customer whether you
have £200 or £2,000 to spend!

This superb punchy, exciting
speaker system which
received aHI-FI CHOICE
'recommended' rating is
offered exclusively by KJ only
while stocks last. Finished in
hickory and with acabinet
size 22.;" ( h) x121" ( w) x11" ( d).
Recommended Retail Price £149
-previous KJ price £ 109.
INSTANT CREDIT up to £ 500 possible.
There's abudget account offering up to
20 times your selected monthly payment.

N. B. We didn't believe it ourselves but we are able to put
together 4.7 million combinations from cartridges, decks,
amplifiers and speakers only. So what chance do you get
unless you consult the experts?

MAIL-ORDER. Add £ 5for
carriage and insurance and
send orders to Watford please.
Credit card desk - ring Watford
(0923)45248.

*CROYDON
• HARROW
•LONDON, EC4
',LONDON, W1
•UXBRIDGE
•WATFORD

JEFFRIES HI-FI
4 ALBERT PARADE
GREEN STREET
EASTBOURNE

Tel: 31336

Late night demonstrations: Wednesdays 6-9 p.m.

89 London Rd Tel 01 686 1343
340 Stabon Rd Tel 01 863 8690
53 Fleet St Tel 01 353 7935
48 WIgrnore SI Tel 01 486 8263
278 Ffigh St Tel Usbrtdge 33474
101 St Albans Rd Tel VVatford 45250

As recommended in Hi -Fi Answers, April 79
Full credit facilities and mail order available

The unique pickup arm to Lustre over

GS-11801
Fully Patented

For full details
about the Lustre

GST 801

4de

Fill in coupon
and post4e
today

MAGNETIC DRIVE DYNAMIC BALANCE TYPE TONE ARM
•

Magnetic flux varying type stylus force application system
results in a high sensitivity tone arm.

•

Magnetic type anti- skating mechanism.

•

Special inner concertina - type nylon tube prevents vibration.

•

Helicoid mechanism for fine height adjustment.

•

Special design considerations incorporated
to improve tone quality .
PHOENIX

Lustre GST-801",4467-

CONTROLS
LIMITED

P.O. Box 5, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS1 3JR

Tel: Southend-on-Sea ( 0702) 588838 Telex: 995456 (IMPEX)
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The ultimate conception
The AKG stereo cartridge range
incorporate aunique and brilliantly
designed single pivot point suspension system which ensures that
every instrument and performer will
be produced not only with the
highest possible fidelity and sciiind

and P EES is hdividLally numbered
and supplied with acalibrated frequency responsefuosstalk curve.
Made with the same meticulous
care as the world famous AKG studio miciipphones.
The model P 8ES is the premier
cartridge in this completely new
range of five models.

definition, but also with an almost
uncanny aurai sense of " depth"
and directional detail. Features:
Unique AKG designed TS (transversal suspension) stylus system.
Universal symmetry in respect to
transversal movements. Supet
tra.nisien', response. Ultra high
tracking ability. Very low effective
moving mass. Every model F 8E
7

AKG Acoustics Ltd.
191 The Vale, London W3 7QS
TF: 01-749 2042 ( 5lines)
TX: 289 38 ( akgmic g)

Send this coupon fc-r information abct.t
AKG products
D STEREO HEADPHONES
O MICROPHONES
O MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Name
Street
Town
Postcode

GRACE,
SUPEX AND
GAMMA LAB
PRODUCTS

Imported Sounds Offer Fully Guaranteed Equipment
at Highly Competitive Prices
Demonstrations by appointment and mail order available.
GRACE G-707 II improved arm
SUPEX 900 SUPER cartridge. An unbeatable combination
at the price.
SUPEX SDX 1000.
Top of the range offering superb reproduction when used
with the very best equipment.
GAMMA- LAB pre- pre-amp.
Exclusively available to Imported Sounds.
S/N:90dB unweighted. Gain: 26dB and 32dB.
New to our Range
GRACE G-727 tone arm.
The well- proven G-707 design but with detachable hardened
aluminium alloy head- shell.
SUPEX 900 SUPER MARK II.
A definite improvement over the famous 900 SUPER.
KOETSU m/c cartridge.
Hand made, truly state of the art and already the reference
cartridge in the States. We are also prepared to quote for most
Cartridges, Arms & Head Amps obtainable from the Far East.

NORTHERN AGENTS FOR AUDIO PRO.

IMPORTED SOUNDS
2A CRAVEN TERRACE, LONDON W2. ( 0I ) 262 6275

Mon- Sat 9.30 - 5.30
Late night Thursday & Friday 7.30-9.30

MIDLAND

STUDIO

1 Old Hall St, Wolverhampton
Tel. (0902) 771774/893638

We often say...
GG

... as used by the BBC"
But.

A manufacturer who had sold one speaker to the BBC could make the sanie claim, so we
would like to take this opportunity to qualify, or rather quantify, our statements regarding
prestigious patronage.
The BBC continue to purchase Spendor loudspeakers; the number is now over six hundred.
WDR, the German broadcasting company centred in Cologne has some two hundred and
fifty.
Almost every Independent Local Radio station uses Spendors. Records show around one
hundred and fifty sold direct to various IBA/ILR companies.
That's more than one.

Spendor Audio Systems Limited
Station Road Industrial Estate
Hailsham, Sussex BN27 2ER
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If you really want to know
the truth about your Hi-Fi
system, plug in these Ross
RE-257 High-velocity with advanced
design drive units and independent
headphones.
volume controls. Imp: 4 - 32 ohms.
Respdnse: 20 - 22,000 Hz.
Loudspeakers can be liars.
Sens: 90 dB S.P.L. at 1000 Hz.
Weight 240 gm. Around £23.00.
Hampered by random room
reflections, they cannot develop
true bass which limits the quality
of the sound your system is
capable of reproducing.
Ross headphones provide a
RE-272 Studio monitor Sarnauurn Cobalt
superrnagnet neadphone.
direct link between drive unit
Matching imp 8 - 1000 ohms
Response 8 28,000 Hz
and ear across two thimblefulls
Sens:s125 dB. $. PL. at 10a0 HzVVeighf: 160 gm Around £37.0r)
of unobstructed air space.
Like George Washington they
cannot tell alie. They will reveal
with ruthless accuracy the
condition of your playback
heads or stylus. And they will
r I'm intrigued! Please send me more information about the
help you to site your speakers
Ross range of stereo headphones.
for the best results.
Name.
So when you want to listen to Address
the whole truth in private - plug
ROSS 32 Rathbone Place, London W1P IAD.
in your Ross headphones. © Rossi,80
ELECTRONICS TEL. 01-580 7112
-

-
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SPEND AFEWMINUTES
LOOKING AT
OUR PRICES. -e
1
44
AND SAVE mr°
AFORTUNE.
Denon PMA 400 Amplifier

Rated Output 50 watt + 50 watt. Harmonic Distortion
Less than
0.05% at Rated output. Frequency Response 5Hz to 100 kHz.

AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa ( Range)
A & R Cambridge
Aurex
Black Tulip
Meridian
N.A.D. 3020
N.A.D. 3030
Quad 33/303/44/405
Rogers
Sugden
Technics ( Full Range)
Trio ( Full Range)
Toshiba ( Full Range)

I.N.

4.•

£86.00
£99.00
•q•

I.N.
I.N.
I.N.

RECEIVERS
Aiwa ( Range)
I.N.
N.A.D. 7030
£ 149.00
Tandberg ( Range)
...i.
.
Technics ( Full Range)
I.N.
Trio ( Full Range)
I.N.

TUNERS
Aiwa ( Range)
Aurex ( Range)
Black Tulip
Meridian
N.A.D. 4030
N.A.D. 4020
Quad FM/3
Rogers
Sugden
Technics-( Full Range)
Trio ( Full Range)
Toshiba ( Full Range) .

I.N.

SPEAKERS

£89.00
I.N.
I.N.
I.N.

(Per Pair)

Aiwa AS3
Acoustic Research ( Full Range)
Bower & Wilkins ( Full Range)
Infinity ( Full Range)
K.E.F. ( Full Range)
Mordaunt Short ( Full Range)
Quad Electrostatics
Rogers ( Full Range)
Tangent SPL I
Tangent Monitor TM3

V.I.P.
I.N.

ee.
£99.00
£86.00
•Te.

é.•

£79.95
£129.95

PICKUP ARMS
Dynavector DV 505
£225.00
£ 105.29
S.M.E. Series 11I
S.M.E. Series 111S
£ 75.30
Infinity " Black Widow"
.5.
....
Fidelity Research
e
Ultracraft Tone Arms

ee
I.N.
I.N.
I.N.

I.N.

FREE DELIVERY
BY NATIONAL
CARRIERS
Yes, anywhere
within the UK mainland on all orders over
£50. Orders under
£50, a £4 delivery charge
will be added. ( Prices
on application for delivery outwith the mainland)

Denon
Denon
Denon
Denon
Denon
Denon
Denon

TU
TU
DP
DP
DL
DL
DL

200 Tuner
300 Tuner
30L DD Turntable
40FL DD Turntable
103 Moving Coil Cart.
103S Moving Coil Cart.
103D Moving Coil Cart.

£114.35
£145.30
£146.95
£239.95
£83.95
£92.83
£139.50

RECORD DECKS
Aiwa ( Full Range)
Allston RD IIS
Black Tulip
N.A.D. 5080

I.N.
£ 258.00
£89.95

D - Prices on application

IN -Intelligent negotiation
VIP -Vennal Introductory Price.
Export orders invited. Prices correct on going to
press and inclusive of VAT at current rate
2YEAR guarantee on all merchandise except
Cartridges and Styli'.

VENNAL ACTIONLINE 0563 34826
Phone Jim Young for current
prices, intelligent negotiation
where applicable. And phone- in
orders ( credit card holders only).
CREDIT FACILITIES
For goods over £ 125 with a
minimum deposit of 20% the
balance payable over up to 30
months. Please enclose a
cheque for the deposit with
your order.
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Technics ( Full Range)
Trio ( Full Range) .
Toshiba ( Full Range)

I.N.
I.N.
I.N.

CARTRIDGES
Nagaoka MP
MP
MP
MP
MP

10
11
15
20
30

£12.00
£14.50
£28.00
£33.00
£42.00

Pickering XS V 3000
XV 15 625E

Denon Specials

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ( Full Range)
Aurex

BLick Tulip
N.A.D. 6020
Technics ( Full Range)
Trio ( Full Range)
Toshiba ( Full Range)

£59.90
£27.90

Fidelity Research Cartridges
Satin M.117 G
M 117 Z

£77.60
£51.20

Grado FCE + 1
F3 +
F2 +
FI +
Grado Signature Series
Ultimo Cartridges
Entre Cartridges

£13.75
£19.25
£29.50
£41.25

STYLII
N-10MP
N-IIMP
N-15MP
N-20MP
N-30MP

£5.50
£7.00
£22.00
£25.00
£35.00

117NG
117NZ .

£38.25
£4.15

FCE+
F3+
F2/S •
Fl +

£8.25
£11.55
£19.50
£24.75

N.B. Cartridges and Stylii under £ 50.00

P.0.1i CHEQUEO CREDIT APPLICATION
C ACCESS Li BARCLAYCARD(encs•cheque

ed6

Credit Card no here

MARCLAK.ARD

Item
Price

VENNAL AUDIO

p & p 25p.

TO VENNAL AUDIO, FREEPOST,
KILMARNOCK. KA! 1BR

Signature

VENNAL AUDIO, THE FOREGATE,
KILMARNOCK, SCOTLAND

,

£14 9.95

Name
Address
CLOSED ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY.

Tel

If you demand the best from your hi-fi
equipment, Beyer Dynamic have made the DT 440 headphones
just for you. This elegantly designed, open high
velocity stereophone is amarvel of superb technology and
craftsmanship.
The DT zit() brings you beautifuly
tight bass response, pinpoint accuracy on themidrange frequencies and the clarity on the highs
makes them sound heaven sent.
The clea.-.,
transparent quality of the
overall sound proves that the
DT 440 is capable of

For the complete catalogue of Beyer Dynamic Headphones send this coupon to tie acdress below

faithfully relaying all the nuances of the signal transmitted.
Beyer Dynamic believe that the discerning
audiophile can only fully appreciate his music in comfort. So
we have designed the DT440 with just that in mind.
The adjustable headband is fully covered
by an extra soft padding and the foam ear cushions provide a
good sound seal without crushing your ears.
The DT440 is just one of awide range of
headphones offered by Beyer Dynamic. Every model
gives you the ultimate in innovative
technology and provides the ideal finishing touch
to your sound system, whatever your needs.

Radio stations
use them because they
meet their standards

Around the world, around the dial,
radio stations choose Stanton 500
broadcast series cartridges for their
combination of excellent sound
reproduction and rugged reliability.
There is aStanton 500 for every
broadcast application from critical
auditioning in the record library to
Top Twenty work where djs have no
time for stylus failures.
The stylus assembly of the 500
series can withstand the back-cueing

Ukase send me details of the range of
Name
Address

I-IEN 5/1:11

ITelpiren Luxembourg- UN Orr &reel
.8eenwe8 OP Alsernere.6367
1180 Brurs,
Perare,
Hagen Clerren
Teolaord7re, 105
050,ralerwel•
Tel (03117 14 47
Finland
Oy
Vdretwrn led
111.1anhe 0 4
00350 lielwn6 35
T•I 551647
Frame
0•Ito Megmera4
LUC ,. 101 Morlyre• de la Réti,r0P.
78703Cenarad

and rough handling that would ruin
ordinary pick-ups. Yet the frequency
response is superb, as are tracking
ability, output and stereo channel
separation.

Stanton cartridges including the
500 series are available to the home
hi-fi listener. Many people are
,hanging to aStanton cartridge — a
professional cartridge that costs no
more than many commercial
cartridges and yet gives you so much
more.
If you want really sparkling
performance and the added benefit of
reliability, choose the cartridge the
professionals choose — aStanton.
Ask your dealer for details or clip the
coupon.

sTaNTon

Stanton cartridges

I Stanton Cartridges, Wilmez Ltd,
Compton House, High Street,
LLIew Malden, Surrey. 01-949 2545

HiFi buffs
use them because they
meet their budgets

Tel 07 345 35 0

lel 972 601

the choice of professionals
Gems,- Ther•ra Gera1ewerIT Le, Ca Sn
(6•ep - KinoleriTado 0 E.
51ourrra re 47

EvhgoI.a6
76:0166,
Athens
Tel 360608

Tel 0021, 7075

MbIlend- Audlestapl BV
16euw
Lowsorw61sedak 107 - leardresla
re, T0215183706
keland- 8 Sk °Ricca.' Co
Holncrenrren S
Reykjorik - Tel 16630
feed - Ihnino 16o
136 Pollocrild Baulevord - Tel Aviv
Tel .031 2004

Itoly
661•10 116ona teie4ernanarreon. Sernen • p
2010 761pro p . 77.868112 - 101.4388
Spain
Mabel SC00. 006
Ropellee. 84
Berreleno
Tel 235 400e
Sweden
WA
66110
Televaion AB
817 117 Solna. Sweden
Tel. OB 780 07 0
Switzerland

Thorens Freer AG

Ilards1rosse 41

5430 Wettongen

Tel 058262861

]111 01tDHAMS
Philips
and Pye atrio
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i

Over the past two

decades, we

at Fordhams have steadily built up an
Py e s tockists
g aref
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so
r
ea comprehensive ranges

g
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pr
a
e
r
d
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t
e
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supply
reputation
reru
virtualal ys aenxyctlhuing
exclusive
si etrPohmili

o

these two internationally renowned companies at special Mail Order
prices

This months selection
Pye Model TA12000 Stereo Receiver
Separate signal strength and centre tuning meters
Phase- lock stereo decoder.
Ceramic filters
Separate : ntegrated
circuits for AM
reception.

Contour and High Filter
switches.
Microphone mixing facility
Triple stereo speaker
outlets.

ONLY
£239.75.

AMPLIFIERS a PRE- AMPS
PYE
A
8060
A
12000
PHILIPS
AH
270
AH
280
AH
305
AH
306
AH
370
AH
380
AH
384
AH
386
AH
551
AH
590
AH
594

139.95
157.75
119.75
249.00
169.75
199.75
182.95
293.45
144.95
162.95
117.75
89.95
114.75

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS/RECEIVERS
PYE
TA
4000
TA
6000
TA
8000
TA
12000
PHILIPS
AH
602
AH
603
AH
604
AH
606
AH
682
AH
683
AH
684
AH
686
RH
743
AH
794
AH
799

129/5
169.75
199.75
225.75
192.75
222.75
229.95
214.75
139.75
179.75
22f4.75
279.75
99.95
179.75
336.25

TUNERS
PYE
PHILIPS

Pye model 5684 Turntable
Belt drive 2 speed turntable

Automatic and manual play

Variable pitch controls
Floating sub- chassis
Stroboscope
for tine speed
control.
Viscous damped cueing
device.
LED strobe light
Philips GP401
Super- M Mk. Il
Cartridge.

SPECIAL
PRICE:
£77.95.

de IIMI

Orders to: FORDHAM'S Al, DIO Et HiFi. 50 Uoyds Chambers. Cornhill.

III

8000
103
170
180
186
640
690
694

139.95
152.95
122.75
386.95
138.95
69.75
87.95
99.75

TURNTABLES with cartridges
PYE
5673
5684
5877
PHILIPS
GA
209
GA
222
GA
312
GA
418
GA
427
GA
437
AF
677
AF
685
AF
729
AF
777
AF
229
AF
877
AF
977

57.95
77.95
124.95
118.95
114.75
77/5
43.95
39.95
54.75
7595
59.75
117.95
86.95
162.95
124.75
199.75

CASSETTE SLAVE DECKS
PYE
3533
3537
3543
3630
PHILIPS
N
2415
N
2515
N
2521
N
2533
N
2534
N
2537
N
2538

84.75
129.75
129.75
249.75
5995
66.75
199.75
8955
109.75
153.25
133.95

Piease send cheque/postal order made payable to

Fordhams

opriate squares.

194.75
289.00
71045

LOUDSPEAKERS singly
PYE
5775
5777
PHILIPS
AH
460
AH
470
AH
482
AH
484
AH
485
-AH
486
AH
487
RH
545
AH
585
AH
587

41.75
94.75
14.95
2195
29.75
42.50
37.95
54.75
66.75
59500
152.75
234.95

MUSIC CENTRES
PTE

PHILIPS

TAPC
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH

1600
1601
1602
1604
1605
1606
6000
970
972
979
985
988
989
990
994

SUPER M CARTRIDGES
PHILIPS
GP
400 MAI
GP
400 Mk2
GP
401 Mk2
GP
412 Mk2
GP
422 Mk2
AUDIO/STEREO SYSTEMS
PYE
ZU
5¡
ZU
530
50
5292
6090
PHILIPS
AH
590
AH
590S
AH
594
AH
663
RH
1332
RH
837
RH
852
N
2415LS
N
2415WE
- • Loudspeakers NOT included
AF
380
AH
684

£

MODEL
MODEL No
No

£
£

All goods new and guaranteed for 12 months. TOT A I_ £
Registered No 750598

itrp

D RDHAMS

MINN

1he Best From Philips & Pye

MMIIMMI

129.75
129.7s
129.95
157.50
207.75
196.75
298.957
149.95
176.75
189.95
289.75.
199.75
219.75
134.75
379.00
9.95
11.96
15.75
36.75
53.75
139.75 .
199.75
564.75
789.00
399.95
38955
569E13
499.00
99.95.
199.95
99.95'
79.75
79.75
4975
649.00

BOOKS- CATALOGUES
PYE BOOK OF AUDIO
055p
PYE S PHILIPS catalogues
Er Price Lists
0.20p stamps
Philips Black Tulip
Catalogue& Price List

DELIVERY ADDRESS

£

MODEL No

%MR

4512
4515
4520

OPEN REEL DECKS
PHILIPS
N
N
N

NAME

BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS No

I

113 95
163.45
139.75
145.95
529.00

IBLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE1

MODELS REQUIRED
MODEL No

111

2541
2542
2543
2544
2554

IPSWICH. IPl 3HE. Suffolk. Telephone Ipswich 210738

or complete your Barclaycard/Access number in the appr

II

7
AH
AH
AH
AH
RH
AH
AH

N
N
N
N
N

I

Prices quoted above include VAT & carnage and will be loonourld for
go days from publ.CEffoOn date sublect to Government VAT changes
Order with confidence Every order acknowledged Goods despatched
quickly and efficiently , n onginal boxes Carnage and insurance
covered for all desueres in England. Wales & Scotland
NOTE- IMPORTANT: PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME at Our
Showrooms: 9 Crouch Street. Colchester. Essex
141 High Street. Doyercourt. Harwich. ESSez.
43 Buttermarket. Ipswich. Suffolk.

0.20

ESOS

It's got to be Grado
Just take a look at some of the
loudspeakers you will find at Perfect Electronics
in Birmingham.
Loudspeakers can only give as good as they
get, which is why we are very careful over
source material.
For the tape enthusiast we stock Ampex
Revox and Teac reel-to-reel machines. All very
high quality units.
And for the disc man, we've got Grado
cartridges. We recommend Grado for many
reasons but particularly for their ability to get
more information out of the grooves.
GRADO F3E+
The most popular of these Flux
Bridger cartridges, this modestly
priced device has a fine
reputation for realistic sound
reproduction. Compatible with
most pick up arms and amplifier
inputs.

There's a fine range to choose from, each
compatible with almost any pick-up arm and at
all price levels.
They are all very good value too. Take the
Grado FCE+1 for instance. This budget model
makes a mockery out of the cartridges supplied
with
many turntables
these
days. The

difference is plain to hear, even for afirst time
buyer, and at less than£15 the FCE+1 is one of
our ' best buys'.
Further on up the range, the Grado F1-1- fills
the requirement for a sophisticated product
which is still rugged enough for installation in
typical integrated turntable systems. It has a
dynamic, detailed sound which has already got
a bit of a reputation for ' realistic' reproduction.
GRADO G2+
Expensive, but no more so than
many moving coil plus step up
combinations. For around £ 115
you get high sound quality,
impeccable tracking and utter
reliability. A must for the serious
listener.

At the top of the range is the Grado G2+
Twin Tip. No, this isn't a 'flip- over' stylus, it's a
precision grinding which places apair of minute
spherical points of contact exactly where they
should be — in the information path of your
records' groove. This means that you will get a
smooth,
highly detailed sound with an
especially low level of background noise.
As you can see, we're keen on Grado and
feel confident that you will find a Grado
cartridge to fill your requirement too.
Check them out, at Perfect.

PERFECT ELECTRONICS LTD
508-516 ALUM ROCK ROAD, ALUM ROCK, BIRMINGHAM B8 3HX 021-3271497 or 021-327 6313
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B & W
INFINITY
KEF
UNN ISOBARIK
MERIDIAN M1
WSSION
YAMAHA

A & R CAMBRIDGE
HAFLER
MERIDIAN
QUAD
RADFORD
MONOGRAM

LINN LP12
ARISTON
STD
THORENS

The above listed products are only asmall part of our extensive range, but represent
those we consider the finest in their respective categories. Personal demonstrations can be
arranged by prior appointment and advice from our staff, all of whom are first and foremost
hifi enthusiasts, is always available.
Our back-up service facilities are second to none. We of course take Access and
Barclaycard plus offering normal credit facilities including up to £ 500 instant credit to callers.

If your are in the Bristol Area manager
Tony Revelle and his staff will be
happy to assist you . .
If you are in the London Area
manager Paul Stephenson and his staff
will be pleased to see you at our new
branch in Windsor.
Radford Hifi Lim .ted

Radford HI Lim ted

52/54 Gloucester Road, Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel. ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

43 King Edward Court Windsor
Tel. ( 07535) 5E931
for Latest Pric e
+ Expert Advice
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BEFORE SPENDING MONEY
ON AN AMPLIFIER,
SPEND FIVE MINUTES ON THIS.
If choosing an amplifier from the vast array
available seems adaunting proposition, maybe
we can help.
No doubt the four main areas you are
probably most concerned with are sound quality,
reliability, compatibility and style. And the
governing factor for all of these is obviously value
for money.
Well, for
less than £200
you need look
no further.
You've just been
introduced to
the A60
amplifier.
Allow us to tell you more.

SOUND QUALITY
Almost unbeatable — at any price. Each
channel of the A60 delivers agenerous 35 watts.
What's more, the A60 will continue to produce a
beautifully clean sound when presented with the
most awkward loudspeaker loads, even when
driven into moderate clipping.
This performance is the resillt of many years
of painstaking research, experiment and listening
tests. Long term consistency of such quality is
ensured by the use of high
grade components throughout.

RELIABILITY

features two tape outputs so you always get the
best out of your tape recorder. The disc input will
accept any magnetic or "high output" moving
coil cartridge. As abonus, you can optimise the
load impedance presented to these cartridges by
using our range of passive loading modules.
Finally you can now use "low output" moving coil
cartridges with
the A60 simply
by adding our
HA 10moving
coil-cartridge
pre-amplifier.

STYLE
Another
plus from the A60. Modern sleek profiling ensures
harmony with whatever type of room setting you
have. The fascia is in matt black, while the sleeve
is available in achoice of teak, walnut, rosewood
or matching matt black finishes.

VALUE FOR MONEY

The A60 is not the cheapest amplifier on the
market, but every amplifier that even approaches
the A60 in sound quality and reliability usually
costs much more.
If you would like to know more, spend an
extra minute filling in this coupon. Mail it to us
and we'll send you afree A60
brochure.
Better still, spend half an
hour or so with your nearest
A (St RCAMBRIDGE
(Cambridge)
appointed dealer who'll gladly
Sound Reliability.
demonstrate it for you.

Renowned for it. The
entire amplifier is hand built
on asingle printed circuit
board and is meticulously
inspected. Each A60 is
French's Mill, French's Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP.
Telephone: Cambridge (0223)354507
tested exhaustively and
pia ma imm
OM BBB
every specified parameter
I
Please
send
me
a
free
brochure
on the A60 amplifier
is checked and recorded. Every A60 also
undergoes alengthy soak test at much higher
Name
power than will occur in normal use, before being
Address
tested yet again.
Only then do we allow it to be sent out to the
A (Sr RCambridge dealer network.

FLEXIBILITY 8z COMPATIBILITY
All the facilities you need — no more and no less.
As well as achoice of four inputs the A60 also
16

HFN 5

Amplification (Sr Recording ( Cambridge)Ltd
French's Mill, French's Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP
a» allm
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For those who are
accustomed to the best

When we designed and built the Custom Hi-Fi Centre studio and showroom, it was done with
one objective in mind, namely to provide the discriminating Hi -Fi purchaser with the finest
acoustic conditions possible for the demonstration of the best in Hi-Fi equipment currently
available.
We have succeeded far beyond our greatest expectations and the Custom Hi -Fi Centre studio
built to conform to the specifications laid down by the International ElectroTechnical
Commission is without doubt one of the finest demonstration studios in the country. Now, in
the luxurious comfort and 'ideal acoustic conditions' of our studio or the pleasant surroundings
of our showroom, you can, under the expert friendly guidance of our staff, see, hear and
compare atremendous selection of Hi -Fi ranging from the popular to the truly exotic.
Please don't think that because we have one of the finest demonstration studiotshowrooms in
the country that our prices are uncompetitive. Nothing could be further from the truth. Indeed
we are nearly always able to match any of our competitors' prices with the additional bonus of
providing the best demonstration conditions as well.
The Custom Hi-Fi Centre is centrally situated with Holborn and Chancery Lane tube stations
close to hand, buses passing the door and ample car parking nearby. It is ideal for visiting on
a Saturday as there are no car parking problems whatsoever. In the morning ample meters are
available and in the afternoon there are no parking meters whatsoever, you can park right
outside our ' door'. If you are not able to call, learn more about the Custom Hi-Fi Centre by
sending for our Free 44 page brochure.
Note, to avoid disappointment please ring and make an appointment if you wish to hear
equipment in our studio.

Custom HiTi Centre

QUAD MONTH AT CUSTOM HI-FI
We are proud to be associated with the world
famous Quad range of Hi -Fi equipment which
we have on display and demonstration.
The Quad 405 ranks as one of the finest Hi-Fi
amplifiers available today and when coupled
to the superb Quad electrostatic speakers
provides a standard of performance that
virtually no other combination can approach
in terms of sound quality and value for money.

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound
QUM sa registered Trade Mark

82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1

Telephone: 01-242 8354 Open Monday to Saturday, 9a.m. to 6p.m.
STOCKISTS OF ACCUTRAC 0 A.D.C. D AIWA E AKAI D KR. D ARJSTON E ARMSTRONG
B & W O BOSE O CAMBRIDGE CI CELEFO CELESTIONO CHARTWELL LI CONNOISSEUR U
DUAL ID ELITE 0 EMPIRE L] ENTRE D EXPOSURE El FERROGRAPH O FOCUS 0 GALE
GARRARD El GOODMANS
GRIFFIN CI HADCOCKD HAFLER C HARMAN KARDOND
I.M.F. O J.B.L. D j.V.C. D KEESCINJC D REF D K.L.H. D LENTEKD LUX D mARANTz
MAY WARE 0 MICHELL D TRANSCRIPTOR D MICRO ACOUSTIC III MICRO SEIKI
MISSION O MONITOR AUDIO O. MORDAUNT SHORT D NAKAMICH IID NEAL
NORMENDEO ORTOFON D PANASONIC Q PHILIPS El PIONEER O QUAD O RADFORD CI
REVOX D ROGERSJ ROTELD SANSUI O SATINO SENNHEISER 0 SHARP 0 SHURE
S.M.E. D SONUS D SONY C SPENDOR CI STANTON CI S.T.D. EI STAX D TANDBERG
TANNOY O TARGET El TEAC C TECHNICS O THORENS C TRIOO CHER
VIDEOTONE O WI-bARFEDALE O YAMAHA

Please send me your FREE 44- page Custom HiFi
brochure

L.

II

(HEN 5) I
IMM

J

YANIAIIA NS-liono

LIKE OUR DRUMS OUR SPEAKERS TAKE SOME BEATING.
And it shows. The fact that making musical instruments over
the years has given us asignificant edge. Because it's taught us how
to develop listenirig to an art. To be awareof tonal qualities that even
sensitive test equipment cannot measure. Musicians and studio
engineers alike, understand exactly what we mean.
Our NS-590 series demonstrates yet another important side of
the Yamaha character. The ability to invent our own technology.
We've done this with beryllium. the lightest and hardest metal
known to man. By our unique vacuum production process we've
constructed atweeter with adome that has the extra depth to produce superb linearity on the highest highs.
At the other end of the scale, our 12" woofer given power and
richness to bass notes. White in the area where most of the music is
heard, aspecially treated midrange cone makes sure of wide dispersion and high response.

Add to this a well tried and tested crossover network and
precise level controls and you have aperformance that's reflected by
the figures. For example, 1watt will produce 9.1dB at one metre
whilst handling up to 70 watts.
For those who wish to invest in loudspeakers that are used as
standard reference, there's our NS- 1000M range. They have additi onal refinements such as aberyllium midrange driver as well as a
beryllium tweeter.
Yamaha _ highest performance with the lowest distortion is
well within our power.

DETAILS OF THE YAMAHA NS-590
AND NS- 1000M LOUDSPEAKERS FROM:
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS, 10 BYRON
ROAD. WEALDSTONE, HARROW,
MIDDLESEX 11A3 7TL. TEL: 01-863 8622.

YAMAHA

We have agood ear for music
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Goodmans
System

he X1125, the smallest of the system XB
mily. features atwo way loudspeaker
-' ystem — a25min soft dome IIF unit for
extra smooth high frequencies and a
200 mtrt bass unit with atreated cone and
,
, ij.o.rextra bass.

Anip

e

r aid

thg

The system XB family offers'Ac re
Wet
handling and extra ease in amplifier
matching because all three systems sui
xmpbfiers rated at 10-60 Watts RMS, ;
8Ohms load impedance and have
s
.
ensittvity of 9Watts DIN.
4.2ot just another extra Goodmans CS4:
Stands are strongly recommended for
1345 and XB35.

Sharing the same extra elegant XI3
styling the XB35 will suit all home
decors with teak or walnu: efect finish
and black speaker grille cbth the mid
range unit adds to those midd.€
frequencies, where the human ear is
extra critical.

MUM

-W .
aetbar you choose the KB25, 35 o'
45 they all add up to ,xtra yalue-forethen yourself or cut
their infer

UUM MUM UM UM MUM BUM MUM IMOW-MUU 11111111
t;oo(liniins Lond))peakers 11d7.1
))1tYnley R1.Kl. l ¡avant.
lampsture POI) 2NI, England I

sra.eni

Goodmans
Please send OW

of the System XE Range.

Name

P. ,))).( ,dr•
ZMI
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Thi7 big brother of the sv,tem XB. the
XH45 has an extra ABT AJary has
radiator) and larger cabinet mnacity
extra axteaded bass frog iencies.

Ma IMINII

111111M MIMI II=

IMMI
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The new Lux
decks are loaded
with FREE cassettes
Buy one of Lux's fabulous new cassette decks and we'll give you loads of
free C90 cassettes. Not just any old cassettes, but the new super fidelity Lux
XM-II chrome cassettes utilising Lux'sunique mechanism featuring SKEW
adjustment facility to obtain the optimum azimuth and tilt position, wide
pad and new holding mechanism to provide constant pressure for
stable frequency response, 4-guide roller system to prevent torque
loss offering constant back tension. The retail price of each cassette
is £2.87 so you can see how much you save with this offer. The
offer starts on April 15th and ends on May 31st, 1980.

Lux K5A — 10 Free Cassettes

2Sendust head machine, metal tape facility, memory counter, fluorescent
peak nteter, bias fine adjuster, Dolby Noise Reduction. Price around
£230.00

Lux K15 — 25 Free Cassettes

3head dual-capstan machine, DC servo motor, feather touch logic control
system, metal tape facility, SKEW adjustment, fluorescent peak level
meter, Dolby NR. Price around £560.00.

Lux K8 — 15 Free Cassettes

2head machine, DC servo type motor, feather touch logic control system,
metal tape facility, SKEW adjustment, fluorescent peak level meter, Dolby
NR. Price around £320.00.

Lux 51(501‘1— 35 Free Cassettes

3independent heads, 3motors, quartz lock, fluorescent peak level meter,
metal tape facility, feather touch logic control system, variable bias
control, Dolby NR. Price around £ 1100.00

Available only through franchised Lux dealers. Send for full details of all Lux Cassette Decks and name and address of nearest stockist.
Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293.
21

HITACHI

FT440 STEREO TUNER
Stylish AM-FM stereo tuner
with tuning and signal
strength meters and
output level control.

Laskys pr...
£88

HITACHI HA 5300
STEREO AMPLIFIER

TOSHIBA SB445 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Punchy 40 watts RMS output per
channel. Complete with bar graph digital
power meters, fade in/fade out function and
loudness control.

Impressive clean 60 watts
per channel RMS. 2-way
speaker selection with
independent volume
controls. Tape dubbing
facilities. Lasky,price

giro

Laskys price

£98 ,

More to hear,

JVC TV3L STEREO TUNER
A3-band LW, MW, FM stereo tuner with
FM tuning meter, MW/LW signal
Laskys price
strength meter and FM muting.
£79.90

•

ROTEL RA 1000 STEREO AMPLIFIER

JVC TV5L STEREO TUNER

r

40 watts RMS output per channel amplifier
combined with an 8-band graphic equalizer.
Full tape dubbing facility and 2-way speaker
selection.

Laskys price

coo.50

LW MW and FM stereo wavebands. • ••• •
LED signal strength meter and FM centre
tune meter.

7

Laskys price

0093°

)

TRIO

KA305 STEREO AMPLIFIER

SONY TA F30 AMPLIFIER
Exciting new model from Sony. 30 watts per
channel. Elegant slim design. LED power
output indicators. Soft touch function
switches.

Laskys price
Laskys price

9119°

£94.9°

Renowned high performance
amplifier at abudget price.
40 watts per channel RMS with
extremely low distortion.
Microphone mixing facility.

the leaders in
AKAI

AM 2250
STEREO AMPLIFIER
Excellent well reviewed budget
model. 25 watts per channel
RMS, 2way speaker switching,
loudness control.
Laskys price

UV°

gwit
gigm

AKAI AM

2350 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Sturdy design. Full 35 watts RMS per channel,
twin power level meters, 3way speaker Laskys price
connections, tape dubbing facility.

less to pay.
SUGDEN T48 STEREO TUNER

Laskys price

One for the individualist- and matching
the A48 amplifier. Exceptional sound quality
and push-button tuning.

PIONEER SA408 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Very elegant slim line styling. 20 watts
per channel RMS with negligible
distortion. Loudness switch and
inputs for 2pairs of speakers.

Laskys price

PIONEER TX408 STEREO TUNER The perfect match for the
SA408 amplifier with LW, MW, FM stereo wavebands and
clear tuning meters. Laskys price £ 59.90.

SUGDEN A48 STEREO AMPLIFIER Avery distinctive, high performance
amplifier from afamous BrÉish company. 45 watts RMS output per channel,
high and low frequency filters and two pairs of speaker sockets.
Laskys price £ 219
NIKKO NA 790 STEREO AMPLIFIER Excellent value and exclusive to Laskys.
Impressive 55 watts RMS output per channel, 2-way speaker selection,
subsonic filter and built-in/roving coil head amp. Laskys price £ 99.90.

Stereoclub makes listening easy.
MODEL

.:.:egteieeei:MMIIM2322::eikekekf3

TRIO

KA405 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Powerful 55 watts RMS per channel, well
defined twin power meters, facility for
microphone mixing with existing
source. Tape dubbing and monitor.

Laskys price

DIA Leo

£139.9°

Akai AM 2250
Akai AM 2350
Hitachi HA 5300
Hitachi FT 440
Nikko NA 790
Pioneer SA 408
Pioneer TX 408
Ratel RA 1000
Sony TAF 30
Trio KA 305
Trio KA 405
Toshiba SB 445
JVC TV 3L
JVC TV 5L
Sugden A48
Sugden 148

MONTHLY
PAYMENT
£5
£5
£5
£5
£5
£5
£5
£5
£5
£5
£7
£5
£5
£5
£10
£6

4

Buy through Laskys
Stereoclub. Once you
have your card you get
instant no deposit credit'
right up to 24 times your
monthly payment. For 24
payments of just Es amonth you
would get credit up to £120.
Interest charged at 25% per month on monthly balance
outstanding Equivalent to annual rate 31 38% Interest
rate and prices including 15% VAT are correct at time
of going to press and subiect to alteration without
notice

We've become the undisputed leaders in HiFi
by consistently offering the greatest choice of
manufacturers in every product category, the greatest
range of models from any one manufacturer, the most

s

•

competitive prices right across the board,
comprehensive demonstration facilities and the best
before and after sales service in the business.
In short, we've proven that bigger can also mean better.

E

*
TOSHIBA PCX 20 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Metal tape facility. Elegant low profile design,
Dolby, 3position bias/equalizercontrols, LED digital
peak meters

Laskys price

•

34.50

HITACHI D580 CASSETTE DECK
Twin VU meters, fine bias adjustment, autoreplay, touch button controls and many
other features.

TOSHIBA PCX 40 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Outstanding low profile design, front load
cassette deck, Dolby system, metal tape facility,
music quick sensor system, LED meters,
3position bias/ED switches, memory rewind,
variable output control.

Laskys price

05e"

Laskys price

£149

More to hear,

SONY TCK75 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Advanced 3head Oeck with Dolby calibration
tone, accuratel6Segment LED record .
rneter,
adjustable bias, microprocessor function
control plus remote control option.

Laskys price

,n64-90

SONY TCK 45 STEREO CASSETTE DECK Well styled with Dolby,
16 segment LED rectird meters, auto play facility, ferrite and ferrite
heads and 3position bias/equansation switching Laskys price £158.50.

LASKYS

EXCLUSIVE
SPECIAL OFFER

AIWA AD 2000 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Incredible Laskys offer on this distinctive top loader.
Acclaimed by thell i-Fi press, features include Dolby,
fluorescent level display, cue/review, separate 3positiongAVPE
bias/equalisation switching. Previous price £ 149.90

Laskys price

4‹. k

£99-9°

the leaders in Cassette Decks
£so
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Mal

WORTH OF
CASSETTES
AND
ACCESSORIES

FREE

PIONEER CTF

500 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Excellent value for money with
Laskys price
Dolby, twin illuminated VU meters,
C11030
3position Bias/Equalizer selection \ )

WITH EVERY

LASKYS

EXCLUSIVE
SPECIAL OFFER

Superb sophisticated deck. Unique bias Flat
Response Tuning System, Dolby, double needle
level meters, cue/review, memory re-play,
feather touch buttons and / Laskys price
many other features.

£98

AIWA AD6900

PIONEER CT-F650 STEREO CASSETTE DECK Attractive new
design, highly recommended in the HiFi press. Metal tape
facility; Dolby; accurate fluoroscan meter and PMS auto-search.
Laskys price £ l69.90.

less to pay.
ri
JVC
TECHNICS

RMS 63 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Laskys price
Excellent value sophisticated 3head
metal tape deck, comprehensive features
9
include fine bias adjustment, double
Dolby, fluorescent meters, cue/review, memory rewind
and auto play. ,

£229. °

KDA5 STEREO CASETTE DECK

Stereoclub makes listening easy.
MODEL

` .......

JVC

<:lf:leaary
Centesmovalx,

KDA3 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Metal tape facility at affordable price.
A host of other features include Super ANRS
and five bar LED peak indicator.

Laskys price

039 3°

Laskys price

Well reviewed in the Hi Fi press - truly a ' best buy'
with metal tape facility, super ANRS, logic controls £198.9°
and exceptional all round performance. Plus remote control.

Aiwa AD 2000
Aiwa AD 6900
Hitachi D 580
JVC KDA 3
JVC KDA 5
Toshiba PCX 20
Toshiba PCX 40
Sony TCK 45
Sony TCK 75
Technics RSM 63
Pioneer CTF 500
Pioneer CTF 650

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

£5
£13
£7
£6
£9
£6
£7
£7
£12
£10
£5
£8

Buy through Laskys
Stereoclub. Once you
have your card you get
instant no deposit credit \
right up to 24 times your
monthly payment. For 24
payments of just ES a month you
would get credit up to £120.
Interest charged at 25% per month on monthly balance
outstanding Equivalent to anrival tate 31 38% Interest
rate and prices including 15% VAT are correct at time
of going to press and subject to alteration without
nonc e

PIONEER PL512 STEREO TURNTABLE

TRIO KD1500 STEREO TURNTABLE

Awell designed fully automatic, belt-drive
turntable with Stroboscopic speed control.

Classic budget model, enormously popular.
'Belt-drive, cueing device, anti-skating control.

Laskys price

Laskys price
£54.90

More to hear,
JVC QLA5R STEREO
TURNTABLE

Tremendous value. Quartz
locked, auto return model.
Laskys price

£109-9°
TOSHIBA SR

-F440 STEREO TURNTABLE

An excellent value, fully automatic turntable
with direct-drive, Stroboscopic speed
indicator and complete with cartridge.

Laskys price

LW°

LIV;

GARRARD GT20 STEREO TURNTABLE

Traditional Garrard value and attractive styling. Laskys price
Belt drive, manual operation and 'S' shaped
I £54.90
tone arm. Includes Shure cartridge.
GARRARD DD130 STEREO TURNTABLE A high quality direct-drive
turntable with Stroboscopic speed control Includes Shure cartridge.
Las kys price £ 79.90.
GARRARD DD132 STEREO TURNTABLE This superb turntable comes with
fully automatic direct-drive, features Stroboscopic speed control and
comes complete with Shure cartridge Laskys price £99.90.

\

SONY PS333 STEREO TURNTABLE

Sony style and value. Direct-drive with
illuminated Stroboscope. All controls can
be operated with cover closed. Cartridge
supplied.

Laskys price

99-9°

the leaders in Turntables
•›•ffle

TECHNICS SL1700Il STEREO TURNTABLE
Superb performance from this semiautomatic, quartz locked turntable.
Complete with cartridge.

( Laskys price

are

less to pay.
TECHNICS SL10 STEREO TURNTABLE

Laskys price

The new, revolutionary, ultra-slim portable
E299 .90
(mains/12 volt battery operation) turntable
that's barely largerthan an LP record sleeve and can be
played anywhere. Parallel tracking tone arm, direct-drive
and fully automatic. Complete with moving coil cartridge.
TECHNICS SLB3 STEREO TURNTABLE Afully automatic, belt-drive
turntable with E.G. Servo motor. All primary controls operable when cover
is closed. Complete with cartridge. Laskys price £ 84.90.

3iMegel„.
TECHNICS SLB2 STEREO TURNTABLE
World-famed Technics quality at anot-to-be-missed
price. Semiputo belt drive with F.G. Servo motor.
'Front control' operation. Complete with Technics
cartridge.

TRIO KD1033B STEREO TURNTABLE

Budget model highly acclaimed by the fLaskys price .\
Hi
Fi press. Belt-drive, resonance free
£54.90
tone-arm.
.

Laskys price

Stereoclub makes listening easy.
MODEL

Garrard GT20
Garrard DD 130
Garrard DD 132
JVC OLA 5R
Pioneer PL512
Sony PS 333
Technics SLB 2
Technics SLB 3
Technics
SL 170011
Technics SL 10
Toshiba SR F440
Trio KD 1033B
Trio KD 1500

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

£5
£5
£5

£5
£5
£5
£5
£5
£9
£13
£5
£5
£5

La

.
4t4b1'
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Buy through Laskys
Stereoclub. Once you
have your card you get
instant no deposit credit
right up to 24 times your
monthly payment. For 24
payments of just ES amonth you
would get credit up to £120.
Interest charged at 23% per month en monthly balance
outstanding Equivalent to annual rate 31 38% Interest
rate and prices including 15% VA1 are correct at time
of going to press arel subject to alteration without
notice

CELESTION

•

DITTON 15XR
SPEAKERS

KEF

CELESTE Ill
SPEAKERS

Laskys price

KEF

£175

101 SPEAKERS

Outstanding 2-way speaker system
with 100 watt handling capacity
and integral overload protection
circuit Superb natural teak and
black finish. .
KEF 10511 SPEAKERS One of the best
speakers in the world. The revolutionary
design with mid range and tweeter
separated from the bass unit, outstanding
accuracy and sophisticated electronic
protection have aroused Consistent
admiration. Laskys price £ 795.

Laskys price

£109

Popular, 2-way design.
50 watts max. input Stylish
satin black finish with
integral black grille.

KEF CONCORD III SPEAKERS A highly popular
Kef model. Substantial 3-way system, superb
sound with 100 watts power handling. With
attractive satin black finish and black fabric grille.
Laskys price £179_

Famous model,
deservedly popular.
Dome tweeter, 8"
bass unit with matching ABR. 10-60 watts
power handling
Immaculate teak
finish
Laskys price

0143°
CELESTION DITTON 332 SPEAKERS Attractive 3-way design with
extended bass response. Power handling 20-100 watts RMS.
Beautifulleinished cabinet with matching grille. Laskys price £ 245.
•

ore to hear,
KLH 2SPEAKERS
Another interesting design using an
analog bass computer system. Drive
units comprise 8" woofer and 4" mid
range, both with polypropylene cones
ai id1.
"tweeter. Power
Laskys price
handling 40-200 watts RMS.

£379

KLH 317 SPEAKERS Exceptional «clarity and stereo
imaging.10" woofer andir soft dome tweeter.
Efficient power handling 15-60 watts RMS.
Laskys price £139.90.

JROGERS

JR149 SPEAKERS
Laskys price

Unusual cylindrical design
with good all round perform.ance and exceptional stereo
imaging. Power handling
15-100 watts RMS.

£139 3°

JROGERS
JR150 SPEAKERS Similar to the 149's but with
2bass/mid drivers. Power handling_15-100 wattsRMS.
Laskys price £ 219.
.90.

Laskys price

£149

Remarkable performance
for speakers of this compact size at
this price_ Efficient power handling
from 15 watts RMS right up to 75 watts
RMS power handing. -

WHARFEDALE
E20 SPEAKERS

Offering high sensitivity from 15-65 watts
RMS power input the E20's feature an 8"
moving coil bass driver and a1" horn loaded
tweeter plus contour control.
INHARFEDALEE30 SPEAKERS High efficiency with
2bass/mid drivers, horn loaded tweeter and high range
level control. Laskys price £199.00

MISSION
710 SPEAKERS

MISSION 720 SPEAKERS Very high quality
3-way design which perform well across awide
range of programme material. Power handling
25-125 watts. Laskys price £ 269.
Laskys price

£159°

MISSION 770 SPEAKERS Broadcast monitor
standard with remarkably low cobration levels.
Power handling 35-120 watts RMS.
Laskys price £ 339.

the leaders in Speakers
AR 25 SPEAKERS

Brand new design. Superb
performance two way
system with 250mm woofer
and 32mm pressure highrange. Highrange contour
control switch. Handles up
to 100 watts per channel.
Laskys price
Beautifully finished
walnut veneer
cabinets.

029»

ACTIVITY PLAY
SPEAKER STANDS
The inexpensive way to improve
sour-id reproduction even
further and enhance appearance. Available in chrome or
ebony bronze. Price £27.95.

less to pay.

GOODMANS

XB25 SPEAKERS
A2-way system with
good bass in the new
higher power handling
XB range. Recommended
amp power 10-60
watts RMS.
Laskys price

£943°

Laskys price

£498

MORDAUNTSHORT

SIGNIFER SPEAKERS

This flagship design of the
superb Mordaunt-Short
range has received
enormous critical acclaim
With near perfect bass
response, excellent stereo imaging, and
negligible coloration the Signifer truly represents the ' state
of the art'.
MORDAUNT-SHORT PAGEANT SPEAKERS Fine 2-way design, often recommended,
vet, power handling 15-100 watts RMS. Las kys price £169.90.

Stereoclub makes listening easy.
GOODMANS

XB35
SPEAKERS

Good value 3-way
desigrbf rom the XB
range with extended
bass response and
with 10-60 watts RMS
power handling.
8" bass driver, 3¼"
mid range and 11/
4"
dome HF.
Laskys price

L£119-9°

MODEL

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

Acoustic Research AR25
Celestion Ditton 15XR
Celestion Ditton 332
Goodmans XB25
Goodmans XB35
KEF 101
KEF Concorde
KEF Celeste
KEF 10511
Mission 710
Mission 720
Mission 770
Mordaunt Short Pageant
Mordaunt Short Signifer
J. Rogers JR 149
J. Rogers JR 150
Wharfedale E30
Wharfedale E20
KLH 317
KLH 2

£6
£5
£11
£5
£5
£8
£8
£5
£34
£7
£12
£15
£8
£21
£6
£10
£9
£7
£6
£16

Buy through Laskys
Stereoclub. Once you -• s."
have your card you get
instant no deposit credi
right up to 24 times your
monthly payment For 24 .
payments of Just ES amonth you
would get credit up to £ I20.
in;erest charged at 23% per month on monthly balance
outstandmg Equivalent to annual rate 31 38% Interest
rate and onces including 15% VAT are correct at time
of going to press and subject to alterat on without
notice

Choose from our enormous
range of headphones. See and
hear them at your local Laskys.

SONY MDR3 HEADPHONES
Attractive design - very good value.
Laskys price £14.90.
PIONEER SE 205 HEADPHONES
Good value comfortable design.
Laskys price £13.90.
PIONEER SE305 HEADPHONES
Excellent acoustic isolation and
pleasant sound quality.
Laskys price £19.90.

LEAK 3000

HEADPHONES

Laskys price

me"

Well reviewed, good value set.

KOSS HV2A
HEADPHONES
Lightweight open
back model.
e

Laskys price

SONY DRS 5
Good performance
with separate tone
Laskys price &level controls.

£16-5°

More to hear,
SENNHEISER HD420 HEADPHONES
Comfortable open back set, very good
stereo presentation.
Laskys price £25.90.
SENNHEISER HD430
HEADPHONES Again very
comfortable - closed back version
of the 420. Laskys price £ 35.90.
TRIO KH 33 HEADPHONES
Moving coil transducer, good
finish. Laskys price £18.90.
BE VER DT302 HEADPHONES
Very light with good clarity and
stereo. Laskys price £14.50.
BE VER DT440 HEADPHONES
Open, uncoloured sound - lighter
than they look.
Laskys price £ 29.50.

LASKYS LSH 10
HEADPHONES
Excellent value model
exclusWe to Laskys.
Laskys price
£9 ."

HEADPHONES

KOSS PRO 4AAA

Substantial design with excellent noise
exclusion and adjustable headband.
Laskys price

Laskys price
£11.50

Luxury stereo headphones with stereo/
mono switch and
individual left and right
volume controls for easy
listening. Coiled
connection lead.

AKG K141 HEADPHONES Moving
coil semi open set with self adjusting
headband. Laskys price £ 39.90.
AKG K240 HEADPHONES Elaborate,
unusual moving coil model,
comfortable with good sensitivity.
Laskys price £49.90.

GRADO F1+ Low mass with
'multi radius' stylus.
Laskys price £ 39.90.
GRADO FCE+1 Low compliance,
elliptical stylus.
Laskys price £ 13.50.

»^%

GRADO ci+

MICROPHONES

Superbly engineered elliptical stylus,
flux bridger design Laskys price

Two excellent designs
from top manufacturer,
TEAC MC210
Laskys price £25.90.
AKG D40
Laskys price £ 19.90.

less to pay.
ORTOFON

VMS 20E II

Just add any
accessories to
your Stereoclub
card account
up to your
limit.

SHURE M7SED II Popular
budget model from a
renowned cartridge
manufacturer.
Laskys price £16.90.

ORTOFON CONCORDE

20

New revo utionary design offering an
Laskys price
extremely low mass integral
e Q11.90 cartridge/headshell assembly
l'"Pid
which sounds as good as it
looks.

Central London Tottenham Court Rd
Oxford St. (Boumes)

Stereoclub makes listening easy.

ORTOFON Fl5EllAnother
well liked Ortofon design
at an excellent price.
Laskys price £19.90.

V263°

Laskys price

MC10/STM 72 £59 .50 )
A fine inexpensive moving
coil modeli, complete with step up transformer.

ORTOFON FF15E II Popular
top value model, often
recommended. Open neutral
sound. LaSICYS price £13.90.

The famous Danish
design, constantly
recommended
Precise stereo
image,'clean
treble.
Laslcys price

1111.

ORTOFON

AUDIOTRONIC AMC
90ED II Similar to the well
known Shure M95ED at
almost HALF THE PRICE
Laskys price £14.90.

Buy through Laskys
Stereoclub. Once you
have your card you get
instant no deposit credit
right up to 24 times your
monthly payment For 24
payments of just £ 5amonth you
would get credit up to £120.
interest charged at 23% oer month on monthly balance
outstanding Equivalent to annual rate 31 38% Interest
rate and prices including 15% VAT are correct at time
of going to press and subject to alteration without
notice

Listen to the leaders

Mail Order: If you can't get to your local Laskys just post your order to:

I ILÁM11115

The Hyde, London NWg 6JJ or telephone 01-200 0444.

l Add £4.50 per item Secuncor delivery.
I

( 3 branches), Edgware Rd. ( 3branches), Fleet St

I
I

Please send rne

I
Payment details: please tick whew applicable
1. Please charge to my Stereoclub account D

account no

Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Chatham, Colchester, Croydon, Dartford,
aIwould like so apply for aStereoclub account D
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Golders Green, Kingston, Leicester, Manchester,
31 enclose full cash payment [
7] e
cheque/PO no
Northampton, Nottingham, Oxford, Reading, Richmond, Romford,
4. Please charge to my Barclaycard/Access account El
Barclaycard no
Access Card no
Sheffield, Slough, Southend, Tunbridge Wells, VVatford and
(Mainland only)
To be refunded if am not delighted
Wolverhampton.
Name
From May 5th six new Laskys superstores at:Address
Birmingham -19-21 Corporation St, Tel: 021-632 6303. Chester The Forum, Northgate St., Tel: (0244) 317667. Liverpool - 33 Dale St.,
Signature
Date
Tel: 051-236 2828.
S•M
Gt,MktSt.,
Allow 28 days for delivery. All item!: subject to availability,
Tel: 061-832 6087. Preston -1-4 Guildhall Arcade, Tel: (0772) 59264.
UK. Mainland only.
HN MAY
Sheffield - 58 Leopold St., Fountains Precinct, Tel: (0742) 7509 71 . I. mi um ma um am am im mum me dB um am am

Wrzl.

Hardman Hi Fi Centres Ltd.. Chancel

House. tsleasden

Lane. London NW10 2XE Registered No. 347947

I

)7;

REFE ENCE SECTION

The Logical Place To Look
AR Loudspeakers
Kobbé's

Complete
Opera
Book

).'Drret,
In IitEliAta.

R E.WOOD

Please send me your colour brochure and stockist list
Name
Address

Post Code

irTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
Freepost, Dunstable, Beds. LU5 512iR

or

momme eDn, [$

2M r
IIIMI12

MC-3L+FORMULA 4 Mk III ®

A well
researched
mains
powered preamplifier offering
optimum performance from
all low impedance cartridges.
It has switchable cartridge
load capacitance and resistance and unrivalled distortion
and noise performance. The
unit is pictured here with the
high quality RIAA equalisation amplifier Stereo Disc
Amplifier 3.
Please
ring
or
write
for
extensive specification leaflets

Dominus P.O. Box 1, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7JF

The best value in state- of- the art pickup
Geometry optimised for 12" LP Discs.
Stevenson, ' Wireless World', May & June, 1966
The only variable mass damped
arm for high or low compliance
Styli.
£49.45

Reviewed by John Borwick, Feb. '79 Gramophone

NEW

High Output Moving Coll
Cartridge MC-3L

MC-2C

Tel: 04866 6477

£49.95 No step-up required
MOVING COIL
Super- polished special line contact
CARTRIDGE
nude diamond stylus—for maxi£49.45
mum information retrieval.
124 Universal MC Transformer, the quietest best
step-up available.
£49.45

SHERWOOD LOW NOISE
MICROPHONE
PRE-AMPLIFIER

REVIEWED BY REG WILLIAMSON SEPT. 'HI-FI FOR
PLEASURE' and GEOFF GILES DEC. PRACTICAL HI-FI'
Alignment Protractor Mk 11
Improve your stereo image
Enables correct setting up of
all pickup arm and cartridge
combinations. Measures tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface
with Stevenson zero error points
for minimum distortion.
£3.45 post free
Devised by Percy Wilson, M.A.
Original ' Hi Fi News' Review available.

HIGH QUALITY
REALISTICALLY PRICED,
MICROPHONE PRE- AMP
FOR dbx, DOLBY AND
TAPE RECORDER OWNERS.

All items available from selected dealers or if in difficulty, from
MAYWARE LTD, ( Dept HFN5)
PO Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH
Telephone: 01-958 9421

Please ring or write far full specifications.
MAC. LTD., 437 WESTDALE LANE, MAPPERLEY, NOTTINGHAM.
TEL. (
0802) 808996. TELEX. 378118 HOFMAC G
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Special design improves
vertical tracking for better
stereo separation.

/Nagaoka MP- 11 Cartridge
The MP- 11 moving permalloy cartridge
minimises the magnetic energy losses
harmful to sound quality.
To ensure we can give you our undivided
attention please complete and send this
coupon to us.

Dual Turntable Package

eulipion audio

e79 .00 including VAT and carriage

The natural choice for the best hi-fi

Featuring the Dual CS506 semi-automatic turntable unit with ultra low
mass tonearm unsurpassed in hi-fi technology.
And including a Nagaoka MP- 11 cartridge with head shell.

Name

Completing this package — a Free Osawa 0M-10 Diskmat.

Address

EULIPION AUDIO, Hi -Fi Equipment Specialists,

phone no
EULIPION AUDIO, Hi Fi Equipment Specialists,
81 Wilmslow Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5Sli

81 Wilmslow Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5SU
Telephone: 061 225 4448

WM

MI
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REVVING UP

Direct Drive. Belt Drive. Differential Drive. Left Hand
Drive. Shaft Drive. Turbo Drive. Worm Drive. Servo Drive.
Silent Drive. And Gear Drive. Interstellar Overdrive.
It's enough to drive you out of your mind.
And that's just for starters. Because, even though there
aren't that many turntable drive systems, there's more to

choosing aturntable than merely deciding between the
merits of Direct Drive and Belt Drive.
You also have to worry about such factors as the motor
the platten, the choice of tone-arm. As well as speed stability, tracking accuracy and arm resonances. Not forgetting
rumble, acoustic breakthrough, wow and flutter.
The list goes on.
But, even then you still have some way to go before you
reach your destination. Once the mechanics are resolved,
you have to listen to each turntable in turn. Because the
, musicality of turntables is now an accepted fact. So you
have to find one with asound that agrees with you.
No wonder it's all too easy to become confused. As if
the technicalities weren't enough, you have to choose
between some 228 different turntables and tone arms from
65 individual manufacturers.
The problem is to know what to do. But before you run

out of road, and end up in frustration settling for aturntable that might turn out to be something less than you
desired, make adetour towards the latest issue of HiFi
Choice.

In HiFi Choice: Turntables & Tone Arms, Martin
Colloms has selected 100 turntables and tone arms of particular interest. Each and every one has been carefully measured and tested. Each and every one has been extensively
and exhaustively listened to. Every result and comment has
been carefully noted, compared and analysed. And then,
and only then, has Martin Colloms selected various models
that he considers to represent exceptional value for money
in various price categories.

Needless to say a considerable amount of time, effort
and planning went into researching and writing HiFi
Choice: Turntables & Tone Arms. It contains all of Martin

Colloms' findings, and it's about the length of any bestselling paperback. But, more important, it's written in such
away that even if you don't know the difference between
rumble and resonance, you'll understand what's being
said.
HiFi Choice: Turntables& Tone Arms is indispensible
reading for anybody thinking of buying equipment. Think
of it as amap, designed to guide you through the hi-fi
jungle.
Other volumes in the series include Cassette Decki&
Tapes, Loudspeakers, Stereo Systems, Amplifiers, Receivers,
Cartridges & Headphones and Tuners.
Each and every one has been written with the same care
and attention to detail.
Make sure you get the copies you need today. HiFi
Choice is on sale at most good newsagents or use the
coupon to order direct from the publishers.

1

Please send me the following copies of HiFi Choice. Add
35p p&p for each issue. (Overseas postage 50p)
copies of Turntables and Tonearms @ £2.00
copies of Cassette Decks @ £2.00
copies of Systems @ £2.00
copies of Loudspeakers @ £2.00
copies of Tuners @ £ 1.50
copies of Cartridges and Headphones @ £ 1.50
copies of Amplifiers @ £ 1.50
copies of Receivers @ £ 1.50
HiFi Choice Binders (holds acomplete set) @ £ 1.95
each including p&p
Name
Address
HFN
1enclose acheque/P.O. for £
payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd. Allow 3weeks for delivery. Mail coupon to:
Hi Fi Choice Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London WIP IDE.
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ACHANCE TO HEAR WHAT CAN ONLY BE HEARD
ON ASCOTCH MASTER SERIES CASSETTE

-JAL

POSITK3N

MASTER I
For '
NORMAL' switch position Perfect for pop, jazz, light music recording.

There's much to be said for Scotch
Master Series cassettes.
But words couldn't begin to
describe the pure, crystal-clear sound
you get from any one of the three in the
range.
So, rather than blind you with
output graphs and decibel ratings, we'd
like to open your eyes by convincing
your ears.
We'd like you to hear for yourself
what the advanced technology of the
Master Series cassettes has to offer.
And hear it all at our expense.
Just fill in the coupon below and
we'll send you the Master Series Cassette
of your choice, entirely free of charge.
So you can prove for yourself
that hearing is believing! But hurry,
ic
available to the first

MASTER II
For ' CHROME' switch position. Ideal for orchestral and classical music.

MASTER III
For 'FERRICHROME' switch position. Top of the range. Perfect for all types of music,
and particularly suitable for in-car systems.
Registered in England at Link House Magazine ,( Croydon ( Ltd , Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2

The Superchrom records at phenomenally high
levels without distortion. At 250 nWtalm, the
Superchrom registers aTHD of only 1.5% while
one Japanese competitor's tape scoied a
shaky 2.2%.

The Agfa Superchrom has awider dynamic range
than any other cassette we tried:— 62DB. That's
2.5 decibels wider than one of its rivals.

Sometimes arecording lasts alittle
longer than you thought And the
Agfa Superchrom scores again. Our
C60 +6and C90 +6cassettes give
you 3more minutes playing time on
either side.

DA
CAPO

The traditional weakness of chrome
cassettes has always been in the middle to
low frequencies. Not the Superchrom. It can
give aflatter frequency response right across
the musical spectrum.

The Superchrom has afloor level low
enough not to interrupt the silences.

WHERE THE NEW AGFA SUPERCHROM
SCORES OVER THE COMPETITION.
The Agfa Superchrom is our new cassette for
machines with Chrome switching. And àur own tests and
independent surveys show that its closest competitors
are no corn oetition - - rthe full test
on your own
.
he

top of arange of
very cassette
Ict portable
between
results
tres.
th the precise
Id the ferric
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ssettes, we
.actured at our
Iht control on
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CASSETTES+6
SOUND PERFECT
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THE GRIMM 41WICOUST/C
TURNTABLE /114T
During the development of reference systems for the
testing of exceedingly accurate high fidelity systems it was
found that conventional rubber turntable mats produced a
degradation of sound quality. Many commercially available
mats were tried and no significant improvement was found.
Griffin decided to develop amat to obviate these problems
and to use it on their laboratory reference turntable. After
working out the theory of how the colourations were caused a
solution was finally achieved.
This anacoustic mat immediately caused a dramatic
improvement in Bass detail, Midrange transient accuracy
and Treble smoothness. The most surprising improvement
was a dramatic improvement in the location and stability o
the stereo image.

Griffin

pure sound genius

Siddons Factory Estate, Howard Street,
West Bromwich,West Midlands 670 OSU
Available either direct from Griffin or your local dealer
Trade enquiries welcome

However if came as a surprise to find that using this mat
on cheaper turntables also made aconsiderable improvement
to the sound quality and image location, in fact the difference
was equivalent to changing the turntable to one of twice the
price.
Technically the mat damps record vibrations and standing
waves, improves record stability and provides a firm base for
the immense forces involved in playing the groove undulations.
The mat also removes turntable resonances while providing a
good coupling to the table at audio frequencies. Rumble and
mechanical noise from the mechanism is attenuated by the
structure of the material.
WARNING: When purchasing turntable mats it must be made
clear that the AUDIBLE difference is the most important
factor.
Please supply

Anacoustic Table Mats

at f,6•00 each inclusive of VAT. postage & packaging
Iwould also like details of other Griffin Products
Name
Address

THE END OF OPEN
New BASF Chromclioxid Super
finally enables the cassette owner to
achieve aquality of recording as high as
that of reel-to-reel sound.
The irrefutable case for chrome
Needles of Cr02 are ideal for
optimising magnetic parameters like
coercivity and remanence so important
in sound recording. BASF alone control
every stage in the creation of Chrome
tapes. Their ability to optimise the
physical properties of Chrome explains
why BASF Chromclioxid Super cassettes
are able to match the technical data of
open-reel recording tape.

"""
-

The supremacy of Chromclioxid Super
is explained by six important factors.
i) Background noise
The homogeneous shape and
minimal size of BASFs Cr02 particles
reduce background noise to the lowest
point possible today.
ü) Studio performance in the
liF range
A 3dB dynamic improvement in the
low frequency range, compared to
conventional Cr02 cassettes, puts
Chromclioxid Super (with Dolby) on the
same quality level as the famous BASF
Studio tape, SPR 50 LH at 38 cms.

Double the performance at
high frequencies
The unsurpassed high frequency
MOL of Chromclioxid Super (see graph)
causes an up to 6dB improvement in the
10 KHZ to 20 KHZ range, when compared
with ordinary Cr02 cassettes.
iv) Balanced MOL
BASF's new Chromdioxid Super is
the first cassette to achieve abreakthrough in the balance between low

REEL SUPREMACY
requency MOL and high frequency MOL.
The factor which has, until now, kept
le cassette lagging behind professional
1r semi-professional, reel-to-reel
ystems is lack of output at the HF end,
!ausing intermodulation distortion when
ecorcling music with alot of top. •
Chromdioxid Super breaks this
The truth about the recording
capability of cassettes
mto music energy a

MOL al 3 distortion for all tapes has been set 0c113
-------,,,j,. i.

particular sound barrier by greatly
improving MOL in the 10 KHZ to 20 ICHZ
range. This new cassette enables you to
capture the many harmonics of critical
instruments without which your recording
will lack the reality and presence of a
live performance. With the introduction of
Chromdioxid Super the recording capability of cassettes can exceed
even that of 9cms reel-to-reel

Studio'rape
BASF SPR SO LB
at 38 em/a
Very cnocal muslc

v) Modulation noise
No other cassette surpasses
the modulation noise properties of
Chromdioxid Super

vi) Low headwear
BASF's unrivalled expertise with
Chrome explains why their Chromium
Dioxide cassettes wear less than most
Cr02 substitutes, especially on those
heads where wear is still a
relevant factor

SPOT-ON
SOUND

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Haddon House, 2-4 Fitzroy Street,
London W1P 5AD. Tel: 01-637 8971.
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Go to your turntable.
Try out anew Empire phono cartridge.
For example, try the amazing new EDR9.
The improvement in sound reproduction quality is amazing.
This is because its new design gives so many technical advantages.
For example, the LAC (Large Area of Contact) stylus shape gives better than
ever tracking ability but with apressure index of 0.9 on the EIA scale,
which is no less than 6times better than aconventional elliptical stylus.
The EDR9 also virtually cuts out résonance effects by its new
'tuned stylus' design and on top of all this is remarkably compact and light:
atriumph of design engineering.
Empire make acomplete range of cartridges, to suit all pockets,
all turntables, and all amplifiers.
Send for thç1979'shortform catalogue.
Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks, SL9 9EW, England
Telephone: Gerrards Cross (1;à31.3) 88447 Telex: 849469 (HAYLAB G)

You may never want to
change back.
ENPIFE

Headquarters: GardenCit. \(.\\- ) ork
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Audio T is able to offer a comprehensive repair service
on most leading makes of hi-fi equipment, efficiently and
at surprisingly reasonable cost.
All work is carried out on our premises by qualified
engineers backed up by the latest test equipment and
servicing aids.
To find out if we can resuscitate your Revox or awaken
your Akai call us on 01-794 7849.

o

<

Audio T

The Audio Consultants

Revox authorised service centre.
* Tape and cassette decks aligned
and overhauled.
* F.M. tuners realigned.
* Turntables set up and overhauled
(LP12 and Thorens a speciality)
* Speakers serviced.

190 West End Lane
London NW61SQ
Tel. 01-794 7848,
Mon-Wed 11 - 6 Thurs - Fri 11 - 7 Sot 10- 5

Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Auc io-T
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Auc io-T

Servicing aProblem?
If you are having problems finding someone who can
repair your equipment then we may be able to assist you.

FT

Auc

Auc

1!!)
super-compact

studio ALS 40

studio TL 50

J

monitor TLS 80
reference standard
professional monitor

The new active line ALS 30 flfils the demand for asmaller loudspeaker
incorporating the original s
ass loading system so successfully applied
to the ALS
lia.
Additional to our range, it has an up er bass unit driving the "line" terminated
by asecond unit of lower, but inter- elated resonance. The bextrene mid range
and dome tweeter produce asystem iî)f remarkable accuracy, with bass response
that is exceptional for the smaller dimensions of the enclosure.

e

active line speakers
Westbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576
5226 State Street

Saginaw

Michigan 48603

Tel ( 17) 790 2121

IMF
ELECTRONICS

Ohms Law Rules O.K.
It is fashionable in avant-garde hi-fi circles
to abandon the precepts of science and to
endow equipment with personality.
Fortunately the electrons which whiz through
the circuitry of your equipment are not
conversant with fashion: if they were they'd
probably die laughing and we would have
H.I.D. (hysteria induced distortion) to add to
T.I.D.,
BIT., and sundry other
initial ailments which supposedly afflict your
equipment. As it is, they behave predictably
whatever others might wish to believe.
At Quad we apply the rules, rigorously,
which largely explains why our products
withstand the test of time.
For further details on the full range of QUAD
products write to
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB
Telephone: (0480) 52561

aunD

1978

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is aregistered Trade Mark
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HAVE YOU AN EYE FOR
A GOOD SPEAKER?
PM 450P - The Chartwell Studio
Monitor loudspeaker, designed
primarily for professional
applications demanding high sound
pressure levels with exceptionally
low colouration (Rosewood finish
illustrated).,

PM 210 -Amedium sized, efficient
reflex design for the average
domestic environment, suitable for
amplifiers between 10 and 100
watts per channel (Walnut finish
illustrated).

PM 410 -Aloudspeaker for larger
rooms. Its exceptional efficiency
and power handling resuh in
superb reproduction with
amplifiers of 10 to 150 watts per
channel (Teak finish illustrated).

P4110 -Asmall efficient reflex
design, especially suitable for low
power amplifiers and the smaller
room. (Block Oak finish illustrated).

Far more than most, we design speakers to be part of your home. To be as
pleasing to your eye as to your ear.
And to be sure their sound lives up to their looks, we make all our own drive units.
What's more, we use polypropylene as acone material- an outstanding feature
of our speakers.
For it combines all the advantages and reliability of plastic cones with the
sensitivity of paper cones, but without their typical variations, distortion and colouration.
The results are speakers with higher than usual sensitivity, excellent stereo image
and an even response over their full frequency range.
If you'd like to perfect your eye and your ear for good speakers, we'll gladly send
full details. Just send alarge self-addressed, stamped envelope to Swisstone Electronics
Ltd., 4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN.
Tel: 01-697 8511 Telex: 847777 Swisselec 492.

CHARTWELL

THE SPEAKERS THAT LOOK AS GOOD AS THEY SOUND.
45

Wharfedale Lasers. A new range of high
technology, low distortion speakers from
Britain's most famous speaker specialists.
Distortion is all too easy
to hear, but much harder to
eliminate. For astart,you
can't see it.
Or rather, you couldn'tuntil Wharfedale engineers
found that, with aspeaker
cone in motion, they could produce aholographic image of its
behaviour by pointing alaser
beam at it.
The two cones shown
here were being fed exactly
the same signal when their
pictures were taken. Above,
amid- range cone at an early
stage of its development. Below, the same cone
after we'd gone to work on it.
The fewer contour- like marks there are,
the better the cone is behaving- and the less
distortion it produces.
As you can see, the Laser cone is
behaving remarkably well.

1111111111MINEMIIIIMIIIMLI

UNTIL YOU'VE LISTENED TO A LASER.

Veitteri..

The Lasers' mineral filled homopolymer
bass units- developed for the exotic TSR
range- and Isodynannic tweeters are the result
of research every bit as advanced.
Not to mention the expertise of many
pairs of well-trained ears.
The result is acombination of technical
specifications and subjective sound quality
which is unsurpassed at the price.
The Laser 200 handles up to 60 watts
RMS, the Laser 400,120 watts RMS.
For detailed specifications, please write
to the address below.
And if you're in any doubt, atrip to your
Wharfedale dealer will convince you that
these Lasers are worth listening to.

LPISEP pn 1GE

WHARFEDALE
Britain's most famous loudspeakers

For rinore details write to: Rank HTEL Highfield Road.Idle.Bradlord.Yorks.BDIO 8SE
Distributed in Ireland by Kilroy Brothers Ltd,Shanowen Road Whitehall. Dublin 9 Tel 423966.

It is well known that the complex
relationship between cartridges, tonea,rm
and turntable has aprofound effect on
sound quality.
It may well strike you as odd,
therefore, that so few cartridge
manufacturers have moved into the turntable market. The advantages of doing so
are both obvious and overwhelming.
So it appeared to us at ADC when we
started work on our new turntables— and
the results, though we say so ourselves,
are most impressive.
Quite apart from their sheer value for
money ( you'll be amazed how little our
1700 DD Quartz Phase-Locked Loop
direct drive turntable can cost, with its
state-of-the-art straight arm with carbon
fibre headshell and fitted ADC XLM Mk Ill

cartridge), the ADC turntables start with
ahuge advantage. Namely that they were
designed around an established range of
highly regarded cartridges.
The benefit is more than just assured
compatibility, important though that is.
Every part incorporates the experience
which only aspecialist cartridge and
tone arm manufacturer can accumulate.
The tone arms on our new turntables,
for example, are adevelopment of our
critically acclaimed LMF models. Indeed,
their open cradle suspension, ball race
bearings and exceptionally fine leadout
wires are identical.
We've payed more than usual
attention to the design of the plinth too.
From the outside it just looks beautiful.
But in cross section its construction is a

unique combination of tough outer shell
and foam filling, the result being arigid,
non-resonant base. Feedback is practically
eliminated by sprung, resonance-tuned
feet, and acarefully integrated arm
suspension system.
All three turntables incorporate
built-in strobes, LED power indicators,
silent automatic arm return and microswitching, gold-plated computer pin
cartridge terminals, and for increased
reliability, aunique one-piece Printed
Circuit Board, replacing the spaghetti-like
complexities of aconventional wiring
harness.
Send us the coupon and we'll send
you the details. Better still, ask your ADC
dealer for ademonstration.

To: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me your brochure showing the
complete range of ADC hi-fi equipment.
Name
Address

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. Adivision of BSR Limited.

!
you'll hear more

from usli

Feel like
a
robot?
The way some stores operate, you feel
like you're arobot. They order their stock
by computer, price it by computer and
model their whole sales approach toward
the ' standard consumer'. But what if
you're not the Mr Average. What if you
believe in buying hi fi that you actually
think sounds best and not what statistics,
graphs and computer print-outs say you
should like?
The answer is come to an individual
store — aUnilet store, where the
customer is treated like ahuman being
with personal likes and dislikes and a
mind of his own. Where you're served by
Mail to Unilet, 35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey. Please send me your latest
I price- saving catalogue.
Name

someone who knows and cares about hi fi
not a ' behind-the-counter automatic
programmed salesperson.'
Ah but surely this sort of real service,
real choice and real demonstration
facilities costs more than in asuperautomated warehouse? No! Computers
can be expensive, as can large head offices
and the truth is people find Unilet prices
are normally cheaper than the big
multiples. In fact it is this low price —
high service policy that has made Unilet
successful.
So if you're human why not come in for
achat. The only computer we use is Elsa
our demo comparator — and she can't talk!
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
14 Bute Street, London SW7.
Your choice of the top brands:

Address

A&R, Dual, Linn, Meridian, Nad, Nytech, Quad, Sansui.

iMILET

HUI le

01-942 9567

I
mi

Aiwa, AKG, ARC, Ariston, ATC, Audio Linear, Audio Pro,
Aurex, Avon, B&O, BAS, Beyer, Bose, Bozak, Castle,
Denon, Denyo, FR, Grace, Hadcock, Hafler, HK, IMF, JBL,
JR, JVC, KEF, KLH, Lentek, Luxman, Marantz, Mayware,
McIntosh, Mission, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pioneer, Revox,
Sennheiser, Shure, SME, Sony, Spendor, Stanton, Supex,
Tangent, Tannoy, Tascam, Teac, Technics, Thorens, Trio,
Uher, Ultimo, Westcliff, Yamaha, plus a full range of
accessories.

SOUND alWICE aTa BETTER PRICE
50

BlackTulip
Two words that come closest to the ultimate in hi-fi.
Progress isn't agradual business. Every so
often, something is born that makes, you revise
all your previous standards of excellence.
hhappened last year, with the arrival of the
Philips Black Tulip range.
But hear Black Tuli;) for yourself in one of
the select band of hi-fi specialists shown. below.
They agree it's in aleague of its ownL
Now you judge..
--z BLACK TULIP

years

PHILIPS

ABERDEENSHIRE C Bruce Milker, 22-28 Loch Street. Aberdeen. AVON Green Bros of Bath, "..9Neu Bond Street. Bath. Radford HiFi. Gloucester Road. Bristol. AYRSHIRE Vennal Audio, The Arrade.115 Hh areet. Ayr.
BEDFORDSHIRE Tavistock HiFi, 21-23 Tavistock Street, Bedford. CAMBRIDGESHIRE University Audio. 1-3 Peas Hill. Cambridge. CHESHIRE The Hill Centre. Green Lane. Wilmslow. New Dawn Hill Centre..
1-3 Castle Street. Chester. CORNWALL. Hydrovolt. 32 Mmeage 5treet. Helston. Hydrovolb 91 Market Jew St.. Penzance. CUMBRIA Misons, 11 Warwick Road. Carlisle. W Poster and Son, 32 Main Street. Draington, Workington.
Dearham's of Kendal. Kent Sueet and Stramongate, Kenebe. DERBYSHIRE Bucklanffs. 41-49 London Road. Derby. DEVON Rediffusion ( South West) Ltd., 8Guildhall Shopping Centre. Exeter. Rediffusion. 12 Cornwall Street.
Plymouth. Peter Scott ( Exeter) Ltd., 76 South Street. Exeter. Peter Scott. 2Tornhill House. Higher Union Street. Torquay. DORSET Direct Vision Lid., 22 Gentle Place, Bournemouth Godden & Curtis. Greenhill. Sherborne.
DUMFRIESSHIRE Jardine and Malcolm. 75 English Street, Damtrier, DYFED Milford Audio. Robert Street. Milford Haven. ESSEX Fordham's,S Crouch Street. Ccdchetten Fordhami, 141 High Suers, Dovercourt. Teleview
Ltd., 52C High Street. Southend on Sea GLAMORGAN Holt
8Portland Street, Swansea. Floulden HiFi. Morgan Arcade. Cardiff..Tele-Elec Services, Caroline Street, Bridgend. GLOUCESTERSHIRE Ralph Hales
Hi•Fi, 24 Pittville Street. Cheltenham. R Lewis and Co. Ltd., The Green. Stonehouse. GWENT HiFi Western, Cambrian Way. Newport. HAMPSHIRE Hopkins HiFi. Fratton Road, Portsmouth. Rediffusion (South West) Ltd..
16 High Street. WIrchester. HEREFORDSHIRE Audiographic, 16 Church Street. Hereford. HERTFORDSHIRE Anglia Sound & Vision. 23 Queensway South. Stevenage KJ Leisuresound, 101 St. Albans Road. Watford.
HUMBERSIDE Grimsby Hi Fi Centre, 71 Cartergate. GriresE.y. Simply Hifi. 9Flemingste, Beverley. Simply Hill, 7Mill Street. Prospect Centre. HO. KENT HC C Coppios, 1311137 Bellegrovs Road. Welling. Gordon
Ferrante, 67 Grcavenor Road. Tunbridge Wells. The Hi-fi Shop (Dover) Ltd.. 43 High Street. Dover. Maidstone Hi Fi. 77 King Street. Maidstone. Photocraft Hi-FL 40 High Street. Ashford. Westgate HiFi. 2Stanon Road West.
Canterbury. LANARKSHIRE Robert Smith. 156A Buchanan Street Glasgow. LANCASHIRE F Beefed Ltd., 78 Westfield Road. ( Arndell Road). 131ackpool. YE Hargreaves Ltd., tRailway Road, Blackburn.
LEICESTERSHIRE Tape Recorder Centre, 70-72A Churchgate, Leicester. LINCOLNSHIRE Stamfotd HiFi Centre, Rodger & Green ( HiFi) Ltd.. 9Red Lion Square, Stamford LONDON Francis of Streatham,
169-173 Streatham High Road. SW16_ Harrods Ltd., Brom=os Road. Knightsbridge. SW1. KJ Leisuresound. 48 Wigmore Street. WI. Kjteitureaound. 53 Flee Street. EC4. Martin's HiFi Centre, 125.Stake Newington High Street N16.
REW Audio Visual Co., 230 Tottenham Court Road, WL REW Audio Visual Co., Charing Crest Road. VaC2. Selfridges. Oxford Street, WI. MANCHESTER' H Letchford Ltd., 75-79 Market Stree, Droylsde, MERSEYSIDE
Armstrong-Smith Electronics, 65 Kteg Street, Wallasey. Audio Corner, Portland Street. Soothport CBS Developments, 128 St Johns Precinct, Liverpool. MIDDLESEX KI Leisuretiound, 278 High Street, Uxbridge. Templeton TV,
Staines Road. Hounslow. Templeton TV. 53 King Street Parade. TwIcken ham. MIDLANDS Jame, Beattie Ltd, Warwick Road. Solihull James Beattie Ltd., 71Vintoria Street, Wulverhampton. Norman H Field HiFi, Albany House.
35 Hurst Street, Birmingham. Griffin Radio, Bristol Street,,Birmtngham. Hocken Sound Ltd., 1193-5 Pershore Road. Stirchley. Birmingham. Pure Sound 11, 130 Warwick Road. Acoek: Green. Birmingham W JTaylor (Music) Ltd.,
126-130 Hawthorn Road, Kingscanding. Birmingham MIDLOTHIAN Audio Aids ( Edinburgh) Ltd., 52 George Street. Edinburgh. NORTHAMPTONSHIRE James Beattie Ltd.. 37 Newland Walk, Grosvenor Centre,
Northampton. Kettering Hi.Pi Centre, Rodger 8r Green CHi-Fi)Ltd., 68 Stamford Road. Itetter.ng. Rushden HiFi Centre. Rodger & Green (HiFi) Ltd.. 14 Church Street Reshden. NOTTINGHAMSHIRE Peter Anson Ltd.,
523 Alfreton Road Bobber,, Mal, Nottingham. OXFORDSHIRE Witney Audio, 29 Corn Street Witnev. PERTHSHIRE Concord, 41-43 St Johns Square Perth. SHROPSHIRE Avon Hi.Fi, Wyle Cop. Shrewsbury. SOMERSET
Gregory's Radio. 17 Market Place. Welk. Watts Radio. 1West Street, Sonierton STAFFORDSHIRE Hi Fi Studios, 20 Lonsdale Street. Stoke-on-Trent. SUFFOLK Fordhanes, 43 Buttermarket, Ipsuatch.john Welk Photo & Audio
Ltd.. 44 London Road Ncrth, Lowestoft. SURREY Mrs°, 27 C.hinbham Road, Woking. KfLeisureaceund.89 London Road. Croydon. Marrow Sound Ltd.. .11-22 Eknsgate. Gsilcifoid. Spaldings Electrical Ltd., 354 Lower
Addiscombe Road. Croydon. SUSSEX Complete Audio Systerrta 32 Grove Road. Eastbourne. Jeffries HiFi. IAlbert Parade, Green Street, Eastbourne. Hereon,Sound Ltd., 28 Queen Street. Horsham John Rees, 2Hie Street,
East Grinstead. WARWICKSHIRE JCV Hi- El, SO Sheep Street. Stratford upon Avon. Tay.lore Musical of Nuneaton Ltd., 118/119 AIntey Street. Nuneaton WORCESTERSHIRE Ralph Hales Hi-Fi, 154 Worcester Road, Malvern.
YORKSHIRE Audio Pcojecta, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds 6. Cathedral Studio and Camara Shop. 4Kitkgate. Ripon. Erricks' of Bradford. Fotosonir Howe. Rawson Square. Bradkœd. Sheffield Sound Centre. 101 Ecclesall Road.
Sheffield 11. CHANNEL ISLANDS Teleskill Ltd., 3High St. St. Peter Fort. Guernsey.

••
leading • Ili.1"1 and .Cassette Centre
Major stockists of A.D.C., A.R. Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Marantz, NAD, Nakamichi,
Panasonic ;PhilipO, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, SiDny, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac, Tannoy, Toshiba,Trio, Wharfedale, & Yamaha •
AMPLIFIE RS

Our Price

£64.95

Our Price

£61.95

TRIO KA 3700
JVC A-S5
Beautiful 25w per channel stereo
Beautiful 30W per
amplifier giving no more than 0.1% total channel stereo integrated amplifier
harmonic distortion, loudness switch,
with the most advanced circuitry.
input selector for phono, tuner or aux. - Frequency response of 20Hz-40Hz and
tremsqous cost/performance ratio. di stort i
on 0 1.1 9 0
•
06%.

Akai AM2350/2450/2250
POA
Aiwa AA8700
259.95
Aiwa 8100
75.95
Amstrad EX 330
48,95
Eagle A7600
8995.
JVC AS3/AS5/22/44
POA
Hitachi HA3500/4500/5700
POA
Sony TA212A/TA333/TAE 30 POA
Trio KA 305
POA Technics 5022
POA
Yamaha A450
POA
Pioneer SA408
57.95
Technics SU8011
69.95
See and hear the new ranges from
Hitachi JVC, Pioneer and Sony all at competitive prices. •

Our Price

Our Price

£114.95 £119.95
t).

tii

Sr'-

Castle

F

Our Price

II

.
Sony STR.V3L
Incredible value in this quality
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with
5station FM pre-set facility,
loudness switch. FM freq./
signal meter, Null set/tuning
meter, AFC switch.

£69.95

19/40/50
KEF Complete range
Maranta IG
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor
1
Goodmans XB25
Mordaunt Short Range
Wharfedale Linton XP2
One of the new range of Stereo Speakers Tannoy/KLH Complete range
Successor to the famous Linton
from Goodmans to suit amplifier rated
'Technics X1/2/3
2XP, this unit has an improved
at 1060 watts OMS Features a25mm
Sony 501
Hi Frequency unit, apower rating soft dome Hi Fi unit for extra smooth
Warf dale Shelton XP2
Warf ES50/ES70/ES30/E90
of 35W and suitable for amplifiers high frequencies and a200mm bass
of between 4-8 ohms. _ _ unit for extra bri•
'Wharfedale Laser 200

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY
Aiwa

SONY SSE20 £ 46.95

Micro-System ( A) £382.95

Aiwa Micro- System ( 8)

Technics SCO1 Mini

Amstrad Mini System
Hitachi ACTO1299.95

Sy temoPOA

Our Price

£74.95

Aiwa
A0M100
Amstrad IEX700
Hitachi
0230
0305
D4OS
JVC
KDA2
KD720
Maranu
MSS 1000
Panasonic

611

Pioneer

CTF500
CTF 506

Semi

090

any

CU2

'harp

811157
RT1144

Toshiba

PC510

f469.95

f

dui ennee.• WU of only 0.0.13,

STEREO TUNE JVC TA/31, TN 51. T4OP
.

Amstrad 6X202
Amstrad EX303
Aiwa AT9300
Akai AT 2250L
Hitachi FT4000/FT500

Our Price

Our Price

£6995

£89.95

£139.95

ow lFree

head, twin VU meters, bias/ag. selector,
ferrite erase head,
record level controls
of only 0.17%

CaVendiql1
CASSETTE CENTRE kALAWS

Sony

TCK 55
TCU60
Teat
A108
A300
Technic:85Ni?
RSM 45
RSMO3
Trio
XX650

POA
POrk
18995
17995
POA
POA
POA
153.95

Over £200
Aiwa 6700
30995
AD6600
16995
AD6900
329.95
Akai GXC7320 POA
GXC735D POA
POA
USE 90
65M 50
POA
GXE 80
POA
Hitachi 0900
PCIA
0980
POA
05500A POA

Maranta ST 3001
Pioneer TX 408
Sharp ST1144

POA
79.95

49.95

POA
Sony ST212A/ST333
9995
Sony ST333/STJ60
58.95 ' Semi T608/TW417
79.95
Sansui TU317

POA
POR
POA
104.95

Sony STA3OL

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY

JVC TV3L

71.95

CASSEIVERS

re•
COMC610 Ikea 0

JVC

( DA?
KDA77
KA8

Marante 50308
Pioneer
CTE900
CT1000
CTE1250HB
CTE950118
CTE850HB

Our Price

Sony

POA
POA
POA
259.95
in
in
in
in
in

stock
stack
stock
stock
stock

Panasonk R5.611

Front loading
Dolby stereo cassette deck with
normal/ Fe.Cr/Cr02 tape facility full
auto stop, fast forward/ rewind, large VV
metres, pause, aW 8i Fof only 0.08%.

TCK 75

Technics RSM56
FISM 63
ROM 65
RSM75
RSM85
Metal

Tape

Aka, ASM 30
AIM 40

£69.95

ASM 50
Hitachi 13755
POA JVC KOA3
KOA5
POW
KOA7/77
POW
KSAR
POA
Pioneer CTF
POA
850/950
Decks Sansui 1330
Sony
TOC
65/75/55
POW
Toshiba PCX 20
POA
POA

Cavendish
GUARANTEE of SERVICE

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Ferguson 3925
New concept in stereo acasseiver combining Medium
& Stereo VHF radio, front
loading cassette deck, 20W
1090
Ferguson 3926
'Hitachi 4001
Goodmans 1000
(with speakers)
Manama 4025
Akai 3400
(with Speakers/
Sony HST 89A
Teat 1500
Aiwa

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
HI- Fl CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
CASSETTE CENThE

Right next door to Whitechapel Underground Station

159.95
285.95
229.95
245.95
16990
16995
189.95

ow to order

Tel: 01-247 3453 24 Hour Answering Service

The prices in these ildaWInements

were

reined n1117_3_80

Neese

theta prices end

availability et time Of purchase

output,

POA
126.95

ORDERING BY MAIL. To Order by mail state
the goods required and enclose cheque, postal
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE • BEST PRODUCTS
order or give your ACCESS or BARCLAYCAR
AT PRICES WHICH ARE HARD TO BEAT
number ( if sending cash please use aregistered
envelope). Please see PA Pcharge below.
dompare our pre
Mail order to
and stock
279/283 WHITECHAPE1 RD., LONDON 5.1
Ring HOT LINE
If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
01 • 247 9791
may phone in your order for prompt delivery.
AUDIO HOTLINE
01 - 247 1154
SECURICOR DELIVERY Add T5 to order
'OVER 2000 ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

Open 9am - 6Pm Men -Set

52

39.95
44.95
95.95
79.95
POA

Aiwa AD 6600
Tremendous front loading Colby Stereo
cassette deck with adjustable bias for
different tape, multi-strip peak indicator,
remaining tane-timer metre. Roomuge
edit facility, full auto stop. AW&F
of only 0.04%

we. F

66.95
86.95
POA
44.95
99.95
POA
POA
at 95
96.95
in stock
FDA
POA
POA
60.95 I

••

Cassette Care Kit

PIONEER CT- F500
front loading Dolby
Cassette Deck from
•
Pioneer with full auto-stop,
Superscope CD 314 by Marengo I
Incredible valuo front loading Dolbyloading
pneumatically damped
cassette deck with super hard permallnyand
door. perrnalloy play head

Under El 0
Technics IISM 2 POA
145.95
Aiwa
A02000
ASM 1 POA
POA
114.95
M200
79.95
Toshiba PCX20
119.95
A06400
12695
69.95
G5C7040
POA
al
Trio
K5550 119.95
POA
GXM10
POA
KX530 114.95
por, 'Hitachi
0555
119.95
Teas
CX 210 104.95
POA
D75S
POA
VC
POA
KDIO
POA
KDA3
POA
-Under £200
91.95 Mamma 5010
139 95
Akai
GXM30 POA
6995
SO 3000
119.95
Hitachi 5777
POA
stocl Philips
2543
129.95
in use
Pioneer CT506
in stock
POA I
CT606
in stock
8021
152.95
CTE600H/6 in stock ITT
COAS
POA
P"
wee/
8025
134.95 JVC
£05201
POA
7425
Sony
TCK 36
POA
92.95
TCK 05
PDA
Maranta 50258
189.95
TCV 30
POA
%MI CTE750Hflin stocli
7995
CTE650HBin neck

ADC17001113 Quartz
Superb semi- automatic direct drive
quartz- lock turntable with low mass
fully tapered tonearm, carbon fibre
moulded cartridge head, viscous
cueing; illuminated R.P.M. read-out.
Complete with cartridge.

TURNTABLES
ADC 1500
AOC 1600
Akai AP 20E
Garrard SP25 VI
Hitachi HT 353
Hitachi HT 550 01/660
JVC1/015/01F4/017/LA551
JVC LA11
Natant: 6170
Pioneer P1300/400/200
Sansui SR221 LI E
Sony PST 212/20/15
Sony PSX35/PSX40/PS333
Technics SLB2
Technics /5163/5102
5103/51.02
iba SR255

•

Our Price

1
ce'l 1‘,^1

Sharp AT 1157
Superior front loading Colby
Cassette Deck with Auto Programme
Search System, full auto stop, bias
& equalisation selectors & peak level
indicators. W & Fof only 0.2%
Under £ 100
Akai
CS 7030

Pioneer Mini System

(
optional rack B3000 £64.95)

£199.95

belt rerun era renounce Iree ronearm. mannerre
curare, rararra sueuracen ',stun. ;crumble

96.95
157.95
POA

AIWA 7300. £ 103.95

£57.95

Trro
1033"
One ol rat Cur value enrage, rarced WM.. around

116.95
119.95
99.95
126.95
POA "
POA

Nonante 10001.
'Pioneer 6)(590
Pioneer SX690
Sansui R30/R50/R70
Sony STR 232/333/1341

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Pioneer PL512 withMi0B cart

with SC- Ell speakers £449.95

=EN::0LBY DECKS

POA
POA
51.95
99.95
POA
POA
POA
15.
05
61.95
POA
149.95

103.95
147.95
24225
53.95
POA
POA

Trio KR 2010
Toshiba SA 735
Yamaha CR 640/840

74.95
39
'
A
95 I /
'
TURNTABLES
8
p
5
0.95
bur Price

Celestion Dittos 15/5R/Couney POA
JVC SKI/SK 700/500
POA
i
lEll

.
ti

Technics SA-200L
Duality et aprice
everyone can afford this 25W per channel MW/LM/FM
Stereo Receiver with aTHO of only
0.04%, 3-stage direct coupled phono
'equaliser with an S/N ratio of 70 dB.

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Pioneer SA408 £58.95 THIS MONTHS STAR BUY
Amstrad Mini LS101
IAR 18
Ciliation
Dillon 22/121
Richmond
II •

RECEIVERS
(
Aiwa 7300
'Aiwa AX77Q0
Aiwa A57800
Amstrad 122
.Hitachi SR 504/604
j
J
v
Ve
CJRFIsS
51.
201/301/RS5/RS7

RECEIVERS

POST & PACKING add the following hat P&P
Amps., Tuner Amps., Stereo luneto. Turntables.
Cassette Players, Dolby Decks in Car add Ills
Music Centres & speakers add T5 Securicor oils
Cartridge rtdd 501S Securers, delivery T5

* OVER 1000MODELS IN STOCK
* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS

* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
Cavendish introduce you to four
of over 40 different Hi Fi rack systems
in stock- Come along and test'them
in our modern showroom.
Aiwa AF 0600
Top of the range music centre from
Ai w awith MW/LW/SW/FM stereo
radio. Dolbylcassette deck with
incredibly low W&F and direct
drive fully automatic rurntable.
Complete with fli-Fi speakers.

Sharp
SG 400 Atop quality
model with LW/MW/SW/FM/
FM M.P.K. Stereo receiver
with 5F.M. preset buttons;
stereo Dolby cassette deck with
auto Cr02/normal tape selections.
mech. pause & auto stop; belt
-drive turntable. 25w per channel.

Sony HMK•7000
High Performance music centre
featuring MW/LW/FM Stereo receiver
with preset facility, logic controlled
Dolby cassette deck, built in
electronic digital timer, direct-drive
turntable and .Hi.Fi speakers.

Our Price

Aiwa 5600

£363.95

Akai AC3750L

Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3921
Hitachi ACTOI
Hitachi STO 170
Hitachi SOT 300
Hitachi SOT 400
Hitachi SOT 900
JVC MF 47
JVC MF 33
JVC MF 55 11
Murphy MC3210
National S64000
National 6070
National SG 6000

Sanyo G 4002
Duality LW/MW/SW/FM Stereo Music
Centre with 5station pre-set FM facility,
Sultry cassene deck, HiFi turntable
with stroboscope and digital clock/timer
Complete with speakers.

359 95

National SG 3000
Pye 1602
Sharp 450
Sharp SG500
Sanyo 02002
Sanyo 3002

309.95
179.95
184.95
299.95
259.95
POA
POA

Sanyo 6002
Sony HMK44
.
Toshiba 3350/3650
Toshiba 5513600/3750
Sony HMK 33

POA
POA
239.95
POA
399.95
POA
POA

POA

129.95
299.95
459.95
189.95
239.95
399.95
POA
POA
POA
POA

Soni7101( 7000

PTA

RADIO CASSETTES
111er

-Our

f.

Price

34 95

,

P".7-see.
-

£.76 . 95
1

I

Ferguson 3711
How's this for value! Aquality
MW/LWNHF/FM radio cassette
recorder with auto mains/battery
switchover, fast forward/rewind.
telescopic aerial

Sanyo M9922L
Tremendous LW/MW/SW/FM Stereo/
Stereo cassette recorder with variable
monitor sleep timer built in mike.
pause, auto stop, VU/battery meter
battery/mains operation.

SYSTEM

Cavendish System
CTRS 100
What better value lc r
abudget priced system.
Amstrad EX303 Stereo Tuner
Amstrad EX330 Stereo
Amplifier
I
Amstrad EX700 Dolby
Cassette teck'
Amstrad 80800 Turntable
Amstrad 00350 Speakers
Complete with
maiming rack
and all leads.

Securicor delivery £ 10.

SYSTEM CTRS,138

Ferguson 3713
aportable Stereo Radio Recorder
with DOLBY. LW/MW/VHF
radio, peak light, ( urge speakers for
wide stereo sound, built-in mike.

£64.95

£29995

Cavendish
System CTRS 138
Amagnificent COMPLETE
Hi Fi System for under f300
comprising Sansui 030 stereo
receiver, Sansui
090 Sulky Cassette
deck, Sansui
SRO 200 Turntable
with cartridge,
Stereo
speakers and wood'
effect cabinet with glass doors Complete with all leads.

ADC

£72.9
Audio

JVC RC•545
Fine stereo radio recorder with
Hitachi TRIG000
LW/MW/SW/FM, max output o
Excellent value for money 4wave band
5AW ( 2.7W per channel). one
touch recording facility. line tu ing, Stereo radio/cassette recorder. FM/LVV/
MW/SW
radio, AC/DC/car battery usage.
cue/review. auto-stop. 3way power
2W per channel .cue/review and auto stop
supply lballefv/AC/Car batter I.

Aiwa 935
Aiwa 945

Toshlbe 8560/8000

114_95
120_95

144.95
59.95
89.95

Stanton

82.95

114.95
FDA
98.95

POA
PO*
119.95
259.95
139.95
129.95
FK)A

Grado

JVC and Maranta
provide you with asuperb
combinaison of sound quality.
performance and good looks.
JVC JASE5Stereo Amplifier
JVC JTV5 Stereo Tuner
JVC £ 010 Dolby Cassette Deck
JVC JLA IITurntable
Marante 6G Speakers
double door glass rack
and all leads.

Securicor delis

OLM34 £ 10.95
£11.M36 £ 16.95
ZLM
£54.95
VIM Ill £23.95
XLM
f33.95
ATIIE
f9.50

Technica AT13EA £ 15.95
Ortofon FF15E £ 13.95
Fl5E £ 19.50
VMS20E £28.95
M20FL
f49.95
Concorde 20 £36.95
Shure
M75EJ £ 13.50

Stereo Radio Cassette Rec.
Aiwa 901
75_95
Abel A..1490
Ferguson 3109
Ferguson 3713 ( Dolby)
Hitachi 5280
Hitachi 8155
Hitachi 8015
Hitachi 8050
Hitachi 8080
JVC 646/838
National 4350/6 X5500
Nordmende 881
Sanyo 9998 ( Dolby)
Sharp 8585
Sharp 9090
Sony CFS5/CFS65

SYSTEM CTRS106

Our Price

Our Price

Battery Mains/Radios
Stereo Recorders/BatteryMain
Ai» TRP 130
39.95 Philips 2415
Aiwa TPR 180
63.95 Maranu 330 (Dolby)
132.95
Altai 370
POA Battery Mains
POA
Grundig RR 400
78.95 Aiwa 772
Hitachi TAO 5404
21.95
POA Ferguson 3707
POA
Hitachi 5600
POA Hitachi 36 'Mini'
36.9
Hitachi 5601
POA Hitachi TAO 299
POA
ITT 'Tiny'
44.95 National 309
24.95
JVC RC 232
48.95 Philips N2233
Sharp
610
22.95
JVC 324
69.95
36.95
Nordmende Globecorder 145.95 Sony TCM 757
Panasonic AX 1450
POA Mini Cassettes
Pannonie AX 1750
69.95
POA JVC MK100
Philips AR664
46.9
79.95 Sanyo MK100
Sanyo 2560 LG
41.9
39.95 Sharp R0100X
56.9
Sanyo 2441
49.95 Sanyo 5300
61.95
Slurp 1754
37.9 Sony 7CM II
99.95
Sharp 2800
55.95 Sony TCM 260
Sony CFM 31
123.95
56.95 Sony 70M 600

Cavendish System CTRS 144
Magnificent new remote contro system
from Technics. Consisting of SU033 Oualitylocked Direct
Drive Turntable,SE-A808 Stereo Power Amplifier, ST.K908
Tuner/Pre-amp, SH-R808 Remote ControfiUnit, 95M45
Direct Drive Cassette Deck. SO- RD sneakers and SH.546 Cabinet.
/Complete with all leads. Securicor delivery £12.

Sacuricor delivery £ 10.

Our Price

•
Sharp GF%650
LW/MW/FM
Stereo cassette recorde; with LEO
indicators for recordilbattery levels.
tuning & FM Stereo. Cue/review.
auto stop. power output ol I.5W
perchannel. Tremendous value.

CTRS100

M75ED
M95ED
M95EJ
M95G
V15 Ill
V15 IV
500A
500EE
680EE
681EE
Fl

£ 13.95
£ 19.25
£ 13.50
£ 12.95
£44.95
£59.95
£ 10.95
£ 13.95
£ 19.95
f43.95
f34.95

F2
F3E/S

f24.95
£ 16.75

FCE/S

£7.95

err

f10.

VIDEO CASSETTE
CENTRE
Pay avisit to London's Specialtst Video Centre for the
most competitive prices. Teti on comparator Aka, Ferpuson.
Bush Hitacht. JVC. Panasonic. Philips. Sony. Beaton,. Toshiba.
Buy now ready to record all your favourne promamenes.

SONY BETAMAX C7
Superb NEW Betamax video cassefte ,: ecorder
with full remote control, picture search,
APS and counter memory, ability co autoprogramme on all 3 stations independently
up to 14 days in advance.

,
l' Philips LVC I50 £ 15.95 or 10 for £ 155 Thorn/JVC VHS 180 £ 9.50 or
10 for £92.50

Betarnax 1750' £9.50 or 10 for £ 92.50
Post and Packing 1-3 tapes add KM
4-6 tapes add £1.50 8 tapes or more add £2.0

PUA
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virluasuml
The firm for Speakers

j

J
di'
o

HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

.•
.•
••

Audax HD12.9D25
£8.25
Audax HD IIP25EBC
£7.50
Audax HD20B25H4
£14.95
£12.95
Audzx HD I3D34H
£21.95
Audax HD24545C
Baker Superb
..
£25.00
Castle Super 8RS/DD
£ 14.95
Chartwell CEA205 pairs only .. £61.25
Coles 4001
Coles 3000 • • • • .. £7.65
Celestion HFI30011 . • • • £ 10.95
Celestion HF2000 . • . • £ 10.95
Dalesford ABR 10" .. . • £ 10.25
Dalesford D30/110 . • £ 11.25
Dalesford D50/153
£ 12•25
Dalesford D50/200
£ 12.25
Dalesford D70/250
£25.50
Dalesford DI00/3 I
0
£35-75
Dalesford DIO tweeter .. £8.45
Decca London Horn .. £61.95
Decca CO/1 000/8 .. £ 10.25
Elac 6NC204
.
£7.50
Elac 8NC298 8"
..
£7.95
EMI type 350, 13" x8", 4ohm .. £9.45
EMI I
4A/770, 14" x 9", 8ohm • . £ 19.50
lsophon KK8/8
£8.15
lsophon KKI0/8 • • • . £8.45
Jordan Watts Module .. £23.50
Jordan Watts HF kit .. £9.15
Jordan 50mm unit .. .. £2450
Jordan CB crossover pair .. £24.50
Jordan Mono crossover pair .. £24.50
Kef T27
..
•
.
£9.45
Kef B110
..
..
£ 12.25
Kef B200
•
•
£ 13•50
Kef BI39
..
£27.75
Kef DN13 • . •. £6.75
Kef DN I
2
•
•
..
£9.40
Kef DN22 • •
pair £42.00
Lowther PM6 . • .. £59.00
Lowther PM6 Mk 1
..
£62.00
Lowther PM7
..
£94.50
Peerless KO IODT .. £ 10.75
Peerless DTI OHFC
£ 10•50
Peerless K040M RF
..
£ 12.95
Radford BD25 Mk III .. £36.95
Radford MD9 .. .. £ 1485
Radford MD6 • • .. £ 19.95
Radford FN8/FN83 I
..
£21.40
Richard Allan CG8T .. • • £ 13.50
Richard Allan CG I
2T Super • • £29.50
Richard Allan HP8B . • £20.75
Richard Allan LP8B • • .. £ 14.50
Richard Allan HP128 . • £33.50
Richard Allan DT20 . • £9.95
Richard Allan 0130 • • .. £ 10.75
SEAS H107 .. • . £8.95
Shackman Electrostatic with
polar network & crossover
pair £130.00
Tannoy DC296 10" .. £ 107.35
Tannoy DC3I6 12" .. £ 148.50
Tannoy DC386 15" .. £ 178.90

3e
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Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion

Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Good mans

8PA
PP12
0112
GR I
2 . •
18P
Hifax 50HX

C1280GP
C1280TC
CI280 bass ..
GP IS
IC IS
C15 bass

OF WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi -Fi
5Swan Street.
Wilmslow. Cheshire.

ceso
£69•25
£16.95
£13-95
£15.50
£19•75
£26.00
£37•95
£43•95
£47.95

£26-25

£27.25
£28.75
£26•25
£39.00
£57.50
£74.50
£9475
£99.95
£107.00
£6.90
£15.95

£10.90

£3.45
£5.60
£4.55

• £5•05
. • £22•50
. • £25•50
£24.95
• • £48.45
• • £21•85
• • £2445
. • £2445
. • £24.45
• . £35•10
• . £35.10
• • £59•60

Kits include drive units, crossovers, BAF/
long fibre wool, etc for a pair of speakers
Carriage £3.75 unless otherwise stated.
PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
P1(09-IL ( Rogers) ..
£146.00
As above but including felt panels £ 152.75
Plus £5 carriage
HI- F1 ANSWERS MONITOR
(Rogers)
£146-00
HI- F1 NEWS STATE OF THE
ART (Atkinson)
£185.00
HI- F1 NEWS MINILINE (Atkinson) £49.00
Plus £3 carriage
HI- F1 FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR (Colloms) .. £ 116.00
Plus £5carriage

POPULAR HI- F1 (Jordan) SYSTEM
£96.00 Plus £3 carriage
PRACTICAL HI- F1 AND AUDIO
BSC3 (
Rogers) .. • •
PRACTICAL HI- F1 AND AUDIO
MONITOR (
Giles) ..
PRACTICAL HI- F1 AND AUDIO
TRIANGLE (Giles
..
HI- F1 NEWS TABOR (Jones) with
14 bass units ..
HI-FI NEWS TABOR (
Jones) with
H4 bass units ..
WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE KEF ( Bailey) ..
WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE RADFORD
(Bailey)

£180.00
£120.00

£125.00

£179.00

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE70
(Stephens) £150.00 Plus £5carriage
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE20
(Stephens) £29.50 Plus £3carriage
SMART BADGES FREE WITH ABOVE
KITS (to give that professional touch to
your DIY speakers!)
REPRINTS/CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
OF ABOVE DESIGNS 10p each

Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard

£20.25
£21.75
£29.75
£52•75
£52•75
£77.00
£96.00

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS £0.50each
SPEAKERS 4"-6
.. £0.80 each
SPEAKERS 8"-10" £ 1.00 each
SPEAKERS 12", 13"x 8",
14"x 9"
£1.95 each
SPEAKERS 15"
£2.95 each
SPEAKERS 18" .... £450 each
SPEAKER KITS .. £ 1.95 each
SPEAKER KITS .. £3.95 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS .. £3.75 pair
unless otherwise stated
ALL PRICES CORRECT AT 1.2.80

INCLUDE

PRICES CORRECT AT 18.6.79
VAT @ 15%

HD8T
HD IOT
HD I
2T ..
HO IS . •
HD I5P
Atlas 15"
Atlas 18"

PRICES

Send 30p stamp for 38 page
catalogue "Choosing aSpeaker
Telephone: Speakers, Mail Order and Export:
0625 529599 Hi Fi : 0625 526213
Ç
=I'Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

•.
••
.•

1
2
3
4
5
6

Goodmans DIN 204 ohm
(special offer) ..

£54.00
£57.00
£104-00
£110.00
£142-00
£95.00
£27.60

KEF Reference 104aB kit £133.00
Plus £5 carriage
KEF Cantata kit £21100 Plus £5 carriage
LS3 Micro Monitor kit £71-00
Plus £3.75 carriage

Radford
Radford
Radford
Radford

£65.00

£70.00

Dalesford System
Dalesford System
Dalesford System
Dalesford System
Dalesford System
Dalesford System

Peerless 1070
Peerless 1120
Peerless 2050
Peerless 2060

1

£66•00

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £3.95

Lowther PM6 kit
Lowther PM6 MkI kit
Lowther PM7 kit

POPULAR HI- F1 MINI MONITOR
(Colloms) . • . • .. £74-00
POPULAR HI-FI ROUND SOUND
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit ..
£71.00

£8.50
£12.25

ALL

SWIFT

£16.95
£21.25
£20-25
£35.50
£32.95
£33.25
£54.50

Motorola Piezo horn 3rc
Motorola Piezo 2" x 6" ..
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan

SPEAKER
KITS

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc.

GI
2/50TC ..
G12/80CE
G12/80TC
GI2/125CE
G15/100CE
G15/100TC • .
GI8/200
Powercell 12/150
Powercell 15/250
MHI000

Fane Classic 45 12"
Fane Classic 55 12"
Fane Classic 80 12"
Fane Classic 85 15"
Fane Classic 150 15"
Fane Classic 125 18"
Fane Classic 175 18" • .
Fane Guitar 80L 12" • •
Fane Guitar 80B/2 12" . •
Fane Disco 100 12"
Fane PA85 12" ..
Fane Bass 100 15"
Fane Crescendo I
2E • .
Fane Crescendo 15E • •
Fane Crescendo I
8E • •
Fane Colossus 15E
Fane Colossus 18E
Fane J44
Fane 1104
Fane 173
Fane HPXI/HPX2
Fane HPX3A
Fane HPX3B

McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

Studio 90 kit ..
Studio 270 kit ..
Monitor 180 kit
Studio 360 kit ..

.•
••
.•
.•
••
••
••
••

RAM 50 kit ( makes RAM 100) ..
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
SEAS
SEAS
SEAS
SEAS

Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan

223
253
403
603

Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

Tango Twin kit
Maramab kit ..
Charisma kit ..
Super Triple kit
Super Saraband 11
RAB kit
RA82 kit
RA82L kit

"

••
••

'

•

Denton XP2 kit
Shelton XP2 kit
Linton XP2 kit ..
Glendale XP2 kit

£116.00
£122.00
£195.00
£157.00
£169.90
£59.95
£79.95
£181.00
£309.00
£243.00
£450.00
£71.50
£55.50
£77.50
£111.00
£102.50
£159.95
£62.75
£98-75
£10100
£42.50
£67.00
£79.95
£13495
£31.45
£40.40
£56.20
£69.00

WILMSLOW AUDIO BAI sub bass
amplifier/crossover kit £34.50
Plus £ 1carriage

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL FOAM,
CROSSOVERS, FELT PANELS.
COMPONENTS, ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS
(Send 22p in stamps for grille fabric
samples)

WILMSLOW
The firm for Speakers
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

On most Tannoy loudspeakers, you won't find
the usual collection of separate tweeters and
bass units.
For the most part you'll see what appears
to be one speaker only, but which in
fact is two speakers in one and therein lies the Tannoy Dual
Concentric principle.
It is, in fact, ahigh frequency
compression driver positioned
centrally in adirect radiator
bass unit.
This Dual Concentric principle produces controlled
sound dispersion and overcomes most of the phasing
LF cone continues the exponential
curve of the HF horn keeping the
resonant frequencies outside
the pass band.

problems, producing superb natural
sound with minimum colouration.
Tannoy crossover networks incorporate controls for modifying the
frequency response to suit your room
and taste.
When you listen to Tannoy at home,
therefore, you hear more of the
music and less of the sound from
the shape of your room.
Let your ears be the judge.
Visit any of our Key
Dealers and hear the
music on Tannoy
Loudspeakers: it will be
anew discovery.
Horn loaded compression driver for high
frequencies.

NO OTHER SPEAKER
IS MADE LIKE THIS...

These Audio Specialists
will be delighted to
demonstrate Tannoy
Loudspeakers and give
you advice on your Hi Fi
system.
Addlatone Cosmic Bedio(0932) 54522
litanalm Barnsley Hi Fr (0226)5519
Bedford Tafistosi H, Fr (0234)56623
Birmingham Forum Hi Fr (021) /07 3640
Birmigheou Norman 11. field (021)622 2323
60ton Modem Hi Fi (0204) 22636
Breton, Hen Been (0273)681141
Bristol Radford IN Fr (0272)422709
Cambridge University M410(0223) 54)37
Chelmsford Rush HI
1,70245)57593
Cokhester KA Chem:wean (0106)5921
COMItly Fenn H
I
F1(0203) 451651
Eastbourne leff eries Fi (0323) 3(336
East Dereharn FEdwards & Son(0362) 2323
Edinburgh Amin, Aids (031) 226 3979
Fleet Ken Rose (025 14)5053
Folkestone hen) Audio (0303) 55881
Glasgow McCormacks (041)332 6644
Gloucester Robbs(0452) 23051
Guildford PIEquipment (0483)4801
Greater Union:.
Beam 11, Fr General 01673 3614
Barnet Portograrn Radm 01.449 1183
Beckenham H, F, Camerae, 01-658 3450
Beckenham, SM fleet/n.01-650 4701
6rorriley Hermlyn H, 1,01.464 2666
Chiswick Masses Radio Ltd. 01.995 2738
Croydon Gemara 6H, F, Centre 01486 8393
Fab{ Ealing TY 6Hi Fl Ltd. 01.567 8703
besot. Eestcote 11. F, 01 ,868 2946
Eltharn Hermlynk F131.850 9518
E.I Carendish Sales 01 ,147 3453
Harrow Harrow Sound Systems 01 ,863 3400
Harrod, Rarsonm 1.11 Fr Ltd. 01.128 1227
Ilford N., bond 01.478 2211
New Malden Unikt 01.942 9567
8.4 Mason Radm 01-272 1231
9.12 Analog Audio 01.445 1443
1113 S.P I. Soundfision 01487 5888
9.15 SPI Sou nelson 01-802 4466
4.18 Martins), F. Centre 01 ,254 5053
Putney Cloud 701.785 7118
18.18 Serenoaks Hi Fr 01 ,855 8016
S.WI Analog Audio 01 ,834 1430
S.W.I Harrods 01.730 1234
S.W.2 South London Ho Fi 01474 4433
5.19.3. Chelsea 11. Fr 01.351 0200
Walthamstow Nu Sound 01.5201906
Welling Copp ,ngs 01 ,303 5341
Wembley Wembley HI
T
,
01.903 9506
Wimbledon M O'Bren 01 ,916 1528
W.I. HE11, Audio Vaal 01-240 3386
WI lion House (11.637 1601
19.1 Nand°, Radio 01 ,723 6809
ICI Nu Sound 01 ,7240454
19.1 Sonm Sound Audio 01.637 1908
1.1.1 kal (London) ltd. 01.086 4632
W.I Craig Hi F. 01.580 9951
eel Custom HI
Fo Centre 01-242 7401
W.11 Centre or Sound 01.229 4224
WC.) Berry's Radio 01-405 6231
W.G.I Saksons 01 ,278 8996
Hereon
ad. (031 6513801
Huddersfield Kenneth Leml( 1.)0 (0184) 32294
1
I. .1
i
r.
4.1?;:lmn
e:t 0,r
(Hr

Fne)1«(115r3(103()505358336)466)622718)0315

Nottingham Forum Hi 8,10602)601150
Paignton Upton Electronics (0803) 551329
Peterbmough Paul Taylor (8)E) ltd. (0)33) 44051
Plymouth Frampton Ca rheas (075Z) 60261
Reading Seward) (0)34) 599521
Rochdale lo Kamm (0706) 42107
Flomlord Craig Ht Fi (0708) 28902
Rumford Rush Hi Fi (0708) 26840
Rottingtlean. Stinsons(02731 31087
St. Albans W. Darby 6Gen 1.10 (0727) 50961
30,010,60 Sevenoaks H, Fr (0732) 59556
Sheffield Sheffield Sound Centre(0142) 23365
Southampton Hamilton Electronics (0703) 28622
South Mansfield Forum HI
Fi (0623) 23716
S(mliport Ward & VIIIIJIMS (061)430 2934
Sunbury on Thorne Massey 440101093 27)118963
Sutton Coldfield Pure Sound 11(021)373 2645
Swansea John Ham (0792) 50968
Swindon TV & )11F, Centre (0796 28383
Tunbridge Weils Serenoaks M, F168921 31543
Wallasey ArmStrang SmIth (
05))639 9257
W
we
i
l
.
lingfor
. d
s.
ttl,
eom, (w04,,,,,
911,..,
393100
,
5
9 cm 262 3

ID SOUND LIKE THESE

Worthing. Barkers (0903) 35664
Available at branches of Laskt

Suggested retail prices
per pair (including 15% V
A Cambridge T115 S179.'
B Oxford T125 L215.50
C Ascot 1145 £345.50
D Chester T165 S345.50
E Dorset T185 C403.50
F Mayfair T225 £460.50
G Berkeley £642.50
H Arden £695.00
I Windsor
Walnut £ 1605.00
Rosewood £ 1800.00
1 Buckingham
Walnut £2450.00
Rosewood £2700.00
Now available
Cheviot Mk 2 ( not
illustrated) £543.00

You Hear The Music
St John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR Telephone Penn (049 481) 5221

The Tannoy 1115
Cambridge and TI25
Oxford feature separate
horn loaded compression
driver tweeter and bass
driver, providing similar
Tannoy qualities of reliab
reproduction of the music
but at alower price.

Hi Fi best buy.
When HiFi Choice tested the
exdusive Boots Sansui system they
found it awell designed unit.
When we told them that the
SRB 200 record deck was being replaced
by the widely acclaimed SR 222, thee
decided this new combination would
merit aBest Buy rating.
And that doesn't just mean the
price is good.
It means you get what you expect
to get from Boots. Exceptional value for
money.

In this simple space-saving
presentation the units are supplied with
unifying side panels which link the
cassette deck and receive4 allowing you
to position the record deck on top or
alongside.
The Sansui SR 222 two-speed belt
drive turntable has ahigh precision arm
and detachable headshell.
There is achoice of pick up
cartridges too. The Ortofon FF15E which
you fit yourself, or the Audio Technica
AT12XE which comes ready fitted with
its own plug-in headshell.
The system's powerhouse is the
Sansui G401 stereo receiver which at 40W
RMS per channel offers superb performance and overall specification. The
advanced sensitive FM tuner is capable
of receiving even the weaker stations and

rendering them with excellent quality.
While the circuit construction promises
years of reliability.
Sansui's SC1120 cassette deck is a
front-loading unit with switchable bias
and equalisation to get the best from
modem tapes. The unique Directomatic
mechanism allows easy access for head
cleaning and adjustment.

Boots Audio X202 loudspeakers
have been specially designed and
constructed by one of Britain's leading
speaker specialists to offer asound
performance second to none. They are
highly recommended for use with the
Sansui system.
And, on top of all this high-quality
equipment, Boots has so much more to
offer.
You can request ademonstration
of any item in Boots HiFi range from
trained staff who know what they- and
you- are talking about.
Every piece of equipment carries
our own12-month guarantee and expert
after-sales service. And delivery is free
anywhere in the UK and Northern Ireland.
Remember, even the experts say
that at Boots you'll find some of the best
HiFi buys around.

Boots Sansui HiFi System 40 Watts
Sansui G401 receiver, 2x40W
175.00
Sansui SC1120G cassette deck
120.00
àgnsui SR 222 belt-drive turntable 69.00
Sansui side panels
7.10
Boots Audio X202 loudspeakers
150.00
Boots Audio S202 loudspeaker
18.50
stands
Ortofon FF15E magnetic pick-up
15.00
cartridge
Boots Normal Price for
separate units:
SPECIAL OFFER*
System without loudspeakers
System with loudspeakers and
stands

554.60
345.00
499.00

Boots Hi Fi Special Purchase
YAMAHA CR1020 Stereo Receiver- 80W
per channel, numerous facilities including
the capability to record one programme
while listening to another.
£249.50
Special Purchase Price
(Available while stocks last.)

Our new Credit Card. The simple
way to budget and buy at Boots.
Details available from all branches
of Boots. Access, Barclaycard and
Trustcard welcome.
Boots personal loan scheme is available in the branches
isted below. NI items subject to stock availability.
Special offer available until 31st May.
Dolby is aregistered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Hi Fi is available at the following Boots branches. Aberdeen, Belfast, Birmingham, Blackpool, Bradford, Brent Cross, Brighton, Croydon, Derby, Exeter, Falkirk, Glasgow (Boots Corner/Seuchiehall Street).
Hanley, Hull, Ilford, Leeds, Leicester, Luton, Manchester, Newcastle, Northampton, Nottingham, Slough, Swansea, Worthing.

for the Special Touch.

h
"Forthefirsttime Grundig have come up
with products that are very well priced
and can compete in the same market as the
Japanese:'
This remark could well be taken from a
press release or publicity handout from
Grundig. And, certainly it does sum up the
stance we'll be taking in the eighties.
The interesting point about it is that it
doesn't come from Grundig at all.
It's an opinion expressed by Gerry Grey
of G.D.S. Hi- Fi in Nuneaton, aself-confessed
enthusiast who has been in the business
for some years. His enthusiasm (although
tinged with atrace of cynicism due to our
performance in the past) is understandable.
And he's not alone either At arecent trade
showing, the Mini System was greeted "with
unqualified enthusiasm.
The example you see here comprises
four units. Typical selling prices including
VAT are shown in brackets. Taken from the
top we have the MT100 Tuner (£150), the
MXV 100 Pre-Amplifier (£127), the MCF 600
Metal Cassette Deck (£270) and finally

there is the MA100 Power Amplifier (£.150).
The tuner has seven FM presets with
variable muting that enables distant stations
to be brought in without FM hiss, while
AFC, too, locks onto astation and excludes
drift Also integral to the design is Grundig's
Tunoscope tuning system and a12 element
LED based signal strength meter
The pre-amp has asignal-to-noise ratio
better than 75dB. Distortion at1kHz is less
than 0.005%. It utilises class Acircuitry and
has other featu res often missingfrom units
of this size.
Twin outputs mean that two power
amplifiers may be driven simultaneously
Twin tape sockets facilitate the connection
of two independent tape decks. Phono
sensitivity is switchable to enable matching
of sound levels with different sources.
Naturally the cassette deck is biased
for metal tape, while the new ' High Corn'
noise reduction system gives asignal-to-noise
ratio that, at 79d B, is aclear 14dB improvementovera typical Dolby cassette deck. It has
Microswitches for all motor functions,

quartz locked caps_an drive, variable bias and
accurate LED level meters.
Finally there's the power amplifier
It delivers 50 Watts RMS into 4ohms with a
Total Harmonic Distortion of less than
0.01% at 1kHz. Power output is monitored by
atwin LED display that can be switched to
monitor over the full display range at lower
listening levels.
The overall height of the unit is, as you
may have guessed, 360mm.
To conclude we'll go back to Gerry Grey
in Nuneaton:
" Up until now Grundig have been a
product unto their own.... People either liked
it or disliked it and that was that.... Now with
the new product, people will think again....
If Grundig have the same sound reproduction
as they have with the bigger stuff they are
onto awinner "
As far as reproduction is concerned we
know we've surpassed anything we've done
in the past. We also know that now we are
onto awinner

GRUnDIG

International Limited, Newlands Park, London SE26 5NQ.

ONKYO

AUDIO SYSTEM
The Onkyo Midi 20 is the smartest way yet to buy hi-fi separates.
With the super chic TX-20 AM/FM receiver at its heart, Midi 20
is the rack you've always wanted.
Measuring just 3inches high and barely 16 inches long, TX-20 is
acub of areceiver. But don't let its docile looks fool you. You're
looking at areal lion.
Onkyo's sophisticated touch sensitive servo-lock tuning
system makes finding your favourite station a cinch. The
servo-lock circuit is a continually compensating system
which keeps the TX-20 perfectly tuned for as long as
you want to listen. You just can't mistune the TX-20 —
not even deliberately.
And the TX-20 amplifier is no rabbit. It delivers
30 watts a channel with less than 0.08% THD.
The power section is all direct coupled for near
perfect transient characteristics at any
frequency and you're always in full command
with the complement of controls concealed
beneath the neat flip-down cover.
If you're starting to think that the Onkyo
Midi 20 case rests with the TX-20 receiver,
forget it. The TA-2040 cassette deck is an
absolute snap. It has all the latest advances
in cassette technology. Instant compatability with all present tapes — including
metal, soft- touch controls, Onkyo's
versatile Accu Bias control for precise
adjustment to suit your favourite brand of
tape and instantaneous-reading fluorescent
meters to help make tape overload athing
of the past.
Don't despair if records are your favourite
source of music. The CP-1010A record
deck will take good care of your collection.
Onkyo's straight line low-mass pickup
has automatic return and the servocontrolled DC motor may wow you with
its performance, but it certainly will not
wow on its own.

BERKSHIRE

EDINBURGH

KENT

B& B HiFi
16 Gun Street
Reading

RSC
101 Lothian Road

Canterbury HiFi
1-2 The Friars
Canterbury

BIRMINGHAM

ESSEX

AT Labs
LINCOLNSHIRE
442-444 Cranbrook.Read Stamford HiFi Centre
Perfect Electroni
Ilford
508/514 Alum Rock Rd.
9Red Lion Square
Alum Rock
GLASGOW
Stamford
RSC
RSC
LONDON
403 Sauchiehall Street
30/31 Great Western
Analog Audio.
Arcade
HERTFORDSHIRE
849 High Road
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE Anglia Sound & Vision
North Fincbley
B& B HiFi
23 Queen‘way
Cannonbury Radio
Stevenage
Priory Rd
185 Upper Street
High Wycombe
NF
KJ Leisuresound
101 St. Albans Road
Watford

Grahams Hi Fi
/36-88 Pentonville Road
NI
Thomas Heinitz
35 Moscow Road
W2
HiFi General
39 Bedford Hill
SWIZ
KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street
WI
KJ Leisuresound
51 Fleet Street
WC I
Martins Hi- Ft Centre
125 Stoke Newington
High Street N16

8s
ONSCIP

Midi 20 System price around £599.00 including VAT
Comprises TX- 20 Receiver, TA- 2040 Cassette Deck, CP1010A Record Deck and CB2 Trolley.
Available separately. TX-20 £ 169.90. TA- 2040 £219.00. CP-1010A £ 79.90

TUNING

A/0..10R

t (

TOO
410

x 20

MIDDLESEX
AT Labs
191 Chase Side,
Enfield
Citron Audio
43 The Broadway
Green ford
KJ Leisuresound
340 Station Road
Harrow•
KJ Leisuresound
278 High Street
Uxbridge

Yiewsley Electronic,
11-13 High Street
Yiewsley

St insons
High Street
Rot tingdean

NORTHERN
IRELAND

STAFFORDSHIRE

Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue
Belfast
SURREY
Aerco
27 Chobham Road
Woking

Naz Electronics

SUSSEX

82 Kingsley Road
Hounslow

Jeffries HiFi
4Albert Parade
Green Street
East bourne

Midland Hi Fi Studio
1Old Hall Street
Wolverham .
pion
TYNE & WEAR
RSC
59 Granger Street
Newcastle-On- Tyne
WARWICKSHIRE
RSC
17 Shelton Square
The Precinct
Coventry

YORKSHIRE
Quadraphenia
19 Bradford Road
(Off Hall Gate)
Doncaster
Quadraphenia
Nursery Street
Sheffield
RSC
5-9 County Arcade
Briggate
Leeds
RSC
103 Linthorpe Road
Middlesborough
RS('
13 Exchange Street
Sheffield

Marketed and distributed by

fistaiolíbassol fed.
Send today for details of the complete
Onkyo Range
Name
Addres s

Audiotrend Ltd Bridle Path Watford WD2 4BZ

(V) PIONEER.'

Pickups
Cartridges

ENFIELD 01-363 7981
191 Chase Side • Enfield • Middlesex EN 2OQZ

ILFORD

01-518 0915

442-444 Cranbrook Rd Gants Hill• Ilford - Essex IG2 6LL
Monday - Saturday 10.00-18.00

«WM»

CARTRIDGES
QLM
QLM
QLM
VLM
XLM
ZLM

••
.•
••
••
•.

32/111
34/111
36/111
Ill
Ill

P8ES
P7E
P6E
P6R

ADC
£9.80
RSQ32..
£10.75
RSQ34
£17.55
RSQ36
£25.50
RSV ..
£37.25
RSX
£58-15
RS Z

£8.80
£10.35
£15450
£18.70
£22.85
£33.25

•.
.•
•.

AKG
£ 63.00
X8S
£29.90
X7E
£19.75
X6E
£ 15.15
X6R

£40.25
£ 16.10
£ 10.25
£8.30

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT IIE
..
£9.60
ATS E
ATI 3Ea .. £ 16.80
ATNI3
Signet TK5E, TK7E, TK7SU

511PER,4WALERS

30 WATT AMPLIFIER
Printed circuits and full kits
to Hart professional standard
will beavailabEe for this
design.
Our free list of all kits is
available upon telephone
request or send us a
9" x4" SAE.
Have you seen our kits for
the Linsley Hood Cassette
Recorder ?

£13-40

£ 14.05
P.O.A.

HART ELECTRONIC

DECCA
London Maroon
£44.90
Manufacturer exchange
London Exp Gold £59.90
Manufacturer exchange

KITS LTD
PENYLAN MILL

ELITE
EEI 3001-I

£13.95

EE1 styli range

2000E IV

EMPIRE
£15.45
S2000E IV
GRADO
From stock ..

P.O.A.

..

£850

£12.95
¿18-25
£24.95
£31 90
£36.50
£44.00
£61.95

NFIOE II ..
NFISE II .
NI5E 11 ..
D2OE 11 ..
D2OE Super ..
D2OFL Super ..
STM 72 Transf.•
MCA IOPre-amp•

£6 45
£9.05
£11.65
£16 85
£22-05
£25.55
£22.50
£60410

SHURE
M44-7 ..
M55E
M75- 6S
M75B II
M75E1 II
M7ED II
M9SEJ
M95 ED
VIS 111/V15111HE
VI5 IV
M642E Pre- Amp
SFG2 Scales . .

£6.95
£8 40
£7 15
£10 05
£12 30

£14-35

£13
£19
£47
£63
£39
£4

15
35
70
70
00
80

N44-7 ..
£4.35
N55E .
£5.45
N75-6 ..
£4.50
N75B II . .
£5.15
N75 EJ II
£7.35
N75ED 11 • •
£10.65
N95E1 .. • •
£7.80
N95 ED
£13•90
VN3SHE
VN 45 H E .
£24 90
N75-3 (78 stylus) £ 5.30
VN78E (78 stylus) £16 40

SONUS
Blue Label
Gold/Blue

£70.80
£77.90

500A ..
500EE
681EEE
88IS

STANTON
£11.85
DS 107A
£15 25
D5100EE
£37.20
D6800EEE
£71.80
D81

Blue ..
Gold/Blue ..
..

£313.25

P.O.A.

£7-55
£11.95
£21.60
E38 60

ULTIMO
10X
£54.50
Through importer
20A Mk 11 ..
£75.90
Through importer
20B Mk II .. £105.80
Through importer
20C
£110.40
Through importer
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 15%
Postage: Cartridges 25p; Styli 15p; Except • 50p
NB.-All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E. & 0.E.

f
L

A. T. LABS
191 Chaseside, Enfield, Mdx.

Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery). UK only.
Qty.

Make

Type

1

SHROPSHIRE
Tel .Oswestry (0691 ) 2894 Telex 35661 HARTEL G

ORTOFON
FFIOE Mk II • .
FFISE II
FI5E II
VMS20E/ II •.
M20E Super . •
M20FL • •
MCIO
MC 20 • •

OSWESTRY

£9.50

P.O.A.

For Demonstration,
Installation and
After Sales Support,

LINSLEY HOOD

r

Attach this advertisement to your order or fetch it,
with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

CARTRIDGES hSTYLI

Cut out this discount coupon ad to buy at these ' ultraspecial' prices. ( Errors and price changes excepted.)
CARTRIDGES
STYLI
Shure M95 HE
£23.85
ADC RXL
£15.75
Shure M30
£4.90
ADC RVL
£12.95
Shure M44-7
£6.94
ADC RSZ
£24.25
Shure M44E
£7.55
ADC RS X
£17 .80
Shure M55E
£8.35
ADC RSV
£13.
119900
Shure M75- 6S
£6.49
ADC RSQ36
£.
Shure M758/11
£10.04
ADC RSQ34
£7.80
Shure M75ED/Il
£12.85
ADC RSQ32
£8.70
Shure M75E1/11
£12.30
ADC RSQ30
£7.20
Shure M7SG/ 1I £15.95
ADC Headshell
£4.35
Shure M95ED £ 18.80
Shure N3D
£3.25
Shure M95EJ
£13.15
Shure N44-3
£45.4355
Shure M95HE
£20-35
Shure N44-7
£.
Shure M24H
£27.75
Shure N44E
£5.35
Shure VIS III
£45.85
Shure N55E
£5.44
Shure V15 IV
£61.85
Shure N75-6
£4.49
Shure M9IE £ 16.50
Shure N75-3
£5.27
Shure M91 ED
£14.16 „ N7SB Mk II
£5.14
Shure M93E £ 10.07 „ N75ED Mk 11
£10.64
ADC ZLM
£54.90 „ N75E1 Mk II
£7.35
„ XLM Mk III
£33.90 „ N75G Mk II
£9.75
„ VLM Mk III
£23.90 „ N95-3
£5.88
„ QLM36 Mk Ill £13.90
Shure N95ED
£13.89
pLm34 Mk Ill
£8•89
Shure N95EJ
£7.79
„ QLM32 Mk III
£9.75
Shure VN35E
£16.55
„ QLM30 Mk Ill
£8.40
Shure VN15E
£15.64
Ortofon VMS 20E
Shure VN78E
£16.35
Mk II
£28.90
Shure N241-I
£14.99
Ortofon Fl 5EMk II £20.45
OrtoforD2OE Mk II £20•45
Ortofon FF I5E
Ortofon N I5E
Mk 11
£13.90
Mk II
£11.55
Ortofon FF 10E £8.90
P & P 25p.

Cost

I

I

I

I

I

I

Send by RECORDED DELIVERY
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.
I enclose a Cheque/Postal

Order made payable to

A. T. LABS

£

( inc. postage)

Access/Barclaycard No.

I
Name

Address

NS

ALL MAIL TO: ESTUARY AUDIO, DEPT.

LONDON 115 ( 6070644) CALLERS WELCOME

II

II

New XGate
Leicester Sq. Stn.
Station ( Ticket Hall
01-691 7294
Cranbourn St. eqtl
01-439 9210
BRISTOL
29 Denmark Street
(behind Hippodrome)
0272-290900

ACIH F

1HICHBURY STATION, HIGHBURY CORNER,

Masons Ave.
30 Coleman St,
01 606 4102

Bull Ring Subway
(Moor St. Stn. exit)
Iff Open Maiket)
021-643 1766

ESSEX
MANCHESTER 3 LEEDS 2
113 Rectory Grove 6Victoria Station 62 Wellington St
Leigh- on- Sea
Approach
loft City Squarel
0702-712861
061 832 4592
0532 444692
MM1 MUM

Man

GREATER LONDON
Atkinsons ( Kensington) Ltd. at:7Pembridge Villas, W11.82(84 New Kings Rd.,SW6
Car Radio Services. 1144 High Rd.. N20.
Car Radio Station at:60)61 Albert Embankment, SEI.
299 Edgware Rd., W2.
45 Lordship Lane, East Dulwich. SE22.
Car Sounds, 325 London Rd., MITCHAM.
Chelsea Car Stereo, 559 Kings Rd., Chelsea, SW6.
Dawnfern Ltd., Auto- Audio Installations.
The Arches. Wood Lane, WI2.
Harrow Auto Ignition, 55 Lowlands Rd.. Hat row
Kaymar, 70 High St.. Edgware.
London Car Radio Centre at,25 Taunton Place. NWI.
Lion House, Tottenham CI. Rd.. WI.
Hi.Fi Care, 245 Tottenham CI. Rd., WI.
Budget Sound, 242 Tottenham Ct. Rd., WI.
I)2 Bensham Lane, CROYDON.
Mr. Cad, Bromley High St.. BROMLEY.
Molson Distributors, 345/347 High Rd., ILFORD.
Sextons I.C.E. at:23 York Rd., Waterloo, SEI.
180 Grays Inn Rd., WCI.
Stereo City, 370 Grays Inn Rd. WCI.
Stereo on Wheels, 22 Chiswick Lane, W4.
Turners Car Radio, 329 Brighton Rd., SOUTH CROYDON.
ABERDEEN. Reids Motor Supplies. Froghall Rd..
Roy Thomson Ltd., Cults.
ALDERSHOT. Powell Mattia, Ash Rd.
Roadsound,182 Victoria Rd.
AYR. Scotia Motor Factors. 22 Peebles St.
BALDOCK. Baldock Car Radio Co., 3Hitchin St.
BASINGSTOKE. Drivesound 193 May St., Queens Rd.
BELFAST. Paddy Hopkirk Ltd.. 20 Trench Rd., Hydepark
Industrial Estate, Mallusk, Newtonabbey.
BIRMINGHAM. Studio Weida, It The Grosvenor Centre,
Northfield.
P.J. Evans. 81-91 John Bright St.
BOLTON. M Bell Electronics, IDaffodil Rd., Farnworth.
BOURNEMOUTH. Autoradio, 106 Castle Lane West.
BRADFORD. Autosound Services, 15)17 Spring Gdns.
BRIGHTON. Dials Car Radio. 187 Lewes Rd.
BRISTOL. R. T Crabbe, Lawnwood Rd., Easton.
BURNLEY Burnley Car Radio, 392A Colne Rd.
CARLISLE. Rickerby Ltd., Currock Rd.
CARDIFF.13.6iB. Auto Services ,4 Romilly Cres.. Canton.
Howells Garage, Newport Rd.
CASTLEFORD.Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Rd.
CHELMSFORD. Molson Distributors, 61 Broomfield Rd.
CHESTERFIELD. Car Radio Centre. 390 Derby Rd.
CHIPPENHAM. J. D. Stereo Centre, Station Hill.
COLCHESTER. Essex Car Radio, 27a Nth. Station Rd.
COLNE. Weeks & Davies, Brakel House. Khyber St.
COVENTRY The Parlcside Garage Ltd., Warwick Rd.
DERBY. Autolec. 234 Normanton Rd.
W. G. Wright Auto Elect. 103 Ashbourne Rd.
DINNINTON. Motor Sounds, 9Ib Laughton Rd.
DONCASTER. Autosound Services, Carr House Rd.
DORCHESTER. Autoradio ( VRS). North Square.
"DRIFFIELD. F. E. 6t J. Thompson, 18 Market Place.
DUDLEY. F. H. Jennings. Cinclerbank, Netherton.
Studio Musica. IThe Trident Centre.
DUNDEE.ExpressIgnition,49.51QueenSt..BroughtyFerry.
EDINBURGH. Eastern Car Radio Ltd.. Costorpnine Rd.
Geo. Thomson. Rodney St.
EGHAM. Thames Car Radio. 158 High St.
GAINSBOROUGH. Johnsons Ltd.
GLASGOW. Motorsound Ltd., Lockleven Rd.
GLOUCESTER. Moons, Shell Show House Eastern Ave.
GRIMSBY. C. H. Turnet 1/5 Corporation Rd.
GUILDFORD.. Norman Richardson, Walnut Tree Close.
HADLEIGH. Molson Distributors, 313 London Rd.
HASTINGS. In Car Radio, 117 Sedlescombe Rd: Nth.,
St. Leonardo.
HAZELGROVE. Car Home Stereo, 219 London Rd.
HIGH WYCOMBE. Motolec. Desborough Rd.
HILLINGDON. S.K. Radio. 3New Broadway
HOLMFIRTH. R. E. Ward. Woodhead Rd.
HUDDERSFIELD.Autosound Services,89/91Bradford Rd.
HULL. A.C.C. Ltd., 38 Boothferry Rd.
IPSWICH. Car Radio Services, 139 London Rd.
Ipswich Car Radio, 313 Woodbridge Rd.
KENDAL. Andrew Brown Ltd., Wildman St.
KIDLINGTON. Hartwells of Oxford Ltd., Oxford Rd.
LEAMINGTON SPA. Clarendon Ltd.. 75 Clarendon St.
LEEDS. Autosound Services, Ila Cherry Row.
Uni Car ( Leeds) Ltd., ti Kirkstall Rd.
LEICESTER. A. B. Butt Ltd., Frog Island.
Castle Motor Co., Abbey Lane.
Car Radio Services, Welford Rd.
LEIGHTON BUZZARD. Camden Car Radio. Lake St.
LINCOLN. Eastern Tapes Ud.. 173 Burton Rd.
LIVERPOOLLiverpool Mobile Radio,P3Warrenhouse Rd.
LUTON. Motolec, Dallow Rd.
MACCLESFIELD. Car Home Stereo, 44 Sunderland St.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.BritishEnginesLtd„St. Peters.
Dennis Car Radio, 18 Scotswood Rd.
K. G. Metcalfe Ud., Dinsdale Place.
NORWICH. Norfolk Car Audio 128 Dereham Rd.
NOTTINGHAM. PCP Electrical, Broadholme St.
Autosound Services, Mansfield Rd.
London Car Radio Centre. Leisureonics, 30 Market St.
OLDHAM. Autosound Services, 2Huddersfield Rd.
OTLEY Autosound Services, Walkergate.
PERTH, Car Radio Services, 9Creiff Rd.
PETERBOROUGH. Auto Sound Centre, 1110 Lincoln Rd.
PLYMOUTH. Turnbulls Garage, Bretonside.
PORTSMOUTH. Car Entertainment, High St., Cosham.
PRESTON. Car Radio Preston, 290 Bladkpool Rd.
READING. Motolec jLondon Rd.
RIPON. Ripon Auto Electrics, Blossomgate.
ROMFORD. Molson Distributors ,I87 South St.
SALE. Car Radio Centre 183 1Mishway Rd.
SHEFFIELD. Autosound Services306/310 Shalesmoor.
SHIRLEY Studio Musica,182 Stratford Rd.
SLOUGH. Motolec, Kelpatrick Rd., Cippenham.
SKIPTON. Car Radio Skipton, Devonshire Place.
SOUTHAMPTON. Anglesea Car Radio, Church St.,Shirley.
Sextons ICE. 37 Bedford Rd.
SOUTHSEA. Portsmouth Car Radio.
Wadham Stringer, Waverly Rd.
STAFFORD. G. T. Autos, Drummond Rd.
STRETFORD. Autosound Services, 708 Chester Rd.
STOCKPORT. T.S.A. Car Radio, 33 Greek St.
Specialized Equipment Ltd.. 341 Wellington Rd. Nth.
STOCKTON. British Engines Ltd.. Portrack Lane.
SUNDERLAND. Auto Save, It Windsor Terrace. G'town.
TAUNTON. H.N. Hickley Ltd., Castle St. 'Dingier.
VIRGINIA WATER. Wentworth Car Radio, 409 Stroud Rd.
WATFORD. Auto Sound Services. 80 Queens Rd.
WELWYN GARDEN CITY Inca Car Audio.
Woodhall Shopping Centre.
WEYBRIDGE. Thames Car Radio, Westfield New Haw.
WIRRAL. Wirral Car Radio, 2Bermuda Rd., Moreton.
WOKING. S.K. Radio, 45 Chobham Rd.
WOLVERHAMPTON. Charles Clarke. Clifton St.
WORCESTER. Mobile Electrics Ltd., Gregory/5. Mill St.
YORK, Autosound Services, Tort Green.
E & S. Motor Accessories Ltd.. 148 MicIdegate.

TS- 107. Dual cone speaker.

NOW PIONEER MAKE AUTO-REVERSE
ASOUND FEATURE
Ease of operation has for along time been the attraction of autoreverse cassette decks. Provided of course the system was reliable.
Now Pioneer introduce the KP-4800. 3waveband FM stereo radio
with integrated auto-reverse cassette deck. And it's reliable. An important
Pioneer feature.
Aspecial circuit guides your favourite cassettes safely through.
And of course, with Pioneer, sound quality is always afeature.
For example on the KP-4800 we offer an overall frequency response of
30 to14,000 Hz. That means better bass and improved treble.
And that's not all.
Both radio and cassette benefit from
aswitchable loudness control. At low
volume the human ear requires treble and
bass frequencies to be boosted. Aloudness
control is the answer.
But why switchable?
Because at high sound
levels the loudness circuit just isn't
needed. Particularly important when
at alater stage you add ahigh power
e
amplifier or graphic equalizer.
But remember These sound features can
only be fully appreciated using Pioneer speakers. As your Super Dealer
will be glad to demonstrate.

TS 168 3 ,
speakersyst ,ri

AD- 50. Graphic equalizer booster. Max power 25 watts per channel

eD PIONEER
CAR STEREO

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER
Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB.) Limited, Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire.
Telephone: Iver ( 0753)652222. Telex: 847533.

Mc ONOMY
Nationwide

PIONEER SA408
. .. ....

Stereo
Amplifier
20 watts RMS
per channel.

PIONEER TX408L
Stereo Tuner
LW/MW/FM

£58.90

PIONEERTF500
Front- Loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck.

Tuners- continued

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
OUR
PRICE
AIWA AA8100 2 x 25
77.90
AIWA AA8300 2 x 45
104.90
AKAI AM 2250 2 x 25
69.90
AKAI AM 2350 2 x 35
89.90
ALBA 2025 2 x 27
64.90
ALBA 2050 2 x 50
89.90
AMSTRAD EX 220 2 x 25
44.90
AMSTRAD EX 330 2x 35
57.90
AMSTRAD A101/P101 Micro 2 x 25
74.90
MARANTZ 1050 2 x 25
59.94
MARANTZ 1040M 2 x 20
69.90
MARANTZ 1072 2 x 36
69.94
MARANTZ 1070M 2 x 35
89.90
PIONEER SA 408 2 x 20
59.90
PIONEER SA 508 2 x 25
89.90
PIONEER SA 608 2 x 45
124.90
PIONEER SA 708 2 x 65
159.90
PIONEER SA 7800 2 x 65
229.90
PIONEER SA 8800 2 x 80
279.90
PIONEER SA9800 2 x 100
366.90
ROTEL RA 300 2 x 20
59.90
ROTEL RE 700 graphic equaliser
68.90
ROTEL RA 314 2 x 25
74.90
ROTEL RA 350 2 x 35
79.90
ROTEL RA 414 2 x 35
, 89.90
ROTEL RC1000 pre-amplifier inc. graphic
equaliser
108.50
ROTEL RB1000 2 x 65 power amplifier 108.50
ROTEL RA1000
2 x 40 Inc. graphic
108.50
equaliser
68.50
SANSUI A40 2 x 25
94.90
SANSUI A60 2 x 45 DC coupled
124.90
SANSUI A80 2 x 65 DC coupled
54.90
TRIO KA3750 2 x 25

CASSEIVERS
Tuner/Amplifier/ Cassette Combinations
AIWA AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby cassette
AKAI AC3500L 2 x 25 Dolby cassette
FERGUSON 3926 2 x 20 watts RMS 4
waveband with Dolby cassette
MARANTZ 4025L 2 x 25 with Dolby
cassette LW/MW/FM

279.90
179.94
139.90
189.90

TUNERS

PIONEER SX590
Stereo
Receiver
20 watts RMS
per channel.
AM
-

/ FM

AIWA AT9300 LW/MW/FM
AKAI 2250L MW/LW/FM
ALBA 2000 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. 2LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD EX 202 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD EX 303 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD T101 Micro digital MW/LW/FM.
MARANTZ 2050 MW/FM
MARANTZ 2100 MW/FM
MARANTZ 2060 ML LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 408L LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 608 LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 7800 MW/FM
PIONEER TX 9800 MW/FM
ROTEL RT300 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RT426 MW/FM
ROTEL RT1000 LW/MW/FM
'1 y If II Ittly y II II y

74.90
77.90
64.90
24.94
41.90
48.90
69.90
49.90
64.94
79.90
58.90
85.90
168.90
224.90
58.90
74.90
84.90

SANSUI T60 MW/FM
SANSUI T80 MW/FM Digital display
SOLA VOX ST 3002 FM/MW/LW
TENSAI Ti" 3045 MW/FM
TRIO KT 5550 MW/FM

OUR
PRICE
66.90
94.90
44.90
59.94
59.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AKAI AA1125 2 x 25
ALBA 2125 2 x 27 LW/MW/FM
ALBA 2150 2 x 50 LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD EX222 2 x 25
AMSTRAD EX 333 2 x 30
MARANTZ 1535ML 2 x 30
PIONEER SX590 2 x 20
PIONEER SX690 2 x 30
PIONEER SX980 2 x 80
PIONEER SX1080 2 x 120
ROTEL AX 300 2 x 20
ROTEL RX 304 2 x 22 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RX 404 2 x 30 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RX 504 2 x 40
ROTEL RX 604 2 x 50
ROTEL AX 1203 2 x 120
ROTEL AX 1603 2 x 180
SANSUI R30 2 x 25
SANSUI R50 2 x 45
SANSUI R70 2 x 65
TENSAI TA 1030 2 x 23

99.90
94.90
124.90
49.90
69.90
119.90
98.90
128.90
362.90
448.90
89.90
109.90
127.90
147.90
169.90
189.90
239.90
97.90
114.90
144.90
89.94

TURNTABLES
AKAI API310C belt drive inc. cartridge ....
52.50
AIWA AP2100 belt drive, auto return, inc
magnetic cartridge
54.90
AIWA AP2300 semi-auto direct drive inc
magnetic cartridge
102.90
AIWA AP2400 fully auto direct drive inc.
magnetic cartridge
117.90
AMSTRAD TP12D belt drive
24.90
BSR P208 belt drive auto fitted ADC OLM33
mag. cartridge
29.90
BSR Quanta 500 belt drive
39.90
BSR Quanta 600 belt drive DC servo auto
return
49.90
BSR Quanta 700 direct drive auto return
59.90
BSR Quanta 800 direct drive quartz locked,
auto return
89.90
CONNOISSEUR B01 kit
19.90
CONNOISSEUR B132
42.90
GARRARD SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive with
Shure M75/6/SM
39.90
GARRARD GT20 belt drive Shure M75ED
56.90
GARRARD GT25 belt drive semi auto
M75ED
62.90
GARRARD GT35 servo belt drive semi
auto M75ED
75.90
GARRARD 00130 Direct drive Shure or
Ortofon cartridge
75.90
GARRARD 00131 Direct drive semi auto
fitted Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2cartridge
81.90
GARRARD 00132 Direct drive fully auto
fitted Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2cartridge
85.90
MARANTZ 6025 belt drive
49.90
PIONEER PL512 belt drive
48.90
PIONEER PL200X Direct drive inc. cartridge 84.90
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Super Service - The McOnomy Way...

PIONEER PL51 2

• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT'
• GUARANTEE - 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.
• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.
• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.

Belt- drive
Turntable

• BRAND NAMES - products sold by McOnorny bear the
name (and carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.

£48.90

• DISPLAY - all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.

Ask for details
of the new
Comet
Credit Card.

• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
5.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Personal callers welcome at all branches.

5/80
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All offers subject to availability.
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Turntables- continued

oUR
PRICE

PIONEER PL300X Quartz locked direct
drive auto return inc. cartridge
102.90
PIONEER PL400X Quartz locked direct
drive full auto inc. cartridge
121.90
ROTEL RP1000 Direct drive semi auto
83.90
TRIO KI3103313 belt drive
49.90

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
AMSTRAD Micro 101
GOODMANS RB18
JR 149
JR L.P.A. System with 30 watt bass amp.
for use with amps 15 to 100 watt priced
singly
JR 150
KLH 331
KLH 317
MARANTZ 4G
MARANTZ 4G3
MARANTZ HD440
SANSUI J11 Mini
SOLAVOX PR25 Mk. 112 way
SOLAVOX PR35 Mk. II 3way
SOLAVOX PR45 Mk. II 3way
SOLAVOX HS55
SOLAVOX HS70
WHARFEDALE Chevin XP
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
WHARFEDALE Linton XP2
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2
WHARFEDALE E20 High power
WHARFEDALE E30 High power
WHARFEDALE HO High power
WHARFEDALE E70 High power
WHARFEDALE E90 High power

19.90
39.90
49.90
129.90

149.90
188.90
94.90
134.90
55.90
69.90
84.90
79.90
39.90
59.90
79.90
97.90
139.90
34.90
47.90
59.90
78.90
104.90
134.90
159.90
199.90
299.90
349.90
499.90

TAPE RECORDERS
NI- F1 CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA ADM100 Dolby
AIWA ADM200 Dolby variable bias
AIWA A(32000 Dolby
AIWA AD6700 Dolby 2 head infra-red
remote control, metal tape facility
AKAI CS703D Dolby
AKAI GXC704D Dolby
AKAI GXC709D Dolby
AKAI GXM10 Dolby with metal tape facility
AKAI GXM30 Dolby, with metal tape facility
ALBA 2200 Dolby
AMSTRAD EX700 Dolby
BINATONE 6764 Dolby
LLOYTRON H522
MARANTZ 5050M Dolby
MARANTZ CD320 Dolby 2head ban/mains
MARANTZ CD330 Dolby 3head batt/mains
PIONEER CTF500 Dolby
PIONEER CTF500 Dolby
PIONEER CTF650 Dolby metal tape
PIONEER CTF750 Dolby auto reverse,
metal tape facility
ROTEL RD 300 Dolby
ROTEL RD 18F Dolby variable bias
ROTEL RD 25F Dolby variable bias
ROTEL RD 25FD Dolby variable bias,
colour to match 1000 series
ROTEL'RD 1000 Dolby to match 1000 series

78.90
112.90
124.90
286.90
79.90
116.90
126.90
137.90
155.90
94.90
71.90
64.90
49.90
84.90
104.90
124.90
88.90
108.90
158.40
195.90
76.90
79.90
117.90

OUR
PRICE

Tape Recorders - continued

87.90
64.90
64.90

SANSUI 090 Dolby
SOLAVOX SCO 2070 Dolby
TRIO KX503 Dolby

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI GX4000D
AKAI PRO 635 auto reverse in RMH 400
rack
GRUNDIG TS 945 4 motor, 3 heads and
echo
GRUNDIG TS 1000 semi-professional
.electronic switching, 3heads, 3motors .
PIONEER RT 707 Auto reverse

194.90
599.90
249.90

Stereo Amplifier
20 watts RMS
per channel

399.90
398.90

£69.90

HEADPHONES
AMSTRAD HPS 6A
GOODMANS OHP10
KOSS K6
KOSS K0/LC ( with volume control)
KOSS PRO-4AA.
KOSS K125
KOSS K135
KOSS K145
PIONEER SE205
PIONEER 5E305
SANSUI SS30
SOLAVOX 300
WHARFEDALE 102

11.50
15.90
9.90
13.90
21.90
17.50
20.90
27.50
14.90
19.90
14.90
5.90
26.90

MARANTZ 1070M
Stereo Amplifier
36 watts RMS
per channel

CARTRIDGES
AKG P7E
AKG P8E
AUDIO TECHNICA AT11E
AUDIO TECHNICA AT13EA
AUDIO TECHNICA AT3OE Moving coil
including ATM° transformer
GOLDRING G800
GOLDRING G800E
GOLDRING G800 Super E
GOLDRING G900E
ORTOFON FF15E Mk. II
ORTOFON VMS 20E Mk. II
ORTOFON SL20E Moving coil
ORTOFON STM72 Transformer for SL20E
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

M55E
M75ED
M75EJ ..
V15- Mk.
V15- Mk. 4

24.90
29.90
6.50
11.90
44.90
5.75
8.50
11.90
15.90
12.90
27.90
29.90
16.50
8.50
13.90
12.50
39.90
57.90

CREDIT TOO!
On McOnomv Discount Prices

£89.90

MARANTZ 2060M L
Stereo Tuner
LW/MW/FM

£7990

IVIARANTZ1535ML

(available on mainland England,

Stereo Receiver
30 watts RMS
per channe
LW/MW/FM

Scotland and Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding
f70 can be purchased on Credit on
McOnomy discount prices over 8, 12,
24 and 30 months.

117.90
167.90

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES
Open 9.00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm
CARDIFF
EDINBURGH...
GLASGOW
LEICESTER
NOTTINGHAM .

MARANTZ 040M

52 North Road, Cardiff
Annandale St. Lane, Edinburgh
Anderston Cross Centre, Argyle Street, Glasgow
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street, Leicester
The Broad Marsh Centre, Nottingham

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

0222 394016
031-557 1004
041-204 2355
0533 536741
0602 598222

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our driver on delivery.

MARANTZ 6025
Belt- drive
Turntable
£
49.90
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Bob Dylan at Budokan, the Average White Band at Montreux, the Kinks at Carnegie Hall, Mozart
in the Purcell Room. Close your eyes and you're almost there. Itimuriteetmulte,„
We sound better.
Illustrated: TurntableTT4000, Amplifier PM400,Tuner ST400;Cassette Deck St34000,Speaker .
sHD550.At around i799.Rack MR505 extra. Marantz hi4i sound equipment - arange of separates and complete systems
designed and produced to professional standards.Marantz is available from most good hifi stores For further details dia1100and ask the operator for Freephone 2347 or write to Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, Debmarc House,
193 London Road, Staines, Middlesex. Sales and Service Tel: Staines 50132.

ALSO INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO NEWS, RECORD
NEWS, AUDIO RECORD REVIEW, THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
DEPUTY EDITOR
JOHN ATKINSON
MUSIC EDITOR
IVOR HUMPHREYS
RECORDS EDITOR
GEOFF JEANES
ART EDITOR
CHRISTINE STAPLETON
CONSULTING EDITORS
PETER GAMMOND ( Musical)
DONALD ALDOUS ( Technical)
MUSICAL ADVISERS
ARTHUR JACOBS &
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG ( Classical)
PETER CLAYTON
(
Jazz)
TECHNICAL ADVISERS
STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
PUBLISHER
DOUGLAS G. SHUARD
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
ALAN WALDER
ASSISTANT ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER
MIKE TROUT

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual surface- mail subscription rate for
HiFi News & Record Review is £ 13.00,
whether home or overseas. Orders should be
sent to our Sübscriptions Dept., which will also
provide details of rates for our associated publications Studio Sound and Sound International. Subscriptions Dept, Link House Publications Ltd, Robert Rogers House, New
Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH15 1LU ( tel:
02013 71171).
HiFi News & Record Review is normally published on the last day of the preceding month,
unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it
appears on the Saturday.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of
HFNIRR
are
available
from:
Modern
Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs. The years 1971 to 1980 are each covered
by
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Editorial comment
IA /HAT is the correct loudness when
reproducing music in the home? This
question has intrigued us for years—
especially since 1966, when an HFN team
became involved in witnessing, monitoring
and reporting upon a performance of
Mahler's Symphony of a Thousand, first at
the Royal Albert Hall and then at the
Walthamstow Assembly Hall during
subsequent recording sessions. One could
hardly find amore massive work than this
for registering peak concert- hall sound
levels or for assessing extremes of dynamic
range, yet in the seats from which the
concert was heard and the recording
sessions monitored, the very highest peaks
registered on asound meter reached 99dB,
while the lowest background ambience
descended to 40dB. More recently, a
performance of the Berlioz Requiem at the
RAH peaked up to 98 dB when everything
was letting rip in overwhelming fashion,
falling again to 40 dB during 'silences'.
'Even if one adds 10 dB for true peak
readings on complex tones, this still
confines the dynamics of the most massive
live music to some 70 dB. The lower
ambient level in an audience- free studio, or
the higher peaks near to aclose-miked
orchestra in the recording situation, might
stretch the potential total to 80 dB, but
apart from cannon shots to accompany the
1812 Overture or ' realistic' rock played
against dead- of- night silence, there is no
way in which the 90 dB dynamic range now
commonly bandied about in relation to
digital recording could have a useful bearing
on music per se. In natural practice the
latter rarely needs more than 60 dB of
elbow room, although it will obviously be
very convenient to pop 70 dB chunks of
unadulterated music into safe and clean
90 dB slots.
Ever since that Mahler episode we have
taken an SLM along to concerts when
practicable, and for comparison purposes
have measured the levels reached at home
on the same or similar music. Contrary to
popular notions, we have found that when
good loudspeakers are used in a largish but
fairly 'dead' room, it is quite feasible to
reproduce full orchestral music with comfort

at a loudness where peaks reach the levels
measured at atypical concert- hall seat:
90-95 dB. Of course, adegree of compression is often applied to commercial
recordings, according to varying philosophies regarding lowering fff or raising ppp
in relation to mezzo- forte passages. Thus
whether or not any particular piece will be
acceptable at a realistic loudness on flf
peaks is amatter for trial and error. On the
whole, we have found that about 50% of
modern wide- range orchestral recordings
permit reproduced peaks at or above 90 dB
without mf parts of the score seeming too
loud—although there can then be problems
below mp. But who is to say which
represents the closest approach to concerthall reality: correct loudness from the middle
region up to fff, with pianissimos not so
hushed as one might wish, or correct ppp
but restricted fortissimos?
We would not like to lay down firm rules
in such a highly subjective area, but felt
prompted to set down these thoughts by a
reader who recently rapped our knuckles for
daring to suggest that levels of 90 dB or
more might be feasible or desirable in the
home. Our correspondent ( an Anglophile
American, as it happens, which provides an
ironic comment on the Meyer correspondence published last month) had had bad
experiences of what he called: ' big, up- front
salon oboes with large- hall string choirs and
brass'. We can imagine the sort of recording
he means, where big- band musical treacle is
presented at aconstant mezzo- forte, yet is
all played at 90 dB to make an impression.
But to return to more musical sounds,
compression on orchestral recordings these
days is often minimal in terms of what
might be accommodated in the home
environment. That 40 dB ambient level in
the Albert Hall is unlikely to be bettered in
typical domestic settings, and in many
homes the quietest passages ( and certainly
such subtleties as dying reverberation)
would get lost in the local background
noise unless the fff parts were indeed
allowed to peak into the 90 dB region.
Actually, many people seem to listen at
levels above what we have measured ' live',
but that's another story.

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Telephone: 01-686 2599. Telex: 947709
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone.
0 Link House Publications Ltd, 1980 All rights reserved.
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Digits, 3M and
Parsifal

The result is a 45 in/s, one- inch
tape, 32- track recording system
which has already been sold to
Westlake Audio, The Record Plant,
A & M and Warner Bros in
California,
to
Sound
80
in
Minneapolis ( a studio previously
involved in direct- cut classical recording),
and
to
London's
Roundhouse ( 32 and 4- track) and
Townhouse ( 4- track only) studios.
Nearly all the recording to be
done with these machines is, of
course, rock, but a recent classical
recording should be of special
interest to Wagner fans. Herbert von
Karajan's last DG Wagner opera
recording was his 1970 ' Ring': in
December and January he recorded
'Paisifal', with the BPO, both in
conventional analogue form and
using the 3M 32- track digital
system ( 16 tracks only, opponents
of multitrack classical will be glad to
hear). The tapes, around 90 hours'
worth, will be edited using the 3M
digital editing system and the
décision to cut the master from the
digital or analogue tape will be
made this summer. It is expected
that the recording will appear in
Spring 1981.

With the technical advantages of
the kind described by Angus
McKenzie on p. 83, it is not surprising that record companies and
studios are placing their bets on
digital recording for their futures.
Decca and EMI have successfully
developed their own systems, and
independent companies in the lead
when it comes to the hardware are
Searching for a tonearm which decoupled design, which is claimed
Soundstream, Sony and 3M ( the
satisfies all the often opposing to reduce the LF resonance peak by
Denon system—avictim of its own
demands placed on it by turntable, over 6.413, without introducing the
premature innovativeness—has not
cartridge,
record
and
listener, trackabilitq problems that can be
been taken up by anyone else). The
rapidly leads one to the conclusion associated with viscous pivot damSoundstream system has so far rethat a ' universal' tonearm doesn't ping. The EPA- 500 costs £ 199-95
sulted in the largest number of comexist. Even an extremely versatile inc. VAT—but you do get the neat
mercial releases but is restricted for
design such as the SME 3009 III little Technics electronic stylus
widespread usage by only being a
doesn't offer any method of altering pressure
gauge
as well—and stereo system. At the recent AES
its effective mass—essential if the separate arm-tube/counterweight convention in London, both Sony
LF resonance is to be placed opti- assemblies cost £ 65.95 inc. VAT.
and 3M introduced multi- track
mally around 10 Hz, above the warp
There is some irony in the fact that fixed- head digital machines and
region but too low to interfere with one of the two latest professional
editing systems. Sony have the lead
program. A new Technics model, Technics turntables, replacing the
on commercial processors for use
the EPA- 500 is unique in having not well-known SP10 Mk II, which
with video recorders but 3M seem
just the armtube interchangeable found its way into many broadcast to be ahead on the multi- track side.
but the whole arm, pivot and studios, is called the SP25. Those Their technology, as previously repcounterweight assembly.
Three who cut their teeth on the Garrard
orted in ' News', was developed in
separate units are available, of model of the same name will be conjunction with the BBC Research
lowish, medium, and high effective gratified to learn that the Technics is
Department at Kingswood Warren.
mass, which are slid into the fixed as different as different can be, with
base and then locked to the bearing an advanced quartz synthesiser,
and the whole can thus be better high torque, direct- drive motor,
matched to the cartridge of your pitch control, and superb specifichoice.
cation. It does require aplinth, how- In the world of exotic audio reto the overall TH D. Other events at
The bearings are ball bearing gim- ever, and for the price—you could search, recent work done by Trio's
the AES, (see ' Subjective Sounds'
bals, the arm- tube is of nitrogen- probably paper your listening room amplifier designers must set a
p. 89) tended to suggest that in real
hardened titanium ( like SME), and walls with Garrard SP25s.
record. In a paper presented at the life, any further reduction of the
the counterweight is asophisticated Available shortly.
London AES convention, four of already extremely low distortion
Trio's senior engineers, showed levels is of academic interest only.
that the presence of magnetic ma- However. Trio have produced a
honoured. TheGS401A ( black with
terials in the vicinity of signal cur- 110 watt amplifier, the L- 01A
chrome end cap) will cost £490 per
rents can cause measurable distor- which doesn't have any magnetic
pair
plus
VAT
(
matching
chrome
Shown at the AES in London in Feb,
tion. This is due to the magnetic material at all: the power transstands
at
£
60)
and
the
walnut
the new NEAL 312 is very possibly
material being taken up and down former is in a remote separate box,
the first cassette deck on the UK GS401C £450 per pair ( black the. first—non - linear—part of its the case is atough plastic, and the
stands
£
50).
Enquiries
to
ML
market to incorporate Dolby FIX
magnetisation curve by the AC heatsinks are brass heatpipes with
Services, 88-90 Grays Inn Road,
and it's all British! ( HX, ' Headroom
magnetic field associated with the aluminium fins as used by Sony.
London
WC1X
8AA.
One
notable
Extension', varies the bias level and
signal current. This 'distorted' mag- Cynics might point out that it is both
absence
from
the
new
company
is
HF pre- emphasis, optimising these
netisation induces distortion, pre- cheaper and more convenient for
Ira Gale himself, who is now inparameters according to the dicdominantly odd order, back into the mass production to use plastics involved
in
the
marketing
of
microtates of the signal). The 312 uses a
signal. This goes on, understand- stead of steel, but the L- 01A does
three- motor logic- controlled and computers.
ably, at extremely low levels—they have superb specifications, and a
solenoid- operated transport mecshowed distortion spectra of a price of around £ 700. There is a
hanism, with provision for remote
10 kHz signal ( 50 W into 8ohms), matching non-magnetic tuner, the
control via afront- mounted socket
with and without magnetic ma- L- 01T, again excellently specified,
Sen Alloy heads allow compat- Silicon is an element and the most terials, which showed drops from
which uses Trio's superb pulse
ibility with metal tape and there are widely used semiconductor in solid —95 dB
to — 117 dB
third count detector. Further details on
built-in calibration facilities_ Dolby- state electronics—Silicon chips are harmonic—but Japanese circuit
these products and the new 1980
B noise reduction is included, of now to be found in virtually all hi-fi design has been refined to the point Trio range from B. H. Morris & Co.,
course.
Three
inputs
(
mike equipment. On the other hand, sie where such magnetic distortion
Precision Centre, Heather Park
line/phono and DIN) and three out- cones are compounds of silicon and could become the main contributor
Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex.
puts ( line,
DIN and variable oxygen used as water-repellent lubheadphone/high level) are provi- ricants and to improve the busty
ded. Price will be £ 340 plus VAT. proportions of starlets and strippers.
A 302 updating kit is available.
Nevertheless, both the popular As mentioned last month, ten ested as the manufacturers in the
press and Parliament persistently thousand readers of this issue can
facts of cassette usage we have
insist on writing and talking about obtain a sample Scotch Master added some queries of our own.
the 'silicone chip revolution'. Small Series cassette for the price of a10p
Following the foldup of Gale some wonder, for in the January 1980 stamp, an envelope, and the ink Indeed, we have completely swamped 3M's original list with WHIRR
months back and the placing of the issue of Tim Electronics- Engineer, needed to write our address. See the
questions, thus turning the whole
company in the hands of areceiver,. official newspaper of the erudite Ad on page 35 for details. But 3M
exercise into a readership survey.
the assets and stock have been Electronic and Radio Engineering naturally hope for some return on
So, do please help us by filling in the
bought by OW Labs,
formerly Institutions, there is an advert ftom such a big investment, and would
questionnaire when you have tried
Gale's Far East distributors. They equally erudite British Aerospace at like to gather information on tape
your cassette, and then spend a
intend to continue production and Stevenage. The company is looking buying habits from the type of hi-fi
further 10p to help your favourite
servicing of the distinctive Gale for test engineers and headlines the person who reads asuper magazine
magazine get at the facts. Also, just
loudspeaker design, with anew fac- advert with the question 'Are you like HFNIRR and uses cassettes. So
in case the odd May issue might
tory in North London and many of interested in joining the silicone they, and we, have prepared aquesotherwise get left unsold, don't
the old Gale employees, and all chip revolution?'
tionnaire which will arrive with forget to alert cassette- using friends
existing Gale guarantees will be
Adrian Hope your tape. As we are as inter- to their chance of a free sample.

Technics Toneann

Trio Non-magnetic Amps

NEAL 312

Silly—con

Free Cassette Survey

Gale Alive
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TO SEE AND HEAR

4LARGE EXHIBITION PALACES DEALING WITH

;«
3

Manufacturers of T.V., Radio, Hi Fi
Recording and play back
equipment.

2rill

Components, Production System
Materials, Control Instruments,
Security Systems, Communicat'
(Professional, Radio hams).

Hi-fi, Sound and Vision, Recording,
Musical Instruments and
Spectacular lighting systems.

4

Symposiums, Conventions,
Meetings. Hi Fi and Video
demonstrations.

The neat and tidy way to cdnnect your Amplifier and
Tape Decks. Permifs instantaneous selection of any recording,
playback or tape tcïr tape functions. Complete with pie set
level controls and full monitoring facilities.
PRICES (inc VAT) _
2 way DIN ( type 22/1) : £

17

.83 7 2 way Phono (. vpe 22/2) : £ 2

3 way DIM ( type 23/i) £ 22.91
FAIR GROUNDS: BARCELONA (SPAIN) 29th september, 5th october, 1980
Trade visitors: 29th, 30th september and lot october • General Public: 2nd, 3rd, 4th and Stl.

EID AUDIO PRODUCTS

INFORMATION: Avda. M Cristina, s/n. - BARCELONA-4 ( Spain) Tel. 22

Unit 12.

3

.
00

3 way Phono ( type 2312) £ 29.90

LIMITED'

Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx.

Telex 50458 FOIMB-E

LiCUT
NIE OUT
THE
[FP °

LEADERS
IN

TO CLAIM THESE ULTRA SPECIAL MI

5YEAR GUARANTEE

cuir PRICE TAPES FREE!Z
to pre,Il 3 80) beng ur,old

HIS MON77-itS FREE OFFER

ORDER ANY 12 CASSETTES
(INC. FREE ONES) AND ASK FOR

Attach this advertisement t your order or bring it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

Save

On.

S

C60 ea
C9
0£1.27

Fantastic Introductory Oiled Genuine CrOs at an
,ncredible saving. High Coercivity; High Frequency Response; High Output; Low PrInt.
Through; Low Dropout. NO RISK OFFER! If not
delighted return your Leda CO, within 30 days
for afUcash refund.

SPECIAL OFFER

MAIL ORDER ONLY
BUY 10 AGFA
HIGH ENERGY AT THESE
PRICES & ASK FOR 3C90 TAPE/

SUPER SOUND CASSETTES
Albsdide

BUY2DAGFA HIGH ENERGYSIASK

Buy 3 Leda CO 2 and ask for MR 11 RESIN CM/
SUPER
CA
1 ( same size) FREE!
Recommended by Aiwa • Aka, •
Alpha • Audiotronic • Beltek •
Hanimex • JVC • Maranta •
NAD • Pioneer • Rotel • Sansui • Teac Toshiba • Trio

FL
SUPER

C46
61p

C60
66p

C90
C120
91p £ 1.25

FX-I Pure Ferrix
(normal position)

C46
73p

C60
C90
85P £ 1-08

FX-Il Beridox
(chrome position)

C46
C60
C90
88p £ 1-08 £135

The New

C60
59p

C90
79p

C120
99p

5,

SONY,. BA,

C46
C60
C90
C120
BAGF LH
54p
730 £ 1.19
SPC3ESoPeo
811p £ 1.19 £ 1.55
BASF Ferro SuPm 1
91p C1.25
f1.79
Agla Ferro Colour 56p
76p £ 1.14
.BASF Co02.
CI 21 £ 1.52 £ 2.23
GENUINE NEW SUPERCHROME ATA PSEUDO CHROME PRICE , BASF F.C,
f146 £ 1.90 -Hitachi LN
58p
82p £ 1.18
Agla Superchrome
£1.18 £ 1.59
Hitachi UD
95p £ 1 . 14 £ 1.54
Hitachi UDER IUDXLII - £ 1.26 £ 1.58 REEL-TO - REEL
Agfa PEM (matt)
Hitachi UDEX IliDXLIII El 26 £ 1 . 58
Pyral HiFI
70p
8fip £ 1.16 £ 1.47
5900' LP PÉ36 £ 1.92
5"
see LP £ 2.73 Pyral °puma
£ 1 16 £ 1.49 58 - 1200' LP PE36 £ 2.19
7"
1800' LP £ 3.84
pyrst Supeeferrifs f1.52 £ 1.95 71800' LP PE36 £ 3.14
lOr 3600' Cine £ 8.70
ASK FOR ONE C90 OPTIMA FREE WITH EVERY
5"
1200' DP PE46 £ 2.28
101" 3600' bee £10.50
C90 SUPERFERRITE YOU BUY
58 - 1800' DP PE46 £ 3.14
5'
1200' DP £ 3.55
Ma xell UL
68p
93p £ 1.20
7"
2400' DP PE46 £3.86
7"
2100' DP £ 5.96
Maxell UD
Blp
90p £ 1 . 24 £ 1.75
51800' TP PE66 £ 3.58
lOr 4200' Cine £ 10.12
Ma sell UDXLI
£ 143 £ 1.69 50 - 2400' TP PEES £ 4.70
10;" 4200 NAB El 14
Masell UDXLII El 43 £ 1.96 7
3600' TP PE66 £ 4.95
MK Dyèternic
56p
58 p*
751)4E1.17
108 - 4200' Cine PE36 £ 8.43
SMK AD
84p
93P £ 1.08 * E1.74
4200' NA8PE36 £ 9.7
MK OD
£1.0 9
£1.58 TEX SA
E1 . 16
E1.48 * Agfa SED1
Agfa Carat

.„ DiaXi de

ChrO elitii"

P

C48
-

AGFA High Energy

.....-------- se

on
Illy
E
)
NERGY
AGFA HIG

76p

85p £ 1.13 £ 1.49
£ 1.08 £1.47 -

108.•

SONY, range

CHF- New Super LN
C60
C90
C120

REEL-TO - REEL

56p
T7p
AHF- Super berm P/us.!
£ 1.05 ( XL WOO type) :Normal POsition)

BASF LH
Black Box Stedie

CD Alpha - Super Pseudo Chrome
C46
75p
(XLII/SA type)
(
C,02switching)
C60
85p
C80
only £ 1.07
C90
only £ 1.10
COO
only £ 1.40
BHF - New Super Ferric IFIErtype)
E.O, - Ferrichrome
( Normal Position)
C46
£ 1.06
COO
76p
C60
£ 1.29
C90
91p
C90
£ 1.62
C120
£ 1.12

7 LP 1800'
£4.50
£2.12
£3.65
£4.42
£3.58
£5.10

*SPECIAL PACKS ONLY
LIMITED STOCKS
7" DP2400 - 10" LP 3800'
£5.813

£10.74
MK Audua £12.06
TDK Audua ( ma AI
Me-norex
Ma tell UDXL
Format hAglel
VIDEO PHILIPS
VC3C860 ES 58. VC45/90E5.40 Yc. 50.130 E12.50
vie Fenno: VHSEDC8 10: VH6120 E810 VHS.40E935
SET AMAX Format: L5OUt 2.25L750 £ 9.45

HF ,la HIGHBURY STN., HIGH BURY CORNER, LONDON Is45.(Callers welcome)
A//orders POST FREE - mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO De K.
MANCHESTER 3 BRISTOL
ESSEX
LONDON EC2 LONDON N5
LONDON WC2 LONDON SE14 BIRMINGHAM
LEEDS
MASONS AVENUE
30 COLEMAN ST
N ( 01-606 4102)
-

70

HIGHBURY STATION LEICESTER SQUARE
HIGHBIIRY CORNER
STATION Ticket Hall
(01-607 0644) ( Cranhourn St. Exit)
101-439 92111_

NEW CROSS GATE
BULL RING SUBWAY
STATION ( Moor St. Station exit
(01-691 7294) - oft Open Market)
1021-643 1766)

62 WELLINGTON ST
(oft City Square)
(0532-444 692)

6VICTORIA STATION
APPROACH
( 061-832 4592)

29 DENMARK ST.
(Behind Hippodrome"

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON- SEA

(0272-790900)
-

10702-712161)

f

Close to the
original ?

Thick
Philips

Well hardly!
all to do with
heir thick film printed
circuit board technique,
widely used in professional
electronics areas, but relatively new
to audio. In this ptocess the required
circuit is screen printed with 'conductive paint onto a base material
and the components are 'screened
on' in sequence, each layer being
heat treated rather than soldered.
Resistors are laser trimmed to their
optimum values..The benefits are

.
It's

Dynamic
Interface
.. is the name Empire have given to
their new range of six cartridges.
Looking somewhat different to their
older 2000 and 4000 series, the new
models all use a lower mass plastic
body, with an ingenious nut locking
slot, and a more rigid fixing stylus
assembly. The model numbers explain the basic design difference;
100S (for spherical), 200E ( for elliptical), 300ME ( micro- elliptical),
400TC ( tapered cantilever), 500ID
(inertial damping) and 600LAC
(large area contact) telling you in

Ashley Styles, aPO Telecomms engineer of Norwich, has amassed a
number of early Acoustical ( Quad)
designs and it seems that his collection has produced acertain amount
of envy at Huntingdon. Starting
with aQuad 22 preamp and aQuad
II power amp, he has now acquired
three 22s, two series II preamps and
power amps, one series Ipre and
power amp, a series I matching
tuner, two AMII tuners, and three
FMII tuners. Naturally, his collection is not complete, and he would
dearly like to know of aQuad AMI
tuner—with its 'exclamation Mark'
magic eye tuning indicator—a12P,
12AP, a Corner enclosure, and,
indeed,
anythirfg
else
of
Huntingdon manufacture. He can
be contacted at 34 Oval Road, New
Costessey, Norwich NR5 OD F.

high reliability and very small size.
The pic shows a conventional FM
stereo decoder alongside the thick
film equivalent—full size.
Circuits using this technique are
employed in the latest additions to
Philips Black Tulip range. The
AH 103 (£ 135-55) is athree- band
tuner with five FM presets. It incorporates the thick film decoder
shown above. Two amps, AH 305
(2 x45 W) and AH 306 ( 2x60 W)
feature
relay-operated
speaker
switching and DC coupling. Thick
film circuitry finds a place in the
preamp stages of these units. Prices
£145-13 and £ 181 - 88 respectively.
Two receivers, AH 602 ( 2x20 W)
Although advertisements promising
and AH 604 ( 2x45), use the same
that purchase of an equaliser is all
technology as the units above and
that is required to make your room
are priced at £ 170-91 and £ 204.
or system audibly perfect—or at
shorthand what you get for your least as good as much more expensive equipment—are so much hooey,
money at each price level. The top
they can be useful as a 'super' tone
two models incorporate Empire's
'inertially damped tuned stylus' control. A new UK firm, Bandridge
which they pioneered with their Ltd., have taken on the Japanese
ED R9 last year. The cantilever tube and ADC and produced acompetihas within it asmall iron bar isolated tively priced equaliser, the 5- band
by an elastomer. At low frequencies FE5, which will sell for under £80
this moves with the cantilever/ inc. VAT. Centre frequencies' are
armature assembly, but at HF it 60 Hz, 240 Hz, 1kHz, 3-5 kHz and
provides an anti- resonance to 10 kHz and the device can be used
counteract the effect of the tip- either in a tape monitor loop or
between pre and power amp.
mass/vinyl compliance resonance
thus extending and flattening the Details from Bandridge Ltd., 1York
Road, London SW19.
response. Traditionally this has
Sansui have also introduced a
been
done
electrically,
and
unpredictably, with the interaction
of the cartridge and preamp
impedances—two wrongs producing a 'wright'—but Empire say that
... Quite abit, it seems, especially if
their way offers advantages of imyour name's Sugden. The sad
proved tracking and reduced crossdemise of A. R. Sugden, makers of
talk, as well as allowing the use of
the Connoisseur range of turntables
low inductance coils with powerful
(acquired recently by Hacker—see
(for their mass) samarium/cobalt
last month's ' News') has caused
magnets. Details from Hayden
some problems for J. E. Sugden, the
Laboratories
Ltd.,
Churchfield
amplifier and tuner manufacturers.
Road, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.
The two firms are, of course, completely unconnected and J. E.
Sugden
continue
unabated.
(Except, that is, for an irritating
deluge
of
letters
and
phone
calls!)
Three new low- mass models

Low cost eq.

What's in a name?

Ortofon drops prices
Ortofon cartridge sales have been
going from strength to strength
since the introduction of their VMS
range some three or so years ago,
and their healthy market share
should increase with the news that
this range is having major price
reductions. The reductions are due,
we are told, to an increase in
worldwide sales leading to increases in production quantities,
leading in turn to Significant economies of scale. It will mean that the
prices of, say, the M2OFL, VMS20E
and FF15E (three models we regard
as safe recommendations) will fall
from £ 69-50 to £45, £ 39.50 to £ 31,
and £ 19-50 to £ 16, respectively.
Nice one Ortofon. Thanks for
passing your savings en to us.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

have also been introduced ( which
also are based on the VMS—
variable
magnetic
shunt—
principle). The Concorde 10 uses an
elliptical. stylus and compliance
(dynamic) is 15 cu, making it compatible
with
most
standard
tonearms: price is £36-50. The
LM10 and 15, £ 21.50 and £ 29.50
respectively, have standard I- in.
mounting centres and weigh amere
2-6 gm. If you're not certain whether one of the Ortofon low- mass
cartridges will be compatible with
your tonearm, Ortofon have produced a chart which can be obtained from Harman UK Ltd. St.
Johns Road, Tylers Green, High
Wycombe, Bucks.

MAY 1980

bùdget stereo equaliser, based on
semiconductor- synthesised inductors, which offers eight octave
bands from 80 Hz to 10 kHz. Price
to be £ 95 inc. VAT. Their microsized ABR speaker, the J-11, has
been doing very well, they tell us,
and as a result the price is being
dropped by 15% to around £92 a
pair. Details from Sansui Audio
Europe NV, Unit 10A, Lyon Ind.
Estate,
Rockware
Avenue,
Greenford, Middx. UB6 OAA. A
good ' littl'un' still can't beat agood
'big'un', though, we feel.

Not only but ...
ALSO is the acronym of the Active
Loudspeaker Organisation, formed
when informal agreement was
reached by four British manufacturers ( Linn, Meridian, Naim and
Nytech) at the recent Noel Cloney
hi-fi show in Dublin, in order to try
and reach some standardisation
with regard to input/output connector standards. In this way the
would-be purchaser would have
the option of using electronics or
transducers from different manufacturers. ALSO have no wish to
become an 'exclusive club', and
would welcome approaches from
other manufacturers who are investigating commercial applications of active loudspeaker drive.
They feel that the steady improvement in source material reproduction quality will inevitably lead to an
increase in the use of this principle
of operation, and that if no attempt
is made to achieve standardisation
at this early stage, both consumers
and manufacturers will ultimately
find themselves disadvantaged.
heavier main bearing, improved
sub- chassis and suspension, a
heavy rubber mat, blank wooden
arm board, amore solid and heavier
plinth and friction hinges on the lid.
Wow & flutter LDIN45507) are
quoted as + 0-04% and weighted
rumble ( DIN45539) is down to
—80 dB. Price is £ 190 inclusive. The
TD 160BC Mk II remains in production, however, and now costs
£135 inc.

Infra-red AES

This month's AES lecture, given by
D. Hughes and T. Whiting from
Hayden Laboratories, looks at
Sennheiser's " Infraport
remote
That's what comes as aresult of the headphone systems and will conwith
a demonstration.
recent merger between Cambra clude
International Ltd. and Metrosound Visitors, as well as members, are
Audio Products Ltd. Head Office of welcome and time and place are
the
new
company
is
at 6.30 for 7pm Tuesday 13th May at
Metrosound's old address: Freedex the Institute of Electrical Engineers,
House, 4-10 North Road, Islington, Savoy Place, London. The AES
London N7 9H N tel. 01-607-8141. (British Section) celebrates its tenth
Brands under their wing are anniversary this September and if
Thorens, Cambra, Metrocare and you are involved in sound engineering of any son, it would be well
Crystal Clear.
your
while
joining.
A new version of the highly re- worth
garded TD160BC Mk II ( the Membership details from the Audio
handyman's Linn?) has been an- Engineering Society, 32, Knoll Rise,
nounced. The TD160 Super has a Orpington, Kent BR6 OEL.

Cambrasound
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Ivor Humphreys and
John Atkinson report,
with photographic
assistance from
Christine Stapleton

Although quite unprepossessing to look at, this
wooden m- ccartridge is the £500 Koetsu. which has
been creating astir in the USA. Virtually handmade in
very small numbers by the ex- chief- engineer from
Supex, aMr. Sugano, it is claimed by some enthusiasts,
as well as being the ultimate cartridge, to be the only

mc pickup that tracks as well as m- m designs, Be that
as it may, it certainly sounded impressive in an ad- hoc
system at Manchester. Details from the official imparters, Quadramail, 10 Green End Road, Sawtry,
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE17 5UX. For £ 1,000 you can
have it in onyx.
Also in the good sounds department, despite aparallelsided, wood- panelled cubicle of aroom, were the KEF
105 Mk I
Is. Their ancillary equipment— Denon 103D,
Denon turntable and Quad 44/405 worked wed most
of the time but the cannons on the Telarc digital ' 1812'
were proving too much for 405 at their ( admittedly
hey) levels. Tr‘is disc is gaining something of a
reputation for its desrructive abilities.

Ken Dodd opened the Manchester show—here he is
discussing turntable design with atypical enthusiast.

Splendid new economy- finished version of the STD
305 turntable. This dispenses with the decorative and
expensive aluminium panels which adorn the standard
plinth, resulting in lower production costs and, to many
of us, an improved appearance. All the bits that matter
are the same, though, and the arm board well is now
much more generous, allowing SME-typeibaseplates
to- fit in- line with the spindle rather than parallel to the
plinth edge. Price will be around £ 150. The turntable is
shown here with the new Hadcock ' E' arm which has
'outriggers' to provide lateral balance adjustment
These simplify the set-up procedure ( always a good
idea!), by making the adjustment independent of the
main counterweight. You used to have to twist that to
achieve lateral balance and in so doing you upset the
tracking weight and in adjusting that you disturbed the
lateral balance, and, and, and you got very tired!
Publicity for the KLH3 really does ask for it: ' It takes a
computer to get bass this big into acabinet this small'.
How you get it out again is quite another matter of
course.

Thorens TD 160 Super, see Cambrasound, p.71.
One item of good news on the tonearm front was the
rumour of aprice reduction on the fine-looking Audio
Technica AT 1100 ( reviewed this month). Interesting,
too, to see aSignet version, the XK50.
Weirdest looking turntable award goes to this creation,
again with the AT 1100 on board. That's what happens
if you leave aTranscriptors deck near a box of terms
balls!

Inside the impressive Audio Pro TA 150 microprocessor- controlled receiver—ergonomically pleasing
•
and aparagon of tidiness. Audio Pro have developed a
'preceiver from this design, the TPA 150, for use with
'separate power amps or speakers like their A4-14
Which have power on board.
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Still on the arm
front, the Lux TA1 is
now available separately
at a very competitive
£65. It seems substantially
made and could well
be worth investigating. Also
new from Lux are the Ms- 10
compact two- unit speakers. The woven cone of the
bass/mid-range drivers is made from ' a totally new
material called Aramid Fibre — new to them, perhaps! A
form of reflex loading is used with two small ( around
13 mm diameter) ports ( holes?) sited on the rear panel.

Over 30,000 people
attended Hardman's 1980
Nortn West Audio, Hi -Fi and
Video Show in January, which is pretty
good going for only 3; days. Here are afew-of them.

Believe it or not, this hunk of electronics is virtually all
the working parts ( apart from the arm) of a new, less
expensive turntable from Revox. The B795 keeps the
B790's parallel- tracking foolproof arm, but has done
away with the digital speed read-out and uses a new
'flat' pcb motor. The price of £ 295 plus VAT will put it
right in there with all the quality turntable competition.

One of the most spectacular sights at the show was
Shure's record- naffing demo, designed to prove the
durability of their new M97 series of cartridges. Seeing
their man hold down the headshell while arecord was
playing and then 'scrub'-it to and fro was not something
for the faint hearted. ' Doesn't that damage the record?'
we asked naively. ' Yes, it absolutely b
s it', he
replied ' but the stylus is unaffected.' The new cartridge feature a MASAR tip- finishing process which
reduces both surface noise and ( under normal
conditions!) record wear.

Castle were showing their latest and greatest, the
Howard II, which uses four drivers ( l-IF, mid artd two in
parallel for the bass). A 13- element dividing network is
employed with crossovers at 750 Hz and 4 kHz. Reflex
loading is used for the bass drivers and the response is
said to be smooth down to the 30 Hz cut-off.
Substantial looking cabinet work and the very high
class veneered finish typical of Castle- are again in
evidence. It Was certainly making some of the more
pleasant noises at the show.
These were the prototypes for the Mark II version of the
Mission 774 arm, which has amore massive mounting
plate, an aluminium rather than magnesium headshell
and a firmer arm- tube clamp. Although these were
shown in splendidly exotic finishes, such as satinchrome, blue crackle, and ' bobbly' matt black, the
production version will be black, the finish most in
demand, apparently.

Business end of one of Trio's new speaker range. Note
the double suspension on the mid- range unit—both at
the centre and at the edges.
In one of their rooms, Tandberg had an array of test
equipment and were offering free service of any
Tandberg equipment brought in during the run of the
show.

The first Harman Kardon gear to appear since the name
was sold to Japanese manufacturers Shin Shirasuna.
Facilities and specs are what you'd expect from H- K01 Hz-160 Khz bandwidth: twin power supplies,
etc.—and intended prices are competitive: £ 180
preamp, £ 260 power amp, £ 150 analogue tuner, £ 230
digital tuner and £ 230 cassette deck. The latter is one of
the first to appear incorporating the new Dolby-HX
system.
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UR ENTIRE
RECORD
COLLECTION
IS WARPED.

Sorry, but there it is.
The way they manufacture records nowadays,
there's no such thing as aperfectly flat LP
Even your prized Supercut discs are chock full
of visible warps, invisible warps, micro-bubbles and
other vinyl imperfections. So what looks flat to you is
like aroller coaster run to your cartridge.
If you think all this doesn't really affect the
transcription quality of your hi-fi, we've some rather
bad news for you.
The trouble is, ordinary cartridges
cannot ride these imperfections without moving
in relation to the stylus.
At worst this causes mis-tracking and
serious record damage.
At best the movement is interpreted by the
cartridge as an ultra-low frequency ofaround 4-5 Hz.
This signal isn't audible, but it distorts those that arc.

The whole process is called
intermodulation distortion, and it's quite as
nasty as it sounds.
But before you turn the page in
despair, we'd like to tell you about the new Ortofon LM
Series of cartridges.
LM stands for Low Mass. Which means that
this is one cartridge capable of handling warps and
imperfections with absolutely minimal stylus deflection.
Result? Drastically reduced intermodulation
distortion. Cleaner, crisper transients. And coupled with
astylus tip mass 30% lower than average, far more
accurate tracking of ultra-high frequencies.
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Why not send off for full details of the
Ortofon LM Series by posting the coupon below?
You'll find we've prepared acomprehensive
compatibility guide that will ensure aperfect match
between our cartridge and your turntable/tonearm.
You'll also find prices range from £21.50 tojust under
£60.00.
But then with technology this advanced,
and with aname like Ortofon,
you didn't expect
them to come
cheap did
you?

Mae
Please send me
details of the new LM series
of Ortofon cartridges, together with a
comprehensive tone-arm matching guide.
Iwould also like details of the ultra low-mass Concorde cartridge.
Naine
Address
Postcode
Harman U.K., Stiohn's Rd., Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. 1111(l 81 IR.
Telephone: Penn (149 481) 5331.
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accuracy in sound

it 4'
Audio- T and AT
Labs at Swiss Cottage—
John Atkinson reports

Valve amps show no signs of going away: TVA, and
now Tim Paravicini's Esoteric design, are apparently
going astorm in the USA, while Grant Lumley and Bill
Beard's BAS models are at the moment consolidating
their UK position. Obviously there's money in them
there tubes: Scottish turntable manufacturers STD
have entered the market place with their own power
amp ( above), the 02000. Using the latest GEC KT77
beam tetrodes—'Gold Lion' brand, would you
believe?—in ' push-pull ultra- linear mode involving a
transformer- coupled configuration with feedback from
the transformer applied directly to the screen electrodes of the output tubes, thereby linearising both',
the D2000 should give at least 60 watts into 8 ohms,
30 Hz-20 kHz, at 0.5% maximum
distortion—
remember valve amps distort gracefully with no nasty
high order crossover- type harmonics.
Pro fi Imports, who are bringing in the Glanz range of
cartridges, were demonstrating the Klipschorns, they
are also intending to distribute, at Swiss Cottage. The
room (the old story) was sub- optimal but those beautifully wooden hand-crafted monsters do do something
special ( behind the coloration).

A new model from Spendor is always an event and the
new SA3 caused a stir. An active design, we understand it is intended for German broadcast use: it bore an
uncanny. audio resemblance to its smaller BC1 and
SA1 brothers, although the dem. was spoilt, as were
many at the Holiday Inn, by poor low frequency room
performance.
The new Meridian active speaker, the £ 750 ( per pair)
M2, attracted many people with its good finish and
looks. A two-way design, it uses adome tweeter with
two B110- type woofers, crossing over at 2kHz ( with
24 dB/oct. slopes). Maximum spi is pretty high at
105 dB at 1m and response- 3dB at 37 Hz intobr solid
angle.
Reaching selected dealers at last and seen for the first
time at Swiss Cottage was the impressive Lentek
integrated amplifie. Offering 2 60 watts into 8 ohms,
excellently sensible specifications, and construction of
astandard reminding one of the days when ' English'
was synonymous with 'quality', it has facilities to make
aJapanese amp weep, with comprehensive cetridge
(both m- m and m- c) input matching for resistance,
capacitance and sensitivity. Price will be £645 inc.

These are the elusive ProAcs from Celef. The larger, the
ProAc Studio, which uses a Scanspeak tweeter and
ATC mid- and bass- units, was making impressive
sounds in a number of rooms, including Exposure's.
Exposure, incidentally, are investigating triamping a
Linn Isobarik system—the prototypes sound extremely
good. Celef have produced anew three-way Domestic
Monitor speaker which also made a nice noise. The
woofer is the 30 cm Volt unit, also used in designs by
IAS and PWB at the show, while mid is handled by a
200 mm polypropylene unit and HF by a 1 in softdome tweeter, with ferro fluid in the voice-coil gap to
increase power handling and damp resonances. Price
will be £ 550 per pair plus VAT.
Peter Belt first introduced his Orthodynamic speaker
units in prototype form at last year's Cunard Show.
Using small units similar to those in his headphones,
the production versions are now available in anumber
of sizes, ranging from asmall add-on top mid/HF unit
at £ 125 to the 5ft 8in tall Orthodynamic tower at
£977.50, pictured here with the PWB Studio Bass
System (£ 391) which contains aVolt 10in paper cone
driver with a matching ABR. Like all line- source
designs, stereo imagery was impressively stable. All
need a separate bass system to handle signals below
500 Hz: details from PWB Electronics L:d. 1 Norfolk
Gardens, Leeds LS7 4PP.

First non- tube design from TVA progenitors,
Michaelson & Austin, is this neat £ 120 headamp, the
CD- 9. Designed by American engineer John Curl, and
housed in astainless steel tube, it offers three different
impedance settings with low or high gain. Michaelson
& Austin are also importing the American Snell Type A
speakers which, apart from an LF room problem, were
sounding very respectable in the Swiss Cottage
Holiday Inn, driven in bi-amped mode by their M-200
200 watt valve amps. The Snells are one of the few US
designs to give accurate stereo and can produce very
high levels. UK price should be around £ 1,500 per pair.

Looking rather tasteful ( I' ?!!) in the Marantz room was
anew black amp combination. This, with softly glowing meters, is the 150 watt power amp.
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Most interesting new drive- unit in Paris was atweeter
developed jointly by Thomson- Brandt and Audax. It
consists of a hemispherical 0.25 pm thin dome, made
from a piezo-electric plastic, palyvinylidene fluoride,
with aluminium electrodes vapour- deposited an each
side. When art AC voltage is applied to the electrodes,
the radius of curvatuse of the dome changes in proportion, thus approximating to the ideal ' pulsating sphere'.
The choto shows the Audax version being impulse
tested, and very impressive it was too.

'
q
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John Atkinson
and Ivor Humphreys
report from the

Latest to join the ranks of the Tandberg 3000 series
introduced
at
Harrogate
last
year
is
this
microprocessor- controlled cassette deck. Four motors,
three heads, azimuth alignment and a whole frost of
programmable facilities.
Garrard, since their takeover by Gradiente, are introduced a range of interesting front- controlled turntables.

Festival du Son
The 22nd Festival du Son was held in March, as usual,
at the Palais des Congres. As we've published pictures
of the Palais in previous reports, we thought that this
year we'd show apicture from the top of the adjoining
Hotel Lafayette before ploughing into the new gear.
'Note the French traffic on the roundabout over the
Boulevard Peripherique, all trying to work out the
idiotic French ' priorité à droite' system.

Apparently on the folovving public days, such levels
were the norm, any booth producing spls of that order
being surrounded by people fighting to get in. All abit
unfair, we feel, on companies like Nlordaunt Shortwho
were putting on an impressive dem of mainly classical
pieces at sensible levels, using an Asak/Ittok/Sondek
comb-Mayon as source. B & W's importers also presented avery methodical y orgarisec dem.

Both Yamaha and JVC had ' chunky' arms on their new
decks. The JVC OL-Y5 (top) has its functions servocontrolled along the lines of 'Sony's ' Biotracerr, while
Yamaha's range featured adjustable effective mass,
using a Oder. like that on Micro Seiki's MA707; a
worthwhile feature, we feel.
'Most ridiculous new concept' was the verdict on this
vertical Mitsubishi from the fearless HFNIRR team.
The Festival du Son is renowned—notorious?—for the
sound pressure levels achieved by some of the doms.
Unfortunately, we were only there on the relatively
well-behaved trade days and so aforay with an ADC
sound meter proved relatively fruitless. General levels
were 90-96 dBA but we did measure an average level
of 104 dBA from a pair of Wharfedale E90s and over
105 dBA from some Peavey stage monitors! Tut- tut!
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The Aurex M10 integrated amp has hitherto been the
smallest complete microsystem around up to now, but
this new 2x20 watt receiver from Technics, the SA0O2, which is the same size as their micro preamp,
shown here-with their MO4 cassette deck, must be the
ultimate in
reduction.
The SU - 001
preamp,
incidently, is rumoured to be very good for £ 150.

Sanyo were showing alot of new technology, incluà
ing the pint-sized micro- cassette deck we showed last
month ( p. 3). They put on impressive doms of both their
PCMi`VCR adaptor and a new Noise Redaction
system, ' Super D'. This is atwo- band complementary
type, presumably similar to Telefunken's ' Hi- corn', and
there was anotable lack of the ' breathing' that one can
gat with simpler designs such as Dolby- B and dbx.
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Disconcerting. to see all
these illuminated dummy
heads on the Sennheiser
stand flashing away
either red or yellow to
distinguish between pop oi
classical demo tracks—nice
to have achoice. We
preferred the red
selection ( whichever
that was!).
The influence of the Salvador Dan
exhibition at the Pompidou Centre could
even be felt at the show. This flop watch is
draped over a French ' 3A' speaker.

Shown for the first time in Paris were two new speakers
from Mission which will be reaching dealers this
month. On the left is the £ 179 710 Mk II, atotal reflex
redesign of the original113 710 using aSEAS Ferrofluid
tweeter with an 8in polypropylene bass/mid unit
(rather like ababy 770). The other speaker is Mission's
first budget design, the £ 110 700, which uses the
ubiquitous Scanspeak tweeter with an 8in paper cone
woofer ( No, its not upside-down!).
The Yamaha robot spent its time wandering around
their stand talking to people and recognising the staff.
'Bon-jour- Mon- sieve said the stilted voice chip as à
atiVanced As soon as we took our pic, though, it
retreated muttering something about disliking the
flash! We were amused.

Europe's answer to the Japanese micro- components
revolution. As wellas the- Philips shown here. Grundig.
Elipson and Uher have entered the fray.
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How about this for the lounge! The Thorens monster
'Reference' belt drive, suspended chassis ( not subchassis) turntable is a staggering , piece of overengineering. Or is it?—its total immunity to any degree
of seismic disturbance does mean, hówever, that the
stereo image remains '
rock' steady.
New arnps from Denon, Technics, Pioneer and JVC.
Amplifier technology is where the Japanese designers
'aye been burning the midnight oil: these designs
feature sophisticated Class- A circuitry, which tries to
get the sound quality at ausable efficiency, and, in the

case of the Pioneer, zero negative feedback! This, they
say, is achieved through the use of a ' Non- linearity
Absorbing Circuit'. Price in the US of the C- Z1. MZ1
combination is $4225, reflecting the need for very high
quality components if you're dispensing with the
panacea of NFB.
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41« Look,
Top brands
Great value
JVC

Cassette
Decks

Rack System
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The just published HI-Fl CHOICE on cassette decks gave 5
JVC models a 'best buy accolade. That's got to be something
of arecord - KJ offer all these models at competitive prices.
In addition we will check the azimuth and set up the bias for
the tape of your choice on the KDA 5, KD 65 and KDA 8decks
without charge. With other models we can offer the same
service for just £ 10 extra. The performance advantages that
this service offers make it areally worthwhile investment.

-u•ï000lif ê o
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MODEL
KD 720
KDA 2
KDA 3Metal

PRICE
£95.00
£99.00
£149.90

MODEL
KDA 5Metal
KD 65
KDA 8Metal

PRICE
£219.00
£239.00
£439.00

JVt

cti

A super value system featuring the KDA 2cassette deck ( aHi.
Fi Choice best buy). 22 watt amplifier, 3waveband tuner, auto
return turntable and arack to house it in. Bought as asystem
you save over £60 on our normal individual selling prices.
Recommended speaker to complete asystem of really
outstanding value is the HI3S 4priced at £ 79.90 apair.
Brands Stocked - A&R, Ariston, Audiomaster,
Audio Pro, Audio Technica, Aurex, B.A.S., B&W.
Bryston, Denon, Dual, Elite, Entré, Ferrograph,
Grace, Hadcock. Hailer. Harbeth. Hitachi, IMF, JR,
JVC, Keesonic, Kef, Lentek, Linn, Lux, Mayware,
Meridian, Mission, Nairn, Nakamichi. Neal, Onkyo,
Philips Black Tulip. Pioneer. Quad, Revox, SME,
STD, Sansui, Sony, Spendor, J.E. Sugden, Supex,
Systemdek, Tandberg, Teac, Thorens,
Yamaha.

AN AUDIBLE U/LEE RiNCE

JVC SEA 20 GL Graphic Equaliser
Shape the sound the way you want it. Graphic equalisers
enable you to get the best from your hi-fi by reducing unwanted
room colourations. Peculiar characteristics can often be
detected which spoil equipment for the listener - by using a
graphic equaliser those problems can often be eliminated.

ONLY £ 99
ALL ITEMS SENT CARRIAGE & INSURANCE FREE

TOP TAPE
DEALER

Credit Facilities - Up to £500 instant credit
possible. There's aKJ budget ,
account offering credit up to
20 times your selected monthly
VISA
payment.
Mail Order - All mail-orders to Watford please.
Credit card telephone order desk - ring Watford
(0923) 45248.

004/

• CROYDON

89 London Rd. Tel: 01-686 1343

• HARROW
• LONDON, EC4
• LONDON, W1
• UXBRIDGE
• WATFORD

340 Station Rd. Tel: 01-863 8690 MONDAY - SATURDAY 9.30 - 5. 30
53 Fleet St. Tel: 01-353 7935
LATE NIGHT THURSDAY
48 Wigrnore St. Tel: 01 486 8263
UNTIL 8PM
278 High St. Tel: Uxbridge 33474
(
FLEET ST CLOSED
101 St. Albans Rd. Tel: Watford 45250
SATURDAYS)
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some indefinable way we ourselves find that we
like it much less. Although such feelings are very
natural Ithink we should try at least to feel
slightly ashamed of them, and so refrain from
trumpeting our limitations and snobbery from
the rooftops.
Ido not know how Mr Prior and Mr Ward
('Readers' Letters', March) earn their livings, but
Iam sure they would be regarded by some as
greedy parasites, just as Iwould be. If record
companies, promoters and so forth are really as
greedy as Mr Prior suggests, they seem to be
singularly unsuccessful in satisfying their greed.
Some of them may actually like popular music
and believe that it is a good thing that others
who like it should be able to enjoy it in their
homes. After all, it is not only popular records
which are ' promoted'; does every purchaser of,
for instance, a recording by von Karajan, make
his own unaided choice, uninfluenced by a
famous name? Incidentally, how many greedy
... about elitism, greed and mupromoters of popular records can afford their
sical taste
own private aircraft?
Iam myself mainly interested in classical
music, but Ido make exceptions. When in my
teens, Iremember being loudly contemptous of
From: P. A. Jay, 3 Park Place Villas,
my friends who admired somebody called ' Fats
London W2 1SP.
Waller'. In middle age Ilisten to his records with
Dear Sir, Ihope that lamas much an elitist and a
immense pleasure and often wonder whether I
snob as any other reader of hi-fi magazines, but
would have come to him earlier if he had
some aspects of recent correspondence about
performed as Thomas Waller, or better still,
pop, greed and so forth are too much even for
something Eastern European and difficult to
me. Iwould refer both you and several of your
pronounce. Istill blush to remember how, when
correspondents to the essay 'The Simple Art of
seventeen, I treated an acquaintance who
Murder' by Raymond Chandler. He points out
pronounced the 'g' in ' Mascagni'. Again, several
that the average detective novel is no worse
years ago Iread with distaste of ' Beatlemania'
than the average 'serious' novel, but the average
and assumed that nothing of value could
detective novel actually gets published whereas
possibly come from a group who looked,
the average serious novel does not. So it is with
behaved and were named in such a vulgar
music. By definition, there is agreater demand
fashion. It was quite along time before Irealised
for popular art than for serious or elitist art; bad
that this same group were responsible for
popular art, just like bad elitist art ( of which
several songs which Irather liked.
there is enough, in all conscience) is simply the
As you will have realised, I lead a very
result of there not being enough talent to go
sheltered life, but Ido share your concern that a
round. It is nonsense to attempt to write off
generation subjected to meretricious music
popular art, even bad popular art, as 'some ...
played universally and at high volume may find
form of low-level art substitute'. ( J. L. Prior,
it difficult subsequently ever to listen seriously
'Readers Letters', March).
to anything. Perhaps they never would have
There seems no reason to believe that those
been able to anyway; perhaps, after all, they will
involved with popular music are any greedier
survive, like we did.
than their counterparts in serious music—both
Yours faithfully
will naturally expect the going rate. Those
classical
performers
who
have
made
considerable fortunes out of their art are not
normally criticised for having done so, while
authors of record sleeves can normally fill a ... about cassette alignment
paragraph or two with the financial affairs of
and phasing errors
Mozart and Beethoven, both of whom thought
it quite natural to write for money ( and to
From: Chris Stephens, Windrush, The
complain if they did not receive enough), just
Street, Witnesham, Ipswich, Suffolk
like popular composers of our own or any other
IP6 9HG.
age. Composers of serious music do not
Dear Sir, In reply to Mr. Mellor's letter about
nowadays generally write for money, not
cassette phase errors ( February p. 59) you
perhaps because they consider it beneath their
opined that no problem should be experienced
. dignity but simply because there is very little
when replaying in mono astereo tape recorded
money in it. Those who promote new music
on the same machine, and that head azimuth
strive hard to rectify this state of affairs without
misalignment would be the cause of trouble
anyone talking about greed. Arguably, it is the
when replaying on other machines.
audiences for serious music who are greedy:
I can, however, . provide evidence that
they refuse to pay enough for records and
significant phase errors do exist. Ilive in afringe
concerts to enable composers of serious music
area for stereo FM reception, and have often
to make a living after the musicians and
found that cassette recordings of stereo
conductor have taken their cut. Nobody can
accuse pop fans of depriving their idols of a programmes are spoilt by stereo hiss. If Idisable
the stereo decoding in the tuner before
decent livingl
recording, Ilose the stereo information for good.
Ithink we must all admit that if something we
Ihave therefore tried recording in stereo and
like becomes really popular, somehow and in
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replaying with my amplifier set to mono. The
stereo decoding hiss is then clearly audible as a
cyclic fluctuation, indicating that aphase error
exists on replay of the cassette. Iwould imagine
that this is due to variations in the angle
(nominally 90°) between tape and head, caused
by slight imperfections in the tape drive
mechanism. Remember that the wavelength of a
10 kHz signal on a1î i/s tape is only 0.2 thou ( 5
microns to the metric fraternity!), so ahead/tape
angle error of half a degree results in 180°
phase- shift.
I have considered building a sum- anddifference recording circuit, but the problem of
non- interchangeability of tapes then arises.
Perhaps Ishould get a better FM aerial and
pretend not to notice what the phase differences
are doing to the stereo image when replaying
tapes.
Yours faithfully

... about the fundamentals of
copyright
From P. A. Rogers, 7 Adelaide Avenue,
Brockley, London SE4 1YT.
Dear Sir, Iwrite in response to the comments
made by Douglas Brown and R. V. Ward in your
March issue concerning the proposed blank
tape levy, in order that Imay add what Ihope are
further constructive thoughts.
It would seem that the 'anti- levy' argument is
basically that no levy should be payable because
the
home- taping
of commercial
sound
recordings does not lead to lost sales for the
record industry, as the recordists would not
actually have bought the record as an
alternative. Itrust this forms areasonable precis.
This may or may not be the case. There are
many conflicting arguments which, for the
reasons developed below, do not however form
the central issue. In general, such arguments
appear to deal with quantum rather than
principle, supported to agreater or lesser extent
by research or, in unfortunately too many
instances, unsubstantiated and ill-informed
opinion. It seems to be essential to isolate the
nature of the topic we are dealing with.
It is generally agreed in our society that it is
desirable that skill and talent should be
rewarded if they have value. Furthermore, it is
generally held that if athird party derives some
benefit from the use of that skill or talent then the
originators should receive some consideration
from the user. It is upon such principles that
much of equity has been based for many
centuries, and also copyright law since the
eighteenth century
The present Copyright Act is that of 1956.
This provides that it is an infringement of the
owners' rights to ( a) reproduce amusical work
in any material form ( Section 2para 5a) and ( b)
make a record embodying a sound recording
(Section 12 para 5a). These would seem to be
perfectly reasonable provisions and effectively
date back considerably before the current Act.
The
unauthorised
home- taping
of
a
commercially produced record from whatever
source usually involves both of the above
prohibited acts.
Copyright is a property right and therefore
unauthorised copying means the unauthorised
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AUDIO PATENTS
A RECENTLY published British patent application from Tannoy ( naming Alex Garner and
Graham Townsend as inventors) claims improvements on the now well-known Tannoy
dual concentric cone speaker unit. The original
dual concentric was patented in the late 1950s
(BP 893 838) by Guy and Michael Fountain,
and Ronald Rackham, all of Tannoy. The idea of
a double cone loudspeaker wasn't new, even
then, but the patent taught the solution to
practical problems which had been encountered
with previous designs. The major problem is that
asingle ring magnet must provide the magnetic
field for two separate voice- coil gaps, one for
the large low frequency diaphragm and one for
the small high frequency dome diaphragm at its
centre—and each gap needs a different flux
characteristic. The gaps are effectively connected in series in acommon magnetic circuit,
and what the inventors needed was ameans of
increasing the flux in the low frequency air gap
relative to the high frequency gap. They
achieved this by fixing a flange of magnetic
material in the HF coil aif gap so that it acted as a
magnetic shunt. In this way Tannoy managed to
increase the flux density in the LF gap by as
much as 20%, with acorresponding increase of
speaker efficiency.
The latest improvement is described in application No. 2015 300 and achieves the same
object, namely acomparatively higher flux in the
LF air gap—but by adifferent means. Both the
old and new units use a central pole- piece

Letters from page 79

use of someone's property. To turn again to the
'anti- levy' argument, this would therefore
appear to erect the novel proposition that
property may be used without the authorisation
of the owner so long as the unauthorised user
has no intention to buy the property!
Of course, even were the piece to be rerecorded of insufficient value to the copier to
warrant the purchase of a commercially
produced recording, nevertheless it is clear that
some value is involved or else the desire to
possess by copying would not exist. Thus the
skill and talent of the composer, artist, recording
engineer ( not to mention the investment of the
recording company) all have some tangible
value to the user and it is therefore perfectly
equitable that these creators receive some
consideration, irrespective of any lost sales to
the record company.
How this revenue should be collected and
distributed is beyond the scope of this letter. It
will suffice to say that the only method so far
advanced is the imposition of some kind of levy.
Mr. Brown has illuminated at least one reason
why the imposition of such alevy on recording
machines only is inadequate. Thus we are left
with blank tape. Of course, Iappreciate Mr.
Brown's concern with safeguarding the
interest of genuine hobbyist recordists not
using copyright material. It must be understood,
though,
that
such
persons
form
an
infinitesimally small group of tape users. Even
the small British Federation survey instanced
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Adrian Hope

speaker units—except those in the company's
fog signals and portable loud hailers.

THERE IS currentIV some enthusiasm in the hi-fi
world for flat loudspeaker diaphrams fashioned
inside the ring magnet, but in the new unit there
from honeycomb material similar to that used in
is a ring of non-magnetic material, such as
the construction of aircraft cabin floors and
aluminium, around the pole. This effectively
walls. The Munich Company Messerschmittextends the air gap and so reduces the overall
Bolkow-Blohm has, however, now filed a
reluctance of the total magnetic circuit to give
British patent application ( 2020 509) which
increased flux in the LF gap and reduced flux in
takes the honeycomb idea an interesting stage
further, virtually completing a full circle of
the HF gap.
It is easiest to get to grips with the concept by
development.
imagining the magnetic circuit as an electrical
Quite simply, the proposal is to build the
circuit. The low frequency air gap is then equiinternal walls of an airliner out of honeycomb
valent to aresistor which is in series with the
panels and drive the panels acoustically with a
shunted high frequency gap, which is equimoving- coil system. In other words, the entire
valent to a pair of resistors in parallel. By
surface of the aircraft cabin wall becomes one
juggling the shunt value it is possible to control
giant loudspeaker diaphram, driven by agang of
the flux in the HF gap and so independently
suitably phased moving- coil units! Essentially,
balance the performance of the two loudeach driver takes the form of a conventional
speakers even though they are combined in a moving- coil and magnet system sandwiched
single unit and served by a single common
between the honeycomb panels and the rigid
support structure of the aircraft. The panels are
magnet.
It turns out that Tannoy's patented modifispaced from the supports by elastic clips like
cation of the original shunt design is yet another
rubber press- studs. Although Messerschmitt
result of the worsening cobalt shortage. Until a are clearly only concerned with the wide and
year or so ago all Tannoy loudspeakers used
equal distribution of sound to passengers in an
Alnico- style magnets, which contain a high
aircraft cabin, rather than high fidelity reproducpercentage of the increasingly scarce and extion, the idea could point the way to future
pensive metal cobalt. Two years ago Tannoy,
domestic trends. Over the years there have been
like most other loudspeaker manufacturers, starseveral schemes for radiating sound in the home
ted to re- design their units for ferrite rather than
by clamping drivers to windows and walls; but
cobalt magnets. The old flange shunt system
the idea of decorating aroom with a 'wallpaper'
proved suitable only for use with cobalt; hence
of patterned honeycomb diaphragm panels
the new ring shunt arrangement. Starting with
driven by aphased array of transducers, is more
launch of the Arden II and Berkeley II, Tannoy
than alittle appealing.
have now moved over to the use of ferrite in all
reveals that the majority of respondents are
copyright users.
In conclusion, it would seem that without
altering some of the basic concepts of our
society the principle of remunerating creators
for the use of their works should remain, and it is
this that forms the justification for some sort of
levy. The scale of lost sales to the record industry
does not directly impinge on the principle.
Nevertheless, it may have some bearing upon
setting aguideline for the size of such alevy.
Yours faithfully

... about tape copying and
record sales
From: A. T. Bother, 1276 Lansdowne
Place, Hove, Sussex BN3 1FP.
Dear Sir, With reference to Mr. R. V. Ward's
letter in the March issue regarding domestic
taping of discs, Ifound this letter insulting, self opinionated, and for the most part inaccurate! In
answer, Iwould like to tackle each point in order
of his writing.
Firstly, unlike Mr. Ward, I thought your
comments in the January issue were quite
objective, and although Iagree with Mr. Ward
that it would be wrong to put alevy on blank
tapes, Ican see the record industry's problems.
Concerning the copying of records, aclose
circle of friends and Iget together regularly to
decide which records we would like. A decision

is made as to who buys what, and the rest then
tape the ones they didn't purchase. In our
circle's case we all take great care of the discs.
All have hi-fi systems costing over tl,000 ( even
at discount prices), and if we could not record a
disc we wanted we would go out and buy it,
contrary to Mr. Ward's idea that people only
tape records they don't want to buy!
None of us, to my knowledge, records from
the radio—mainly, I suppose, because disc
jockeys tend to talk over records and generally
ruin the music anyway. For you see, we are all of
low educational attainment' ( to use Mr. Ward's
words) and do not appreciate classical music,
only pop and rock.
Mr. Ward thinks it illogical to assert that
taping pop music loses record sales... Iknow it
loses record sales! Irecord, on average, five
albums aweek, as do most of my friends in the
circle. Just for argument's sake, say that is 25
recordings a week. None of us would, record
something we didn't want, therefore the record
companies are losing the profit on 25 albums a
week. Reduce this figure, because perhaps it's a
bad year for albums—nothing much worth
recording. Fifteen albums aweek, say-750 a
year. Just from five people!
Where Mr. Ward gets the idea that record
companies waive copyright, Ireally don't know.
It seems to me that he has assumed alot, verified
little, and offended most. Ibelieve that the
majority of record sales are from pop/rock, and
probably do subsidise classical recordings in
companies that do both.
Yours faithfully
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PART 1: Angus McKenzie looks at the practical
effects of digital recording, including a comparison
of the Sony PCM 1600/U-matic and the Ampex
ATR-100.
THIRTY YEARS, virtually all gramoFORphone
records and pre-recorded tapes of

reels of tape lasting only 16 minutes and one
can contemplate studio accountants going
green!
all kinds have been derived from analogue
Digital recording is spreading like wildfire,
reel-to-reel studio master tapes and, whereas
these were originally made at 76 cm/s tape
with Soundstream ( in the States), 3M ( now
providing multi- track machines) and Sony all
speed, for perhaps 26 years 38 cm/s has been
getting their hardware in the studios. There
the main speed for general professional use.
has been the temporary side-step, which
Of the many constraints existing with
analogue recording, the main ones are poor
clearly will not now last too long, of directcut discs. Do not forget, incidentally, that
distortion characteristics at peak recording
very nearly all recordings made before 1950
level, noticeable hiss in the background,
were direct- cut but split into maximum 44
various modulation noise effects and, finally,
minute chunks, thus 34 records were required
wow and flutter problems. Tape editing,
for one Wagner opera! Direct- cut discs are
although simple, is in no way scientific, an
editor acquiring by experience aknowledge
extremely tiresome for the musicians. Some
of where to cut the tape so as to transfer from
well known discs have had to be mastered up
to ten times before the master cutting was
one master take to another in order to
regarded as satisfactory, and surely by this
construct a more perfect overall performance.
Maintaining professional studio recorders is
time the musicians were dropping with
exhaustion and their performance sounding
not at all easy, for adjustments have to be
more than a little automatic.
made daily to ensure that RF bias levels and
Digital audio recording is also by no means
equalisation are absolutely correct.
Improvements in analogue tape recording
new, since NHK in Japan have been using the
have been surprisingly marginal over the years
medium for over 10 years. The BBC have
been using digital pulse code modulation
and have been almost always due to
microwave links to most of their VHF
improvements in the magnetic tape coating
itself rather than in tape recorder parameters. I transmitters on Band 2 for very many years
would be quite happy to make arecording on
now, and have been able to give the public a
far higher sound quality as a result. [ For an
a20 year- old Telefunken M5 stereo recorder—
actual explanation of digital audio recording
if it was in good order—and there
and systems please see HFNIRR July, August
would not be that much audible difference
1979.]
when compared with a modern tape machine,
provided equivalent tape types were used and
Technical comparisons
that the recorders were set up equally well.
Courtesy of Sony UK, Irecently had the
The main improvement in the quality of
opportunity to make some comparisons
professional analogue recording came in
between atop analogue recorder and the
1965 with the introduction of the Dolby- A
Sony PCM1600/U-matic digital combination
noise reduction process, first used by British
Decca and followed very rapidly within a few
years by almost every top recording studio
and organisation in the world.ln one fell
swoop, Ray Dolby had introduced asystem
giving the recording engineer an extra 12 dB
dynamic range with which to play, the
subjective effects of the noise reduction
system being generally regarded as minimal—
if not inaudible—provided the equipment was
set up properly. Some engineers chose to use
this extra dynamic range potential by
recording at the same peak flux level as of
old, thus pushing noise down the full 12dB;
while others took part of the noise reduction
to lower their maximum recording level, thus
reducing overall distortion ( Iwas in the latter
camp). Even so, recordings with Dolby still
have considerable HF distortion, and
intermodulation distortions as high as 10% or
so may well exist on transient peaks on many
studio masters. Some engineers, incidentally,
and perhaps with mistrust, avoided Dolby and
went back to 76 cm/s, thus greatly increasing
their business with the manuacturers of
magnetic tape! Imagine the use of 2 in. NAB
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(which uses 16 bit linear coding), which I
think makes some interesting reading. It is all
very well to compare manufacturers' specifications, but these may not follow through in
practice, and in any case they may well not
be quoted in away which allows direct
comparison. Ichose the Ampex ATR100
stereo machine for comparison with the Sony,
since it is clearly one of the best, if not the
best,of analogue machines now available, and I
have had personal experience of my own
model for .nearly ayear.
The Ampex has four running speeds, 9.5,
19, 38 and 76 cm/s. The machine can be
fitted with full track, stereo, or 4- track
headblocks on lin. or -; in. tape as appropriate. Input and output electronics all
have exceptionally low distortion and it is
true to say that any distortion produced
within the Ampex interface is due almost
entirely to the properties of the particular tape
in use. Most engineers would be using 38
cm/s, and if one adopts an average good
quality professional tape having good
print- through characteristics, maximum
permissible recording level for 3% harmonic
distortion at middle frequencies would be at
about 13 dB over Dolby level, although some
tapes having inferior print- through can accept
levels some 4 dB higher than these, but only
at middle and low frequencies. If we adopt
CCIR/ARM weighting for all measurements
quoted in this article, then typically,the tape
background noise, using a35 kts playback
curve, would be about — 59 dB weighted ref.
Dolby level. This figure is representative only
of agood tape type used with the Ampex
machine in perfect working order, and with
carefully demagnetised heads. The overall
S/N ratio referred to 3% distortion at 1 kHz
on the typical good tape referred to would be
72 dB, which with Dolby- A processing
becomes 84 dB if one peaks at the same
distortion level. Comparing this immediately
with the Sony PCM1600, and without taking
overleaf

Freelance engineer Tony Faulkner operating the Sony PCM 1600/U-Matic combination at VValthamstovv Town Hall, in
tandem with an Ampex ATA 100 as described by Angus McKenzie, who was also present at the session recording the
output from a Calrec Soundfield mike with a 4- track Ampex.
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other factors into consideration, which will be
discussed later, the equivalent digital figure
including all the noise introduced by the A- D
and D- A convertors becomes 88-5 dB as
actually measured on my premises with
reference to the very top quantisation level.
However, let ue. look at the distortion
characteristics ot each. The analogue
recorder, with reference to the distortion at
peak level required to give its full dynamic
range, will peak 3% at 1 kHz ( the distortion
being odd harmonics only). If the same peak
recording level is attempted at 10 kHz, let
alone higher frequencies, distortion will be
very much worse, and the modulation will be
completely squashed since the tape would be
driven way beyond saturation. At 76 cm/s
you might see distortion readings around 10
kHz equivalent to some 20% although, since
the harmonic is out of the audio pass- band, it
is necessary to quote intermodulation
distortion between two fairly close frequency
tones and derive an equivalent figure. If one
lowers the level sufficiently to accommodate
HF transients, which could be recorded at the
same level as at lower frequencies, the
effective dynamic range is reduced by
approximately 6 dB and thus—without Dolby
processing but with a reasonably flat power
response to just over 10 kHz— the dynamic
range becomes 66 dB ( which is actually
inferior to the achievable dynamic range of a
stereo radio broadcast).
How about the Sony's distortion referred to
its full recording level? We measured all
harmonic distortions on the digital system at
various input frequencies and at all frequencies up to 15 kHz. Harmonic distortion
components were never more than 0-01% at a
point where the dynamic range was 88-5 dB.
An increase of intermodulation distortion from
below 0-02% at middle frequencies was noted
above 15 kHz up to 20 kHz, but this still fell
below 0.12% 3rd order in the total measurement system. We could, of course, find no
difference comparing the output of the A- D
convertor linked straight across to the D- A
convertor, as against using video tape as an
interface. There was also no difference in
background noise at all. At 12 dB below peak
recording level, the digital system showed
harmonic distortions only marginally above
0.01% and when measured at lower levels the
distortion components rose up more or less
linearly as the modulation level was dropped.
For example, at 52 dB below peak level,
distortions were of the order of 1% and at
lower levels they were of course greater still.
This may frighten some of the musicality
boys, but it must be explained that, if one is
using the full potential of the system, then the
distortion components of all kinds are so far
down in absolute terms that they will be
inaudible to almost everyone. Even if some
bug- eared engineer reckons that he can hear
them, he would have to admit that at the
highest levels areduction of distortion, as
compared with analogue, of at least 50 dB is
dramatic, to say the least. Ishould mention
that we did try every conceivable way to defeat
the Sony system and show up distortions if
they existed, but Iadmit to being more or less
defeated!
But what of other effects which might be
noticeable? A square-wave, when recorded on
84

Ag 1: Comparison of i/p and oila square waves showing
ringing intensity. ( 2 dB below peak recording level)

Fig 2: Sony 1600, 100 Hz Square wave ringing

an analogue recorder, replays with an
extremely sick look about it, caused by ringing
of the heads and input and output transformers, and by the severe phase advances
and lags at various frequencies caused by the
effects of RF bias and equalisation. We
recorded a 1 kHz square- wave on the Sony
digital system and the basic result can be
seen on the digital storage oscilloscope
photograph ( fig. 1). This shows acomplete
square wave which will be seen to ring for
about 1 ms. We were then cruel, however, for
we expanded the Y axis of the scope and
used the Y shift to place the horizontal Line in
the centre of the scope so that we could see
more of the ringing on a 100 Hz square wave;
we exaggerated the first ring almost to
fill completely the scope picture ( fig. 2).
Ringing then was visible for about 4 ms, the
ringing frequency being just under the antialiasing filter cut-off frequency. But is this
audible? Idoubt if anyone without fairly
incredible hearing would hear it.
Following two recent AES papers ( Plenge
et al March 1979, Muraoka et al Nov. 1979),
suggesting that steep low-pass filtering above
16 kHz ( let alone above 20 kHz) was
inaudible, Laurie Fincham of KEF organised a
prolonged group of listening tests at the AES
Convention in London during February this
year ( see also ' Subjective Sounds' p. 89).
Although Laurie was at pains to point out
that the tests were non- optimum, the results
suggested extremely strongly that none of the
participants could reliably hear a16 kHz steepcut filter on A/B testing using adifferentiated
low frequency square-wave as asource, atest
signal more ruthless than either noise or
music in showing up low-pass filtering.
We checked the frequency response of the
Sony and found that it was within
about + 0-05 dB from 40Hz to 13 kHz, with
response wiggles of afraction of adB up to

20 kHz, which in fact was — 0.78 dB.
However, the response at 22 kHz nearly
defeated us, for we had to dig down with a 3
Hz bandwidth in order to measure it at — 118
dB! This remarkable brick-wall filter is
incorporated both before the A- D conversion
and after the D- A one, and is required to
prevent aliasing (
le, intermodulation of the
sampling frequency, fs, with frequencies > fs
in the signal). If we rounded off the squarewave by applying agentle 6 dB/octave
cut to it, the ringing reduced quite considerably. One highly respected audio critic
has stated that he reckons to hear bright and
ringing sounds on digital recording compared
to the live feed from the studio, but Isuggest
that under the circumstances that were
inflicted upon him by the record companies,
the monitoring levels between desk output
and digital replay were not matched to within
0-1 dB, as they would have to be for any
comparison to be valid. ( It is well known that
such slight loudness variations can have
significant subjective effects). The low
frequency response of the digital system
extended to well below 10 Hz and phase was
surprisingly accurately held at all normal
audio frequencies.
The Ampex machine showed atypical
response at 38 cm/s of + 0.5 dB from 30 Hz
to 20 kHz but with bass woodles bumping it
up and down by just over 1dB, which we
found audible when comparing the sound to
aparallel digital recording. At 76 cm/s the
overall response is at least as good up to well
above 20 kHz, but the bass woodles are
noticeably inferior, also occurring at higher
bass frequencies, making them more
noticeable. Many analogue recorders in use
are considerably inferior to the Ampex—
generally Ihave seen typical response errors
of + 1.5 dB, with bass woodles up to 2-5 dB.
Wow and flutter and speed variations on
the Sony were unmeasurable, which is to say
The Orchestra of St. John's, Smith Square, conductor John
Lubbock, being recorded both digitally and conventionally
at Walthamstow, with: the Calrec Soundfield mike; conventional crossed Schoeps; an intriguing perspex dummy
head on which we hope to report further in afuture issue.
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that there is no difference that could be easily
measured between back-to-back connection of
an EMT wow and flutter analyser and a
measurement via digital tape. All Ican say is
that our meters showed wow and flutter to be
below 0.001%, and thus absolutely inaudible.
The Ampex machine averages about 0.02%
peak weighted DIN—this is frankly reasonably
good—and some professional recorders that I
have measured have given figures as high as
0.045%, which is definitely audible on some
types of music. Crosstalk on the Sony was of
the order of - 90 dB right across the audio
range, which is saying in effect that it is
almost unmeasurable and due only to
stray capaóitance between the left and right
input and output circuitry.
Modulation noise is aserious problem with
analogue tape, fig. 3 showing atypical
spectrum analysis from 750 to 1250 Hz, with
3 Hz resolution bandwidth, when playing
back a 1 kHz tone recorded on thé Ampex.
The same tone recorded on the digital system
is also superimposed on the photo, and this
virtually becomes an illustration of the
bandpass characteristics of the filter in the
spectrum analyser! Fig. 4 shows the tape
distortion on the Amp'ex at 1 kHz; this
oscillogram also shows the effects of
modulation noise on the harmonics as well.
Fig. 5 shows the harmonic distortion
components introduced by the Sony
PCM1600 digital system at levels of - 12 dB,
-32 dB and - 52 dB ref. peak recording level.
Note that we did not bother with a photograph at full recording level because it was
even better than the one at - 12 dB.
The Sony system incorporates electronic
balancing on its inputs and outputs, thus
avoiding transformer coupling. While very
high quality transformers should not have any
audible effects, they can have in practice
when driven or loaded inappropriately. The
Ampex, however, can be used without its
input and output transformers, but when the
system is unbalanced it can be prone to earth
loop and hum problems.

digital, and no-one could hear any difference
between it and the original sound when
monitored on headphones, let alone speakers.
Kirsty's flute recording was breathtakingly
accurate, with absolutely no background
noise and atotal absence of any modulation
noise effects. The flute is a particularly nasty
instrument for showing up modulation noise,
but an even worse one is the tin whistle. It
almost defeated me some years ago, for it
produced very audible modulation noise on
every tape type tried except for one very high
quality European tape, which at the time was
extremely expensive. Ihad been asked to
record this tin whistle by an Irish recording
company who had had several previous
attempts at it without success, and Iwell
remember the laughter from the musicians
when Icame through after the first take and
said that Iwas having some trouble! They
had obviously anticipated this and quietly
drank their beer while we tried one tape type
after another. A digital system would have
coped without any trouble at all! As for my
violin tone, and while appreciating that Ihave
lost the knack of playing— not that Iever
possessed much of it anyway— Iwas
surprised to hear for the first time that my
playing was not as bad as Ihad thought, and
the silky natural sound on reproduction was
surprisingly pleasing to my ego. The viola
produced similar reactions, and the sound of
the harmonica was quite uncannily lifelike,
particularly when playing chords which
reproduced without any audible intermodulation at all. The trumpet and other sounds
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were reproduced exactly as they had sounded
live over headphones.
One of the Sony digital tapes was a
remarkable recording, made in their studios in
Japan, of aJapanese jazz group, which
included many different types of percussion
instrument, some of which were unfamiliar to
me, as well as some conventional instruments. If we set the playback level as loud as
Iwould ever want to listen to anything, and
appreciably louder than normal listening
levels, background noise was virtually
unnoticeable and the sound quality was finer
than anything Ihad ever heard reproduced,
either in my own listening room or virtually
anywhere else in the world. The sound of
every instiument, from the double bass to
miniature percussion instruments and bells,
was incredibly realistic, with no trace of stress
or strain whatsoever. We had to be careful
not to set the monitoring level too loud as
otherwise an even louder passage would have
blown us throught the front door!
Notwithstanding the phenomenal subjective
dynamic range, only very rarely did the
recording exceed apeak recording level of
about - 10 dB. We attempted to make a
direct copy of this on the Ampex ATR100 at
76 cm/s with Dolby- A on the highest output
tape available—Ampex Grand Master. We
A/B'd the sound before and after the Ampex
to page 87

Subjective differences
We connected up an AKG C414 stereo
mike straight into my control desk and fed
the Sony digital system from the left and right
outputs from the desk, panpotting the
microphone to both output channels. Great
care was taken to reproduce levels faithfully.
Recordings were made of the voices of my
colleagues and myself, and subsequently I
dragged out various musical instruments and
recorded them on the digital set-up. Iinflicted
on my colleagues my violin, viola, harmonica
and trumpet with adegree of trepidation, and
my elder daughter, Kirsty, played the flute for
us. At other times we recorded everything
from jingling keys to musical boxes of one
form or another. Sony had also provided me
with some digital recorded material, but most
of this was rejected for one reason or another,
some of the music either not being to my
taste or showing considerable mike hiss. The
tapes were kindly loaned to Sony from
various sources, but unfortunately Icould not
use any of Tony Faulkner's superb
digital recordings, as most of these had been
14 bit.
We all noticed immediately aquite
exceptional quality of reproduction from the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig 3 ( Above): Mod noise ( Ampex analogue) 50 Hz/div
centre frequency 1kHz 3Hz bandwidth
Fig 4 ( Below): Ampex ATR 100-1 kHz at 3% dist. showing
mod noise and harmonics.
Fig 5: Sony PCM 1600 1kHz distortion spectra
(a) 12 dB below peak recording level ( b) 32 dB below peak
recording level ( c) 52 dB below peak recording level.
(IkHz/div, 30 Hz bandwidth a & b, 10 Hz c).
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to store whole complete vibration cycles on one
IN DEFENCE OF HOLOGRAPHY
hologram, and this is the technique which we
The recent articles on the laser Doppler
use most of the time. It is also possible, however,
velocimeter ( February, pp. 41/45) were very
to observe vibrations of atransient nature with a
interesting and show the technique to be agood
slight modification of the technique, involving a
way of measuring the velocity of individual
points on a speaker cone. With a little extra disc with aset of spiral holes in it rather than a
complication the technique can be scanned to set of radial slits. This technique will allow
allow the velocity of slices of the loudspeaker response of aspeaker to an impulse or to atoneburst to be stored and viewed at leisure merely
cone to be measured. However. Iwould just like
to make one or two points in defence of by looking through the appropriate part of the
hologram. The spiral holes will scan the holoholography, since its disadvantages were
graphic plate, rather in the manner of the original
perhaps somewhat overstressed in the Halliwell
Logie Baird television scanner, and will lay
and Shelton article.
Firstly, while the technique is indeed sensitive down separate holograms corresponding to
each small increment in time throughout the
to unwanted vibrations, these can be removed
with something as simple as a piece of slate duration of the die- away of the tone- burst or
resting on a pile of newspapers. We use a transient.
Since we are able to observe how the
concrete slab resting on a number of highly
amplitude changes throughout a vibration
damped turntable suspensions. Secondly,
cycle, we have sufficient information to
instrumentation is not at all expensive. The
determine the velocity of the whole speaker
major cost is the laser itself, which is common to
Doppler velocimeters—and incidentally to cone from the initial single observation,
knowing of course the input frequency and that
speckle pattern interferometers as well. We are
currently using an 8mW laser which cost about velocity is the differential of amplitude.
Finally, any technique which reflects light
£450, and the rest of the system cost agood deal
from the cone may well require the cone to be
less than that.
Thirdly, time resolved information certainly is treated in some way, and this is adisadvantage
available in two different senses: with our of all these techniques, not just one alone. In our
technique of scanned holography it is possible case we use avery very thin coat of silver paint
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copy and it became quite apparent that, if we
reduced the recording level in order to avoid
any compression of transients, background
noise was audibly appreciably higher than
that on the Sony original. If the recording
level was increased to that which might be
considered normal. Icould then quite clearly
hear high frequency squashing and intermodulation, together with a loss of air and
space, particularly around the percussion
instruments. In comparison to the sound of
the digital master. Ican only say that the
Ampex seemed somewhat boring, and yet
one must say that by normal standards the
analogue recording was superb.
These experiments were done with Dolby- A
processing in use, but later on Itried some
copying without Dolby. The hiss level was
then totally unacceptable, it being found
impossible to copy the jazz material with its
full dynamic range. Without Dolby, we either
had to crunch the transients very noticeably
or suffer intolerable noise.
When listening very carefully to the best
analogue recordings of many types of
material, one at first thinks under ideal
circumstances that the analogue recording is
reasonably good. However, an A/B test then
shows up the subtle differences and it is the
sound at peak levels that just somehow
sounds compressed, distortion sometimes not
being so oppressive subjectively. A digital
recording is so much more open and, while
one cannot say, of course, that it is expanded
in comparison to analogue, it does sound so.
Cymbal crashes seem to reproduce at more
volume and with adevasting aural effect
Perhaps Ishould now detail some problems
which arise in the recording of digital audio
as opposed to analogue. We are all used to
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analogue recordings and many people who
have not heard what the output of acontrol
desk can sound like may well have learned to
accept the sounds produced on discs from
analogue masters. However, because an
analogue recorder destroys the phase
coherence of atransient sound in varying
degrees, even if aform of phase correction is
built in, the peak- to- peak value of awave
form is considerably reduced since the
sudden impact of energy is spread over a
finite time instead of acting almost instantaneously. Ihave often noted that Ineed a
much more powerful amplifier when listening
to the main line-out monitor of acontrol desk
than when Ireplay the master tape of it. This
situation will, therefore, occur right the way
through the replay chain when comparing a
product made from an analogue tape with
that from adigital source. Thus a listener who
is at the moment content with a25 watt
amplifier in his hi-fi installation may well
require a 100 watt one to avoid peak clipping
•
when he plays back adigital recording. But
this is only the beginning of the problem, for
if atransient is allowed to go through an
analogue recording system at too high a level
it tends to become compressed in such away
sometimes as not to cause immediate violent
distress. If one attempts to over- record some
transients on adigital system, not only is the
peak- to- peak ratio preserved within the audio
range in level, but the phase coherence is
also excellent. An engineer using digital has
to under- record in order to observe awide
margin in case the odd musical sound
exceeds the maximum peak- to- peak value
which can be accommodated by the 'top bit'.
If the top quantisation level is exceeded, it is
very noticeable indeed, particularly if it is for
longer than afew hundred microseconds. The

on black cones only. Plastic white cones and
cones of sandwich construction do not require
any treatment.
We consider that even though laser Doppler
velocimetry is an interesting technique, there is a
great deal of life left in holography as yet. There
are several areas in the application of this
technique which we are only now currently
exploring. In the meantime, holography in its
'ordinary' scanning form continues to illustrate
to us how loudspeakers behave and gives us
pointers to their improvement.
Dr. P. A. Fryer, ( Senior Engineer),
Rank Audio Visual
Wharfedale Works,
Highfield Road, Idle,
Bradford, BD10 8SF.
AND IF You GET 60REI> WITH THE NUSiC
CAN ALI.JAVS wort-cm THESE
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sound is not really like hard normal clipping
but actually can be much worse, it being
more like asudden loud 'crack', which can be
quite long if the signal is grossly over the top
This need to leave more headroom, therefore,
will effectively chop off part of the available
dynamic range of a digital system, and it is
generally considered that about 10 dB margin
is required if one uses high quality peak
programme meters on acontrol desk. Only a
very small margin is normally required for
analogue recording. There can be other
problems too, involving disc cutting, for if the
general level on the disc is to be kept
sufficiently high to overcome rumble and
surface noise, velocities at high frequencies as
cut in the groove may become grossly
excessive. Not only will they be incapable of
being tracked by 99% of cartridges, but they
will be impossible to cut in the first place
because of the dimensions of the average
cutting stylus. Cutting velocity has to be very
much higher at higher frequencies than at an
equivalent level at middle ones, whereas
cutting amplitude on adisc increases as
frequency is lowered into the bass region.
Many engineers have used the high frequency
squashing of analogue tape in order to keep
down the velocity of the subsequent cuts,
and thus find that they can get more level on
the resultant disc. Iconsider this trick
abominable and Ican always hear the results
of bad treble squashing, some record
companies pushing their master tapes up to
10% distortion at middle frequencies. The
mind boggles when one considers what they
are going to do with the digital material!
Next month Angus McKenzie looks at the
practical effect of digital recording on both
records and recording.
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Something New from the World's Most Experienced Manufacturers of
Active Loudspeaker Systems
The M2 active loudspeaker is a 2 way integrated loudspeaker system. Careful alignment of the
enclosure and the electronic crossover with the two high power long throw bass- mid diivers has
resulted in a totally new low frequency system giving an 8th order response.
Th.s provides a
smooth firm bass response down to 37Hz with accurate transients. The dome tweeter is time adjusted
with respect to the bass drivers. This clever loudspeaker system benefits from our years of experience
in the design of loudspeakers, amplifiers, and act ve loudspeaKers and represents a true systems
approach. The M2 incorporates an adjustable stand for fioor mounting but is equally at home on a
bookshelf. The power ampli'iers, powe supply and crossover are contained within the cabinet. The
M2 stands just 30 inches high. is 7inches wide, 15 • nches deep and can be ordered in Black Ash or
aselection of veneers. The product is ideally criveri from the Meridian 101 Control Unit or any other
suitable quality pre- amplifier.
Come and hear us at HI Fl ' 80, Cunard Hote , London.
This product conforms to the mutually ag•eed specifications of the
ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER STANDARDS ORGANISATION..
BOOTHROYD STUART LTD., 13 CLIF — ON ROAD, HUNTINGDON,
CAMBRDGE, PE18 7EJ, TELEPHONE ( 80) 57339, TELEX 32577 ( MERIDM.

UBJECTIVE

and is fitted with a high quality moving- coil
cartridge and ( switchable) headamp. With the
cartridge 'worth' the best part of £ 100, the total
price of around £ 300 is really quite reasonable,
even when the headamp may not be needed
(many of the more recent amplifiers have them
built in). Its obvious competitors are the established B&O and Revox parallel- tracking designs, though this arm configuration is certainly
in vogue in Japan, with new Pioneer and Aiwa
models also recently available in the UK.
Compared with the Europeans, the Tec hnics has
aslight edge on price and perhaps on cartridge
Paul Messenger
quality ( though the B&O MM2OCL cartridge
remains a formidable performer). It also scores
on versatility ( vertical location and 12 V operHE PAST month has seen me chasing about
ation being possible) and compactness.
arot, with little time to sit down to relaxed
Conversely, the Europeans score on subchassis
listening—serious or otherwise—so my column
(isolation) engineering; the Revox is practically
this month is something of a hodge-podge of
babyproof; and as far as Iknow the B&O is the
brief encounters. The recent AES Convention in
only one to offer a remote control option.
London ( see p. 95) had an interesting subjective
(Incidentally, there is now acheaper version of
angle, with members of KEF and Hewlett
the Revox which omits afew frills and results in
Packard joining forces and working extremely
a price very close to the Technics.) One could
hard to put astatistically significant sample of
continue to contrast these designs ad nauseam;
visitors through astatistically significant series
the interesting thing is that they are so different
of tests. While Laurie Fincham of KEF would be
in execution, though each is so attractively
the first to agree that the experiment was in
complete in itself.
no way rigorous, the results were interesting
Although my experience of the SL10 is rather
and are worthy of comment nonetheless.
limited, Idid have the chance ch...ing an imThe first session examined the audibility of the
promptu session to compare it to aRega Planar
sort of steep- cut filter necessary to prevent
2 using a similar cartridge. Although much
'aliasing' in digital systems. ( Aliasing is one of
cheaper, the Rega is an interesting reference
the nastier forms of distortion amongst those
because so many quite expensive turntables do
that have so far been discovered in digital audio.
sound silly in comparison. Happily, the SL10 is
The necessary filters used are things like ninth
not one of these, and in fact sounded significorder elliptics, which may give aslope as steep
antly cleaner and more stable than the Rega,
as 60 dB/oct.) The fact that the test program
both at high frequenctes and in terms of midwas essentially artificial worried some people,
range coloration. The Rega, for me, was more
but the 10 kHz filter was clearly audible to
'solid' in some ways, making the sound someeveryone, the 16 kHz to asignificant minority ( I
how more ' real' despite more obvious distorpicked it out, but was probably younger than
tions; other listeners found the Technics the
most of the participants), while Ibelieve only
more acceptable. In overall terms, I would
one or two people detected the 20 kHz filter.
describe the SL10 as basically very neutral and
The second set of tests looked at simulated
uncoloured, if atrifle ' light' and ' bright'; the high
soft and hard clipping in amplifier circuits.
frequency stability may well find particular
'Soft clipping' is a new buzzword that is sudfavour amongst strings- fanciers.
denly becoming fashionable with the success of
Though by no means perfect, this player is
the baby NAD amp ( see review Jan. p. 131).
clearly much more of asilk purse than asow's
While the concept appears to have a lot more
ear; in amarket where the majority of products
credibility than some other recent outbreaks of
fail to achieve the sonic respectability of an
jargon/puff ( High speed, Magni-Wide and 3DA
armadillo's armpit, this is praise indeed.
to name but three), Isuspect, cynically, that this
Although Istill consider parallel- tracking has
may be just another re- discovery of the 'wheel'
limitations offsetting the benefits, whicf• make
that some designers have been using for years.
the extra cost and complexity hard to justify, the
But even if 'soft- clipping' is not original, it is at
end result is usually somewhat •different in
any rate most effective. While most subjects
overall character compared to conventional
could detect 6dB of hard clipping with little
turntables. Idon't claim my rough and ready
difficulty, few could detect 6dB of soft clipping
comparison has more than atentative validity,
on music program ( which represents cutting off
but Iwas surprised how obvious the differences
the top half of the voltage wave form!). The
were, and would once again urge purchasers to
prospect of 6dB of extra ' neo -headroom' virtulisten to turntables before they buy.
ally ' for free' is the biggest boost to amplifier
value- for- money since the transistor fooled
everyone into assuming that 30 watt transistor
amps were necessarily ' louder' than 15 watt
Candy coloured, tangerine flake...
'A shiny object now stands ( on edge) in mute
valve amps.
protest beside the stark Linn and Naim gear on
my shelf. Employing 19 knobs/buttons, four
Small and beautiful
LEDs, a small blue/green oscilloscope, a blue
The Technics SL10 is one of the most intriguing hi-fi components to appear for some time,
tuning scale with red and white highlights, and
alarge silvered fascia with legends in at least five
and regular readers will no doubt be well aware
of its unusual features. To recap briefly, this is
difference type faces, the Marantz 2130 tunes
the dinky little fully- enclosed integrated disc
FM and MW radio without presets. While one
player which takes up the same plan area as a could be cruel and describe it as stylistically
gross/kitsch or an ergonomic anachronism, it is
record sleeve, uses aparallel- tracking arm suspended from the metal part of the lid structure,
one of the best specified tuners on the market,

SOUNDS

and has most comprehensive facilities. It represents an attempt on my behalf to try to come to
terms with and learn to love the radio, while I
also plan to examine the application of the little
oscilloscope in cartridge alignment and the like.

The Marantz 2130 tuner in the attitude as used by Paul
Messenger. For full effect, imagine aRega to the left, a
Linn to the right, and many, many leads to the rear.
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Sadly, radio as amedium continues to disappoint me. My favourite programmes ( Radio 4
and the World Service) remain off the FM band
for much if not all the time; my local station is
closely modelled on Radio 2 but without the
budget, so my choice is not particularly wide.
On amore disturbing note, Irecently heard alive
broadcast which
included the Hebrides
Overture, so Iquickly slipped on afavourite disc
version ( LSO/Maag, Decca SpA503) for 'side
by side' comparison. Although the broadcast
was cleaner, tidier, and in particular ' sweeter' at
high frequencies, it also sounded much more
artificial, less ' live', and comparatively sterile—a
more exaggerated form of the contrast between
the T-echnics and the Rega turntables. Now Iam
the fist to admit that my experience we radio is
limited, and that the results obtained could be
due to any one of anumber of factors, including
the location and miking of the performance, the
quality of lines/links used, and, of course, the
tuner itself. But until Ihave contradictory experience, Iwill continue to regard the hi-fi world
as containing both radio buffs and discophiles,
each of whom may well find the limitations of
the alternative medium comparatively unacceptable •
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The
intelligent turntable.
For too long, records and styli have been at risk when using
conventional turntable systems. Damage caused by mishandling or serious mistracid ng can prematurely terminate the life
of your treasured record collection.
At last, asolution has been found to this problem and,
of course, it comes from Revox, aname synonymous with
quality hi-fi equipment
The B790 turntable can detect and immediately re-

spond to .accidental knocks or operating mistakes and a
tangentially tracking 1.5 inch low inertia tone arm eliminates
the problems of tracking errors and skating forces. •
Add to these features aquartz controlled direct drive platter
and an exceptionally shock absorbent suspension and you
have a turntable package that has a technical and sonic
performance only to be expected from aRevox product.
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The frachability Factor
by Roger Driscoll and Bob Walters*
necessary to evaluate his pickup's tracking
capability.
This leaves one unknown factor, the mechamodulations implanted in a record groove, a
nical impedance of the pickup. This rather
quality that may be specified in several different
daunting term may not be familiar to nonways. It may relate to the entire bandwidth of the
engineers, mainly because it is very rarely, if
pickup but is often specified at spot- frequencies
ever, quoted by cartridge manufacturers in their
only, although neither method yields very much
specifications. Yet acurve of mechanical impeinformation of practical value to the normal user.
dance versus frequency describes very comThe spot frequency method in particular is
prehensively the dynamic mechanical characalmost useless as an indicator of a pickup's
teristics of the pickup, because it contains the
ability to reproduce recorded programs on comimportant factors of stylus cantilever complimercial discs. Furthermore, because of the divance, resistive damping, and stylus tip mass.
ersity of methods used to measure and specify
Depending upon the particular measuring techtrackability, there is no easy or consistent
nique, the mechanical impedance curve also
method of comparing pickups by using publishcontains information relating to the stylused information. We therefore felt that a new
groove interface, ie, some components due to
term must be devised in which asingle numerthe characteristics of the record material are
ical figure represents a comprehensive state'lumped in' with the overall pickup characment of the dynamic mechanical characteristics
teristics. This would seem to be auseful feature,
of the pickup. This term we have called
as it represents the practical situation of arecord
Trackability Factor.
groove acting as the driving force for the stylus,
The electro mechanical properties of apickup
as an integral part of the transduction system.
depend upon one basic condition being met.
A fact that seems to have been forgotten by
Namely, at all times the stylus shall remain in
many people in recent years is that an audio
two- point contact with the recorded groove
system is still primarily amechanical system, and
walls, while at no time shall the contact pressure
that virtually all the important limitations and
between groove and stylus fall to zero. To
defects are mechanical in origin. Hence we will
predict whether or not this will be the case with
consider the disc reproducing chain as an
any one pickup tracking agiven record, we must
electro mechanical system and will halt our
know three basic parameters:
discussion at the point in the chain where the
(1) The downforce applied to the stylus tip.
signal becomes purely electrical. The system
(2) The peak values of recorded velocity and
under consideration comprises four discrete
amplitude encountered on the disc.
components, each contributing to the overall
(3) The dynamic characteristics of the pickup in
quality and interacting with the other three.
terms of its mechanical impedance.
They are: the turntable, the disc, the pickup arm,
Only the first of these is within the control of the
and the pickup cartridge. We ask the reader to
user, while the other two are both complex
remember at all times that these components are
functions of frequency, of which he knows little.
inseparable parts of the overall system and that
Now we may not know the precise values of
very strong interactions exist between them.
peak recorded velocity for any given record, but
These interactions have been the subject of
we do know the maximum limits of velocity,
much discussion of late, but for our immediate
under set conditions, which can never be expurpose it is the pickup which is most important,
ceeded in practice. We also know fairly acstarting with the cantilever.
curately the energy spectrum normally encounThe cantilever carries the stylus at one end
tered with modern music recording techniques.
and transducer elements at the other, and is
These data have led to aset of limit lines which
supported at some point by a flexible hinge
are widely accepted by the recording industry as
known as an elastomeric bearing usually made
giving a good indication of the maximum refrom synthetic rubber ( fig. 1). The idea is that
corded velocities that can be attained under
various disc cutting conditions. Published in a the pickup body containing the transducer elements should remain motionless while the cansuitable form, this information would provide
tilever carrying the moving elements follows the
the pickup user with the second parameter

Tability of agramophone pickup to track the
RACKABILITY is aterm used to describe the

groove path. The cantilever bearing gives the
system compliance, that is to say a degree of
springiness. High compliance equals high
springiness, which means that agreater deflection of the cantilever occurs for a given force
applied to the stylus, or a smaller force is
required to produce a given deflection. The
vertical compliance of the system must be such
that at the recommended tracking force on the
stylus tip, the cantilever is deflected into the
centre of its operating range ( see fig. 2). A
stereo pickup must possess both vertical and
lateral compliance to cater for two- channel
groove modulations. The values of vertical and
lateral compliance are often different, and due to
pre- stressing of the bearing in the vertical plane
there is usually a hysteresis phenomenon associated with the bearing, le, its performance is
not symmetrical in all planes.
Compliance is aterm which will be familiar to
many readers because it is commonly quoted by
pickup manufacturers, although such specifications are meaningless if exact measuring
conditions are not stated. The measured values
of compliance are strongly influenced by such
factors as frequency and downforce on the
stylus. It is generally accepted that no method
available at present gives results which are any
more than approximate. These comments refer
to what is known as dynamic compliance,
which represents the operational condition of a
pickup tracing program modulation. Static
compliance is ameasure of cantilever deflection
for agiven force applied at the stylus tip at zero
frequency, ie, no modulation. It can usually be
determined to fairly high accuracy, but mostly
bears little relation to dynamic values. Despite
difficulties of measurement, compliance is avery
important aspect of pickups—and indeed entire
system performance, as we shall see later. The
cantilever bearing is by no means the only
compliant component in adisc playing system,
but it is certainly the most significant in terms of
overall performance.
The pickup stylus naturally possesses mass,
albeit very small ( typically 0.1 mg). This is an
important factor, but not as important as effective tip mass, which is the apparent moving mass
of the stylus under dynamic conditions.
Effective tip mass depends to alarge extent on
the type of transduction system used, and the
overleaf

•This article contains results drawn from the authors report on current pickup cartridges,
which was commissioned by Philips Electrical Ltd. in 1978. The authors are most grateful to
Philips for the opportunity to research this subject and for permission to reproduce the
data obtained.
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HF resonance

Pickup output voltage ml>

FIG 4 Typical pickup frequency response
LF resonance
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method of coupling transducer elements to the
stylus- cantilever assembly. Typical values lie
between 0.8 mg-2.0 mg in modern pickups.
Damping is also an important factor, necessary to avoid troublesome resonances in the
system. Apart from any natural damping of the
pickup mechanism, additional damping is deliberately introduced into the system sometimes
as part of the elastomeric bearing, and sometimes in the form of silicone grease or other
suitable compound applied to the moving parts.
Under normal operating conditions with a
pickup playing adisc, we have asystem which is
effectively amass supported by aspring, which
is the classic condition for mechanical resonance. The mass in question is the combined
effective mass- inertia of the pickup cartridge
and arm, and the spring is that of the styluscantilever compliance. A resonant system is one
which tends to oscillate when excited by an
external force. If pure mass and compliance
were the only factors involved, the arm- pickup
system would oscillate indefinitely at some
particular frequency. Fortunately athird element
is involved, resistive damping, which prevents
continuous vibration, the system exhibiting instead simply an increase in output at the resonant frequency, with the size and shape of the
resonant peak dependent upon frequency and
damping ( fig. 3). In fact it is this effect, known
as the low frequency resonance, that determines
the lower cut-off point of the pickup's
frequency response. Below resonance the
pickup output falls away rapidly.
The amount of damping and the actual
frequency of this resonance have profound
effects on the overall performance of the system.
If the frequency is too low the system becomes
sensitive to excitation by very low frequency
signals such as record warps or footsteps near
the equipment. If set too high, problems due to
the turntable drive system may be experienced.
If the resonant peak is too pronounced due to
low damping severe loss of trackabilitY will
occur at resonance, and in the worst cases the
stylus may jump completely out of the groove.
There is good evidence to suggest that the
optimum position for LF resonance is between
10 Hz and 17 Hz. Readers might think that
problems at these frequencies are purely academic, as they are below the normal lower limit
of , recorded signals. It has been shown, however, that severe side- effects are produced by LP
tracking problems which ' fold up' high into the
audible frequency range. ' 2
Having discussed some basic factors in
pickup mechanics, we hope to show now that
92

20kHz

1kHz

defined. But at high frequencies matters are not
quite so straightforward. Referring to fig. 4, we
see that the high frequency ( HF) response also
exhibits aresonance at its extreme limit. This too
is due to amass- compliance reaction, the mass
in this case being effective tip mass, and compliance being due mostly to the cantilever
compliance, which at these frequencies
generally exhibits a lower value than that
associated with the LF resonance. There may
also be other resonances which affect the HF
response; for example, various resonances
occurring in the stylus cantilever, and a
resonance due to the effective tip mass and the
compliance of the record material ( vinyl). This
latter resonance is often above the main peak
and may not contribute greatly to the overall
pickup response.
Fig. 5 represents a mechanical impedance
curve on the same frequency scale as fig. 4.
Three distinct regions can be identified:
(1) At low frequencies, mechanical impeforce
dance Zm decreases with rising frequency and is
mech.
imp velocity
due almost entirely to the stylus- assembly compliance, so this region is said to be complianceMeasurement of pickup performance in terms of
or stiffness- controlled.
mechanical impedance can thus provide data
(2) At mid frequencies the curve flattens out
containing effects due to damping, compliance,
to become theoretically
independent of
and the effective mass of the system.
frequency, this is the resistance controlled
The units of measurement of mechanical
region which is due to the system damping.
impedance will be unfamiliar to most people,
(3) At high frequencies the rising slope is due
but this is not important as the information can
to effective tip mass and is said to be massbe presented in such away as to make the base
controlled.
units irrelevant. The SI unit of mechanical impeAll this may seem rather academic and of little.
dance is the newton- second per metre ( N.s/m,
practical value to the average hi-fi user, so how
see page 95). This is another way of saying
can we use this information to best effect so that
newtons- per- metre- per- second. Now, newpickup users, manufacturers and reviewers may
tons are units of force, and metres- per- second
all benefit by the acceptance of mechanical
are units of velocity, so one way of measuring
impedance rneasurements? And what has this to
mechanical impedance would be to determine
do with tradkability? The answer is simply this:
the force required to keep the stylus in contact
with a record groove carrying modulation of a as defined at the beginning of this article,
trackability is a function of stylus downforce,
given velocity.
recorded velocity, and mechanical impedance.
It is fairly easy to carry out this sort of
We hope we have shown that all three parameasurement in, practice even with very limited
meters can be defined to areasonable degree of
facilities. To get a high degree of accuracy
accuracy, and we will now demonstrate how
requires laboratory facilities, but it is interesting
these data may be easily obtained and put to
to know that asomewhat limited but neverthepractical use.
less representative curve of mechanical impeThe first variable, downforce, is well-known
dance can be obtained with no more sophisticated equipment than a good hi-fi system, a to pickup users and can be set to a recomsuitable test record,
FIG 5 Idealized mechanical impedance curve
and a pair of ears!
We will return to
the matter of measPs .
urement later, but first

these mechanical properties can be fairly
well defined by a
single set of measurements. Anyone familiar with electrical
theory will know
that impedance may be related to the voltage
across and the current flowing through acircuit
containing
elements
of
pure
resistance
(frequency
independent)
and
reactance
(frequency dependent), where the two reactive
components are inductance and capacitance.
There is an exact analogy in mechanics, with
resistance represented by damping and the
reactive components by mass and stiffness.
Mechanical impedance relates to force and
velocity, and, like electrical impedance, is dependent upon frequency.
voltage
(eg,
elect.
impedance =
current'

let us consider what a
mechanical impedance
curve really means. We
have already said that
the low frequency
limit of a pickup's
response is determined
by the LF resonance,
which is usually well
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Maximum peak recorded velocities for a modern 305mm, 3.49radis LP record

..1
+
41

where: T = Trackability Factor, E Z,, = sum of
what the tracking
mechanical impedance measurements from
capabilities of the
FIG.6 (after Finnimore) Limit lines and spectral distribution for a modem
31-5 Hz to 16 kHz ( mN.s/m).
pickup are at any fre' 305mm, 3.49 red/5 LP record
.._
--.."
nd by:
and
_
.
-..
is even more useful if both
mended value or range of values quoteD
me
Dy
F= 12-5
Fm
curves
are
translated
into
terms
of
decibels
manufacturer. Downforce is measured in new relative to some standardised reference level,
tons ( N), although invariably at the present time
where: Fm = manufacturer's maximal tracking
manufacturers quote units of grams and some - such as 0dB = 0-1 N.s/m. Now we have someforce ( mN) referred to 12-5 mN. Taking the
thing which is entirely familiar to hi-fi entimes add to the confusion by referring to
square- root of the referred tracking force as
thusiasts, a graph of dB plotted against
tracking weight! Downforce has nothing to do
shown above gives the required weighting
frequency. What is more, the vertical distance
with weight and any such references should be
factor for groove- wall damage.
between the two curves gives adirect reading of
avoided. Conversion is easy by remembering
It is not claimed that this is an absolutely
the 'trackability margin' in dBs, ie, the amount
that one gram is approximately equal to 10
accurate indicator of the situation, and it does
of headroom that is available before the pickup
millinewtons ( 1g (
t)
10 mN). Most modern
not include factors relating to stylus geometry
fails to track. The point at which the two curves
pickups require a downforce of 10 mN to
and size; but we think it is afair approximation
cross represents zero tracking margin, implying
30 mN.
suitable for comparison purposes. Trackability
that mistracking of certain records may occur at
In addition to the various modulation limits in
Factor as defined above gives numerical results
that frequency. Where Zm ( pickup) exceeds Zm
disc recording, we need to know the spectral
which range between about 5and 20 for most
(limit) mistracking is almost certain to occur.
distribution of the recorded signal; that is to say ,
modern magnetic pickups. As stated previously,
If downforce is increased, the curve Zm ( limit)
the relative amplitudes of signals occurring at
it is the sum of mechanical impedance measuremoves vertically upwards, giving an improved
different frequencies. After extensive studies by
ments taken at octave intervals over nine octracking margin, so that pickups capable of
various organisations, spectra curves have been
taves from 31-5 Hz to 16 kHz. This information
tracking at higher downforces have a natural
evolved which predict in general terms the
could very easily be provided by the pickup
tracking advantage. Remember, however, that
spectral distribution of music programs. Fig. 6
manufacturer, or could be determined by any
increased downforce means increased wear on
shows limit lines for modern LP recordings ,
competent reviewer. Trackability Factor does
record groove- walls and stylus.
derived from the work of Finnemore ,'super not predict whether or not the pickup will track
Because different pickups are designed to
imposed with a spectral distribution curve
at all frequencies; only the mechanical impeoperate at different values of downforce, comwhich has been 'weighted' in accordance with
dance limit- line curves will do that. However, it
parisons become difficult. It would be very
the normal disc equalisation curve which is
does give auseful indication of overall tracking
useful to have ameans of indicating, by asingle
applied to all modern recordings. The graph
margins.
figure of merit, the broad- band tracking capshows modulation velocity against frequency.
Finally, afew words about measurement. The
ability of pickups. A comparative evaluation
The spectral curve can be positioned in the
technique of measurement is simple, although
device would be particularly useful in review
above limit lines so as to represent the maximum
care in alignment and interpretation is required if
work, for example ( assuming every reviewer
possible recorded velocity condition on a
valid results are to be obtained, as in any such
used
the
same
technique).
The
following
techrecord. Shown in fig. 7, this curve is the second
nique, which we
parameter we require to determine trackability.
have called 'Tracka.We now turn again to mechanical impedance
bility Factor', was
for our third parameter:
force
developed to satisfy
• mechanical impedance Zm— —
velocity
this requirement.
If we take our first parameter , downforce , and
Trackability Factor
divide it by the values of velocity given in fig. 7,
is aterm based on
we get a result which is shown as the upper
mechanical impedcurves of fig. 8 and has the dimensions of
ance measurements.
mechanical impedance. This can be regarded as
It includes aweight ,
the limiting values of Zm which must not be
ing factor which takes
exceeded by the pickup if tracking is to be
into account the harmmaintained at the stated downforce. A 'family' of
ful effect on the disc
such curves could be drawn ( as shown) to
of high tracking
represent Zm limits for various values of
downforces. It is
downforce.The bottom curve in fig. 8 shows a given by the followmechanical impedance curve of amodern high
ing equation:
quality
pickup.
For
this
pickup
F. 101
EZm = 835 mN.s/m, Fm = 15 mN , Trackability
T —
E Z„,
Factor = 13-2.
If a Zm limit line is superimposed onto the
curve of apickup's Zm, we can tell immediately
III
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OUNDINGS
Donald Aldous
UNDER the pressure of short notice, the British
Section of the Audio Engineering Society organised in February the 65th Convention, which
proved to be one of the most successful- ever
gatherings in Europe for the society, using two
hotels, London Hilton and Park Lane.
The final figures for registered attenders numbered 2740, exceeding last year's Convention at
Brussels with its total attendance of 1830. The
mind- boggling magnitude of this exercise, all
arranged by voluntary members and helpers,
can be appreciated by the fact that some 120
exhibitors took part, 50 technical papers were
presented, three lunch-time recitals, and a full
social/cultural programme, while an Awards
Banquet culminated the proceedings.
At the banquet, AES Fellowship Awards were
given to Peter Baxandall, Benjamin Bernfeld,
Laurence Fincham, Bent Hertz, Hans C.
Jorgensen. Derk Kiels, D. E. L. Shorter, Erich
Vogl, Gerd Nathan, and Peter Walker. The Board
of Governors Award was presented to Max
Cohen (AES Hon. Treasurer), and Joerg
Sennheiser, Vice President, European Region,
AES. Hon. Memberships were given to Walter
Rand, Fritz Sennheiser, and Jiri Struska.
On this page Ihave space only to give a
sampling of the 50 papers presented under such
headings as Psychoacoustics and Listening
Tests, Circuit Development, Digital Methods,
Transducers, Architectural Acoustics and Public

measurement. What we are actually measuring
by the following technique is referred to as the
modulus of mechanical impedance, which is the
resultant effect of the combination of several
contributory factors, some of which may not be
directly associated with the pickup but nevertheless affect the trackability of the system.
The technique is to take a record which
contains modulation bands of known velocity at
spot frequencies spanning the range 31-5 Hz to
16 kHz. An ideal record for this purpose is the
Denon Audio technical disc XL-700T. A good
turntable and arm, and precise alignment of all
parts of the system, are essential prerequisites to
these tests. The tests can be carried out over a
limited range, ie, between 63 Hz and 4 kHz,
using only high quality loudspeakers or headphones for monitoring. But an oscilloscope and
an AF voltmeter are required for a complete
investigation.
The procedure is to set arm tracking force to
zero, then increase the downforce in known
increments for each frequency band, either by
adjusting the arm counterbalance system, or
preferably by adding mass in the form of
laboratory- weights to the headshell directly
above the stylus tip. A point will be reached
where symptoms of mistracking suddenly dis..
appear, and the stylus force at this point should
•Available from Emig ( U.K.) Ltd,
London NW2 7TN.
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Address, Consumer Applications, and, finally.
Measurements and Broadcasting.
A theme of endless debate—' Do measured
parameters of audio systems agree with their
sonic characteristics?' launched the impressive
array of technical sessions. In this paper Stanley
Lipshitz and John Vanderkooy ( University of
Waterloo, Ontario) showed how comparative
listening teats can be carried out objectively
using double-blind switching boxes, extending
to the amenability of testing even the boxes.
Their tests suggested that when linear differences such as RIAA equalisation errors are
removed, modern audio components, possessing non-linearities that are low by accepted
measurement techniques, are impossible to differentiate under such rigorously controlled test
conditions. This paper outlined the efforts of the
authors and others to develop listening test
methodology so as to produce reproducible and
meaningful results.
Dr. Peter Fryer and Mr. Lee ( Rank Hi- Fi,
Bradford) presented a paper with a strong
appeal to the equipment reviewers in the audience. It outlined their latest findings on absolute
listening tests on several loudspeakers placed in
an anechoic chamber and comparing their outputs with their inputs. Their recent checks have
been modified for use in an ordinary room and
results can be compared with those obtained in
the anechoic room, to give an indication of the
loudspeaker's Room Interface Profile—also for
testing the interaction between loudspeakers
and their feed
cables.
As
most
hi-fi
experimenters know, if two identical speakers
are being auditioned and one of them, say, is
1dB louder than the other, the latter will seem to
have more bass and treble because of the effect
of the ' equal loudness' curves. This also means

be noted.
Ai mid frequencies mistracking is clearly audible and shows up as asharp discontinuity in the
observed output waveform, but at the lowest
frequencies the oscilloscope trace is likely to
reveal adiscontinuity before it becomes audible.
At the highest frequencies ( 8 kHz, 16 kHz)
mistracking symptoms are often more subtle,
and may appear in the form of waveform distortion which can be observed on the oscilloscope
but is inaudible, or may show up simply as a
variation in output level as observed on the

that the quieter speaker will sound more distant
and less 'exciting' than the other, which leads to
the conclusion that any comparison tests must
have volume levels carefully matched, a point
also
made
very
strongly
in
the
Lipshitz/Vanderkooy paper.
Discothèque habitués will not, but could well,
study the paper by Martin Polon ( University of
California) on the effect of high level sounds on
the Central Nervous System. The impact is
disturbing, to say the least, on people suffering
from neurotic disorders; aural information at
high levels changes creative perceptions, with
visual impressions distorted, leading always to
deteriorated task performance.
The effervescent mathematician and audiophile Michael Gerzon ( National Research
Development Corporation/Mathematical Institute, Oxford) presented two papers, the first
dealing with ' pictures' of two- channel systems
of encoding directionality, and the second on
practical ' periphony', which is the term covering
the recording and reproduction of a spherical
sound field.
The pictorial method, using a ' PQ' diagram on
flat paper, shows agraph of the real part P and
the imaginary part Q of ( L—R)/ ( L+ R),
the ratio of the complex difference gain of a
stereo signal Land R. P is drawn along the xaxis and Q along the y-axis. This treatment
enables acomparison to be made of the many 2channel sound techniques, eg, conventional
stereo. BBC pairwise matrix- H, system UHJ,
plus several versions of SQ, including optimal,
'London Box' encoding, and Ghent. To complete the survey ' pictures' were shown of headrelated stereo, dummy- head binaural, and
Orban type pseudo- stereo systems.
More on the AES next month.

voltmeter. In this case the area of interest is the
point at which the output voltage ceases to
change with further increase in downforce.

REFERENCES
1'
Audible Effects Of Mechanical Resonances In
Turntables'—Poul Ladegaard, Bruel & Kjaer application
note 17-233.
2'
Record Warps And•System Playback Performance—L.
Happ and F. Karlov.dournalAudioEng.Soc. Oct. 1976 Vol.
24 No. 8.
3'
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Sound July 1975..

SI UNITS IN AUDIO
The International System of physical units ( SI) is gradually
being introduced into all areas of industry. Many industries
still persist with the use of 'familiar' terms even though they
are often an incomprehensible mixture of MKS, CGS, and
Imperial units. Alas, the audio industry is one of the worst
offenders in this respect; however, even the audio industry
will eventually be forced to adopt SI. We have used SI units

throughout this article, and hope that other authors will
soon follow our lead.
We hope that readers will not be too confused by these
terms, and for reference we have provided the following
brief guide to conversion of units used in this text, and afew
others

QUANTITY

NAME

SYMBOL

COMMON CONVERSIONS

length
mass
time
angle
force
velocity
acceleration
rotational velocity
compliance
mech. impedance

metre
kilogram
seconds
radian
newton
metre/second
metrè/sec/sec
radian/sec
metre/newton
newton sec/metre

m
kg

1m = 100 cm -= 39.37 inches
1kg = 1000 g = 35.25 oz
1s = 1000 ms
1rad = 57.3'
1mN = 100 dyne-=- 0.1 g ( force)
1m/s = 100 cm/s
39.4 inch/s
1m/s 2 -- 0.102 gravity
1rad/s-=- 9.56 RPM
litin/mN = 1cu. = 10 -6 cm/dyne
1N.s/m .e--1000 mg.s/cm

PREFIX SYMBOLS: 10 6— mega—M:

10 3— kilo—k:

rad
N
m/s
ni /
s2
radis
m/N

10 -3— milli—m:

10 -6— micro—n.
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Sit
Las Vegas
George Tillett
reports from the
Winter CES

The hi-fi hordes—aff trade visitors—waiting to register for the 1980 Las «egos show

Consumer Electronics Show was nearly
A
60,000—about 10% higher than last year. Due
TTENDANCE

at this

year's

Las

Vegas

to the uncertain political situation, the crippling
15% prime interest rate and escalating inflation,
the 850 exhibitors were not quite so cheerful
(apart from those who were lucky at the casinos!) but the general mood was 'cautiously
optimistic'. Last year, the new videodiscs ( now
called V- Discs) stole the show and again, the
Magnavision ( Philips system) demonstration
was always crowded. So was the Pioneer room,
although this company's disc player ( which
uses a similar laser technique) will not be
marketed for some time, as initial production is
being devoted to amore sophisticated industrial
version designed in collaboration with IBM. As
for RCA's Selectavision, the last news bulletin
spoke of production early in 1981, but a large
range of programs is being steadily organised
and RCA say they will issue 300 titles in the first
year. JVC's version of the capacitance pickup
system might be available by the end of this year
but so far there is no definite news apart from it
being taken up by Matsushita.
Many new VTRs and cameras were to be seen
and some indication of the tremendous interest
in video was emphasised by the appearance of
five new video magazines—with more on the
way! This has caused alittle uneasiness in audio
circles and one editor wrote ' Isn't there indeed a
danger that today's audiophile will be seduced
into diverting his disposable income in the
direction of video?' It would seem to me that
eventually the hi-fi dealer will sell V-disc
players, PCM units and other products concerned with sound and video. A long time ago,
HFNIRR carried an article mentioning asurvey
which showed that a significant number of
audio enthusiasts were also interested in photography; Iam sure many will also be interested in
video. Back to the Show, and before taking a
look at some of the new audio products. I
would
like to tell you about two interesting TV sets.
One is a voice- operated model from Toshiba
which says ' O.K.' when commanded to change
channels. It can only be programmed to respond
to two voices—which might cause domestic
problems ( or possibly solve them). Toshiba
were also showing a 4- picture TV using a
microprocessor circuit to compress the scanning. However, this quad set was put in the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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shade by amodel from Sharp that could display
no less than 9 pictures! Isuppose TV ' nuts'
might watch them all at the same time, but the
idea is to provide a quick review of all the
channels—and this can be done without
moving from your chair because the set is
controlled by asmall: remote control unitl
Toshiba were showing a complete audio
system that was voice controlled, using avoice
synthesis chip—another tribute to the ' Lazy
Society'. Harman - Kardon introduced 'the first
available cassette tape deck to incorporate
Dolby HX and met tape capability while Sharp
were showing a deck suitable for metal tapes
priced at the remarkably low figure of $ 130
(£60). Whether it can take full advantage of
these new tapes is a moot point as, in my
experience, few of these less expensive ( I
almost said ' cheap') decks are really good
enough. An increase of 3dB headroom at
10 kHz will decrease distortion and theoretically
it will also similarly improve the S/N ratio, but
only if the input can be stepped up, while the
extended high frequency range may not always
be audible. However, Iwas intrigued to see that
a new Fisher microcassette unit used special
metal tapes made by Fuji, and Technics have
also entered the metal micro market. There
seems to be a revival of interest in miniature
decks and I noticed entries from Sanyo,
Olympic, Aiwa and Toshiba. A crowd near the
Sony stand drew my attention to 'The World's
Smallest Stereo Cassette Recorder' which
measures 51- by 31 by 1-1 inches. It is called the
'Soundabout' and there is a matching pair of
headphones. These specially designed units
weighed about 21 ounces but as reported in
'News' in March, the sound quality is surprisingly good.
Some months ago, the dbx company began a
most ambitious program of re-mastering original tapes with their well-known noise reduction system and then pressing new discs. These,
of course, have to be played via adbx decoder,
but it the results are not quite up to modern
standards ( I'm thinking of direct- discs), the
complete absence of background noise more
than makes up for it—at least in my opinion.
Record companies helping with this venture
include Vox, Orion, Turnabout and Desmar, but
now dbx have taken the idea to its logical
conclusion and they are introducing aselection

of dbx encoded digital discs. They are doing this
in collaboration with M & K, one of the smaller
'perfectionist' concerns. The first releases feature the Philharmanica Hungarica, and I: was
most impressed with those Iheard at the show.
Another interesting demonstration was put
on by KU-I, consisting of a ' live'- v- tape comparison using two musicians—one playing a
guitar and the other playing adouble bass.Well,
it wasn't always easy to tell whiChwhen the tape
recorder ( a Revox A70Cr) took over but the
surprising thing was this: the loudspeakers were
KLH3s which measure only 121 by 84 by 6
inches! Of course, these use the new ' computer
controlled' bass compensation circuit but even
so, 3dB down at 40 Hz in a shoebox? Haw
about tape hiss? That was taken care of by a
Dolby- A unit.
B & W also had afine demonstration but Idid
notice some clicks and pops and Ithought rd
mention it to John Bowers. He said that yes,
they were aware of it, but decided to leave the
tape as it was to emphasise the fact that ordinary
records were used—not special unobtainable
discs. ( Who remembers the old BSRA demonstrations when more than one exhibitor used
copper masters?) There were several other well
demonstrations from Wharfedale,
KEF and AR, but fdid not hear the new Sony
SA- 20F loudspeaker which has its own built-in
amplifier- equaliser. This itself is not new, but I
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was intrigued by the speech coil cooling
arrangement; a heatpipe is mounted inside the
magnet structure and it extends in a large Ushaped configuration with the heatsink fins
emerging through the reflex vent. Ingenious,
because at the high LF sound levels requiring
the maximum cooling, there is a lot of air
movement! The tweeter is rather unusual, too, as
it uses an etched aluminium film ribbon.
Crown had a new microphone billed as 'the
first really fundamental advance in science and
art of microphony in 50 years'. Ithought at first
that this was, well, a little enthusiastic, but it
does merit serious consideration. Let me quote
from the leaflet: ' Ed Long and Ron Wickersham,
in studying the behaviour of flush- mounting
microphones, uncovered a basic error in our
thinking. Within a few millimetres of a large
surface, sound levels from a pair of equal level
signals add coherently because in close proximity to the surface, the particles are still in phase
as they accelerate after being brought to astop
by the boundary. This creates a pressure field
right at the surface of the boundary. A pressure
field is one in which the instantaneous pressure
is everywhere uniform—there is no direction of
propagation'.
And
so
the
two
afore-

PZM microphones from Crown (Amcron in the UK).

(Douglas Brown

afamiliar sight at motor- sport events in the UK.

mentioned engineers have made use of this
principle in the PZM ( Pressure Zone Recording
Microphony) microphone, which has aspecial
electret capsule mounted with a flat plate
spaced about 0-05 inches away. Several hundred have already beensold to recording studios
who report excellent results—particularly with
piano music. In the demonstration, a PZM
microphone was compared to a well-known
German model costing more than ten times as
much and the gain in clarity and definition was
almost unbelievable.
Many of the new turntables feature access to
the controls when the lid is shut—a sensible
idea. Linear or 'stràig ht- line' tracking arms keep
appearing: Phase- Linear ( now owned by
Pioneer), Technics, Aiwa, Revox and B & 0 all
now feature such arms, but perhaps the most
interesting unit was shown by Denneson. This

does not use any form of servo control and the
arm actually floats on air provided by a tiny
blower and piped into a radial bar; it seems to
work very well, and Iam looking forward to
testing one.
Years ago, Hollywood used to regale us with
'All- Talking Pictures' and this Las Vegas Show
could almost be described as an 'All- Talking
Show'. Ihave mentioned the voice- controlled
TV that 'answers back', and the audio system
and I also saw ( and heard) two Talking
Calculators and one Talking Clock. The pièce de
resistance, however, was—wait for it—aTalking
Microwave Oven. It tells you the cooking time
remaining, announces the food temperature and
tells you to enjoy the meal when ready. Can you
imagine akitchen full of blue smoke with athin,
metallic voice saying 'enjoy your meal,
enjoy ... I

The importance of this development lay in the
growing popularity of the comparatively new
stereo sound. The only commercially- recorded
tape music of the time came from EMI, under the
HMV and Columbia labels, and from Saga: on
seven-inch open reels, recorded dual track at
7,
1 i/s. Istill have some of them, and they are
magnificent. In 1960 Ampex promised to market
asimilar product, but recorded four- track, and
Tefefunken in Germany was associated with a
plan to market a repertoire of stereo music
recorded four- track at 31 i/s.
Stereo was still something of a novelty. A
1960 survey of tape recording enthusiasts
showed that only 17% of them had stereo
equipment. The BBC were non-commital as to
whether they would broadcast in stereo. It was
feasible as an engineering proposition, they
said, but the economic problems were serious.
They wondered how many people would be
prepared to meet the costs of asecond channel.
It was in 1960 that the BBC first recorded the
proceedings at one of the party political conferences on tape, rather than disc. Afterwards, it
was not clear that this would prove a better
method!
Though battery portable recorders as we
know them now had to await the coming of the
compact cassette, there were plenty of
lightweight machines for location recording,
using the smaller sizes of open reels. There were
the classic machines, like the tiny Fi- Cord which
weighed only 41, lbs, and the EMI L2, which
BBC reporters usually used on outside jobs and
which was just within the price range of more

affluent and ambitious amateurs. Iused them
both, and loved them.
There was a great range of other machines
with names now unknown, though they will
bring a nostalgic pang to the veterans: the
Stuzzi, the Elpico Geloso, the Minivox, and
others. As for the bigger mains machines, amere
recital of the firms which marketed them tells a
story about the development of the British
electronics industry, and its mergers and closures and transformations. It seems difficult to
believe that one could buy, in 1960, machines
with the brandnames HMV, Ekco, Ferranti,
Murphy, Cossor, Defiant, Kolster Brandes. And
Simon, Veritone, Truvox, Wyndsor, Brenell.
Where are they now?
Most machines had one or other of three tape
decks: the three- speed Collaro, or the BSR or
Garrard, both of which played at 31 i/s. But
Ferrograph and Brenell made their own decks,
and in 1960 Multimusic boldly announced 'the
first British deck of professional quality to be
made in quantity'.
This was the year when the Federation of
British Tape Recording Clubs held its first
annual congress at the Hotel Russell in London.
At that same venue Julie Andrews opened the
fifth London Audio Fair. Two 16- year- old recording enthusiasts were mentioned in the
specialist press: Nigel Rees, who had been
highly commended in an amateur contest, and
Maurice Cole, who had bought himself two
recorders with money from his paper round and
was beginning the experiments which later
brought him fame as Kenny Everett.

,

ill
3

MATTERS
1— HERE was alot of guesswork in the media in
I the early part of the year about technological progress over the next two decades.
It led me, speculating on the scale of changes
that can occur in twenty years, to look back at
the world of tape recording in 1960.
Twenty years ago the Compact Cassette was
still in the Philips laboratories—marketing started three years later. Garrard had just put on sale
what was described as a 'magazine tape deck'
which used the cassette principle, but still had
full- width tape playing at 31 i/s. But manufacturers were feeling their way forward towards
new standards. The major development shown
at the Radio Show that year was the recorder
handling four tracks on astandard tape.
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One surprise visitor to the show was the Bose Bus
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DT- 4700S STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Frequency response:

Magnetic Heads: Ferrite

40Hz — 13KHz ( 1\formal position)

Wow and flutter: G12% (DIN) 0.06% ( VVRMS)

40Hz — 16KHz (Special position)

S/N ratio (Weighted):
Dolby NR out 56dB ( RMS) 49dB iDINi
Dolby NR in 64dB ( RI)AS)

Ili MITSUBISHI

DT- 4550S S•tIe0 (ASSÉTTE DECK

C.1- 4550S STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Magnetic Heads.
Hard-permalloy ( Record/Rayback)
Ferrite ' Erase)
Wow and flutter: 0.15% (DIN) 0.07% CAA/RMS)

Frequency response:
40Hz — 12.5KHz ( Normal position)
40Hz — 14KHz (Special position)

S/N ratio (Weighted):
Dolby NR out 56dB ( RMS) 49dB ( DIN)
Dolby NR in 64dB ( RMS)

It isn't really your fault.
Finding adealer who stocks
Mitsubishis incredibly impressive
range of hi-fidelity audio equipment
is no easy matter.
Because, before we award
adealership, we like to make
absolutely certain that the after
sales service will meet the same
high standard as our equipment.
Which explains why, to date,

only afew have heard the good news.
Of course, those of you who are
aware of the reputation that Mitsubishi
have earned in the UK for their highly
respected television range will require
little imagination to picture the superb
sound quality, smooth action controls
or amazing value for money of the new
audio equipment.
Once located, your Mitsubishi
dealer will be pleased to demonstrate

exactly what we mean.
But bearing in mind the scarcity,
remember to confirm your order the
moment you're convinced.
Hear today, gone tomorrow.
THESE ARE JUSTA FEW MODELS FROM TIE EXTENSIVE RANGE OF AUDIO &
TV EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY MITSUBISHI IN JAPAN. MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC ( UK)LIMITED, OTTERSPOOL WAY, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 8LD.

MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC

WE NOW STOCK THE NEW ECONOMY STOLLE
2050 ROTATOR-£48.00 VAT INC.
IDEAL FOR SWINGING ONE ARRAY.

AUDIO PRIORITIES
Have you ever wondered why we have been variously described as ' the doyen
of Hi-Fi music' ( Penguin's London Shopping Guide), '
Britain's leading Hi -Fi
specialist' (The Observer) or as 'epitomising all that is most civilised and musicoriented in the British audio scene' (High Fidelity, USA)? Our involvement
with audio over almost forty years, of course, has something to do with it;
more important, however, is our deep understanding of music and of the
technical problems, allied to an unchanging policy of utter frankness and total
fairness towards our clients which leads to permanent relationships based on
trust-trust in our advice, in our help in installing any selected equipment and
in our comprehensive after-sales service (which includes entitlement to a
substantial discount on all discs and tapes once equipment has been purchased
from us).
When you first consult us about a new music system for your home, we place
great emphasis on 'getting our priorities right'. In our list of priorities, splitting
technical hairs so as ' to please any passing bat' (as Flanders & Swann so aptly
put it) figures nowhere; what we care about is the best possible musical
performance your projected outlay will permit, the long-term reliability of the
chosen components ( including first-rate back-up by manufacturers or their
agents in the UK) and visually attractive design.
Although musical performance and reliability must obviously take precedence
over elegant appearance (' cosmetic Hi -Fi' as such, designed primarily for
'with it' visual appeal, cuts little ice with us), it is now possible to put together
admirable systems which, for a comparatively modest outlay, will produce
results to delight the serious music lover, allied to superb reliability, compactness and the kind of appearance to satisfy all who put great store by visual
style. Thanks to the technical advances of recent years, loudspeakers now
combine sound of the highest excellence with a degree of compactness which
remains a constant source of amazement to those who visit our studio for the
first time, while amplifiers, tuners and receivers are becoming neater and more
attractive year by year-thus the new Onkyo TX2 0 Receiver surely deserves
whatever award may be on offer for functional elegance. Where major installations of some complexity are concerned- including, where required, TV sets
and video recorders of top quality-we like to collaborate with architects and
interior designers in our striving for an ideal blend of musical excellence and
visual appeal.
LIVE RECORD REVIEW
LRR, which has been functioning at our studio each Saturday from 2 p.m. to
4.30 for almost aquarter of acentury fulfils several purposes: these free recitals
featuring the latest classical recordings may simply be enjoyed for their own
sake, they can be used as an agreeable and painless way of 'getting to know us',
or they may assist you in discovering what loudspeakers (unquestionably the
dominant components in any music system!) would best suit your purpose.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.

Mon

MUSIC IN THE HOME
(Heinitz & Kirk Ltd.)
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01-229 2077 '
Basic opening hours
Tues Wed Sat 9.30-5.30
Thurs 9.30-1
Fri
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aerials.

Promotion

offer

15%

off " Margon

TV

aerials"

IMPORTANT: Quote HN
80
for
attractive
highly
graphic lists and brochure
send 52p postal order. 40p
refund on first purchase
Stockists of the finest
aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials ( E. Germany)
MAROON TV aerials ( Holland)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( UK)
Our 25th Jubilee Year

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's
finest
FM array.

ASTRA (QUALITY D.I.Y) AERIALS
Backed by 25 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
Weather exposed part of U.K.? Scotland, Wales, West Country etc. Experiencing frequent
gales? Salt air corrosion problems? Low signal area?
The Continental aerial range from Germany having proved so fantastically successful, we
are in future recommending continental aerials (especially FUBA 11) PLEMI ARRAYS AS
OUR FIRST choice for FM or TV AERIAL INSTALLATIONS.
Golden anodised against corrosion, guaranteed for five years, robust, high gain, easy to
assemble. eye-catching superb aerials, what else, in truth, could we recommend?
•All the advice you need before, plus an after-sales advice service.
•All parts exchangeable, but please heed our advice.
• D.I.Y. saves 1
/ your costs your satisfaction is free).
2
Over 3,000 aerials stocked: all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators; clamps; wall
brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; trIplexers; baluns; low- loss coax white or brown; also
super low- loss coax and 300 Ohm cable.
Many of our customers come from • recommendation

Open 9.00-5.30. Tues-Sat.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
No lunch close - Sats.
Closed all day Monday.
9.30-7

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKERS BOX Post 30p
Cartridges with Styli
Replacement Styli
ADC ZLM
f57-14
RSZ
£26.53
ADC XLM Ill..
£36.29
RSX
E18-35
ADC VLM III..
£25-04
RSV ..
£15.08
Goldring G900E
£15.10
D140E
£.75
G9005E/11 ..
£30•20
DI4OSE •
£15•10
G900 1GC
£45.30
DI40 IGC
£27.20
Grado FCE+1
£13.75
FCE-S
£8-25
Grado F3E+
£19.25
F3E-S
£11-55
Grado F2+ ..
£29.50
F2-5 ..
£19.50
Grado FI-1£41.25
FI S ..
£24-75
J.V.C. Z2E
£38.33
Z2E Stylus
£19-90
J.V.C. X2 ..
£37.50
£69.51
X2/X1/Z1
Nagaoka MPIO
£12-00
N-10 MP
£5 SO
Nagaoka MP II
£14.50
N-11 MP
£7.00
Nagaoka MPI5
£28•00
N-15 MP
£22.00
Nagaoka MP20
£33.00
N-20 MP
£25.00
Nagaoka 11P30
£42.00
N-30 MP ..
£35.00
Ortofon FF1SE II £14.90
NF15E 1or 11 ..
£9.25
FI5E 11 ..
£22.20
NI5E 1or 11 ..
£12.25
VMS20E 11 ..
£29.90
D2OE 1or II ..
£21-40
£27.80
M202 Super
£47.90
020E Super ..
M20FL Super
£34.30
£53•30
D2OFL Super ..
Concorde 30
£53.20
CL30
£31.00
Concorde 20
£39.50
CL20
£23.00
LM30/30H
£46.70
L3OM
£31.00
LM20/20H
£33.90
L2OH
£23.00
Stanton 88IS
£33.60
£66.55
D81 S
Stanton 681EEE
£36.99
D6800EEE
£18.80
Stanton 680EE
£22.80
0680 ..
£13.99
Stanton 500EE
£15.20
DSIOOEE
£10-40
Shure M75ED
£14•62
N75ED
£11.76
Shure M95HE
£20.95
N95HE
£14-99
Shure M95E1
£13•44
N95E1 ..
£8.79
Shure M95ED
£19.58
N95ED..
E14.25
Shure V 1
5/11I
£46.00
VN35E
EIS- 99
Shure VI5/111HE
£51.60
VN3SHE
El 7-99
Shure V15/1V
£61.30
VN45HE . £22.50
Sonus Blue Gold £71.50
Sonus Blue Stylus £35•78

off

Specialists in Advising and supplying the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

FOTRONIX

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

10%

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.

01-884 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service.

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES (
P.P. 30p)
Micro Seiki LC8OW £85.00
Satin M II
7Z .. £40.84
Ortofon MCIO £41.50
Satin MII7G .. £61-28
Ortofon MC20 £61-60
Satin M 1175 .. £98.08
Ortofon SL20Q
669-95
Ultimo Karat R £82.50
MCA- 10 Preamp 658-40
Ultimo 10X .. £51.06
STM72 T'former E22.40
Ultimo 20A 11 £75-00
MCIO STM72
£58-40
Ultimo 30A ..
£95.00
EntréIcartridge P.O.A.
Fidelity Research
Lentek Preamp
P.O.A.
FRI Mk II ..
£56-40
Mayware MC- 3L £49•45
FRI Mk II1P
E81-52
Mayware MC-2C £49•45
Mayware T'former £49-45
ADC TURNTABLES (
Carriage £6.00)
1500FG/QLM34-3 £68-50
1600DD/QLM 36-3 £87.50
1700DD/XLM-3 E110-00
PICKUP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
Ultracraft AC 30 £ 104-00
SME Series Ill.. £ 105.29
Dynavector 505 £225•00
SME Series IIIS £75.30
Hadcock GH228 £55.20
Damper for II1S £ 10.20
Hadcock Unilift £9.20
CAI Arm Tube £ 15.28
GH228 E' type £81-75
SME 3009 RI. Hd. £57-24
Formula 4 Mk Ill £49.45
SME 3009/S2 .. £62.36
ADC LMF-I .. £64.35
FD200 Damper £ 17.38
ADC LMF-2 £70.53
Zerostat Pistol £6.66
ADC ALT- I .. £33.50
Z-track Damper £8.99
ADC LMG-I shell
E4-60
Discwasher: SCI
Monitor Audio Cable
Stylus Cleaner £3.60
Flat 3.6 pairs .. £ 14.26
D3 Disc Cleaner £6.66
5m pairs .. £ 17.37
D3 Fluid 6oz £4.75
7.5m pairs £25.30
D3 Fluid I6oz £8.99
10m pairs £30.15
Gold Ens leads
M/A Record Clamp £7.50
Phono 0.5m £5.50
M/A Stylift £5.99
Phono Im
£6.25
QED 79 Std per m
70p
Phomo 2m .. £6.99
Avon Audio Mat £9.00
DIN-4 phono .. £8.50
GA " Soundisk" £ 12.99
Vac-O-Rec Il ..
616-95
Disk 5E22 mat £ 12.99
TDK Head Demag £9.75
Spectra mat .. £ 17.95
Microsorber FEET £9.00
Yulon Disc Clamp £7.50
Metrosound Clamp £4.24
P & P: Arms, Vac-O-Rec, Turntable Mutts, M/A Cables,
£1.00. QED cable, 50p. Other items, 30p.

ADC SOUND SHAPERS (
Carriage £ 3.00)
SS1 5- band .. £57.24
SSII0 10- band £95•00
SS2 Mk II .. £ 149.24
SS3 I2- band £207•75
SLM2 Sound Level Meter ( P & P £ 1-00) .. £38.84
QUAD 33, 303, 44, 405, FM3 SIS Prices on application
CONNOISSEUR TURNTABLES (
Carr. £3.00)
BDI Turntable Kit ( P.P. £2•00)
El9.95
Standard Plinth/Cover for BDI
f24.02
BD101 in Plinth Cover-no arm .... £57•65
BDI Kit/SAU Arm/Plinth Cover (Pack. deal) £51•50
SAU2 Arm ( P&P £ 1•00)
..
[1915
_ _
THORENS TURNTABLES (
Carriage £6.00)
TD 126 Mk IIIC £255-95
TO 104 .. £89.59
TD 126 Mk III B/C £209.95
TD 105 .. £ 108-95
TD 160 II B/C £96.95
TD 160 ' S' .. £ 137-95
TEST RECORDS, CASSETTES AND TAPES
Ortofon Direct Cut, £ 11.00. Shure TTRI15-ERA/IV,
£5.06. HFS75, 63-45. Shure TTRII0, E4-26 (
post 65p).
Cassettes: Dolby, £2.95; Azimuth, £2.95; Frequency
Response, Ell- 00 (
post 25p). Open Reel: Dolby,
£4.00; Azimuth, £4.70; Frequency Response, ¿Il 00
(post 25p). Crystal Clear Direct Cut Records, 69-00.
HEADPHONES (
post £ 1.00)
Sennheiser
Micro MX5 ..
£69-95
HD400 £ 11.70
Stan 51144 .. £59.80
HD414X .. £ 17.95
SRX3/SRD6 £ 134.93
HD424X £27.91
SR5/SRD6 .. £86.63
HD224X £ 37.52
Lambda SRD6 £ 153-23
HD420 £23.00
Sigma/SRD6 .. £211-60
HD430 .. £29.95
Yamaha HPI .. £35.42
Koss K6ALC . £ 19.95
Yamaha HP2 .. £26-37
Koss PRO4AAA £44-95
Yamaha HP3 .. £ 19.78
PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at March. 1980. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the
right to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & O. E.
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retransmitting another network until closedown.
£4m is being cut from the main network
budgets, which is absolutely disastrous.
Although Ifind Waggoner's Walk abore, it has
perhaps
a
million
faithful
listeners.
Unfortunately, though, the programme was devised for too large acast of freelance actors, and
is just too expensive compared with The
Archers, for example. Radio 3 has regularly
taken the punishment when finances are stretched, so Iam not at all surprised to see that it will
be closing down at 11.15 pm: but Imust admit
that many of the programmes just before midnight are not to my personal taste. The general
tone of the cuts seems to be strongly political,
for they will affect Radios 3 and 4 probably
rather more than Radio 1, which in many
instances duplicates types of material that could
justifiably be said to be better done on the
OWARDS the end of February readers will
independent local radio stations, though Radio
almost certainly have been horrified to hear
reports of the proposed BBC cuts. Many will • 2is perhaps rather more worthwhile. The total
network expenditure cut is about 5%, and it is to
clearly affect TV, but even more will have avery
be hoped that the budget will not only be
bad effect indeed on sound broadcasting, and
reinstated, but increased, as soon as possible.
should be taken very seriously.
The cuts in educational broadcasting Ithink
The threatened disbandment of three light
are more valid and should, perhaps, be even
music orchestras and two symphony orchestras
greater. If the cuts were 50%, but a separate
is surely almost adisaster, although to offset this
educational service were transmitted by agovthe BBC claim that they are going to subsidise
ernment sponsored organisation on aseparate
some musical activities. The BBC Scottish has
VHF band, it might be welcomed by the BBC
probably gained as high a reputation as any
and by most listeners. But perhaps Iam being
regional BBC orchestra over the years; its
too idealistic, for this would involve an increase
players have certainly worked very hard, and it
in government expenditure!
would be difficult to re-establish such an orThe new radio studio complex at the
chestra once disbanded. The costs of regroupLangham is to be axed, which is very serious,
ing and concert scheduling would surely be very
since many BBC staff, and indeed listeners,
high, so what a pity that this fine and long
were looking forward to the new studio's contriestablished orchestra has to go. Iunderstand
butions. Fortunately, though, the new Maida
that only £ 500,000 will be saved by axing the
Vale drama studio is to go ahead, which will be a
orchestras, for they produce quite an apconsiderable improvement on the existing facipreciable income from the sale of tickets for their
lities at Broadcasting House.
regular concerts. Furthermore, under the existThe BBC have stated that they do not wish to
ing Musicians' Union agreement the BBC have
cut the budgets for replacing old equipment,
to spend £ 6m per year on live musicians in order
and furthermore are determined to continue
to gain sufficient needle time.
expansion in the fields of new high technology,
Some 15,000 jobs within the BBC have to be
apparently including digital recording and new
cut. Although natural wastage accounts for
radio transmitting techniques. Many new proabout 3000 people each year, unfortunately
posed 'fill in' VHF stations are not to be axed,
many of those who leave in this way simply have
and Iunderstand that the plans for various new
to be replaced, and the sort of employees who
aerial masts which will offer improvements in
could be axed may very well not be the ones
VHF reception are also to continue.
who are going anyway. As in so many cases, it is
Perhaps what should really be done in the
probably largely false to say that necessary staff
BBC to save money is to improve productivity.
cuts will be covered by natural wastage.
Surely the unions realise that there are many
Rather surprisingly, there are almost no infields in which they could co-operate. Ihave
tended cut-backs in any of the future planning
always been horrified by the size of BBC crew
on local radio stations, and Norwich and
that seems to be required for virtually every
Lincoln should be transmitting by the end of the
outside broadcast. There should be much more
year, followed soon by Cambridge, Devon,
flexibility here, for though anumber of outside
Cornwall and Northampton. However, all the
broadcasts do require afull crew, there are many
new BBC local stations are apparently going to
which do not. Iwas once asked by a record
be made small satellites, or at best considerably
company to make arecording at aconcert hall
smaller than any of the existing ones. The
for them, running ' in parallel' with the BBC who
present local radio stations will jointly have to
were taping the concert for Radio 3. Two
accept cuts to the tune of £2m, which Isee as
colleagues and Icoped with a large array of
very serious. Rumours are rife that the BBC local
radio may become what might be termed a mikes and taped the programme in stereo and
quadraphonic sound with complete success,
'federal' network, with Radio 2 and frequent
producing an LP which was the best selling
major opt outs, notwithstanding the damage
semi- budget classic for two months after its first
that has already been done to stations such as
issue. The BBC team included a producer,
Radio London, which now closes down its self
assistant producer, secretary, senior and junior
derived service quite early in the evening, then

Angus McKenzie
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balancers and two outside broadcast engineers,
in addition to adriver, in order to make asimple
stereo tape on two Studers running in parallel.
In my opinion, a single producer could have
done the job easily, with one balancer and one
engineer. Iappreciate that adriver is required to
take the goods to the location, but in many
instances Iwould have thought that someone in
the team could in some way be allowed to be
responsible for driving, although Isuppose
there could be difficulties here.
It has always struck me that in alarge organisation such as the BBC there are too many
'goffers' and assistants' assistants. Thus while
many of the personnel facing redundancy will
have their lives turned upside-down, which is
tragic, their loss to the BBC may not be as
serious as might be feared, if everyone left pulls
his or her weight. What for me is perhaps the
most distressing factor is that the BBC have
chosen to cut five orchestras rather than one TV
pop show,which can cost up to elm and which
is so soon forgotten. A permanent cut can be a
disaster for the lives of those conderned,
whereas the loss of one TV show is in the long
run of no real importance. But whatever finally
happens, it must be preferable to have cuts
rather than for the BBC to become aState- run
monopoly, which Iconsider dangerous for the
nation whichever party is in power. For this
reason Iwas pleased to see that the previous
Government's idea of appointing half of anew
board of governors as political appointees has
been sunk, for the BBC must remain absolutely
autonomous.
Surely, though, they should be allowed an
automatic licence increase every year to cope
with salary increases, expansion, etc. Iam sure
that readers would not mind being asked to pay
an extra £ 1or so to allow pensioners and other
special cases to have apartly subsidised licence
fee. Incidentally, when the licence fee was
separate for radio and TV, blind people were
allowed afree £ 1.25 radio licence, but when the
licences were combined ablind person's family
were given a subsidy of this amount. May I
remind the BBC, and the Government, that this
subsidy has never changed, though by now it
should be about £ 6!
Finally, out of desperation and as alast resort,
Iwould like to make the following suggestion
for consideration by the BBC, if they find that
they still have insufficient finances after taking
into account the forthcoming new London
allowances and arbitration awards, together
with a new wage round . which will arise by
the time this is in print. Sponsorship, rather than
advertising, could be introduced to Radio 3, so
that 'This opera, relayed from the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden, is being sponsored by
Bluper's Soap, to whom we are most grateful',
could become atypical announcement. Radio 4,
Ihope, will never have any sponsorship or
advertising, but the time is coming near for the
BBC and the Government to consider very
seriously whether Radio 2 could also have
partial sponsorship, and however unpleasant
my suggestions may be, we must all think
whether sponsorship, and possibly advertising,
is better than avery badly cut service. It may be
the only solution unless the Government allows
ahigher licence revenue.
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TDK Cassettes.
Sponsors to the Bridsh Olympic Team.
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The great name in tape cassettes
TDKTape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XW Eire: PeatsWholesale Ltd., Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.

MUSIC ON RECORD

Palms
tbe music for ore estra
-AndréwKeener.
--

ii— HERE is more to be gained by seeing the
I sun rise than by hearing the Pastoral
Symphony', wrote Debussy at the time of
Prelude àl'après-midi d'un faune. Evidently
he was unconvinced by Beethoven's claim that
the symphony was 'more an expression of feeling' than of anything more overtly programmatic. Nevertheless, Beethoven's assertion is
strikingly appropriate to much of Debussy's
music in general, and to his four principal
orchestral works in particular—Pre/ude à
l'après-midi d'un faune, the three Nocturnes,
La mer and the orchestral triptych Images.
No-one was more aware of this than Satie,
who, on hearing The Sea from Dawn to
Midday and realising that here was something
far in advance of his own creative imagination, remarked goodnaturedly that he
especially liked the bit between half past ten
and aquarter to eleven. Characteristically, his
remark serves only to emphasise the opposite.
La mer offers no such programme. It is,
instead, aset of three evocations of the sea in
all its power, mystery, and perhaps most
importantly, its constantly shifting personality.
This has led many to apply the word
'Impressionist' to this and other of Debussy's
scores—amisunderstanding still reflected in
several of the available recordings, where a
generalised ' beauty' of sound all but smothers
the innumerable flashes of colour—aglinting
detail of orchestration here, a pungent
instrumental blend there. If we must borrow a
term from painting, then Pointillism, with its
concern for fine, minuscule detail in the cause
of the whole, offers a far safer parallel, with
the textures and evocations of La mer.
HI-

Intriguingly, and not a little sadly, we need
turn to only one conductor for evidence of
the two approaches. Herbert von Karajan has
recorded La mer twice: first in the early 60s ( DG)
and again, some ten years later, for HMV. To
my ears, the difference is often no less drastic
than stepping from a bracing, spray- lashed
coast to the enervating heat of asauna. The
earlier version remains amodel of lucidity: not
only are the textures cleaner from the outset
(the two harps, rhythmic lynchpins of the
very opening, are unobtrusively yet luminously 'there'), but there is altogether more of
asense of mystery, expectancy and forward
pulse. Not for nothing does Debussy write
'becoming gradually animated' at this point,
and the flowing, supple playing of the BP()
string accompaniment a minute or so into the
first movement ( at the change to five flats)
serves only to emphasise the literal, hothouse
treatment of the later disc. The earlier
recording is one of those which prompts me
to wonder whether, sonically, we have
progressed as far as the pundits would have
us think: it combines richness with clarity
from within acharacteristically ( for DG at this
time) recessed sound picture. The perfectly
judged firmness and weight of the final
unison ( truly sec—'short', as Debussy
specifies) seems to sum up the fresh, timeless
quality of this recording. For an even more
opulent but no less revealing sound quality,
Bernard Haitink's beautifully shaped account
with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw
Orchestra is a highly distinguished piece of
work. Paradoxically, the atmospheric acoustic
of the Concertgebouw recording serves only to

heighten perception of detail—the quiet entry
of the horns just after fig. 54 of the Finale
merely adds ' perspective' to the tone of the
existing cello line rather than striking the
listener as afresh instrumental entry—this is
blend of sonority at its most acute and
sophisticated. Daniel Barenboim offers amore
overtly dramatic account with some distinguished playing from the Paris Orchestra
(woodwinds sound especially luminous) and
abig, forward DG recording. Among several
of the characteristics that reveal the performance as the product of this strong-willed
musician is Barenboim's predilection for
string portamenti, faithfully executed by the
French players and to my mind not unattractive. Listeners should hear for themselves,
though, and in fairness Ishould point out
that one or two commentators find this point
of style less acceptable than Ido. Even so,
the sweep and power of Barenboim's reading
are inescapable, and at the first climax of the
last movement ( fig. 51, a little before the
quiet premonition of the brass 'chorale'
theme), he is surpassed only by Toscanini's
coursing, whiplash propulsion in the same
passage—at the climax itself the 1950 Studio
8H recording crumples alarmingly. More than
any other, however, this disc ( coupled with
an Ibéria of pinpoint clarity and rhythmic
vitality) should stand as an exception from
those ruled out for reasons of sound quality.
Within aminute of the opening, this listener,
for one, is invariably won over by the unique
combination of warmth and singing,
beautifully shaped lines. The lack of
pianissimo in the recording ( unglamorous,
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CASSETTE TAPE SLICER
Invaluable for repairing broken tapes or for
accurate tape editing. Fitted with clamps for
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but clear and detailed) hardly seems to
matter—one can tell by the style of attack in
the playing itself when the orchestra is
producing the real thing. Toscanini makes
many small adjustments to the orchestration,
although without aclose scrutiny of the
score, it is almost impossible to identify more
than ahandful. In common with most
interpreters, however, he leaves the eight bars
before fig. 60 of the Finale bereft of the
motivic brass parts, which were dropped from
the score after the appearance of the first
edition in 1905. It matters little either way, I
think, although rhythmically the music
suddenly sounds rather unmotivated without
something put into the space. Karajan allows
only trumpets; Haitink ( with compelling,
doomladen results) prefers horns—an octave
lower, of course—and Solti uses both. All
very acceptable. Not to be tolerated, however,
are the grotesque adjustments to be found
throughout Leopold Stokowski's recording.
This is Phase 4skullduggery at its most
hamfisted (the solo cello at the end of the
first movement slowly advances on the
listener as if on castors), and together with
Stokowski's tamperings with both orchestration and tempi—the music all but grinds to
ahalt on more occasions than Icare to recall,
with frequently sloppy ensemble—this is not,
to put it mildly, the great conductor's
happiest disc. Neither can Iwarm to the two
full price Decca offerings from Solti and
Maazel. Both are given aubiquitously beefy
sound quality which reproduces smoothly
and handsomely at ahigh level—all very
impressive until it occurred to me that
pianissimo was unsettlingly scarce, especially
on Maazel's disc. Both the Cleveland and
Chicago orchestras are technically beyond
reproach. Both, too, leave adistractingly
metronomic impression within some brisk
tempi—Ifind Solti's Jeux de vagues especially unyielding, to the extent that even the
Chicago cor anglais and oboe players sound
amite under pressure, and there is something
distressingly literal about the Cleveland
violins' detaché way with the third
movement's ' big tune'.
Although Prelude àl'après-midi d'un faune
is Debussy's first significant orchestral work,
Printemps and the Fa ntasie for Piano and
Orchestra were written two years earlier in
1890, ayear or so after his return from
Parsifal at Bayreuth. The Fantaisie (
strongly
championed after Debussy's death by Cortot
and Marguerite Long) has been excellently
recorded by Jean -Rodolphe Kars with Sir
Alexander Gibson and the LSO—afine
performance of neat, often remarkably
powerful, yet uneven music. Printemps forms
part of arichly characterised and recorded
disc by Daniel Barenboim and the Paris
Orchestra. The coupling is the Symphonic
Fragments from Le Martyre de SaintSebastien, although if the smaller orchestral
work is the only requirement, Ansermet
provides asafe enough recommendation. Not
to be overlooked, either, is Beecham's limpid,
transparent account with RPO, recorded in
the late 40s, and available only as part of
World Records' marathon Beecham box.
Just as the Enigma Variations brought Elgar
to the attention of an international audience,
so, five years earlier in 1894, the Prelude à
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l'après-midi d'un faune won Debussy
recognition beyond the upper levels of French
musical society. Whereas in the String Quartet
(written while Debussy was at work on the
Prelude, which took him over two years), 'the
attentive listener will hear .. touches of
Grieg, Massenet, Wagner, Franck, Borodin,
the church modes and the gamelan ...' says
Roger Nicholas in his Oxford Study, 'the
listener to L'aprés-midi hears nothing but
Debussy'. Rather than 'acharming paraphrase
of Mallarmé's poem' as Debussy's friend
Pierre LouYs described it, L'après-midi reflects
the poem's rich sensuousness, its exploration
of the borderland between the conscious and
the half-conscious. The overall effect may be

Debussy by Nadar, 1909

described as one of masterly discontinuity:
there is, or should seem to be in agood
performance, an impression of improvisation
as ideas shift in and out of perceptibility. In
reality, of course, the work is as tightly knit
and organised as La mer, and the conductor
who aims for an improvisatory quality alone
stands the music in danger of stasis. The
tone- poem is languid in character, even
perfumed, but never shapeless or indulgent.
Stokowski's version ( recorded in 1972 at the
Festival Hall during the conductor's 60th
anniversary cqncert with the LSO) seems to
me very heavy going indeed, possessed of all
the necessary rich colouring but none of the
poise of his 1927 Philadelphia account
(HMV D 1768—the 'drenched' quality of the
Philadelphia violins at the start of side 2 is, as
Iwrite, still vividly with me). Debussy saw to
it that the poem's sensuous languor would be
captured in the music itself: for one thing,
compared with much else in the texture the
bass line is surprisingly slow moving, and to
draw attention to this aspect of the score is to
overtip the scales towards abottom- heavy,
rather steamy impression. Of the twenty or so
currently available versions, Karajan's DG
account seems as near perfection as it is
possible to imagine. As sound alone it is both
delicate and firmly drawn. The quiet horn and
woodwind over harp glissandi at the opening
possess an unearthly quality—it is difficult to
credit flesh and blood at work here, while at
the end, the soft gtow of muted horns over

the violins' open Gs reveals an ear for
orchestral colour of unparalleled refinement.
And all this from the same sixteen- year- old
recording already mentioned (whether at
medium or full price, the coupling is Karajan's
1965 La mer).
The idea of transcribing apiece in which
sound and idea are so inseparable seems to
me avery odd one indeed. Yet this is what
DG offer on arecent disc from the Boston
Symphony Chamber Players ( the sleeve note
confesses uncertainty on the identity of the
transcriber; perhaps it is Schoenberg's pupil,
Hanns Eisler). Paradoxically, in view of the
much smaller group, the impression is
anything but improvisatory—piano arpeggios
are an oddly stiff, unmagical substitute for the
original harp skirls, and the stuttering cello
pedals ( bars 31 and 34) create the impression
of players counting assiduously rather than
being guided and moulded by aconductor's
overall, flexible hand. An interesting novelty,
maybe, but in the last resort surely abarren,
cerebral exercise, drained of all delicacy and
eroticism, and typical of the most arid
aspects of the Second Viennese School.
For technical reasons alone, Previn's
second version is, of course, aspecial case.
His L'après-midi is beautifully played, with
flautist Peter Lloyd producing an especially
limpid quality. As an interpretation this is one
of the most sensitively shaped accounts—the
elusive ebb and flow is faultlessly judged, and
at no point was Iaware of expression
consciously applied. As far as the recording
quality is concerned ( both in this and the
coupling, Images), Ican only repeat what I
said last December—that this continues to
strike me as unequivocally the finest digitally
made recording Ihave heard. There is none of
the antiseptic quality to be found on most
direct-cut discs—that bloodless, cautious
'perfection' of sonority and execution which
smacks more of laboratory conditions than
the recording studio or concert hall. Balance
is utterly natural—EMI's present digital
resources, we are told, encompass atwotrack format, but soon, the publicity matter
encourages us, 'we will have adigital mixer'
Not too soon, Ihope, for Ican't imagine
textures any more lucid or naturally balanced
than those to be heard on this record.
Regretfully. Ialso have to report that my
reactions to Previn's Images remain much the
same as they were five months ago, although
the recording, and Previn's characteristically
acute ear for detail and sonority, bring their
own rewards. This still strikes me as a
disappointingly pedestrian, cautious account,
however—at times it sounds as if the
music is being spelled out to us from tempi
which are not so much slow as literal. To my
ears, Par les rues et par les chemins obstinately refuses to gather momentum—there
is little of the eager, infectious quality to be
found in Bernard Haitink's way with, for
instance, the repeating phrases around fig.
17, marked Animez peu àpeu, so that the
brass fanfares alittle later possess an élan and
excitement which set the Concertgebouw
acoustics ringing. The exuberance of the
recapitulation is that of agreat orchestra and
conductor thoroughly enjoying themselves,
the mystery of the divided cellos at the start
of Les parfums de la nuit the fruit of arapport
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and mutual listening built up through years of
close artistic acquaintance. ' The use of Keel
Row in Gigues', suggests Roger Nichols,
'produces bewilderment rather than variety or
tension, and ( the tune itself) is not such stuff
as climaxes are made on'. Iwould go so far
as to say that, had Mr. Nichols heard
Haitink's recording of this triptych, he might
well have thought again; to be sure,
Debussy's music was beginning to turn
inward by this time ( 1908— it is his last major
orchestral work) and the reflective moments
of Gigues or Les parfums are not bound by
the fine, unshakable logic of similar writing
in L'après-midi or La mer. But Haitink's
recording, more than any other, reveals the
strangely still, half- lit world of these pages—
the improvisatory, timeless quality of the
exchange among oboe, celesta and cellos in
Les parfums is caught here as in no other
recording. At the risk of boring regular readers
with repetition, this is one of the great
Debussy records, and the coupling, Danse
sacrée et danse profane, turns a desirable
purchase into a compulsory one.
If, however, you must economise on this of
all works, then Ansermet's disc ( coupled with
Printemps— perhaps one day someone will
rediscover the original version with wordless
chorus) is a reliable alternative. The Swiss
conductor's characteristic lucidity is much in
evidence here, although, it seems to me, at
some cost to atmosphere. Nevertheless, the
Suisse Romande reeds make for some
attractively pungent ( and not always in tune)
sonority and Decca's Geneva recording, like
so many from this source and period, is as
clean as a whistle, if, nowadays, it sounds a
little bright and whiskery in the upper strings.
Several degrees brighter still is Stokowski's
recording of lbéria, shorn of the flanking
Gigues and Rondes de Printemps. The
balance is close, the stereo placing wide and
explicit and, it must be reported, there are
several highly idiosyncratic, not to say
alarming, pieces of balancing. Thus, the harp
after fig. 17 of Par les rues et par les chemins
emerges from far left, as if embarking on the
first entry of a concerto, to say nothing of the
contra- bassoonist soon after the start of
Ravel's Alborada del gracioso (
on the other
side). Granted, he has the tune heard at the
outset on pizzicato strings— how could we
overlook it with our heads apparently inside
the bell of the instrument?—but the results
are positively rude, and send all to whom I
play the passage into paroxysms of mirth. But
Imust admit to a sneaking affection for this
disc. The first movement of lbéria goes at all
sorts of speeds—the poor sidedrum player a
little over halfway through sounds engagingly
unsure pf himself and of Stokowski's beat—
but the readings have tremendous flair and
sparkle, with some marvellously reedy sounds
from the French National Radio Orchestra
(this is the only commercial recording
Stokowski made in France). And, despite
reservations, the twenty-two year old Capitol
tapes still make asplendid noise.
And so to the fourth major orchestral work,
begun in the same year as the L'après-midi, .
but not finally completed until nine years
later, having passed through many stages
including the form of a triptych entitled
Scènes au crèpuscule. The inspiration here
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was the poetry of Henri de Régnier, and a
passage in one of them evokes the carnival
procession to be found in the central Fêtes.
Rarely, when faced with nearly a dozen
recordings of a piece of music, can one point
to a single performance with the assertion
that this or that is the one to buy. In the case
of the Nocturnes, however, despite several
distinguished offerings, the choice is clear
cut. When it appeared ten years ago, the first
fruit of a new DG/Boston contract, Claudio
Abbado's disc occupied a box by itself. Now,
less cumbersomely clad in a regular sleeve,
the performance sounds as atmospheric and
naturally expressed, the production as refined
and as transparent as ever—a recessed, yet
clearly focused perspective with a generous
and entirely appropriate halo of resonance.
Abbado's is also one of the few versions
possessed of a chorus which sings almost
invariably in tune—it always surprises me
how often such matters of intonation pass
unremarked. The muted trumpets at the centre
of Fêtes hail thrillingly from avast distance
(Abbado's ear for orchestral blend is at its
most acute in this movement), but this
spectral procession is not quite what it seems,
and the flowing tempo produces an eerily
hypnotic impression. Barenboim, by contrast,
lays rather too much emphasis for me on the
modère part of the tempo marking, to
disappointingly earthbound effect. When
pianissimo strings take over the opening
motive of Nuages (Debussy's portrayal of 'the
immutable aspect of the sky, and the slow,
solemn motion of the clouds'), they do so

with a remote purity of line and intonation
unequalled on any other recording, and
certainly not by the close, vibrato- laden
sound of the Cleveland Orchestra on Maazel's
well- filled disc. This is coupled with lbéria
and Jeux, both of which share with Maazel's
La mer characteristics of well- upholstered
sound and impeccably drilled orchestral
execution. If funds are low, then Giulini's
beautifully shaped account of the Nocturnes
is aclose second choice beside Abbado, with
the single reservation that Ihave always
found the older conductor's Fêtes a little
undervitalised—the playing of the 1962
Philharmonia throughout is, however, of the
highest distinction.
So, gramophonically speaking, Debussy's
orchestral music is well represented, although
it is a pity about the absence of athoroughly
recommendable Jeux (
premiered in 1913 by
Diaghilev, two weeks before, and somewhat
overshadowed by, Le Sacre du printemps).
Ansermet's second recording presents a
reliable if orchestrally unremarkable account,
and Martinon's beautifully recorded version
forms part of a boxed set of Debussy's
orchestral works—some fine performances,
but rather outside the scope of this article,
which aims to offer a basic collection by
'shopping around'. Perhaps HMV will
consider a Treasury reissue of de Sabata's
alert, luminously textured 1947 recording
(last available in UK on HMV
XLP 30118).
Or maybe Karajan can be persuaded to record
the work—coupled with a first recording of
the Nocturnes or Images, perhaps?

Records mentioned in the text
La mer / Prelude à l'après-midi d'un
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the Liberace and Horowitz of the organ, but
there is acertain truth in it: like Liberace and
Horowitz, he is atechnical wizard and, also like
them, a great showman. How else could he
attract more than 2000 to the RFH? Carlo Curley
first made aname for himself over here in 1977,
when he played joint recitals with well-known
British organists of both classical and popular
persuasions on his computer synthesized 4manual electronic organ which he had installed
David
in the Alexandra Palace. I
don't know how many
people the Alexandra Palate holds, but it was
Pickett
packed at the recitals Iwent to. Apart from
Curley's playing, the big surprise of those reO THE Festival Hall on Saturday 8th March citals was how good the Allen organ sounded—
for an organ recital. 'An organ recital on a most of the time indistinguishable from the real
Saturday night at the RFHT, Ihear you say.Yes, thing.
The next year Curley returned and also offered
and there were about 2,500 in the audience!
Now Idon't know whether you have ever been to play recitals anywhere for about £ 100 a
to an organ recital on the South Bank, but they throw. In October 1978 the church of which I
are usually squeezed in at 5.55 p.m. on was then organist took him up on his offer to
play any instrument. The organ concerned was
Wednesdays, which makes them for the privnot in the first flush of youth, being both
ileged few who can arrive in time. In my
bronchitic and arthritic, and having barely surexperience they are not usually well attended
and are rather po-faced affairs. The diet is vived several major transplant operations, not to
mention amputations; so Iwondered what Mr
generally heavily laced with the more intelCurley would make of it. Previous famous
lectual Bach masterpieces. ( I've nothing against
pieces like The Art of Fugue; but Ido wonder organists had been, seen, played, lost, complained and left hurriedly after the recital.
how many people can really enjoy it imPerhaps Mr. Curley would leave before the
mediately after abrisk run all the way from their
recital! Not abit of it: during his rehearsals, he
place of work.)
Supported by contributions from Jane quickly discovered all the faults of the instrument and proceeded to find ways of avoiding
Paiker-Smith and Noel Rawsthorne, the organist at the Saturday recital was the American them without compromising his very free conception of the music. What is more, an almost
virtuoso Carlo Curley. Virtuoso is not adescription much used these days, partly because there capacity audience of nearly 400 people turned
are few of them about, and partly because of the up on the evening. They came from miles around
and would cheerfully have stayed listening to
association of that word with music of doubtful
taste. Mr Curley does not like being described as Curley all night. This pattern repeated itself

THINGS
I
HEAR

T
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- 1-IERE ARE some composers, well known
•I enough by name and repute, who seem to
hover on the fringes of our awareness and
appreciation. I
speak from my own viewpoint, of
course, but do find it backed up by other
people's similar experiences and listening
habits.
Take
Boccherini,
for
instance.
Sporadically he gets recorded, but no-one
thinks of a systematic coverage of his works
(which are very considerable in number), and I
would imagine that not many people have an
exclusive taste for his music. Yet every time I
listen to a new Boccherini issue Ifind myself
enjoying the unique flavour ( sort of Haydn with
astrong dash of Italian) and wanting to listen to
more. There is an excellent
Boccherini issue before me,
two Op. 6String Quartets
and Op. 58, No. 2,
recorded afew years
ago by the

4e

Peter
Gammond

i

is

LOOKING
BACK
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Quartetto
Italiano, with Farulli still the
violist ( Philips 9500 305). Ishall dwell with
Boccherini awhile and then return to Mozart
and Schubert for stronger meat. Iwonder if we
can put Massenet in the same category? At the
moment there is aspate of enthusiasm for his
operas with no less than three complete recordings of Werther available, the last under Plasson
(HMV SLS5183) the one to have: a warmly
sympathetic performance. Idon't get a Mendelssohn urge with any great frequency, yet
admire beyond measure awork like the Octet,
which has recently been recorded by the ASM
Chamber Ensemble ( Philips 9500 616). This, of
course, is one his finest works, meant for immortality; but the String Quintet which accompanies on this record, written twenty years later
after the Violin Concerto, is also asuperb work
and is hardly known. So why do we admire
Boccherini,
Massenet
and
Mendelssohn
(though Iam chary of including him in the
category) with fluctuating interest? The answèr,
Ithink, lies in the fact that they were what we
might call 'fashionable' composers; writing for
their times and most successfully catering for
the tastes of their contemporaries. Fashionable
acceptance during a creator's lifetime is no
guarantee of atimeless appreciation. Yet those
who did not get their due regard during their
lives—Schubert and Mahler, for instance—are
perhaps on a timeless wavelength and prove
more durable after their own period.
At least Beethoven is for ever and always
(though slight squeaks of dissent have been
heard recently), and the playing of the now
legendary Busch Quartet—in the 1st of the
Rasumovsky quartets ( CBS 61888®, coupled

thoughout his 1978 tour, and remember this
was in places where 20-70 is the norm for a
good turn- out to an organ recital by a wellknown visitor. Why did they come? Because
Carlo Curley's recitals are enjoyable. Firstly
because he explains his view of the music in an
entertaining and memorable way and then because he plays it with great persuasion, which
comes from consummate technical control and
unrivalled panache. He plays 150 works from
memory: Bach, Widor, Vierne, Dupré, etc, and
all in the out of fashion colourful style that most
listeners enjoy, with stops flying in and out like
rush-hour tube trains.
How then did he perform on the austerely
designed RFH organ, which Ialways think can
be described as having aresponse which rises
with frequency by at least 6dB per octave? Ican
only report that Ihave never enjoyed an organ
recital more. Mr. Rawsthorne played Liszt's
B.A.C.H. Fantasia superbly; and, while the first
movement of Elgar's Sonata definitely met its
Waterloo on the unsympathetic instrument,
Miss Parker- Smith played her Vierne pieces
magnificently. (As you may know, she's worth
the full price of the ticket just to watch!) Carlo
Curley's Bach was exciting and stylish; and the
Widor 6th Symphony, registered with doubles
on the manuals to give a bit of body below
500 Hz, was aknock-out by any standards. To
my ears there was no evidence of the lack of
taste that has been levelled against him and
which has stuck like a label through being
repeated by critics.
Why do Iwrite about him? Simply to put the
record straight, because everybody else who
should know about organ music, and who
writes about it, tries to ignore him. I have
enjoyed his playing too much to wish to do that.
with Haydn's ' unfinished' D minor Quartet, Op.
103) has a quality that transcends fashion; a
lyrical quality without the earnest pointing of
today's playing, so that one seems to be hearing
the music without the interference of musicians.
For the same reasons, chamber music lovers
should acquire the Busch Schubert recordings
that were recently made available by World
Records ( SH B53) while they are still available.
It is, worth buying Bernstein's new recording
of Fancy Free, played with great zest by the
Israel Philharmonic under the composer with
Ruth Mense, acompetent jazz soloist, coupled
with the contrasting Serenade (
1954) in
Bernstein's serious vein ( DG 2531 196), not
only for their sake but to have the maestro sitting
at the piano and singing the blues. The record
begins and ends with his rendering of Big Stuff
Blues, whose theme is used in the Pas de deux
of Fancy Free and which was once recorded by
Billie Holiday. This is something over which
posterity is going to gloat with Uncertain
pleasure and interest. It is like having arecording
of Elgar singing Land of Hope and Glory. It is
equally worth having Schoenberg's orchestration of Bach's Prelude and Fugue ' St. Anne' in
order to play it to Bach purists. For some
perverse reason Ifind it totally enjoyable, not
being aBach purist. It is conducted with splendid spirit and clarity by gobert Craft
(CBS 61887) [
not 61881, as printed in April,
p.119] coupled with Schoenberg's equally fascinating orchestration of the Brahms Piano
Quartet, Op. 25—'a Brahms' 5th' as Schoenberg described it. It seems to me that Schoenberg was a rather more approachable person
than his later works might suggest.
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One of the few real revolutions in high fidelity
Original thinking.
It means being able to look at an amplifier,
tuner and cassette deck with fresh eyes.
First, Hitachi developed power Mos Fet
technology single handed.Now, with this newamp,
they bring it down in price.To around £ I80.
The power is 50 Watts per channel RMS.Total
Harmonic Distortion is 0.02%. And the SN ratio
is 75 db.
Nothing exists with those specs at anything
like the price.
The tuner is as advanced as you could wish for

It has digital read -out.Therearefourteen preselect
stations, on two wavebands. There's slow or fast
sweep tuning. And afive-stage LED signal indicator
The cassette deck is slimmer than anything
you're used to.
It has automatic rewind and play or stop, with
"u Ilogic control. It has feather touch operation.
A metal tape setting. And fluorescent level display.
These three remarkable slirriline units are
moving into specialist dealers now.
Hi -Fi enthusiasts ofthe world, unite.You have
nothing to lose but distortion.

r
—
To: Dept. H, PO Box 2, Central Way, Bedfont, Feitharn,
Middlesex TW140PG.
Surprise me.Send me details of you rrevolutionary new
hIgh fidelity equipment
Name
Address

HITACHI
FORT' nu

—J

Main features of the Hitachi HA5700. Integrated power MOS FET amplifier: 50 Watts per channel RMS; THD-0.02%; S/N ratio ( phono) 82 cltz moving coil pre-ampliier FT 5000
slimline tuner AM/FM quartz digital synthesizer tuner; automatic band sweep.14 preselect stations ( 7FM, 7AM). Sensitivity1.9 micro-volts. D75s simline cassette deck. Metal tape
bias setting. Feather-touch IC logic control; auto-rewind S/N ratio 66 db Dolby* on. Wow and flutter 0.04%. * Dolby is a registered trate mark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.
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interviewed by Andrew Keener

'I hope you will forgive me if I operas are very difficult to stage,
whisper like this for alot of the time', which is apity, because for the tenor
confided Katia Ricciarelli to my La Battaglia di Legnano is almost
cassette recorder in her Covent like Otello! Like Luisa, it is so powGarden dressing room last June— erful that to arrive at the end of the
not out of any conspiratorial fear of opera in good condition is a probbeing overheard, but rather because lem alone!' ( Carreras and Ricciarelli
the role of Luisa Miller, which she sing Arrigo and Lida on the first
has recorded for DG ( due soon), stereo recording of La Battaglia di
is one which she admits to finding Legnano- 6700 120). ' But Luisa is
physically exhausting-1 can sing a strange role—there is a lot of
four Desdemonas to one Luisa, and drama in it, but not just that.'
in Italy they applaud after almost
Indeed, for asinger who made her
every aria, so you can catch your operatic debut as Mimi in La
breath!'. In addition, a mere matter Bohème (
she has recorded the role
of hours beforehand, Ricciarelli had with Carreras and Colin Davis for
flown in from aGala concert in Paris Philips) and her Royal Opera House
with Maazel—' a fantastic show— and Metropolitan debuts in the
three hours, and just two arias!'. In same role in 1974 and 1975 rethe event, our conversation, carried spectively, Katia Ricciarelli's subon to the accompaniment of Placido sequent tendency towards the bel
Domingo's
Rodolfo
relayed canto style of Donizetti and Bellini
through the internal speaker system, is perhaps significant. ' Iwould like
revealed an extraordinarily relaxed, to say that I have never had a
of teacher since
my
frank personality, especially for one change
about to embark upon the highly- Marcello Conservatoire studies. Iris
charged Act Ill duet ' Piangi, piangi'. Adami Corradetti, an old lady, has
'Luisa is astrange role; it is not only always taught me, because Ithink
dramatic, you need coloratura, a that if atechnique is good it is stupid
light voice. For instance, in the first to change. But Iwant to tell you
scene it vs very difficult when you go something—my tendency was toout on stage and sing the first aria wards bel canto when Istarted to
with coloratura straightaway. And study, but it was impossble to say ' I
then you have the drama with the want to sing that, that and that'. I
Second
Act—the
Aria
and had, instead, to say ' yes, yes and
Cabaletta with Wurm. Then the yes'! Even if Ididn't always like a
Third Act is also very difficult, be- role, you know? Now Ican do the
cause you have to produce col- bel canto because ... well, Ifeel
more confident in asking what I
oratura again, to sing pianissimo.
'Like so much early Verdi, it is want to do! Always my favourite
wrongly neglected; a lot of these rules have been the bel canto ones
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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... but, excuse me, why do you
mention Callas?' Ihad turned up
with the journalistic cliché of several years ago that here was avoice
with the vocal ' presence' of Callas—
a judgement which now seemed
increasingly inappropriate to such a
light, finespun bel canto. '
Well, I'd
like to tell you astory! First Iwas the
new Tebaldi, after that the new
Callas, then ' maybe her pianissimo
has something of the younger Lela
Gencer, or perhaps a note here is
like Suliotisr Everybody wants to
find an imitation here, a characteristic there and it's stupid! The
others are great artists, but it is my
voice, my interpretation! You know,
Ilisten to opera records only for
information the conductor can give,
and for the music, not the singers,
because it is very dangerous and
easy to finish by imitating what you
hear—and Idon't like that. Iknew
the Callas recording very well when
Istudied Anna Bolena, but Iput it
aside for a long time and didn't
listen, because it is very dangerous.'
Limpidity of tone and lightness of
timbre such as Ricciarelli's are
qualities in singers which have attracted Herbert von Karajan for
many of his recorded opera projects.
One thinks especially of Mirella
Freni's
Desdemona,
Mimi
or
Butterfly, and Ricciarelli's forthcoming DG Tosca with Karajan is
surely
the
beginning
of
a
distinguished—and fruitful— working relationship. Ricciarelli appears
mildly surprised at the genesis of
this acquaintance—she had not
previously worked with or met
Karajan either in the theatre or in the
studio'... and now he also wants to
do Norma. When he likes asinger he
is simpatico and very helpful. Iused
to think he was just a sort of god
without any human qualities, but I
was totally wrong; Ilike him very
much.' Norma is also a role which
Ricciarelli feels can be recorded
without necessarily having performed it on stage; she herself has
not yet done so. '
Norma for me is a
bel canto opera and it is not necessary to have abig, big voice like, say,
Cigna. And if you must still have
accent and weight, there are also
many, many pianissimi ... anyway, I
try my best. And Karajan is so experienced as conductor and producer it is almost an advantage not
to have done the opera on stage— I
can come to a new view.'

Following her Metropolitan debut, Katia Ricciarelli gave aconcert
performance of Tancredi and three
recitals in Carnegie Hall; additionally, she looks forward to singing the Mozart and Brahms Requiems and the Beethoven Missa
Solemnis (
there was a memorable
Verdi Requiem with Abbado at the
1972
Munich
Olympics)—'... a
young singer today cannot be restricted to opera'. As the concert
platform is not one with which
British audiences associate her, is
she attracted by the idea of arecital
in, say, the Covent Garden Celebrity
Concerts series? ' Oh yes, of course;
the only trouble is to find aSunday
free between us! Ilike very much to
do concert work because you feel so
proud when you see a sold- out
house in front of you—just for you!
You are in love with the audience,
and... is my show, you know?' This
was expressed with disarming
simplicity—Ricciarelli is the most
unaffected of artists. ' And the style
is different, the disciplines are stronger in many ways. The self-control
you need can help your work on the
stage because on the concert platform you cannot do much with your
hands; you have to make the most
with your voice and your face.'
Nevertheless, Ricciarelli insists
that she is an intuitive actress with a
self-taught rather than tutored stage
technique. ' Although when Iwas at
the
Marcel lo Conservatoire in
Venice
we
used
to
do
improvisation— it was great fun.
There were nine or ten of us—all
girls. Now Iwork alot with freedom
and by instinct. If you have had the
opportunity to see maybe two performances side by side you would
see that Inever do the same thing in
exactly the same way, because I
think it is very important to do what
you feel at this or that moment. Of
course, you must keep in position or
everyone is very upset, but Ilike to
feel free to change a reaction or a
walk or an expression. When Iwas
younger Iused to be afraid to move
too much— Iwas thinking too much
about the voice, like many singers of
the past. But things become easier
when you become technically
eighty- per- cent sure ( you are never
a hundred- per- cent!).'
On the issue of contemporary
opera, Ricciarelli is neither easily
drawn nor especially enthusiastic.
to page 115
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SUGDEN.
HAND DUE'
FORTHE

If you are content to accept the
compromises of mass production,
Sugden equipment is not for you.
We pride ourselves on building every
single unit in our range individually
and that at every stage of manufacture
stringent quality control checks are
made, item by item.
Batch testing can never meet
our exacting standards.

The result is adegree of
craftsmanship which we are
confidently prepared to guarantee for
life. It is this attention to detail,
together with our dedication to circuit
design, which creates the particularly
subtle Sugden Sound.
Atransparency which frees you
from listener fatigue and brings anew
dimension and freshness to your music

rarely experienced by even the most
discerning listener.
It is therefore obvious that
guaranteeing our workmanship for life
is essential, because, after listening to
our equipment, that is how long you
will wish to keep it.
J. E. Sugden & Co. Ltd., Carr Street,
Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire BD19 5LA.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 0274 872501.

To J. E. Sugden & Co. Ltd., Carr Street, Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire BD19 5LA.
Send me the full Sugden story and leaflets on your products.
Name
Address

SUGDEN
Individual & Hand Built

The Sugden range consists of the A48 Integrated Amplifier, T48 Stereo Tuner, C51 Control Unit, P51 Amplifier and R51 Stereo Tuner, all of which are built to our no compromise standards.
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the noises he was making himself
and even now feels it is strictly a
voice for the stage. It is, of course,
an artificial voice with limited tone
colour, although with vibrato a dressed as a warrior, singing in a
more ' instrumental' sound can be high voice about conquering a
achieved and this is particularly well thousand heathens!' During the last
suited to the performance of year or so he has sung in six difmedieval music. David Munrow ferent operas: he did his seventh
was very keen on that and would in Midsummer Night's Dream—this
fact do the reverse thing himself, time in Australia; Vivaldi's Orlando
aping the sound of the voice in his Furioso in Verona; the Aix season;
brilliant recorder
playing. The and a bizarre piece by the modern
more full-bodied counter- tenor French
composer
Georges
sound is reserved for music of the Aporghis, in Paris. This work '
Je
Baroque era.
vous dis que je suis mort' is based
'It was David Munrow who put on an Edgar Allan Poe story. It is
me on the map as asinger—he was fiendishly
difficult,
with
tiny
the most intensely musical person I mosaics of sound, and rhythmically
have ever known and Iowe more to it
resembles
a mathematical
him and Christopher Hogwood exercise—an excellent discipline
than anyone else. Munrow revelled nevertheless.
in making Early Music accessible.
Exciting as live performance may
Life with the Early Music Consort be, Bowman considers recording to
was very tough, though, literally be an important aspect of an artist's
James Bowman
hacking round every music club in life. He has made over 40 records
A new record from Saga this month, England. He actually made me play including the marvellous Early
'English Airs and Dances', features the tenor viol for one television Music Consort series for EMI and
counter- tenor James Bowman and programme—Iwouldn't have done Argo, but he particularly likes the
lutenist Robert Spencer in aselec- that for anyone else!' A profitable relaxed atmosphere at Saga, for
tion from Campion, Rosseter and but difficult period for Bowman be- whom he and Robert Spencer have
Daniel—see reviews. Bowman is in cause he wanted to do other things made aDowland record in addition
fine voice again, something which and felt apull of loyalties.
to the new disc.
Shirley Harris
Bowman has made a special
will both delight his admirers and
confound his detractors, for he study of the original castrati voice.
makes no secret of the fact that He cannot accept that their voices
Record Companies
about three years ago he suffered a were as enormous, as capable of
all-change
complete vocal collapse. There producing atrumpet- like sound, as
is
generally
thought,
and
he
has
a
Latest
word
on the Decca changes
were various reasons for this, not
least overwork and the failure to theory that it is all to do with the size (readers may remember our expresrealise that the voice undergoes a of the baroque orchestra: in all sing the hope of Phonogram
kind of 'change of life' at around the probability the voice was ex- quality) is that from the March
age of 30, but all the problems were quisitely produced and quite small. issues, Decca releases are being
aggravated by the death of David There is avery ancient recording of a pressed by Phonogram. The Albert
Munrow, who has been a kind of real castrato, Alessandro Mareschi, Road pressing plant was shut down
Guru figure to Bowman. He was and although it was made when the on February 29. March issues were
forced to cancel six months' work singer was old one can detect a pressed in Holland, but there will
and to have more singing lessons, different quality in the voice— also be British pressings: in either
during which he gradually regained according to Bowman this is be- case, we hope now to have heard
both his confidence and his voice. It cause it is a ' natural' voice. The the last of the dreaded ' Decca
was along process, though, and for castrato did not have to ' pinch' the Crackle'.
The connected companies of
various reasons it was necessary for vocal chords to achieve his sound,
him to work during the 'conval- but the counter- tenor has to in order Henry Stave ( record shops) and
escent' period. Certain critics who to imitate it, and as aresult his voice Rediffusion ( importers and distrihad previously been almost over- is rather more prone to premature butors of CRI, Supraphon, Opus,
Panton, Swedish Society...) recenthusiastic now seemed eager to ageing.
Early on in his career Bowman ently ceased trading, and we hear
condemn him. Not that criticism is
bad as such, but when it lacks a sang with the English Opera Group that the Supraphon group have
has
appeared
in
many transferred to Bond St. Music Ltd.
clear-sighted objectivity the results and
Britten (01-629 5454) and will be districan be simply destructive. For a Aldeburgh productions.
while Bowman was almost dropped wrote the Voice of Apollo in Death buted by Lugton's and H. R. Taylor.
Harmonia Mundi ( now from
in this country, but fortunately there in Venice for him and he has had a
were those who remained loyal. lot of help from Peter Pears—' He is Parnote) have for several months
Both John Tooley at Covent Garden not a didactic teacher—he makes been distributing the interesting
and Raymond Leppard were en- suggestions and one discusses. He German label Acanta, and now also
couraging, for example. It remains is very good with diction, with take on the French Calliope
company's issues: welcome news
sad that we do not see so much of vowels and with phrasing'.
One of Bowman's greatest loves to readers who recall a séries of
him in this country nowadays, but
good that he remains as popular as is Handel opera and he is also very excellent reviews of records from
fond
of Cavalli— he was
in this label when distributed by the
ever abroad.
People tend to hold strong Leopard's Glyndebourne produc- now lapsed CRD import setup.
recorded on Argo (CRD remains as a British label
opinions about the counter- tenor tion of La Calisto (
voice. There are those who feel ZNF 11/12). One of the greatest distributed by Selecta, soon to be
almost arevulsion, ' androgynous is difficulties with counter- tenor roles Phonogram.
Another interesting venture is
the word' - according to Bowman. is that it is so easy to lapse into
He used to have a hang-up about parody. ' One can feel fairly absurd Import Music Service, run from
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17/19 Stratford Place W.1 ( 01499 3161/3187). This branch of
Polygram will be making available
here selected issues from the continental catalogue of DG and
Philips, not otherwise available
from the British divisions of these
labels. First issue has records of
Bach, Chopin, Smetana, Liszt,
Scarlatti, Heinrich Schlusnus and
Stockhausen. We hope space permits our reviews of most of these to
appear in this issue.

Hearing Double
A duet involving two organs might
seem to be ( and sometimes is) a
work of supererogation—either you
can't tell that there are two, or else
it's all abit much, producing great
wedges of sound.. A remarkable
Anon record (ARN 38486, £4.99)
not only avoids both pitfalls, but
also manages to achieve perfect
ensemble between organs 60 m
apart, and maintains clarity in a
highly reverberant acoustic. The
modern instruments, of which details are given, are by Kern and by
Schwendkedel in St. Martin de
Masevaux, played by Georges
Devallée and Marie-Louise Jaquet
respectively, while the music comprises three almost unknown concerti by Lucchinetti, Guami and
Blanco, plus works by Satie and
Langlais.
Remarkable
playing
and excellent recording—recommended, but may not be available in
every record shop. In case of problems, the importers are Conifer
Records,
Horton
Road,
West
Drayton, Middx.
TA.

Piero Farulli
Our ' Music on Record' feature on
the Cluartetto Italiano in Feb stated
that founder violist, Piero Farulli,
had retired from the quartet through
illness. We have since heard from
Mr Farulli, who says that although
he did indeed have to stop playing
for awhile through illness, he has
been playing again for over ayear.
His current -engagements include
concerts with the Trio di Trieste and
the Amadeus, in addition to solo
work. For whatever reasons it seems
that his colleagues in the ttaliano
chose areplacement, not astand- in.

Maxwell Davies
The Composers' Guild has named
Peter Maxwell Davies Composer of
the year for 1979, ayear which saw
increasing recognition of his major
contribution to Western music. At
home he has been appointed
Director of Músic at the Dartington
Summer School, succeeding Sir
to page 115
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HIGH SPEED AMPLIFIERS
IS ONE MILLIONTH OF A SECOND FAST ENOUGH FOR YOU?
•
•

Anyone can design an amplifier which will react fairly quickly
to asudden complex sound (acymbal for instance).

The Trio KM DC high speed amplifier. Output: 48 watts RMS per channel.

And most people do.
But to design an amplifier which will react in less than one
millionth of asecond is rather more difficult.
Such an amplifier must by definition have avery short
'rise time' and avery high 'slew rate', particularly for high
frequencies and at high outputs.
If it doesn't, the output will be distorted, because some of
the signal components will be delayed and will emerge out
of phase with the rest.

What are 'rise time' and 'slew rate'?
1

The charts show you. No. 1defines the input
signal. Neat. Square.
No. 2shows aconventional amplifier response.
Look at the rise time (Ato B). Look at the slew
rate (the slope between A and B).
Now look at Chart 3, taken from aTrio high
speed amplifier. See how close both rise time
and slew rate are to Chart 1.
Finally, look at the additional distortion at the top
of the slope on Chart 2. It shows how a
conventional amplifier in attempting ahigh
speed rise 'overshoots' and makes things
even worse.
Trio high speed amplifiers have totally
integrated circuits which give acontrolled stable
rise time of 0.9 microseconds or less.
Only your ears can tell you how important a
millionth of asecond can be.
Try them.
But send the coupon and read all about it first.

Please send me full information about Trio high speed amplifiers, and the name of
my nearest dealer.

Front panel opens for access to essential controls
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NAME
ADDRESS

Exclusive United Kingdom Distributors:
B. H. Morris & Co. ( Radio) Ltd., Precision Centre,
Heather Park Drive, Wembley, Middx. HAO 1SU. •
Phone: 01-902 9422.

o
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LAST MONTH'S WINNERS: E. Spooner, 14 Glandulas Drive, Newtown, Powys; J. M.
Spiers, 37 Russell Road, Moor Park, Northwood, Middlesex HA6 2LP; T. E. Bates, 13,
Pickwick Close. Wake Green Road. Moseley, Birmingham B13 9XL; E. P. Wilson, Rose Dene,
51 Gladstone Grove, Heaton Moor, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 4BX; S. F. Hall, 1Grange View,
Westleton, Saxmundham, Suffolk, IP17 3EJ.
2

a

CLUES ACROSS
1
•
•
10
11
13
15
18
20
22
23
24

Clover somehow involved in loudspeaker grilles ( 6)
End in disordered room, though dying musically ( 7)
(
and 14 down) Sophisticated auto-glocken-polyphons, with wind! ( 6-6)
Shady business in the string section ( 6)
The interval has notes about a big record company ( 8)
Medicine from performance of Turandot on ice! ( 5)
Musically animated returning from oratorios sometimes ( 5)
Eine kleine tavernmusic, perhaps? ( 4-4, or 8)
Smoke nothing, no drinking for German bassoon ( 6)
Italian composer featured in mundane ' Rio Grande' performance ( 6)
Five as a random Russian composer ( 7)
Metal- oxide semi- conductor device, in short! ( 6)
15

CLUES DOWN
2
3
4
5
7
9
14
16
17
19
21

( and 5) Rae dashes about to reveal the'recorder component ( 5-4)
Detective force takes in radio somehow for special microphone ( 8)
Few or nothing involved in basic speaker ( 6)
( See 2)
British composer lled us a merry dance about ( 6)
( and 12) Oboist for whom lesson goes on somehow ( 4-8)
( See 8 across)
Handel oratorio in loudest heroic style ( 6)
Pianist associated in retrospect with bad nationalistic music ( 4)
Sone Ire- defined as random sound ( 5)
Very loud, at the end, this modern German composer ( 4)

16

17

19
20

21
22

23
A £ 5 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
s3lutions picked from those which arrive by May 14th.

Intuit

aDomingo, aCarreras, aCaballé. It
is such a big problem, you know.
And avery important one for me. I
was crazy to sing thirteen performcontinued from p 111
'Why have Ino plans in that direc- ances of Traviata with a terrible
a
terrible
baritone—
tion? Because Ithink first Idon't tenor,
have time for it, and Iwant to be everything was awful and I was
sure, if Ido it, that it is not danger- destroyed after the thirteen perforous for the voice. Of course there are mances; Iwas almost crying becomposers whose writing is very cause there was no help, no reaction
considerate
and
sensitive— on stage, and so Idecided No!. I
Benjamin Britten for example. I cannot sing with lousy people. I
have never sung any of his works, cannot give my best. If it is not
but Iknow alot of them well—they possible to have great artists. Idon't
are fantastic and never strain the accept an engagement. Iprefer to
voice'—the prospect of an Ellen stay at home, to study, to stay with
Orford from Ricciarelli is astrange, my family, my mother and sister—
wonderful thing indeed. What and my nephew. To touch my beabout Berg? ' No, not really ... no!' longings, my piano. There is too
Glancing back a hundred and fifty little time to do this.'
years in musical history, however,
With plans for Aida, Maria
reveals plans for a Donna Anna Stuarda and, at La Scala, / Due
(Don Giovanni) and aCountess (
La Foscari, her feelings are understanNozze di Figaro). Plans also exist for dable. ' In Lucia it must be the origaROH Traviata with Maazel in 1981 inal version without the cadenza for
and a Lucia with Jesus Lopez voice and flute; Pons was fantastic
Corbos.
there, but it is awhole tone higher,
When asked about past conduc- and really, the cadenza is wrong. If
tors and singing colleagues, she you are aSutherland, well OK, but if
implies strongly that not all of her you don't have it, you must do what
experiences have been particularly the composer wrote!' A characterishappy. ' Now, whenever Itake on an tic piece of intelligence from a
opera engagement Imust know ex- singer whose Luisa prompted Frank
actly who else is involved—singers, Granville Barker to describe her as
conductor, repetiteurs. Of course, in 'the most distinguished soprano of
Germany it is not always possible to her generation'.
have the same great singers; to have
Andrew Keener
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William Glock, and last July he was
given an honorary doctorate by
Edinburgh University. 1979 was a
good year for performances too: The
Fires of London took The Martyrdom of St. Magnus to the Holland,
Flanders and Warsaw Festivals, A
Mirror of Whitening Light was given
at the Proms and the Salome suite at
the RFH. The fine recording of the
Symphony was also amajor event in
our field. This year The Fires are to
tour Australia and New Zealand and
there will be more performances of
his music at home. The Scottish
recognition extends to his being a
guest of honour at this year's
Edinburgh Festival for which has
been commissioned to write a
chamber opera, The Lighthouse.

Manchester Festival
Following the success of the
International Organ Festival held in
Manchester in 1978, the second
which runs from 9-26 July this year
will have a marked change in emphasis. Although the Organ competition remains the central event,
the festival has now expanded to
incorporate eight of the ' Prom' con-

certs by the
Halle orchestra,
lunchtime recitals and bandstands,
guided tours of Manchester city
arthitecture, Jodrell Bank,and exhibitions of painting and sculpture.
The Alberni Quartet are giving a
concert at Wythenshawe and
Humphrey Lyttleton and his band
are appearing at the Free Trade Hall.
Details from the Festival Office,
Central Library, St. Peter's Square,
Manchester M2 5P0.

Bournemouth
Sinfonietta
Volker Wangenheim is to relinquish
his position as Principal Conductor
of the Bournemouth Sinfenietta in
July, a post he has held for three
years. His successor will be Ronald
Thomas, the present leader of the
orchestra, who will adopt the title
Musical Director as he will either
conduct or direct from the leader's
desk as occasion demands. Thomas
carne here from Australia in 1958,
winning
the
Carl
Flesch
International Competition in 1961.
His connexions with Bournemouth
stem from that time and he has
appeared extensively as asoloist, in
particular with the ASM/Marriner.
He formed his own chamber orchestra, the New London Soloists
Ensemble in 1970 and joined the
Bournemouth Sinfonietta in 1976.
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Best of the month*
Tureck's fresh Bach exploration
Double- starred Navarra Bach Cello
Chopin vol. 5 from Ashkenazy
Fitzvvilliam: Superb Franck Quartet
Klocker/Schroder's Hoffmeister/Schacht
Tchaikovsky Piano One: Arrausing
Holliger's double- starred Telemann
Violin Pieces from Haendel! Parsons
J. S. BACH: The Art of Fugue ( BWV 1080)
including ' Wenn wir in hrichsten Néthen sein'
(668a)
Wolfgang Rübsam ( org)
Philips 6768 038 ( 2records) (£ 7-98) ( Import Music)
At first, Ifelt alittle disappointed. Rübsam makes clear
in his notes on the performance that since he has
chosen ( Ithink appropriately) to play at even pitches
throughout each piece ( so as to reproduce accurately
the crossing of the lower parts), much will depend
upon his use of articulation: It is none too easy to hear
details of this anyway ( which means that his articulation is ill- matched to the organ ( afine Metzler), to the
church or to the recording ( or vice-versa). In any case,
his use of articulation in the larger fugues is rather dull,
and at times either his hearing or his coordination is
clearly suspect, for notes that should sound simultaneously fail to do so. However, on side 3 ( in the
canons), the recording suddenly comes to life; the
canons, played mainly on flutes, are beautifully shaped,
full of character and joy. The same liveliness spreads
over onto side 4, and if we may regret Rübsam's choice
of the renowned chorale ripieno registration which
only really works on Silbermann's instruments ( all
basic 8' pitches coupled), this was an imaginative idea.
Less attractive are the speed- changes in the last
Contrapunctus, and the combination of slow tremulant
with Sesquialtera etc (?) in the chorale. Variable.
[A: 1*/2]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: COMPLETE WORKS VOLUMES 10
& 11: Orgelbüchlein ( BWV 599-644)
Andre lsoir ( org)
Calliope CAL 1710/11 (
2 records) (£ 5-25 each)
(Harmonia Mundi)
There is an all- French insert of musical information, but
organ data is regrettably omitted. The instrument is the
Ahrend in Frankfurt-Nordweststadt, and is tonally
magnificent—lsoir certainly makes good use of its
resources. If his sometimes 'over- pretty' registration
and tendency to exaggerated phrasing and rubato
prove a little irritating with repeated hearing, much is
still finely wrought, and will find wide acceptance.
A press release states that Calliope use dummy- head
recordings—surely not literally true, because the result
would sound fine on ' phones but poor on speakers. In
fact, ' phones give little more outside the head than do

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

PRICES
We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
just after we go to Press. Also, record companies
sometimes fail to inform us of increases.
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normal Blumlein signals, while the speakers give an
image much as expected normally—perhaps a trifle
'swimmy' sometimes, but not worrying with organs.
Perhaps slightly spaced mikes were used? The general
sound quality is very clear, with ample bass and quiet
background—the only minor minus is the odd bit of
wow or flutter. [
A/B: 2)
Trevor Attewell
J. S. BACH: Italian Concerto BWV 971 D Four
Duetti ( Clay. III) ( 802-5) D Chromatic Fantasy
and Fugue ( 903)
Rosalyn Tureck (pno)
CBS 76899 (£ 4.99)
Characteristic of Tureck are clearly thorough preparation, evident love for the music and astrong instinct
for characterisation. Also typical are moments of
curious idiosyncracy; why does she spread many of the
big tutti chords in the Concerto? Why does she begin
the Chromatic Fugue so very softly? Why so much emphasis on the stabbed staccatissimo? Miss Tureck
continues—as she always has—to show so much
awareness and imagination, yet also to adopt policies
which lead us to wonder just how deeply she really
thinks out the fundamental questions. Yet there is
something very special about this evergreen veteran of
Bach keyboard works that continues to draw . rné, into
her performances. A good example here is the dainty
little Duetto 3 ( BWV 804), which opens Side 2. Tureck
plays with a short, softish staccato ( but not quite
staccatissimo) throughout, and the effect is absolutely
charming; the piano sounds momentarily like an excellent forte-piano or harp in this treatment, so it is not so
unauthentic, either.
Recording is excellent throughout; CBS have had
plenty of experience of piano- Bach with Glenn Gould,
and it tells here—clarity, sensible distancing and focus,
exact monitoring of the extremely subtle differences in
touch which are used. The performances are, for Tureck
admirers, wonderful—the consistent continuation of
years of public and recorded performances by a
musician who has never bothered too much about the
taste of the times. We should admire Rosalyn Tureck for
that, relish her tenderly musical Duetti, and accept her
invitation to explore Bach afresh. Stimulating. [ A*: 1]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: 6 Suites for Unaccompanied Cello
(BWV 1007-1012)
André Navarra ( v/c)

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:

e

(monophonic)
IM (stereo transcription)
(
quadraphonic: stereo compatible)

e refers to

a UK reissue

Compatible C) records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

Calliope CAL 1641/2/3 (
3 records) ( E5-25 each)
(Harmonia Mu ndi) ( also boxed as 16 4143, £12-60)
This set of Bach Suites is absolutely first class. The
strong sense of character ( especially in the optional
dances, or galanteries) is unparalleled in any of the
various strong competitors, the technique is effortless
and confident, the result calculated in its eloquence,
architecturally strong but expressively lyrical. The proportions and speeds seem so ' right' that even occasional surprises ( like the fast Gigue of the fifth Suite)
sound attractively persuasive; intonation is usually
excellent ( outstandingly
consistent,
sometimes
beautiful in its lyrical shading): asensitive and responsive performance.
It is certainly incorrect to suppose that Bach expected downwards arpeggiation of chords, such as we
occasionally hear in this set; but it is the spirit that is so
right. The music dances like a song of life. The
recording seems to me absolutely unsurpassable in its
directness, its clarity and its focus. Excellent, and—as it
is available in single discs—astrong competitor that is
worth every penny. The suites are played in order.1/2,
3/4, 5/6. Ithink the first disc is marginally the best.
[A*: 1*).
Stephen Daw
BARTOK: Viola Concerto / HINDEMITH: ' Der
Schwanendreher'
Daniel Benyamini ( via) I Orchestre de Paris I
Barenboim
DG 2531 249 (£ 5.50)
Daniel Benyamini is avery fine viola player with arich,
full tone which he employs to telling effect in Bartok's
posthumous work. Indeed, of the several recordings
there have been of the piece, only William Primrose
sounded richer, and Menuhin's rare excursion with the
instrument ran it very close. The orchestral playing is
alert and acceptably crisp, with Barenboim seeming
more alive to the nuances of the Bartok than to the
blunter mode of the Hindemith. This rather brittle piece
is based on three folk songs of which the title piece is
the last and most ambitiously handled. It is full of
technical skill yet does not come through as a very
warm-hearted composition. The date, 1935, may have
something to do with that. The recording deals very
well with both works, rather better, as usual, with the
solid scoring of Hindemith than with the more fugitive
aspects of Bartok-Szerly. Of the other versions it is
Marcus Thompson's performance of the Hindemith
with the MIT Orchestra on Turnabout that is the most
acceptable, though it does not sit in too well with the
Bloch and Martin works to which it is allied in that
recording. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Domrnett
BEETHOVEN: Fidelio, Op. 72
Hildegard Behrens I Hans Sotin I Peter Hofmann I
Theo Adam etc IChicago SO & Chorus ISo/ti
Decca D178D 3 digital ( 3 records) (£ 16.50)
Solti's Chicago Fidel() is a mixed bag. As a digital
recording it disappoints in that the process brings no
additional transparency. Side 1 disappoints musically
with agrim- sounding account of the overture, leaning
heavily towards Wagnerian portentousness rather than
to Haydnesque poise. And Solti rushes through the first
domestic scene, as he ultimately does the finale—no
match for Bernstein's human approach. With the
'namenlose Freuder duet and the chorus ' Heil sei dem

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
B
C
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1'
2
3
4
H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: 1*, A*: 2 or (exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News & Record Review.
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Tag' shunted together, as here, the idea of interpolating
Leonora 3 (
omitted altogether by Solti) becomes very
persuasive—and that is beautifully done in the
Bernstein VP0 set. Apart from some channeling of
voices in the dungeon scene this is largely a 'concert
performance', and the unwillingness to relent gives
Solti's Fidelio a narrowness of vision, gives the opera
the character of awork like Christus am plberge. The
orchestra and singers are blended as one, not separated
into two distinct layers.
Where this performance is memorable is in the
dungeon scene; although Hofmann makes a pale
impression as Florestan, Sotin ( Rocco) and Behrens
(Leonore) work wonderfully well together. [
A: 1/3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN:

Symphony

6 in

F,

Op.

68

'Pastoral'
Philadelphia IMutr
HMV ASD3854 (£ 5-40)
Unexpectedly, the Philadelphia Pastoral with a long
stay in the catalogue has not been conducted by
Ormandy, but by Bruno Walter: aversion made in 1946.
Muti's is avery typical modern record ( incidentally the
third Sixth in quick succession produced for EMI by
Christopher Bishop), with its rather predictable boosting of low strings in the stretto into the second section
of the scherzo ( 160-4), and fortissimo passages inflated in loudness; also the Philadelphia winds have an
opaque cast. On the credit side there is the efficient
playing—strings in especially eloquent form—the accommodation of all repeats, and few interpretative
points not made decisively by Muti. Of these Ifound
the ritard over the opening phrase impatiently dealt
with in the exposition repeat, the trumpet notes held a
shade too artfully at the close of the scherzo passage at
203, 204, and the slowing at the end of the presto coda,
before the Storm, unwelcome. Muti's is a fast- paced
account which even more than Karajan's ( not the
beautifully developed Philharmonia version on HMV)
deserves the epithet 'the countryside seen from a
limousine'. As reflected in the black bonnet of a
limousine polished to the highest gloss.
In short, Ifind deeper musical rewards in the old
Kleiber Concertegebouw recording, albeit in emasculated ' Eclipse' sound [r], which is full of character, has
memorable orchestral virtuosity, and which in the
opening movement more than any alternative illustrates Leonard Bernstein's nutshell analysis 'an essay
on the subject tonic F to dominant C', illustrates the
infinite variety Beethoven suggested by obsessive
repetitions. The polish of Muti's Sixth gives pleasure,
but an intrusive urbanity displaces the rustic innocence
of this symphony. [
A: 1/2] Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Triple Concerto in C, Op. 56
Mark Zeltser (pno) IAnne-Sophie Mutter ( yin) IYo Yo
Ma ( v/c) IBP° IKarajan
DG 2531 262 (£ 5-50)
This time Karajan has atrio whose combined ages must
approximate to his own ( the publicists have not been
specific about Mark Zeltser, who left the Soviet Union
in 1976). The 1979 BPO touring and festival programmes featured them together in the Beethoven concerto.
• Refined in detail and Romantic in feeling, Karajan's
two versions are similar, asuggestion of more intimate
withdrawal here in the Largo, of gentler lyricism in the
Rondo, being largely amatter of the DG engineering, of
the use of recession—although the HMV performance
(ASD2582, 1970) does have greater dramatic urgency
in the last movement, with the three Russians more
incisive in the Polonaise section. In terms of balance
the pianist generally receives less prominence than the
two string players: this tends to underline his altogether
cooler manner, whereas Mutter, captivating in her
precocious assurance, is amarvellous foil for the cellist
Ma, whose rapt communing with the instrument and
ultra- sensitive technical approach single him out as an
artist of enormous promise. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio in D, Op. 70: 1 ' Ghost'
D Trio in 13 ,,Op. 11
Demus (pno) IMaier ( yin) IDeinzer ( c1t) IManda/ka
(v/c)
Harmonia Mundi 065-99839 (£ 5-25) ( Parnote)
In recent weeks Ihave had great pleasure from the HM
Vienna recording of Minuets & Allemandes ( reviewed
March), but this Schloss Kircheim coupling is less
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happily engineered. The two trios are played by
members of the Collegium Aureum using authentic
instruments, and whereas their Schubert Trout Quintet
with Demus was superbly balanced, here the two
strings project aggressively, with the image of the
Conrad Graf hammerfliigel tending to shift position as
the hands move from treble to bass. Performances are
straightforward, and at least the use of original
instruments gives the clearest idea of how Beethoven's
remarkable piano trio slow movement, with its ghostly
tremolando effects, must have struck 19th century
listeners.
However, the persistent twang of this historic
keyboard instrument is hard to dissociate from
memories of the neglected parlour upright, and that
great Adagio is best served on records by the
inspirational Barenboim / Zukerman / Du Pré trio
(HMV). [
8/C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BE ETHOVEN: Sonata No.14 in ce, Op. 27, No. 2
'The Moonlight' D Sonata No. 8in c. Op. 13 ' The
Pathetique 0 Sonata No. 28 in A, Op. 101
Misha Dichter (pno)
Philips 9500 319 (£ 5-45)
Misha Dichter's predecessors in the field are dauntingly distinguished and he clearly places himself in the
'modern' school of Beethoven playing—avoiding the
sensationally melodramatic approach to such passages
as the opening of the ' Pathétique', and being at pains to
allow the features which clearly display their roots in
the Classical tradition to show through.
Dichter's ' Moonlight' avoids the extremes adopted
by some players. The first movement is fairly fast for
adagio sostenuto (
certainly when compared with
Roger Woodward on LRL 15097) and there is evident
forward impetus. He still achieves considerable depth
of feeling, and the triplet accompanimental figure is
afforded due importance, balancing his well- pointed
melody. The second movement is more measured and
less rhythmically vibrant and incisive than someone
like Kempff ( DG 2721 197) and it must be admitted
that the whole effect is rather limp. The Finale feels
totally under control and has a clarity of approach
which some may feel undermines the headlong, almost
frenetic, excitement which some pianists elicit from
this movement.
The performance of the late A major sonata is again
well controlled and avoids overstatement, but here the
approach perhaps misses the intense seriousness and
monumentality which underlie all three movements of
this comparatively brief work.
The piano sound is adequate. but not spectacular,
with a fairly dry acoustic and some thinness in the
upper registers. The image is well placed and clear in
outline, being consistent throughout the three sonatas.
Bearing in mind the formidable alternatives: [
8: 2].
Roger Bowen
BIZET: Carmen Suites nos. 1 & 2—excerpts /
GRIEG: Suite from Peer Gynt
St. Louis SO ISlatkin
Telarc 10048 digital (£ 8.80) ( Unicorn)
For all its sonic impressiveness, Ifound this disc hard'
going. So far, companies have shown more than a
degree of enterprise and imagination in the artists and
repertoire they have chosen to record digitally. With
this latest arrival we return to the type of ' orchestral
showpiece' material which greeted the arrival of stereo
and, more recently, direct cut discs—to performances
which are perfectly adequate but which—brutal as it
may seem—would pass unnoticed under normal
circumstances. In any case, Imust admit that Ihave
never been able to warm to Carmen without voices.
Apart from the resultant switchback journey through
the opera, to hear Teresa Berganza's proud, fiery Danse
Bohème (
in the DG Abbado set) is to confirm the sheer
inadequacy of the various instrumental substitutes, and
La Garde Montante sounds interminable without its
chorus of urchins. The selection from Peer Gynt seems
to be the conductor's choice from the familiar pair of
suites, and once again, the performances are welldrilled and unexceptionable—but give me Beecham
and 1956 sound any day ( SXLP 30423), or for that
matter Per Dreier's superbly recorded set of the complete music ( Unicorn RHS 361/2). The new recordings
make a fine noise—groove spacing occasionally
reaches 78 rpm, coarse- groove width!—and the bass
drum adds asatisfying. pitched presence to the picture,
whether playing at pp (
Grieg— Arabian Dance) or
thundering through the texture, as in the Carmen

Introduction to Act I. Detail is, as we have come to
expect, firmly delineated and often illuminating. But
no, sadly we have already been spoiled by digitally
recorded repertoire, and so it must be admitted that the
newcomer adds little to the overall picture. [
A*: 2]
Andrew Keener
BRUCKNER: Symphony 6 in A
CSO / So/ti
Decca SXL 6946 (£ 5.50)
A very interesting and in many respects impressive
account. Solti takes all four movements unusually
slowly, yet his strong, keen rhythmic sense holds the
listener's attention despite id iosyncracies. All the same,
the indulgently slow treatment of Gesangsperioden
and the frequent relaxation of tempi accord neither
with Bruckner's markings ( when he wants acrescendo
et accelerando he is perfectly capable of asking for it)
nor, it seems to me, with the spirit of this noble music. A
Jochum or a Furtwängler can convince one of the
rightness of extreme freedom in the interpretation of
Bruckner's markings; with this new Solti account of the
Sixth, Iam more persuaded of passing beauties than of
the cogent architecture of the whole. The Chicago
Orchestra, who recorded this symphony under
Barenboim for DG ( reviewed in December 1978), play
it with great tonal beauty, resilience, and reserves of
power. But even more than with Barenboim, the
listener to this most recent Chicago performance is
likely to find himself wishing for acrisper, altogether
fleeter and more closely- meshed reading. The recording is full- toned and nicely detailed, but my review
copy has dreadfully noisy surfaces, with clicks and
swishes galore. Disappointing, and I hope not
typical 113: 2]
Peter Branscombe
BYRD: My Ladye Nevills Booke—excerpts
Christopher Hogwood ( virginals, hpd, chamber org)
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 566 (£ 5.50)
From this Booke, Christopher Hogwood has made a
selection, with commentary, based on his own studies
of the music, instrumentation and performing.
techniques of the period: he is, of course, a distinguished musicologist as well as conductor and
virtuoso performer. Byrd was a musician of great
versatility, though Itend to remember his church
music more than the rest. We do not get that here: this is
the secular Byrd, with galliards, grounds and gigges
and much more besides—such as Byrd's treatment of
what were then familiar themes. All this is detailed in
Mr. Hogwood's enlightening notes.
Four different keyboard instruments are used, all
being modern copies of contemporary models: Italian
and Flemish harpsichords, virginals and chamber
organ. For me, the great revelation of this issue is the
power and versatility of the virginals: one of the pieces
selected is Byrd's version of The Battell, in which occur
a whole series of 'military' effects as well as actual
combat, and here the sheer brilliance of Hogwood's
playing just has to be heard. Of course we get other
moods elsewhere, and performer's riches of other
kinds. The whole leave àone with an enhanced respect
for the composer and a more complete grasp of his
period, together with some envy, perhaps, for
Christopher
Hogwood's
profoundly
scholarly
musicianship.
The recording of all four instruments is very good and
nicely balanced: an excellent issue. [
A: 1 / 1*]
Peter Turner
CEREROLS: Missa pro Defunctis CI Vivo Vo
Pues para en la Sepultura
Escolania and Capella de Musica of Montserrat I
Se garra
Harmonia Mundi 065-99715 (£ 5-25) ( Parnote)
The Requiem follows the traditional liturgical
sequence, and is naturally of a sombre character. It
makes little effort towards the 'splendid' kind of writing
which we associate with Verdi and other composers of
later periods, being content to make its effect by
musical structure and liturgical appropriateness: it is
sung prayer, not asacred concert. It contains a wide
variety of styles, being neither wholly polyphonic nor
homophonic, and the contrasts are beautifully workedout. This music is profound rather than ravishing: of a
deep seriousness and faith.
The Requiem is followed by two popular anthems in
the Castilian language. Here the sound changes
abruptly, giving the impression of having been
recorded in adifferent location. It may be that the rather
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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subdued effect of the Requiem has something to do
with the fact that the treble voices are employed at a
rather lower register than usual, whereas in the two
anthems the boys' voices rise up above the men's in the
way we expect them to.
In other respects this is agood recording: very clear
and detailed, with the organ and instrumental parts
discreet but audible. To some extent this is an issue for
students of liturgical music; but as that contains some
of the highest flights of the human spirit, one neglects it
to one's loss. [
A/B: 1 ]
Peter Turner

dassicaL

opening of Side 2intending, for the moment, to sample
Bassoon Concerto is astrong, dramatic piece which in
only the Ballade, and was immediately drawn by the
several respects looks ahead to Weber; it is played with
strength of personality and imagination into listening,
warmth and nimbleness by Karl- Otto Hartmann. On
at one sitting, to the whole disc ( the programme has
the second side he is joined by Dieter Kleicker in a
been thoughtfully arranged to allow for this). Perhaps
beguiling account of a Sinfonia Concertante— awork
the finest performance is that of the Fantasie: it
in which the balance and function of soloists and
possesses heroism, fearsome attack, warmth, an intuitorchestra is examined in unusual ways, and within an
ive flexibility ( climaxes are unerringly built) and an
interestingly limited range of tempi. Eloquent,
overriding impression of spontaneous utterance. Risks
thoughtful readings, freshly and cleanly recorded.
are taken with all the fearlessness of a live
[A: 1 ]
Peter Branscombe
performance—only here, each of them pays off
magnificently.
DEBUSSY: Sonata for flute, viola and harp 0
The group of Mazurkas, too, is characterised with
CHARPENTIER: Le Jugement Dernier
Beatus
Sonata for Cello and Piano j Sonata for Violin
Vir
panache and, where appropriate, humour; and like all
and Piano D Syrinx, for solo flute
Evelyne Brunner, Helena Vieira (sops) I Naoko I great artists, Ashkenazy possesses the gift of simplicity.
Frans Vaster ( fit) IJaap Schroder ( yin, vla) IEdward
Try, for instance, the quiet, final bars of the A flat
Witsenburg ( hrp) IAnner Bylsma ( v/c) I Gerard van
hara ( con) IAlain Zaepffel ( c- ten) IAlejandro Ramirez
I
Mazurka.
There
is
no
gesture
of
conclusion,
no
warn(ten) I Philippe Huttenlocher ( bass) I Lisbon
Blerk (pno)
ing
ritenuto.
The
music
has
said
all
it
has
to
say.
Never,
Gulbenkian Foundation Symphonic Choir and Orch I
Acanta EA 21814 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
in fact, is there any more 'give' in Ashkenazy's rubato
Corboz
These performances are generally sympathetic and
than the music demands—such intuitive awareness of
RCA ' Erato' STU 71222 (£ 5.50)
sensitive. Jaap Schreider ( familiar to me only in his
the natural shape of a phrase is rare in Chopin
In this recording, 'The Last Judgement' is acrôles of violinist and in pre- nineteenth century music)
interpretation.
companied by strings or organ, with the addition of
offers a poised, rather cool account of the Violin
The recording serves the performances handsomly in
trumpets for the two fanfare episodes, and recorders in
Sonata, and if other players have invested the work
textural clarity, abundance of overtones in the heavier
the final chorus. In the Beat us Vir variable vocal
with richer colouring and greater tonal allure, its
passages ( in this respect, characteristically, Ashkenazy
ensembles are used too, ranging from asmall group of
delicacy
of mood is well represented by Schroder's
asks much of his piano), depth and presence'.
soloists to the full choir.
silvery, occasionally fragile tone. With little doubt this
Occasionally, there comes a recorded performance
It is useful to have a recording of these interesting
is at present the version to have.
which, while it is playing, convinces the listener that
works, although generally speaking, the vocal work is
The Trio is similarly pure of style, even if the Finale is
there can be no other way to approach the music. This
not terribly outstanding, apart from some attractive
without the darting, sunlight- on- water vividness so
is such a disc. [
A*: 1*)
Andrew Keener
singing from Philippe Huttenlocher. The string playing
beautifully
caught
by
the
Melos
Ensemble
is sometimes alittle untidy, and the recorder intonation
(SOL 60048—the twenty- year- old recording remains
CHOPIN: Polonaise in Al, Op. 53 0 Andante
is not always accurate. The recording, too, leaves
a model of clarity, warmth and accurate perspective).
Spianato & Grande Polonaise in Eb, Op. 22 0
something to be desired: it has a dim, rather distant
At the same time, the quietly expectant drop into B
Variations Brillantes on atheme from Hérold's
quality, and during the choral sections, the instrumajor halfway through the Interlude is ravishingly
'Ludovic' o Mazurkas, Op. 6 CI Contredanse in
mental sound lacks definition. [ C: 2/3]Colin Evans
done. Only in the Cello Sonata did I find the
G ri Tarantelle in Ae, Op. 43
detachment ashade offputting. This tightly- knit work
Malcolm Frager (pno)
really needs sharper characterisation, agreater sense of
CHOPIN: Etudes, Op. 10 & 25
Telarc 10040 digital (£ 8.80) ( Unicorn)
mystery in the stalking, Shostakovich-like second
Fou Ts'ong (pno)
Not arecord for the faint-hearted. The two Polonaises
movement—appropriately, perhaps, Rostropovich and
CBS 61886 (£ 3.39)
receive characteristically fiery, rhythmically incisive
Britten ( Decca) are superb here, with percussive,
Of all Chopin's solo piano music, none reveals more
treatment with LH octaves in the Op. 53 middle section
restless pizzicati and a mercurial, impulsive middle
cruelly than the Etudes both the insensitive musician
of a thundering ferocity. Make no mistake, this is
section. In the lull of the Lento bars ( Fig. 9) just before
and the second-rate technician. Fou Ts'ong's performtremendous bravura pianism, absolutely secure technithe end of the Finale, too, Julian Lloyd Webber's
ances offer a sensitive, well- shaped and musicianly
cally, and, of its type, highly exciting. The digital
langorous way with that F-Agponamento strikes me as
guide through this music; only occasionally did Ifeel
recording places us eyeball to eyeball with the piano.
entirely appropriate to the ambivalence of this
that some of the more reflective music stood in danger
There is amazing depth and range, asplendid ring to
Commedia
d'ell'Arte- inspired
music— Pierrot's
of sounding self-absorbed. Op. 25/7, for instance, with
the upper register, and the firm, deep bass of Frager's
wistful gaze is apparent throughout this episode—and
its long- breathed LH melody, sounds laboured beside
Beisendorfer is beautifully caught—just listen to the
beside her British colleague, Anner Bylsma sounds less
Ashkenazy's natural, limpid account ( SXL 6710), and
pedalled LH, sforzando quavers in the lead- back to the
imaginative here.
all but comes to a halt at the pause in bar 36.
reprise of the A- flat Polonaise. Be warned, though: the
A single disappointment, then, on an otherwise
So what of technical matters? Is there security of the
high level cut will send all but the best cartridges
attractive disc. Syrinx is beautifully done in its
scuttling for cover.
kind which allows the attention to settle untroubled on
passionate way; awelcome change from several more
the music itself? Often, yes. Op. 10/1 is urgent and
And yet, it was with a vague apprehension that I willowy, effete accounts. Nothing to complain about in
strong, if without Ashkenazy's imagination in the LH
turned the disc for the lighter material on Side 2. The
the recordings, either. They are clean, well-balanced
line, and the tenth and twelfth of Op. 25 are gratifyingly
Mazurkas are almost uniformly fast, loud and hard
and unglamourised. [
A: 1/(Cello Sonata) 2]
assured, the latter with an enviable depth of tone
driven. Frager completely misses the gentle pathos of
Andrew Keener
(although I've recently been listening to Percy
the descending chromatic harmony of Op. 6/1, phrasDELIBES: 'Coppélia' ballet
Grainger's old blue label Columbia of no. 10, which
ing in 6/2 ( not remotely sotto voce at the start) is shortRotterdam PO IZinman
offers playing of frightening urgency and menace). In
winded and explosive, and the unremitting forte in 6/3
Philips 6769 035 (
2 records) (£ 10.45)
the last analysis, however, Ifeel that the message of
(despite numerous piano markings) renders impotent
It would probably be generally true to say that most of
the ff attack in the second half—neither is there aflicker
some of these Etudes is recognised more thoroughly
the preceding versions of Coppélia have tended toward
elsewhere. The sinister quality beneath the surface of
of humour or mischief in this mazurka's left- handproducing a dancing version; Ansermet was always
Op. 10/9, for example, is barely touched upon, with
over- right bars. To hear Rubinstein's naturalness of
keenly ballet- minded in such things; Dorati, though
none of Ashkenazy's quiet malevolence behind the
phrasing, his gentle 'throwaway' gesture in the little
more romantically flavoured, likewise; Bonynge very
crescendo in bar 8. I'm also surprised by asupervision
recurring triplet figure of 6/1 is to enter another world
much concerned to put the performance into historical
which allows some alarming pitch discrepancies (
cg,
of
imagination ( RCA
SB 6702-4—available
separately).
styling;
Mari, with his Paris Opéra forces, achieving a
bar 18 of Op. 10/2, the last three bars of 10/10 and
very theatrical quality. In the face of these, all excellent
several more in 10/11— if each change of pitch here
While Ican imagine many hi-fi enthusiasts' living
in their various but not too dissimilar ways, it is difficult
signifies an edit, then this study must have been a rooms resounding to this powerfully recorded disc, my
to know how strongly to recommend another new
patchwork affair indeed).
letter rating is offered cautiously: for all its immediate
version, except, in this case, to say that this seems to me
So while there is much to admire, this latest
impressiveness, Iquickly began to feel browbeaten by
to be, although Iam no dancer, the least aimed at the
instalment of Fou Ts'ong's Chopin strikes me as both
such aconsistently ' big is beautiful' approach to piano
ballet fanatic. Ido not say this in aderogatory sense but
less consistently perceptive and, from the production
recording. [
A*: 2 (
Polonaises)/3/4 ( remainder)]
in praise of a performance that goes out of its way to
point of view, less polished than its predecessors. The
Andrew Keener
make a long score of ballet music ( some of a fairly
recording itself is warm- toned and quite bright. [
13: 2]
FRANZ DANZI: Concerto in F for Bassoon and
superficial nature) interesting musically. Again, this is
Andrew Keener
Orchestra D Sinfonia Concertante in 13/ for
not to suggest that Zinman is heavy- handed or proClarinet, Bassoon and Orchestra
duces aversion that could not be danced to—basically
CHOPIN: Piano Works, Vol. 5: Fantasie in f, Op.
Dieter KlOcker ( cif) I Karl- Otto Hartmann ( bsn) I it is lively and rhythmical, but he certainly puts alot into
49 Two Nocturnes, Op. 48 - Ballade in A Op.
Concerto Amsterdam ISchreider
it; considerable vehemence into the well-known
47 o Mazurka in a 'à Emile Gaillard' D Three
Acanta EA 23144 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
mazurka right from the start; tasteful rubato into the
Mazurkas, Op. SOO Tarantelle, Op. 43 ri Prelude
waltz and elsewhere. It remains light in overall effect, as
in ce, Op. 45
If we could only be given afew more records like this,
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) •
especially of one of the operas, we would be in a it should, yet one is constantly aware of conductorial
emphasis and consequent attentive playing from the
Decca SXL 6922 ( E5-50)
position to value Franz Danzi as highly as he surely
orchestra. Iwould certainly recommend it to anyone
deserves. Franz Danzi succeeded his father at the
Ashkenazy's Chopin survey continues on its chronolowanting to savour the music for its own sake, as
principal cellist's desk at Munich in 1783, when he was
gical way with playing of the utmost refinement and
distinct from someone wanting to revisit the ballet.
20 and had served his apprenticeship at the former
insight; the music in this latest instalment dates from
There is aclear, open recording that does not lack the
electoral court at Mannheim. As acomposer he was full
Chopin's thirty-first year when he was living with
fundamental warmth of string and woodwind tone that
of often prophetic ideas, and he was agood enough
George Sand in Paris and Nohant. Ibegan with the
makes an orchestral recording seem reasonably
craftsman to present them to full advantage. The
realistic. It is not one of those startling recordings that
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calls for added stars, but it is eminently worthy of a
convincing A. For the ultimate theatrical experience
Mari must be recommended, but Ifind this a very
satisfying reading in light but penetrating vein. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond
DVORAK: Symphony No. 8 in G, Op. 88 13
Slavonic Dance No. 8 in G, Op. 46, No. 8
BP° IKarajan
HMV ASD 3775 (€ 5.40)
The first thing that strikes one about this performance is
the sheer beauty of the orchestral playing. It is rare that
one hears a composer's instructions regarding dynamics so scrupulously observed, for instance. Or, for
that matter, a conductor who controls so completely
the ebb and flow of the music while at the same time
retaining aview of the whole landscape. To the Karajan
devotee such remarks must seem gratuitous, but it is
not always the case with the recordings of his that tend
to fall to me to consider. Recently there have been at
least two very good performances of this symphony,
the best being Colin Davis' on Philips. In some respects
that remains a firm recommendation in spite of the
tremendous competition of this new version, not least
because in matters of detail Philips' recording is
marginally better than HMV's. ( And one hopes that
finished pressings will be freer of the surface noises
that afflict our test pressing.) In matters of balance
HMV have nothing to fear, and as has been said, the
softest sounds can still be heard. There is also the
question of involvement, and here one feels that Davis'
rapt performance tells us more about the work than
Karajan's ever- so- meticulous attention to detail.
Admittedly the differences are ones of taste, and Ihave
derived much pleasure from this performance, so that if
1am still inclined to prefer Davis Iam not trying to
induce a change of heart in Karajan's admirers.
[A: 1/1*)
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: Symphony 1 in Ab, Op. 55
LPO IHandley
CFP 40331 (£ 1.99)
Closely modelled on the composer's own approach
(World Records), Solti's remains the finest of the four
extant LPO recordings. At bargain price Handley's is an
'objective' performance far removed from the betweenthe- lines reading of Barenboim. Indeed, in the slow
movement Handley is closest of all to Elgar's unsentimental manner, where Solti's hushed espressivo is as
individual as in Barbirolli's Philharmonia version.
Handley is especially impressive in the introduction to
the finale; in the scherzo there is that brashness in the
playing which ( for me) marred his CFP Falstaff. On the
whole he avoids the richness of overtones, the mystical
sweetness of the A- flat Symphony. The EMI Studio
recording is admirably ' layered' and bold in its dynamic
extremes; the finished pressing looked immaculate but
provided adepressing barrage of surface noises, but we
gather that this production batch has now been
withdrawn, and hope that further pressings will be
better. [
A/B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
FISCHER: Keyboard Pieces
William Christie ( hpd)
Harmonià Mundi HM 1026 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)
The works contained in this interesting and very
welcome recital are Prpeludium VI and VIII and
Chaconne from the Pièces de Clavessin of 1696; and
'Uranie' and ' Euterpe - from Le Parnasse Musical of
1738. William Christie has done Fischer, and us, agreat
service with this record. Urania, starry Muse, and
Euterpe, lyric - Muse, are invoked in' many striking
movements ( nine in the former case, six in the latter); so
. vaned, pfeasing yet Stern Are thew that it would' be
good to hear Fischer's depiction of the other seven
Muses too. The excerpts from the earlier pu bl ication are
equally welcome—indeed, the short second side could
surely have accommodated two or three more movements. William Christie made the recording on a fine
harpsichord by William Dowd at Saint- Michel de
Provence last year. The playing is crisp, rhythmically
strong, unfussy yet nicely varied; the recording is rather
thrusting, insistent, with not unwelcome ambient
noise, including birdsong. [
B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
FRANCK: String Quartet in D
Fitzwilliam Quartet
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 46 (£ 5.25)
A work of extreme difficulty and strenuousness in live
performance, all four players constantly occupied, and
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most of the music of daunting chromaticism ( daunting,
that is, from the point of view of purity of intonation).
Double- stopping is also in plentiful supply, and textures often verge on the orchestral in terms of density
and tonal richness. The Quartet is also set on an
extraordinarily large scale, its four movements playing
for almost fifty minutes.
This is an extremely beautiful, passionate and superbly organised work, and the performance does it
proud—it is evidently alabour of love, the outcome of a
deepening respect and acquaintance gathered from
several concert performances. Initially Iwas a little
worried by an apparent scarcity of piano (
and quieter;
at several key points Franck asks for ppp), but soon
realised that the players were fully responsive to the
quieter music, and all that was needed was aslightly
lower volume setting than usual. The recording ( made
at Snape) then possesses warmth, admirably firm
placing and excellent balance. Then, too, not easily
forgotten is the withdrawn quality of the Larghetto (
a
movement of great beauty and tenderness), or, in the
last bars of the first movement, the soft Lento allusions
on viola and cello to the foregoing Allegro motif—a
striking parallel with the very end of the first movement
of the Piano Quintet.
You will have gathered that 1love this record. It
promises to be the first in a new series of neglected
Romantic string quartets. That, of course, depends on
its commercial success. [
A: 1*]
Andrew Keener
FRESCO BA LDI: II primo libro di Capricci, 1624
Harry van de Kamp ( bar) IGustav Leonhardt (hpd org)
Harmonia
Mundi
157-99835/6
(
2 records)
(£8.40) ( Parnote)
Written for those interested in compositional style and
technique, the dozen or so works on this record include
some interesting curiosities.
Capriccio sopra il Cucho, as the name suggests, is
based upon the cuckoo call, and although the
composer uses additional material, he exhausts the
poor bird by using the two- note motif eighty times in
the piece. In another capriccio, Frescobaldi obliges the
performer to sing one of the contrapuntal parts without
playing it, and this explains the presence of Mr van de
Kamp on the record. The Capriccio cromatico con
ligature al contrario is typical -of Frescobaldi's
chromatic writing, in which he resolves dissonances
upwards, producing some unexpected and striking
effects. It is interesting that Frescobaldi's works of this
nature, which must have been considered very extreme
when written, are the most approachable for 20th
century listeners.
Leonhardt's performance is commanding. There are
thoughtful touches of rubato, and a fluid sense of
rhythm and pace. The organ used for the recording is
the lovely subdued Cipri instrument in San Martino,
Bologna, while the harpsichord is an original Guisti
model of 1681. This, too, being a comparatively
modest instrument, has apure and gentle sound, and is
ideal for this essentially intimate music. [A: 1]
Colin Evans
HARRIS: Symphony for Band ' West Point' 0
Cimarron: Concerto for Piano and Strings'
UCLA Wind Ensemble I Westbrook I' Johana-Harris
(pno) I International String Congress Orchestral
Harris
Varese vcalloo (£ 5.62) ( Unicorn)*
Apparently the, late Roy Harris recorded more of his
own music than was realised. The performance of the
Concerto was made at a live performance in Puerto
Rico in August 1960, and all things considered it is very
successful. The work is arevision of the Piano Quintet
of 1936, one of the composer's earliest and most
successful pieces of chamber music, and one that
might still profitably be re-recorded. In this orchestral
format it is a powerful composition and with Mrs.
Harris as soloist it receives aresounding performance,
particularly of the piano part in the Cadenza movement.
The other two pieces are for military band and are also
from Harris' first and most fruitful period. Cimarron, a
shortish Symphonic Overture, dates from 1941 and
evokes the American West ( not the same subject as
Henze chose for his El Cimarron) with much of the
success of Copland's Billy the Kid. The Symphony for
Band of 1952 is more ambitious, afull scale symphonic
structure commissioned by and dedicated to West
Point Military Academy. These performances, the first
on record to be released in this country, are studio
recordings dating from last year. The quality is not so

markedly better than that of the Concerto, but the
medium is adifficult one to balance successfully. These
are all welcome additions to the Harris discography and
are likely to do him greater service than the rather arid
Concerto included in Varese Sarabande's last offering
(reviewed in January). [ 13: 1] Kenneth Dommett
HAYDN: ' Stabat Mater' O '
Salve Regina' in g
Arleen Auger ( sop) IAllreda Hodgson ( alt) IAnthony
Rolle- Johnson ( ten) I Gwynne Howell ( bass) I
London Chamber Choir IArgo CO IHeltay
Argo 2RG 917/8 (
2 records) (£ 10.50)
In the ' Salve Regina' arias predominate, but there is a
duet for soprano and tenor, asolo quartet, impressive
organ obligato and choral participation or domination
in five movements. If there are one or two rather dull
numbers, and fewer contrasts in tempo between successive numbers than one might have expected, the
invention is worthy of Haydn at his very best in the
dramatic bass aria ' Flammis orci', and in some of the
contemplative arias.
In the 18th century acomposer who wrote a' Stabat
Mater' was challenging the well- loved Pergolesi setting; Haydn had nothing to fear, though modesty
compelled him to send his work for Hasse's approval.
The latter ' wished nothing more than to hear it performed with the good players it requires': he and Haydn
would both have derived the greatest pleasure from the
performance that Laszlo Heltay directs, with excellent
soloists, fine choir and orchestra (just oboes—in two
movements cor anglais— organ and strings). The ' Salve
Regina' is also subdivided, though here the organ
provides a powerful unifying element ( the part is
excellently realised; the player is not named in the
material that has reached me). It is a fascinating,
beautiful masterpiece, nowhere more striking than in
its hushed, profoundly moving conclusion. The
recorded quality is, at least on my test pressings, very
variable: basically impressive and clear- textured, yet
with patches of distortion and disturbing surface noise.
[A/C: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HOFFMEISTER: Clarinet Concerto in 13 , /
SCHACHT: Clarinet Concerto in 13/
Dieter KlOcker ( cil) IConcerto Amsterdam ISchrbder
Acanta EA 23145 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Acanta label is a boon and a blessing, yet few of its
products that Ihave bought or reviewed can rival this
new issue for combined excellence of performance,
recording and presentation: qualities that briefly raise
Theodor, Baron von Schacht, and Franz Anton
Hoffmeister, from dusty near- oblivion to near greatness. The fine playing of the Concerto Amsterdam
and the sensitive direction of Jaap Schrdder ensure
ideal support for Dieter Klócker, who phrases with a
warmth and suppleness thatt find most engaging; the
Allegro runs are excitingly focused too. If the Schacht
(especially its ba - ba - black - sheep finale!) is my first
choice, the Hoffmeister runs it close—and incidentally
makes me wonder what has happened,to the pair of his
concertante symphonies that the ASM recorded for
Electrola—that should surely be available here.
Meanwhile, for present blessings, many thanks. [
A:
1*]
Peter Branscombe
LEONCAVALLO: ' I Pagliacci' / MASCAGNI:
'Cavalleria Rusticana'
Caballé (sop) IScotto ( sop) IHamari ( m- sop) IVarney
(m- sop) ICarreras ( ten) IBenelli ( ten) IManaguerra
(bar) INurmela ( bar) IAllen ( bar) IAmbrosian Opera
Chorus ISouthend Boys' Choir IPhilharmonia IMull
HMV SLS 5187 (
3 records) (£ 15.95)
A few months ago aCavalleria Rusticana appeared on
asingle disc with Scotto singing adramatic Santuzza
and Domingo asplendid Turiddu ( RCA CRL1 3091).
Here, Caballé. is the Santuzza and Scotto the Nedda
while Carreras is heard as both Turiddu and Canio.
Muti conducts with splendid precision and dramatic
fire; and the Philharmonia and the two choruses are in
brilliant form. Caballé acts well with her voice and is
entirely convincing as Santuzza, singing with lovely
tone and beautiful phrasing in the Easter Hymn and
'Voi lo sapete'. Here the gramophone scores heavily,
for she is sometimes less impressive on the stage. ( I
remember a television broadcast of Norma from La
Scala when her gestures suggested a traffic warden
directing Roman chariots at Stonehenge.) Carreras is
suitably intense in both operas, using his lovely voice
well except for the odd occasion when he overdramatises at the expense of the vocal line. On the whole,
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however, he gives completely convincing character
studies of two very different roles. Renata Scotto is a
fine and highly intelligent artist and there are moments
of great beauty in her performance when she sings well
within herself but at other times her upper register
becomes hard and tremulous. Her duet with Silvio is
most beautifully done and Thomas Allen is splendid as
her lover. All the other roles are well taken although the
veteran Astrid Varnay, who sings Mamma Lucia, is
nowadays insecure vocally.
The recording is very good indeed with fine stereo
separation and spread and avery wide dynamic range.
In fact the contrast between the forte passages and the
quiet moments is almost too great. For example, the
'Siciliana which opens CavaIlene Rust/cane places
Turiddu so far away that it is difficult to appreciate the
singing of Carreras. Altogether this is awell- presented
set, with Muti directing his forces with sensitivity and
dramatic conviction. [A: 1]
John Freestone
LISZT: Twelve Studies Op. 1 and Studies in
Transcendental Execution
Thomas Re/na (pno)
CRD 1058/9 (
2 records) (£ 9.60) ( Selecta)
It was agood idea to couple the first version of Liszt's
Transcendental Studies, written in 1826 when he was
15, with the final version of 1851. Rajna plays the
earlier version of each study followed by its later form,
with the exception of No. 7, Eroica, which is not a
revised form of any of the earlier studies, and is here
prefaced by No. 11 of the earlier set; he plays No. 7of
the earlier set before No. 11 of the later one, Harmonies
du soir, which is derived from it. His playing is always
neat and sensitive and sometimes powerful, as in No. 8,
Wilde Jagd; the piano tone is on the steely side, but the
recording is extremely clear and free from echo. But I
am afraid that I much prefer the masterly Philips
recording of the Transcendental Studies by Arrau,
coupled with the Three Concert Studies of 1848;
though Raina is. good, Arrau is even better, and more
warmly recorded. But those who want to have the early
version of the Studies in order to compare them with
the later one will be well advised to buy Rajna's record:
he contributes a usetul sleeve note himself. [ A: 1]
Humphrey Searle.
LOCATELLI: Twelve Flute Sonatas ( No. 12
being for 2 Flutes') Op. 2
Stephen Preston, ' Nicholas McGegan ( fits) IAnthony
Pleeth ( vic) IChristopher Hogwood ( hpd)
Oiseau- Lyre DSLO 578/9 (
2 records) (£ 10.50)
These Sonatas by the. virtuoso Italian violinist.
composer date from 1732. They are agreeable and
occasionally striking pieces, which demand a strong
sense of Italian warmth and fire of their performers; the
twelfth Sonata ( in G) is throughout its four movements
astudy in close canon between the two flutes, and it is
not just the sweeter timbre of Nicholas McGegan's
baroque flute- playing, but also the keener ensemble
created by this ingredient, that leads me to judge it the
best item of the twelve offered.
Elsewhere, I must confess myself a little disappointed. Stephen Preston is in many ways an attractive
performer; his sense of tonguing and phrase- shaping is
precisely calculated, his intonation is mostly good ( this
aspect is challenging on the sweet- toned baroque
instrument), and Iknow him to be really very fond of the
period's music. However, his playing seems to me to
lack a communication of this affection; tempi are illplanned and rather rigidly adhered to; lines do not ebb
and flow like good singing of contemporary Italian
opera ( which is aclear influence here); phrase- endings
are untidy in ensemble, and even inconsistent within
single movements. The result: an impression of hurried
preparation or recording- sessions. In defence of the
main soloist, it should be pointed out that his continuo
accompanists do little to help to increase the subtlety
and the flexibility of this music—music which is clearly
aimed to please the listener's sensitivities. They are
frequently late, harpsichord chords are directionless
and unimaginative, the cello line is insufficiently moulded, negative in effect on long notes and only invested
with life where—as occasionally happens at the openings of sections—it imitates the flute part. A pity: the
same performers could have done so much better.
Recording is good and clear; the harpsichord is too
loud, but Ithink that this is due to loud voicing rather
than poor microphone placement. [A: 2/1 (
Sonata
12)]
Stephen Davy
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MAHLER: Symphony 3 in d
Maureen Forrester ( con) ILAPO etc IMehta
Decca 01170 2 (
2 records) (£ 10-50)
A qualified recommendation, largely because the vivid
recording is as impressive as much of the Telarc digital
material. So rich and 'big' asound will best suit those
with large listening rooms, otherwise the first movement, especially, becomes relentless with Mehta 'pulling out all the stops'. Such a brightly lit recording
exposes the playing as not quite idiomatic, if assured
and enthusiastic, and the voices in the ' Bimm bamm'
movement are both decidedly foreign and unatmospherically produced. And the finale fails to flow and
cohere as Kubelik's Bavarian RSO version ( 2
'Privilege') does; Kubelik's speed changes in ( ii) are
also much more natural than Mehta's excitable alternations. In the Nietzsche setting the orchestral accompaniment has a careful concentration which I
missed in the recent Horne/Mehta Mahler recital disc.
Maureen Forrester, also cast in the Haitink recording, is
steady, nowhere oppressive.
In short, acolourful, bold approach, if glossing over
spiritual depths, and without the suggestion that the
conductor is at one with the total architecture. [
A*: 2]
Christopher Breunig

MENDELSSOHN: The Hebrides Overture Op.
26 o Symphony 3 (The 'Scottish') Op. 56
Orch. of St John's Smith Square ILubbock
Enigma K 53588 (£ 5.00) (WEA)
The two works joined here in an obvious but effective
coupling receive subdued performances from John
Lubock and the St. John's Smith Square Orchestra.
The lack of dynamism is emphasised by the distant
sound of the orchestra, the limited dynamic range, the
recorded acoustic, which tends to blur the textures,
and the general under- recording. ( By increasing the
gain control to compensate for this last point there is an
appreciable increase in background noise.)
The Hebrides Overture is given an atmospheric and
sensitive performance, although at the main climax of
the piece fast passage work for the first violins
deteriorates into mere notespinning. The performance
of the ' Scottish' Symphony has some original touches
—a fast, dance- like first movement, a slower than
usual second, and athird movement played as though
it were an operatic aria—but it is spoilt by some
smudging of rhythmic detail, general undercharacterisation resulting in some very tame gestures,
and by some not always spot-on tuning. Especially
disappointing is the introduction in the last movement
of the ripe, new ( though related) theme that brings the
work to its end. This point is under- emphasised and the
normally expected shiver- down- the- spine does not
materialise. At full price this record cannot really
compete with the well revamped Decca reissue of
these same works, finely performed by the LSO/Maag,
at just over half the cost. [
C: 3] Doug Hammond

too, is typical Argo; a lovely clear and well-balanced
sound, with just the right degree of life in the acoustic.
[A: 1/2]
Colin Evans
MONTEVERDI: Un Concert Spirituel
Concerto Vocale •
Harmonie Mundi HM 1032/3 (
2 records) (£8.40)
(Parnote)
This sort of Monteverdi 'sampler' is not, in itself, abad
thing, but the restrictions of scoring mean that the
number of pieces suitable for inclusion are comparatively few. For example, the Vespers of 1610 is represented by three numbers: a solo, a duet and a trio,
thus presenting asomewhat atypical view of the work.
In addition to this, Harmonia Mundi have opted to
scatter the extracts from large-scale works seemingly at
random throughout the set.
The singing of Judith Nelson, Birgit Grenat and
René Jacobs is good throughout, with the use of an
appropriate amount of ornamentation—the sopranos
in particular are adept in their use of that thrillingly
expressive Monteverdian device of swift repetition on
one note. The instrumental realisation is well handled
too,
and
the
balance
between
voices
and
accompaniment is natural, with a warmly reverberant
acoustic, entirely in keeping with the works' original
ecclesiastical setting. One striking example of
recording techniques serving expressive musical ends
is apparent in the *Jubilef from the Selva morale e
spirituale of 1640. The piece makes muck, use of echo
effects, and in the church setting would have involved
asolo voice imitating the main vocal line from an upper
gallery, and this spatial disposition of the two voices is
most effectively evoked. An enjoyable, well recorded,
but nevertheless annoyingly organised set. (
A/B: 1]
Roger Bowen
MOROSS: Concerto for Flute with String
Quartet ID Sonata for Piano Duet and String
Quartet
Frances Ziotkin (fit) I Sehan Arzruni (pno) I Ron
Gianattosio (pno) I Richard Sortomme ( vin) I
Benjamin Hudson ( yin) IToby Appel ( via) IFrederick
Ziotkin ( Irk)
Varese VC 81101 (£ 5.62) ( Unicorn)

Jerome Moross was born in Brooklyn in 1913. He was
encouraged by Charles Ives ( then virtually unrecognised) and this influence shows in Moross' heavy
leaning towards the American folk and religious heritage. What he lacks ( on the evidence of this record) is
Ives' power and acerbity. This results in a pleasant,
neatly organised folksiness. The Sonata for Piano Duet
and String Quartet (
1975) starts with just such afolksy
Allegro. The succeeding Allegretto continues this
friendly atmosphere with a musical stroll- in- thecountry—apleasant ( though inconsequential) discussion between the six players. The finale (Vivace) turns
this walk into alively dance (shaded just once or twice
with atouch of darker feeling). The Concerto for Flute
with String Quartet (
1978) shares the same tendencies,
with
apreponderance of %talking rhythms. The flute—
MONTEVERDI: Madrigals
being amelodic instrument—is treated to many lyrical
Purcell Consort of Voices I Raymond Keenlyside,
Sydney Humphries ( vins) I Dennis Nesbitt (gba) I outpourings, solos and flourishes. At times it touches a
sub- West Side Story vein and becomes both memJames Tyler ( Ile) IAdam Skeaping ( vin) IAndrew
orable and catchy. Mostly it keeps itself busy—if only it
Davis ( hpd) IGrayston Burgess ( dir)
could really keep the listener equally engaged.
Argo ZK 66 (£ 3.99)
Recording quality is good and all the young performers
It may be helpful to begin by listing the individual
acquit themselves very well. [
A: 1]
madrigals which appear in this collection: Si ch'io
Benedict Sarnaker
vorrei morire, Amor che deggio far. Non vedrè mai le
MOZART:
Clarinet
Concerto
in A. K622
stele, Chiome d'oro, Ah dolente partite, Dolci miei
Bassoon Concerto in 13
K191
sospin; La piaga ch'ho ne/ core. Lamento della Ninfa, Al
Harold Wright ( c1t) ISherman Walt ( bsn) IBoston SO
lume delle stele, Damigelia tulle belle, 0 come sel
IOzawa
gentile, Eccomi pronta ai baci and Sfogava con le stele.
DG 2531 254 (£ 5.50)
Some of the titles are new to the catalogue, while a
few of them appeared in earlier performances in a1971
Very serviceable 'big band' versions of both works.
recording. This record is interesting in that it contains
Both soloists are well on top of the music and give
Chiome d'oro and Lamento della Ninfa. The former,
creditable accounts of the solo parts. Ozawa is not
from the seventh book of madrigals, illustrates
really my idea of the ideal Mozart conductor, and the
Monteverdi's ' instrumental' style of voice writing,
Boston Symphony's rather high-powered approach to
while the latter, with its text by Rinuccini, is perhaps
this sort of music can be rather overwhelming. Given all
the composer's finest setting of astrophic text.
that, however, there is much here that the not too styleThe record is evidently supposed to demonstrate the
minded listener will enjoy. But after Deinzer's splendid
wide range of musical expression and compositional
account of the reconstructed basset- clarinet version
devices that the composer used during his long carreer
excitingly played with Collegium Aureum on arecently
of madrigal writing, and this it does very well. Some
reissued HM recording, Harold Wright's yeoman permadrigals are sung acapella while others are provided
formance does sound a bit unimpassioned, and is
with instrumental ritornelli. The vocal work is well up to
certainly not better than Thea Kings or John McCaw's
the standard expected of this ensemble, and there is
with Leppard on Unicorn. There are fewer competitors
some very tidy instrumental playing. The recording,
in the Bassoon Concerto, though Michael Chapman's
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dassicaL

smooth- toned performance with the ASM on Philips is
worth remembering, and if you like the throaty sound
which Sherman Walt produces there is George
Zukerman's
enjoyable
performance
with
the
Würtemburg Chamber Orchestra and Faerber on
Turnabout; better scaled but not as well recorded.
[A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade 11 in E '7, K3750Serenade 13
in G, ' Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, K525
Music Party IHacker
Oiseau-Lyre OSLO 549 (£ 5.50)
The Music Party is another of the now almost innumerable groups using contemporary instruments or
modern copies and attempting with them and the
results of modern scholarship to return to the authentic
18th- century style of performance. As we have no
recordings of 18th- century performances, we are in no
position to judge how successful these experiments
are, but it has to be confessed that there are some, and
this is one, where the attempt appears to be
worthwhile. Iam less certain of the performance of Eine
kleine Nachtmusik with which The Music party have
chosen to partner their wind playing. This strikes me as
arather lumpy account of awork so familiar that surely
only the superlative can induce the customer to dip his
hand as deeply into his pocket as he is now required to
do. The Amadeus Quartet's recording, reviewed elsewhere, may be more glossy and is certainly less
concerned with scholarship per se, but for sheer vitality
and beauty of sound it has alot to recommend it. The
sound of this Oiseau Lyre recording is good and very
nicely scaled to the demands of the performances.
[A: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusik, K525
Ein
musikalischer Spass, K522*
Amadeus Quartet I Rainer Zepperitz ( bass) I • Gerd
Seiffert Manfred Mier ( hrns)
DG 2531 253 (£ 5.50)
The over- particularisation of detail which has occasionally given the Amadeus' performances atouch of
the precious are absent here, and we are left with
superlative playing enlivened by alert responses to the
changing moods of the music. This alertness extends to
the comic piece on the other side. A Musical Joke is a
not too kindly parody of the many journeyman composers Mozart must have heard in his day and who may
have secured preferment at his own expense. To us,
however, the jokes are tenuous since we no longer hear
very much if any of the music being parodied. Enough
remains in the way of wrong notes, bad harmony, trite
melody and incompetent development to provide the
20th century listener with asmile or two, especially as
Mozart's last chords do not sound altogether unfamiliar
nowadays. Here too the performance is first rate,
bringing out the humourous touches without undue
exaggeration. The balance is excellent, the two horns
making their excruciating contribution splendidly, and
the whole enterprise is perfectly scaled to the small
forces involved. [
A: 1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MUSSORGSKY: ' Pictures at an Exhibition'
(orch. Tushmalov) 0Scherzo in B
Intermezzo
in modo classico ID Ceremonial March
Munich PO / Andreae
Acanta DC 22128 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Ravel's was not the only transcription of the work:
Stokowski recorded his own version, and Pietures was
orchestrated by Henry Wood, Bantock etc. This Acanta
recording is of the original 1891 scoring by Tushmalov,
a pupil of Rimsky-Korsakov, who conducted the St
Petersburg premiere. Tushmalov omitted Gnomus,
Tuileries, Bydlo, and all Promenades but the opening
one; the performance therefore fits one LP side. On the
reverse are two early works orchestrated by the
composer, and a Pageant March with central episode
in the Turkish style.
Tushmalov's orchestration is considerably darker
than Ravel's, making the music heavily Slavic. The two
Jews are portrayed without cynicism; the Catacombs,
with great drum- strokes, become more sinister. The
Ballet of the Chicks is fairly close to Ravel's
colouring—triangles and harp in place of cymbals, and
the 'cheeping' motifs rather more naturalistically
treated. Marc Andreae's orchestra gives an excellent
account of this fascinating alternative, with committed
playing and verve in the two scherzando movements.
The recording is marginally limited in range, but
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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stereophonic placing is very open and precise so that
the sound is not unattractive. German pressing quality
was not quite as good as the sleeve sticker implied.
[A: 1*/1 ]
Christopher Breunig

ORFF-MONTEVERDI: Lamenti'
Rose Wagemann ( m- sop) ICarl Orff (spkr) IHermann
Prey ( bar) ILucia Popp (sop) IKarl Ridderbusch ( bass)
I Hanna Schwarz ( con) I Bavarian Radio Choir I
Munich Radio Orchestra IEichhom ( cond) IOrff ( dir)
Acanta HC 22458 (
2 records) (£8-40) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
'Lamenti' is the collective title for three of Monteverdi's
works which have been completely re- crafted by Carl
Orff: Ariadne's Lament, L'Orfeo, and Bailo dell'Ingrate.
They represent the results of Orff's attempt over the last
thirty years to find a new means of bringing
Monteverdi's grandiose and powerful music to a
contemporary audience.
The re- working of L'Orleo takes up most of the
album, and it provides compelling listening. Although
many musical and dramatic changes have been made,
the music remains deeply imbued with the spirit of the
baroque. The theatrical effect is intensified, and the
palette of orchestral tone colours has been
considerably extended. The vocal work is impressive:
both Hermann Prey's energetic Orpheus and Lucia
Popp's Euridice are very convincing, while Rose
Wagemann gives a powerful reading of Ariadne's
lament.
In the hands of Carl Orff, the lament becomes a
powerful evocation of pathos and grief. His
emotionally charged setting revitalises the music
completely, yet the baroque quality is always present.
This is a most interesting release, especially if you
happen to know the original versions of these works. A
pity, perhaps, that the sound is just one degree under:
while it should not deter anyone from the recordings, it
is a little lacklustre. [
8: 1]
Colin Evans
PUCCINI: 'Tosca'
Freni IPavarotti IMi/nez IVan Allan ITajo ISenechal
IHudson ITomlinson IBaratti ILondon Opera Chorus
I Wandsworth BC / NPO IRescigno
Decca 013402 (
2 records) (£ 10.50)
Mirella Freni builds up an impressive character study by
colouring her voice and generally presenting a well
thought-out picture of Tosca. Luciano Pavarotti is in
fine voice as Cavaradossi and sings with sensitivity and
authority throughout. Sherrill Milnes cannot efface
memories of Gobbi, and presents a conventionally
dramatic picture of Scarpia, but sings well and sounds
more involved nowadays than in some earlier roles. The
great surprise, however, was the delightful characterisation of Rai° Tajo as the Sacristan. He is now aveteran
but his singing and sense of character make much of
what is generally regarded as a comprimario part.
Nicolo Rescigno conducts splendidly, giving sufficient latitude to the singers, and at the same time
maintaining the tension and unity of the work as a
whole. The recording is very good with wide dynamic
range and good stereo separation, and altogether this
set can be strongly recommended. My first choice for
performance would still be HMV SLS 825 with Callas,
Di Stefano and Gobbi, but this was recorded as long
ago as 1952, and the ( mock- stereo) sound, though fine
for its date, haturally suffers by comparison. Another
strong rival would be the A* Philips 6700 108, with a
very strong cast including Caballé, Carreras and Wixell,
and Iwould say that there is little to choose for allround merit between this and the performance under
review. [
A: 1]
John Freestone
A. SCARLATTI: Six concerti for strings: 1 in fo
2 in c 0 3 in F 0 4 in g 0 5 in d 06 in E.
/Music/
Philips 9500 603 (£ 5.50) ( Import Music)
The instrumental music, of course, formed only aminor
part of Scarlatti's creative output, but it is good to see
that these delightful concerti are available in a new
recording. Each one of them is structurally different,
both in the number and style of each movement, but
also in the way that the individual movements are
constructed. The quick movements are full of energetic
fugal writing, while the slow movements are rich in the
sumptuous harmony and suspensions that are typical
of the Neapolitan school.
Some of the slow movements, in fact, are gems. The
grave of the first concerto which opens the collection is

a passionate, powerful declamation, while the slow
movement of the fourth concerto is a melancholy,
restrained movement, full of pathos. Needless to say,
the thoughtful performances of IMusici have much to
do with it. Their playing is often beautifully judged,
especially in closing cadences, and their rhythmic drive
in the fugato sections is compelling. While there are
many moments in their performance of great beauty,
some of the playing could be criticised for being just a
little heavy-handed at times.
However, this is a first-class record which should
find aplace in all baroque collections. Typical Philips
pressing too: nice 'clean' sound and silent surfaces.
[A: 1)
Colin Evans
SCARLATTI: Sonatas for Harpsichord Vol 10 K.
183 in fD K.184 inf o K.258 in D OK. 227 in bPK.
162in EoK.163 in EDK.142inf OK.484 inDoK.
304 in G CI K. 305 in G 0K. 167 in F 0 K. 168 in F
Gilbert Rowland ( hpd)
Keyboard KGR 1010 (£ 3.73) ( Cassion)

Continuing his mammoth task of recording all of the
younger Scarlatti's keyboard sonatas, Gilbert Rowland
again gives clean-cut, unmannered performances. The
selection is suitably varied tonally and stylistically:
graceful dance- inspired movements playing off well
against those with orchestrally inspired bravura. The
instrument is once more the light- voiced Taskin copy
by Michael Robertson and, like P. T. in his review of
Vol. 9(
HFNIRR 9/79), Ibegan to wish for more variety
of tone colour. ( This would perhaps become apressing
concern if one were contemplating the complete set.)
Again the recording is basically good, but tends
towards dryness, which emphasises the strident edge
noticeable in the previous volumes. [
13: 2]
Roger Bowen
SCHUBERT:
Overtures—' Die
Zauberharfe'
tRosamundel D ' Der vierjührige Posten'
'Fierrabas' o ' Die Freunde von Salamanka'
'Die Zwillingsbrüder
o Overture in Bn
Overture in the Italian Style in D
Bournemouth SO ISchwarz
HMV ' Greensleeve' ESD7086 (£ 3-45)
The Fierrabas overture is acomparative rarity on record,
thé Zauberharfe overture, and its subsequent connection with Rosamunde, is well-known. The other opera
overtures are becoming better known as the operas
gradually reappear and various conductors have taken
them up from time to time. The B flat Overture was
probably written for aCantata and has a Haydnesque
flavour, while the charming Overture in the Italian Style
is an open declaration of indebtedness to and admiration for Rossini, whose spirit is present in much of the
music here. The music is all friendly and delightful and
a snatch of any of it will surely tempt many into a
discovery of this lesser- known side of Schubert's
music. Schwarz's performances are lively, rhythmical
and bring out both the charm and the general sturdiness of the pieces. The recordings were made in the
Guildhall, Southampton in September 1979. There is a
basic echo which makes for apleasantly airy sound at
soft to medium level but the engineers have not quite
resolved the problems at louder moments. The timpani
tend to thicken and coarsen the sound when they are in
action, and string tone becomes rather hard at times;
but this is afault that Iam tending to find in some recent
recordings, regretfully. Otherwise the sound is
warm and full and suited to a 20th century interpretation of early 19th century music that will give agood
deal of pleasure. [
A/C: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String -quartet 15 in G, D887
Allegri Quartet
Argo ZK78 (£ 3.99)
There is strong competition in Schubert quartet recordings nowadays and this new recording of a long and
demanding work joins versions by the Melos Ensemble
on DG—excellent but only in a complete set; the
superb reading by the Busch Quartet on World Records
of 1936 vintage; the Amadeus in a3- LP set—agood
version; the Novak Quartet on Supraphon; the Gabrieli
on Decca which also squeezes in the Quartettsatz but
has a rather hard sound; and the excellent full- price
Quartetto Italiano recording on Philips which has been
highly praised. In spite of all these, this new mid- price
recording now possibly deserves first consideration. To
begin with it is an excellent recording and good quality
quartet recordings are rare enough. It has a sharp
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Winner of the 1979 Gramophone
Best Orchestral and Audio Awards

66 This is the best record that I've ever heard played on my gramophone,
Ithink. Isay that without question, which is quite a big claim! 99
Edward Greenfield, BBC Today programme
44 The sound was of the utmost clarity right up to the final
weighty chord... demonstration quality throughout. 99
Records & Recording

44

With little doubt this is the finest of the digital
recordings yet released by amajor British label...
the clarity is quite staggering.” HiFi News

66 ... sound of aquality, range and refinement which,

those present agreed, made it hard for us to realise that
we had loudspeakers between us and the music, so vivid
was the sense of realism and immediacy.”
Gramophone .

HMV CLASSICS 45 rpm dynamic sound series
¡exciting and impressive' Donald Aldous HiFi News
New release: RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES featured in the film 'Apocalypse Now'
Also includes Wagner's Prelude, Act 3' Lohengrin' (featured in the BRITISH LEYLAND TRUCK
TV COMMERCIAL)'Mastersingers' Overture and Grand March from ' Tannhäusee all conducted by
Sir Adrian Boult

Tremendous value at only £1.99 rrp!
The HMV CLASSICS series already includes RAVEL'S BOLERO — featured in the film " 10" ( HMV4).
The first 8releases in the HMV CLASSICS 45 rpm DYNAMIC SOUND SERIES were acclaimed in
'Gramophone' magazine —
'not only is the average level higher, but the high frequency extension has been enhanced and dynamic
range augmented. Much more sparkling and exciting sound is the result'
HMV10

THE GREAT NAMES ARE ON HMV RECORDS AND TAPES
EMI RECORDS LTD, 20 Manchester Square,

London

W1A 1ES. A Member of the THORN EMI Croon.

dassical.

sound, which prevents me giving it a star, but is
otherwise admirably clear, spacious, well-balanced
and easy to follow. The perfonrance is an earnest and
searching one. In some Moods Iprefer something more
relaxed and lyrical like the Busch Quartet, but the
Allegri Quartet offer a well- integrated reading that
gives the work stature and a continuing coherent
interest, aperformance that suggests along acquaintance with the piece and an intimate knowledge of its
facets and problems. My own likings for a bit more
charm again prevent a star in this respect, but Ican
firmly say that it is a recommendable and impressive
issue. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUMANN: Symphony in g ( rev. Marc
Andreae) ID Overture, Scherzo & Finale in E
Munich PO IAndreae
Acanta DC 21421 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
'I often put yellow where it should be blue'. wrote
Schumann to a friend in 1832, the year of this early,
discouraging start to his symphonic career. He was
referring in particular to the orchestration of this work,
although, regrettably, the remark has often since been
used to provide a blanket criticism of his later symphonies. Despite efforts at rescoring it for a Leipzig
performance the following year, the G minor
Symphony never satisfied him and, truth to tell, it
strikes me as pretty weak and turgid stuff ( Ihave been
unable to get hold of ascore) with little of the melodic
grace and invention, the harmonic and rhythmic resource of the later, well-known symphonies: the quasi
scherzo section of the second of the pair of movements
sounds like a pale 'try- out' for the second Trio of the
Spring Symphony.
Perhaps, however, this performance is not the best
by which to judge the work. The playing is serviceable
but unsubtle with little imagination or sense of motivation, some poorly blended woodwind, and a dispiriting lack of anything below mp. The recording, too,
tends to be edgy and occasionally ill-defined.
Now what would be interesting would be a new
recording of the original, 1841 version of the Fourth
Symphony, with its cleaner, less populated scoring,
and its imitative details ( omitted from the familiar,
revised version) in the first movement development.
Brahms, no less, admired it, and Tovey, in his Essays in
Musical Analysis, speaks well of it. Apart from two
awkward transitions ( between first movement
Introduction and Vivace, and Scherzo and Finale—
both improved upon in the later version) Schumann's
first thoughts are arguably more lucid and workable.
My old 10 in. Philips disc conducted by Stanley Pope is
distinctly the worse for wear. What about a remake,
coupled with the Overture. Scherzo and Finale, perhaps, or the later version of the Symphony? [
C: 3]
Andrew Keener
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony
Overture
USSR SO ISvetlanov
HMV ASD 3855 (£ 5.40)

5 ,

Festival

What a pity the symphony is so grotesquely engineered. So wildly do the balance levels fluctuate
during the course of the first movement to use, as an
example, the most offensive area of the recording, that
instrumental placings ( trumpets and first oboe in
particular) shift disconcertingly every time something is
propelled into undue prominence or relegated back
info the hollow middle-distance. Sample the piano and
pizzicato lower strings at the start of the development
section. for one such big surprise. Why Svetlanov's
producer clearly felt the necessity to undeiline every
significant textural line so clumsily when, in fact, the
maestro is, perfectly . capable of doing so most
eloquently himself, is beyond me.
The reading itself—in so far as it is possible to
judge-4s full of illuminating touches, though, like the
recording ( or, rhaybé", bebause of the recording), it
tends towards theatrical histrionics as asubstitute for a
more spontaneous excitement. The slow movement,
for example, is all 'external' intensity rather than inward
concentration, though, once again, it becomes aproblem assessing the results fairly when, at the climax, the
cello sound suddenly grows tenfold and the heat of
passion must be felt all the way to Siberia. Svetlanov's
Finale uses the extreme contrasts in speed to great
effect and it's good to have the coda expansively
unfolding at the composer's prescribed tempo.
incidentally, the timpanist is one person who could
have done with some discreet assistance from the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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control panel. Even his solos are hopelessly ineffectual,
set well back in the characteristically reverberant
Melodiya acoustic.
Certainly there's no challenge here to Maxim
Shostakovich's infinitely preferable Melodiya recording, though I'm tempted to say that Svetlanov's hairraisingly virtuoso performance of the slight, but terrifically entertaining, Festival Overture is almost worth the
price of the disc alone. [
C/D: 2/3]
Edward Seckerson

SOLER:
Concertos
for
Two
Keyboard
Instruments
Kenneth Gilbert and Trevor Pinnock ( hods and f-pnos)
DG ' Archiv' 2533 445 (£ 5•50)
Despite his monastic vocation, Soler managed to write
a great deal of music far remote from such considerations; and it is to that side of his work that this issue is
devoted. There is not one lugubrious note in these six
concerti; but there is a great deal of inventive and
delightful music which, according to mood, one can
either just enjoy or follow through the meticulously
detailed renderings of the two performers—not that
their playing ever sounds pedantic or dull: far from it.
They use instruments which are copies of 18th- century
originals; and it is noteworthy how many of the
craftsmen who produce these lovely things are British,
as they are here.
Enjoyment of this recital is enhanced by the excellence of the recording, which is one of the most
detailed to come my way for some time. Through it one
can not only appreciate the differences between the
various instruments used, one can follow without
difficulty the workings of the four hands as they create
a unity from complex elements, yet the effect is in no
way contrived and sounds entirely natural. Though in
the 'Archiv' series, this issue is by no means for
specialists only. [
A/A*: 1]
Peter Turner
STOCKHAUSEN: mon D Formel
South-West RSO, Baden-Baden IStockhausen
DG 2707 111 (
2 records) (£9.98) ( Import Music)
These two works certainly add to our knowledge of
Stockhausen's style and will expand and refine our
awareness of his considerable range. However, neither
work strikes me as being of cardinal importance and
both make heavy taxes on the listener while offering
small rewards in return. Formel (
1951) is the earlier of
the two. It proves to be astrange work: an initial idea is
gradually transmuted until it replaces its original features and transforms its gestalt. Its main failing is the
lameness of this . original idea which ( despite its
thorough working out) results in minimal generation of
emotional and intellectual energy. Inori (
1973-74) is
more purposeful. Its orchestral sonorities are attractively rich and weighty and are used to drive avast, slow
moving structure which lasts over an hour. This vast
pantechnicon of apiece is built around 13 attitudes of
prayer derived ( as is often the case in Stockhausen's
meditative works) from various religions. These attitudes of prayer are acted out by amiming soloist whose
gestures impel, direct—even seem to control—the
orchestra's waxing and waning. The record sleeve
graphically shows the work's structure and proffers
useful guides to listening. Spiritually this piece belongs
to the same world as Carre, Mantra and Momente. All
three strike me as both more accessible and more
rewarding. If you already know these, then Inori will
give both pleasure and insight—on its own it might
prove too puzzling—and too long. The performances
are both good, but lack the kind of rapt intensity
which projects such works most forcefully. The recording is very good: aclear, refined sound with avery wide
dynamic range and tightly held perspectives. [
A: 2]
Benedict Sarnaker
R. STRAUSS: ' Der Rosenkavalier'—extracts •
Kern (sop) IUrsuleac (sop) IVon Milinkovic (ni sop) I
Willer ( aft) I Weber ( bass) IHann ( bass) ¡ Bavarian
State Opera Chorus & Orch IKrauss (
1944)
Acanta BB 22322
(£3.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
These highlights from Der Rosenkavalier are asouvenir
of the famous performances at the Munich State Opera
in 1944. The cast was a distinguished one, and
Clemens Krauss was highly praised for his direction.
Much of the undoubted excellence of the original
presentation comes across despite avery shallow and
rather boxy acoustic, and the standard of singing and

orchestral playing is high throughout. Kern is ahighly
effective Sophie and Ursuleac a most impressive
Marschallin, - while Weber puts in a fine piece of
characterisation and sounds suitably lecherous as
Baron Ochs.
Having written the above. I
am now wondering what
attraction this record will have for the average British
opera lover, apart from the fact that Krauss is
conducting. The historic recording made by the
legendary cast of Lotte Lehmann, Maria Olszewska,
Richard Mayr and Elisabeth Schumann is available on
World Records SH 181/2, and this must surely take
pride of place among historic reissues, while there are
some superb, more recent recordings, particularly that
made by Von Karajan, with Schwarzkopf as the
Marschallin. Under these circumstances it is difficult to
recommend the record, despite some excellent singing
by all the principals. [
H: 1]
John Freestone

SULLIVAN: ' Iolanthe' D 'Trial by Jury'
Baker ILawson ISheffield IOldham Ietc ID'Oyly
Carte Chorus & Orch I Sargent I ' Norris (
1929 &
•1927)
World Records SHB64
(
2 records) (£ 6-50)* C)
Presumably EMI have seen no reason why other
companies should issue all their ancient recordings of
the D'Oyly Carte in Gilbert & Sullivan and have decided
to maintain their own rights. Some years ago many of
the performances appeared on Music for Pleasure. This
Trial by Jury appears to be the same as issued on Pearl
GEMM148/9 recently. World Records offer a much
clearer, cleaned- up sound, perhaps taken from better
copies, though this entails asharper sound which may
not be as near to the original. At any rate things can
now be heard very well, lolanthe is even better and the
quality is quite superb considering the age of the
recordings. Sargent's conducting is superior here and
George Baker is excellent as the Lord Chancellor. It is
unnecessary to dwell on comparisons between these
and more modern recordings. This was vintage G & S
only adecade or so from the strong influence of Gilbert
and there is much to savour in the performances. For
collectors and connoisseurs, of course, who will be
delighted to find EMI looking after their interests so
well [
H: 1/2]
Peter Gammond

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1 in bt., Op. 23
Claudio Arrau (pno) / Boston SO IDavis
Philips 9500 696 (£ 5.45)
There was little if anything in the earlier Columbia
recording of the Tchaikovsky concerto to suggest that.
at 76, Arrau might make a stunning alternative—
arguably the most compelling since the historic
Horowitz/Toscanini 1943 taping. That unaccountably
dull 1961 version was with the Philharmonia; here the
orchestra is the Boston Symphony on its finest form,
with ravishing muted strings in the first movement, an
exquisite flute- in the Andantino, and so on. Davis'
tempi are marvellously judged to give the feeling of
symphonic weight in the opening movement, and in
the alternations of
finale to bring awild dance- like
exhilaration and aforlorn peasant- song quality to the
woodwind writing eg, at 101 et seq. ) The only trick
missed is in the string quaver accompaniments 29-35,
to which Toscanini brought aleaping exuberance. The
engineers have balanced the tricky opening of this
concerto to brilliant effect, so that the piano part has a
bell- like tolling against the big tune ( Compare thé
Karajan/Berman DG -production which reduces the
soloist's efforts to some feeble figured- bass effect, and
crudely ' interprets' the music). Arrau himself only
resorts to obtrusive deliberation at the very opening of
the finale; in the slow movement the delicacy and
evenness of his playing remind us that Mozart was
Tchaikovsky:s adored composer. Philips have created a
clean, tight sound- quality, admirably gauging the
fading- in of orchestral detail, if catching the ambience
of Symphony Hall less well than is possible: the early
piano cadenza reverberates well, though. Ishould
mention that the close balance given does reproduce
Arrau's breathing, and there is apatch of 'clicking' from
some source in ( i), leading to the a tempo tranquillo
passage at 201. A memorable Boston recording, 95
years after the concerto was premiered there.
[A/A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
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You won't find the
Ariston RD11Sjust anywhere.

But one thing you will find is aturntable of supreme quality.
One that reproduces everything the recording engineer inserted.
Look into our showroom and
we'll let you hear the difference a
tuneable of this standard can make
ie)"
to asystem. Then were sure you'll
agree the Ari ston RI ) 1S
slicer perfection.
MIDLANDS HI-FI STUDIO
1Old Hall St., Wolverhampton
Tel. (0902) 771774
Opening hours 9.30-5.30 daily
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But one thing you will find is aturntable of supreme quality.
One that reproduces everything the recording engineer inserted.
Look iiito our showroom and
we'll let you hear the difference a
turntable of this standard can make
to asystem. Then we're sure you'll
agree the Ariston 121)1 IS
is sheer perfection.

TELEMANN: WORKS FOR OBOE
Partita in g for oboe and continuo: Solo in efor
oboe and continuo ( Essercizi musici) o Sonata
in El, for oboe, obbligato harpsichord and
continuo' (Essercizi musici) D Solo in g for
oboe and continuo ( 1733 Musique de Table)
Heinz Holager ( obo) I Philippe Mermoud ( ilk) I
Manfred Sax ( bsn) I Nicole Hostettler (spinet) I
Christiane Jaccotet ( hpd)
Philips 9500 441 (£ 5.45)
Ihave grumbled before in these pages about Holliger's
stylistic coolness in Bach and Albinoni, but this record
is a real winner. The playing is full of life and charm,
exactly right in warmth for the sensitive and vastly
underrated Telemann, whose luck during and since his
own time has fared in inverse proportion to Bach's.
Philips have treated him to alovely and clear recording,
so that even the relatively complex web of sound in the
E- flat Sonata is heard to its best possible advantage.
The music is all extremely beautiful, but that E- flat
Sonata is special even here; it has much of the poise
and grace of the Rameau Pièces de Clavecin en
Concert, with which it is about contemporary, and it
deserves to be explored as keenly by oboists as those
masterpieces already are by flautists. These are good
times for Telemann oboe fanatics. Igather that Alice
Harnoncourt, Wouter Willer and Bob van Asperen
have been joined by anew Baroque oboist to produce a
second trio- sonata set for Telemann ( their first outstanding issue last year included a brilliant young
recorder player). In the meantime, all Ican say is that
this record deserves our optimum rating. [ A*: 1*]
Stephen Daw

expressively phrased, warm- toned interpretations of
the Cello Sonatas are very attractive and here the
balance between soloist and harpsichord continuo is
happier than that in the oboe sonatas on side one
where the recording is excessively close and has,
regrettably, picked up much of the mechanical action
of the instrument. [
8: 2]
Victor McAloon
WAGNER: ' Der fliegende Hollander
Ursuleac IWiller IKlarwein IOstertag IHotter IHann
IChorus and Orchestra of the Bavarian State Opera,
Munich IKrauss (
1944)
Acanta HA 23 135-7 (0 (
3 records) (£ 10.50)
(Harmonia Mundi)

Although this famous broadcast performance is greatly
admired by many Wagnerians it has not as far as Iknow
been officially available in Britain until now. At its very
reasonable price it will be eagerly purchased by admirers of Clemens Krauss and Hans Hotter in particular.
Krauss is fiery yet meticulous in his approach to the
score, and Hotter is in magnificent form as the
Dutchman—even more sensitive and full- toned than
when Ifirst heard him in the part four or five years later.
Georg Hann, hardly appreciated in this country as he
deserves to be, is amarvellous Daland—there is hardly
a trace in this assumption of the wooden cut out
character we are often offered. Klarwein's and
Ostertag's sterling Steersman and Erik complete avery
strong male cast; and Luise Willer, a great favourite
with Munich audiences for more than 40 years, is a
distinctly elderly but crisp and lively Mary. The one
weakness is the Senta of Vionca Ursuleac. By then in
her mid-40s, and approaching the end of her distinguished career, she could give greater pleasure in a
live performance, when her sense of character and of
VIVALDI: Mandolin Music
the stage stood her in good stead, than by purely vocal
Das Deutsche Zupforchester IBehrend
means. Her gusty, uneven singing is the one
Acanta DC 22.539 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
disappointment—but in 1944 Krauss would hardly
The term zupforchester had me puzzled for a while:
have omitted his wife from the cast. The choral singing
is excellent, the orchestral playing good—though unzupf, however, means ' pluck' and all the works on this
helpful balance throws the voices forward and eclipses
record are performed with asmall chamber of plucked
much instrumental detail. The sound is acceptable—
instruments; mandolins replacing violins, guitars
providing the essential harmonic backing and a rather gritty, but unexceptionable apart from some
booming on the final side. No libretto is included.
continuo ( when required) of harpsichord and cello or
[H: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
pizzicato double bass. In general, this approach, under
the direction of Siegfried Behrend, aguitarist perhaps
WOLF: ' Der Corregidor'
more familiar from his editions, works well.
Teschemacher ( sop) IFuchs (sop) IRott ( m- sop) IErb
Occasionally the distinction between soloist and
(ten) IWessey ( ten) IHermann ( bar) IBöhme ( bass) I
backing blurs, the mandolin not having the powers of
Frick ( bass) IDresden State Opera Chorus and Orch I
expression of the identically tuned violin, but the sound
Elmendorff (
1944)
is generally well integrated when only plucked
Acanta FA 21408 C) (
3 records) (£ 9.72) ( Harmonia
instruments are involved. Three of the six concerti,
Mundi)
though, are for a heterogeneous solo instrument, one
or two oboes or aviola d'amore, and here the sounds
The cast for this performance is a very distinguished
clash somewhat. This is not helped by the recording,
one, headed by the great singer Karl Erb, Who was 67
which has mandolins set very forward in a generally
when the recording was made, but was still in excellent
reverberant
ambience—which
obscures
the
voice. All the other artists were leading German singers
harpsichord in particular—but the oboes are quite dry
of the period and their sense of characterisation is very
and set back from the mandolins. The effect is
good. The sound quality is all one could hope for in
comparable
to
seeing
a telephoto
closeup
1944, with the voices predominating, while the orsuperimposed on an exaggerated wide-angle shot. The
chestral sound is clean, though limited in range and
sound is not disappointing, it certainly has zest, but its
dynamics. This is a work which is probably heard to
engineering pedigree is more rock than classical. Those
greater advantage on gramophone records than in the
who enjoyed the Vivaldi treatment on 'John Williams
theatre and the fine conducting of Karl Elmendorff
and Friends', with guitars and marimbas, should enjoy
ensures that the performance is an authoritative one.
this record. [ C: 1]
John Atkinson
A booklet is enclosed with the set, giving biographical details of the artists in German and English,
VIVALDI: Sonata in c for oboe & Continuo CI
together with acritical assessment of the opera and an
Sonata in g Op. XIII No. VI from li Pastor Pido
outline of the plot, but the actual libretto is not
Cello Sonata No. VI in
o Cello Sonata No. III
included. [
H: 1]
John Freestone
in a
Ingo Goritzki ( obo) IManfred Sax ( bsn) IJohannes
Goritzki ( v/c) IJdrg Ewald Dahler (hpd)
Claves D 901 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
A pleasant anthology of Vivaldi's music in sonata form
The G minor is taken from the Opus 13 collection and is
here performed on the oboe; readers may like to
compare it with the Archly recording featuring HansMartin Linde ( recorder) & Huguette Dreyfus ( 2533
117). The two sonatas for Cello & Continuo form part
of a set of six such compositions. Some authorities
have allocated the hitherto unidentified opus number
14 to these pieces. Irrespective of the precise identification of these works, at least we can be fairly certain of
one fact, they were published in 1740 by Le Clerc Le
Cadet of Paris.
The performances are pleasing but no attempt has
been made to use instruments of the period. However,
Ingo Goritzki offers beautiful ornamentation and is
admirably complemented by Manfred Sax, who is an
outstanding bassoon virtuoso. Johannes Goritzki's
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cLassical.
collections
Vocal
ERNA BERGER— Recital ( 1935-46)
Erna Berger (sop) I Various supporting artists, orchestras and conductors
Acanta DE 21490 ® (
2 records) (£ 7.00) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
These recordings were all made when the artist was in
her prime, and include splendid performances from the

dassical.

great Mozart coloratura roles. There is asizable chunk
of Rigoletto, sung in German, and including Gilda's
aria (» Caro nome' in Italian), the long duet from Act 1
with Rigoletto,.and the final scene. The other artists
include Schlusnus as Rigoletto and Rosvaenge as the
Duke of Mantua. In the dance duet from Hansel und
Gretel she is joined by afine alto, Marie- Luise Schilp,
and another outstanding band is the duet from
Rosenkavalier '
1st em n Traum' where she sings Sophie
to the Octavian of Tiana Lemnitz. There are three
selections from Marta, notably with Anders, and altog ether there is agreat deal of fine singing on these two
records. The sound is unfortunately only fair. It is not
distorted but there appears to have been avery heavy
treble cut which makes the voices sound rather lifeless
and lacking in brilliance. Nevertheless it is an interesting and fairly comprehensive souvenir of afine artist.
[H: 1]
John Freestone

ERNA BERGER — Recital (
1944)
Music by Brahms, Debussy, Handel, Mozart, Schubert,
R. Strauss, Wolf
Ema Berger ( sop) IMichael Raucheisen (pno)
Acanta BB 22317 0 (£ 3.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Berger in excellent voice, and the songs here suit her
well. She also had the inestimable advantage of the
cooperation of that great accompanist Michael
Raucheisen. The most significant item is the ' Exultate,
jubilate' of Mozart and the soprano's bright clean tone
is heard to great advantage in this work.
The songs chosen are by no means the most profound compositions of their respective authors, and
might be said in away to coincide with the Elisabeth
Schumann repertoire, and the French songs by
Debussy are hardly typical of the French school of song
writing.
The voice and piano are clearly recorded in good
balance, and the record can be recommended as a
souvenir of adelightful artist, but once again, as with
other Acanta issues, there are no texts or notes and even
the biographical details of the artists are missing. [
H: 1 ]
John Freestone

DRESDNER LIEDERABEND (
1922-46)
Berger (sop) I Lemnitz (sop) I Rethberg (sop) I
Teschemacher (sop) I ¡(lose ( alt) ILeisner ( alt) IHirzel
(ten) IHermann ( bar) ISchaffer (bar) IBöhme ( bass)
IRauchiesen ( pno) etc
Acanta DE 22637 (
m) ( 2 records) (£7.00) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
Altogether 23 singers are represented in this collection
of lieder performed by artists connected with the
Dresden State Opera, and there are 32 tracks on the
two records. The songs range from Mozart to Richard
Strauss, the earliest recording being arather indifferent
account of Strauss' » lch trage meine Minne' sung by
Max Hirzel, and there is also a 1934 recording with
orchestra of ' Morgen' sung by Elisabeth Rethberg,
certainly not at her best in this example. Erna Sack,
noted for her range of voice, including an 'A' in alt,
demonstrates very effectively how not to sing » Die
Forelle', but on the whole the singing is of a high
standard, and there is awide selection of lieder, quite a
few of which are unfamiliar. The recording is naturally
very variable, but generally speaking very acceptable
from the point of view of ahistorical issue. The album
forms an interesting souvenir of many well-known
singers, but as arecital of lieder it cannot be generally
recommended. [
H: 1/4]
John Freestone

CHOIR OF KING EDWARD VI SCHOOL,
SOUTHAMPTON
Edward VI School Choir I Merriman I Jeremy
Blandford ( org)
Abbey APR 305 (£4.99) ( Gamut)
This is alarge choir: 25 trebles, 10 altos, 11 tenors, 22
basses—though the word ' bass' must be understood in
the context of senior schoolboys, not men. It must be
said, with regret, that the standard attained, as
evidenced by this issue, cannot be described as more
than moderately good.
Most of the pieces here are liturgical or religious,
though the last five aren't, and one wonders why: the
school is not achoir- school, though visits are made to
churches and cathedrals; but the singers do not seem to
enjoy secular songs—even spirituals like 'Joshua fit de
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MAY NEW RELEASES FROM GAMUT
HAYDN: WORKS WITH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Violin concerto, German dances, Divertimento Alberto Lysy ( violin), Camerata Lysy, Gstaad
MICHELLE LECLERC plays the Heuvel organs at Strijen and Ridderkerk
VIERNE: FANTASIESTÜCKE ( Volume 2): Op 53 and 54
Pierre Labric ( Saint Ouen de Rouen)
BJORN BOYSEN at the new Paul Ott organ in Oslo Concert Hall
Sandvold, Liszt, Reubke
FESTIVO ( Dutch organ series)

CLAVES 8002
FESTIVO 082

£5.50
£5.50

GRAND ORGUE 780120 £4•50
SIMAX PS 1001

£0-00

QUALITY IMPORTED ORGAN RECORDS FROM GAMUT
each £5•50
F075
F081
F086
F087
each £4.50
GO 760110
GO 760910
GO 770511
GO 771101
GO 790510
each f5.50
OSM 16152
OSM 16153
OSM 16155
OSM 16156
OSM 16157
OSM 16159

Reger: Fantasias and chorale preludes. Van Vliet, Grote Kerk, Breda
Herman Van Vliet plays the Müller organ in the Old Church, Amsterdam
Daniel Roth plays the Van den Heuvel organ, Strijen
Homage to Charles-Marie Widor Van Vliet, Old Church, Amsterdam
GRAND ORGUE
Concert d'Orgue No. 1: Pierre Labric, Saint-Ouen de Rouen
Swiss organ music François Rabot, Saint-Ouen de Rouen
Concert d'Orgue No. 2: Pierre Labric, Saint-Ouen de Rouen
Vierne: Pièces de Fantasie Vol. I. Labric, Saint-ouen de Rouen
17th-century Italian organ music at Bec Hellouin
MITRA
Hans Geffert at the Ott organ, Kreuzkirche, Bonn
Romantic organ music Bówering, St. Dionysius-Kirche, Rheine
Mozart on the organ Kynaston, Kath. Stadtpfarrkirche, Eppingen
Vierne: Symphonie No. 6, Carillon de Westminster, Kynaston, Ingolstadt Münster
Elgar and Reubke Kynaston, Ingolstadt Münster
Bach: Christmas organ music. Henking, St. Blasius-Kirche, Hann. Münden

All these records are available from your local dealer, but in case of difficulty, write to:

QAMUT distribution
All Saints' Passage, Cambridge CB2 3LT, England.

,fflOOlter

Audio

Telephone: Cambridge 358669

Award yourself the RPM!

Consultants

"It is a fine thing to be honest,
but it is also very important to be right."
Sir Winston Churchill
When choosing Hi -Fi equipment, don't bother to ask the
dealer for his honest opinion, as if he actually has three
opinions, but only one of them's honest.
Assuming for a moment that he is honest, it doesn't
necessarily mean he's going to be right.
The best approach without a doubt, is to get a comprehensive, unbiased demonstration, and on the basis of what you
hear, make the final decision yourself.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF:
LINN SONDEK • REGA RESEARCH • S.T.D. • JBE • LINN ITTOK
• SYRINX • GRACE • HADCOCK • LINN ASAK • SUPEX •
ENTRE • GRADO • 0R -roFoN • ULTIMO e CORAL • AUDIO
TECHNICA • NAIM AUDIO • BOOTHROYD STUART. MERIDIAN
• NYTECH AUDIO • A& R CAMBRIDGE • SUGDEN •
MICHAELSON AND AUSTIN TVA • LENTEK • SWALLOW •
A.R.C. • MORDAUNT SHORT • S.K.S. • LINN ISOBARIK • CEOL

Bulgin ElectroruCs

Park Lane, Broxbourne. Hens
Telephone: Hoddescion 64455

E.C.C.
THIS 48"WIDE
RECORD CABINET
IN WOOD WILL
HOLD 600LPs.

... available by appointment Monday to Saturday until 6p.m.

CASSETTE DRAWERS

Chris Brooks Audio Consultants
Retailers of specialist HiFi equipment
FOUR WAYS, 16 BROOKFIELD ROAD, LYMM,
NR. WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE
Telephone LYMM (092-575) 2311
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FOR DETAILS OF OUR LARGE RANGE OF HANDMADE HI-FI
FURNITURE, SEND TWO 10p STAMPS QUOTING ( HFN4/80

ECC, 4 BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE,
N.YORKSHIRE HG1
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battle of Jericho —Much more than the more serious
things. Those who know the school and its musicmaking will doubtless wish to have this record, but I
cannot think of any good reason why anybody else
should: recordings from Wandsworth, for example,
have infinitely more guts and verve about them. The
Abbey engineers have again come up with amore than
just satisfactory recording. It is not their best for
presence, and as it was made in achurch and not at the
school, there is no special acoustic or atmosphere to
preserve. In short, Ifound little cause for enthusiasm
here [
13: 3]
Peter Turner

sounds very natural if not distinctively 'college chapel'.
The organ is well balanced against the singers, and
accompanies sufficiently but without over- emphasis. I
wish the choice of items could have been more catholic
and adventurous; but there are good things here.
[A/B: 2)
Peter Turner

ELIZABETHAN AYRES AND DANCES
Music by Campian, Daniel, Holborn, Rosseter
James Bowman ( c- ten) IRobert Spencer ( Ire)
Saga 5470 (£ 2.75)
James Bowman has aremarkably pure tone, which he
sustains throughout the entire register. with great
flexibility and an agile grasp of phrase. His tonecolours are more restricted, perhaps, than Deller's in his
prime; but one feels that the Tudor monarchs would
have admired him vastly. Robert Spencer is a fine
scholar as well as lutenist: he contributes asleeve- note
which is, unlike so many, informative and useful. His
playing illustrates his own understanding of the techniques of the period, based on his researches, and is
less elaborate and decorated than is suggested by some
other students. That is true also of James Bowman's
singing, which contains few of the trills, shakes and
other devices which are often introduced for authenticity. Let the learned dispüte: the result here is an
absorbingly beautiful recital.
Saga's German pressings show a startlingly improved standard when compared, alas, with most
British ones: the surface silence is examplary, and the
overall quality excellent. Two spaced omnis were used
here, with a slightly 'wide' result but first-class tonal
fidelity. The recorded level is rather low. [
A: 1
Peter Turner

KARL ERB—Recital
Operatic excerpts by Cornelius, Mozart & Wolf. Lieder
by Bach, Brahms, Gluck, Liszt, Schubert, Wolf
Karl Erb ( ten) I Various pianists, orchestras and
conductors
Acanta DE 23106/7 (0
(Harmonia Mundi)

(
2 records) (£ 7.00)

Karl Erb was forced to retire from the operatic stage in
1929 due to aserious accident, and concentrated on
concert work, becoming one of the world's greatest
lieder singers. This set gives avery good idea of Erb,
firstly as asuperb Mozart singer, and then as a great
interpreter of the song repertoire of the finest German
composers. His unusually high voice enabled him to
sing some of the rarely heard Schubert songs which
make great demands upon the singer because of their
wide range and high tessitura. Altogether Ifound this
set most rewarding musically, and the sound is very
good for its period, with the voice recorded cleanly and
brightly. This is certainly a historical reissue of
tremendous value to all aspiring singers and to all who
can appreciate the art of one of the very greatest of
lieder singers. [
H: 1*]
John Freestone
MUSIC FOR EVENSONG
Music by Elgar, VW, Bairstow, Balfour Gardiner,
Stanford, Howells
Choir of Queen's College, Cambridge I Stephen
Armstrong IPhilip Coad ( org)
Theatre Production OCR 8818 (
2records) (£ 7.49)
(Gamut)
Limited scope makes this arather dull programme, and
forces attention from the music to the standard of
execution. The choir uses women sopranos in place of
boys' voices; and very nice they are. No notes accompany the discs, so that we do not know whether
these are choral scholars or just students who like to
sing. Either way, they sing very well, but without that
élan one might expect from such an age- group: even
hymns are sung rather solemnly. In general, intonation
and diction are good, and the sound of these fresh
young voices is very agreeable, though the bass line is
not strong—or not strongly deployed: it sounds more
baritone than 6a-ss.
The recording has great merit: it is at alevel which
makes the music easy to reproduce realistically, and it
RIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MAY 1980

JEWISH MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE
LOUIS SA LADI N: Canticum Hebraicum /
CARLO GROSSI: Cantata Ebraica in Dialogo /
SALAMONE DE ROSSI EBREO: Les Cantiques
de Salomon
Boston Camerata ICohen
Harmonia Mundi HM 1021 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)
During the seventeenth century, European Jews absorbed many aspects of the dominant Gentile culture,
and the music on this record is thoroughly imbued with
the spirit of the European baroque. In fact, two of the
composers represented here, Grossi and Saladin, were
not Jewish at all, but had much contact with their local
Jewish communities. Grossi was commissioned by
members of the Jewish community to provide festive
music, while the work by Saladin, evidently commissioned for use at acircumcision ceremony, is full of
folky tunes typical of the Baroque music of Provence.
Salamone de Rossi was aJewish musician, who led
an orchestra of Jewish musicians, and composed
much instrumental and vocal music for non-Jewish
audiences. The Cantiques de Salomon turn out to be
highly competent works, published in Venice in 1622,
and consisting of a collection of psalms, prayers and
instrumental sinfonias.
The performances, using early instruments, are
thoroughly commendable. There is some delightfully
nimble recorder playing, and some lovely playing from
the baroque oboe in the Rossi Cantiques. The singing,
too, leaves very little to be desired. The ensemble is
controlled and the diction in the choral sections
perfectly clear.
Apart from its historical significance, this is a most
enjoyable record. [
A: 1]
Colin Evans

cLassicaL

standard of singing is worthy of the foundation, and
hymnody, harmony and polyphony are presented with
style and in the great Anglican tradition.
This is a very typical Abbey recording, which is as
much as to say ayen; satisfactory one. It has not quite
the presence of the outstanding ones, but is realistic
and, Ihave no doubt, faithful to the original sound.
[A: 2]
Peter Turner

MAX LORENZ SINGS WAGNER
'Tannháuser' o 'Tristan und Isolde' ' Rienzi' El
'Die Walküre' D ' Giitterdammerungextracts
Lorenz ( ten) I Reining (sop) I Buchner (sop) I
Teschemacher (sop) IScheppan (sop) ILanghammer
(sop) I Klose ( aft) I Ludwig ( ten) I Schmitt- Wafter
(bar) I Prohaska ( bar) I Hofmann ( bass) I various
orchestras and conductors (
1941-44)
Acanta DE 22120
(
2 records) (£7.00) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
These recordings show that Lorenz had atrue heldentenor voice of apparently limitless reserve, and although it was not abeautiful one in terms of bel canto,
he could generate tremendous excitement, as he does
here, particularly in excerpts from Die Walküre. The
final duet from Act 1 ( with Maria Reining) is splendidly
done and the soprano's voice is not unlike that of Lotte
Lehmann. All in all this is avery worthwhile album, and
the sound, although rather variable, permits one to
obtain avery good idea of the tenor in some of his most
famous Wagnerian roles. There are biographical notes
on the singer's career in German, English and French,
but no texts of the music sung [
H:1]
John Freestone

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE, TENBURY
St. Michael's College Choir I Roger Judd ( dir) I
Andrew Millington ( org)
Abbey APR 303 (£4.99) ( Gamut)
All the items here have some connéction with the
College, if only atenous one—such as the inclusion of
one by Mendelssohn, who played aduet with Ouseley
when the latter was all of eight years old; and Viernes
Westminster Carillon (
to show off the fine organ,
remodelled by Father Willis in 1873) because he gave a
recital at the College in 1925. Naturally there are two
items by Ouseley himself, and Benjamin Britten's
Antiphon, written for the centenary celebrations.
The choir, as recorded, consists of 16 boys, two
altos, two tenors and three basses. The sound, Ifeel,
would be better balanced if these forces were more
equally divided. There is no verbal text, and one has to
remark that the words are not easy to follow without
one, particularly in the Latin works. Here and there are
small errors of intonation and ensemble, with some
apparent nervousness in soloists; but in general the

JULIUS PATZAK: LIEDER RECITAL
Lieder by Brahms, Mozart, Schubert, R. Strauss, Wolf
Julius Patzak ( ten) IMichael Raucheisen (pno)
Acanta BB 23101 ® (£ 3.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Patzak ( born in 1898) had avoice that was perhaps not
particularly outstanding, but he made up for this by his
great musicianship, his stylish and always intelligent
singing, and his versatility. Ihad not heard him before
as alieder singer, but from this recital it is clear that he
had the ability to identify himself completely with the
songs he chose, colouring his voice admirably, and
always enunciating with great clarity. In this recital he
has the advantage too of one of the great accompanists
of this century— Michael Raucheisen—and it is therefore rather apity that the historic recording favours the
voice, and the balance is often not too good with the
piano rather in the background. Nevertheless, the
recital gave me agreat deal of pleasure, and apart from
the question of balance the recording is very good
indeed for 1943/4 H: 1]
John Freestone

IN QUIRES AND PLACES... No. 29
Choir of the Metropolitan Cathedral, Liverpool, Philip
Duffy ( dir & org) I Terence Duffy ( org)
Abbey LPB 816 (£4.99) ( Gamut)
The sleeve- note to this record tells us that 'the selection
of music ... is representative of the Choir
repertoire. ..'; in which case it is rather dull, and offers
little which can be regarded as specifically Catholic.
The choir is large, and sings with great assurance
and, in general, very pleasantly, though there are some
rather unhappy moments in Philip Duffy's Sacerdos et
Pontifex. Balfour Gardiner's hefty version of the Te
Lucis ante terminum is such awretched substitute for
the many exquisite Gregorian settings of that ancient
hymn that one wonders how it can ever be used.
Regrettably, it is.
The engineers were up against huge difficulties:
there is acolossal echo in this building, and whatever
its architectural merits, it makes a poor recording
location. The echo- effect is such as to render the
hearing of detail very difficult, by creating a washy
background of sound. Those who habitually sing in
such an environment get used to it; but microphones
cannot achieve the ' cocktail- party effect'. Here there
has been agallant attempt to cope, but it cannot be said
to have succeeded. [
13/C: 2/3]
Peter Turner

MUSIC FROM ROCHESTER CATHEDRAL
Rochester Cathedral Choir IFerguson IDavid Poulter
(org)
Abbey APR 302 (£ 4.99) ( Gamut)
'The pieces which you will hear on this record', the
Dean tells us, 'are not concert items but aselection from
the regular repertoire which is sung daily in the
Cathedral'. It is, no doubt, this wise choice which
produces the sense of ease which characterises the
singing: the choir is performing well within its
capabilities, and doing so remarkably well. It is not a
large body of singers: fourteen boys and six lay clerks;
but with awise yet comprehensive choice of music, a
high standard is attained.
Acoustically, the cathedral is not one of the best, and
the resultant sound is rather dim. As always, the Abbey
engineers have made the best of it; and after all, one of
the purposes of a record like this is to reproduce the
sound of the choir as nearly as possible as it is in its
setting. The rather severe imbalance of forces between
men and boys has been dealt with discreetly, and the
overall result is pleasing without being outstanding.
The issue is well worth acquiring, and not only by those
who seek amemento of their visits to this great church.
(13: 2)
Peter Turner
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Eugene Ormandy
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Ravel: Daphnis and Chloé —
Complete Ballet
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Ravel's voluptuQusly beautiful ballet
score is heard in ravishing digital
sound for the first time. A superb
performance from Mata and his
Dallas Orchestra.
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Stravinsky: The Firebird — Suite (1919)
Symphony in three movements
Dallas Symphony Orchestra
Eduardo Mata
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Stravinsky's scintillating score (his
first ballet for Diaghilev) captured with
remarkable brilliance in this energetic
performance.
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Recorded as never before, Ormandy and
the Philadelphians bring aperfect blend
of excitement and lyricism to Bartok's
vivid orchestral masterpiece.
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RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH MUSIC, VOL.
VII
Metropolitan Anthony of Sourozh ( celebrant) IChoir
of the Russian Orthodox Cathedral. London I
Fortounatto
Ikon IKO 9 (£4.20) ( Lugton's)
This Good Friday Vesper service is sung antiphonally,
with recitations of celebrant and cantor ( essentially
monotonal in pitch, but with nevertheless those distinctive cadential caesuras and degrees of microtonal
inflexion, fluctuation or ascent in their overall contour,
familiar from the liturgies of other Easter Orthodox
churches) punctuated by choral arrangements of specific chants. Among these the harmonisations of
Alexander Kastalsky ( 1856-1926, a Moscow pupil of
Tchaikovsky and Taneiev) are, for all their compromise,
easily the most convincing in their endeavour to
preserve rather than Westernise the character and
modality of the originals.
Recorded live', and therefore potentially valuable for
preserving in principle an example of a Russian
Orthodox service as currently practised, the outcome
stands as an undoubted testament to the courage,
devotion and faith of an expatriate minority church in
London that has awidely- scattered parish of still less
than athousand. It should be noted, nevertheless, that
in the interests of commercial release, the original ( over
two hours long) has had to be quite heavily edited—
with not always the happiest of results ( loss of
ambience, shifting pitch, loss of timing, sudden fades,
and so on). Some climactic moments distort. [
C/D: 2]
Ate § Orga

HEINRICH SCHLUSNUS SINGS VERDI ARIAS
12 items including concerted numbers ( rec. 1927-37)
Heinrich Schlusnus I Various supporting artists, orchestras and conductors
DG 2535 802 0 (£3.99) ( Import Music)

Here Schlusnus is shown as an operatic artist of the
highest calibre. The testing tessitura of many of the
Verdi baritone roles holds no terror for him, and the
almost absurd ease with which he surmounts all
technical difficulties makes him sound alittle casual at
times. I
was delighted that some of the recordings are in
Italian, including afine version of the duet ' Solenne in
quest'ora' from La Forza del Destino with a splendid
tenor Koloman von Pataky. Other artists represented on
the record include Erna Berger and Helge Roswaenge,
and the sound is remarkably good with the minimum of
surface noise consistent with a reasonable treble
response. If you are interested in historical recordings
of the great artists of the past, you will certainly not
want to miss this one. [
H: 1*]
John Freestone

Instrumental
ARS NOVA, PARIS
CHERUBINI: 8 Marches / PACHELBEL arr. Elie
Raynaud and Georges Barboteu: Canon over an
ostinato: Suites in Bb & G / ANON 17th
CENTURY: Sonata derived from Folk- Ballad
Ars Nova Brass Quartet, Paris
RCA ' Erato' STU 71265 (£ 5.49)

An interesting record. The Pachelbel Canon and TrioSuites are cleanly played, but seem to me not to suit
their new clothing; the works call for a more subtle
RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH MUSIC, VOL.
variety of tone- colouring, amore intimate manner and
VIII: Hymns and Chants of Southwestern
a less predictable treatment. However, the Cherubini
Russia
marches ( 6 are properly titled Pas Redoublé, ie,
Nicolai Gedda ( ten) IMale Choir of Russian Orthodox
parade- march) are far better suited to the Quintette de
Cathedral, London IFortounatto
Cuivres, and are given amost attractive performance.
Ikon I
KOS 10 (£4.20) ( Lugton's)
The recording was made in alargish Paris church, and it
To what extent Ikon have thought about presentasuits the ensemble well—broad sound, clear detail, not
tion seems, on the current showing, to be debatable. I too much echo.
would question, for instance, the claim that the meThe ensemble doesn't sound remotely like the Philip
lodies used ' took their present shape some time since
Jones Brass Ensemble, or any other London group, and
the 17th century', that in historical terms, in other
it isn't simply that the French have "more" or 'aspecial'
words, they are modern rather than ancient, and
vibrato, although that has agrain of truth in it. There are
therefore, arguably corrupt and distorted as arepresena great many differences between French, Viennese,
tation of their primary form.
American and Italian brass ensembles, and this record
Also, in having Nicolai Gedda take ( wastefully) the
provides an excellent sampler of the first.
top part in six of the nine hymns, the overall timbre of
The sleeve carries an appalling English translation of
the choir seems to become too bland. Gedda remains a Michel Vincent's excellent French notes; the ballad, we
stage tenor, aconcert singer in the Western tradition,
are told, was used to attract customers at 'fairies'; the
and for all his evident fervour and dedication his switch
word arrangement is displaced by 'parting' ( and not
from operatic secular to orthodox sacred ultimately
even to translation ' partition"), etc. It is almost imlacks conviction.
possible to gain the correct impression of the whole
After such negative comment, Ihave to conclude,
text without resorting to the French original beside it.
nevertheless, that on purely emotional rather than
[A/B: 1]
Stephen Daw
musicological grounds this record is at its best arichly
moving spiritual experience. Listen especially to the
CLAVIER MUSIC IN VIENNA, 1670-1770
pioneering Kastalsky arrangements on Side 2 ( fluid,
FUX: Parthie in g / KERLL: Toccata Iand III,
rhythmically free, and consciously respectful of the
Canzona I, Ciacona in C / PACHELBEL:Ciacona
non- Western chants that insired them), and to the
in C / WAGENSEIL: Divertimento in F
timeless antiphonies of Vespers and Let God Arise and
Bradford Tracey ( hpd and org)
Christ is Risen. [
B: 2]
Ares Orga
Toccata FSM 53626 ([ 5.50) ( Gamut)

HEINRICH SCHLUSNUS SINGS SCHUMANN
14 Lieder (
rec. 1927-37)
Heinrich Schlusnus ( bar) ISebastian Peschko (pno) I
Franz Rupp ( pno) IMichael Raucheisen (pno)
DG 2535 803
(£ 3.99) ( Import Music)
Heinrich Schlusnus had agreat career as alieder singer,
and it is this aspect of his art which is represented on
this historical issue. For these recordings the artist was
in his prime, and they have been excellently transferred
to LP. In many cases there is alittle surface noise, but
the voice is bright and the recording clean and forward.
There is some very beautiful singing on the record, and
Schlusnus copes easily with all the demands of many
varied lieder, including the high A natural in ' Ich grolle
nicht'. Ido not greatly care for his ' Die Lotosblume.
which is taken very slowly and sounds alittle disjointed
as aresult, but on the whole the singing reaches avery
high standard, and the trio of distinguished accompanists all make significant contributions. [
H: 1]
John Freestone
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Although Pachelbel's links with Vienna are surely
tenuous, this is in almost every respect awelcome and
attractive recital. Bradford Tracey has the use of
instruments from Fritz Neumeyer's collection. He plays
four pieces by Johan Kaspar Kerll ( 1627-93), three on
a lovely anonymous south German positive organ of
around 1730, and the fourth on a1975 harpsichord by
William Dowd after a Ruckers of 1620; for the noble
Ciacona of Pachelbel he returns to the positive—
thoug hhere, towards the end of the side, there is some
deterioration in the sound- quality. On the second side
he offers a Parthie by Fux and a Divertimento in F by
Wagenseil—virtually
a miniature
pre- Classical
sonata—on another modern Dowd instrument, this
one modelled on a Blanchet of 1730. Mr Tracey's
neatness and alert rhythmic sense are pleasingly in
evidence, as is his ability in the big Pachelbel
Chaconne to spin out aline and respond to changes of
mood. The varied and characteristic Fux movements
are nicely differentiated. But above all Ienjoyed the
Kerll pieces—a fascinating and important composer,
whose sudden changes of direction and perky themes
have an endearing quality. The recording is clean and

sympathetic, apart from the slight fault referred to; I
found the instruments sounded best at aslightly lower
than usual volume setting. [
A(B): 1]
Peter Branscombe

HOMMAGE A CARL CZERNY
Music by Bach, Beethoven, Czerny, Debussy, Liszt
Franzpeter Goebels (pno)
Claves D 904 (£ 5.50) (
Gamut)
The Beethoven work included is the first of the two Op.
39 Preludes through all the major keys, and the Liszt is
the Prelude to the Transcendental Studies. Most interest attaches to the selection from Czerny's own works,
acomplete opus list of which would run to over 1,000. I
was delighted by the perky inventiveness of a handful
of the 8- bar exercise Op. 821 and the solid craftsmanship and occasional memorable passage from the
School of the Virtuoso', Op. 365. The recital also
includes excerpts from the School of Velocity. Op. 299,
the Art of Dexterity, Op. 740, and aPrelude and Fugue
in C from the Classical Style, Op. 856. To all this music
(and also to the detailed German- language insert,
which with facsimiles and shorter music examples
valuably fills out the brief English sleevenote) Mr
Goebels has brought quiet enthusiasm, affection and
clear expository skill. The pianism is of a high order,
even if some of the most difficult studies have not quite
the élan and exactness that one could wish for. The
piano ( the make of which ought surely to have been
identified) has been well captured, though the tone
hardens and becomes rather shallow in one or two
strenuous passages. [
B: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe

FIRST CHAIR ENCORES
COLLEY: Aria & Dance (
w. Carlton Cooley, via) I
FAURÉ:
Elogie ( w.
Lorne Munroe,
vie) I
GUILMANT: Morceau symphonique (
w. Henry
Smith tbn) I RUSAGER: Concertino, Op. 29 (
w.
Gilbert Johnson, tpt) I SAINT- SANS: Morceau
de Concert (
w. Mason Jones, hm) ISARASATE:
Introduction & Tarantelle (
w. Anshel Brus,/ow,
yin) IVAN HAL: Concerto in E (
w. Roger Scott, d.
bass)
Philadelphia IOrmandy
CBS 61889 (£ 3.39)
The idea behind this disc is an attractive one; and there
is no denying the musicianship and skill of these
Philadelphia principals. Even so, it is not too difficult to
imagine solo performances of greater imagination and
stronger personality, to say nothing of amore inspiring
selection of music ( there, perhaps, lies part of the
trouble). The outer movements of Knudage Rüsager's
Concerto ( written in 1933-4) prattle away busily in a
style best described as sub- neoclassical Stravinsky,
and only Fauré's Elegie (
played with an exceptionally
even, sweet tone) lends the company some distinction.
The less said about the banal concerto byJan Krtitel
Vanhal ( apupil of Dittersdorf) the better, although the
performance shows this great orchestra at its most
gauche and lumberin97-the string complement is disastrously overpopulated for such music.
Mason Jones is already familiar from an excellent
disc of the Mozart concertos ( CBS ' Embassy' 30075—
now deleted), and his contribution strikes me as easily
the most stylish and graceful of the disc; his technique
is impeccable, the sound he makes beautifully warm
and focused.
As might be expected, the recordings favour the
soloists—especially so in the Sarasate —but, except in
the Vanhal, which is distinctly rough- sounding, there
is no lack of atmosphere. The dynamic range is narrow,
however, and soft passages have been brought forward. If only the musical contents had conveyed more
sparkle and animal spirits. [
B: 2] Andrew Keener

GERMAN KEYBOARD MUSIC AROUND 1700
J. C. BACH: Aria in a with 15 Variations /
BUXTEHUDE: Prelude and Fugue in g, BuxWV
163 / FISCHER: Suite VI in D/ HANDEL: Suite in
d / ZACHOW: Suite in b
Bradford Tracey ( hpd)
Toccata FSM 53623 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
Bradford Tracey here performs a nicely chosen recital
on astrong- toned, responsive William Dowd harpsichord of modern manufacture modelled after aRuckers
of around 1620. Iparticularly enjoyed the Aria with 15
Variations by Johann Christoph Bach, J S's uncle and
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probably the greatest of his family predecessors; this
fine big work has apparently only recently been rediscovered. An unexpected treat was to find here the
whole of J C F Fischer's Suite no. 6 in D, the
Praeludium to which figures in the very enjoyable disc I
reviewed last month in which William Christie devoted
his attention solely to Fischer. The Zachow Suite
(Zachau is actually the more normal spelling) will also
give much pleasure, both for its own sake and also
because it is followed by asuite that Handel may well
have written when still studying under Zachow at
Halle. The performances are deeply- felt—the Zachow
is warmly characterised indeed; for some tastes Mr
Tracey's changes of register may be distracting at
times, but his crisp, lively playing is admirable. The
recording is full- toned and close, with silent surfaces.
[A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

CONCERTOS FOR 2 HORNS
L. MOZART: Concerto in E7 / POKORNY:
'Concerto in F / WITT: Concerto in F
Hermann Baumann ( tun) I Mahir Çakar ( hm) I
•Christoph Kohler ( bra) I Concerto Amsterdam I
Schroder
Acanta DC 22433 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
This selection makes avery pleasing issue. Pokorny, a
Mannheim and Oettingen-Wallerstein musician, is unrepresented in the current catalogue; this demanding,
tuneful if mainly short-winded work will earn him
friends. The Leopold Mozart is likewise a welcome
addition to the record lists; it has some bold theatrical
gestures and acharming finale, half dance, half hunting
music. The Friedrich Witt concerto opens strongly, and
if it has dull pages, the eloquent Romanze sets off
nicely the fast movements on either side of it. Hermann
Baumann is supported strongly by Christoph Kohler in
the Pokorny, and Mahir Cakar in the other two works,
and the Concerto Amsterdam provide the neat, expressive accompaniments that we all too easily take for
granted from Jaap Schrdder's fine ensemble. If the
music is unremarkable, it is an excellent medium for
Baumann's artistry, and unfailingly pleasing to ear and
mind, the recording is clean and well-balanced, though
somewhat shallow. [
B: 1]
Peter Branscombe

JOIE DE VIVRE
GOUNOD: Petite Symphonie for nine wind instruments / IBERT: Trois pieces Breves, for
wind quintet / POULENC: Sextet for Piano &
Wind Instruments
Athena Ensemble
RCA RL 25278 (£ 4.99)
The first movement Allegretto of the Gounod sets off at
alively pace, and although without quite the crispness
and sparkle of the Netherlands Wind Ensemble ( Philips
6500 163) there is apleasant element of gentle reserve
about the playing. The third movement, too, brings
some nicely deft and polished characterisation, although here the softness of attack began to raise
doubts. Maybe the new recording is partly to blame—
it, too, is rather soft edged ( horns tend to sound alittle
veiled) although separation and positioning is admirably secure.
Imust admit, however, to finding the Poulenc all
rather polite. The opening—largely marked torte, fortissimo or even fff—surely contains more satire and bite
(in aword, more sauce) than it receives here. Relative
dynamic shadings, too, tend to be inconsistent. This
may sound fussy, but Poulenc's dynamics offer abasic
insight into the work's personality, and to underplay
them is, Ithink, to undermine the work's sharper, more
characterful side. To be fair, there is much sensitively
shaped playing— David Theodore phrases the oboe
melody at the beginning of the Andante with fine
musicianship, and the subito très lent bars which end
the work are delicately sustained. At present the Sextet
faces no competition, and in any case, other listeners
may find the elegance of these performances more
consistently appropriate than Ido. The surfaces on my
copy were admirably smooth. [
A/B: 2]
Andrew Keener
LANCASHIRE SCHOOLS S.O.
J. S. BACH: Brandenburg Concerto No 3 ( first
movement) / ELGAR: Nimrod
I Concert
Overture, In the South, Op 50 / GOUNOD: Petite
Symphony ( first movement) / CORELLIHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MAY 1980

BARBIROLLI:
Oboe
Concerto ( PreludeGavotte) / STRAUSS: Radestzky March
Soloists ILancashire Schools SO IDoley
Abbey APR 304 (£ 4.99)
The orchestra was founded in 1970 as 'adirect result of
the Lancashire Education Committee's policy of supporting the development of musical talent in young
people'. With overseas tours of Denmark ( 1973), the
Eastern States of America ( 1974), Sweden ( 1975,
1979) and Austria ( 1978), and with a British tour in
1976 to their credit, their achievement and enthusiasm
can only be commended. This record, their second,
ranges over a wide and challenging repertoire.
Recorded in the Great Hall of Lancaster University, not
everything on it is successful— Brandenburg 3, for
instance, a difficult test, suffers from a slow, overweighty approach, and includes some rather uncomfortable moments of ensemble and intonation,
while Elgar's In the South is often disturbingly
laboured and ragged—but at its best it shows acontrol
that is -impressive and avitality that would put many of
our hardened, professional orchestras to shame. The
Gounod extract is almost wholly successful, a really
neat performance this, while the Corelli-Barbirolli
reveals a very good and musical oboe player in
Catherine Greenless. Average engineering and production. [
C: 2/4]
Ates Orge
TWO PIANOS
BEETHOVEN: Sonata in D Op. 6 / MOZART:
Sonata in F major KV 497 / WEBER: Six Pieces
Op. 3
Rolf Junghans IBradford Tracey (f-pno)
Toccata FSM 53625 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
The sound, of course, is thinner than that of modern
instruments, and the compass smaller; yet this is the
type of piano for which much of the repertory of
masterworks was composed, and it must be valuable to
hear the sounds which Mozart and Beethoven heard
when they themselves played.
None of these pieces is of great profundity. The most
extended is the Mozart, which occupies the first side.
The Weber pieces are all short, and of the 'exercise'
variety; but full of charm. What one gets from this
record is more than aperiod- piece: it provides awellchosen and delightfully- played programme. One of the
needs which created the piano out of the harpsichord
was to be able to vary the dynamics, which aplucked
keyboard could do only to a limited degree. Early
pianos are less sensitive in this and all other ways than
the modern ones, with atone closer to that of the rather
metallic timbre of the harpsichord; but they have a
charm of their own.
The sound on this issue is very good: it is easily
possible to distinguish the four hands, but there is no
feeling of excessive engineering: avisually and tonally
beautiful instrument is well reproduced. [
A: 1/2]
Peter Turner

SONATAS OF THE HIGH BAROQUE
BIBER: Partita 1 in d for 2violins in scordatura
and basso continuo / BUXTEHUDE: Sonata in C
for quadro / KOHN EL: Sonata in efor 2gambas
and basso continuo / ROSENMULLER: Sonata
in e for quadro / SCHENK: Ciacona in G for 2
gambas
Janine Rubenlicht ( yin) I Sigiswald Kul/ken ( vIn &
gmba) I Wieland Ku//ken ( vIn & gmba) I Robert
Kohnen (hpd)
Harmonie Mundi 065-98824 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)
The special item here is Buxtehude's Sonata, which
came to light quite recently in alibrary at Uppsala; even
if Buxtehude's style is just a little predictable in
keyboard and chamber ( but not organ!) music, performances of this quality are more than welcome.
Indeed, all of the playing here is good, nearly all is
excellent, and we are forced to regret the rarity of
Robert Kohnen's appearances on disc; his continuo
work has just alittle more life than the much- recorded
Van Asperen's. However, this recording was first taped
in 1971. Was this the last time that he made arecord?
He is still very active as a performer.
The sound is predictably resonant for Harmonia
Mundi in the now famous Kirchheim Cedernsaat but
balance and ensemble are also realistic and wellhandled by both performers and engineers. Baroque
specialists should certainly hear this record; one particularly striking feature is the strong character of

dassicaL

Rosenmüllees Trio- Sonata of 1682. Anybody who has
fallen—as I had—into the trap of considering
Rosenmüller a 'small-timer' in a Europe of musical
giants will probably.be persuaded as rapidly as Iwas to
the contrary. [
B: 1*/1 ]
Stephen Daw

SOUTH-WEST GERMAN C.O.
DONIZETTI: Sinfonia in D major ( arr. from
String Quartet) / GLUCK: Four movements
from ' Don Juan'/GRIEG: Holberg Suite /
SIBELIUS: Suite champêtre
Strings of the South-west German CO/Paul Angerer
Claves D 709 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
Neville Marriner has already shown how well
Donizetti's D major Quartet sounds on full strings ( or as
a 'choral performance' as the quaintly translated
sleevenote has it). It is a delightful work, a cross
between Mendelssohn in busy, energetic vein and the
String Sonatas of Rossini ( with which Marriner's
performance is coupled—Argo ZK 26-7, 2 discs). The
gentle Larghetto is the most operatic of the four
movements, with its swaying three- in- a- bar metre and
its floridly accompanied legato melodic line. A most
attractive piece.
The Sibelius suite, while not of any genuine significance in his output, is none the worse for that. The final
Dance is especially charming, with vivid echoes of the
Humoresques for violin and orchestra, written some
four years earlier in 1917, and the opening Pièce
caractéristique possesses aNordic elegiac atmosphere
similar to the Farewell movement from Rakastava.
If not the last word in refinement, the performances
have abreezy, unaffected quality (the violins 'bounce'
the opening rhythm of Holberg most engagingly and
with splendid clarity, although Ifound both tempo and
phrasing of the Gavotte distinctly sluggish). The playing itself is good ( the string complement is arranged 44-3-2-1), the conducting neat and energetic, although
the helpfully resonant acoustic is partly offset by a
close balance which tends to lend the upper strings a
fierce edge. The single double- bass line is well caught,
though. Bearing in mind thàt more polished performances are available elsewhere ( Groves has recorded the
Sibelius on ASD 3287) this is a useful and enjoyable
collection. [
B: 1/2]
Andrew Keener

TROMBONE CONCERT
ALBRECHTSBERGER: Concerto in 13 ,for Alto
Trombone and Strings / ANGE RE R: ' Luctus et
Gaudium' for Alto Trombone and Strings /
LARSSON: Concertino for Tenor, Trombone
and Strings / LEOPOLD MOZART: Concerto in
D for Alto Trombone and Orchestra
Branimir Stoker (tbn) ISW German CO, Pforzheim I
Angerer
Claves D 707 (£ 5.20) ( Gamut)
The Leopold Mozart ' Concerto' is in fact three of nine
movements of a Serenade recently discovered by
Alexander Weinmann at Seitenstetten. If there is inevitably something incomplete about the resulting
work, it makes awelcome addition to the repertory for
alto trombone. Of the modern works, Larsson's
Concertino op. 45 no. 7, which dates from the mid ' 50s,
is a pleasing little piece in three strongly contrasted
movements; and Paul Angerer, better known as a
conductor, has provided an expressive vehicle for the
skills of the present soloist in ' Luctus et gaudium'
('Grief and Joy"), which was written early in 1977. The
title aptly reflects the two moods and aspects of the
solo instrument: athrenody, briefly but violently interrupted; and a bustling, cheery fast movement. The
playing of Bra nimir Slokar on alto and tenor trombones
is sensitive, alert and expressive, his tone sometimes a
shade querulous on sustained notes. The silent surfaces and good sound quality add to the pleasure, and
Jürg Ewald Miller's apt and lively harpsichord continuo in the earlier works deserves special mention. An
insert contains a facsimile of Angerer's interesting if
rather elaborate cadenzas. [
A: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
TRUMPET CONCERTOS
HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in E / HUMMEL:
Trumpet Concerto in E.'! LEOPOLD MOZART:
Trumpet Concerto in D
Carole Dawn Reinhart ( tpt) IMunich PO IAndreae
Acanta DC 22766 (£5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
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These are frequently- recorded works—currently there
are adozen versions of the Haydn to choose from, eight
of the Hummel, six of the Leopold Mozart. These are
well- played performances, and the inclusion of athird
work (the Mozart and Haydn here fit comfortably on to
one side) will draw prospective purchasers. Carole
Dawn Reinhart, American by birth, Austro German by
later training, is a strong, expressive player, troubled
occasionally in high- lying decorative figures; she is
alertly accompanied by the Munich Philharmonic
under Marc Andreae. The dynamic range is rather
narrow—in general there are more sensitive accounts
to be had. The recorded sound is forthright though
detail is not always clear. My ( finished) pressing has
quite alot of surface noise and clicks. An interesting if
not an outstanding issue. [
B/C: 2]
Peter Branscombe
MUSIC FOR VIOLA D'AMORE
ARIOSTI: Sonatas in A and d for viola d'amore
and basso continuo / CORRETTE: Sonata in A
for viola d'amore and basso continuo /
MILANDRE: Andantino and Menuetto in D /
Carl Stamitz: Sonata for viola d'amore and bass
Günther Lemmen ( vla d'amore) IAlfred Lessing ( vla da
gamba) IFritz Neumeyer ( hpd)
Toccata FSM 53624 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
There are two violas d'amore used here: one dated
1800 and the other made in 1974 and tonally not
inferior to the older instrument. The viola da gamba was
made in Augsberg in 1720; the harpsichord is a 1974
reproduction of one by Blanchet of 'Paris, 1730—
whic his played by the owner of the fortepiano used on
Toccata FSM 53625.
Ihave enjoyed this recital immensely, and not only
through the period character of both music and sound:
the music is well worth hearing for its own sake, and is
far from being familiar—at least to me; and the performers are all masters of their instruments and play
together with great sympathy. The range and versatility
of the viola d'amore is truly remarkable: it is not so
sensitive and expressive as the violin, but it can be
played pizzicato and in harmonics with aconsiderable
variety of tone- colour. Ihave been haunted by it.

The magic is assisted by another excellent recording:
perhaps a shade resonant and larger- than- life—but
who can tell without having been present in the
Schloss Bad Krozingen where the recording was
made? [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
VIOLIN PIECES
Music by
Bartok,
Copland,
Dvorak,
Halffter,
Mendelssohn, Paganini, Ravel, Sarasate, Schubert,
Tartini & Weber
Ida Haendel ( V/fl) IGeoffrey Parsons (pno)
HMV ASD3785 (£ 5.40)
Once there were many issues of virtuoso instrumental
pieces but these have become rarer in recent years
when a more serious view of music has been in
evidence. But we have just had two albums of
'Encores' from Perlman and now Ida Haendel, playing
a kind of revival Kreisler style to Perlman's Heifetz.
Most of the pieces are arrangements by such names as
Szigeti, Wilmhelmj, Kreisler and Heifetz or, in the
Sarasate pieces, editions by such as Francescatti. In
other words, good old fiddle music which Ida Haendel
plays in a good old full-blooded style with very rich,
mellow violin tone. Fortunately she plays on a violin
which is probably older than some of the pieces and
therefore cannot be accused of being unauthentic.
Even the top notes have a remarkable fullness about
them and the EMI recording has caught the rasp of
every bow- hair in the fullness of modern stereo sound,
with Geoffrey Parsons' piano diplomatically set back
though not overshadowed so that his accompanying
skill is not lost. For anyone who likes this sort of thing,
this is avery fine sample of the art. [
A*: 1*)
Peter Gammond

ROMANTIC ORGAN MUSIC
Klaus Biivvering ( org)
Mitra OSM 16 153 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
'Christmas' in the Bach disc refers to appropriate
chorale preludes, mostly from the Orgelbüchlein, plus
the Pastorale ( BWV 590) and the Prelude and Fugue in
C ( BWV 547), played on a Klais instrument. The
German sleeve gives registration and specification, but
no musical notes ( on many records this would be little
loss). The instrument has aset of bells, found on many
central and southern organs in the past, and heard to
good effect in BWV 751. Henking is avery good Bach
player, if occasionally alittle ragged in his delineation
of the parts, and the record is enjoyable, particularly for
the organ sound, which breathes naturally in an airy
ambience and gives a good sense of realism—a very
good recording altogether. [
A: 2]
Bbwering also plays a Klais organ, this time at
Theine, for which we are given a specification and
photos, but no other notes. The specification is interesting, showing Spanish influence. Unfortunately, the
over- use of reed tone, including the trompeta de
batalla, gives a buzzing effect out of character with
much of the music, and which Ipersonally disliked.
Some other aspects of performance also seemed alittle
idiosyncratic. On the positive side, the recording
quality is fine, and the building has a delightful
acoustic which is well caught. My guess is that you'll
either love it or hate it! [
A: 2/3] Trevor Attewell

Organ
ORGELMUSIK IN ST. BLASIUS, MUNDEN—J.
S. BACH: Christmas music
Arwed Henking ( org)
Mitra OSM 16 159 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)

MUSIQUE SUISSE DE L'ORGUE
Music by Bablan, Bloch, Chaix, Gagnebin, Reichel,
Segond
Francois Rabot ( org)
Grand Orgue RLM 760910 (£ 4.50) ( Gamut)
CONCERT D'ORGUE NO.1
Music by Bach, Franck, Purcell, Vierne
Pierre Labric ( org)
Grand Orgue LCM 760110 (£ 4.50) ( Gamut)
None of the Swiss works is otherwise available, making
the first record a fruitful ground for the explorer—the
double sleeve has some useful background information, though only in French. The 'concert' sleeve is
notable for its lack of information, for which a 5"7
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photo of what appear to be stone carved monkeys
of the Purcell Trumpet Tune, with thunderous bass
seems to be an irrelevant substitute. Both programmes
accompaniment, is acase in point. The Bach was badly
are played on the Cavaillé-Coll organ at Rouen ( no
distorted—maybe a faulty pressing, though the exact
specification!) and the producer isn't kidding When he
cause could not be determined. Respectively: [ C: 1 ]
apologises for traffic noise—the background is one
and [
D: 3].
Trevor Attewell
continuous rumble, as if from TIR lorries. Some
amelioration has been attempted by way of slight bass
roll- off and some level shifts, with partial success, but
SUITE GOTHIQUE: BATH ABBEY ORGAN
its all agreat pity, since the basic sound quality can be
BOELLMANN: Suite Gothique / GIGOUT:
distinguished as good.
Minuetto / JONGEN: Sonata Erica / MULET: Tu
Rabot is convincing in the 20th century Swiss music,
es Petra
Labric less so in his international programme, in which I David Sanger ( org)
found some of his touches of undoubted originality
SAGA 5471 (£2.75)
singularly inappropriate. The marionette- like progress
David Sanger achieves atruly magnificent account of

oéael

cLassicaL

the material, and Ican think of no higher praise than
that he brings a fresh dimension to the Beiellmann in
terms of musical value, particularly in the slow movement, which gains a depth and dignity far removed
from the all- too- familiar confectionery in which it is
frequently encased. Altogether afine, most rewarding
performance.
Saga's recording manages agood balance between
instrument and building ( it isn't the easiest location for
recording), and the disc has good dynamic range,
giving a sense of realism, with only a slight
background. The sleeve gives aspecification, and this
record is a bargain not to be missed. Highly recommended. [
A/B: 1*]
Trevor Attowell

the thoughtful deployment of half- tones reissuing the sets in the form of single
in the Largo. [
A/B: 1]
records. An album featuring seven
CB. concertos for strings and a sinfonia
(RV 114, 119, 126, 158, 141, 154, 157
HMV Classics
and 149) is taken from a six- record set
A reissue roundup conducted by Roger Bowen,
originally reviewed in January 1979.
ATEST in EMI's 45 rpm ' Dynamic
Christopher Breunig, Peter Gammond, Doug Hammond,
Performances are buoyant and lively,
Sound Series', HMV10 gathers toDavid Pickett and selected members of the record review team gether four Wagner orchestra pieces— offering many delightful moments of
outstanding beauty. The recording
Ride of the Valkyries, Grand March from
Allegretto, Sym. 7) will surprise and Tannhäuser, Die Meistersinger Overture, (9500 300, £ 5.45) is nicely balanced and
Orchestral Symphonic
A/B: 1/2]
V.M.
delight any sound enthusiast, and the Lohengrin Prelude to Act 3—from the not too reverberant. [
OT THE sunniest Pastora/
Kurt transfers
are
admirably
done—the
Masur's
Leipzig
Gewandhaus Classical finale mostly deserves an A excellent 70s ' Sir Adrian Boult conducts
Vocal/Operatic
Beethoven sixth, recorded 1973, is grading. Less sentimental in approach Wagner' series. Orchestras are the LPO
and
NPO
and
performances
are
nevertheless satisfying, with its spacious
VERY
FINE performance of Boulez's
than Previn, Malko is much closer to impressive. The sound, cut 3-6dB ' hotter'
hall sound, first- movement repeat, and
astonishing 1954 song cycle Le
Weller, whose LSO/Decca coupling of 1 (depending on piece) when compared to
careful articulation of scherzo material.
& 7 is the best' available, regardless of the original, is much cleaner, with precise Marteau sans Maitre reappears on
On Philips 6570 133 (£ 3.25), it has the price. [
Harmonia Mundi 065-99831 (£ 5.25,
A/B: 1*]
CB.
stereo and a wide dynamic range, but
Prometheus and Ruins of Athens
Parnote). Particularly noteworthy are the
* * * * * * * * *
without giving a trackability problem
overtures after the finale. Recommended
alto soloist Jeanne Deroubaix and
Berglund's fine if somewhat deliberate with quality pickups. Of course, some of
with
the
reservation
that
other
flautist Severino Gazzelloni. Boulez
conductors are less severe in manner. [
A: performance of the Shostakovich 5th this impression could be due to the directs with his customary precision. The
with
the
Bournemouth
SO
has
smearing
effect
of
the
SO
encoding
on
1]
C.B.
1964 recording won all manner of
The two Carmen suites and the two reappeared on CFP 40330 (£ 1.99). the ASDs, but at the price (£ 1.99) this awards when it first appeared—and justly
L'Arlésienne suites by Bizet are trotted Formerly available on a 1976 HMV issue is abargain—much recommended, so, since the quality is such that few of
out and
coupled
with
persistent 'Greensleeve' release ( ESD 7029), this especially with the ultraquiet surfaces. today's offerings better it. ( Very few even
J.A.
regularity by all companies. 1959 was a highly regarded fifth, backed by a [A*: 1*]
begin to approach it.) All this and silent
recordings by Igor Markevitch and the superb recording. Unfortunately, the
pressings too! Highly recommended.
Philips
continue
their
reissue
of
single
latter
hasn't
weathered
all
that
well
in
Orchestre des Concerts Lamoureux
[A*: 1]
I.H.
discs
from
the
1979
4record
set
of
transit
to
the
new
label.
It
seems
now
to
(Philips
Festivo 6570 107, £3-25),
The Berlin Philharmonic under Karajan
Bruch's
music
for
violin
and
orchestra
lack
the
depth
and
ease
of
the
original
although having the merit of all being
make a rich background to the 1973
squeezed onto one disc, run into stiff and our finished copy had acontinuous with the Violin Concerto 3coupled with recording of Lehár's Die lustige Wit we
Adagio Appassionato, Op. 57 and
competition which they do not over- ride. and obtrusive background rustle. Maxim
(The Merry Widow) on DG 'Accolade'
Romance, Op. 42 on 9500 589, £ 5.45.
The recording is a little on the brusque Shostakovich is probably without peer in
2725 102 ( 2records, £7.50), and in most
side, harsh in the strings and somewhat the catalogue at present, but the Accardo as soloist plays these works with ways this is a highly romantic and
aplomb and the Leipzig Gewandhaus
cluttered at louder moments. The Berglund is to be recommended at this
idiomatic performance of this classic
performances are spirited and varied price, and abargain if you can find asilent under Masur produce a rich but subtle operetta that can be recommended to
accompaniment. The recording quality
pressing.
Overall,
[
B:
1].
enough but do not show the sensitivity
those who want it in full-blooded terms.
'Energy and exuberance. .. the music can certainly be rated as very good, with
that is better supplied by Beecham in
Some may prefer alighter touch. Among
similar recordings. [
B: 2]
P.G. always urged on'. Other reviewers were clearly defined instrumental positioning an excellent German cast, Elizabeth
and fairly accurate frequency response—
Abbado's 1968 Brahms 4th with the less polite about Zubin Mehta's Los
Harwood as the widow,
Hannah
a slight HF bloom precludes a star,
BPO has surfaced again on DG Angeles Tchaikovsky symphony cycle
Glawari, does not seem ideally cast. She
'Accolade' 2542 120 (£ 3.75), coupled than Iwas ( Dec'78), although there was though. My good opinion of the concerto sings well enough but in spite of a
with the Academic Festival Overture. general agreement that No. 1, 'Winter has grown with repeated listening, and I reasonable mastery of the language still
can recommend this issue. [
A: 1*]
Fine playing from Berlin, and although Daydreams', was the least satisfactory
manages to sound slightly English and
0.11.
the performance doesn't have quite the reading ( of a lovely work). With an
slightly too well-mannered. The voice is
Arthur Grumiaux and Robert Veyronundercharacterised
1972
Marche
Slave
penetration we might expect to hear
frequently under- recorded and the
Lacroix
offer attractive,
beautifully
now, Abbado does give apurposeful and starter—' ping-pong' fanfares suggest a
textures are not quite as clear at all times
cogent reading. Of the two works the 'hi-fi spectacular', and that's what the recorded interpretations of Handel's Six
as we might expect, but this is a
Overture fares rather better. Recording is parent disc was—this is not an appealing Violin Sonatas, Op. 1 ( Philips 9502 023,
reasonable bargain issue in tough
£3-75). The omission of the cello from
abit contained in the 'studio' sense, and Decca recoupling ( SXL 6913, £ 5.25).
competition with the generally better
the
continuo
line
is,
perhaps,
to
be
Least
of
all
when
Maazel's
superior
VP0
somewhat constricted dynamically, but
regretted since greater variety of Ackerman nand Matacic versions on EMI
admirably clear nonetheless. [
B: 2] I.H. 'Jubilee' First has even more vividly
labels. [
B: 1/2]
P.G.
exciting engineering. [
A*/B: 3]
C.B. expression and tone colour can be
* * * * * * * * *
One of Rossini's most delightful
achieved by a judicious choice of
Concertos/Chamber
Nicolai
Malko, one-time pupil of
continuo instruments. Eduard Melkus, comedies is Le Comte Ory, written for the
Paris Opéra in 1827. It was revived at
Rimsky-Koraskov, conducted rather exN Beethoven's Piano Concerto 1in C, for example, uses in his recording (Archiv
tensively in the Russian repertoire for l Stephen Bishop- Kovacevich with 198 474) a lute and a small chamber Glyndebourne in 1954 under Vittorio
EMI in the mono-LP/78 era. With the BBC SO / Davis, has forthright orchestral organ in addition to the cello and Gui, when this set was made and issued,
added bonus of five movements from support but lacks distinctiveness and harpsichord. His ornamentation, too, is and seen at Sadler's Wells. Delightful
'Love of Three Oranges', his 1955 subtlety—the hallmarks of this soloist's more adventurous. [
A: 1/2]
V.M. memories of these performances and this
excellent recording ( originally HMV
Philharmonia recordings of Prokofiev's work. Nov. ' 71 Philips original had
Two Concertos and two Sonatas by
ALP1473/4, later HOM 1073/4) now
Symphonies 1 & 7return to the catalogue marvellous Sonata 5 coupling, omitted Vivaldi (
F. Ill Nos. 22 & 26 for Cello &
(SXLP 30437, £3.45) as mid- priced from ' Festivo' reissue ( 6570 134, £ 3.25). Strings, F. XIV No. 9for Cello & Continuo reissued ( HMV RLS744 ®, 2 records,
alternative to the LSO/ Previn coupling— It's not as if Bishop's longer surname and F. XIII No. 48 for two Violins & £8.95) make us wonder why it has been
both include the composer's revised necessitated a wider label, and rather Continuo) performed by the Collegium comparatively neglected in this country.
ending in the c- sharp work. Malko's were better value is offered at mid- price by Aureum ( Harmonia Mundi 065-99748, A new recording is needed, although this
the first stereo
productions from Katchen ( Decca), Serkin ( CBS): each £5-25, Parnote) make satisfying listening performance under Gui, with Michel
Kingsway Hall; released on separate more compelling in the long Beethoven in spite of the now twelve- year- old Roux, Jeannette Sinclair, Juan Oncina,
twin- channel tapes, the performances cadenza in ( i). The Decca recording, V recording. Solo cellist Anner Bylsma Sari Barabas, Monica Sinclair and Ian
Wallace in asparkling cast, is delightfully
are united in stereo- disc format for the 1965, has more presence than the offers splendidly virtuoso performances
good French flavour about it.
first time, and the coherence of imaging Philips, which is admittedly much The recording is clear and warm. [
A/B:
The recording, still in mono, is definitely
makes up for any deficiencies of range, or improved in this transfer. The full Bishop 1/2]
V.M.
of
early
LP
vintage, a little wooden in
for tape- distortion. The sparkling clarity magic emerges intermittently here—in
Vivaldi's tercentenary produced a sound and confused orchestrally, but it
of percussion transients, and the the
first- movement
development, number of large boxed sets featuring /
does not prevent enjoyment of this
weightiness of drums (
cg, end of culminating in a glissando at 344-5, in
Music/. Philips appear now to be affable score. [ C: 1]
P.G.
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Exclusive Hill Offers!
Terrific Range of Hi -Fi, TV, In- Car,
Portables,TV Games Video etc.,from
the World sLeading Manufacturers

/ SONY SANYO PIONEER JVC TECHNICS HITACHI AKAI
BANG & OLUFSEN. SANSUI NATIONAL. TANNOY ETC

Exclusive Purchases at
Exclusive Prices

B&W
SPEAKER

•
ROTEL RP 3300
Turntable
Bell Drive.Strobe
Manual Turntable
(with carhidge)
£64.95

TECHNICS SA 200L
Receiver £ 109.95

. .....

11.

.

e•be 0000 óQé 0

DM5. Freo Resp 05dB 100 Hz
to 20Hz Sens 7aV rms for
sol of 95dBat tm
Power Suitable amps 10-25w
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mama*. euheiguse £99.95

ROTEL

SON

TECHNICS
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f.81 . 95

LLL L

RX 303
20 watts RMS Chan
inie8orens frorn2020.000Hz with .0
mare than 02% THD
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4 PRICE
/
1
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cri

.-SANYO

SONY HMK 80 .‘
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Sh.wo Dolby Oyster,
£249.95

SANYO SPEAKERS ( Pau's)
Two way bookshelf enclosure

E.& 0.E:

HI-F1 125uuns(Pael £57.75
1111.FI 245 waus

E74.75
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Stereo Tuner Amplifier
50 watt,ch

£125.95

JCX 2300K

£ 109.95

JC X 2 100K

£ 84.50

HI4F13 60 welts iPa.1£89.75
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Free r
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sens I3a (S N •. 26 dB)
£269.50
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Dolby Cassette Deck
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VU Miniers

RD 5300
RD 5500

nominated

£82.95
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£ 139.75

SONY STR V5
Stereo Receiver
05 w ch. A) Hz - 208thlt 8 Oit,,,,
Fred res t 0 5a6. 5112 - 50 kH
SeOS

(S

N -

dB)

£230.00

-

SANYO
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BARGAINS

FMT 200K
W FM
,,,p reo Tuner. FM Muting.
Push Burton £461

TP 1100 -2 Direct D. •
Tug IV,
,
COSSed SI, •
tevrcn St

Even with our Low, Low Prices
SONIC SOUND now offer you
3YEARS
GUARANTEE ON ALL HI-R

FMT 1001K ;£57.50

'ri ndge £65.50

OPEN 9.00am - 600 pm Mon - Sat

In our demonstration studios
select from 4,800
combinations of

maul.
circa
circa
C CC
C CIO
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fe
\me
CTS ()NIC
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\

' audio
modules
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them at the
press of a
button.
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TECHNICS RS-M33
Vert Hold Cassette Deck
2-colour FU meters and
FG servomotor Auto
re- wind £ 155.25

ROTEL RX403.,
SANYO TP1100-2 Tur ntable
B&W Speakers
SHURE M75 EJ Cartridge
al SONIC PRICE £269:90

ROTEL RECEIVERS
R5403
RMS Chan
ée,,,.•
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.iith • •
munK M S-
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SONY TCK6B £15 9 9)
Cassette Deck
'
PHILIPS N2538 Cassette
Deck £ 76.95

SUPER SYSTEM OF THE MONTH!

ner

E.& 0.E.

(

TECHNICS SA 300L
Receiver £149.50

131.14 Frequency Res0
±5dB 80 Hz to 20 Hz
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of g5dB at tm
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RUCK

who are currently being hailed as Not that Butler Rep, the Furs though treated forcefully, it retains
its reggae simplicity. Elsewhere it's
Australia's best band, hail from wordsmith, sounds much like Reed.
Sydney. Four of the five members He lacks the menace, pricks with a mainly headsdown, thrash, crash
are songwriters— Martin Plaza, Reg pin instead of jabbing with aknife. and passion. Which, even from a
Mombasa and Greedy Smith being Nevertheless, the album has its fair band that musically clings together
more than useful in this line—and share of moments, both India and pretty well, is more than a trifle
Plaza's The Nips Are Getting Bigger Pulse being sound surges of some wearing: [B: 2/3]
More to my taste is Holger
(a song about drinking rum and not potency, with Duncan Kilburn's
atreatise on Japanese hi-fi expan- searching sax emerging from the Czukay's delightful Movies (EMI
sion!) is a delightfully dotty ditty, general swim of things to lead the EMC 3319), on which the Can
filled with kiss- curl guitar licks and chase. Sister Europe, a languid multi- instrumentalist and engineer
shots of wheezy Farfisa. A failed floater on which the words and sax splices his music tracks with old
single, it's still abig hit with me, as appear and disappear through movie soundtracks, radio flashes
are such tracks as Mombasa's steamy clouds also impresses— and various assorted sounds in
being
nearly order to provide a kind of aural
Business And Pleasure, an infec- everything
tious, lollipop level view of gig- touchable ... but not quite. Which, montage. Can—who are also rephopping, and Empty Hearts—Open Iguess, is exactly the effect that the resented on the album by Jaki
Wounds, which once more harks band and producer Steve Lillywhite Liebezeit, one of my favourite drumplus
keyboardist
Irmin
back to the sound of Johnny And wished to obtain—even though mers,
Fred Deliar
The Hurricanes. All right, it's sheer they ended up not exactly seeing Schmidt and guitarist Michael
pop and not even of the power kind. eye- to- eye. Isuppose, in the final Karoli, who both appear on atrack
apiece—have frequently delved into
ETTER THAN awhole crate of But is certainly is enjoyable— analysis, ' Psychedelic Furs' fails to
Foster's' is perhaps an apt ex- befitting a band whose address is satisfy fully because Rep and Co. such areas, producing discs that
leave you in the steamroom just a sometimes sound like amad knobpression with which to describe Jo listed as Potts Point. [B: 1*]
Back in Deptford, Squeeze have mite too long. However, it's healthy twiddler searching for Radio Lux on
Jo Zep and The Falcons' Takin'
a bad night. And sometimes the
The Wraps Off (Rockburgh been immersing themselves in some to an extent—and maybe next time
ploy has worked, while at other
ROCD 110), a thoroughly reward- magic blue product, coming up someone will keep the sauna at
times, the accumulator juice has
A: 2]
ing double that comes to you at brighter and whiter as the last ves- more comfortable level. [
I'm still not sold on Stiff Little apparently all been used up. This
bargain
price.
One
of
Oz's tiges of punkdom drain down the
time around, though, there's hardly
Melbourne- based bands and bud- plughole. Now, with Argybargy Fingers and their total belief in sheer
aflaw. Only for one brief moment on
dies of The Sports, The Falcons are (A&M AMLH 64802), the band's aggression. After all, the Pistols said
Oh Lord, Give Us More Money!
led by Joe Camilleri, a sax- player third album, they offer merely street just about everything there was to
(there's honesty for you. SLF!) do
be
said
on
that
matter
back
on
that
pop—but
from
clean
streets
rather
and vocalist who seemingly has the
things begin to bore as Czukay
ability to sound like just about any than mean streets. And, oddly first great album—and since then
black R&B hero he wishes to imi- enough, there are one or two things it's been downhill all the way. All moves into midstream Floydian
mode. But he generally retains the
tate. The Sports' Steve Cummings aboard that relate to the Zep and right, SLF have more street credinterest, with sounds zooming in at
ibility
than
most—they're
from
Mental
albums—for
Squeeze
cononce told me: ' He's great onstage—
all angles ( look out, there's an operNorthern
Ireland,
which
puts
them
tinue
the
organwheezing
with
just like a white James Brown',
atic tenor coming in at ten o'clock
though on 'Wraps', which compr- Farfisa Beat, a Mod- nod of com- ahead of the pack. Iaccept that they
high!), the shortest track—the
ises one album of studio cuts plus a mendable simplicity, and even dig know about life in the raw, unlike
downright funky Cool In The Pool
live- in- Melbourne offering ( issued Out Liggins' old Honeydripper many other would-be three- minute
—proving that disco doesn't really
in Australia as Let's Drip Awhile), piano riff to provide alaunching pad heroes, who wouldn't know an
Camilleri does the whole history of for Wrong Side Of The Moon. alley- cat from a Blue Persian. have to be as dumb as many would
have us believe. Immaculately reR&B bit, his Boogie In The Elsewhere there's a return to the Nevertheless, Nobody's Heroes
corded at Inner Space and Conny
(Chrysalis
CH
R
1270)
raises
some
Mersey
with
Separate
Beds,
a
veriBarnyard accurately recreating the
Plank's studio, ' Movies' is the must
Louis Jordan sound of '47; The table twist of Lennon, and alook to doubts about the band's honesty.
of the month. Believe me. [
A*: 1]
Honeydripper harking back to Joe the future ( as viewed through a ' 60s Do they really expect us to believe
'When Jerry does sumpin', Ido it
Liggins' ghetto hit of ' 46; and Down telescope) via / Think I'm A Go Go, a such lyrics as ' Idon't wanna be
mighty good!' brags Jerry Lee
The Road Apiece and Route 66 composition which benefits much nobody's hero, don't wanna be
Lewis on Live At The Star Club,
relating to the late- night R&B prof- from aDel Newman string arrange- nobody's star' when they've just
Hamburg (Philips 6336 634), a
fered by such white artists as ment and John Wood's production signed a lucrative contract with a
most welcome reissue that sterns
Freddie Slack, Ray McKinley and know-how. Isuppose 'Argybargy' major record company intent on a
from the early ' 60s and a gig on
Bobby Troup. Not names normally will probably disappoint many of heavy publicity campaign in order
which The Killer was backed by
to
recoup
their
outlay?
Also,
do
we
those
who
tuned
in
to
the
band
considered when R&B history is
Britain's Nashville Teens. Jerry lives
discussed, perhaps, but musicians during its early life. On the other really need such self-congratulatory
up to his boast working his way
who played apart in placing black- hand, it could easily delight awhole anthems as Wait And See, with it's
through Matchbox, What'd ISay,
oriented music before awhite audi- new following, especially among look we've really made it despiteGreat Balls Of Fire and other pretheodds
approach?
Somehow,
I
those
who
pay
in
dollars
instead
of
ence, much in the manner that
A: 1] rating reveals my think not. Better SLF stick to anti- dictables—and though the recordblacks such as Charles Brown, Nat pounds. An [
war songs like Tin Soldiers, an ad- ing's a bit rough, the price is fairly
Cole and even Ray Charles once own point of (view.
mirable flyer, full of lines like ' Now low. All who intend to buy, can now
With
everything
comin'
round
did. 'Wraps' also contains a fair
at
the age of 21, he's in Catch- 22', show their interest by placing one
the
mountain
for
the
second
time—
sprinkling of original material—
foot firmly on the Steinway. Good
again comes at black jukebox level in recent months we've had revivals or even / Don't Like You, asong so
golly, Miss Molly, that was an awful
with a few Graham Parker sounds of mod, ska and rockabilly—it was full of invective that it's funny and
thrown in—and though the album obviously only a matter of time therefore likeable. An instrumental chord! [ C: 1]

B

could hardly be called a forwardlooking affair, it's still highly commendable and impossible not to
enjoy: [
B: 1]. While the Falcon
tracks were recorded something
like two years or more ago—the
band has since become influenced
by Elvis Costello and changed
direction—Mental As Anything
(Virgin V2148) is aslap- up-to-date
message from ' roo territory. Mental,

before psychedelia once more Bloody Dub also scores because,
turned up on the doorstep. And
now, as adeerstalkered drug- addict
once said, the game's afoot. For
Andy Warthog recently turned up to
revive memories of Nico, bean cans
and ripe bananas, while CBS have
seen fit to regale us with The
Psychedelic Furs (
CBS 84084), a
hark- back to the original doings of
Lewd Lou and his layers of players.
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THE STD
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To be honest,
do you really
understand Hi- Fi?
To suppose aknowledge in this
field will more often than not end in
expensive disappointment — getting it
wrong is all too easy.
For this reason the selection of ahigh quality
turntable like the STD 305M will prove to be asound decision.
Our authorised STD dealers throughout the country have been
carefully chosen to ensure that with their help, advice and demonstration
facilities you can be quite certain — even if your final decision isn't STD — that we
have at least selected the right experts to give you sound advice. Before you rush off to listen
take aclose look below at afew of the many audio manufacturers who incorporate the STD 305M
as an integral part of the testing and demonstrating of their own highly renowned products.
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JAZZ
Ken Hyder

D in London, but neglected by
EREK BAILEY is alive and well

the British scene. And that's a
shame, for Bailey is the most original musician we've got. He's chartered new territory and anew way of
improvising on guitar. The dusty
cellars and attics where free jazz
lives are full of Bailey imitators, but
he's still way ahead. If you've yet to
catch up with the genius of Bailey,
his newest album is an ideal one to
start with. On Time, Incus 34, he's
in tandem with another remarkable
British player, clarinettisi Tony Coe.
This is the gentler, more melodic
side of Bailey, although there's no
question of his playing being
watered-down or any less challenging. It's as if he's taken his experiments of the past fifteen years or so
and sorted out what works and
what doesn't. Consequently his
playing on this record sparkles with
confidence and self-assurance. His
crabbed scrambling on the fretboard has the air of commitment.
The experimentation is over—we're
hearing the results. Tony Coe also
comes to this music with an extensive background of duo- playing in
most areas of jazz. His control and
dexterity are ear- opening without
being flashy. He manages to fuse
the
sounds
of
contemporary
classical, ethnic, and jazz clarinet
into his performance in away which
makes his approach original and
new. Compared to some of the other
playing to come out of the current
free scene, this record represents
something much more developed
and solid. Where others are directionless, this duo is able to improvise form convindffigly. They're so
together and on top of it all that the
music almost sounds pre- arranged.
Beware of imitators—this is the real
thing. [
A: 1*1
Old And New Dreams— ECM
1154—comes on like an Omette
Coleman band without Omette
Coleman. That's to say, an old
Omette Coleman band—for the altoist has moved on from what Don
Cherry, Dewey Redman, Charlie
Haden, and Ed Blackwell are playing here. There are differences,
though, like the ethnic influences of
some of the pieces—like Orbit Of
La Ba, for instance, where Dewey
Redman plays musette over aprimiHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

tively direct rhythm from Haden and
Blackwell. It's ajoy to hear Haden
and
Blackwell
play
together.
They've developed a kind of empathy which allows them to do
almost anything. It's as if there were
an unplayed rhythm holding them
together while they improvise
around it. The exquisite Song .
For
The Whales by Haden works off the
amazing singing of these animals,
which is as much of an inspiration
as any form of human- produced
music. These elements of original
material, often based on ethnic
music, plus a couple of Omette
Coleman numbers, make this an
extemely varied album. [ A*: 1]
An Omette Coleman trio with
David lzenzon, bass and Charles
Moffett, drums perform on two
single albums Who's Crazy? 1and
Who's Crazy? 2, which were recorded in the mid sixties for a film
soundtrack. This is one of the
Coleman bands I've been particularly fond of. Moffett's playing has
been
underrated.
He
made
Coleman's music sound much
looser than many of the drummers
who have played with the altoist,
stretching the phrasing laterally.
He's not as dexterous a player as
Blackwell or Billy Higgins, but he
makes up for any loss in agility by
creating
tension
in
spaces.
Coleman's own playing is bittersweet and haunting. That same
compelling quality is matched in the
bassist's playing. The music ranges
from the blues to what was early
free music. The albums are on the
I
RI label ( numbers 5006 and 5007)
and are distributed by The Other
Labels. Both are worth getting, but
if you're choosing between them,
No 1 is the more rhythmic. [ B: 1]
Instead of referring to something
variable as being like the curate's
egg, we should talk about it being
like the compilation album. The
trouble with many compilation resumés of a musician's work is that
they all too often contain tracks
which had every reason to be dropped first time round, or which
should have been dropped this time
round. Then again there's the take
one, take two, take three and take
four of one number. Idon't think
that most people need that kind of
exhaustive detail. The Lester Young
MAY 1980

Story series has been abit like that.
We've now reached Vol 4 ' Lester
Leaps In' on CBS 88479 and some
tracks are less than remarkable, but
having said that, you can't just dismiss the genius of Lester Young,
Billie Holiday, Count Basie and the
sidemen who perform so well on
most of the cuts. For sheer swing,
check out takes one or four of
Dickie's Dream . .. for sensuous
singing, try The Man ILove.. . for
state-of-the-art tenor playing listen
to Lester Leaps In. Propelling the
show along on most tracks is that
superb rhythm section of Basie,
piano, Freddie Green, guitar, Walter
Page, bass, and the old master, Jo
Jones, drums. [ H:1/2]
Sonny Rollins' continuing flirtation with the more commercial
end of the jazz market is one of the
saddest wastes of talent that the
scene has witnessed. There's no
doubt that the mighty tenorist can
still play—but his choice of setting
can be so frustrating. I'm not suggesting that he should go back to an
early sixties' groove, but there are
possibilities open to him other than
Disco Monk, for example, from his
newest album Don't Ask on
Milestone M 9090. The other tracks,
however, are different from some of
his recent work. Even when that
rock pounding is there, there's a
happier, brighter feel to the music,
and it sounds like everybody is enjoying participating. We can witness the old Rollins on acouple of
tracks where he duets with guitarist
Larry Coryell. All those twists and
turns of melody and the leaning,
lurching phrasing are there. On TaiChi he plays a lyricon—a synthesised reed instrument. This is acool,
reflective
track,
very
Chinese
sounding—very effective. [A: 1/2]
Pianist McCoy Tyner has been
putting out astream of albums in the
past few years, some better than
others but few not worth bothering
about.
Passion
Dance
on
Milestone M 9091 has Tyner playing solo most of the time, live in
Japan. He's the strongest of modern
pianists, with the possible exception of Cecil Taylor. He never sinks
to the sickly prettiness of some of
his rivals, and at the same time never
goes over the top with overindulgent pummelling. His tech-

nique is formidable, but it's used to
make music and not to put on a
juggling act. On John Coltrane's
The Promise his solo improvisation
twists and turns through the tempos
without ever losing the central feel
of the piece. His left hand playing is
astounding. He stabs away, setting
out one rhythmic pattern momentarily then displacing it in such a
way that you are aware of the
rhythm without knowing exactly
where the pedal point is going to
fall. Like drummer Elvin Jones he's
always playing several tempos at
once, shifting the emphasis from
one rhythm to another with fleeting
ease. There are a couple of tracks
where he's joined by bassist Ron
Carter and drummer Tony Williams.
Carter works well in this context,
playing repeated patterns which
hold the music down to a strong
bedrock. Tony Williams, apushing,
blustering drummer, is at his most
endearingly bombastic, breaking up
the momentum to draw your attention to some fine detail before propelling you headfirst into the next
surge of energy. [A/B: 1 ]
Maybe it's down to the presence
of Kenny Wheeler and a couple of
his compositions, but George
Adams' Sound Suggestions on
ECM 1141 comes across like an
early seventies album of British jazz.
There's that feeling of great effort
being made alongside considerable
restraint. Ihave a theory that the
way the BBC records jazz for the
radio can render the most emotional
music harmless. In the same way,
the ECM sound works best with
spacey, reflective music. So the
overall impression here is of music
trying to break out. Adams himself is
amore hard-nosed player than one
or two of the sidemen on this album,
and it's when he or drummer Jack
DeJohnette ( flo copy) cuts loose
that the temperature increases. The
echoey sound suits trumpeter
Kenny Wheeler's playing more, and
he plays well on this album. Iwasn't
so fond of Richard Beirach's piano
playing, which can be a little obvious, safe and pretty. There are
moments of attractive individual
playing throughout the album, but
it's still not what you might have
expected
from someone with
Adams' track record. [
A: 2]
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But only if you have Dolby FIX in the recorder.
Whatever tape oxide you use, Dolby HX will improve the
recording. HX-that's Headroom Fxtension- is agenuine
breakthrough. A spectacular step forward in cassette
recording. It plays its part by continuously modifying the
recording process to suit the
music. Giving you the open,
clear sounds of the original.
And you still get the full
benefits of FIX when playing
back on any machine. You'll
only find Dolby HX in the new
Neal-Ferrograph 312 stereo
cassette recorder.
Along with metal tape
capability, three motor logic
controlled deck, full remote
control, programmed
operation, full calibration
facilities, three pairs of inputs
and outputs and new

Senalloy heads for extended head life. And Neal-Ferrograph
quality throughout.
In three finishes. Silver, black or brown.
Incidentally, if you have a302 we can fit FIX or metal tape
capability to it. How's that for after sales service!
Please send me details of the 312 cassette recorder E!
Tell me about HX [j metal tape capabilty Ej for my 302

Neal-Ferrograph, Simonside Works, South Shields,
Tyne and Wear NE34 9NX. Telephone: 0632 566321
RECCR:

Less well known are the May Day strong version of The Outlandish that Iam not thrilled by the thin
customs at Minehead. Somerset, Knight aversion of the Pretty Polly nasal tones or the even thinner
which also include processions and ballad of ancient origin. But in the sound of 1906-9 recordings. This is
celebrations over two days. These main this is aset which reflects the acollectors' record and as such will
take the celebrants to Dunster changes that occurred in song with be welcomed by many [H: 1]. If I
Castle and town, to Alcombe and the growth of industrialisation and am to have the whimsy of Irish
through Minehead—even, in older continues
to
the
women's songs then Iwill take it in amodern
times, to Porlock. The hobby- horse movement of the present. The recording with a rich accompaniby
National
Philharat Minehead is known as 'The Factory Girl and The Doffing ment
Sailor's Horse' and the wearer has to Mistress are good examples of the monic/Gerhardt. Robert White is a
breathe and operate it according to former, composed at the time when worthy interpreter of such material,
the instructions and guidance of old the distinctions of the seasons were the son of an Irish mother, and a
townsmen, otherwise he could obliterated by the demands for high McCormack admirer. A fine, clear
suffocate.
Descriptions of the output. Frankie Armstrong certainly recording of afine, clear voice and
making of the Horse and the carries an audience, though at times nicely arranged accompaniments:
wearing of it are on The Sailor's she seems to strain too hard, as in [A: 1] Still in Irish vein, The Green
Horse (Folktracks FSC-60-216), some of the compositions by Leon Crow Caws (EMI EMA793) is a
Peggy
Seeger collection of songs taken from the
on which can be heard the rapid Roseelson and
drumming that accompanies it, and (Winnie and Sam, or wifebeating to plays and books of the great Irish
the words of the tunes ¡
fi Were at the tune of John Henry, for playwright and rebel Sean O'Casey
Paul Oliver
Minehead, Johnny and Old Joe, the instance). As indicative in its way of who was born 100 years ago in
boat is
Tipping over. As a changing traditions as the Padstow 1880. The album has been put togEFORE IT gained its political documentary issue, of great interest, 'Old Oss' is of persistent ones, her ether by Sean Murphy and is performed by John Kavanagh who is
A: 1/2]
overtones, May Day was the but for the general listener not as record has a lot of spirit. [
playing O'Casey in a 13- part TV
ancient, pagan beginning of the much fun as the Padstow release.
serial. The music ranges from Irish
the
folk
historian
these
great Spring Festival. Observed For
traditional to honky-tonk, a varied
throughout
Europe,
the
May recordings, also made in 1952,
and sensitive evocation of the great
Festival was the time for the contain valuable insights to old
man and his work, amixture of lovegathering of flowers and greenery, traditions. [
C: 2]
songs and jiggery, and lovely things
Sweet Rose in June (
Topic
for the setting up of the Maypole
like All round me hat. A good
and its attendant fertility dances, 12TS328) may be a month too
recording. [
A: 1*]
and for the marriage of the May soon, but the mellow accents of
Peter Gammond
Scotland is well represented by
Bride and May Bridegroom. Battles Bob Copper seem appropriate
Scottish
Reflections:
a
between the forces of summer and company for the narrators of the
Selection
of
Accordian
Horse
Stories.
Totally
winter were held on May Day, and Hobby
these
songs
HE SERIOUS collectors of film Favourites by The Donaldson
many strange rites and dances were unaccompanied,
scores will find two interesting Brothers ( Waverley GLN1016), two
held in towns and villages to mark depend on the accuracy of Copper's
the occasion and ensure the fertility singing and the timbre of his voice. imported albums available this young lads who show great skill
But he manages adifficult range, as month. Firstly, a digital issue that and vivacity in a mainly traditional
of the crops.
A: 1]; and by Moira
In Britain, as elsewhere, the age- on The Trooper, with ease, pointing offers the first recordings of the programme: [
with
Favourite
old rites continued in the face of up its words without undue original score of Kings Row by Anderson
Songs
(
Waverley
increasing
industrialisation:
the emphasis. This is a rather subdued Erich Wolfgang Korngold ( Chalfont Scottish
which,
though
of GLN1015), which she sings with
mock battles were still held on the record, and very sad at times, as in SDG 305)
The Mistletoe American origin, was recorded in her usual warmth and charm with
Isle of Man a century ago, as the melancholy
Knight's
Orchestra
and
survivors of atimeless Scandinavian Bough, aversion of the Lord Lovell Walthamstow Town Hall in July Peter
tradition. Today, sadly, much of this ballad. Lord Thomas is another 1979 with National SO/Gerhardt. Singers. A reissue of a1975 recordA: 1]
has gone forever and even the ballad, sung at considerable length, There has been a big demand for ing. [
For the ardent collector of hisMaypole
dancing
has
been which has some eight centuries of this classic 1942 score which adds
It
gets
sombre
but telling background to the rather torical sounds, white-hot dancecorrupted
by
Victorian history.
introductions and gentilism. But appropriate treatment, unhurriedly weird life that went on in afictional music of the 1920s, with such stalthere are places where, in spite unfolded through the succession American small town. It is a warts as Red Nichols, Miff Mole,
of attempts to suppress them at of verses. Copper's style is less passionate, imaginative score, as Phil Napoleon and Chelsea Ctuealey
various times in their history, the old suited to the more rollicking might be expected from the com- prominent, there are two new,
customs
survive.
Padstow
in songs, and The Squire's Lost Lady poser of Die tote Stadt; indeed, albums in the Fountain/Retrieval
Cornwall is one. Here the strange would have benefited from a Korngold tended to see his film series put together by the band of
'Old Oss', a cavorting, dancing more robust interpretation. A nice commissions as only one remove dedicated archivists who look after
A: 1/2] from operatic composition. Even the enthusiast's interest so well in
cloth- covered hoop of a Hobby album for quiet listening. [
Bob Copper was the source of without the memory of the film, this this direction. Nostalgic, distant
Horse with a primitive head,
Season's
Round,
which is astrangely moving score, and this sounds of apast civilisation in The
appears from the stable and to the The
Syncopators &
tune of an old theme on accordion appears on Andy's Gone by is an excellent recording of it in Broadway
Fosdick's
Hoosiers
A*: 1*]. Gene
and the beating of drums, leads a Martin Wyndham Read ( Broadside superb digital sound: [
406) and
gay procession through the lanes BRO 134) as The Seasons of the Secondly, the original score of 1922/3 (Retrieval FG and along the quays of the old town, Year, one of the songs that Time After Time by Miklos Rozsa Jay C. Flippen & His Gang
culminating at the Market Place and describes the cycle of work in an (Entracte ERS6517) with the com- 1926/7 ( Fountain FV-204). [ H)
For the followers of the stars of
agricultural society. Read plays poser conducting the RPO. It marks
the Maypole.
Nearly thirty years ago, Peter guitar and sings with awarm, grainy a return to the integrated, sym- today who can sing and entertain,
Kennedy, Alan Lomax and George quality to an accompaniment phonic style of scoring that was attention is drawn to Let the
One Up 0U2229)—
Pickow filmed the Blue Ribbon and featuring the many instruments of tending to get pushed out after the Music Play (
fashion
for
non- the seductive talents and skills of
'Old (20' parties of the Padstow Dave and Toni Arthur, and Nic temporary
A: 1*/1 ); In Touch
Mayers. The sound track of this Jones' fiddle. Country metaphors integrated use of pop and other Lena Martell: [
One Up
historic film, exceptionally well are evident in The Ploughboy and ready-made music started by The with Max Boyce (
recorded for field recording in 1952, The Mower, though the latter was Graduate. It is high-powered stuff OU2500)—a sampler hour drawn
A: 1*/1];
has now been issued on cassette. made respectable by Baring- Gould. with some catchy themes within, from his various albums: [
Heart Breakers (EMI EMTV23)Padstow
Hobby
Horses This collection includes the oddly and again gets an impressive re20 reissue tracks from Matt Monro:
A: 1]
(Folktracks FSC-60-215) gives a named Lemony and the haunting, cording and performance. [
You
can
have
the
real [A: 1]; The Dubliners' Greatest
marvellously evocative picture of puzzling Faithful Emma, as well as a
EMI NTS197)—their recordthe
celebrations
through
the few songs of more recent date. McCormack, as the Irish say, in The Hits (
A: 1];
narratives of Charlie Bate and other Though the folk club seems to have Young John McCormack Sings ings of 1967/9 vintage: [
Columbia SCX6626)—a
World Wishes (
characters, and the background of bred its own kind of presentation Songs of Old Ireland (
fine
new
album
from
Roger
singing, shouting and dancing in which is evident even here, this is a Records SH306), or you can have
A: 1); and Rescue Me
the town. The ' Old oss', the very agreeable set by a popular, his reincarnation in Danny Boy Whittaker: [
and Other Irish Ballads sung by (Columbia SCX6628) by he of the
A: 1/2]
chanting of the revellers, the much- travelled singer. [
Frankie Armstrong also sings Robert White ( RCA RL13442). muscular torso, hairy chest and
drumming and accordion playing,
are captured in an important abroad: And the Music Plays so McCormack, of course, has count- lusty voice—all well flaunted—Tom
Silence SRS 4652) was less admirers so it won't make an Jones, in a manly new album.
documentary whose value will Grand (
recorded in Sweden. It opens with a 'aporth of difference for me to say [A: 1]
increase with the years. [
B: 1/2]
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The world's first
Computer Controlled Loudspeakers:

Deep bass used to mean big cabinets,
But KLH have changed the rules.
The KLH-3 gives you clean bas s,
flat down to 40 Hz (- 3dB),

use of the latest technology in speaker cone
material: polypropylene. For a clear,

Introducing
the Computer Controlled
KLH-3

uncolored mid- range and high end.
The KLH-3. £269 per

in a cabinet just 8" x 12"
x6". The reason is one of the most sophisticated components ever integrated into a
speaker system:
The KLH Analog Bass Computer.TM"
The computer is a separate
module that sits next to your
receiver. It continually
monitors the bass signal
and controls woofer excursion to deliver bass equal to
speakers four times larger.
The KLH-3 also makes
*pat. applied for.
**Reccommended retail price.
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•

pair, with Analog Bass

Computer.** Don't think of it as a
great small speaker. Think of it as the
first great speaker that happens to
be small. To find out where you
can hear the full line
of KLH computer
Controlled speakers,
Call 01-385 9478.
KLH ( UK) LTD.,
PO BOX 70,
London, SW6.

Trevor Attewell looks at two designs offering
bass extension from small boxes.
aFET which forms the variable element in the equaliser. The overall result
can be summarised thus—at low signal levels the equaliser gives about
14 dB boost at 40 Hz, so that the acoustic response into 4n space is held
substantially flat down to that frequency. As the input power to the
loudspeaker ( at low frequencies) is progressively increased, the amount of
boost is reduced, and the cut-off frequency is raised. The equaliser also
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
gives sub- sonic filtering at a24 dB/octave rate. It will be appreciated that
this summary is necessarily brief and incomplete. Further details about the
Two-way reflex enclosure with separate electronic
control unit and power supply module. Drivers:
equaliser will be found in the paper already mentioned—for enclosure
150 mm bass unit with polypropylene cone, 25 mm soft theory one may refer to the several classic AES papers by Small et al, while
dome tweeter. Crossover frequency: 2.2 kHz.
Martin Colloms' book ' High Performance Loudspeakers' provides a
Frequency response: see text. Impedance: 8ohms
wealth of technical information plus extensive references.
nominal. Recommended amplifier power: 40 W minimum,
The separate ' black crackle' and aluminium control box has three push200 W maximum. Sensitivity: 86 dB spi ( sinewave) for 1W at 1m
on axis. Size: 318 mm high . 210 mm wide.185 mm deep. Finish: button switches to the left of the front panel. Their functions, from left to
Oiled walnut veneer with black grille. Price: f269 complete, inc. VAT. right, are labelled ' in- out', 'tape' and ' position', respectively. The first is
Stands: Target Audio stands available as optional extra price f22.
used to switch the device out of circuit if speakers other than the KLH 3
Manufacturer: KLH ( USA), imported by Webland International Ltd., P.O.
Box 70, Unit 7, 129 Walham Green Court, Moor Park Road, London SW6. are used, while the second provides a tape monitor facility which
replaces the same facility on the user's own amplifier if the
NE OF THE frontiers of technology at which many loudspeaker
latter has to be used to insert the KLH module. The ' position' control
makers are hammering is that of making the product small enough to
modifies the amount of bass boost, and is intended for use when the
generate only minor ripples when dropped into the calm waters of
speakers must be consigned to a wall or corner of the room, or other
conjugal harmony, yet without sacrificing too much in the way of bass
acoustically tricky positions. Above the ' in/out' switch are two narrow
response. The KLH 3is the smallest of agroup which tackles this problem
slots with LEDs behind them—one lights to show that the unit is in circuit,
by atechnique that involves applying bass boost in acontrol unit inserted
and the indication is intermittently transferred to the other as and when
in the user's system, either between pre- and main amplifiers or within a
high bass levels cause reductions in bass boost. A similar pair of indicators
tape facility. There is rather more to the idea than this simple statement
above the 'tape' button show that this facility has been selected. The
might suggest; indeed KLH refer to the arrangement by the grandiose title
switches are mounted on asmall pcb, and aslightly larger one carries the
'Computer Controlled Loudspeaker', the control unit being labelled
control circuitry, though there is no shortage of empty space. On the back
'Analog Bass Computer'. The many who are familiar with the real world of
panel are phono sockets for input, output and tape insertion, and two pairs
computers, digital ( mainframe or micro) or analogue, will doubtless have
of trailing leads, 11 m long, for connection to the power amplifier output,
their own views on these semantics. However, Isee little to gain by
plus a3mm jack socket through which the unit gets its power supply in
thrashing around in the verbal undergrowth—instead, let's see what the
the form of low voltage AC, rectified within the unit.
system actually does.
The AC supply, at 14-15 V, comes from asmall, sealed transformer unit
The best explanation is to be found in the paper ' Dynamic Equalisation
with fixed mains pins, much like those supplied with many calculators,
for Loudspeakers', recently presented at the AES London Convention, and
having atwin wire output lead about 2m long, terminated in a3mm jack.
available as preprint 1617 ( X4), by Daniel R. von Recklinghausen of KLH.
The one supplied had atwo- pin continental connector which was used
The paper starts from the unarguable tenet that careful placement of
(as Isuspect it would be in agreat many British homes) by stuffing it into
loudspeakers is essential in minimising the adverse effects of the interface
the business sockets of an ordinary 13 A outlet after defeating the safety
between transducers and the room itself, and that, domestically, it is easier
shutters with the aid of ascrewdriver poked down the earth hole! This flies
to optimise the position if the loudspeaker is small. The consequent
in the face of just about every safety regulation in the book, including the
reduction in bass output compared with that from alarger system can then
not- so- obvious one that a short-circuit fault current in the transformer
be recovered by electronic equalisation provided that the bass driver
would be limited only by the 30 A ring- main fuse ( assuming no unseen
power handling and excursion linearity limits are not exceeded. The use of
safety gadget in the transformer). However, I'm told that a13 A plug- top
a properly designed vented box also helps in various ways, but it does
type will be available, and Itrust it will embody some sensible over- current
introduce the possibility of wind noise if the air velocity in the vent is too
protection. Meanwhile, don't do what Idid—get hold of afused adaptor!
high. Large air volume changes in asmall enclosure can also increase the
In answer to the obvious question the
audible distortion. Thus an equaliser must embody means of detecting the
importer told me that the use of aseparextent of such factors as temperature rise, coil excursion, vent velocity and
ate, low- voltage supply removes the
so on, and limiting these effects. The detection could be by physical
need to make the control unit comply
sensors ( accelerometers, thermometers etc), which could then modify the
with awhole range of safety regulations
input signals by suitable feedback arrangements—these would almost
that are not only very complex, but
certainly involve the solution of some nasty stability problems. The KLH
answer is to ensure that the driver is stable and reproducible in production,
in which case the desired factors can be deduced by simple analogue
circuits fed with the loudspeaker input voltage. For example, asecondorder low-pass filter, fed from the input, produces a control signal
proportional to the combination of the cone displacement and the vent air
velocity. The control signal is full- wave rectified, compared for magnitude
with an internally set reference voltage, and the result passed to the gate of
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Not everyone will appreciate

the sound this turntable produces.
Ofcourse those who
understand the difference a
high-quality turntable can
make to the sound of a
system will really appreciate
the RDllS.
The RDllS, atwo-speed
belt-driven unit, runs from a
synchronous motor to an
inner platter hub. The outer
platter snuggly sits upon the
inner hub. The platter ils
extremely heavy, probably
the heaviest to be found on
any deck today, which

certainly contributes to it's
quality of sound. And what's
more it's balanced not by
drilling or adding weights,
but by precise machining
that ensures perfect balance
whilst maintaining optimum
peripheral mass distribution.
Another major feature
of the RD11S is that there are
no flashing lights or hordes
of controls. Only aprecision
made turntable capable of
reproducing everything the
recording engineer inserted.

Write now for our RD11S
brochure. And we'll also send
you our list of dealers so you
can hear it for yourself. Then
we're sure you'll appreciate
the sound the RD11S produces
is second to none.

ARISTON RD 11S
sheer perfection

Ariston Acoustics Limited,
Society Street, Maybole,
Ayrshire, Scotland. KA19 7BH

Shown above: Ariston RD11S Turntable The Revolutionary Anston Mat: Ultracraft Tone Arm: The RD1IS Turntable Pliwth is finished in Teak. Walnut or Black.

also vary widely in different parts of the world. The present policy therefore
simplifies production and reduces the cost to the buyer.
A very clear instruction book accompanies the system, and the initial
setting- up procedure should be carefully followed. It has to be remembered that the 'Analog Bass Computer' gives overload protection to
the loudspeakers, and that this is the only safety device fitted. It should be
switched out if other speakers are also intended to be used, since they may
be unhappy with a14 dB boost at 40 Hz! The general advice on placement
is very helpful.
For listening tests the KLHs were arranged about ametre from the side
walls and 1-1 metres from the end wall, angled slightly inwards, these
having been found to be optimum positions. On listening generally to all
types of source, and without comparison with any other speaker, the most
obvious characteristic was the amazingly extended bass response for such
asmall unit, which gave avery substantial improvement in the realism of
all wide- range sources. Sound levels high enough to shift the boost peak
and reduce its level did not have anything like the large subjective effect
that might have been anticipated from the theoretical curves.
Some apparent coloration was noticed, particularly during applause,
which sounded rather 'tunnelly' with reduced top, and it was felt that
some instrumental sounds lacked a little in spaciousness and detail,
particularly in the upper bass/low mid region. A mild hiss, audible in a
quiet room, was traced to the 'computer', but the makers did reassure me
that the model supplied was based on an optimistic and now discarded
assumption about pre- amp output levels. Current production should be at
least 10 dB better in terms of noise level, and this should dispose of the
problem. A check with the speakers placed against walls showed that the
'position' button did help to maintain adecent response. A position not
recommended, of course, and KLH do make this clear, suggesting
experimenting with positions wherever practicable.
Following our normal practice an A/B test was then carried out against
Quad ELS—as transfer standards—to attempt to give more detailed
information about the sound of the KLH. Compared with the ELS, the KLH
reproduced voices more warmly, sopranos being richer but not so airy,
tenors having less ambience around lower notes and basses being more
constricted. Wide-ranging sources such as the symphony orchestra gave
differences that were not easy to pin down in detail, but the general effect
was a thicker texture, with some muddling of the upper bass. Strings
(particularly violins) had less 'sing', the cello was not quite so silky, flutes
tended to be dimmer, the oboe alittle 'fatter' and clarinet tone somehow
less free and open. Brass was atrifle more hollow, the trumpet having less
edge, percussion was more forward and alittle less prominent, especially
snare drums. Among solo instruments, harpsichords sounded abit more
hollow, and plucking sounds were smoothed out, while the piano
differences seemed to depend quite alot on the instrument being played—
some sounded rather more ' bar- room' style on the KLH while others
showed relatively little change. Organ pedal was as extended on the KLH
as on the ELS—quite remarkable when the relative areas of radiator are
considered. With high level bass notes the KLH did occasionally produce
the odd rattle, which is not surprising at the volumes concerned, but some
harmonics were also audible. There were some changes in relative levels
among 4 ft and 8ft stops, the upper bass being slightly up on the ELS and
the upper 4ft work being lower. This was noticed also on the cornet stop,
which was a trifle less ' reedy' on the KLH, and seemed to change
composition in passage work ( other than at the intended break- backs). As
usual, it should be added that these differences, though clearly audible,
were by no means as dramatic as might appear from the omission of a
number of adjectival comparatives, done to spare us all a little tedium.
Stereo imaging was very precise over more than adequate horizontal
and vertical angles. Very high sound levels were available—more than
enough for normal domestic purposes—and it was possible to operate
with steady levels (
eg, from pop music) high enough to keep the LED
indicator, mentioned earlier, permanently in the shifted position, without
significant distortion. Users should take seriously the makers' warning not
to use the loudspeakers without the protection of the 'computer', and to
avoid amplifiers of inadequate output that might be driven into clipping—
this is acause often given on aloudspeaker's death certificate. Using an
amplifier of 200 W peak capability ( thank God for Boots' ear muffles!) did
no apparent harm, and it was observed that, with the front cover off, drum
beats produced puffs of air from the vent that could be felt clearly with a
hand placed well over half ametre away!
Response measurements on the KLH 3are necessarily complicated by
the variability with level that is designed in. This is demonstrated by the
three curves plotted for spl levels at 1m of 70, 80 and 90 dB respectively,
which show arising cut-off frequency as the level rises. It will be seen that
the acoustic output ( which is the quantity being plotted) remains constant
down to the cut-off point, except for a minor shelf below 60 Hz which
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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appears at the lower levels. For comparison with other reviews the
combined acoustic response and harmonic distortion curves were plotted
at the usual 90 dB level, using the normal ' position' setting. The response
is commendably flat below 1kHz, but does show somewhat Alpine
tendencies at the top end, the dip just above 2 kHz corresponding to the
crossover frequency. Since it varied little with microphone position, and
was similar for both speakers of the pair, this could be more than just a
coincidence. It is also afeature of the third- octave pink noise curve. The
high distortion levels below 100 Hz no doubt reflect the compromises
inevitable in the method—if you apply considerable boost to asmall lowfrequency unit you then have to juggle with the other factors in the
physical and financial equations, such as tolerable distortion, driver
design, efficiency, cost—and so on.
The effect of the ' position' control was also measured, though the
curves have been omitted to avoid clutter. They show that, in the 'againstthe- wall' position the acoustic output is about 3dB down in the region
between 40 and 80 Hz, and there is atotal drop of about 10 dB at 50 Hz if
the unit is switched out altogether.
Our impedance curve shows the expected general features, and the load
should present no problems, the minimum value of the modulus being a
respectable 64- ohms, reached only briefly just above 200 Hz. The usual
sensitivity check showed that 11 V at the speaker terminals, as measured
with an ordinary AC meter, produced 93 dB spl in the listening room of
83 m 3,using pink noise. This is not abad figure for the cabinet volume.
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AS YOU KNOW,
OUR £15 CARTRIDGE
IS OFTEN RECOMMENDED
FOR BUDGET TURNTABLES.

A superb cartridge at arealistic price— that's the Grado FCE+1.
By any standards the FCE+1 reproduces music very accurately
indeed. At its price this Grado sets standards of its own.
It's probably the only cartridge selling for less than £ 15, which has
been frequently recommended as asuitable partner for the finest
turntable in the world.
Yet the Grado FCE+1 was designed to complement far less
auspicious equipment than the Linn Sondek.
Grado are pickup cartridge specialists— with over twenty years
experience in creating some of the world's finest transducers.
What we have done with the FCE+1 is to tackle the compatability
problem more comprehensively, we believe, than any other
manufacturer.
This remarkable cartridge shows just what can be achieved.
The FCE+1 shares the highly efficient Flux Bridger system of the Grado
Laboratory Series and is truly compatible with almost every turntable
currently available.
It is also desirably insensitive to amplifier input capacitance.
And despite its low price, the Grado is fitted with an impeccably
polished, elliptical diamond stylus. Tracking performance is excellent.
Most importantly though, the very favourable reviews it has received
in the HiFi Press are atestament to its sound quality. To find out more
about this exceptional cartridge simply complete the coupon below.

THE
GRADO

FCE-F1

I
Please send me details of Grado Laboratory
ISeries cartridges.
I Name

IAddress
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Transonic Imports (Acoustical) Ltd., Brooks Court, Stamford, Lincs.

To produce a loudspeaker that is small enough to make optimum
positioning simple and uncontroversial while retaining an impressive bass
response is highly desirable, but extremely difficult technically. KLH have
contributed some original thought to the subject, as witnessed by patent
applications, and they deserve credit for coming up with the first viable
solution that is still within the financial reach of awide market, despite the
handicap of transatlantic trading. Some compromises are inevitable, and
there might still be, perhaps, further room for manoeuvre in reducing the
bass distortion and smoothing the upper end. Even so, many who lack
both bass and space could well be pleasantly surprised by an audition of
some familiar material •

Audio Pro A4-14
TECHNICAL DATA
Three-way ( four unit) enclosure embodying 'Ace Bass reflex system with selfcontained biamplification. Drivers: Two 127 mm bass units, 112 mm midrange unit
and 25 mm soft- domed tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz.
Frequency response: 30 Hz (- 3dB) to 20 kHz. Distortion: less than 0.5%
within rated frequency range for 86 dB spi at 1m, less than 3% below 200 Hz and
less than 0-7% above 200 Hz at 96 dB spi, all into 2n steradians. Sensitivity:
adjustable from 0.1-50 V for 96 dB spl. Controls: power on/auto, left/right
channel select, bass blend on/off, sensitivity, bass and treble adjustable separately.
Mains power requirement: 20 W max, less than 3VA in standby ( auto) mode.
Size: 520 mm high x308 mm wide x265 mm deep. Weight: 16 kg. Finish: Black
Ash or Walnut veneer. Price: f747-50 per pair, inc. VAT. Stands: Optional extra,
£40-25 inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Audio Pro, Brook House, Crewe Road, Wheelock,
Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 9HT.

the reasons already dealt with in the previous 62-50 review. Thus the port
structure inside the cabinet resembles awide, tall flat box which almost
divides the internal volume into two parts—asmall one behind the front
panel, and amuch bigger one at the rear. Add some ribs to strengthen the
port ' box' and foam sealer trapped between these ribs and the front panel,
and you have separated off the two volumes! Some extra damping for the
reflex part is provided by alarge block of foam which is tight enough to
give some useful support to the port system as well. The midrange and
tweeter units are vertically aligned on the front panel, the former being an
octagonal- framed example with what appears to be a paper cone, also
from Philips. The construction and finish are exemplary throughout, both
mechanically and electrically.
Also novel is the general method of connection and use of the A4-14.
The input can be from a preamplifier, or from the output of a power
amplifier if that is the only source available. If there is any choice, it makes
sense to use only the preamplifier output, thus removing from the chain an

unnecessary link which, at best, can do no actual good. However, if a
power amplifier in the system is energised without aload, check with the
handbook or your dealer that it can safely be left unloaded—if not, asimple
resistive dummy load should be used ( but make sure it can't overheat or
start afire!). Whatever the input, it is connected to one of the speakers—
either will do—and the output socket of that speaker is then connected to
the input of the other. Long DIN leads are the simplest answer in most
cases. On each speaker is abutton which decides which channel ( left or
right) will be reproduced by that unit, so you can have ordinary or reversed
stereo, or even double mono on either channel if you wish. If there is alot
of bass on one channel and little on the other ( which is not impossible in a
multi- mike mix- down) the two speakers can be made to share the bass by
using the ' bass blend' button, which mixes only bass components below
100 Hz, to avoid upsetting the stereo imaging too much. The 'sensitivity'
control is self-evident, and can be used both to set the general sound level
EG ULA R readers may recall that we recently welcomed asubwoofer
and the balance between channels if required. It is wise to start with this
design which used a cunning ploy to extract a remarkable bass
turned down (* infinity' position), especially if working from power
performance from arelatively small box. Its makers, Audio Pro of Sweden,
amplifier outputs. Of the 'room matching' controls, one is calibrated in
have now taken the next logical step by producing a full- range loudspeaker which uses that same principle to secure an extended bass steradians, and is intended to allow some compensation for differences in
reproduction within little more than bookshelf dimensions. The principle room positioning. One might suppose that anyone spending the pretty
in question was fully discussed in our review of the B2-50 subwoofer in substantial sum needed to buy this system would want to get the best out
of it by. keeping the speakers well away from walls and, even worse,
July 1979, which included references, notably the designer's original
corners, against which positions this control can only be apalliative. The
paper ( Karl Eric Stahl, ' Synthesis of Loudspeaker Parameters by Electrical
treble control does no more than the one almost certainly fitted to your
Means', pre-print 1381 ( K-3), AES 61st Convention, New York,
November 1978). To summarise very briefly, Stahl points out that a preamplifier—it is calibrated in 3dB increments from - 6to + 6dB, and is
loudspeaker is a transducer which converts electrical to mechanical continuously adjustable. The power auto/on button keeps the loudenergy, and which can be treated as a gyrator, so that its apparent speaker amplifiers active as long as it is in the 'on' position. At 'auto' the
mechanical parameters can be modified by electrical means within the input mains powpr is reduced to a very low level until an audio signal
driving source. In particular, a complex output impedance, involving appears, when the system switches on in less than a second. It then
inductance, capacitance and negative resistance, can increase the driver's remains on until audio signal has been absent for several minutes before
turning itself off once more. This facility allows the speakers to be
apparent mass and compliance, with controlled damping. These 'apparent' quantities are real in the sense that they can be measured connected to amains supply remote from the central system, if desired, the
physically as long as the amplifier is switched on. To ensure long-term stand-by power consumption being negligible. 2 LEDs set in the front
stability and to make ordinary production practicable, the drive units must mesh indicate 'mains on' and 'amplifiers on' respectively.
The A4-14 is well equipped with protective devices. A mains fuse and
be stable and reproducible, and a special Philips design is employed.
Clearly it is impossible to use just any amplifier, so the bass amplifier must four amplifier supply fuses are inside the amplifier compartment, the latter
be built into the speaker, as in the B2-50. This leaves a choice for the giving sufficient protection to the bass drivers. In addition, a power
amplifier needed to drive the mid- and upper- range units—it could equally sensing circuit averages the power demand, and shuts down the whole
well be separate or self-contained. Audio Pro have sensibly settled for the unit for 10 seconds when the demand, integrated over a controlled
latter, since this option adds only negligibly to the complexity, but agreat interval, exceeds a preset level. It does not limit peaks, since this would
deal to the convenience and flexibility of the complete assembly, and introduce distortion, but merely turns everything off when it's had enough..
A thermistor attached to the heat- sink also turns the amplifiers off should
needs only asingle signal input.
the temperature rise unduly through prolonged use at alevel not quite high
At the back of the speaker (to be explained later) are: signal inputs
enough to demand the unit protection afforded by the integrator. All very
and outputs, channel selector, bass blend switch, auto/on switch,
sensitivity control, and room matching controls for bass and treble—signal sophisticated! The internal fuses must be regarded as wholly inaccessible
connections require ordinary 5- pin DIN plugs.
The internal construction of the actual enclosure is distinctly cunning.
To understand this better, one should first know that the bass units require
areflex enclosure, with a physically large port, while the midrange unit

R

cannot, of course, occupy the same enclosure. The tweeter is asealed unit
which presents no problem. To achieve these ends, the two bass units are
set into the wood bottom, facing in opposite directions to reduce second
harmonic distortion, as in the 132-50. They radiate into the amplifier
compartment below, and thence, through the various mesh grilles, into the
room. These two units lie along the rear. The plastic port is really two ports
placed side- by- side but made in apiece, thus allowing the largish mouth
area to be made up from two narrower sections, at the same time
extending the interior part of the port system to cover most of the width of
the enclosure, up to aheight only afew centimetres short of the top. Both
the outlets ( inside and outside the enclosure) are flared at their ends, for
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to the average user, but they are not very likely to blow except in the case of
afault, which would need skilled attention anyway.
For listening tests proper, the speakers were placed on open stands to
bring the tweeters to ear level, about m from the side walls and 1 m from
the end wall. The bass control was eventually set at maximum.
Iwas very happy with the sound from these speakers throughout the
period of general listening. Most noticeable was the bass performance,
which was adequately extended for all sources, and was also firm and
tight, without any significant overhang. Though the bottom end didn't
quite match up to the B2-50, the difference was not significant on
orchestral music, and not disappointing even with organ pedals. The midrange region was just alittle uneven, with an impression of some slight
lack of middle and increase in presence, and some HF transients were
perhaps less crisp. Iwould rate the overall performance as above average,
and it is one of the really small systems with which Icould live.
As usual, general listening was followed by A/B comparisons for
descriptive purposes, the transfer standard being the Quad ELS. Starting
with the human voice, male speakers sounded similar, the A4-14 giving a
little less boom on basses, while among singers, tenors had less timbre,
and sopranos were 'fruitier' and more forward than the men ( acoustically,
of course!). Wandering round the orchestra, oboes and violins were very
alike, the 'cellos warmer and occasionally hollower on upper notes, most
brass instruments were slightly warmer, with less mid- frequency but
slightly more upper bass. Clarinets seemed abit more forward and slightly
less clear in the upper register. The guitar showed some small shift from
note to note, mainly from middle towards upper bass, while the harpsichord sounded very similar in the 4 ft region, but afraction muddier in the
8 ft. With organs, reeds generally were warmer and upper flutes more
mellow, and 8 ft flutes were a little weaker in the bottom octave. In the
pedal, the A4-14 extended to lower pitches, coping remarkably well with
most of the 16 ft work.
Stereo imaging was sharp and consistent over avery wide area of the
listening room, and anomalies due to vertical movement of the hearer were
negligible. Using the ' bass blend' option gave an unusual opportunity to
do avirtually A/B comparison between stereo and double mono below
100 Hz—Ifound it just possible to distinguish the two positions on such
things as bass drums, especially those from pan- potted recordings, but the
effect was so small that Idoubt whether it would have been noticed
without direct switching.
The maker's claim that clean sound is obtainable up to 110 dB spl above
100 Hz was confirmed, with ringing in the ears to prove it! ( Surely
reviewers of the current breeds of loudspeakers ought to be covered by the
Health and Safety at Work Act?). To test the protective devices, pink noise
was fed to both units at a level high enough to produce a horrendous
output. After about aquarter of aminute the red indicators extinguished as
both speakers went off, almost in the same second. Ten seconds later they
switched on again, this time for ashorter period. The cycle was repeated
half- a- dozen times, after which it was found that one midrange unit
sounded sick, but nothing else was damaged, and no fuse had blown in
either speaker. The maker states that this is avery unusual fault, citing a
number of these units that are regularly given similar treatment in discos,
and Iwould accept that it was probably aone-off ( if there's one around,
you can bet your shirt it's got my name on it!). I'm also assured that any
such failure would be replaced without question. A replacement was
provided for test, and survived the treatment without any problem. The
levels involved in this test were, literally, painfully high, and the source
spectrum was obviously aworst- case one.

headache ( or, if you dislike anthropomorphism, the designer's). For the
record, the input impedance of the device was measured as 20 kQ, which,
together with the sensitivity control, makes them suitable for practically
any normal preamplifier. In any unusual case, the dealer or importer would
gladly advise on request.
The mains power consumption was 2.9 VA per unit on stand-by,
8-6 VA when switched on without any input signal, and 41 VA with pink
noise just on the 'protect' limit. A check on the signal level needed to
switch the units showed this to be very low—barely audible, in fact.
The A4-14 is a unique concept embodying many attractive features,
which offers a very good overall sound, with firm and exceptionally
extended bass, within asmall and neat enclosure. The very high acoustic
levels obtainable and the low distortion are also excellent bonuses. True,
the price is high, though it is not unreasonable at present rates when the
technological development and production costs of the complete package
are considered. It is also one of only an extremely limited number of
alternatives that can give anything like this bass output per litre ( astrange
measure, forsooth!), while the built-in amplifiers might allow some cost
savings in new systems, though probably not in existing ones.
Clearly this is a unique design that is well worth hearing, and it can
certainly be recommended for its performance and its ability to meet the
claims made for it. As always, only the individual reader, given an often
enforced set of tastes, priorities and constraints, can decide whether it
represents his or her best option •
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The accompanying graphs show the sinewave and third- octave noise
responses, measured on the tweeter axis at 1m, with the unit about 7 m
above ground level. The sine plot also shows harmonic distortion
components, the scale for these being raised by 20 dB for better display.
The results are very good, and clearly show the reduction in second
harmonic resulting from mounting the bass drivers 'back-to-front'. Also
shown are the effects of the 'room matching' controls. The 4n response is
the one that would be expected to be flat under the conditions of
measurement—in practice there is aslight shelf, with the bass radiation
roughly 4dB down on the midrange. This accounts for the better balance
observed in the listening tests when the bass control was set somewhat
higher than the appropriate calibration. Sincè it is possible to do this very
easily by trial, the discrepancy is of no great importance. Some of the
effects noticed during listening tests might be explained in terms of some
small irregularities in the mid- and upper regions, but possible room
effects must be allowed for, and aone-to-one relationship between what
is heard and what is plotted is still a pipe- dream!
Impedance curves do not apply in this case, because we have to drive
amplifiers, and the way in which they drive the actual units is their
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Five tonearms
H there has been atimely reversal
ALTHOUG
of thinking over the function and

mechanics of pickup arms, we're currently in the
no- man's land between fading old ideas and
burgeoning new ones. The integrated record
deck is still a happy home for the former
category—those Japanese tubular battleships
of arbitary design I tilted at in two group
turntable reports last year (
HFNIRR Aug./Oct.
1979). Filtering down from the top end of the
market, however, is anew generation of designs
and although they don't always look very
different, their design basis is quite different. A
lot of readers will probably be happy to learn
that these products are predominantly British.
Products such as the Mission 774, Linn Ittok
LVII, Syrinx, SME3009/III and Hadcock
GH228E arms, have all been designed in the
knowledge that pickup arms can have a
considerable influence on sound quality
through previously unconsidered factors, such
as operational stability and freedom from all
modes of unwanted vibration—both tortuous
subjects.
What are the properties of my notional 'oldstyle' arm? They are characterised more by what
they don't do than for what they do in terms of
sheer performance rather than facilities, which
are never in short supply. The format is one of
aluminium arm tube, often bent to an S- shape,
with detachable headshell and calibrated
counterweight. Bias is generally applied by a
falling- weight system or a spring. The
appearance of the arm is determined by the
geometry required for minimisation of tracking
error across the disc. Length is initially chosen
by convention to be around 9 in. or 230 mm,
which provides satisfactorily low tracking error
together with manageable length. The bearings
are generally ballraces in both planes, which
locate the arm tube well while allowing freedom
of movement. The traditional main criterion for
bearing performance is freedom from friction.
In designing this notional arm, the only
factors brought into consideration for their
direct bearing upon sound quality are geometry,
which affects distortion performance, and
bearing pivot friction, which limits the minimum
usable tracking force and degrades tracking
ability ( assuming the friction is significant, of
course, which isn't always the case these days).
The subject of effective mass and its effect on
cartridge compatibility, and hence sound
quality, is submerged beneath more practical
engineering worries about strength or general
robustness of the unit, plus obligatory use of a
removable headshell for convenient cartridge
fixing and removal. Freedom of the assembly
from structural resonances, vibration and
general spurious movement through loose
fixings, slack bearings, etc, are not worries the
designer working to a tight price specification
can afford to consider either, so you can see that
from the point of view of sound quality, little has
been considered and alot has had to be ignored.
In everyday practice, however, the situation is
just a bit different from this theoretical model.
The subject of arm geometry had become very
rusty until recently, when a revival in interest
occurred. We now realise that the process of
adjustment for minimum tracking error is critical
to performance, and whilst many of the old style
arms possess reasonable basic géometry, few
can be set up accurately in order that this
geometry may be effective.
Bearing frictions have been reduced steadily
and whilst in some instances , this has been
150
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produced by allowing a lot of free play, some
fairly effective loaded ballraces, free of play and
providing good location, have been produced.
• Finally, counterweight decoupling is often
used, mainly to avoid unwanted amplification of
drone from rumble- prone cheap belt or idlerwheel turntables. As the latter problem has
faded with the introduction of high quality
direct- drive motors, many Japanese companies
have
reverted
to solid
fixing
of the
counterweight to the arm tube, since it is both
cheaper and more convenient.
It was SME who popularised the worth of
lowish effective mass in pickup arms, in order to
match the high compliance cartridges widely
available when tracking disc warps and ripples.
Recently,
Bruel &
Kjaer ( the
Danish
instrumentation
company)
published
a
convincing technical document showing how
low mass could be shown actually to reduce
distortion from disc reproduction. As aresult of
this and the efforts from manufacturers such
as SME, the idea of there being an optimum
value for arm mass has become popular among
designers, particularly the Japanese who had
previously largely ignored this factor.
The top layer of the quality sandwich is
inhabited by designs where factors such as arm
mass, rigidity, firmness of location and absence
of structural resonances have taken precedent
over the old ideals of detachable headshell,
general robustness, etc.
Amongst the five arms here, there is
unfortunately still much evidence of old design
approaches haphazardly fused with new ones,
and quality is as much amatter of pretence as it
is of reality. To illustrate this point let us look
briefly at the topic of structural rigidity, or, as
another magazine captioned an article Iwrote
on this subject—'Why astiff one is better than a
floppy one'l If. when the stylus of a cartridge
moved
sideways
whilst
following
the
modulation in a record groove, the whole
cartridge body followed it, there would be no
net movement between stylus and generator. In
other words there would be no output, or
silence. This, one realises, is somewhat
defeating in high fidelity terms, even if it may be
what your neighbour dreams about at night.
Given asufficiently floppy arm of low enough
inertia, you could probably approach this
situation and so we obviously require the
opposite, or avery stiff arm. How stiff is 'stiff'? Or
conversely, how much movement can we
tolerate
at
the
headshell?
Thumbnail
calculations suggest that the stylus must resolve
groove dimensions of at least 40 dB below
40 pm peak- peak movement, and if it is to do
this accurately, the cartridge body must be
located to a significantly greater degree, a
common rule of thumb being ten times, giving
us amaximum allowable 'floppiness' of 0.05 pm
peak- peak movement. Since this is fivehundredths of one millionth of a metre, we
require incredible stability and lack of spurious
movement at the headshell if the cartridge body
is to be held steady within such limits. This is, in
fact, of the order of one- tenth the wavelength of
visible light. Now let me turn to a forever
fascininating book by J. Walton entitled
Pickups— The Key to HiFi. On this subject he
states that 'a low sound intensity that can still
easily be detected in the high frequency
spectrum can have arecorded amplitude that is
less than the wavelength of light... The record
groove has aroughness amplitude that is about
1/20 wavelength of light. In fact the uncut
surface of the record is several times smoother
still'. In all truth it is probably near impossible to
approach this degree of locational stability

using rigidity of structure, tightness in bearings,
etc. on an arm, and instead we must rely also on
mass to provide a high- inertia platform. This
brings in the argument for placing mass at the
headshell of an arm to increase its massimpedance—a counterbalance to the drive for
low mass per se, which by its nature, tends also
to compromise rigidity. However, Idigress. The
important point to note is that we obviously
have to expect very high constructional
standards, plus clever use of materials and
fabrication techniques if an arm is to be
adequately capable of holding a cartridge
steady so that detailed signals within agroove
can be extracted. Slack bearings are out, even if
they do display the benefit of low friction.
Flexible vestigial headshells are out too, as are
weak headshell/arm tube joints and nondamped resonant arm tubes which induce
vibrations into the cartridge body, thus
producing spurious movement.
There are many modes of structural resonance
possible within an arm tube and further minor
resonances are sometimes produced by other
items on the arm assembly, such as a weak
headshell prone to its own resonance problems
or a weak headshell/arm tube joint that
encourages the headshell to resonate in its own
particular modes. Ifound when experimenting
with the five arms here, trying to find their
various resonant modes, that most of them were
demonstrably microphonic and could be excited
into self- sustained feedback at many different
frequencies with little difficulty.
This finally proved anumber of features about
the typical pickup that I ( and, doubtless, others)
have suspected for a long time. First, the
handling noises you get when, for example,
clipping an arm into its rest, are avery revealing
aural guide to the resonant properties of its
structure. The nature of the resultant coloration
is to be heard in the peculiar ringing that you
get while the cartridge tracks the locked run- out
groove at the end of a disc. Figs. 1, 2, 3 & 4
provide some evidence of this where the
relatively non-microphonic Lustre GST801 and
the resonant microphonic AT1100 both track,
with aStanton 881S cartridge, alocked run- out
groove ( lower trace in each). There is acomplex
signal recorded in the groove (
ie, the 'click'
heard
is
composed
of many
different
frequencies) but the dominant component
measured, from the oscillograms, was 291 Hz.
Placing a (-1octave) filter at this frequency to
look at the energy envelope shows that the
Lustre suffers slightly less ringing due to the
final transient spike visible at the centre of the
trace. However, it is at 590 Hz—a point of
structural resonance for the AT1100—that the
signal is obviously amplified, as shown in the
level difference between the upper traces in figs
3 & 4. The large differences that exist aurally are
not immediately obvious visually. For instance,
there is in fact an 8dB difference in level
between the 590 Hz component in the locked
groove spike in figs 3 & 4 ( you may be able to
measure with a ruler the height difference of
x2.5 on the page here and this is 8dB).
Furthermore, Ihave shown just one harmonic
amongst many and deeper analysis is needed to
reveal the full extent of tonal differences. Also,
of course, it is difficult to relate with any set of
figures the cogence of aural effect. All Ican say
is that the run- out groove click was slightly
coloured by a metallic ring with the AT1100,
whereas it was just aclick with the Lustre.
The second behavioural peculiarity of pickup
arms that Ihad previously suspected, but not
proven, was their sensitivity to sound and ability
to cause acoustic feedback, or howl- around, in
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absorbs energy from structural resonances in
the arm tube, and in consequence usually leads
to an improvement in sound quality, cleaning up
and adding clarity to upper bass detail.
Generally, such damping well applied is
beneficial and it is not possible, or even
desirable to expect the damping inherent in a
cartridge's stylus cantilever pivot to perform the
same LF function as that applied at the arm itself
[see also Lipshitz's thorough study of cartridge/
arm damping, JAES Jan./Feb. ' 78],
Measuring the random output of acartridge
tracking areasonably flat, silent disc shows it to
consist not at warp information but asignal at
the resonant frequency of the arm/cartridge
1. AT1100
combination ( see fig. 5). Again, this is not
surprising. If you excite aresonant system it will
resonate at its own particular frequency if able to
do so. Damping cuts down this phenomenon
effectively ( fig. 6). The excitation is mainly in a
vertical direction from small ripples, therefore
damping should be most effective in the vertical
plane. This is achieved by suitably shaping the
arm component immersed in the fluid so that it
presents a small surface area to sideways
movement but a larger area to vertical
movement. There is some tendency to ignore
this feature of design.
There is one type of pickup arm, however, that
is always damped: the unipivot. In this special
case the entire upper arm sits on asingle point
pivot and would oscillate or swing on its pivot
Fig. 3 AT1100
Fig 4 Lusse
like apendulum in all planes if damping weren't
asound system. Have you ever wondered why its available forms), titanium, etc, are less
applied. In this case there is little option but to
self-sustaining acoustic feedback can be of a appropriate to the task than certain aluminium
apply damping in the vicinity of the pivot, but
high pitch? If the feedback sensitive item is the alloys, suitably heat treated. Experiment shows
both Hadcock and Keith Monks arms do, in fact,
turntable, frequency of feedback howl should also that a rigidly attached counterweight
displace this function downward by the use of a
be fairly low (as it sometimes is in fact). greatly magnifies the problem by acting as a
tube set concentric with the support bearing,
However, high pitched howl is caused not by high impedance mass against which the arm
giving it asuitable retarding moment. Depth of
the turntable acting as amicrophone, but by the tube can vibrate. Decoupling here can also
immersion of this tube within the fluid bath
pickup arm. [ see also Wireless World May, June reduce substantially the effect of structural
alters the degree of damping. Ultracraft's AC300
1979] Response traces accompanying this resonances, even though the original reason for
arm tested here is the only unipivot within the
report clearly show the dramatic effect of such decoupling was to provide an antigroup and damping is applied between ahemifeedback on some of the pickup arms' resonant resonant system to damp down the main
•
sphere attached to the upper arm assembly and
modes. Picking out signals at an arm's resonant arm/cartridge
LF
resonance.
As
Lustre
a bowl beneath it carrying the fluid. In this
mode frequencies with a wave analyser and demonstrate with their arm, though, there are
instance, altering the distance between the two
then acoustically feeding them back through a other ways of fighting the problem effectivety
components supposedly adjusts the damping.
sound system sends most arms into violent and Ishould point out that some designers do
A tonearm should be adjustable in a number
feedback, even at the most modest acoustic conceptually prefer arigid counterweight
of different ways so that it can be tuned, if you
levels. This is adramatic way to show just how
On inspection, all five arrns looked like potenlike,
for
cartridge
peak
performance.
susceptible most pickup arms are to acoustic tial resonant offenders. Infinity's Slack Widow
Furthermore, the manufacturer's instructions
feedback at their points of resonance, and it arm possessed ameasure of decoupling but its
must relate clearly and accurately how to do this
provides a more pertinent indication of the carbon- fibre arm tube and ( plastic?) vestigial
so that even the uninitiated will be successful.
extent of an arm's activity' in use. With this headshell platform were flimsy and flexed in all
technique I found that most arms have directions. The headshell also appeared
numerous resonant modes, rather more than particulady weak in torsion, or twisting mode—
those clearly identified in the graphs here. acard i
na I
si n, si nce torsional forces predominate.
Unfortunately, the modes depend in frequency
Since manufacturers have now taken to the
and level upon a number of factors, including technique of damping through the use of an oil
cartridge mass, energy fed into the system, etc, bath aftei SME introduced their rathei neat
and therefore cannot all be rigidly categorised system afew years ago, it is worth considering
since they will vary with each and every its effect. No fewer than three of the five arms
circumstance. In apaper entitled 'The aspects of tested were damped, yet in two cases the
low inertia tone arm design' Peter Rother of damping didn't work, at least in fulfilling the
Thorens lists the modes of excitation possible usual aim of controlling the LF arm resonance.
for a simple tube, clamped at one end, as: Again, a simple inspection reveals why. In
quasilongitudinal waves, torsional waves, applying aviscous retarding force to an arm to
flexural waves excited by lateral forces and oppose rapid movement, the damping bath
flexural waves excited by moments. The must work at adistance from the pivots in order
frequencies of these modes vary, but are all to be able to apply sufficient retarding moment.
determined by length of the arm, its stiffness and
Position adamping bath hard against the pivots
total mass, plus its distribution on the forward and, generally speaking, with the viscosity of oils
Random oscillation at LF resonance. undamped ((race 1) and
arm structure. Since, in spite of appearances, currently in use, it will have little measurable
damped ((race 2). Expanding traces ( 3 and 4) gives a main
these properties are very similar from arm to arm effect on the LF resonance of an arm. Since the
frequency of 8 Hz for 1. 20 Hz for 2: with amplitude reduction
they often resonate at the same frequency,
of
6dB. ( The regular spike is caused by aripple.)
heavy, viscous silicone oil used for damping
usually in a band from 80 Hz-500 Hz. opposes fast movement of any object immersed
10
70
.10 to:
Increasing the stiffness of an arm, by the way, in it, but will allow slow movement, it has little
FIG. 6
increases the frequency of its resonant modes— effect on the slow inward traverse of an arm
SME3009111
it doesn't get rid of them as is popularly following the spiral record groove but will
ORTOFON M20FL
»MPS
If resonance
imagined. This outcome is obviously unwanted oppose the rapid movement of an arm at
o
damped/
since the ear becomes more sensitive to resonance. In damping the resonant mechanical
DAMPED
undamped
coloration at high frequencies. What is required system composed of arm + cartridge effective
is a suitable degree of structural or inherent mass and cantilever compliance, it reduces
-10
damping to control the effects, apoint not lost to electrical output at this resonant frequency,
several British designers to whom Ihave spoken cutting down subsonic output from the
who find that 'super tubes' of carbon- fibre ( in
Ortofon M20FLISME 3009111 with/without damping
cartridge. Not surprisingly, such damping also
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REVIEW
66 You don't need to spend afortune
to get quality; we give you our selection
of outstanding units...
Deserving special mention are
Mordaunt-Short, who seem to produce a
speaker at each price level which can be
thoroughly recommended. Starting with the
CARNIVAL at £88.00,
the FESTIVAL at £117.00,
the larger PAGEANT at £176.00 and
the top- of-the-range SIGNIFER at £515.00,
all these speakers . . . can be strongly
recommended against all their competitors.
It is highly unusual to find aCompany
producing such consistently good products
all along the line. For this they have earned
our sincere admiration.”

'Pop ular

HI-Ft
August, 1979.
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Mordaunt-Short Ltd

Designers and Manufacturers of High- Fidelity Loudspeakers / ,oe ze
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
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Test Techniques
The blind listening tests were carried out by a
panel of four situated in aroom distant from that
containing the turntables. The arms were set up
in turn on an Ariston RD11s turntable and fitted
with an Entré moving- coil cartridge. The
reference for AB'ing used by the panel was an
SME3009 Ill on a Linn LP12 turntable, also
fitted with an Entré. The rest of the system
comprised Mordaunt Short Signifers, Denon
AU- 320 transformer, Quad 44/405 amp.
Itested the arms after this and then listened to
them, remaining unaware, however, of the panel
results until afterwards. Since the panel had
used a moving- coil cartridge, Ifelt obliged to
see how the arms fared with amoving- magnet
design and chose to use two Stanton 881S
cartridges. The only pitfall here was the high
capacitance of the ADC signal lead which
would have modified response, so this was
replaced by the Audio Technica lead. My own
reference, intended as aconstant rather than a
'perfect' standard, Ishould point out, was a
Pioneer PLC- 590 turntable with SME3009 Ill
arm. This assembly and the Ariston RD11s
which carried the arms under test were both
placed on a feedback- free shelf, although this
did not acoustically isolate them from airborne
vibrations, of course. The two 881S cartridges
were tested and proved to have identical
frequency response characteristics. However, in
spite of this one stylus assembly sounded

Lustre GST801
Lustre spend some energy promoting the worth
of ' magnetic drive' employed with the GST801.
This, it transpires, is 'an epoch making system
[heard that before! ] that uses the attractive and
repulsive forces of a magnet for application of
stylus force'. This, they claim, is better than the
use of a spring—but few manufacturers use
springs. Bias force is also applied by magnets, a
function often taken care of by springs. Of more
interest is Lustre's use of a stainless steel arm
tube with special tube- insert to suppress
'vibration'. They also claim that the use of brass
in certain parts and the magnesium headshell
'assures exceptional stability against external
vibration and eliminates howling'.
In fundamentar design, the GST801 is
conventional, using an S-shaped arm tube with
detachable headshell, this assembly moving on
precision ballrace bearings in both lateral and
vertical planes. It is obvious that this is not alow
mass design. Use of alarge- diameter arm tube,
removable headshell with heavy IEC ( SME
type) connector • and large counterweight
assembly set far behind the pivots all indicate
high effective mass. The base needs a large
38 mm mounting hole and is secured with an
enormous base nut weighing 305 g. Total
weight of the base and its nut is 568 g—enough
to cause most floating- suspensions to sag
severely. Lustre in fact specify the entire
assembly as weighing more than 1kg. Another
problem, particularly with floating- suspension
decks, will be finding sufficient clearance
beneath the top panel, since 8cm or more is
needed, measured from the top face.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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distinctly flat and lacking in dynamics, and so
the good one was changed from reference to
test deck during my tests.
There are three performance graphs for each
arm, one showing tracking error and distortion
and two showing structural resonances.
Graph B shows frequency response and
crosstalk curves of each arm with a Stanton
680EE cartridge and CBS STR - 120 test disc.
The latter is recorded at a high level and as a
result is critical of resonances. The dips and
peaks caused by structural resonances are
ringed. Graph C is made with the B&K 2011 disc
and shows the result of a laterally recorded
sweep gliding slowly from 20 Hz to 1kHz. The
advantage of this disc is its frequency range and
the slowness of the sweep which allows high- Q
resonances to build up. The top trace shows
frequency response on a magnified vertical
scale. The second trace down shows output of
the cartridge with the two channels combined,
one with reverse phase, to give the vertical
response. The resulting trace clearly shows the
effects caused by the vertical components of
arm resonances. Third trace down is identical to
the second, but the test signal has been fed back
to the arm via a loudspeaker beside the test
bench at areasonable level to demonstrate any
effects due to microphony. In effect this is the
same as introducing positive feedback to
amplify inherent response errors, in electrical
terms. The results are quite dramatic.

The GST801, once mounted, can be set up
quickly and adjusted withoutdifficulty, but Idid
find that the arm height adjustment lever almost
fouls the lifting platform oil pot unless the base
is carefully orientated. The instructions for
lateral tracking error are poorly thought-out and
anomalous, while ability to tilt the headshell in
order to optimise channel separation is not
mentioned, even though it exists.
For minimum tracking error, phrased by
Lustre as 'Adjusting overhang', it is suggested in
the instructions that the stylus is aligned with a
mark on the headshell, thus automatically
providing the optimum 15 mm overhang figure
specified. Setting effective length of the arm in
this fashion and then hoping that overhang will
be correct is impractical, since it assumes that
the arm pillar can in the first instance be
positioned with an accuracy of better than
+0.5 mm if final geometry is to be anywhere
near correct. Think again, Lustre—this is
ridiculous!
Unfortunately, the 15 mm overhang figure
quoted is sub- optimal in any case for the arm
geometry employed, so on balance Iwould
recommend owners or potential owners to
ignore Lustre's suggestions on this topic and
either use asimple alignment protractor or, far
better still, the excellent EEI Alignment Gauge.
As the Tracking Error graph ( fig. 7a) shows,
even when the GST801 is set up as per the
instructions, maximum tracking error is large at
-2.e when the arm is 82 mm from disc centre,
and this generates 1.5% distortion under typical
conditions. Curiously, this poor performance
correlates with Lustre's spec. of 1le inside
circumference' error and is actually better than

FIG 7a LUSTRE GST-801
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their outside quote of 2° error. As you can see,
"error produces no less than 0.9% distortion,
an unnecessarily high amount, and because the
tracking error curve doesn't zero- cross at 63 mm
or thereabouts, distortion rises instead of falling
when moving outward from this point.
Three counterweights are supplied and they
provide the arm with a total cartridge weight
balance range of 3-2-17.5 g when using the
heavy 10.5 g magnesium headshell supplied.
The arm would accept alightweight Ortofon LM
series cartridge, provided heavy fixing screws
were used ( or asmall 0.5 g additional weight),
although there is little benefit to be gained here
since reduction in mass would equal 12%. It
would also accept an Ortofon Concorde
integrated cartridge, using weight C only, or
heavier Japanese integrated cartridges from
Sony, Technics and Audio Technica if desired.
The magnetic tracking force system was
accurate in the downward force it applied and
similarly the
bias compensator ensured
balanced tracking with a number of cartridges,
although bias requirement varies from cartridge
to cartridge and I cannot therefore be too
specific about this.
The bearings of this arm were excellent, with
virtually no free play, while allowing freedom of
movement. In accordance with its appearance,
though, the GST801 displays an extremely high
effective mass of 24 g, so it would be unwise
to use high compliance cartridges. Fitted with a
medium compliance Stanton 680EE test
cartridge, LF resonance occurred at 7 Hz, by far
the lowest figure achieved among the arms
tested here ( due to high effective mass). You
can see that warp output from the arm will be
substantial; generally the arm will not behave
well in such circumstances.
Considering structural rigidity (fig. 7b)
reveals one controlled vertical resonance mode
at 480 Hz, but nothing else—an excellent result.
Fig. 7c, made with a slow sweeping lateral
signal, confirms lack of serious resonances in
this arm, although small aberrations are visible at
120 Hz and 300 Hz. Feedback had very little
effect on the arm, even when severe, as the
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seriously microphonic when being handled.
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lowest trace shows. In this group of arms it is
pertinent that the Lustre was the only one not

Listening panel results
The panel marked this arm down on high
frequency coloration, feeling it was abit 'tizzy'
or muddled compared with their reference, but
otherwise on mid- band and low frequency
coloration they felt it to be the equal of the
reference. While HF clarity was rated as
'dimmer' but signals well defined, both midrange and LF clarity were marked well above
reference
with
comments
like ' more
information', 'cleaner, firmer bass' and 'more
control'. Image precision and depth were rated
above the reference, too, but tracking was felt to
be worse. Overall comments showed that the
panel favoured this arm for a 'cleaner sound' and
more tangible imagery, in spite of slightly
degraded HF. One panel member demurred,
however, and said he wouldn't buy it.
The most obvious difference Ifound between
this arm and my own reference was the degree
of bite or incision provided by the Lustre to
transients that were made both sharper in
quality but were also better defined. There was
noticeably less coloration and better clarity,
while imagery was dramatically improved too.
My own conclusion is that this is avery good
arm,
particularly suited to moving- coil
cartridges, or uncompliant rri-m designs.

FIG.8a INFINITY BLACK WIDOW
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total mass ( cartridge+effective mass) would be
significant. With the medium compliance
Stanton 680EE, arm resonance was at 12 Hz.
Damping has been arranged to affect vertical
arm movement, for reasons explained in the
introduction, but only the trace at bottom right
of fig. 8b ( showing output from vertical
modulation with the arm damped) reveals the
marginal effect that damping had on this unit,
with something like a 1dB drop in output at
12 Hz detectable. Compare the resonant peak
with that from vertical modulation with the arm
undamped ( fig. 8b bottom left). The reason for
this is that Infinity place the damping bath too
close to the arm pivots.
The Black Widow suffers two major structural
resonances, both of which are fairly wide- band
in nature and therefore quite serious. One is
centred at 95 Hz, while the second stretches
from 180 Hz to 300 Hz, causing abroad suckout
in the vertical response trace. Fig. 8c confirms
the presence of these two resonances and also
shows that the Black Widow suffers from
microphony at the lower of the two frequencies,
since this resonance is greatly magnified by
feedback. Notice how uneven the vertical and
lateral response traces are compared with those
of anon- resonant arm such as the Lustre ( fig.
7c). Unfortunately, the latter performance is the
rarer of the two.

curious ( fig. 8a). It is common on straight arms
of this type to place the cartridge mounting so
that the stylus sits directly beneath the arm tube
The Black Widow arm is an ultra low- mass
axis, so avoiding torsional forces from vertical
design with along, thin carbon- fibre arm tube
modulation. Styli are off- axis with this arm,
and adecidedly flimsy vestigial headshell that
although by a relatively small amount. The
appears to be made of plastic. Neither the arm
alignment protractor supplied is more curious,
tube nor the headshell seems very rigid,
since it places tracking error zero at 59 mm and
although, as Isaid earlier, damping can be more
109 mm from disc centre, whereas values of
important than rigidity. Movement in the vertical
around 63 mm and 119 mm are usually chosen
plane is controlled by knife-edge bearings and
as optimum. In spite of this, though, when
that in the lateral plane by ball races. Tracking
adjusted carefully distortion due to tracking
force is applied by a conventional calibrated
error from this arm will be less than 0-5% across
counterweight which possesses a small
most of a disc, with the exception of outer
measure of decoupling, and although no
grooves, where it rises to 1%. Since, due to
mention was made of the fact in the handbook
higher groove velocity at the outside of adisc,
supplied with the review sample, the arm comes
tracing conditions are easier, this bias in favour
with damping. This is applied by apaddle in an
of the inner grooves may well be a beneficial
oil bath situated behind the pivots. Although it
compromise.
looks as if damping, once applied, cannot be
The available cartridge weight range makes
disengaged, it is in fact possible to unclip the oil
little sense for alow mass arm, since low mass
bath and slide it down the pillar to do just this.
cartridges are not accepted. For a maximum
However, the amount of damping applied
tracking force of 2g, the Black Widow will
cannot be varied. The entire arm assembly, plus
sliding base, is very light and should fit a accept cartridges weighing from 5.2-10 g. This
means that it will not carry one of the Ortofon
majority of turntables without any problem.
LM Series cartridges, nor some other low mass
There are few problems in setting up, other
types unless mass is added to the headshell.
than the need to make an elongated mounting
(The headshell is non- detachable, by the way.)
hole, like that required by an SME arm. Arm
Tracking force is accurately applied by the
pillar height is adjustable and lateral tracking
counterweight and the bias compensator was
error adjusted by sliding the arm base in order to
reasonably accurate too, although generally I
achieve minimum error at two points on the
set it abit lower than the indicated optimum to
protractor supplied. Although Infinity make no
achieve balanced tracking. Ideally, Infinity
mention of the fact, the headshell can be
should supply two counterweights of differing
loosened and tilted if desired. In style and layout
mass to extend its cartridge- carrying ability.
the instruction book is very similar to that
Effective mass was extremely low at
supplied by SME for their arms and equally easy
2-5 g, equivalent to that of the SME3009/III,
to read and understand, with no anomalies or
and it would therefore make alot of sense if this
difficulties. The Black Widow should be easy
arm were capable of accepting low mass
enough for most people to set up accurately.
cartridges, since the proportional reduction of
Ifound the geometry of this arm to be abit
Infinity Black Widow

CORVO

1*

Listening panel results
The listening panel were unanimously unhappy
about this arm in every respect. They felt it was
rougher or slightly more edgy than the reference
in HF coloration, hard and hollow in the midband, and insipid or indecisive in the bass
registers. Clarity was marked down right across
the audio band too, with comments like ' less
detail', 'woollier'. On imagery this arm was voted
less precise than the reference and prone both to
lateral exaggeration and waffle. Depth was not
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felt to be evident and, subjectively, tracking was
also given a very low score by the panellists.
Overall comments about the Black Widow were
as
uncomplimentary
as
the
detailed
observations quoted above, and suffice it to say
that the panel disliked this arm to aman. Their
comments appear to reflect what can only be
termed a mediocre measured performance.
Ican only admit to also being unimpressed by
the Black Widow. It possessed an obvious soft,

ADC ALT- 1
This, dare Isay it, is a ' budget' version of the
LMF arms, using an aluminium arm tube instead
of carbon fibre. For reasons put forward in the
introduction, use of aluminium does not
automatically mean that the arm will be
inferior to its more expensive carbon fibre
brethren, and possibly the reverse. The feature
least likely to go unnoticed is, however, price of
the ALT- 1 which, at £ 39, makes it by far the
cheapest unit in the group.
The ALT- 1 is a straightforward low- mass
design without frills. It has asmall detachable
headshell that clamps onto the arm tube with a
thumb screw, but since this doesn't use the
heavy I
EC ( SME style) screw- up connector,
integrated cartridges cannot be fitted. A slide
base is supplied to allow coarse initial arm
positioning to be achieved, but a single- hole
mounting may be used if desired and the slide
base ignored. It is easier to drill one hole, of
course, the only slight drawback being that it
must be located with reasonable accuracy—
about + 1mm. This mounting will be more rigid
than the slide base, too, and as a result
preferable. Fine adjustment of tracking error is
carried out at the headshell. The arm assembly is
light and should not be difficult to mount. ADC
supply very clear and well thought-out
instructions on both mounting .and adjustment

warm bass quality, with upper bass coloration,
while the mid- band was slightly hard. Precision
of imagery was poor and image depth lacking.
Results were not quite as bad with the Stanton
881S as those that the panel seemed to
encounter with the moving- coil Entré, and this
suggests, as one would expect, that the Black
Widow is better suited to compliant movingmagnet cartridges, which feed less energy into
the arm than incompliant moving- coil devices.

of the arm, paying particular attention to the
subject of tracking error, which they have
obviously
investigated
in
some
detail.
Consequently, a helpful combined mounting
template and alignment protractor is supplied
and abooklet on off set angle for the ALT- 1 is
available
too,
doubtless
explaining
the
intricacies of arm geometry.
Final alignment of a cartridge for minimum
tracking error is carried out at one point on a
template where both offset angle and overhang
are effectively set at the same time. This is
unusual, and it is worth noting a sentence

inserted by ADC stating that 'this procedure
does not necessarily place the cartridge square
to the arm head'. It is usual to align acartridge in
its headshell, but not so with this arm. In fact the
headshell angle differs from the cartridge offset
angle by 3-6°, so acartridge will appear slightly
twisted in the head after correct alignment.
While Infinity place zero- crossing at 59 mm
from disc centre, ADC choose afigure of 68 mm.
I am not very impressed by the very deep
tracking error curve ( fig. 9a) and the resultant
distortion levels that arise from their choice
of arm geometry, which favours the outer
grooves. Infinity arrive at abetter solution to the
problem than this and it is possible, Ishould
note, to keep maximum distortion down to 0-6%
with optimised geometry and careful arm
alignment. Idon't agree with ADC's minimum
tracking error figure of 1-25° for their quoted
geometry either—it is 1 - 5* as the graph shows.
In spite of these gripes, the average user should
end up with far greater accuracy of alignment
with this arm and in consequence much lower
distortion levels than he would with most other
products. On balance Ican only praise ADC for
their diligence here.
The ALT- 1 can be adjusted for height, but
unfortunately the headshell cannot be tilted.
Through use of aclever double counterweight,
total cartridge weight range is wide at 3-5-11 g
and the ALT- 1will just accept Ortofon LM lowmass cartridges. Tracking force accuracy was
exact.
The bearings display negligible free play but
allow the arm unhindered movement and are
well- engineered. Effective mass was modest at
7-5 g, which Iconsider agood general purpose
figure suitable for a wide range of modern
cartridges of fairly high compliance. This put
arm resonance with the Stanton 680EE at
10 Hz, well above the disc warp region but also
spaced downward from the audio band.
In spite of modest price and unassuming
construction this arm was surprisingly free of
serious structural resonances. Two modes are
identifiable at 140 Hz and 300 Hz ( fig. 9b) and
these are excited primarily by vertical signals,
although the latter can also be seen in the lateral
response trace. Frequency response of the arm
on lateral modulation at alower level ( fig. 9c) is
virtually blemish- free, but the more telling outof - phase components trace ( 2nd down) reveals
modes at 140 Hz, 350 Hz and 510 Hz. These
resonances were unusually insensitive to
feedback and this suggests that they are well
damped. On balance it is obvious that the ALT- 1
is structurally alot less resonant than many of its
competitors, which generally cost a lot more
too. In pure engineering terms, at least, it is a
well- designed arm, being simple but effective.
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FIG 9c ADC ALT- 1
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Listening panel results
Like the Black Widow, this arm was not very
well received, being marked down on coloration
and accused of sounding 'wiry', ' metallic' and
'thinner in tone' than the reference. High

Audio Technica AT1100
Audio Technica's AT1100 is a particularly
attractive- looking product, being aesthetically
pleasing and well finished. Its manufacturers
have pursued the aim of low mass, allied with
structural rigidity, following European- based
design concepts rather than the traditional Japanese ones exemplified by the Lustre GST801.
The arm tube is tapered for rigidity and it is of
aluminium which, Audio Technica claim, is
heat- hardened
for
strength.
A vestigial
headshell platform is permanently attached but
the arm tube is removable at the bearing boss for
quick
cartridge
changing
if
desired.
Alternatively, after disconnecting the signal
leads it is asimple matter to slide the cartridge
off the front of the headshell platform, since it is
clamped onto this component by the finger- lift.
Audio Technica draw attention to their
'Dynamic Tracing System', which places the
cartridge stylus in line with or above the
horizontal plane of the pivots. Of this they say
that ' if the location of the stylus is higher than
that of the pivot, a downward rotary force is
generated at times of large amplitude and
increases the tracking force, resulting in stabler
tracing'. Tracking force is applied by acalibrated
undercoupled counterweight and fluid damping
is fitted, but this is deliberately made effective in
the lateral plane only, more of which later.
Single- hole fixing is required, with a hole
diameter of 23 mm. An arm base with a wide
flange screws down over the hole, which can be
made over- large to allow adjustment, and
alignment carried out with asupplied template.
There should be no problem in fixing and
aligning this arm, although the Stanton 881
cartridge sat at the very end of the headshell
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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frequencies were described as ' hard', while on
mid- range clarity the ALT- 1 was described as
hard and congested. Bass output was rated as
flabby. On imagery the panel felt that the arm
conveyed less of a sense of space than the
reference, although lateral positioning was
credited as 'good'. Image depth was described
as 'dry' and 'shallow', while tracking was rated
fractionally below the reference subjectively.
Overall, the reference was described as
'warmer' by the panel and more coherent in
every way. Mid- emphasis of the ALT- 1 did, in
their opinion, emphasise clarity but this feature,
and flabby bass, became tiring after awhile and,
on the whole, reproduction from the arm was
disliked as a result.
Ibroadly concur with the observations but
feel that the final judgement is harsh. Ifound the
ALT- 1 coloured by a 'tinniness'—as if music
were being played through atin can—and it did
have the forward mid- band hardness so roundly
criticised by the panel. While the effects weren't
pleasant, Ididn't feel that they put this arm outof- court by any means. There was areasonable
degree of clarity to images, and presentation
was on the whole competent, although less fullbodied and natural than the reference. Iwould
rate bass output as slightly weak, at least with
the particular cartridge used in my own listening
tests. Taking into account price differentials, I
feel the ADC ALT- 1 to be quite acceptable.

system on this arm, though, and it seems illthought- out. As Isaid in the introduction, warp
excitation is essentially vertical and mechanical
control is applied to prevent random movement
or oscillation of the arm in this direction. While
there is lateral oscillation too, damping is usually
lighter in this plane. The amount of damping
that should be applied to control oscillation in
these planes is an open subject that could and
does support endless argument, but I can't
personally see much of acase for applying it in
the lateral plane only, allowing uninhibited
vertical oscillation. Furthermore,AudioTechnica
have placed the damping bath so close to the
pivots that it has little effect in any case. Measurement showed that there is a 2dB reduction
in output at resonance from lateral modulation,
while there is no detectable effect on either 45*
or vertical modulation. The degree of damping is
not variable, but it can be removed completely if
desired by undoing two small screws to release
the damping bath.
There are anumber of structural resonances in
this arm ( fig. 10b). There is a laterally excited
mode at 120 Hz, and vertical modes at 120 Hz,
300 Hz and 420 Hz, all of which were well
damped. However, the AT1100 is unusual in
possessing aresonance above the range of the
test track used for this graph ( CBS STR120), but
fig. 10c shows it to be a serious lateral mode
resonance at 580 Hz. It also confirms the lateral
resonance at 120 Hz and shows that the arm is
microphonic here too. For such an expensive
and apparently sophisticated arm, these results
are unimpressive

platform when correctly set up . or minimum
tracking error in accordance with Audio
Technica's instructions. With some cartridges
the arm base may have to be moved closer
toward the pivot than the point specified by the
manufacturers, which will upset geometry
slightly. The arm is adjusted against asupplied
alignment protractor that places the inner
tracking zero at 62 mm, acommon and correct
figure. If alignment with this protractor is carried
out carefully so that final alignment is not in
error, then the arm will be accurately adjusted
for least distortion due to tracking error ( fig.
10a). Considering the cost of this arm Iwas
surprised that it is impossible to tilt the cartridge
in the headshell by any means, but arm height is
adjustable
at
the
pillar.
The
single
counterweight provides a cartridge weight
range of 4-2-11.5 g and I found that the
AT1100 would not accept Ortofon LM low
mass cartridges, for example, nor will it accept
integrated cartridges, of course, since there is no
conventional removable headshell. Like the
Black Widow, this arm is in the anomalous
position of being alow- mass design that won't
accept low- mass cartridges. A maximum
calibrated tracking force of 1.5 g was low,
although greater tracking force can be applied
and the bias compensator is marked to 2g. I
found both systems accurate.
The bearings of this arm were very well
engineered and possessed negligible detectable
slack, while allowing free movement. Audio
Technica have been successful in their quest for
low mass too, since effective mass of the
AT1100 measured 4 g, avery low figure leading
to low frequency resonance occurring at 12 Hz
with the Stanton 680EE cartridge. I fail to
understand the rationale behind the damping

Listening panel results
The panel reviewed the arm first without
damping and it received afairly warm reception.
High frequency coloration wasn't strongly
identified and the arm was felt to be neutral here,
but in the mid- band the arm was felt to be more
forward than the reference, although revealing
less instrumental timbre. Bass was classed as
'slightly resonant' and less controlled. The panel
generally rated this arm highly for clarity right
across the audio range, feeling that it was more
delicate, detailed and natural than the reference.
Similarly, image precision was highly rated but
there was some equivocation about depth of
imagery, with the panel feeling that some
ambient information was lost and the sound
stage consequently more shallow. Subjectively,
tracking ability was rated above the reference.
FIG.10a AUDIO TECHNICA Arno°
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Overall, the AT1100 was classed by the panel
as having apleasingly detailed and clear sound,

Ultracraft AC300 Mk 11
The distinguishing feature of this arm is its
unipivot bearing. Unipivots possess low
friction, allow great freedom of movement, and
provide very stable location. Their disadvantage
is one of pendulum oscillation of the arm
assembly unless damping is provided, and on a
practical level they are often difficult to set up
and use, tending to lean one way or another
when handled. Since handling convenience
seems to be qne of the first axioms of good
design to the Japanese, it is not surprising that
Ultracraft ( a Japanese company) have tackled
the practical difficulties fairly successfully with
this product. The upper moving arm assembly is
permanently attached to the base pillar and
cannot be lifted off its pivot. Damping fluid is
applied through an opening in the top of the
bearing boss and sits in acup concentric with
the pivot. A hemisphere attached to the upper
arm is immersed in this and fluid drag on its
surface
provides
the
damping
effect.
Adjustment of damping level is achieved by
altering the depth of immersion of this hemisphere. The upper arm assembly is, in effect,
raised or lowered by afinger wheel on the boss
and consequently the arm lowering platform
can aleo be adjusted to compensate for altered
arm height. Lateral balance, anecessary feature
on unipivots to stop them leaning drunkenly in
one direction or another, is achieved by screw
adjustment of asub- weight that moves across
the arm axis against ascale. This is asimple and
fast method of balancing and the scale allows a
particular position to be returned to after
cartridge changing, for example. The AC300 Mk
II has a removable arm tube, placing the
• HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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although with less bass control. On balance,
though, the panellists liked this product. Later
on the arm was auditioned again with damping
applied. Results were much the same except
that upper bass congestion was cleared up and
there was some improvement in mid- band
clarity. These improvements, 1feel, are typical
subjective benefits of the use of damping.
Iused the arm with damping and, in spite of
my reservations about certain technical features
of this product, found that it provided excellent
sound quality and was an improvement on the
reference. Reproduction was clearer, more
tactile, and there was much more detail apparent,
on strings in particular. Ifound that finger action
on guitar strings stood out immediately, for
example, and there was often more body around
instruments.
Some
background
metallic
coloration was evident, but its effect was more
than assuaged by the general high standard of
reproduction this arm achieved. Bass output
was firm, but not heavy, and overall tonal
balance excellent as aresult.
These
results
may
seem
surprising,
considering my observations about the AT1100
in the introduction, and it is possible that the
580 Hz resonance in this arm was responsible
for artificial accentuation of certain musical
features. However, Idoubt this and while both
the panel and Idid detect the coloration due to
resonances, ultimately its negative effect was
outweighed by this arm's other attributes.

connector close to the boss to reduce effective
mass. A calibrated counterweight applies
tracking force and afalling weight provides bias
compensation.
The review arm was supplied with anormalsized nut to secure its base, which needs single
hole fixing. However, you can get a far larger
and heavier stabilising nut if required, although
it would not be suitable for decks with floating
f

FIG.11a LEFMACRAFT AC 30011
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suspensions such as the Ariston, for which it is
recommended. As it stands, the base supplied
weighs 284 g, which is quite heavy, and needs
at least 8cm clearance beneath the deck,
measured from the top face. A template is
supplied for arm pillar positioning and for
setting overhang, but the entire alignment
technique is so poor with this arm that there is
only a slim chance that an owner will end up
with correct results. I can only recommend
abandoning the instructions, which need
revision, and setting up using an alignment
protractor instead. Arm geometry, which is suboptimal on the AC300 Mk II in any case, is then
less of a problem and it should be possible to
adjust for low tracking error. A typical resultant
tracking error curve is shown ( fig. 11a).
Arm height and headshell tilt can also be
adjusted, the latter being achieved by altering
lateral balance. The headshell itself is fixed. Of
this group, the AC300 Mk II is worst of all in
cartridge weight acceptance and by any
standards must be considered to be a poorlythought- out design. Like the Black Widow and
AT1100, it is a low- mass arm incapable of
accepting low- mass cartridges, the lowest
weight being no less than 7g for 2g tracking
force. Since there are a great number of
cartridges on the market weighing less than 7 g
(or 6g min. for max VTF of 1.5 g), weight will
often have to be added to the headshell in order
to get the arm into balance. The maximum
calibrated tracking force is low at 1.25 g, but you
can exceed this, taking into account that each
division on the counterweight represents
0.25 g. In spite of its unipivot design Ifound the
AC300 Mk Il easy to set up and use.
Bearing pivot friction was negligible and arm
location excellent, since no free play exists.
Although the arm appears a low- mass design,
effective mass does in fact measure 8g, about
right for general purpose usage, making this arm
to page 162

FIG.11b ULTRACRAFT AC-300 Mk11
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STEREO INTEGRATEDAMPLIFIER
If you're searching for an amplifier to use with the
best ancillary equipment, look no further, our
amplifier is now available. It won't produce an
aggressive or confused sound even under the most
adverse operating conditions. It amplifies the input
signal without adding colouration, and provides all
the facilities you're ever likely to need, including
phono inputs that can be matched to any moving
coif or moving magnet cartridge by programmable
switches.
Write or telephone and we'll send you adata sheet
and the address of your nearest dealer.
Lentek Audio Limited
Edison Road Industrial Estate St Ives Huntingdon Cambridgeshire PE17 4LF England
tel St Ives ( 0480) 62225 telex 32303

Ariston RD 11S turntable

reviewed

by Noel Keywood
eammatanamialirar

Tmounted

HE five arms in the foregoing report were
in turn on an Ariston RD11s
turntable during both listening and bench tests,
so a summary of its performance seems
appropriate. Like other modern British turntables, this one is distinguished by its floating
suspension system and belt- drive to the platter
from a synchronous motor. The unit has two
speeds, but changing from one to another
entails removing the platter and manually
moving the belt to the necessary groove. This
task isn't difficult, but to some it may be an
intolerable inconvenience. However, such a
system is not uncommon on specialised beltdrive decks like this.
Ariston have fitted the RD11s with astrong
plinth, unadventurously finished in obligatory
teak veneer ( walnut and black available). The
acrylic dust cover moves on friction hinges and
is simply clipped onto the base, so it can be
removed quickly for cleaning. The central turntable hub runs on asingle point bearing that had
little free play and avery fine surface finish. The
outer platter fits over this hub and the two
components form a very high mass rotating
system which was surprisingly dead and
resonance free—an encouraging feature. The
platter mat is a flat rubber pad that provides
good record support.
The platter and arm sit on a floating subchassis of steel, constrained and supported at
three points by undamped springs that provide
shock and feedback isolation. Spring height and
position can be adjusted to level the platter and
locate both arm and platter relative to the
openings provided for them in the upper
stainless steel support chassis. The pickup arm
platform is adisc attached to the sub- chassis by
two Allen-head screws, and this was sufficiently
large to accept the varying
mounting
requirements of the arms tested within this
issue. The Lustre was only just tolerated by the
suspension springs, since it is unusually heavy,
but Ariston can supply astronger spring for arms
having large base stabilising nuts which are too

heavy for the standard springs.
But there isn't really sufficient clearance beneath the Ariston's sub- chassis
to accommodate some of the largest
arms available, and both the Lustre and
Ultracraft models were really too large
for it.

Iremoved the hardboard cover beneath
the plinth and cut two pieces of 18 mm chip
board to support it, allowing enough room
for the signal cables of the above two arms
to exit without fouling or hampering
the suspension action. With floating suspension decks it is wise
to pay some attention
to this feature,
since the stiff and
often bulky cables
supplied with some
arms will, in effect,
anchor the sub- chassis
down and reduce its effectiveness in feedback isolation. There
was little provision for this sort of
difficulty with the RD11s, but the Ariston
is not unique in this drawback. Generally, the
deck is best fitted with compact arms of reasonable weight. These points apart, Iencountered
no problems with the deck during the arm review and it proved both rugged and reliable.
A small background drone could be detected
when playing asilent acetate disc during rumble
tests, but with an ordinary vinyl test disc this
was submerged beneath surface noise, and
neither rumble nor hum could be heard. The
rumble test figures ( see Table) reflect the slight
drone in a weighted DIN B figure of — 69 dB
against apossible best of — 71 dB with the disc
used; but this is asmall point and not important
subjectively. Speed accuracy and stability of the
platter were also good, and although not quito
up to Thorens standards for belt- drive, are
adequate and typical for a quality belt- drive
deck. A trace of wow and flutter, after passing
through a DIN weighting filter, is shown in
fig 1.
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0.2% and combined wow and flutter, DIN
weighted, to 0.1% as shown on the graph.
However,
these
transient
and
passing
instabilities are difficult or impossible to detect
(depending both upon the sort of music you
listen to and the sensitivity of your ears to this
phemomenon) and again Icould not hear them
and would not expect other listeners to be upset.
The suspension system follows a common
pattern for floating chassis types in its use of
springs set concentric with asupport screw. It is
not uncommon to find these allowing plenty of
free movement in the vertical direction and none
laterally, causing the deck to be rigid and
essentially suspensionless in one direction. The
RD11 didn't suffer this problem, and when
carefully set up it provided excellent isolation
against acoustic breakthrough, particularly from
loudspeakers. A recording of its feedback
sensitivity is shown in fig. 2, where the only
significant peak lies at 46 Hz. This is a room
mode that nearly always breaks through, whatever deck is tested. Also shown in the graph, to
the right of the central 1kHz division, is
cartridge output from random disturbances,
with the pickup arm and cartridge (ADC .
ALT-1
and Stanton 881S) resting on astationary disc.
In contrast to this relatively low acoustic
breakthrough, vibrational breakthrough ( which
occurs at lower frequencies) was high and the
sub- chassis was in constant motion, being very
sensitive
by any standards to outside
disturbance. Once excited, the sub- chassis
continued to oscillate and there was little
damping to restrain it. This made the deck
overleaf
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particularly sensitive to footsteps, building
vibrations, floor bounce, etc, and it needs
careful siting to prevent such phenomena
becoming aproblem.
Suspension resonance occurred at 4-7 Hz,
which is avery low frequency and accounts for
the potency of acoustic isolation on the RD1 1s
turntable. However, the sub- chassis tended to
rock in adirection which places the stylus path
at apoint of greatest movement, and Isuspect
that this increased the deck's sensitivity to
vibration. Other floating chassis decks, most
notably the AR77X6 or earlier versions, manage
to isolate far more effectively than the RDlls,
and this problem proved to be the unit's Achilles
Heel. Iused the deck on a2cwt sand- filled shelf
attached to external structural walls, specially
built to eliminate such problems, and while I'm
not suggesting that owners go to the such
lengths, a suitable site would be a solid shelf
fixed to astable brick wall, unless of course you
have aconcrete floor.
Ihave mentioned a number of factors that
affect performance, and the way in which this
deck behaves in everyday use will depend
largely on whether such factors are brought into
play. Careful setting- up and placement are a

'must'. With the Audio Technica AT1100 arm
fitted, .the sub- chassis balanced and centred,
and the arm lead looped to minimise its effect on
acoustic isolation. Iobtained very good results
with the RD11 on the solid shelf mentioned
above. The unit allows a clear mid- band
performance to be obtained, with solid image
depth and that steadiness or confidence of
presentation that comes from agood turntable.
Changing the AT1100 for an SME 3009 III
showed that the same strengths were still
present, although the heavier, thicker sound of
the SME arm was apparent.
Iwas not surprised that when moved to aless
amenable
and
complementary
location
(provided by a tubular framed coffee table
sitting on the floor) the Ariston's performance
became shaky or uneasy and there was
obviously both amplitude and frequency
modulations of signals arising from continual
high- amplitude vibrational arm movement.
Quite what sort of results an owner would
obtain with this deck depends largely on the
conditions in which it is used and the accuracy
with which it is set up. Potentially, the RDlls
can provide a very creditable performance—
although Ibelieve its suspension system could

from page 159

Listening panel results
In its handling of high frequencies, this arm was
rated highly, being less upset by sibilance but a
trifle bright, or sharp according to the panel. The
mid- band was felt to be coloured by a slight
nasality, while at low frequencies the panel
thought the arm displayed less control than the
reference, leading to warmer, boomy and softer
bais. Mid- band clarity was rated on apar with
the reference, or atrifle more delicate, but bass
clarity again suffered the same comments about
'confusion' and 'woolliness'. Generally, the
panel rated the high frequency performance of
the arm more highly than that at low
frequencies. Image precision and depth were
both rated beneath the reference and tracking
was felt to be less secure on musical climaxes.
Overall the panel were fairly happy about this
arm's performance and praised its definite
rendering of music, greater immediacy and well
reproduced transients. Loss of bass solidity was
noted.
I am less inclined to agree about the
properties of this arm than any of the others in
this report. Ifind it mediocre in performance and
feel it is plagued, in particular, by lack of depth,
presenting arather ' papery' flat image lacking in
dynamics and inherent interest. The sort of
performance that makes you go to sleep, if you'll
pardon the observation. Tracking was also
rather more suspect than with most arms.
Generally, under the conditions in which Iused
it, the AC- 300 Mk II had little to offer.

ÇFIG.11c

ULTRICRAFT AC-300 Mk II
Structural resonances

2dB
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suitable for most moving- magnet and many
moving- coil cartridges. Low frequency arm
resonance occurred at 11 Hz with the Stanton
680EE medium compliance cartridge, and
altering the damping from light to heavy had
absolutely no effect upon output at resonance at
all. This is not surprising since the damping bath
is concentric with, and close to, the pivot,
allowing it no retarding moment. It successfully
prevented the arm from rocking about on its
pivot, but achieved little else. In fact, there is a
central slot in the hemisphere to allow vertical
arm movement over warps and this must further
reduce any damping effect in the vertical plane.
All- in- all this is another poorly- thought-out
damping system.
There are serious resonant modes at 120 I-! z
and 380 Hz in the structure of the arm ( fig.
11 b). Vertical modulation excited both of them,
but the higher mode was less sensitive to lateral
modulation. Both aberrations can be seen in fig.
11c, where the lower mode is excited by
feedback, indicating that the arm is also
microphonic at this frequency.
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Conclusion
As Iintimated in the introduction to this report,
there's a lot one can find to criticise in pickup
arm design. The combination of old and new
ideas among this group of products is often an
uneasy one, although please don't think that the
old tubular ' battleships' suffered any less from
structural resonances, for example, than the
lightweight and apparently more flimsy designs
reviewed here. Lustre (£ 151) have developed
the traditional S-shaped arm, complete with
removable headshell, to provide a formidable
performance. Technically this product looks
excellent, except, of course, for its enormous
effective mass, which is too extreme to make it
suitable for a great number of modern highcompliance
moving- magnet
cartridges.
However, my own feeling is that high mass has
its own benefits, if it can be tolerated, and one

be improved—but it is not inherently able to
cope with some of the more difficult conditions
of everyday use; this should be borne in mind.
ARISTON RDlls
Speeds available:
331 rpm, 45 rpm
(no fine- speed adjustment or stroboscope)
Speed variations (
to DIN 45507)
speed accuracy
drift
wow ( unweighted)
flutter ( unweighted)
wow and flutter
(total, DIN weighted)

0.2% fast
-0.2% to + 0.4%
peak- to- peak
0-15% quasi- peak
(occasionally 0-2%)
0.05% quasi- peak
0.08% quasi- peak

Rumble (
to DIN 45539):
unweighted ( DIN A) - 44 dB
weighted ( DIN B) - 69 dB
Suggested selling price: £258 inc. VAT
Manufacturer:
Ariston Acoustics Ltd, 1Society Street, Maybole,
Ayrshire KA19 7BH.

might be better off not playing warped records
than rejecting a product like this for some
inferior low- mass design. The most obvious
application for this arm is in supporting movingcoil cartridges and a number of medium
compliance moving- magnet types, which come
mainly from Japan.
For general usage, though,. Audio Technica's
AT1100 (£ 174) was the prime contender
among the five arms here. Although it suffers a
number of structural resonances and can be
questioned technically in this and other areas,
there was no doubt from either the panel or
myself that it does nevertheless achieve an
excellent standard of sound quality. Isuspect
that areasonable degree of structural damping
keeps the resonance problem aurally submerged.
While the panel unanimously disliked the
ALT- 1 (£ 39), Icannot be too dismissive about it
since it again displayed the ADC advantage of
low price with, relatively speaking, reasonable
results. While not a match for the Audio
Technica or Lustre, Ifound it stood up well
enough to the Black Widow or AC300 Mk II
with the 881S cartridge, while being less than a
third of the price. It is well- designed from start to
finish and technically withstands serious
criticism. In both structural rigidity and tracking
geometry the ALT- 1 is actually superior to 90%
of its competitors, for example, irrespective of
price—asobering thought. Quite why it should
not sound better than it did is, frankly, beyond
me. Nevertheless, for those buyers in the market
for a reasonable arm at a reasonable price the
ALT- 1 is as good as any.
While the panel liked Ultracraft's AC- 300 Mk
II, I
could find little to be enthusiastic about in my
own listening tests and so unfortunately it
remains an enigma in this conclusion. If you are
interested in this product, seek athird opinion if
possible. Technically, it is somewhat weak
according to the parameters Iuse to gauge
performance, but it would of course be foolish
of me to claim that these are the sole arbiters ot
subjective quality.
Of more
interest in
Ultracraft's range of arms are a12 in. unit and ,a
brass version of this arm claimed to be suitable
for moving- coil cartridges. Price £ 198 inc. VAT.
Infinity's Black Widow (£ 129) received little
praise from any quarter in this review.
Obviously, it is most suited to very high
compliance cartridges, but it really is knocked
out of court by available competition from
Audio Technica and SME, even in this area •
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Tandy are the world's largest electronics retailer. We have over 7000
stores and dealerships. We sell over $ 1,500,000,000 worth of products each
year. Audio, stereo, hi-fi,microcomputers, in car entertainment,
electronics and much, much more.
After sixty years in ahighly technological business it's hardly surprising
that our range of speakers is amongst the most varied and comprehensive
you'll find anywhere.

speaker spec
the ideal speaker for your system
...the ideal price for your pocket

MINIMS 8
120 - 20,000 Hz response from
an enclosure only 250 x120 x
140mm 10 watts. 8ohms
40 - 216
Reg. Price £14.95 each

MC 600
Two way bookshelf speaker
with 150mm acoustic
suspension woofer and
60mm tweeter. 40 - 20,000 Hz
response 40 - 9166
Reg. Price £24 95 each

MC 1200
Features alarge acoustic
suspension woofer and
special loam-suspension"
tweeter. 30 - 20,000 Hz
response 40 - 1984
Reg. Price £29.95

MC 1800
Heavy 20cm acoustic
suspension woofer and 7cm
tweeter LC crossover
40 - 9165
Reg. Price £49.95 each

MC 2200
Two way system with a
powerful 2Gcm woofer
delivering deep bass and
special 90cm dome tweeter
35-20.000 Hz 40 - 9164
Reg. Price £A4.95 each

MINIMUS 21
Super small bookshelf
speaker system Two 105itun
woofers Tweeters deliver
crisp highs Black encicsure,
8ohms impedance 40 - 9167
Reg. Price £39.95 each

MINIMUS
Long excursion woofer gives
bass to SO Hz soft dome
tweeter for 20.000 Hz highs
Cast aluminium enclosure 40
watts. 8ohms 40 - 2030A
Reg. Price £29.95 each

This is the range of Realistic speakers you'll
find at Tandy. Now you've seen the choice we
offer why not visit your local store and hear their
performance.
If you'd also like to check out the full
technical specifications just pick up the FREE
116 page TANDY catalogue.
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When you've selected the ideal speaker for
your system ask the store manager to spell out
the unbeatable after sales conditions you get
when you buy them.

Like our no-quibble satisfaction promise...
and aFIVE YEAR guarantee.
We think you'll agree that Realistic speakers
are the best hi-fi buy for your money you're ever
likely to make... or our name's not TANDY.

#
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a.mor R
,
Dari.WerinesburyW M

tyls WSIO 7.1N

MENEM 0.5
Tiny 120x 188 x114mrn
spea<er efficient enough to
be powered by portable
rads 40 - 1995
Reg. Price £9.95 each

1VENIMUS 4
Nc larger than afew 000ks,
.27trzn woofer deniers 125
;7 AO Hz response 5phms
40 - 224
Reg. Price £14.95 each

MININIUS 3
127mrn full range speaker
nouseo tn awalls; gracies
.
wnyl •ieneer enclosure
40 - 913
Reg. Price £9.95 each

IVIIIIIMUS 5
IGO Hz sound from a
sled speaker 3.-nail enough
to fit almost arywhere 38mrr,
-reet,..r. 26 walls. 8ohms
40 - 255
Reg. Price £1&95 each

é

tacular
OPTMIUS 10
A20cra woofer delivers bass
below 40 Hz 36 37.000 Hz
response 8cm tweeter
ensures unsurpassed clarity
40 - 9168
Reg. Price £59.95 each

ACCRINGT ION
I/ lloono Sfitern
ALDRIDGE
15 C.o.., Area DevoI4Moom
BARNSLEY
58 Mekm
BASINGSTOKE
2? LaMcn Sum,
BIRKENHEAD
Km,. See CBI» Peg., ,

OPTIMUS XIS
Our most popular speaker
system 240rnm woofer gives
deep, smooth bass 85rnm
midrange and dome
tweeter 40 - 9156
Reg. Price £79.95 each

BOLTON
Nemm Soyoare
BOSCOMEIE
548 CooKroo. I. Roan
BOURNEMOUTH
132 4Coalmen -LA Road
BRADFORD
Peemato
BRIGHTON
70 coduo
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BURY Own')
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CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM

OPTIMUS 30
Delivers smooth 30 - 25.000
Hz responsa features LED
indicators 100 watts peak
power, sealed woofer, mid
range speaker and 9cm
tweeter 40 - 91S9
Reg. Price £89.95 each
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124 I
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OPIUM 8100
Delivers :ow freguenotes
yam enure body hears LC
crossover for smooth
20- 25.060 Hz response.
8ohms 40 - 9157
Reg. Price £99.95 each

CLAPHAM
en,
be ,57*0
CROUCH END
32 O. 8,Am.6
DAGENHAM

CHESTER

DARLINGTON
15. lo . 4•KA.•
DERBY

OPIUM T200
Twin woofers 25 - 20.00C hi
response. Two LPars', for
adjustable /lid range and
treble 150 watts 8Obit,
40 - 2029
Reg. Price £129.95
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AKAI
AM 2.250

.NC AmRAPER
Model AS5
30 watts

74=1:95.

per channel

ê79.95
Deposit £ 16

BASF
SPECIAL OFFER

(25 watts per
2

and 12 months
£5.75
<st
,,
£6.15 (£89.80) ( Total credit £84 )

KOSS KI25
STEREO
HEADPHONES

£79.95
channe 1). De pos it

£12 & 12 months

£16 & 12 months
0 £6.15

o £4.60
.,Total credit £67.20)/ (Total credit £89.80)

GX 60
RACK SYSTEM
(inc.

C90

Speakers)

£339.95
Deposit £68 & 18
months 02) £18.88

oNLy £3qS

Loudspeakers

months 0 £16.15
(Total Credit £89.80)

or terms

EIT 95

or Deposit £4 & 8
months @ £2

SHORE
M75 EJ
CARTRIDGES

12.95

(Total credit £20)

WHARFECv\LE
E30
LAUDSPEAKERS
Ê199.95
Deposit £40 &
18 months O £11
,Total credit £238

mc

SANsut

METAL TAPES

79. 95

Deposit £ 16 & 12

-_\

(25 watts per

channel). Deposit

JR149
Cylinder

Th

£59.95

FUJI

FOPL4:12.70

zrR

with Dolby

,/

EAGLE
ROTEL
A7200 AMPLIFIER RA314 AMPLIFIER
(30 watts per

CD 312 Cassette

090 CRO2

channel). Deposit
£15 & 12 months

t

/--SUPERSCOPE
by MARA NIL

ITEMS LISTED
SPECIAL PRICES
ARE ASMALL
EFFECTIVE
SELECTION
PERIOD
FROM THE MOST
lst 31st MAY
COMPREHENSIVE
ONLY

STOCKS

Total credit £407.84)
N.

SENNHEISER
STEREO
HEADPHONES
HD420

rAIK-É23.95.
2

I

f*--""

All

MARANTZ

6025
Th RNT/\ LE

in Plinth Pc Cover
Semi- Automatic

f9f-.95

Deposit £ 118e -12
months O £4.22
otal credit £61.64)

Branches open all day Saturday

BRADFORD 10 North Parade Tel. 25349
(Closed Wed.)
BIRMINGHAM 30/31 Great Western Arcade
Tel 021-236-1279 ( Closed Wed.)
CARLISLE 8English Street Tel. 38744
(Closed Thurs.)
COVENTRY 17 Shelton Square.
The Precinct Tel. 25983 ( Closed Thurs.)
DERBY 97 St Peter's Street Tel 41361
(Closed Wed.)
DEWSBURY 9/11 Kingsway Tel. 468059
(Closed Tues.)
DONCASTER 3Oueensgate, Waterdale
Centre Tel. 63069 ( Closed Thurs.)
EDINBURGH 101 Lothian Road
Tel. 229.9501 (Closed Wed.)
GLASGOW 403 Sauchiehall Street
Tel. 041-332-0700 (Closed Tues).

HULL 7White( nargate Tel. 20505
(Closed Thurs.)
LEICESTER 32 High Street Tel. 56420
(Closed Thurs.)
LONDON 238 Edgeware Road W2
Tel. 723-1629 (Closed Thurs.)
LEEDS 5-9 County Arcade. Briggate
Tel. 458252 ( Closed Wed.)
LIVERPOOL St John's Precinct
Temporarily closed due to ( ire
All enquiries to Leeds

PIONEER
SX 590
RECEIVER

(AM/FM) ( 20 watts
per channel)

MIDDLESBROUGH 103 Linthorpe Road
Tel 247096 ( Closed Wed.)
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 59 Grainger St
Tel. 21469 ( Closed Wed.)
NOTTINGHAM 19/19A Market Street
Tel 48068 ( Closed Thurs.)
SHEFFIELD 13 Exchange Street ( Castle
Mkt. Bids) Tel. 20716 ( Closed Thurs.)
l4
WOLVERHAMPTON 6Wulfrun Way
Tel. 26612 ( Closed Thurs.)

£97.95"

Deposit £19.95
12 months © 0.48
Zotalcredit £ 109.71/)

-,\

*3 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

SONY
SIR 1800
RECENER
(18 watts
per channel)

\,
ee

£59.95

Sound Advice Nationwide
S.A.E. for FREE illustrated brochures. Please state main interest/s
DEPT. H AUDIO HOUSE, HENCONNER LANE,
LEEDS 13 Tel: 0532 577631
Barclaycard. Access 8. Trustcard
Phone orders quoting card number accepted

DE

-

MAIL ORDERS MUST NOT BE SENT TO SHOPS
E & OE prices correct at 18.3.80

ALL GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

CIM M

APPOLO
SPEAKER
STANDS
Ideal for
Medium size
speaker cabinets

£15.95 PAIR

fact: there's aShure
cartridge
that's correct
for your system
—and your
cheque- book:

V15 lype IV—The perfectionist's pickup—
overcomes such ever-present problems as
warp, static electricity, and dust. Ultra-flat
response. Reduced distortion. Unprecedented trackability. 3
/ to 11
4
/
4 grams tracking.
Premium-priced.

1197HE—The top model from an entire new
line of Shure pickup cartridges, each with the
exclusive Dynamic Stabilizer and the unique
SIDE-GUARD stylus protection system, and
available in arange of stylus tips, tracking
forces, and prices. The M97HE features the
distortion-reducing Hyperelliptical stylus.
/ to 114 grams tracking.
4
3

119511E—New mid-priced cartridge with
distortion-reducing Hyperelliptical stylus.
Flat response. 3/
4 to 1
/ grams tracking.
2
1

M7SED lype 2— Deluxe cartridge with a
nude-mounted Biradial (Elliptical)stylus for
outstanding high frequency trackabdity. 3/
4to
11
/ grams tracking. Overall performance
2
previously unavailable at this price level.

1170 Series—Modestly priced cartridges
with truly noteworthy performance. 11
2 to 3
/
grams tracking. Biradial or Spherical styli.

fact:
the pickup
cartridge
is the
heart of
hi-fi.
The hi-fi pickup
cartridge functions as the source of
sound (
the point at which the recording
is linked with the balance of the hi-fi
system)—therefqre, its role in high
fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the
camera can be no better than its lens,
not even the finest hi-fi system in the
world can transcend the limitations of
an inferior cartridge. The cartridge represents arelatively modest investment
which can audibly upgrade the sound
of your entire record playback system.

Consult with your nearby Shure dealer
who will help you select the Shure
pickup cartridge that is correct for your
system and your cheque-book. We
especially recommend that you
audition the Shure V15 Type IV.
Discriminating critics throughout the
world praise this cartridge as the new
standard for faithful sound re-creation.
It overcomes such ever-present
problems as dust, static electricity,
"hot" signals, and record warp that
cause "clicks" or "pops," and distorted
record reproduction. May we send you
our brochure?

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstonetv1E15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
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LOWEST PRICES - THAT'S A PROMISE
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AA8I00 2 x 25
AA8300 2 x 45
AKAI
AM 2250 2 x 25
AM 2350 2 x 35

64.90
89.90

AMSTRAD
EX 220 2 x 25
EX 330 2 x 35
A101/P101 Micro 2 x 25

44.90
57.90
74.90

MARANTZ
1050 2 x 25
1040M 2 x 20
1072 2 x 36
1070M 2 x 35

59.94
69.90
69.94
89.90
59.90
89.90
124.90
159.90
229.90
279.90
366.90

Comet
Price
inc. VAT

AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2 LW/MW/
FM
EX 202 MW/LW/FM
EX 303 MW/LW/FM
T101 Micro digital MW/
LW/FM

24.94
41.90
48.90

108.50

SANSUI
A40 2 x 25
A60 2 x 45 DC coupled
A80 2 x 65 DC coupled

68.50
94.90
124.90

59.90
68.90
74.90
79.90
89.90

49.90
64.94
79.90

PIONEER
TX 408L LW/MW/FM
TX 608 LW/MW/FM
TX 7800 MW/FM
TX 9800 MW/FM

58.90
85.90
168.90
224.90

108.50
108.50

T60 MW/FM
T80 MW/FM
display

58.90
74.90
84.90

66.90
Digital
94.90

SOLAVO X
ST 3002 FM/MW/LW

44.90

TENSAI
TT 3045 MW/FM

59.94

TRIO
KT 5550 MW/FM

59.90

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
54.90

Combinations
AIWA
AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby
cassette
279.90

AIWA
AT9300 LW/MW/FM.
AKAI
2250L MW/LW/FM:
ALBA
2000 MW/LW/FM

168

74.90
77.90
64.90

AKAI
AC3500L 2 x 25 Dolby
cassette
FERGUSON
3926 2 x 20 watts RMS
4 waveband with
Dolby cassette

MARANTZ
4025L 2 x 25 with Dolby
cassette LW/MW/FM 189.90

TUNERIAMPLIFIERS

69.90

MARANTZ
2050 MW/FM
2100 MW/FM
2060 ML LW/MW/FM

ROTEL
RT300 LW/MW/FM
RT426 MW/FM
RT1000 LW/MW/FM

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
Casseivers-continued

SANSUI

ROTEL
RA 300 2 x 20
RE 700 graphic equaliser
RA 314 2 x 25
RA 350 2 x 35
RA 414 2 x 35
RC1000 pre amplifier
inc. graphic equaliser
RB1000 2 x 65 power
amplifier
RA1000
2 x 40 inc
graphic equaliser

TRIO
KA3750 2 x 25

On all brand new current merchandise in stock

Tuners-continued
69.90
89.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

advertised at a lower price elsewhere - let us know and . . .
WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE - ON THE SPOT

77.90
104.90

ALBA
2025 2 x 27
2050 2 x 50

PIONEER
SA 408 2 x 20
SA 508 2 x 25
SA 608 2 x 45
SA 708 2 x 65
SA 7800 2 x 65
SA 8800 2 x 80
SA 9800 2 x 100

There's no need to shop around before buying at Comet. Our prices are the
lowest in the business, we know - we check the competition ourselves. If
however, you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is being currently

179.94

139.90

AKAI
AAI125 2 x 25

99.90

ALBA
2125 2 x 27 LW/MW/
FM
2150 2 x 50 LW/MW/
FM
AMSTRAD
EX222 2 x 25
EX 333 2 x 30
MARANTZ
1535ML 2 x 30
PIONEER
SX590 2 x 20
SX690 2 x 30
SX980 2 x 80
SX1080 2 x 120

94.90
124.90
49.90
69.90
119.90

98.90
128.90
362.90
448.90

ROTEL
RX 300 2 x 20
89.90
RX 304 2 x 22 LW/
MW/FM
109.90
RX 404 2 x 30 LW/
MW/FM
127.90
RX 504 2 x 40
147.90
RX 604 2 x 50
169.90
RX 1203 2 x 120
189.90
RX 1603 2 x 180
239.90
SANSUI
R30 2 x 25
R50 2 x 45
R70 2 x 65

97.90
114.90
144.90

TENSAI
TR 1030 2 x 23

89.94

TURNTABLES
AKAI
APB10C belt drive inc.
cartridge
AIWA
AP2100, belt drive auto
return, inc. magnetic
cartridge

52.50

54.90

Turntables-continued
AP2300 semi-auto direct
drive inc. magnetic
cartridge
AP2400 fully auto direct
drive inc. magnetic
cartridge
AMSTRAD
TP12D belt drive

102.90

117.90
24.90

BSR
P208 belt drive auto
fitted ADC QLM33
magnetic cartridge
Quanta 500 belt drive
Quanta 600 belt drive
DC Servo auto return
Quanta 700 direct drive
auto return
Quanta 800 direct drive
quartz locked, auto
return
CONNOISSEUR
BDI kit
BD2

29.90
39.90
49.90
59.90

89.90
19.90
42.90

GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM
GT20 belt- drive Shure
M75ED
GT25 belt-drive semi
auto M75ED
GT35 Servo belt-drive
semi auto M75ED
DD130 Direct drive
Shure or Ortofon
cartridge
DD131 Direct drive
semi auto fitted
Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2
cartridge
DD132 Direct drive fully
auto
fitted
Ortofon
FF15E Mk. 2cartridge

85.90

MARANTZ
6025 belt drive

49.90

PIONEER
PL512 belt drive
PL200X
Direct

39.90
56.90
62.90
75.90

75.90

81.90

48.90
drive

inc. cartridge

84.90

PL300X Quartz locked
direct drive auto return
inc. cartridge
102.90
PL400X Quartz locked
direct drive full auto
inc. cartridge
121.90
ROTEL
RP1000 Direct drive
semi auto
TRIO
KD1033B belt drive

83.90
49.90

5/80

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
c
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. )
,
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ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 1000
Micro 101

19.90
39.90

GOODMANS
RB18

49.90

JR
149
L.P.A.
watt
with
watt
150

129.90
System with 30
bass amp. for use
amps 15 to 100
priced singly

KLH
331
317

149.90
188.90
94.90
134.90

MARANTZ
4G
4G3
HD440

55.90
69.90
84.90

SANSUI
J11 Mini

79.90

SOLAVOX
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3way
HS55
HS70

39.90
59.90
79.90
97.90
139.90

WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
E20 High power
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power
E90 High power

34.90
47.90
59.90
78.90
104.90
134.90
159.90
199.90
299.90
349.90
499.90

AUDIO
TECHNICA AT11E
TECHNICA AT13EA
TECHNICA AT3OE
Moving coil including
AT630 transformer

Headphones-continued

GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900E

SANSUI
SS30

ORTOFON
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II
SL20E Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for
SL20E
SHURE
M55E
M75ED
M75EJ
V15- Mk. 3
V15-Mk. 4
Styli

24.90
29.90
6.50
11.90

44.90

12.90
27.90
29.90
16.50
8.50
13.90
12.50
39.90
57.90

AUDIO
TECHNICA ATS1IE
(for AT 11E)
TECHNICA ATNI3
(for AT13EA)
GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800) . .
D110E Stylus ( G800E) .
DI 10SE Stylus ( G800
Super E)
ORTOFON
NF15E Mk. II for
FF15E Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS
20E Mk. II
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus .....
N75ED Stylus
N95ED
VN35E Stylus for V15
Type 3
VN45HE Stylus for V15
Type 4

5.25
10.90
3.25
5.90
8.45

7.90
17.90
5.50
8.50
12.50
15.90
17.90
23.90

HEADPHONES
AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

11.50

GOODMANS
OHP10

CARTRIDGES
AKG
P7E
P8E

Cartridges-continued
5.75
8.50
11.90
15.90

KOSS
K6
K6/LC ( with
control)
PRO-4AA
K125
K135
K145
PIONEER
SE205
SE305

15.90
9.90
volume

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

HI-FI Cassette Tape
Recorders-continued
14.90

SOLAVO X
300

5.90

WHARFEDALE
1D2

26.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
ADM100 Dolby
78.90
ADM200 Dolby variable
bias
112.90
AD2000 Dolby
124.90
AD6700 Dolby 2 head
infra-red remote
control,
metal
tape
facility
286.90
AKAI
CS703D Dolby
GXC704D Dolby
GXC709D Dolby
GXMIO Dolby with
metal tape facility
GXM30 Dolby, with
metal tape facility

79.90
116.90
126.90
137.90

167.90

SANSUI
D90 Dolby

87.90

SOLAVO X
SCD 2070 Dolby

64.90

TRIO
KX503 Dolby

84.90

OPEN REEL
TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
GX4000D
194.90
PRO 635 auto reverse in
RMH 400 rack
599.90
GRUNDIG
TS 945 4motor, 3heads
and echo
249.90
TS 1000 Semiprofessional electronic
switching, 3 heads,
399.90
3 motors
PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reverse ...

398.90

155.90

MICROPHONES

ALBA
2200 Dolby

94.90

AMSTRAD
EX700 Dolby

71.90

BINATONE
6764 Dolby

64.90

LLOYTRON
I-1522

49.90

MARANTZ
5050M Dolby
CD320 Dolby
ban/mains
CD330 Dolby
ban/mains

RD 1000 Dolby to match
1000 series

84.90
2 head
104.90
3 head

PIONEER
CTF500 Dolby
CTF600 Dolby
CTF650 Dolby metal
tape
CTF750 Dolby auto
reverse, metal
tape
facility

13.90
21.90
17.50
20.90
27.50

ROTEL
RD 300 Dolby
RD 18F Dolby variable
bias
RD 25F Dolby variable
bias

14.90
19.90

RD 25FD Dolby variable
bias, colour to match
1000 series

AKAI
ADM20
ACM50

7.90
8.90

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(pair)
MARANTZ
Superscope EC1 Electret
condenser
Superscope EC3 Electret
condenser

13.90

5.90
8.90

124.90
88.90
108.90
158.40

195.90
76.90
79.90
117.90

117.90

MARANTZ
MR500

28.90

ROTEL
RK310
RK1000M

39.90
49.90

SANSUI
GX60 Receiver rack
GX70 Amplifier rack

34.90
44.90

TRIO
SRC 75
Mk. 2

42.50

System

rack

All offers subject to availability.
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Ins-Car HimFi
PIONEER KP 6300
STEREO RADIO CASSETTE PLAYER

AIWA CTR2060 LW/MW/VHF
STEREO RADIO/CASSETTE PLAYER
Including extras usually found in more expensive models, this value for
money stereo radio/cassette player features: stereo decoder, FM noise •
suppression, auto reverse and auto reject/repeat switch (enabling both
sides of the cassette to be played before eject and return to radio). Radio
on/off switch, stereo/mono switch on FM, manual eject, lockable fast
forward/rewind, programme selector switch, tape direction indicators.

LW/MW/VHF with Stereo VHF decoder, push button tuning on 1LW,
2MW and 2FM stations, FM stereo indicator, local/distant switch for
improved MW and LW. Cassette player features auto play, auto-replay
and auto-eject, locking rewind and fast forward. Power output 4watts
per channel (RMS) into 4 ohms. Wow and flutter no more than
0.28% (WRMS).

COMET PRICE £ 126.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

AMSTRAD CH30
2

PIONEER KEX23

15 WATTS POWER BOOSTER

....................
......

Including two co-axial speakers to transform your existing car radiocassette player into ahigh powered, high output system with minimum
distortion and aquality of sound comparable with domestic hi-fi.

COMET PRICE £29.90 inc. VAT

In- dash stereo cassette deck with Dolby and AM/FM stereo radio
with electronic tuner.
Features include: FM noise suppressor, Dolby circuit, chrome tape
selector, metal- tape responding head, locking fast forward and
rewind, auto replay/auto eject, bass and treble controls, loudness
switch and LED indicators for Dolby on LW/MW/FM and FM stereo.

COMET PRICE £ 189.90 inc. VAT

PIONEER GM40
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
p e,

ELITE CSB 6000
STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALISER BOOSTER
Fitted under the car dash, this compact unit boosts output to 15 watts
RMS per channel. A graphic equaliser with 5calibrated slider controls
enables the sound to be structured to suit personal tastes. Fader control
for use with 4speakers, defeat button, bypass switch and LED power
indicator.

Used in conjunction with the Pioneer KEX23 detailed above, the
GM40 stereo power amplifier provides a stable output power of
watts RMS per channel.

le

COMET PRICE £36.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £29.90 inc. VAT
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In-Car Hi- Fi

MARANTZ RTC 40

SHARP RG5800E
STEREO RADIO/CASSETTE PLAYER

Incorporating LW/MW/VHF stereo radio, and delivering an output
of 2 x 8 watts, this high quality unit offers a host of features. These
include: FM noise suppression, variable tone control, balance control,
mono-stereo switch, auto-stop/auto-eject and stereo indicator lamp.

COMET PRICE £63.90 inc. VAT

AMPLIFIER
WITH SPEAKERS

Delivering 10 watts RMS per channel of low-distortion sound, the
SA 230 under- dash integrated power amplifier incorporates high
filter, bass and treble controls, and automatic on/off. A pair of SS
625 door- mounted dualcone speakers with apower handling of 12
watts,with superbly finished fine wire mesh grills, provide the
perfect complement.

COMET PRICE £47.90 inc. VAT

SHARP RG5751E
STEREO RADIO/CASSETTE PLAYER

With an output of 2 x 7watts, this radio/cassette player offers superb
in-car entertainment at avery competitive price. Features include: MW/
LW/FM radio, auto and manual reverse button, variable tone control
and FM/Mono/Stereo changeover switch.

COMET PRICE £67.50 inc. VAT

PIONEER TS22A

NATIONAL PANASONIC CQ 8600
COMPUTERISED LW/MW/FM
STEREO CAR RADIO/CASSETTE PLAYER
Panasonic brings you a digital tuning car radio for precise manual
tuning, Autoseek button, 9 station memories (3/L, 3/M, 3/F) bright
LED digital frequency read out and quartz clock. Auto- replay starts
playing the tape after rewind. Automatic antennae terminal. 6 watts
per channel output.

COMET PRICE £ 189.90 inc. VAT

SURFACE-MOUNT SPEAKERS

Two-way 2 speaker flush mount or surface mourt speaker system
with 100mm free-edge woofer and 66mm cone tweeter. Frequency range
160 to 15,000 Hz maximum input 20 watts.

COMET PRICE £26.90 inc. VAT

PIONEER TSX9
SURFACE-MOUNT SPEAKERS

MARANTZ SS-625
DOOR-MOUNT SPEAKERS
A dual cone system featuring a61
/
4 inch woofer and
"whizzer" cone. Maximum power handling 12 watts.

71•10'

COMET PRICE £ 10.90 inc. VAT

Housed in beautiful, heavy die-cast brushed aluminium cabinets, this
surface- mount, 2-way speaker system has 92mm high compliance
woofers and 25mm soft-dome tweeters. Frequency range; 50-22,000
Hz. High power input of 40 watts per channel. A real luxury model for
the connoisseur.

COMET PRICE £97.90 inc. VAT
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The KA 3750 stereo
amplifier delivers 25
watts RMS per
channel of low
distortion power, and
its advanced specification is fully
complemented by
the matching
KT 5550 AM/FM
stereo tuner. IC
equipped and
featuring PLL (phase
locked loop), the
tuner gives wide stereo separation and impressive station
selectivity The KX 503 Dolby front loading cassette deck
features bias and equalisation selection, and abelt-driven
KD 1033 B turntable with Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge
completes this high quality system. A specially designed rack
brings all the components beautifully together.

Comet Price £297.85 inc. VAT

Recommended Speakers for above Wharfedale Shelton XP2

AIWA RACK 1

The output of the AA-8100
stereo amp is ásatisfying
25 watts RMS per channel
and the AT-9300 AM/FM
stereo tuner is comprehensively equipped to
give clear reception and
spot-on tuning. A Dolby
front- loading AD-M100
cassette deck with
automatic Cr02 tape
selector is another
impressive component — together with Aiwa's AP-2100
belt-driven auto-return turntable which comes complete with
magnetic cartridge. The elegant rack combines practicability
with eye-appeal.

Comet Price £329.54 inc.VAT

Recommended speakers for above Wharfedale Shelton XP2

Comet Price £59.90 per pair inc.VAT Comet Price £59.90 per pair inc.VAT

ALBA HI-FI 300

The 2125 receiver delivers
alow-distortion 27 watts
RMS per channel, and
the AM/FM reception is
loud and clear. The 2200
Dolby cassette deck
has an outstanding
specification, with such
features as solenoidassisted logic controls,
3-step bias and equalisation, memory rewind
and record balance
control. And to top off this
superb system Alba have
included abelt-driven BSR turntable, complete with magnetic cartridge.
All this, 2loudspeakers, and arack finished in simulated teak wood
grain make this aHiFi outfit you'll be proud to own. At the Comet
discount price this system is areal bargain!

Comet Price £299.90 inc. VAT

PIONEER X33
SYSTEM
Incorporating high performance
phono equaliser and CR type
tone control, the SA 408
amplifier delivers 20 watts
RMS per channel with no more
than 0.1% THD. The superbly
designed TX 408L tuner with
its FET-equipped FM front end,
pulls in FM/MW/LW stations
loud and clear. Maintaining this
high standard is aCT 506 Dolby
-cassette deck with 3- position
tape selector, permalloy head and full auto-stop. The PL 512
belt-driven turntable is supplied complete with magnetic
cartridge, and its high performance sets the seal on asystem
that is shown off to full advantage by the sleekly-styled
CB 300 rack.

Comet Price £299.90 inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for above Goodmans RB18

Comet Price £49.90 per pair inc.VAT
172,
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RACKED FIFA SYSTEMS
MARANTZ
MR1 SYSTEM

AIWA RACK 2

You get aformidable 45 watts
RMS perchannel from theAA-8.300
stereo amplifier, and asuperb
performance from the AT-9300
AM/FM stereo tuner — aunit
that's packed with advanced
HiFi Features. The AD-M200
front- loader is equally impressive,
with Dolby and independent 3-step bias and equalisation. An
elegantly styled AP-2300 semi-automatic direct-drive turntable with
magnetic cartridge, plus an attractive rack, completes aHiFi package that is high in both looks and fidelity.

Delivering an output of 20
watts RMS per channel, the
1040M amplifier is low in
distortion and high on HiFi
features. The 2060M tuner
gives crisp, clear FM/AM
reception. With the 5050M
cassette deck you get
facilities such as Dolby,
super hard permalloy head,
bias and equalisation
selection, and large VU meters. The 6025 CT belt-driven
turntable, with its high quality magnetic cartridge and host of
precision-engineered features is the final component in ahighfidelity system that comes complete with astrong yet
elegantly designed metal rack.

Comet Price £438.54 inc. VAT

Comet Price £349.90 inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for above Solavox HS55

Recommended speakers for above Marantz 4G

Comet Price £97.90 per pair inc.VAT Comet Price £55.90 per pair inc. VAT

PIONEER MINI 3000
SYSTEM
AIWA MICRO 22
MINI COMPONENT
SYSTEM

Here's asystem that's small in everything but sound quality. The SA-3000
stereo integrated amp. packs apunchy 40 watts RMS per channel and packed
with advanced features, Featuring unique Glide-Guide tuning, the TX-300
AM/FM tuner is the perfect complement. The,CT-3000 cassette deck
incorporates Dolby, SENDUST rec/play head, tape advance meter, auto Cr02
tape detectiol and standby mechanism for external timer. Finally, Pioneer
include the PL-3000 direct-drive turntable with magnetic cartridge — and house
this miniature yet mighty system in ahandsome metal rack to show it off to its
fullest advantage.

Comet Price £499.94 inc. VAT
Recommended speakers for above KLH331

Comet Price £94.90 per pair inc.VAT

Meet Aiwa's Micro 22...
It's small, superb and
packed with power.
Complete in its own
teak-finished rack, the
Micro 22 stands little
higher than an average
L.P. — yet delivers a
big 3Q watts per channel
of high fidelity sound.
What's more, it looks just as good as it sounds. And now for some more
big news about this space-saving system with the large-as-life
performance.
Look at the Comet discount Price!

Comet Price £389.90 inc. VAT

(price includes SA- C22 pre-amplifier, SA-P22 power
amplifier, ST-R22 AM/FM digital tuner, SD-L22 Dolby
cassette deck. Speakers and turntable extra).
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Two high quality HiFi systems
at prices to suit your pocket...
Comet and Amstrad combine to bring you two superb Hi Fi systems that have to
be among the best value-for- money buys obtainable today. Whether you choose the
MR1 system or the MR2, you can be sure of ahigh
fidelity outfit you'll be proud to possess. .. with a
performance comparable with systems
costing agreat
deal more.

TP 12D TURNTABLE
The turntable for both systems is the stylish, belt-driven TP I2D ... acompetitively- priced unit with an
impressive specification. Features include: solid diecast aluminium platter, S-shaped tonearm with
viscous-damped cueing, adjustable bias compensator, lightweight detachable headshell and removable
hinged dust cover.
Comet Price £ 24.90 inc. VAT
GOLDRING G.800 MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
For the cartridge, Amstrad selected the Goldring G.800, ahigh quality product at avery competitive
price. This is amagnetic cartridge that brings out the best of the TP 12D turntable.
Comet Price £ 5.75 inc.VAT
EX.222 FM/LW/MW STEREO RECEIVER
The amplifier section delivers a healthy 25 watts RMS
per channel, and has a full range of filters including
scratch, rumble and loudness control. A comprehensively- equipped tuner section features MPX phaselocked- loop ( PLL), stereo decoder and LED FM beacon.
A bargain buy — even by Comet standards!
Comet Price £ 49.90 inc. VAT
PR25 LOUDSPEAKERS
Completing the MR1 System is a pair of Solavox PR25
loudspeakers. With a power handling of 25 watts DIN,
they sound even better than they look.
Comet Price £ 39.90 ( per pair) inc. VAT

buy the MR1 System complete for the
Comet Price £ 120.45 inc. VAT

174

EX.333 FM/LW/MW STEREO RECEIVER
Amstrad state-of-the-art engineering at its best, with an
amplifier section delivering 35 watts RMS per channel of lowdistortion power. The FET-equipped FM section incorporates
an additional IF gain- stage for greater sensitivity, and there's
acentre- tuning meter, signal strength meter, and two output
meters. Other features include rumble and scratch filters,
loudness control, switchable AFC and interstation muting...
not forgetting the low Comet discount price!
Comet Price £ 69.90 inc. VAT
PR35 LOUDSPEAKERS
Rounding off asuperb value- for- money system is apair of
Solavox PR35 3- way loudspeakers that will comfortably
handle 35 watts DIN. A sound choice — for avery sound high
fidelity investment.
Comet Price £ 59.90 ( per pair) inc. VAT

buy the MR2 System complete for the
Comet Price £ 160.45 inc. VAT
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The Marantz Musk--Makers
Here are six products from the impressive range of Marantz Hi Fi equipment. They're high in quality,
impressive in specification — and available at Comet discount prices that bring them well within reach
of your pocket. Marantz and Comet ... it's acombination that adds up to outstanding value for money.

2060M FM/AM TUNER

1535 TUNER AMPLIFIER

5050M CASSETTE DECK

You get a great deal for your money
with this superbly equipped 2- waveband tuner. There's a dual-gate MOS
FET FM front end, and aphase-lockedloop ( PLL) demodulator gives
exceptional selectivity as well as
optimum FM stereo channel seperation. Other features include FM muting,
and signal • strength and centre tuning
meters.

Output is asatisfying 30 watts RMS per
channel of low distortion power, and the
tuner section gives crisp, clear FM/
MW/LW reception.The specification
incorporates a host of HiFi facilities,
including: bass, mid- tone and treble
controls, low filter, meter type level
indicator, loudness control, FM muting
and tape monitoring .. . and, of course,
afull selection of inputs and outputs.

A versatile front-loader packed with
impressive Hi Fi features — this is the
5050M cassette deck. There's Dolby
noise reduction, super hard permalloy
head, bias and equalisation selection —
and large VU meters. Marantz quality
makes this one of the best value- formoney music- makers around.

COMET Price £79.90 inc. VAT

COMET Price £ 119.90 inc. VAT

COMET Price £84.90 inc. VAT

1040M AMPLIFIER

6025 CT TURNTABLE WITH
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

1070M AMPLIFIER

With an output of 20 watts RMS per
channel, the 1040M has an impressive
specification, including: bass and treble
controls, output level meters, 41- step
detented volume control, mic/source
mixing, loudness control and low
filter. There's a comprehensive
selection of inputs and outputs too.

Delivering 36 watts RMS per channel,
A semi- automatic, belt- driven unit
featuring the revolutionary tonearm the 1070M integrated amplifier is low in
distortion and high on HiFi features.
design used on every Marantz turntable. Tracking error distortion has There are bass, mid-tone and treble
been lowered by 30% below that of a slider controls, LED bar peak indicconventional tonearm. Other features ators, a 41- step detented volume
include AC synchronous motor, bias control, mic/source mixing, loudness
control and calibrated counterweight control, low filter — plus a range of
connections including 2 phono inputs,
and automatic return/shut-off. The
6025 CT comes complete with its own AUX input, tuner input, tape record/
playback connection and 2 speaker
high quality magnetic cartridge.
system outputs.

COMET Price £69.90 inc.VAT

COMET Price £49.90 inc. VAT

COMET Price £89.90 inc. VAT
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merry Sanswi
R-30 FM/AM Stereo Receiver

Despite its low Comet price the R-30 brings you almost all
the features of Sansui's higher- powered models. Power
output is aclean, low- distortion 25 watts RMS per channel
and FM/AM reception is crisp and clear. Amongst ahost of
Hi- Pi features are: bass/treble tone controls with defeat,
loudness, tape monitor/record ( stereo), LED signalstrength/centre-tune display, speakers switch for 2stereo
pairs, FM muting balance and volume.
R-30 RECEIVER
SPECIFICATIONS
Audio Section. Power Output: 26W per channel, min RMS both channels

COMET PRICE £97.90

inc. VAT

R-50 FM/AM Stereo Receiver

driven, 40-20kHz, 0.09% THD at8 ohms.Totatharmonicdistortion0.09%.
Frequency Response: OVERALL 10-50kHz, + 1dB, —3dB.
FM Section Tuning Range: 88-108mHz. Sensitivity ( IHF): 12.0dBf(2.2uV).
Signal-to-noise ratio: 72dB. Frequency Response: 30-15kHz +2dB,
—3dB. Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.5%. Selectivity: 55dB. Stereo
Separation: 35dB.
AM Section. Tuning Range: 530-1.600kHz. Signal-to-noise ratio: 46d8.
Dimensions: W 430mm ( 1 , 0 H 147mm (5,3A6 ), D 252mm
,3

65/, ,

(
95/. 1.

Delivering an impressive 45 watts RMS per channel of
low- distortion power and offering superb FM/AM
reception, the R-50 gives you quality without complication.
There's apeak power level display using bright LEDs —
and there's,a separate LED signal/tune system too, for pinsharp reception. With aspecification boasting 2- deck tape
monitor and recording/dubbing facilities, phono/AUX
inputs, speakers switch for up to 2stereo pairs,
headphones jack, balance/volume control, loudness, high
filter, FM muting and 'clicked' defeat bass/treble tone
controls, the R-50 is fantastic value for money from Comet.
R-60 RECEIVER
SPECIFICATIONS

COMET PRICE £114.90

inc. VAT

R-70 FM/AM Stereo Receiver

Audio Section. Power Output: 45W per channel, min RMS both channels
driven, 30-20kHz, 0.09% THD at 8ohms.Tota I
harmonic distortion0.09%.
Frequency Response: OVERALL 10-50kHz, + 1dB, -- 3dB.
FM Section Tuning Range: 88-108mHz. Sensitivity (IHF): 12.0dBf (2.2uV).
Signal-to-noise ratio: 72dB. Frequency Response: 30-15kHz +2dB,
—3dB. Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.5%. Selectivity: 55dB. Stereo
Separation: 35dB.
AM Section. Tuning Range: 530-1.600kHz. Signal-to-noise ratio: 46dB.
Dimensions: W 430mm ( 16 ,5/
16 1, H 147mm ( 513A6"), D 252mm ( 915A6").

The low Comet price brings this superb 65 watts RMS per
channel stereo receiver well into the 'affordable' class —
and its combination of simplicity and quality gives you pure
high fidelity sound without the headaches. The amplifier
section employs DC- Servo techniques, and special microelectronic devices assure stability and accuracy in the
..FM/AM tuner section. One is the MOS FET in the radio'frequency amplifier. Another is the FM phase- locked- loop
(PLL) multiplex stereo demodulator. Add to this LED peak
power level/signal/tune displays and all the features of
the R.,50, and you have ahigh fidelity unit you'll be proud
to possess.
R-70
. RECEIVER
SPECIFICATIONS

COMET PRICE £144.90
176

inc. VAT

Audio Section. Power Output: 65W per channel, min RMS both channels
driven, 20-20kHz, 0.08% THD at 8ohms. Total harmonic diatort ion0.08%.
Frequency Response: OVERALL 10-50kHz, + 1dB, —3dB.
FM Section Tuning Range: 88-108mHz. Sensitivity ( IHF): 12.0dBf (2.2uV).
Signal-to-noise ratio: 72dB. Frequency Response: 30-15kHz. + 2dB,
—3db. Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.5%. Selectivity: 55dB. Stereo
Separation: 35dB.
AM Section. Tuning Range: 530-1.600kHz. Signal-to-noise ratio: 46dB.
Dimensions: W 430mm ( 16 15/
16"), H 147mm (59461. D 252mm
,

(
95Ao.
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A-40 Amplifier
This integrated
stereo amplifier represents
outstanding HiFi value for money. With a low
distortion output of 25 watts RMS per channel, the
A-40 has a formidable specification including:
complementary OCL power amp section, twin
power meters, defeatable tone controls, loudness
switch and provision for the use of two stereo pairs
•
of speakers.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output: 25W per channel,
min RMS both channels driven, 3520 kHz, 0.09% THD at 8ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.09%.
Erequency Response OVERALL
(from AUX): 10-50 kHz, +0.5 dB,
—2 dB. Dimensions: W: 430 mm
(16 15, ,,,"), H: 147 mm (51.31L61, D: 251
mm (9' 5/
1
6").

COMET Price £68.50 inc VAT
A-60 Amplifier

COMET Price £94.90 inc VAT

Sansui technology and a cut- to- the-bone Comet
price combine to make this 45 watts RMS per
channel integrated amplifier an incredible HiFi
bargain. With aTHD figure of no more than 0.05%, it
incorporates a true complementary OCL power
amp section plus features including: LED peak
power display, defeatable tone controls, loudness,
high filter, Rec/out selector and provision for two
stereo sets of speaker systems.

A-80 Amplifier

• ït
COMET Price £124.90 inc VAT

Sansui's impressive A-80 . . . big in performance,
comparatively low in price. It's DC-Servo power
amp includes Darlington-connected true complementary OCL output and delivers alow-distortion
65 watts RMS per channel. There's a moving coil
cartridge facility, wide- range meters and a 5-LED
peak display — and this superb Comet HiFi buy also
includes: Rec/out selector, variable loudness,
speakers A-B, bass/treble tone controls, tape
dubbing between 2 decks (in either direction), high
and subsonic filters, and audio muting.

T-60 FM/AM Tuner

COMET Price £66.90 inc VAT

Pure high fidelity tuner performance at the lowest
possible price — this is Sansui's T-60 stereo tuner, a
unit engineered _to give crisp and clear FM/AM
reception. Amongst its many features are: phaselocked- loop (PLL) MPX, junction FET, FM muting,
clearly- calibrated extra-long analogue dial and LED
signal/tune display. A superb HiFi bargain ... from
Comet!

T-80 FM/AM Tuner

COMET Price £94.90 inc. VAT

Most sophisticated of the Sansui Stereo Tuner
range is the T-80, a high fidelity unit that features
Sansui's patented digitally quartz-locked LSI
tuning system to eliminate drift. In addition to the
conventional tuning dial there's also a digital
display of tuned frequencies for FM and AM. The
specification also includes high quality FM stereo
circuitry featuring 3- ganged variable capacitor and
PLL ( phase-locked-loop) MPX, junction FET,
digital- type signal strength/centre tune display,
noise canceller and FM muting.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output: 45W per channel,
min RMS both channels driven, 2020 kHz, 0.05% THD at 8ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.05%.
Frequency Response OVERALL
(from AUX): 5-70 kHz +0.5 dB,
dB. Dimensions: W: 430 mm
(16'3'161, H: 147 mm (5'3'16"), D: 251
mm

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output: 65W per channel,
min RMS both channels driven, 2020 kHz, 0.05% THD at 8ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.05%.
Frequency Response OVERALL
(from AUX): 5-70 kHz, +0.5 dB, —2
dB. Dimensions: W: 430 mm
(16 15A6"), H: 147 mm (5,Y16"), I"): 251
mm (915/16").

SPECIFICATIONS
FM SECTION
Tuning Range: 88-108 MHz.
Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 dBf ( 1.9uV).
Signal-to- Noise Ratio: 72 dB (at 65
dBf). Frequency Response: 30-15
kHz + 1dB, —2dB. Total
Harmonic Distortion: 0.2%. Capture
Ratio: 1.5 dB. Selectivity: 60 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB. AM
AM SECTION
Tuning Range:. 530 — 1,600
kHz. Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 45 dB.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.5%.
Dimensions: W: 430 mm ( 16'%6"), H:
147 mm (5'Yi6"), D: 251 mm (9).

SPECIFICATIONS
FM SECTION
Tuning Range: 88-108 MHz.
Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 dBf ( 1.9uV).
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 72 dB (at 65
dBf). Frequency Response: 30-15
kHz
1dB, —2dB. Total
Harmonic Distortion: 0.2%. Capture
Ratio: 1.5 dB. Selectivity: 60 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB.
AM SECTION
Tuning Range: 530 1,600 kHz.
Signal- to-Noise Ratio: 45 dB. Total
Harmonic Distortion: 0.5%.
Dimensions: W: 430 mm ( 16% 6"), H:
147 mm (51'161, D: 251 mm
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RA314 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Delivering apower output of 25 watts RMS per channel with total harmonic
distortion as low as 0.05% at full power, the RA314 is an impressive all-round
performer. Circuitry is DC coupled, giving improved bass performance, and an
important feature is the inclusion of large, quick- response twin power meters
which also serve as ' power- on' indicators. Other features include full tape
dubbing in both directions, low and high filters, loudness and mono/stereo
buttons, and provision for 2pairs of speakers.

Comet Price £74.90 inc. VAT

RA414 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Moving up in performance from the RA314 is the 35 watts RMS per channel
RA414 — astereo amplifier sharing the same low diedrtion qualities and fine
specification of the lower power unit. DC coupled circuitry is used with a
thick- film power output stage to ensure simplicity of construction and servicing
plus a notable bass performance. An additional feature is a control for
mono/stereo and reverse stereo.

Comet Price £89.90 inc. VAT

RE700 STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALISER

itHHÎ

With the RE700 you are in complete control. Capable of ' shaping' sound,
improving and expanding individual frequency ranges with 7bands per channel
(40 Hz to 15,000 Hz) variability. The RE700 includes specially selected low
noise/distortion components and features inductorless active discrete
resonant circuitry, stabilised current limit power supply, tape monitor switch
and defeat switch.

Comet Price £68.90 inc. VAT

RD18F FRONT LOADING DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
Electronic governor DC motor, super hard permalloy record/playback head,
Dolby tape selector for Ferrichrome, chrome and normal tapes with bias
variable adjustment control. Oil damped eject cassette door. 2 large VU
meters, peak indicator. Headphone jack. MIC jack.
Dimensions: 430W X 147H X 272D ( mm).

Comet Price £79.90 inc. VAT

RD25F FRONT LOADING DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE
A cassette deck for the serious Hi Fi enthusiast! Electronically controlled DC
motor, super hard permalloy record/playback head, tape selector for Ferrichrome, chrome and normal tapes with bias adjustment control. Dolby noise
reduction 2large VU meters. LED peak level indicator. Input selector ( LINE,
MIC/DIN), MPX filter. Headphone jack. MIC jacks. Damped ejection. The
Comet price belies its capabilities.

Comet Price £117.90 inc. VAT

RT 426 AM/FM TUNER

The RT 426 is packed with features to ensure excellent AM/FM reception. And
impressive specification includes Negative feedback phase lock loop MPX to
pull in marginal programme signals and to give long term stability of stereo
separation, low drift and low distortion. A signal meter serves for both FM
tuning and signal strength — and buttons for hi- blend and interstation muting
are also provided.

Comet Price £74.90 inc. VAT
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RA300 STEREO AMPLIFIER

With ample power to
the average listening room, the RA300 delivers 20
watts RMS per channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.5% total
harmonic distortion. Features include Darlington direct-coupled OCL
complimentary output circuitry to assure stable power at wide dynamic
range with low distortion, plus — minus split power supply, direct- coupled
Negative feedback phono equaliser, direct- coupled Negative feedback
tone control, tape monitor and loudness switches. Facility for two pairs of
speakers. LED function indicators.
Dimensions: 410W X 130H X 263D ( mm).

COMET Price £59.90 inc. VAT

RA350 STEREO AMPLIFIER
With the added feature of full tape dubbing ( 1-2, 2-1), 35 watts RMS per
channel, both channels driven in to 8ohms, RA350 offers outstanding value
for money at Comet. Consider: Darlington direct- coupled OCL
complimentary output circuitry, plus- minus split power supply, Darlington
direct-coupled Negative feedback phono equaliser and tone control
amplifier. LED function indicators. Loudness switch.
Dimensions: 410W X 131H X 270D ( mm).

COMET Price £79.90 inc. VAT

RT300 LW/MW/FM STEREO TUNER
Matched in style and performance with the RA300 Stereo Amplifier the
RT300 with smooth flywheel tuning knob features FM FET front end for
high sensitivity and outstanding rejectioh characteristics, FM phase lock
loop MPX circuit to assure high stereo separation beside wide range
response at low distortion, LED stereo beacon and connection for 300
ohms and 75 ohms antenna. And LW waveband.
Dimensions: 410W X 130H X 263D ( mm).

COMET Price £58.90 inc. VAT

RX300 LW/MW/FM STEREO RECEIVER
20 watts per channel RMS both channels driven in to 8ohms from 20-20,000
Hz with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion. Darlington directcoupled Negative feedback phono equaliser and tone control amplifier. FM
IF section With IC, ceramic filters. Signal strength tuning meter, LED stereo
indicator. Facilities for two pairs of loudspeakers. LW waveband.

COMET Price £89.90 inc. VAT

RD300 FRONT LOADING DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE DECK
This Dolby front loader incorporates all the features you need for true Hifidelity 'recording and playback: Super hard permalloy record/playback
head, tape selector for Ferrichrome, chrome and normal tape, 2large VU
meters. Dolby noise reduction, peak indicators and also oil damped eject
cassette door, headphone jack, mic jacks, full auto shut off.

COMET Price £ 76.90 inc. VAT
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NI'Mr PIONEER®
SA408 Amplifier
Unbeatable Hi Fi value . . a budget-priced stereo amp that
delivers 20 watts RMS per channel with no more than 0.1% total
harmonic distortion! The elegant cabinet houses a high performance
phono equaliser, CRType tone control and features including',
stereo tape monitor, loudness switch, click-stopped volume control,
bass/treble tone controls and speaker select switch (A, B, A and B,
or OFF). Pioneer quality — at a Comet discount price you can afford!
SPECIFICATIONS:
Continuous Power Output ( both
Control BASS: ± 9.5dB ( 100Hz).
channels driven) 30Hz to
TREBLE: ± 9.5dB ( 10kHz).
20,000 Hz: 20W 20W (T.H.D.)
Hum and Noise (short-circuited,
0.1%, 8ohms. Frequency
A network) PHONO: 72dB.
Response PHONO ( RIAA
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY: 97dB.
Equalization): 30 to 15,000Hz ±
Dimensions: 420(W) x98(H)
0.5dB. TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY• 265(D) mm.
20 to 40,000Hz ± 2.0dB. Tone

COMET Price
£59.90 inc. VAT

TX408 LTuner
Here's the next item in this fantastic Pioneer system . . . a
matching, fully-equipped FM/AM tuner which also incorporates an
LW band in the AM section. An impressive specification includes
FET-equipped FM front end, phase- locked- loop ( PLL) MPX, FM
muting, quadrature discriminator, stereo beacon and FM tuning/AM
signal meter. At this Comet discount price the TX-408L just has to be
one of the best Hi Fi value-for- money buys around!
SPECIFICATIONS

COMET Price
£58.90 inc. VAT

FM Section Usable Sensitivity
Mono 11.2dBf (2.04V). Signalto- Noise Ratio ( at 85dBf) Mono
77dB, Stereo 72dB. Frequency
Response 30 to 15,000Hz
+0.5dB, —1.0dB. Capture Ratio
1.0dB. Alternate Channel
Selectivity 60dB. Stereo
Separation 40dB ( 1kHz), 30dB

(30Hz-10,000Hz). AM Section
MW ( Medium Wave) Section
Sensitivity 3004V/m ( 1HF, ferrite
aerial) 304V ( IHF, external
aerial). LW ( Long Wave) Section
Frequency Range 150kHz to
350kHz. Dimensions 420(W) X
98(H) x254(D) mm.

CTF500 Cassette Tape Deck
No frills, no fuss, yet all the high-level performance and
reliability of Pioneer's more expensive models — this is the CT-F500
Dolby front-loader. Driven by a newly-developed DC motor and
Incorporating .a large flywheel to ensure speed stability. Features
include: all-mode auto shut-off, 3-mode, tape bias/equalization
switching, soft-damping cassette holder, permalloy head and large
VU meters.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Motor Electronically-controlled
DC motor. Heads ' Hard Permalloy' recording/playback
head x 1. Ferrite erasing, head
x1. Wow and Flutter No more
than 0.05% ( WRMS). Frequency
Response Standard LH tapes
30 to 14,000Hz (40 to 13,000Hz
.*3dB). Chromium dioxide tape

30 to 16,000Hz (40 to 15,000HZ
3dB). Ferrichrome tapes 30 to
16,000Hz (40 to 15,000Hz
3dB).
Signal-to-Noise Ratio Dolby off:
more than 54dB. Dolby on: more
than 64dB (over 5kHz, standard
LH tapes). Harreonic .Distortion
No more than 1.5%. Dimensions
380(W) x 140(H) x267(D) trim.

COMET Price
£88.90 inc. VAT

PL512 Belt- Drive Turntable
Basic performance excellence for cost-conscious connoisseurs
. . . this is how Pioneer describe their elegant, functional PL-512.
For a low Comet price you get a synchronous belt drive with
outstanding 0.055% wow/flutter, anti-howl cabinet, low-resonance
S-shaped tonearm, oil-damped cueing and anti-skate. Coming to
you complete with free-hinged acrylic cover, the PL-512 rounds off
a Hi Fi system that brings superb quality within the reach of most
pockets.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Drive system Belt-drive system.
than 0.055% ( WRMS). SignalMotor 4-pole synchronous
to-Noise Ratio More than 65dB
motor. Speeds 331 and 45
( DIN B). Dimensions 440(W) •
rpm. Wow and Flutter No more
132(H) X365(D) mm.

COMET Price £48.90 inc. VAT
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PIONEER®

A Super Offer from Comet...
Two Pioneer stereo receivers at prices that
will make you sit up and listen!
Pioneer quality and Comet's cut-to-the-bone discounting
policy combine to bring you two of the finest HiFi bargains
around. These two receivers are packed with advanced
high fidelity features and facilities . . . and designed to
deliver low-distortion sound and give you crisp, clear
AM/FM reception. Come and collect right away. You've
never seen Pioneer at these prices before!

SX.590 Stereo Receiver
Delivering a useful 20 watts RMS per channel, the SX-590 AM/FM
stereo receiver's many advanced features include power output using
hybrid ICs, Pioneer exclusive tuner ICs and dual-gate MOS FET FM
front end. Despite its practical price, there's even afunction switch
backed by amuting circuit as in more expensive models to eliminate
power on/off and switching noise; Other value- for-money features
include direct readout watt meters, tuning meter and phase-lockedloop MPX with automatic pilot signal canceller.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms 2X 20 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.3%.
S/N (IHF) Phono: 73 dB.
FM Section (87,5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 dEif ( 1.9uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 60 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 40 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): I5uV.
Selectivity: 26dB.
Dimensions: 435(W)X144.5(11)X314(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £98.90 inc. VAT

SX-690 Stereo Receiver
Incorporating 2hybrid ICs power amp output containing bias, driver
and output stages in quasi-complementary circuits, the SX-690
produces alow-distortion power output of 30 watts RMS per channel.
The specification is impressive . . . with such Pioneer IiiFi features as
phase-locked-loop MPX IC and CRtype tone control network with a
negative feedback loop circuited in the power output amplifier itself.
The Comet discount price will impress you too.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms: 2X 30 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.1%.
S/N (IHF) Phono: 75 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 dEtt ( I.9uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 60 d13:
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 40 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26 dB.
Dimensions: 435(W)X144.5(H)X314(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £128.90 inc. VAT
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The superb sound of Solavox
. .. Introducing the new HS range of loudspeakers
The HS symbol stands for `high sensitivity' which is certainly true of these speakers. They are up to four times louder than
conventional speakers and effectively increase the system power by acorresponding amount. This means power in
reserve, reduced distortion — which enables realistic listening levels to be reproduced in an average-sized living room
using amplifiers as small as 15 watts.
With sensitive, low-distortion bass units, mid-range speakers that are free from colouration, and treble units that are
sensitive enough to pick up the triangle in the midst of an orchestral crescendo, the new HS speakers bring you really
superb sound. Produced by one of the world's leading manufacturers,they come to you in cabinets finished in real wood
veneers. See them at Comet. They look just as good as they sound. .. and this is saying agreat deal!

Solavox HS70

Suitable for use with amplifiers ranging from 15 to 70 watts ;
these 4-way speakers bring anew meaning to the word
`sensitivity'. The elegant cabinet houses a250mm base
unit.two 100mm mid-range speakers with transmission
line absorber, and a50mm treble unit. With acrossover
network designed and matched to the particular drive
units in each system, the Solavox HS70 represents not
only fantastic value for money, but adramatic step
forward in the reproduction of high fidelity sound.

Solavox HS55

The recommended amplifier range for the Solavox HS55
is 15 to 55 watts, but whatever the output the high
sensitivity of the HS55 will enable you to keep power in
reserve to reduce distortion to aminimum. Behind the
de luxe, acoustically transparent, snap-on grille is a
perfectly matched combination of drive units . . . 250mm
bass, 100mm mid-range (with transmission line absorber)
and 50mm treble. At aComet price that brings state-ofthe-art loudspeaker engineering well within your reach.
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COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc.VAT
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COMET PRICE £97.90 inc.VAT
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The Complete )
Hi-Fi Service

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5 30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 am - 530 pin. ( with the exception of branches marked t
*Hew Diecount Photographic Department new open el • Il Branch*. except where
starred.
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW

West elendersons Wynd

Tel. 0382 28101

1Newhaven Road
West Lodge Road. Blysnswood

Tel 031-554 4454

Trading Estate. Renfrew
Tel 041868 5731
Kohnuir Road, Elleleen•how Induelhol

GLASGOW

Estate, Tinnocheide. UddIngston

415134

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABEROEEN
}AYR
IOUMFRIES
¡DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
GREENOCK
}KILMARNOCK
}KIRKCALDY
¡PERTH

Tel Uddingelon

Commit.» Street
St-43 Dalblair Arcade
»Glasgow Sheol
12/14 Chalmero Street
116 Dally Road, West Haymarket
Howgale
22 Byres Road
4Jamaica Street
30 Grange Street
27/20 Sign Street
3539 George Street

Tel: 0224 29434
Tel 0292 52284
Tel, 0357 63158
Te1:0383 35138/7
Tel 031-348 0191/2
Tel: 0324 34247
Tel:041-334 4667
Tel: 0475 20261
Tel: 0563 20126
Tel: 059288405/6
Tel: 07311 36316

JARROW
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL
alLIANCHESTER

Tel: 051-647 5555
Tel:0472 »623

BIRMINGHAM

Regervoir Road. Clough Road

Tel:0482 48441

56-84 Ellison Street
78 Arrnley Road

Tel: 0632 892211
Te1:0532 440551

LEICESTER
NORWICH

Sefton Works. Field Lane, Litherlanta Tel:051-928 6888
Martflorough Mill.
Tel:061-682 8016

ROCHDALE

(off Northumberland Sheet)
Corner or Well i• tIV Lane

Te1:0632 29896

and Queensway
The Mill. 1Lesley Road.
Mann Bridge
Lower Hillgale

Tel: 0706 50606
Tol: 0742 3,1721
Tel:061-417 2000

Toeswey. Portrack Lane
Wharf /
NW Princem• Street

Tel. 0842 612311
Tel: 0942 34741

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER
BARNSLEY
BARROW414-

LYRE . Clarence Arcade, Stanilord Street
72 Eldon Street

FURNESS. RawlInson Street.
BIRKENHEAD
220 NeveChester Road.
BLACKBURN
BOLTON .

Lower Tramera. Nr. Rock Ferry
4951 Danven Street
63.79 Elleekburn Road

BRADFORD
BRIOLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER

105-107 Manninearn Lane
» The Promenede .
38-40 Mancheeter Road
40-42 Cecil Sheet .
43-45 St. Jun» Street

CHESTERFIELD
CREWE •

OR Black Diamond Sheet
40 St. Mary's Gate
249/251 Ed, eston Roml

DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER

57 Rumen Sheet
Daley Hill
17 Markel Place.

ORIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX

30/30e Martel Place
62/64 Pasture Road
» Non. Sheet.

HARROGATE

16 Perliathent Street

Tel:0532 588679
Tel. 0484 40281
Tel: 0462 29681

52 Bold Street
17A Cheswrgate

Tel."0535 87021
Tel; 0524 62104
Tel:0942 670711
Tel: 051-706 7170
Tel: 0625 610030

Deansgale House. 274 Deannate
320426 Pannone Road, Northenden
Oillyiwte.

Tel: 081-834 1881
Tel: 061-998 1183
Tel: 0977 704249

37 Church Street
Canklow Road
8II 9York Place

Tel: 0772 21909
Tait 0709 81901
Tel: 0723 75537

156 HIgh Sheet
167 Lord Street

reti 0724 89613/6
Tel: 0706 31813

Kwik Save Centre. Boundary Road
44 SI. Thomas Sheol
14-16 Lawyer.
23A Peter Sheol

Tel: 0744 35118
Tel: 0783 59993
Tel: 0924 71499
TOI; 0H00 634715/7

56 Picoaddly

Tel( 0904 21854/6

HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON
PUTNEY
TOTTENHAM

Tel: 061-306 4225
Tel: 0226 83356/9
Tel: 0225 31520/31595

Tel; 0244 313724
Tal: 0240 71300
Tal. 0370 214328
Tel: 0325 57361
Tel/ 0024 461203
Tel: 0302 69520
Tel: 0377 43277
Tel, 0405 3449
Tel: 0422 59434
Tal; 0423 67312

1570-1572 Coventry Road, Yardley
Syslon Street
Round.* Wey
121 Town Street Sandiecre
Walsall Reed

BURTON-ON-TRENT Begone ShoPPM9 Cont.
DUDLEY
119 Wellington Road
GREAT YARMOUTH. 137/138 King Street
MANLEY
52 Town Road
KETTERING
93-07 Montagu Street
KINGS LYNN
LEAMINGTON SPA

Te1:021-706 0684
Tel: 0533 52236

Tel: 0522 37437/8
Tel: 0623 35112
tea: 0782 626435
Tek0804 22151/2

NUNEATON . . 96/100 Queen, Rom,
•PETERBOROUGH . 8The Herewed Centre
SHREWSBURY
7Barker Sheet
TELFORD. .
640 Tan Bank. Wellington

WEST BROMWICH . 121 High Sheet
Tel: 021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON . 41 Exchange Street. Queen's Square. Tel: 0902 21113/4

WAREHOUSES
Reinhart. Road Souls

NEASDEN

}el: 01-595 5111

POTTERS BAR

me did Book Centre BuildIng.
North Circular Reed
Station Close, Dark» Lena

Langney District Shopping Centre
26-30 Tontine Sheet
94 WoOdbredge Road
389 London Road.

Tel 0323 766010
Tel: 0303 52164/7
TM .0463 31003/4

SI. Leonardo-on Sea
to Frognwor

Tel 0424 436462
Tel: 0494 444771/2
Tel: 0473 215596/7
Tel: OM 414965/419868
Tel: 0705 24868/7/8
TM :0722 24582/3
Tel: 0753 70535/6

IPSWICH

SI. Morgue', Green

LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY

52-52A Wellington Streel
84/90 Palmerstair Road, Southsee
» Catherine Streel

SLOUGH
SOUTHER°

264 High Street
817-821 London Road,
WeincliWon-Se•
14 QUeeneway
73-75 Cricklede Roed
41 Mount Pleasant Road
78 (Amen. Reed
54 St. Thorn. Street
6/7 High Sheet

BO/STOL

Barton Hill Trading Estate

CLEVEDON

4-9 Kimberley Road.
(off Strode Road),
Mitesglea Induetrial Estate

Tel: 01-450 8877
Tilt 0707 43491

119 Mayflower Street
Unit 2. Ham Gardena
16a St. Thorne. Street

SWANSEA

558 Cowl/ridge Road East
16-22 St/James Street
Sunwrierlend Street
Morrow, Hou», Station Road
85 51. Owen Street
210 Hrgh Street

TAUNTON
TORQUAY
WREXHAM

45 St. James Street
184 Higher Union Street
20-26 Brook Sheet

HEREFORD

Tel: 014» 4321
Tel: 01-573 1841

Tel 0227 56744

Tel. 0702 715151
Tel 0436 66545/6
Tel. 0703 41806/7
Tel: 0092 41477
Tot : 0523 21311/2
Tel: 03057 74711
Tel. 04862 20026

Tel. 0272 559841
Tel: 0272 078041
Tel :0633 50431
Tel. 0752 »501
Tel: 0225 84302/3
Tel: 0272 293395/8
Tel: 0222 568136/9
Tel 0242 25788
Tel: 0392 78435
Tel: 0452 411233
Tel: 0432 59259
Tel: 0792 41094
Tel, 0823 88118/7
Tel:0803 211581/2
Tel: 0978 5711.5

CHANNEL ISLANDS

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
BROMLEY
CATFOFID
CHELSEA

EASTBOURNE

PLYMOUTH
DISCOUNT SHOPS
RATO
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER

Tel 0905 356805

(Nr. Croydon). 190 London Road
HAYES IM Iridium). Silverdale Road. Pump Lane

Tel: 0296 28771/2
Tel. 0268 5512111/551349
Te1:0234 nuusis
Tel. 0202 293334/5
Tel: 0223 312248

FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HASTINGS

NEWPORT

LONDON

OAGENHAM
HACKBRIDGE

Unit 2.a. Cambridge Close

Tel: 0734 501911
Tel: 0634 49111
Tic 0703 36944

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES

Tel; 0682 387023
Tel: 0733 46833/46883
Tel: 0743 87629
Tel: 0952 47281/2

4WO» Lane

7581 Caveroharn Road
Maidstone Road
East Sheet Centre. East Sere*,

Tel 0273 692421/6
Tor:0703 614722
Tel: 07912 5081
Tel 066546232

High Road, Venge. Pit»a
16/20 St Peter, Street
210014 Chréalchurch Rood
72174 Newmarket Road
Unit O. Cotton Rood.
Wincheep Industrial Estate
50 KInglleher Drive.

STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING

Tel: 0553 62043/4
Tel: 0926 39417

LYME. London Reed/Brook La»
NORTHAMPTON. . 38 Gold Street

Ferry 14Inksey Road. Osney Mean
Monarch Mouse,

HIGH wrcomee

Tel: 0003 411831
Tal 0602 396116
Tel:0902 80411

LINCOLN
12-14 Clasketgete
MANSFIELD
.
57 Westgate
NEWCASTLE UNDER

15 Station Sheol
Chickenhall Lane
Avis Way.

ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT $HOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILOON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY

Tel: 0263 45751/2
Tel:0384 214511
Tel: 0493 58828/9
Tel: 0782 264495
Tel, 0538 515191

16/20 Railway Road
39 Bath Street

Tel 01-572 501315023
Tel. Ht-5400700
Tel( 01-785 2891/2
Tel 011101 8777

RRRRR °USES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING

Tel( 021-472 6181

Tivoli Shoplang C• 5511,

NOTTIIAM/OERBY
WILLENHALL .
DISCOUNT SHOPS

WORCESTER
Tel: 051-847 4427
Tilt 0254 57813
Tel: 0204 387153/5
TI, 0274 35353
Tel: 0282 72050
Tel:028235214
Tal W228 38441/2

Healey Road. Selly Oak

10 Staines Road
35.37 London Road
270 Upper Richmond Reed
422 WW1 Road

SOUTH

MIDLANDS

10.2211arnellon Street
389 Victorl• Sheet

Poplar Street Failsworlh
Saville Row

STOCKPORT
STOCKTON
WIGAN

SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS
SUNDERLAND
*WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

BIRMINGHAM

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

WI New Road Side
12 Zetland Street
96-104 George Street
OS Lore Street
9George Sheet
96 Elredshawg•W

RRRRR OUSE*

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
GRIMSBY
HULL

NORSFORTI4
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM

Prices are es Mote opereting In Me U.K. less VAT
268-290 Broadway
288-272 High Sheet
.60/62 Rooney Green
413/415 KInge Road

Tel:01-301 1881
Tel: 01-486 04»
Tel: 01-6800811/2
Tel 01-3054040

but troth B *mall Island trensponetion charge included
*GUERNSEY

Chanelerie Mille. SI. Peter Port

*JERSEY
9Commercial Building, SI Helier
}armed all dey Mondos

TOL 0461 27141
Tel. 0534 72501

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCES9, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CREDIT CARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
Comet Discount Warehouse, 78 Armley Road, LEEDS LS12 2EF.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 50p; Headphones £ 1; Pick-up Arms
£1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool
tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.
Securicor Dekvery All stock itemswill be delivered bySecuricor(mainland U.K
only). Please add £4.50 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply 'phone your nearest Comet branch and pay the
driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS,
BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD holders. Simply 'phone Leeds 0532
440551, ask for Credit Mail Order, stating your card number with your order.
You can leave the rest to us!

CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices.
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £ 70 can be purchased
on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 1.2, 24 and 30 months. Send you r
requirements to the Ma i
I
Order Department marked " Credit Mail Order" and we
will send you by return of post an application form and details of our repayment
terms — all entirely without obligation.

Ask for details
of the new
Comet Credit Card.

COMM'
1 1=1
A Comm»
_

Buy it with

Access

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532 440551.
using ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD.
All pricesquoted in Comet'sAdvertisements arecorrect at time of going to press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department, 78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches; no deposit
credit terms over 9months, goods delivered on first month's payment in advance.

5/80
183

IOC IT"
(Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut: % \
IWed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application.
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash.
P.P.T,B.A.-P & P to be advised.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%.
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE.
MAIL. ORDER SERVICE

e

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £4.50)
Akai GXC4000D
£220.00
Akai GXC4000DB Dolby .. £259.00

e

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £4.50)
Aiwa AD 1250 (sp. off.) .. £ 130.00
Aiwa AD6900 Mk 2
£380-00
Aiwa AD2000
£145-00
Aiwa AD6400 (Sp. off.)
£149-90
Aiwa AD6600 .
£195.00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Metal.)+Remote
£317.50
Aiwa AD6800 (Sp. off.) ..
£199.90
Aiwa AD6900 ( Sp. off.) ..
£29&00
Aiwa ADL40 ( Metal) ..
£155.00
Aiwa ADMI00 ( Metal) (Sp. off.) ..
£79.90
Aiwa ADM200
£119.50
Aiwa ADM700 ( Metal) 3 head
£289.00
Akai CS703D (Sp. off.) ..
£88.90
Akai C57320
£255.00
Akai GXMIO (Metal) ..
£139.90
Akai GXM30
£15910
Akai GXM50
£224.90
Akai GXF80 ( Metal)
£299-90
Akai GXF90 ( Metal) ..
.. £355-90
Akai CS702D Mk 2 (Sp. off.)
.. £99.95
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.)
.. £210.00
Akai GXC570D/2 ( Sp. off.)
.. £480.00
Akai GXC725D
.. £235.00
Akai GXC730D ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £220.00
Akai GXC709D (Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 169.90
Akai GXC750D (Sp. off.) ..
.. £359-90
Akai GXC706D (Sp. off.) ..
£129-00
Akai GXC704D
.. £ 128.00
Akai GXC7I5D
.. £245.00
Akai GXC735D
.. £299.00
Hitachi D580 .
.. £ 186-00
Hitachi 0850 (Sp. off.)
.. £ 190-00
Hitachi D900 (Sp. off.) 3- head
.. £210.00
Hitachi D305
.. £98.00
Hitachi D4OS
.. £ 115-00
Hitachi D555
.. £ 130.00
Hitachi D755
.. £ 170-00
Hitachi D777 ..
.. £ 197.00
Hitachi 02360 (Sp. off.) ..
.. £83.00
Hitachi 0230 ..
.. £75.00
Hitachi D980 ..
.. £269-00
Hitachi D5500A
.. £399.90
JVK KDA2
JVK KD720
£95.00
JVC KD25 (Sp. off.)
Marantz CD3I2 (Sp. off.)
Plus 3TbKC90 Free ..
£75.00
Marantz CD330 Portable Dolby .. £129.90
Marantz 50108 (Sp. off.) ..
£125.00
Marantz C205 Portable ..
£87.00
Marante SD I
000 ..
£95.00
Marantz S03000
£119.90
Marantz SD4000
£199.90
National Technics RS6I2US
£89.90
Pioneer CTF500
£89-90
Pioneer CTF600
£109.00
Pioneer CTF650 ( Metal)
£160.00
Pioneer CTF750 ( Metal) Auto Rev. £213.90
Pioneer CTF850 ( Metal)
£233.90 •
Pioneer CTF950 ( Metal) ..
£333.90
Pioneer CTFI250 ( Metal)
£458•90
£93.50
Pioneer CTF506
Rotel R020 (Sp. off.) ..
£99.00
Rotel RDI000
£164.90
Sansui SC2000
£145.00
Sansui 090 S/B
£86-90
Sansui SC I110 Black ( Sp. off.) .. £89.50
Sansui SC1300/Silver/SCT330(Black) £ 139.90
Sansui SC3300 Silver/5C3330(Black) £ 189-90
£299.00
Sansui SG5I00
Sharp RT315I/Timer £ 179•50
Teat A103 (Sp. off.) .. £ 119.00
Teac A106, A107 • . £ 139-00
Teat A108S Simul Sync
£ 198.00
Toshiba PCXIO
..
£82.90
Toshiba PC230D
..
£ 115.00
Toshiba PCX20
..
£ 129.90
Toshiba PCX40
Toshiba PC3060 ( Sp. off.) .. £84.00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.00

.•
••
••
••
••
••
••

Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid .. £9.50
Audio Technica AT605 feet .. £ 14.00
Audio Technica AT606 feet .. £ 16.90
Beyer M8I8LM .. .. .. £63.00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser 02 .. £ 11.25
Goldring Exstatic Mat .. .. £3.60
Goldring Exstatic Disc Cleaner .. £6.00
Goldring Exstatic Sweep arm .. £6.75
Goldring Hi Fi Turntable light .. £ 11.99
Harman Kardon TS4 Stand Pair
HSI, HS2, HS3 .. .. .. £ 19.00
Marantz AT5 Digital Timer .. £45.00
Marantz EQI010 Band Equaliser .. £95-00
Marantz ECI
..
£6.99
Marantz EC2
..
£9.75
Marantz ECI2B
..
£21-00
Marantz EC33S .. ..
aeoo
Micro H505 Headshell .. .. £7.90
Micro-Seiki Disc 22 Mat .. .. £ 15.80
Micro-Seiki feet set of 4 .. .. £ 10.00
Monitor Audio C3F cable 5m each £7.50
Monitor Audio Stylift .. .. £5.50
Monitor Audio Sound Cable Sm each £7.70
Monitor Audio Sound Cable
10m each, round.. .. .. £ 14.00
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 .. .. £ 17.90
Rotel RMCI .. .. .. £27.50
Rotel RE700 band equaliser .. £70.00
Sansui AX7 Mixer .. .. £ 157-50
Spectramat ( P/P £ 1.75) .. ..
Mix»
Toshiba EM4I0 Stereo Pair .. £ 19.90
Toshiba EMI20 Electret .. .. £ 11-90
Zerostat Pistol (add £ 1.00 P/P) .. £6.50

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HFI300 6- and 15-ohm £8.20
Celestion HF2000 .. .. .. £9.50
Decca 4001G'
Coles
London Ribbon Tweeter .. £61-00
KEF 104 AB Kit (add £5 P/P) .. £ 130.00
KEF Cantata Kit ( add £5 P/P) .. £209-00
KEF B110 SPI003 .. .. .. £ 12.00
KEF 13139 SPI044 .. .. .. £27.00
KEF B200 SPI014 .. .. .. £ 13-25
KEF DN12 SPI004 .. .. ..
£
8-65
KEF DNI3 SP I106 .. .. .. £5-40
KEF DNI3 SPI017 .. ,. .. £5.00
KEF DN22 pair ( I04AB Crossover) £41/85
KEF T27 SPI032 .. .. ..
Tannoy DC296 10in Pair .. .. £
198.00
Tannoy DC386 I5in Pair .. ... £330.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Kit .. £29.90
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 Kit .. £38-90
Wharfedale Linton XP2 Kit .. • £53-90
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Kit .. £66.90

eTUNERS

( P/P £4.00)
Aiwa AT9300 LW ( Sp. off.) .. £75.50
Aiwa AT9700
..
£240.00
Akai AT2200 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £57.50
Akai AT2250L .. .. .. £78.00
Akai AT2450L
..
£ 132.00
Armstrong 623 .. .. £ 132•75
Armstrong 624 .. .. .. £ 102.00
Harrison ST2I0 (Sp. off.) .. .. £ 196.50
Hitachi FT340 .. .. .. £87.50
Hitachi FT440 .. .. .. £ 119-90
Hitachi FT4000 .. .. £89-90
Hitachi FT5000 .. .. £ 142-90
Hitachi FT8000 .. .. £206.00
JVC JTV6 _ .. .. £99.00
Marantz ST300L .. .. £99.90
Marantz ST400L .. .. £ 139-90
Marantz 7800 Mk 2
..
£ 168-90
Marantz 9800 . .. £22490
Pioneer TX408L .. .. £59.50
Pioneer TX608L . .. £93.90
Pioneer TX7800 Mk '2
..
£ 169.90
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 2
..
£ 182.90
Pioneer TX9800 Mk 2
..
£225-00
Pioneer TXDI000 .. .. £250.00
Quad F113 .. .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Rogers 175 (Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.
Rote RT426 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £79-90
Rote ff1226 .. .. .. £59-50
Rote RT226L .. .. £65.00
Rote RT426L .. .. £74.90
Rote R1726
£99-90
Rote RT1000
£89.90
Sansui 160
..
£68.90
Sansui 180
..
..
£
98.90
Sansui TU2I7
..
£99.90
Sansui TU3I7
..
£ 110.00
Sansui TU4I7
..
£ 135.00
Sansui TU5I7 -... £ 181-00
Teac ATX30
..
£99.00
Toshiba ST220 .. .. .. £76.00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £99.90

e

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £4.00)
MICS., ACCESSORIES ( P/P £ 1.25)
Akai AM2600 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 199-00
ADC SLM2 ( P/P £2.50)
£41.00
Akai AM2250 . .. . , £75•00
ADC SSI Sound Shaper ( P/P £ 3.00) £61.00
Akai AM2450
.. £ 129.50
ADC SS2 Mk 2 ( P/P £3•50) £ 142•00
Akai AM2350
.. £95.50
ADC SSII0
£92•50
Akai AM2650 ..
£195•00
ADC SS3
£208.00
Akai AM2800 ..
.. £220.00
Aiwa CM2000A Stereo Mit
£23•50
Aiwa AA8I00 (Sp. off.)
.. £75-50
Akai ADM2OP (Sp. off.) .. [7.40
Aiwa AA8300 ..
.. £129.00
Akai ADM40
£8.50
Aiwa AA8700 ..
.. £259.00
Akai ADM80
£10.50
Armstrong 621 .. ..
..
P.O.A.
Akai ACMI00 Electret Cardioid
£23.50 ‘,... Hitachi HA250 (Sp. off.) • •
.. £79.9t,

e

( "Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet
Hitachi HA3500S Slimline..
Hitachi HA4500S Slimline..
Hitachi HA5700S Slimline..
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp
(Sp. off.) ...
Hitachi HMA6500 Power Amp
(Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi HCA7500
Hitachi HA 8300 ..
Hitachi HA5700
Hitachi HMA8300
Hitachi HA7700 (Sp. off.) Hitachi HCA6500 and HMA6500
(Sp. off.) ..
Marantz PM750 ( Sp. off.) ..
Marantz PM 1072 (
Sp. off.)..
Marantz PM200
Marantz PM250
Marante PM450
Marantz PM500/PM700
Pioneer SA408 ..
Pioneer SA508 ..
Pioneer SA608 ..
Pioneer SA708 ..
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide
Pioneer SA8800 Magniwide
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide
Quad 44/33/303, 33/405 Rogers A75 (Series 11), A100
Rote RA2I4 ( Sp. off.) .
Rote RA4I4 ( Sp. off.) ..
Rote RA7 I
4
Rote RA4I3 ( Sp. off.) ..
Rote RA300, RA3I2 (Sp. off.)
Rote
Rote RA100b, RCI000, R61 000
Sansui AUII7 Mk 1
Sansui AU2I7 Mk 1
Sansui AUII7 Mk 2 (Sp. off.)
Sansui AU2I7 Mk 2
Sansui AU3I7 Ilk 2 • .
Sansui AU4I7
Sansui AU7I9
Sansui AU919
Sansui A40 ..
Sansui A60
Sansui A80
Teac ASM30..
Test ASM50..
Toshiba SB620 (Sp. off.)

e

F

•£99.90N Sansui 9090 ( Sp. off.) .. £359.00
•£125.90
Teat AG5700 ( Sp. off.)
£ 189-90
• • £356.00
Toshiba SA420 ( Sp. off.) £ 112.00
£94.50
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 188-00
•£109.00
eSTEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
•£169.00
(P/P on appl.) (Some exclude spkrs.)
£69.90
£125.00
£224.00
£206.00
£169.90
£386.00
£199-90
£179.90
£79.90
£99.90
£75.90
£93-50
£125-00
P.O.A.
£59.90
£91.90
£128.90
£168-00
£238 00
£280-00
£362.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£57-00
£89-90
£129•90
£79.90
£59.90
£79.90
£109.90
£69.90
£87.50
£79.90
£107.00
£159.90
£185.50
£278.00
£438.00
£68•90
£98•90
£129.90
£99•00
£159.00
£159.90

••
••
••
•
•
••
••
••
••
•
••
•
•
•

RECEIVERS ( P/P £4.00)
Aiwa AX7300
..
£ 125.00
Aiwa AX7700
..
£ 159.90
Aiwa AX7800
.
•
£259•90
Aiwa AX7400 ( Sp. off.)
£ 105.00
Aiwa AX7600 ( Sp. off.)
£ 149.90
Akai AAI175 ( Sp. off.)
£ 175-00
Akai AAI200 ( Sp. off.)
£215.00
Akai AAI125 ( Sp. off.)
£ 108.00
Akai AAI135 ( Sp. off.)
£ 128.50
Akai AA1150 ( Sp. off.)
£ 150-00
Armstrong 625
£ 185.00
Armstrong 626 Long wave
£218.00
Audio- Pro 30 G ru pp en
Microprocessor Receiver ( Sp. off.) £399•90
Harman Kardon 330C .. .. £99.95
Hitachi ST703 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 149.50
Hitachi SR903 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 199.00
Hitachi 512302 (Sp. off.) .. .. £95.00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave .. £ 127-50
Hitachi SR503 Long wave .. £ 135.00
Hitachi SR304L .. .. .. £ 125.00
Hitachi SR504L .. .. .. £ 143-00
Hitachi SR604 .. .. £ 164.90
Hitachi SR804 .. .. £223-90
JVC JRS81 . . .. .. .. £ 159-90
Marantz 222613 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 169-90
Marantz 221613 (Sp. off.) .. .. £ 119.90
Marantz 2238BL ( Sp. off.) .. .. £228.50
Marante SR I
000L .. .. .. £ 124.90
Marantz SR2000L .. .. .. £ 149.90
Marantz 4000L ..
.. £ 199•90
Marantz SR6000 ..
.. £289.00
Marantz R1
270, 15I5L
.. £95-00
Marantz SR2000 ..
.. £ 139-90
Marante SR4000 ..
• • £ 189.90
Pioneer LX690 ..
• • £ 165-90
Pioneer SX590 ..
. • £99.50
Pioneer SX690 ..• • £ 128-50
Pioneer SX980 ..
. • £397•90
Pioneer SX790 ..
• . £202.90
Pioneer SX890 . .. . • £264.90
Pioneer SXI080, SX1980 .. ..
P.O.A.
Rote 152/2 ( Sp. off.) .. £49.50
Rote RX304 .. .. £ 109.95
Rote RX404 .. .. £ 129.90
Rote RX504 .. .. £ 149-90
Rote RX604 .. .. .. £ 169.95
Rote RX7707 ( Sp. off.) Long wave
£99.90
Rote RX303 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £85•00
Rote RX403L ( Sp. off.) .. .. £95.00
RX203L ( Sp. off.) .. ..
Rote
£76•50
Rote RX603 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £179.90
Sansui 9090 ( P.P.T.B.A.) ( Sp. o ff.).. £359.00
Sansui R30
....
£99.50
Sansui R50
.... £115.90
Sansui R70
.... £154.50

Aiwa Micro System A ex. Speakers £389.00
Aiwa Micro System B inc. Speakers £449.00
Aiwa System 1 ( Sp. off.) .. £335.00
Aiwa System 2 Rack . • .. £399.90
Aiwa AF3060 ex. speakers ( Sp. off.) £210.00
Aiwa AF5300-1-speakers £348.00
Aiwa AF5600 ex. speakers .. £465.00
Aiwa AF3070 ex. speakers .. £235 ,00
Aiwa AF3090 (Sp. off.) ex. speakers £275.00
Akai Pro 100 inc. speakers .. £469.90
Akai Pro 200 inc. speakers .. £589.90
Akai AC3500, limited stock .. £279.00
Akai AC3750L
£299-00
Ekco ZU4L, ZU51, ZU7 ( Sp. off.) £ 135.00
Garrard GAI50-1-speakers ( Sp. off.) £ 199.00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2
ex. speakers .. £299.00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2+MC35
(Sp. off.)
..
£380.00
Goodmans 4000 Casseiver plus
11C35 ( Sp. off.) .. £24&00
Hitachi SDT300
..
£373.00
Hitachi SDT4001 Casseiver ( Sp. o.)
ff £ 182.00
Hitachi SDT7820
£245.50
Hitachi SDT7840 ( Sp. off.) .. £231.00
Hitachi SD17765 (Sp. off.) .. £278.00
Hitachi 5017785 ( Sp. off.) .. £352.50
Hitachi ACTOI Mini System .. £325.00
Marantz 0C9/2L System .. £395.00
Marante 1515L Rack System .. £374.90
Panasonic 5000
P.O.A.
Panasonic SG5090 ex. speakers .. £449.90
Panasonic SG5070L+SB208 .. £390.00
Panasonic SG6070L ex. speakers
(Sp. off.)
..
£599.00
Panasonic SG70 Casseiver .. <220.00
Panasonic SG208OLD (Sp. off.) .. £335.90
Panasonic SG2080L ( Sp. off.) .. £299.90
Pioneer X33 ex. speakers .. £299.00
Pioneer X55H ex. speakers .. £429.00
Pioneer X55V ex. speakers .. £445-00
Pioneer X77H ex. speakers .. £485.00
Pioneer X77V ex. speakers .. £499.00
Pioneer X991-Iex. speakers .. £618.90
Pioneer X99V ex. speakers .. £629.90
Pioneer 424-2 ( SX690)
£359.90
Pioneer Mini System 3000 .. £539.00
Rotel RX30 Rack ( Sp. off.) .. 4340.00
Rotel RK350 inc. speakers .. £34490
Rotel RKI000 Rack ex. speakers.. £457.90
Sansui G301 Rack System A .. £399.00
Toshiba $ 113750
£395.00
Toshiba SM3350
£296.00
Toshiba SM3650
£389.00
Toshiba 220 Rack System
ex. speakers ..
.. £450.00
Toshiba 225 Rack System
.. £490.00
Toshiba 335 Rack System
ex. speakers ..
.. £465-00
Toshiba 445H System ..
.. £535.00
Toshiba SMD30 + Rack ..
.. £399.90

•

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Aiwa SCEI IMini ..
Armstrong 602 (12 stand extra) .. £ 175.00
Audio Pro B2.50 Sub Woofer .. £495•00
Bolivar 125
..
£99-90
Castle Conway Teak Mk 2 .. £226.00
Castle Kendal Mk 2 Teak .. £ 135.00
Celestion 442 ( carr. free) .. P.O.A.
Celestion 551 ( carr-. free) ..
P.O.A.
Celestion 662 ( carr. free) ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 22
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 33 ( carr. free) ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44 ( carr. free) ..
P.O.A.
Celestion County ' .
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 121
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 332 ..
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6 ( carr. free)
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8 ( carr. free)
P.O.A.
Chartwell LS3/5A, PI1110, PM2I0
P.O.A.
Dalesford D ( Sp. off.) .. • . £99-50
Goodmans XB25 .. • . £87-50
Goodmans X835 . • £ 111.00
Goodmans X845 .. • . £ 127.50
Goodmans RBI8 ( Sp. off.).. £51.75
Goodmans R820 .. • . £73.50
Goodrnans HE I ( carr. free) .. £249.90
Goodmans HE2 ( carr. free)• . £ 222-90
Goodmans RB35 .. • • £ 105.00
Goodmans RB65 ( Sp. off.).. • • £ 115-00
Goodmans Achromat Beca
(carr. free)
£ 139.90
Goodmans Achromat Kappa
(carr. free)
£259.90
Goodmans Achromat Sigma
(carr. free)
£259.90
IMF ..
P.O.A.
JR 149 ( various finishes to order) .. £ 143.00
JRI50
£220-00
KEF Cantata
£384•00
KEF Calinda..
£218-00
KEF Corelli ..
E134-50
KEF Reference 101..
£ 162 00

166 St. Albans Road,Watford 5WD2 4AS.Tel:Watford 40633
ACCESS CARD

BARCLAYCARD
4 ARCLAYURD
.

VISA

You may telephone
your order quoting
Access or

J,

Buy it with Access

Barclaycard No.
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i
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i
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.•
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••
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£19.90
Shure M9SED
£13-90
Shure M95E.1
£55.00
£13•90 Shure VIS Type 3
£54.00
Shure
VIS
Type
4
Stax Sigma+SRD6SB .. £221-00 Sansui FRD3 .. .. £ I4.90 Empire 2000X .. ..
aeoo
KEF Reference 104AB
£265-00
P.O.A.
Wharfedale lsodynamic 2 £26-00 Sansui FRD4 .. .. [ 129.90 Empire EDR9 .. .. £69.25 Shure VIS Type 3HE
KEF Reference 105..
£705-00
£21.90
Sansui FRD5 .. .. E147•50 Grado FCE+ I .. .. £ 13.75 Shure M9SHE
KEF Celeste Ill
£97-50
£13.95
TURNTABLES ( P/P £3-50)
Sugden 00101 and SAU2
f64.00 Grado F3E+ .. .. £ 19.25 Stanton 500E
KEF Concorde 3
..
£ 165-00
£11.75
AND ARMS ( P/P L1-50)
Sugden 00101 ex. arm .. £ 18.00 Grado F2E.. .. .. £29.50 Stanton 500A
KEF ULSI & ULS2 Stands Pair .. £ 18-50 ADC LMFI .. .. £61.00 Sugden 2 P & C & SAUS £ 1.50 Grado FI + .. ..
£15-20
41.00 Stanton 500EE
Marantz 4G (Sp. off.)
£56-00 ADC LMF2£
£23-95
Stanton
680EE
..
•
•
• • - . £ 67.50 Sugden 013103 and arm ..
04.00 Goldring G900IGC .. £49-00
Marantz Avon
..
£47-50 ADC LMG-I Headshell .. £5-00 Sugden BD2A P & C &
£37-00
Goldring G900E .. .. £ 17.25 Stanton 68IEEE .. • •
Monitor Audio MA2 . • ..
P.O.A. ADC LMH-2 Shell
£59-95
SAW .. .. • • £82 .00 Goldring G800 .. .. £4.90 Stanton 88IS
..
£6.75
Monitor Audio MA9 . • ..
P.O.A. ADC ALT- I
£52.00
•_. • • £32- SO STD
•
•
•
P•0•A• Goldring G800E .. .. £7•90 Stanton 68IEES
Monitor Audio MAI6
P.O.A. Garrard SP25 Mk 6
£75-50
,,, Teac TSF15.4-ATI .
1 .. £66 .00 Goldring G900SE Mk 2 .. £37•25 Ultimo 20A Mk 2
Monitor Audio MA84
P.O.A.
£49•50
Chassis - •,., • • £29 '
5u Teac TSF30+ATII .. £78.00
Goldring DI10 Stylus .. £3.10 Ultimo 10X
Monitor Audio MAI (carr. free) .. £ 175-00 Hadcock ' D' Arm Unilift
£95.00
Thorens 126 MkC • • £ 8500 Goldring 0110E Stylus .. £5.90 Ultimo Dynavector 30A..
Monitor Audio MA6 (carr. free) .. £ 130-00
£119.00
Ultimo 30B
(P/P free) - .. £75 .00 Thorens TDI605 ex. arm £ 140.00 Lentek Pre-amp DIN or
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor
£133.00
Hadcock ' F' Arm & Unilift _ ,„„ Thorens TD126 Mk 3
Phono .. .. .. £57.00 Ultimo 30C'
(carr. free)
£79-90
£95.00
(Pe free) .. •_•
au'uu
BC/Series 35
.. .. £295.00 Lentek Entré .. .. £99.90 Ultimo 200 Mk 2.. ..
Mordaunt Short Carnival (carr. free) £89-90 Hadcock GH228 & Unilift . ,„„, Thorens TD104 .. .. £92 .00 Ortofon LM2OH .. .. £34.00 UAD Pre-amp ..
£37.50
Mordaunt Short Festival (carr. free) £ 114-00
(P/P free) • • • •
al ' uu Thorens TD105 .. .. £ 111.00 ortp(pp L1-120 .. .. £34.00
Mordaunt Short Pageant
PORTABLE RADIOS &
.. £ 172 ,
00
Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm.. £39-90 Thorens TOI 10 ( manual) £ 110.00 Ortofon LM30 .. .. £47.00
(Series 2) (carr. free) ..
RADIO CASSETTES
SME F3DS Damper .. £ 12•00 Thorens TOI IS
Ortofon LM3OH .. .. £47.00
Mordaunt Short Signifer
(P/P free)
p.o .A. SME S2 Headshell • • £5.73 (automatic) .. • . £ 144 .00 Ortofon FFIOE (Sp. off.) ..
Teak/Walnut .. •
SME 3009 S/2 Dec. Head £66-00 Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/BC £21&00 Ortofon MCIO (Sp. off.) .. £37.90 Aiwa TPR906 (Sp. off.) .. £99-95
Pioneer C5333 ..
£ 114-00
.. , £
£65 .
60 SME 3009 Fixed Head .. £61-00 Thorens TD160B/C Mk 2
£99.90 Ortofon FI5E Mk 2 .. £22.25 Aiwa TPR903
Pioneer SC434 ..
£ 143-00
.. .. £ 112-00 Thorens TDI6013/C/SME
Ortofon FF I5E Mk 2 (Sp. off.) £ 15.50 Aiwa TPR940
4 so SME Series 3
Pioneer CS535
£ 189-00
SME Series 35.. .. £85-00
3009 Fitted _.. .. £ 166.00 Ortofon M20E Super (Sp. off.) £43•90 Aiwa TPR950
Pioneer CS636 ...... LIIZUUSME Damper FD200
Aiwa
TPR905
..
£99-00
Thorens TD160BC+
Ortofon M20FL Super
£ 163-00
Quad Electrostatic • • •
P'
° '
A '
( P/P LI) .. .. £ 19-00
.. .. £51.00 Aiwa TPR935
3009 Fitted .. .. £ 157-55 ( Sp. off.)
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands P.O.A. SME CAI Series 3 '
Aiwa
TPR945
£
182-00
Spare
Toshiba SR220, SR225,
Ortofon VMS20E/2 (Sp. off.) £33.50
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
P.O.A.
Arm/Shell .. .. £ 16.25
512335, SR370, SRA230
Ortofon MC20 & STM72 £61-50 Aiwa ATP990 Dolby .. £ 195-00
Rogers Compact Monitor .. ..
P.O.A. Sugden BDI Chassis Kit.. £ 17-90
Marantz
CRI053L
£39-95
SR330, SR430 .. ..
P.O.A. Ortofon MCIO & STM72
Sansui ES203 (carr. free) .. .. (sew) Sugden BDI Module Kit.. £44-00 Toshiba SR270 .. .. £ 125-00 (Sp. off.)
Marantz CRI203L .. £49-95
Sansui ES207 (carr. free) .. .. £ 145.00 Sugden BDI Chassis .. £20-90 Toshiba SRF225D.. .. £85-00 Ortofon MCAIO .. .. £54.00 Marantz CRS2024 .. £89-95
Spendor
BCI MkSAI,
2, BC2,
BC3 and
Sugden BD2 & SAU2
£ 170-90
Mini Monitor
various
Toshiba SRF325+cart .. £85-00 Ortofon FFI5E .... £ 13-25 Panasonic DR26
£38-00
Chassis (Sp. off.) ..
new) Toshiba SRF530 Direct
Ortofon MCIO & MCAIO £88-00 Roberts RT22
• • • • •
finishes .. ..
Roberts R606MB
£54.00
• • £79 .75 0 TURNTABLE PACKAGES
Drive+cart. .. .. £99-90 Ortofon MC20 .. .. £57-00
Tangent SPLI .. ..
Roberts RM20
£213-50
£299•95
p p £500)
CARTRIDGES ( 1
3/P L1•50)
Ortofon/SME 30H Cartiarm £85-00
Roberts RM30
£44-00
Tangent RS6 ....
Pickering P/AC .. ..
Tannoy Arden .. .. .. £490-00 ADC 1500FG & QLM34/3 £66•00 ADC XLM Mk 3Improved £37•00
Robert RM50
£65-50
Tannoy Berkeley .. .. .. £455.00 ADC 1600D0 & QLM36/3 £85-00 ADC XLM Super, Case
Pickering P/ATE .. .. £ 12.75 Roberts Rambler .. £24-75
Tannoy TI55 Cambridge .. .. £ 137.00 ADC 17000 Quartz &
and Headshell .. .. £33•75 Pickering V15 Micro 4AME £20-25
Sharp GF8585
£ 159•90
Tannoy T125 Oxford (Sp. off.) .. aso-oo
XLM/3 - .. _ £ 106-00 ADC VLM Mk 3 Improved
as- so Pickering XSV3000 .. £62.00
Sharp GF9I91
£ 182-00
Tannoy T145 Ascot .. .. £248.00 Aiwa AP2I00 & Cart. .. £79 .90 ADC ZLM Mk 3 (Sp. off.) £ 57 .
50 Pickering XVI5625E .. £26-75
Sharp GF9090
£ 149-90
Tanner" T165 Chester .. .. £24o-oo Aiwa AP2300 & Cart. .. £ 107-50 ADC QLM30/3 .. .. £9.25 Satin MI I7G (Sp. off.) ..
aeoo Sharp GF9I91
£ 179•90
Tannoy TI85 Dorset .. .. £289-00 Aiwa AP2400 & Cart. .. £ 113.50 ADC QLM32/3 .. .. £8-90 Satin M I17Z .. .. £38-90
Toshiba RT6510 Auto
Tannoy T225 Mayfair .. .. £330-00 Aiwa AP2500 (Sp. off.) .. £99•90 ADC QLM34/3 .. . £9-90 Shure M44E .. .. £7-90
Reverse .. £ 103-50
Videotone Minimax 2 (add PIP £3-50) £53-50 Aiwa Ap2600 „ ., £ 189.00 ADC QLM36/3 .. .' .
LIS .
90
Shure MSSE .. .. £8-90
Videotone GB3 .. .. .. £5750 Aiwa AP3000 Linear
ADC QLM36 Improved .. £ 15-90 Shure M75-65 .. .. £7-90 ID VHS VIDEO TAPE ( P/P 65p)
Wharfedale E30 ( carr. free) .. £ 198-90
Track (Sp. off.) .. .. £345.00 ADC ZLM/3 Improved .. £61-00 Shure M75B Type 2 .. £ 10-75 TDK VHS E120
£ 10-50
Shure M75ED Type 2
£ 15-25
Wharfedale E50 (carr. free) .. £289 -90 Akai AP206 ex. Cart... £8
Buy an LMG I Magnesium
ea Wharfedale E70 (carr. free) .. £339•90 Akai AP006 (Sp. off.) .. £ 105-00 shell for £ 3-50 with any of above Shure M7 5E.1 Type 2 .. £ 12-90 TDK VHS E180 .. .. £ 13-00
Wharfedale Chevin XP2 .. .. £34.90 BSR BDS95 Module
ADC cartridges saving LI-SO
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Teak .. £ 149-00
inc. carr. • • • £ 4400 AKG P6E .. .. .. £ 17-50
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 Teak .. £ 184.00 Garrard DD130 8;
AKG P7E .. .. ..
ao•oo
Wharfedale Denton XP2 .. .. £48-90
M75ED2.. .. •
187.00
AKG P8E .. .. .. £46-50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 .. .. £59.90 Garrard GT25P & M7565 £75 .00 AKG P8ES.. . .. £57-00
Wharfedale Linton XP2 .. .. £81. 90 Harman Kardon S1'7
Audio Technica Ai-30E
£33•50
(Sp. off.) • • • • £15500
Moving Coil - ..
HARMAN KARDON
AKAI AC3500 receiver
STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P LI-SO) Hitachi PS38 Direct
Audio Technica AT630
£38•00
HK330 receiver
Aiwa HP30 .. .. .. • • £ 1
1500
Drive ( Sp. off.) .. .. £7700
Transformer . • • •
Akai ASE7 .. . • .. .. £8-70 Hitachi PS48 Direct
Decca London Mk 5
Pair of BOLIVAR 125
BOLIVAR
125
Loud£38.00
Akai ASEII .. .. .. .. £ 12-75
Drive (Sp. off.) .. .. £99-00
Export .. .. • •
loudspeakers
speakers
Akai ASE22+Volume control .. £ 14-50 Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive
Decca London EExport ..
£55-00
HITACHI HT324 turnAkai ASE80C Electret .. - £89•00 (Sp. off.) .. .. £ 125 .00G
£42.00
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £43-90 Hitachi HT350 Direct
Decca London Maroon ..
table with cartridge •
£33.00
Beyer ETI000 .. „ .. £ 114-00
Drive (Sp. off.).. .. £87•00 Decca London Blue
£6.00
Beyer DT220 .. .. .. £24-50 Hitachi HT353 Quartz
Empire 999REX
£6.90
Beyer DT440
•.
£2450 (sp. off.) • • • • £ 7970 Empire 2001E
P."
Beyer DT44I • •£3100 Hitachi HT463 Quartz
AIWA AT9700 tuner
AIWA AX7600 receiver
Koss ESPIO .. .. £264-50
(Sp. off.)
AIWA AX7400 receiver
Koss HVIA . . .. .. £34 -50 Hitachi HT550 Quartz
AIWA AD6400 cassette
AIWA AD6800 cassette
(Sp. off.)
£ 129-00
Koss HVILC .. .. £37-50
AIWA AA8700 amplifier
£79-00
Koss HV2A .. .. .. £26-50 Hitachi HT354
deck
deck
£98-00
Koss K6A . . .. .. £ 113-75 Hitachi HT356
AWAI LK3000 parallel
AIWA AP2500 turntable
Aiwa AP2500 turntable
£ 179-00
Koss K6ALC .. .. £21-50 Hitachi HT660
tracking turntable
Koss KI25 .. .. .. .. £22-00 Marantz 6100W (Sp. off.) £57-50
RK 31 rack
RK30 rack
Koss KI35 Level Control .. .. £25-00 Marantz 6170 .. £92-00
Koss K145 .. .. .. £33-75 Marantz TT2000 Quartz .. £75-00
Koss K600 .. .. .. .. £ 15-50 Marantz TT4000 Quartz .. £ 107-00
Koss K650 Level Controls .. £ 17-50 Pioneer PL200X &
PCI10/11
£85-00
Koss Phase 2 • • .. .. £39-90
Koss Phase 2+2 Quadraphonic .. £99-90 Pioneer PL300X & PCI50 £ 102-00
HITACHI HMA/6500/HCA6500 £ 189.90
£144.90
AIWA ADL40
Koss Pro 4 Triple A .. .. £51.00 Pioneer PL400X & PCI50 £ 129-90
PIONEER PLI 17 auto turn£165.00
AIWA AD6400
Koss Technician 2 .. .. .. £43-50 Pioneer PL600X £ 199-90
Pioneer
PL5I2
£48-90
Koss Technician VFR .. .. £53-50
table/Ortofon FF I5E ..
£99.90
£298.00
AIWA AD6900
Pioneer Monitor 10 .. .. £35-00 Pioneer PLI 170 (Sp. off.) £79-90
PIONEER SA506
£75.00
£95.00
AIWA AX7400
Pioneer SE205 .. .. .. £ 11-50 Rotel RPI000 DD & Cart. £89-90
PIONEER SA706
£115.00
£139.90
AIWA AX7600
Pioneer SE305 .. .. £ 18-00 Rotel RP6400 DD & Cart. £99-90
SANSUI SRB200 Cartridge
£55.00
Sennheiser HD224X
£35-75 Rotel RP9400 Quartz &
£99-95
AIWA AP2500
Cart.......£ 14995
Sennheiser HD400
..
£ 11-25
SANSUI STD305M .. . £150.00
£139.90
AIWA AP2600
£19-00 Rotel RP900 & QLM/Z
Sennheiser HD4I4X
SANSUI STD305D with Had£166.00
(Sp. off.) • • .. £55-00
£26-50
GOODMANS RB65
Sennheiser HD424X
£23-50 Sansui SRB200-1-cart .. £57-50
cock GH228 arm ..
£265.00
£199-00
Sennheiser HD420
HITACHI SR903
Sennheiser HD430
£30-50 Sansui SR222E Mk 2 .. £61-00
080P (Sp. off.) £59-00
Sennheiser Unipopular 200 .. £99-90 Sansui FR I
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic .. £91-50 Sansui SR333E Direct
All these Systems sent Carriage FREE on UK Mainland
Drive (Sp. off.) .. £99-90
Stax 51‘44 Electret
..
£70-00
EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB £ 143-00 Sansui SR838E
£218.50 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
Empire 2000E IV

e

o

£
8.90

.

Telephone us to check our latest low price
STOP PRESS EXAMPLES OF
OUR FINAL DRASTIC REDUCTIONS!

•

Special offer £225

Special offer £365

Special offer £359

Special offer £565 Special offer £760

ompe iive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/4 lines

AZAT
TUNERS

RECEIVERSeuNDit AMPS
Akai
AA1125 .. £109.00
AA1135 .. £129-00
Aiwa ..

P.O.A.

JVC

P.O.A.

Marantz

P.O.A.

Pioneer
SX590
SX690

Inquire for
Best Prices

Sansui
TA300
G401
G301
TA500
G5500
R30
R50
R70

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Sony
STR232L
STR333L
STR434L >
STRV3L
I
STRV4L J
Technics

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
P.O.A.

Yamaha

P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
Akai
AM2250
.. £74.95
AM2350 .. £109.95
AM2450 .. £127.95
Denon
PMA200
PMA400

Inquire for
f Best Prices

JVC
AS3
AS5
JAS22
JAS44
JAS55

P.O.A.
£8640
moeoo
£172.00
£20eoo

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

Pioneer
SA408
SA508
SA608
SA708
SA7800
SA8800
SA9800

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
P.O.A.
P

Rotel
RA214
RA314
RA414
RA714

.
..
..
..

Sansui
A40 (.•
A60
A80
AU117 Mk 2
AU217 Mk2
AU317 Mk2
AU417
I
AU719
I
AU919
BAF1
CAF1
Sony
TA212A
TA333
TAF30
TAF3A
TA535
TAF40
TA636
TAF5A
TAF60
Technics
SU8011
SU8022
SU8044
SU8055
SU8077K
SU8088
SU9011
SE9021
Yamaha

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

eoeso
£128.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ORDER BY ' PHONE OR POST

e

Akai
AT2250
AT2450L
AT2650

.. £76.95
.. £129.95
.. £173-95

Denon
TU200 ..
TU300 ..
JVC
TV3L
.TV5L
T4OP
JTV77
TX5
Pioneer
TX408L
TX608
TX7800
TX9800
Rotel
RT226
RT226LW
Sansui
TU217 ..
TU317 ..
TU417 ..
TU 719
TU919 }
TUX1
T60
T80
Sony
ST212AL
STA3OL
ST333L
STJ60
ST636
Technics

TD106BC/11 .• £ 88 •00
TD115 £141.00
TD126/11I/C
£262.00
T0126/111/BC .. £214.00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ARMS 8, CARTRIDGES

•
Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Audio Technica
AT1100
P.O.A.
AT605
£13.00
AT606
£15.00
AT620 sp cables £15.00
ATMS .. £11.00
MG10
£6.00
MG9
".
£10.00
Arm-lift ..
£eso

1
Inquire
for
Best
Prices
£60.00
£70.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Inquire
for
Best
Prices
Inquire
for
Best
Prices
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Akai . • .. P.O.A.
Aiwa . ,
P,O.A.
BSR
Inquire for Best
Prices.
Full Range
Denon
DP2500
P.O.A.
DP2550
P.0 A
JVC
LA11 }
Inquire,
LA55
QLA5R
QLF4
Micro Seiki
ioneer
512 ..
L200 ..
PL300
P.O.A
PL400
P.O.A.
PL600
P.O.A.
-P4L1000
P.O.A.
Sansui
5R222111
£6100
FRD3
.. new)
FRD4
.. £ 119-00
FRQ5
.. £145.00
Sony
PS212A
P.O.A.
PS212A
PST15
Inquire
PS333
for
PSX35
Best /'
PricesPSS6X3460
P
Technics
SL15011 . •
SL1500/10 II .. £25000
SL1400/1011 • . £275.00
SL1300/1011 • • £276.00
SL221
Inquire
SL18001I
for
Best
SLL1167000011II
S
Prices
SLB2 .. • • P.O.A.
SLB3 .. • • P.O.A.
SLD2 .. • • P.O.A.
SLD3 .. • . P.O.A.
SLQ2 .. • • P.O.A.
SLQ3 .. • • P.O.A.
Thorens
TD104
.. £90-00
TD105
moeoo

Denon
DL103
£7040
011030 £127.00
DL1035
A U320 .. £7
DL303 £14
HA500
£95.
Ortofon
Complete range P.O.A.
SME
300911IS .. moo
3009/111 "
£109-00
3009 Mk 2 .. £64.00
3009 non DT £59.00
Shell S2 .. £6.00
F0200 .. £20.00
HADCOCK
"0" type arm £80-00
Mayware formufa 4
Mark 111 .. £49 95
Shure
M75ED
£15.00
M75EJ
£14.00
M95ED .. £20-90
M95EJ
£17.00
V15MK Ill HE .. P.O.A.
V15MKIV
£88.00
M95HE
£25.00
Platter Pad .. P.O.A.
Glass Mat .. P.O.A.

(PAIRS)
lemaster
Inquir
1..pyices,

AR90

AR18
AR14,\. .. • •
AR91 .. • .
AR92 .. • .
CelestioW
D15XR
022
033
D442
JBL
JR
JR149 .. • •
Woofer
JR150 .. • •
Dalesford
D .. • .
KLH
300 .. • .
331 .. • .
317 ..
Monitor Audio
MA16
Mini Monitor
MA9
MA6
MA4MK2
MA3MK2
MA2
MA4
Tannoy
Cambridge • •
Oxford .. • .
Ascot .. • .
Chester

DELIVERY CHARGE £4.00 PER ITEM IN U.K.

£209-00
£122.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Inquire
for
Best
Prices
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£oeoo
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Dorset ..
mew
Mayfair £327•00
Barkley Mk II
P.O.A.
Marantz
7Mk11 •. e7eoo
HD440 .. • • £102-00
HD550 £178.00
4G/3 « . • £73.00
Wharf eciale
Chevin XP2 £34.00
Denton XP2
£51.00
Shelton XP2 £66.00
Linton XP2 £79•00
Glendale XP2
£105.00
Dovedale SP2 £179.00
Teesdale SP2 £131.00
E30 .. £188.00
E50 .. £254.00
E70'. £315.00
E90
P.O.A.
Laser 200
. P.O.A.
Laser 400
. P.O.A.
Yamaha
Full range

.. £244.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa,
Akai,
JVC,
National,
Hitachi,
Sanyo,
Sony,
Toshiba,
Marantz
Inquire for Best Prices
VIDEO
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sanyo, Sony,
National, Akai
Please call for inquiries
American Express
Access . Barclaycard
Credit facilities available

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CS703D
C57040
GXC706D
GX07090
GXC715D

.. £ 83 00
.. £113.00
.. £128.00
.. £163 00

Gxco
np ..

£z15-oo

£200-00
GXC732121 .. £200.00
GXC735O .. £265.00
GXC750D
Êneoo
GXF90 . £ 324-00_
GXM10 £ 131-00
GXM30 £148•00
GXM50
£280.00
GXF80 £ 268 00
Aiwa
AD2000
£146 00
ADL40 .. £204.00
A D6700 .. £309-00
DM•ilke,'" • • £ 340
AD le200 . • £
410
ADM 700£ 9.00
JVC
KDA2
£93.00
K0720
£90.00
KDA3
meoo
KDA5 .• £195.00
KDA7
P.O.A.
Nakamichi
480
481
482
Inquire
580
for
581
Best
582
Prices
670
680
Pioneer
CTF500
CT F600
CTF650
Inquire
CTF750
for
CTF850
Best
CTF950
Prices
CT F1250
Sansui
D90
£804:10
D100 . .
P.O.A.
SC1300/1330 .. £132.00
SC3300/3330 .. £186.00
Sony
TCU2
TCU30
TCK35
Inquire
TCK45
for
TCK55
Best
TCU60
Prices
TCK65
TCK75
Technics .. P.O.A.

Akai
AA1010 • £89.95
Aiwa
ADE 600 . £172-00

r

Amstrad
3000. i' .. £2908.95
EX an
.. .
£.00
Karcion
ation 15 .. £130.00
30C .. ..
£91.95
JVC
P3030 pre amp
£235.00
'M3030 power
amp .. £350.00
Marantz
1050 .. £75.00
62700 .. £119.00
2252B .. £284.00
2238B1 .. £215.00
2226BL .. £148 00
150L .. £207.00
1530L .. £152.00
2120 ..
£166-00
21101 ..
£166.00
2100 ..
£90.00
2050L .. .. £85.00
1072 .. .. £95.00
5000 .. .. £92.00
5010B .. .. £106 00
5030
.. .. £220.00
Micro S eiki
DD40 .. .. £210.00
Rotel
RX603 .. £225.95
Sansui
QRX9001 £690-00
BA2000 £320.00
SC5110 £269.00
Sony
STR5800
receiver .. £199.00
TC510/2 reel to
reel portable
deck .. .. £430.00
TA F3A ..
£99.00
Yamaha ..
CR420 .. .. £150.00
CR820 .. .. £209.00
CR1020 .. £260.00
CA1010 .. £310.00
CT810 .. .. £156.00
CT1010 .. £190.00

MICRO SYSTEMS
REEL TO REEL DECKS

P.O.A.
£163.00
£245.00
£245.00

Sony
TC339
Technics
Teac

Akai
172211 .. .•
GXC620D
GX4000D
GX4000DB

£213 00
£370.00
£196.00
£229.00

• PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

Please inquire
for Best Prices
VIDEO
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sony, National
Inquire for Best Prices

e

SPECIALISTS IN EXPORT

.
1)—

;

Been onto a
Teletape
ia-Àwinner yet?

es1ou %
n.

IC 138?
1bv Cassette %Dec

ever_
e

THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL
TOSHIBA
PC-4020

Dolby B Cassette Deck

NAKAMICHI
DT350

-

Battery/
Mains
Portable
Recorder

Contact us rtow for
winning prices on
the following:

This compact deck
delivers performance
befitting the best home
music system, plus
'portable studio' use. The
350 features'Nakamichi's
proven heavy duty DC
servomotor driven transport,
Focused- Field Crystal Permalloy
record/playback head, three
microphone inputs, headphone
output, 35 dB range peak level
meter, tape selection, Dolby Noise
Reduction and low- noise low power
consumption electronics. Far more
than an exercise in miniaturization,
the 350 is an engineering triumph.

Teleitape £ 170)
Price
....CA+ £3.00 P&P

INCLUDING CARRYING CASE, RECHARGEABLE BATTERY AND MAINS LEAI
By the time this ad appears we'll have made more special deals with other
leading manufacturers. Phone today for latest prices on amplifiers, turntables,
cassette decks, speakers, etc.

OUR USUAL PRICE £ 172.00

SALE PRICE

£95.00

Securicor Delivery f3 extra

AIWA AX7600
MIRA RECEIVER

•
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OUR USUAL PRICE £ 229 .
00

SALE PRICE

vet neettery reeve

£149.00

Securicor Delivery t3 extra

MAIL ORDER MADE EASY
Simply telephone your Barclaycard
or Access number or send Postal
Order, cheque with order. Goods will be despatched
(subject to availab lity) by Securicor within 24 hours. All
equipment is brand new fully guaranteed and offered with
full after sales service.
Cheerful refund if within 7days of purchase any item is
found to be faulty. We will gladly refund the full purchase
price or replace the faulty item. Credit terms for personal
shoppers.
PERSONAL EXPORT For U.K. visitors at cash and carry
tax free prices.
DIRECT EXPORT For goods shipped overseas, fully
;nsured, at discount tax free prices. Write for delivery quote.

TELETAPE
Pr ices correct at

trine

of going to press but subject to change without nOtice.

AGENTS FOR:
Acoustic Research, ADC, Aiwa, A
Aurex, BASF, BEtW, Celestion,
Dual, JR Loudspeakers, JVC,
Koss, Marantz, Maxell, Nakamichi,
Ortofon, Panasonic, Quad,
Revox B, Sansui, Sennheiser,
Shure, Sony, Spendor, Stanton,
TDK, Technics, Thorens, JVC Et
National VHS Video Recorders.

33 Edg ware Road. W2.
84/88 Shaftesbury Ave.. W I.
Tel .01-7231942/2924
Tel: 01437 1651.
Open 9a.m 530p m. Monday- Saturday.

PLAIIII",1MVEID
NEVER AGAIN AT
THESE PRICES!

*YAMAHA
BARGAINS

CR620 Receiver .. £ 169.00
CR820 Receiver .. £ 199.95
CRI020 Receiver .. £260.00
CR2020 Receiver £295.00
(Carriage and insurance add £.5 per
item)
Full two-year guarantee

ADC SSI Soundshaper £61.00
ADC SS2 Mk II Soundshaper £ 141.95
ADC SLM2/Meter . , .. £40.75
Armstrong 621
£ 122.50
Hitachi HA4500S £ 112.50
Hitachi HA5700S £ 170-00
Pioneer SA408
£59.50
Pioneer SA508
£94.00
Pioneer SA608
£ 128.50
Pioneer SA708
£ 169.50
Pioneer SA7800
£239.50
Pioneer SA8800
£282.50
Pioneer SA9800 .. £367.50
Quad 33/44/303/405
P.O.A.
Sansui AU2I7 Mk II
£ 109.95
Sansui AU3I7 Mk 11
£ 166.95
Sansui AU4I7 .. £210.00
Sansui AU7I 9
..
£310.00
Sansui A40 .. .. £69.00
Sansui A60 ... .. £99-00
Sansui A80
..
£ 129.00
Yamaha A450/A550/Â1
P.O.A.

Receivers
Aiwa AX7300
Aiwa AX7700
Aiwa AX7800
Akai AAI125
Akai AA I135
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec.
Armstrong 625 FM ..
Armstrong 626 AM/FM ..
Hitachi
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer SX890
Pioneer SX980
Pioneer SXI080
Pioneer SXI980
Rotel RX203L
Sansui R50 ..
Sansui R70 ..
Tand berg
TR2045/20601212080
Yamaha CR220 ..
Yamaha CR420 ..
Yamaha CR620 ..
Yamaha CR820
Yamaha CR1020 .
Yamaha CR2020 ..
Yamaha MS6 Music Centre..
Yamaha MSS Music Centre..

•.••

188

£104 00
£164 00
¿264-50
£125 00
£139-00
£255 00
£193-50
£222-50
P.O.A.
£99.50
£129..50
£203.00
1264-00
£398.00
£449-50
£735 00
£98.00
£119-00
£155.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
£169-00
£199.95
£260.00
£295 00
£255-00
£315-00

(

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950's. Expert
guidance from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by a cheque
card. Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

M
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orcier by phone 01-952 3238

All prices include VAT at 15%.
Please add £ 3.00 per item towards
carriage and insurance ( cartridges
and styli post 75p).
Demonstrations, expert guidance
and after sales service.

SPEAKERS Complete
Aiwa Mini SCE II ( pair) ..
£69-00
Akai Mini SW7 ( pair) ..
¿72-00
Celestion Ditton 121 ( pair)
P.O.A.
Celestion County ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton I5XR ( pair) P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 22 ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 332 ( pair)
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair)
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair)
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair)
P.O.A.
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk 2 P.O.A.
IMF Electronics all models..
P.O.A.
Jordan-Watts Janet (pair) .. £69.00
Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) ..
moo
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair) .. £ 125-00

KEF Celeste Ill
KEF Corelli
All
KEF Calinda
normally
KEF Concord Ill
in stock
KEF Cantata ..
Prices on
KEF Model 101
application
KEF Model 104AB ..
KEF Model 105 Series 11
JR 149 ( pair).. £ 128-50
JR Super Woofer ..
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short Festival 2..
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short Pageant 2
P.O.A.
RAM ..
P.O.A.
Spendor BC' Mk II ::
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan-Watts Module £25-00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit .. £ 10.75
KEF 104 AB Kit .. £ 130-00
KEF Cantata Kit ..
mew
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit £40.00
KEF 127
£8.95
KEF BI10
£ 11-50
KEF 13200
£ 12-75
KEF BI39
£26-50
KEF DN12 (T27/B I10/6139) £7.75
KEF DNI3 (127/8200) ..
11111,

Aiwa ADM200
£120-oo
Aiwa AD2000 Dolby £99-95
Aiwa ADL40 Dolby/Met .. £16900
Aiwa AD6700 Dol/Met/Rem. £269-00
Aiwa ADM600 Dol/Met .. £
moo
Aiwa ADM700 Dolby/3H/Met £225.00
Aiwa AD6900 Mk II Dol/3H/
Rem/Met .. £399.00
Akai GX4000D Reel/3H £219.50
Akai GX4000DB Reel/Dolby £259.00
Akai CS703D Dolby .. • £94-50
Akai GXC704D Dolby .. £ 125-50
Akai GXM I
0 Dol./Met. .. £ 138-00
Akai GXM30 Dol./Met. .. £ 156-00
Akai GXM50 Dol./3H/Met. £224-50
Akai GXF80 Dol./3H/Met. £299-50
Akai GXF90 Dol./3H/Met. £359-50
\Hitachi D4OS
£115.00
Hitachi D755
£170.00

Turntables
ADC 1700DD/XLM..
Akai AP206
Aiwa AP2400
Aiwa AP2600
Garrard SP25/6
Hitachi HT356
Linn Sondek LPI2
Pioneer PL5I2
Pioneer PL200X
Pioneer PL300X
Pioneer PL400X
Pioneer PL600X
Pioneer PLL1000
Sansui 5R222 Mk II ..
Thorens TD160BC/Mk Il
Thorens TDI60 Super
Thorens TD104
Thorens TD105
Thorens TO I26BC/Mk Ill

••
•.
••
.•
••
••
.•
••
•.
••
.•
.•
•.
.•
•.
••
•.
.•

£111-50
¿85-00
£125 00
£155-00
£46.00
£98.00
P.O.A.
£49.50
£89-50
¿112-00
£132.00
¿204-00
£409.50
£68-00
£98-00
P.O.A..
£86.95
£104-50
£192.00

Systems
Akai Pro 100
Aiwa Micro Compo
P.O.A.
Pioneer Mini 3000 ..
All
Pioneer X33/55/77/99/
jStock
ystems .. • • ,1

Nakamichi
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF500 Dolby .. £89.00
Pioneer CTF600 Dolby .. £ 109.00
Pioneer CTF650 Dolby/Met £ 171.95
Pioneer CTF750 Dol/Met/Rev £213.95
Pioneer CTF850 Do!/3H/Met £233.95
Pioneer CTF950 Dol/3H/Met £333.95
Pioneer CTFI250 Dol/3H/Met £458-95
Sansui D90
£89-00
Sansui D100 Met .. £ 114-oo
Tandberg TD20A Reel ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD320 Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD440A Dol./3H/Met
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC520 Dolby .. £ 145.00
Yamaha TC1000D Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha K350
Yamaha K850
Yamaha K950

Tuners

Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Hitachi FT4000
Hitachi FT5000 •
Hitachi FT8000 •
Marantz
Pioneer TX408L
Pioneer TX608L •
Pioneer TX9800
Pioneer TX131000 •
Quad FM3 ..
Sansui 160 ..
Sansui T80 ..
Sansui TU2I7
amaha 1550/11/12

.
•
•
•

..
..
..
..
..

£ 137-00
£ 106-00
£89-75
£ 143.00
£206.00

.. £59.50
.. £94.50
.. £225-00
.. £254.50
.. £69-00
• . £99.75
.. £ 105.00

maxell

TAPE BARGAINS
UL60 ..
80p
UL90
99p
UDXL IC90
..
£ 1-83
UDXL2 C60 .. . £ 1.45
UDXL2 C90 .. .. £ 1.83
MX60 C60 Metal .. .. £3.35
Just arrived VHS video tope
7" UD Reel .. .. .. £4.30
7" UDXL Reel .. £5-40
lOr UDXL Reel
£ 12.40

Pick-Up Arms,
Cartridges& Styli
ADC LMG IHead Shell £.5.00
Formula 4 Mk Ill .. .. £49-45
SME 3009 Improved .. £57.00
SME 3009 S2.. .. .. £62-50
SME 3009 Mk III .. .. £ 107-00
SME FD200 Damper .. £ 18-75
Cartridges
Price
Styli
*ADC QLM36 3Imp. £ 17.50
P.O.A.
*ADC Vi..M 3 Imp. £25.00 £ 19.00
*ADC XLM 3 Imp. £36.75 £23-00
*ADC ZLM Imp. £59.50 £33-50
Goldring 0110 ( Styli for G800) £4-00
Mayware M/C 2C £49.45 Mayware 124 Trans £49-45 Mayware M/C 3L £49.45 Ortofon FFI5E2 £ 15.00
P.O.A.
Ortofon Fl5E2 £22.00
P.O.A.
Ortofon VMS20E 11 £32-50
P.O.A.
Shure M44/7 £8.25 £6.00
Shure M55/E £9-50 £7.50
Shure M75/E.12 £ 13.50 £ 10.00
Shure M75/ED2 £ 16.00 £ 13.75
Shure M95/HE £21-00 £ 17.50
Shure VI5/3HE
£54-oo £21-50
Shure V15/4 £66.00 £29.50
Shure N75/6 ( Styli) - £7.00
Shure N93/E ( Styli) - £ 10.50
•With free LMGI Headshell

HEADPHONES
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Yamaha
Yamaha
ari
naha

N

5E205
5E305
5E505 ..
Monitor 10
HPI
HP2
HP3

•.
••
••
•.
••
••
••

£12-75
£19-50
£40-00

new

£35-00
£26.00
fyl

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex
HA8 7HE
Telephone:
01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat. A‘, .
except
Enwp,a,
Th ursday,
dosed all day.
Easy Parking
I,
(at rear)

itfcYi

If you like our names you'll love our prices
AIWA • AKG • AKAI • ARMSTRONG • AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TECHNICA • AUREX • BANG
& OLUFSEN • BEYER • BOSE • CHARTWELL • CELESTION • CORAL • DUAL • EMPIRE •
ENTRE • FERROGRAPH • GRADO • HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF • JBE • JVC
KEF • KOSS • LENTEK • MICRO SEIKI • MORDAUNT-SHORT • MONITOR AUDIO • NEAL •
ORTOFON • PIONEER • QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SANSUI • SENNHEISSER • SHURE
SMC • SME • SONY • SPENDOR • STAX • SUGDEN • TEAC • TECHNICS • THORENS •
TOBHIBA • TRIO • ULTIMO • VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA

sr Phone now for our latest price!
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong
621 teak or rosewood £ 109.00
Hitachi
£95.00
HA3500S
£109.00
HA4500S
£169.00
HA5700S
£79.00
HCA6500
£145.00
HM A6500
£259.00
HA7700
JVC
AS5
£69.00
JAS22
£ 109.00
JAS77
£243.00
Pioneer
SA408
£59.00
SA508
£93.00
SA608
£ 129.00
SA708
£ 169.00
Quad
33, 44, 303.405
Sansul
A40
£75.00
A60
£99.00
A80
•
£ 139.00
AU217 Mk. 2
£ 110.00
AU3I7 Mk. 2
£ 167.00
Sugden
A48
Technics
SU8011
£99.00
SLI8022 £ 126.00
SU8055
£ 199.00
Trio
KA305
£99.00
KA405
£ 157.50
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
ADL40
£ 149.00
ADM700 • £279.00
AD2000
£ 149.00
A06350
£ 152.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocords in teak or rosewood
1900
Dual
C830
Hitachi
D3OS
£99.00
D4OS
£ 116.130
JVC
KDA2
£92.00
KDA3
£ 140.00
KDA5
£ 195.00
KDIO
£ 120.00
KD720
£89.00
Pioneer
£88.00
CTF 500
£107.00
CT F600
£169.00
CT F650
£209.00

ELM°

D90
£89.00
£139.00
SC1330
Technics
£99.00
RSMIO
£119.00
RSM17
CASSETTE RECEIVERS
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres in teak or rosewood
2600 and 4000

HEADPHONES
AK G
K40
K80
K141
K240/4
K340/4
Beyer
DT440
Koss
Pro 4AAA
K6ALC
K6A •
Sennheisser
HD400 .
140414X HD420
HD424X
HD430
H0224S

£14.90
£24.00
£32.00
£45.00
£79.00
£29.00

£211.75
£12.00
£21.00
£24.00
£30.00
£33.00
£41.00

MUSIC CENTRES
Bang & Olufsen .
Beocentre teak or rosewood
2800, 460
Toshiba
£269.00
SM2950
£309.00
SM3350

PICK-UP-ARMS
Infinity
Black Widow £ 129.00
SME
3009 fixed
£62.00
£69.00
3009/52
3009 Seri
3£ 116.00
3009 Seri 3S
£83.00

PICK {UP CARTRIDGES
AK '

£86.00
£132.00
£145.00
£166.00
£209.00
f265.00

P :2S
(20.00
P
£
65.00
P8E
£56.00
£30.00
P7E
Audio Telthnica
AT300
£39.00
Grade
FCE + 1
13.75
£
F3E 19.25
+
•
£
F2
+£ 29.50
F1
+£ 41.75
Glans
MFG- 11
£ 15.70
Ortofon
LM20
£35.00
11)430
£43.50
MC10
£43.00
MC10 1n4. Trans
65.00 £
M20E Super £46.00
MC20 M ving coil £59.00
M20FL
£54.00
VMS20E Mk 2
25.00 £
MCA 10 Pro amplifier £59.00
F150 M 2
£21.00
FF15E Mk2
£ 15.00
Concord 20
42.00
£
Concorde 30
£56.00
Reference
£79.00
S
UP1 c
mtr
o
e 1
10X
£53.00

RECEIVERS
Armstrong
625 teak or r/wood
£170.00
£199.00
626 teak or r/wood

Prices and stock shown are correct at the trole of going to press

Cie Chew & Osborne
148 High Street, Epping, Essex.

Alte
£50.00
£44.00

e2aso

Most of the equipment listed is on comparator
demonstration at both showrooms.
All prices include VAT. Credit terms available.
Post coupon or order by phone using your
credit card number.

26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex.

£169.00

£56i 50

LOUDSPEAKERS
Audiomaster
MLS1, MLS4
Bang & Olufsen
Beovox S35 teak
Beovox S35 rosewood
Beovox S45/2 teak
Beeves S45/2 rosewood
C40 alum
Celef
Domestic II Super
Monitor Improved
PEI
Celestion
County
£81.00
Ditton 15XR
£ 123.00
Ditton 332
£242.00
Olden 551
£363.00
Chartwell
PM110
PM210, PM410
Harbeth
HL Pro monitors £299.00
Jim Rogers
JR 149
£ 143.00
JR150
£222.00
KEF
Corelli
Calinda
Concord 111
101
104AB
104AB Kit
105 Mk. II
Celeste III
MordOunt-Short
Carnival tk/walnut
Festival tk/walnut
Pageant tk/walnut
Signifer tk/walnut
Quad
Electrostatic
RAM
Compact
Bookshelf Mk 2
CD20
100
150
200

Reference
Standard
Rogers
Export M itors
LS5/ 3A
Spender
BCI
Videotone
GB3
Minimes I

Tel: ( 0799) 23728
Closed Thursday
Tel: ( 0378) 74242
Closed Wednesday

Bang & Olufsen
Beomasters in teak or
rosewood
lae
2200, 2400,
Hitachi
SR 504L
£ 139.00
SR604
£ 169.00
SR804
£219.00
SR2010L
£99.00
JVC
RS5L
£ 129.00
RS7
£ 169.00
Pioneer
SX590
£ 124.00
SX690
£ 149.130
SX790
£ 199.013
&maul
R30
£99.00
R50
£ 125.00
R70
£ 159.00
Trio '
KR2010L £ 109.00
'KR3010L £ 149.00
REEL TO REEL

Reyes
B77 2or 4-track
Sony
TC399

TUNERS
Armstrong
623 teak
623 rosewood
624 teak
624 rosewood
Dual
CT1140
Hitachi
FT4000
JVC
TV3L
TV5L
T4OP
Pioneer
TX408L
TX608L
Quad
FM3
Sansui
T60
T80
TU317
Sugden
T48
Technics
ST8011L
ST8044L
ST8055
Trio
KT413

'JP
£265.00

£135.00'
£137.00
£104.00
£106.00

£89.00
£79. 00
£99.00
£169.00
£59.00
£92.00

£75.00
£109.00
£110.00

£99.00
£159.00
£169.00

Bang & Olufsen
Beograms in teak or rosewood
1700
£ 105.00
2202
£ 154.001
Dual
CS506
CS522
CS606
CS626
CS7140
CS7310
Hitachi
HT324
£59.00
-JBE
Series 3slate
JVC
C1LA5R
LA55
Mitchell
Focus One excl. arm
Focus One inc. arm
.Pioneer
PL512
PL200X
PL300X
PL4DOX
Sansui
SR222 Mk 2
Technics
SLB2
SLB3
SLO2
SLO3
SL1700 Mk 2
SL1800 Mk 2
Thorens
TD160 Super T0160 Mk 2BC
Trio
KD103313

£109.00
679.00
£125.00
£195.00

£49.00

£89.00
£109.00
£129.00
£69.00
£69.00
£85.00
£129.00
£149.00
£198.00
£1174.00
£141.00
£100.00
£57.00

MICRO HI- F1
Aiwa
Micro System excl
£369.00
spkrs
Auras
Amplifiers
SB. A10 ( Integrated)
SY-C12 ( Pre-Amp)
SC M12 ( Power-Amp)
SY-C15 ( Pre-Amp)
SC M15 ( Power Amp)
Cassette Decks
PC D10
PC D15
Tuners
ST T1OL (3-wave band)
ST F15 ( Digital FM/

£147.00

RACK SYSTEMS
itachl • JVC • Sansui

TURNTABLES
ADC
1600DD
1700DD
Aiwa
AP2400

£85.00
£112.00
£119.00

Pioneer
X33
X55H
X55V
X77 H
X77V

Chew & Osborne 26 King Street Saffron Walden Essex
Make

£298.130
£430.00
£445.00
£485.00
£499.00

Please supply

Model

Cheque PO enclosed for f
credit card account

or charge my
Signature

Name
Address
(Phone)

HFNR5
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•

FM, FM/AM and TV AERIALS

mondo
soun
•

•
•

'41V

•
•
•

All Prices inclusive of VAT at 15%
Two Year Guarantee
Comparator Demonstrations

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA408
Pioneer SA508
Pioneer SA608
Pioneer SA708
Rotel RA300 ..
Technics SU8011
Technics SU8022
JVC ASS ..
JVC JAS22
Armstrong
Quad-Trio-JVC
Yamaha- Hitachi ..
Sugden-Revox
Technics New Range
RECEIVERS
JVC JRS201 SP
JVC JRS301 SP
JVC RS7 SP
Aiwa AX7600
Aiwa AX7800
Akai AA 1135
Akai AA 1150
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer SX790
Technics SA200L
Technics SA300L
Technics SA400 ..
Sony-Goodmans
Hitachi-Aiwa ..
Yamaha-JVC
Bang and Olufsen
Technics New Range
'Rote'

£S9 GO

. • £9 100
•£127.00
• . £165 00
. • £59.00
. • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
£85 00
• • £106-00
• • P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
• . P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
£208 00
£264.00
£164-00
£169-00
£248.00
£139.00
£169.00
£99.00
£129.00
£199.00
£128-00
£170.00
£195.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer PL5I2 . •
£49.00
Pioneer PL200X
£89-00
Pioneer PL300X .. • • 1109-00
Pioneer PL400X .. • .
129-00
Technics SLB2 . •
P.O.A.
Tech nics SLD2 .. • •
P.O.A.
Technics SLQ2 .. • •
P.O.A.
JVC QLASR .. • .
P.O.A.
Dual Range
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen
P.O.A.
Sony-Yamaha-JVC-ADC
P.O.A.
Thore ns-S hure-0 rtofo nRevox
P.O.A.
Revox-STD-Entre etc ..
P.O.A.
SME 3009ND Arm ..
£59-00
SME 3009 Ill Arm .. £109-00
Technics Range ..
P.O.A.
Hi -Fi Racking Systems from
Sony-Rotel-Technics
National-JVC-Pioneer
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Pioneer TX408 . •
Pioneer TX608
Technics ST8011 L
Technics ST8044L
Technics ST 8055..
JVC TV5L
Sony-Sugden
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha ..
Hitachi-Rotel
Technics New Range
CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF500
Pioneer CTF600
Pioneer CTF650
JVC KDA3
JVC KDA5
JVC KD720
Akai GX4000D
Akai GX4000013
Aiwa AD2000
Aiwa M100
Aiwa ADL40
Aiwa AD6600
Hitachi New Range
Sony- Yamaha ..
Technics ..
Bang and Olufsen
JVC
Revox
SPEAKERS ( pair)
Celestion UL8
Celestion Ditton 15XR
Celestion Ditton 22 ..
Celestion Ditton 33 ..
Celestion 442 ..
Celestion 551
Wharfedale Shelton ..
Wharfedale Linton XP2..
Wharfedale New Range ..
Wharfedale E30
Wharfedale E50
Wharfedale E70
Good mans XB25 .. • •
Goodrnans XB35
Goodmans X845 . •
Audiomaster
B & W- IMF
Quad-Lenteck .. • •
Monitor Audio .. • •
Castle-JR -AR .. • •
Videotone-Spendor • •
Mordaunt-Short .. • •
Bang and Olufsen
Tangent- Mission

£59.00
£94.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£97 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£88.00
£108-00
£170 00
£139.00
£199.00
£89-00
£207.00
£240 00
£145.00
£93-00
£145.00
£165.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£155-00
£115.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£64.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£89 00
£109.00
£128.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

If it is for an aerial and you can't get it from us, you
probably can't get it at all.
We have demonstration aerials on our roof, and
would be very pleased to demonstrate these to
callers.
Telephone advisory service available; just ring us.
Our new application note The Choice and Installation of FM Aerials"
will be ent on receipt of 20p in stamps.

r
t=.

Audio Worksho ps Ltd

to

33 London Road, Southborougha,,,,..
, ,
•...!
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 OPB.
Tel: Tunbridge Wells(0892) 39222.

Telex : 957043

Experto Credite

VIRGIL

BELIEVE THE EXPERTS
More than ever in these days of high technology, a truly satisfactory choice of hi-fi can only be made after first choosing a
specialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity, who has carefully selected
an extensive and comprehensive
demonstrated effectively.

range

at

all

price

levels,

We stock selected items from:
ADC, Aiwa, AKG, A & R, AR, Ariston'
B & W, Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Chartwell,
Decca,
Eumig,
Grace,

Denon,
Dual,
Dumpa,
Entre,
Ferrograph, Fuji, Gale, Glanz,
Grado,
Hadcock,
Harbeth,

Heybrook, IMF, Infinity, JPW, JVC, KEF,
Lentek,
Linn
Isobarik,
Linn-Sondek,

CASSETTES (price each)
, BASF LH C90 .
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90 ..
Maxell UD C90

•.
•.
••
.•
•.

10 rate
£0.83
£1-37
£1.22
£1.65
£1-36

20 rate
£0.82
£ 1.34
£ 1.14
£ 1.54
£ 1.33

POSTAGE: 76p per ten, 98p per twenty
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

souna

Maxell, Meridian, Michaelson & Austin,
Michell,
Mission,
Monitor
Audio,
Nakamichi,

Nightingale,

Optonica,

Ortofon, QED, QUAD, Radford, RAM,
Reference, Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Satin,
Senn heiser, SME, Spendor, Stanton, Stax,
STD,Sugden,Supexewallow Systemdek,
Tangent,
Yamaha.

TDK,

Technics,

Trio,

UAD,

•
Open
Thursdays
until
8 p.m.;
• Extensive free parking; • Special

monitor,

Discs Stocked; •
All equipment
checked before sale; • Our own
2- year
labour/parts
guarantee;
• Comparator
Demonstrations
in
3 studios. •
accepted.

TEL 71935

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.
190

Fuba ()Ica Stereo 8FM aerial.
This is just one, although probably the best, of a
large range, of FM and AM/FM aerials we have
available from 2 to 14 elements. We also hold in
stock avery wide range of TV aerials from the simple
to the most complex, and an even wider range of
accessories such as lashings, masts, rotators, cables,
amplifiers, filters etc.

Access &

Barclaycard

Hampshire Audio Ltd

8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandlers Ford
Tel.: ( 04215) 2827 & 65232

1

• EXPERT, FRIENDLY ADVICE
•VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
•12 MONTHS FREE SERVICING

USOU
ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS

Britain's most competitive
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(C & 1 £3•50)
Aiwa AX7400 (s/o) £ 159•95
Akai AAI 010 (s/o) £79.95
Akai AAI 135 (s/o) £ 129•95
Akai AA I150 (s/o) £ 169•95
Armstrong
Harman Kardon.
Available
at our very
competitive
prices.
J.V.C.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
J.V.C. RSSL .. £119.50
Lux ..
P.O.A.
Lux 1030 (s/o)
£199-95
Lux R1040 (s/o) .. £209.95
Lux RI050 (s/o)
£249.95
Lux RI120 (s/o)
£439.95
Marantz.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Pioneer.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
SX590/SX690/SX790/
SX890JSX1080/
SXI980
P.O.A.
Rotel.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
Rotel RX203 (s/o)
£84-95
Rotel RX203LW (s/o) £89-95
Rotel RX303 (s/o) ..
£99.95
Rotel RX403 (s/o) £ 11495
Rotel RX603 (s/o)
£169-95

J.V.C.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
J.V.C. JAS44 .. £17495
Lecson AC I (s/o) .. £219-95
Lecson API X (s/o) £ 189-95
Lecson AP3 Ill (s/o)
£249.95
Lenteck . •
P.O.A.
Lux
P.O.A.
Lux Lb OPreamp+
Amp (s/o) .. £42495
Lux L31 (s/o)
£119.95
Lux L81 (s/o)
£199.95
Lux MI2 (s/o)
£499.95
Lux CL32/MQ3600
(s/0) • .. £899.95
Available at our
Marantz.
very competitive prices.
Marantz 1050 (s/o)
£84.95
Marantz 1072 (s/o) £ 114•95
Pioneer.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Pioneer SA706 (s/o)
£109.95
Pioneer SA8500 II
(s/o)
£189.95
Pioneer SA9500 (s/o) £25495
Pioneer SA408/SA508/
SA708/SA7800/
TX7800/SA8800/
SA9800
P.O.A.
Quad
Radford TT 00 (s/o) £699-95
Revox B750 (s/o) .. £37495
Revox B750 Mk 1 (s/o) £399-95
Rogers ..
P.O.A.

OLUFSEN
At our 4 specialist B & 0 Centres we have on display
ready for immediate demonstration, the complete range
of superb Bang & Olufsen HiFi equipment. Please telephone for our most competitive prices, special offers, etc.
An Evening with Bang & ° Mien
Free entrance to 2- hour show.
Tickets and details from any Nusound branch.
B& 0 CENTRES
Edgware Road, Ilford, Lewisham
(See bottom of page for full addresses & opening hours)
and at
City: 228 Bishopsgate, EC2
Tel: 01-247 2609
Open Mon- Fri 9-6 pm.
Sun 10-2 pm
Closed Sat

.•
••
•.
••
••

Sansui R30 ..
£92 50
Sansui R50 ..
£112.95
Sansui R70 ..
£148.00
Sansui TA300
£162.95
Sansui G301
£13450
Sansui G401
£14&95
Sansui TA500
.. £ 197-95
Sansui G5500 .. £203.50
Sansui 6060 (s/o)
£149-95
Sony.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
STR232L (s/o) £ 111.50
Teac AG5700 (s/o)
£24495
Technics.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Technics SA400 (s/o) £238-50
Trio
Trio KR2090 (s/o) £94-95
Trio KR2090L (s/o)
£99.95
Trio KR3090 (s/o)
£12495
Trio KR4070L (s/o) £ 199.95
Trio KR5600 (s/o)
£129.95
Yamaha.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(C & I £3-50)
Armstrong
Harman Kardon.
Available
at
our very
competitive
prices.

CieeP
TERMS
ARE AVAILABLE
ON ALL GOODS
OVER £ 50
.......

Rotel.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
Rotel RA214 (s/o) ..
£5495
Rotel RA413,(s/o)
£79.95
Sansui mosproe
£70.50
Sansui A808/80S
A6013/60S ..

£126.50
£9850

Sansui AU2 17 II .. £112.95
Sansui AU317 II .. £169.50
Sansui AU417 .. £197.50
Sansui AU7l9 .. £296-50
Sansui AU9 I
9 .. £466.50
Sony.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
Sony TA212 (s/o) ..
£64.95
Sony TA313 (s/o)
£89-95
Sony TA515 (s/o)
£129.95
Sony TAF40 (s/o)
£141.50
Technics.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Technics SU8022/
8022K (s/o) .. £119-50
Trio
Trio KA550E) (s/o) .. £109.95
Trio KA5700 (s/o).. £ 11495
Trio KA6 I
00 (s/o)
£139.95
Yamaha.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Yamaha CA510 (s/o) £119.95
Yamaha CA7I0 (s/o) £159.95
Yamaha CAI010 (s/o) £29495

N

J.V.C. QLA5R (s/o) £ 103.50
Lux 441 (s/o) .. £379.95
Lux PD444 (s/o) .. £399.95
Maranta 2120 (s/o) £ 184.95
Mayware Formula
Mk III (s/o)
£49.95
Micro-Seiki MBIO (s/o) £59.95
Micro-Seiki DD20 (s/o) £94.95
Micro-Seiki DD40
(s/o) .. £159.95
Pioneer.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Pioneer PL5 18 Inc.
Cart. (s/o) ..
£8495
Pioneer PL512
£49.45
Reference ..
P.O.A.
Revox B790 + Orto
VMS20E (s/o)
£329.95
Rotel. Available at our very
competitive prices.
Rotel RP2500 (s/o)
£74.95
Sansui R222 Mk 11 ..
£66.50
Sansui FRD3 ..
£85-50
Sansui FRD3B/35 ..
£85-50
Sansui FRD4 .. £126.50
Sansui FRQ5
£154.95
Sony.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
Sony PST I (s/o) ..
£6495
Sony PST'S (s/o)
£81-45
Sony PSX35 (s/o)
£103.95
Sony PS2 12A/PS333/
PSP7X/PSX40/
PSX60/PS X70 ..
P.O.A.
Teat TSF30 (!Jo)
£84.95

Chartwell
Gale 401C ( Oa) .. £339.95
Goodmans RB 18 ..
£62.95
Goodman, RB20 .. £80.50
Goodmans RB35 £ 115.50
Goodmans RB65 .. £138.50
Griffin ..
I.M.F.
J.B.L.
Jim Rogers
Keesonic
P.O.A.
K.E.F.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
K.L.H.
P.O.A.
Lecson LEI Lyn nette
(s/o)
£149.95
Mission ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA6
(s/o) .. • . £129.95
Monitor Audio MA8
(s/o) . £79.95
Monitor Audio Mini
Monitor (s/o) £89•95
Quad
Revox BX3S0 (s/o)
£299-95
Roger Ref. System
(s/o)
£649.95
Spender Mini Monitor
SA I (s/o) .. £159.95
Tannoy.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Wharfedale Chevin •
XP2
£37.00
Denton X.1.2
. ..
£5495

MOE

BANG &

Le'

ri

TUNERS
(C & I £3.50)
Akai AT2400 ( s/o) £79•95
Akai AT2600 (s/o) £ 119.95
Armstrong
Harman Kardon.
Available
at
our
very competitive
prices.
J.V.C.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
J.V.C. JTVIOL (s/o)
£69.95
J.V.C. JTV22 (s/o)
£99-95
J.V.C. T4OP (s/e) £ 166-50
Lecson FMI (s/o)
£17495
Lecson SFM2 (s/o)
£229.95
Lux TI2 (s/o) .. £379-95
Marantz.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Pioneer.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Quad
Revox
Rogers ..
P.O.A.
Rotel.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
Rotel RT226 (s/o) ..
£6495
Rotel RT724 (s/o)
£5495
Sansui T60B/60S ..
£7425
Sansui T808/80S .. £102.50
Sansui TU217 ..
£98.51
Sansui TU317 .. £ 112.95
Sansui TLJ417 .. £141-50
Sansui TU719 .. £211.95
S,ansui TU9I9 £296.50

S
LVideo specialists

WE WILL MATCH ANY
PROVEN "IN STOCK & AVAILABLE" PRICE

CUSTOM HI-FI
STUDIO

All of our branches carry a very comprehensive selectron
of the latest home video recorders, portable video
cameras, video tapes and accessories in the V.H.S., Betamax and V.C.R. formats ;and all are available at our very
competitive prices.
Every video sale is fully covered by our Free Servicing
Guarantee covering all parts and labour.
Call into or telephone any of our branches for our most
competitive video prices.
Remember, we will match any genuine ' in stock and
available' selling price.
Sony.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
Sony ST5 ISL (s/o)
£129.95
Sony ST.160 (s/o) £ 156.50
Technics.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Technics SH9038 (s/o) £349.95
Technics ST8011 L/
8011 LK (s/o)
£93.50
Trio
Trio KT5306 Mk II (s/o) £6495
Yamaha.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Yamaha CT1010 (s/o) £ 179.95

TURNTABLES
& PICK UP ARMS
(C & I £3.50)
Aiwa
Akai AP100 - Cart.
(s/o) - .. £59.95
Ariston. We are stockists of
the highly acclaimed Ariston
RD IIS Turntable
Connoisseur BD3 (s/o) £59.95
Dual
Dual CS52 I ( s/o) £ 104.95
Dual CS621 (s/o) .. £129.95
Focus
.
P.O.A.
Garrard.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Harman Kardon ST6
(s/o) .. £199.95
J.V.C.
Available at our very
competitive prices.

IISOIIND
A Hawley Leisure Company

HI-FI 8( VIDEO

Technics.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Technics SPIO+Arm
+Base (s/o)
£799-95
Technics SLD3 (s/o)
£96.50
Technics SL ISO Mk 11 £221.50
Thorens.
Available at our
very .:ompetitive prices.
Trio
Trio KDS00 (s/o)
£149.95
Trio KD3070 (s/o)
£10495
Yamaha YP2 II (s/o)
£
74-95
SPEAKERS
(C & 1Bookshelf £5•00)
(C & IConsole £6-00)
A.R. Available at our very
competitive prices.
A.R. AR12 (s/o) .. £28495
A.R. ARI5 (
s/o) .. £129.95
B & W.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
B & W DM7 (s/o)
£359.95
Bose 501 ( s/o) .. £154.95
Bose 601 (s/o) .. £359.95
Celef
Celestion County ..
£9495
Ditton 15XR
£128-50
Dittos 22
£193.95
Dittos 33
£25495
Ditton 121
£69-50
Ditton 332
£258.50
Ditton 442
£327.95
Dittos 551
£387.50
Ditton 662
£591.50
UL6 (s/o) £ 119.95
UL8
£217.50

EDGWARE RD.
HOLBO RN

Akai GX4000DB £235-95
Amstrad 7060 (s/o) £69 95
Dual
Ferrograph
Harman Kardon.
Available
at
our
very
competitive
prices.
J.V.C.
Available at our very
competitive prices.
J.V.C. KDA3 (s/o) £ 140 50
Lux KIO (s/o) .. £319.95
Lux KI2 (s/o) .. £429•95
Marantz.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Nakamichi ....
P.O.A.
Nakamichi [' EO°
(s/o) £389.95
Nakamichi TT700 II
(s/o)
£699.95
Neal
Pioneer.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Pioneer CTF700 (s/o) £ 199.50
Revox
P.O.A.
Rotel RD I
2F (s/o) .. £94.95
Sansui D9013/905 .. £83.50
Sansui SCI300/1330 £ 139.95
Sansui SC3300/3330 £ 197.50
Sansui SC5300/5330
£254.50
Sony.
Available at our very
competitive prices:
Sony TCK75 (s/o) .
£262.95
Tandberg TCD340A.
(s/o) .. £474.95

Our High Holborn branch is staffed by extremely knowledgeable and experienced HiFi enthusiasts and in addition
to stocking a very wide range of popular HiFi , which is
all available at very competitive prices, also has a most
comprehensive selection of ' up-market' HiFi.
In addition to its excellent showroom/demonstration
facilities it has one of the finest demonstration studios in
the country, availabel for demonstration, under superb
acoustic conditions and luxurious surroundings of some
of the world's best HiFi equipment. It is ideal for visiting
on a Saturday, as there are virtually no parking problems
whatsoever. Mornings, ample meter parking is available.
Afternoons, no restrictions whatsoever-you can park
right outside the door!
82 HIGH HOLBORN, WCI
Tel: 01-242 8354
Dovedale SP2 £ 190•95
Glendale XP2 £ 124-95
Linton XP2
£85.50
Shelton XP2
£70.50
Teesdale SP2
£153.50
Denton XP2 Kit
£31.50
Glendale XP2 Kit
£67.95
Linton XP2 Kit ..
£55.50
Shelton XP2 Kit
£39.95
ESeries .. . •
P.O.A.
T.S.R. Series ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
CASSETTE
REEL TO REEL
DECKS/RECORDERS
(C & I £3.50)
Aiwa
Aiwa 6400
£ 129.95
Aiwa ADL40 (s/o)
£16495
Aiwa AD6500 (s/o) £ 179-95
Akai CS703D . •
£88.50
Akai GXC704D •. £116.59
Akai GXC706D .. £ 132-50
Akai GXC709D • • £
168- so
Akai GX7ISD • • £222-50
Akai CS732D . • £205.95
Akai GXC735D . • £273.50
Akai GXC750D . • £381.50
Akai GX4000D •. £201.95

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
82 High Holborn, WC1.

Teat A103 (s/o) £ 104•95
Teac A I
07 (s/o) £ 129-95
Teat A303 (s/o) £ 129-9
Teat A2300SD (s/o) £459•95
Teat A2300SX (s/o) £359•95
Teat A3300SX (s/o) £459-95
Teat A3340 (s/o) £774.95
Technics.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Technics RSM33 (s/o) £ 159.95
Technics RSMS6 (s/o) £229 95
Technics RSM85 (s/o) £389.95
Technics RS641 (s/o) £ 199.95
Technics RSI500 (s/o) £879-95
Trio KX720 (s/o)
£13495
Trio KX920 (s/o) .. £13495
Yamaha.
Available at our
very competitive prices.
Yamaha TC13000 (s/o) £ 159.95
Yamaha TCI 000 (s/o) £259.95

Prices are correct.as at
27.2.80 but may be subject to change without
prior
notice ( s/o)
special offers. Limited
supplies only available
at these prices.

Tel : 01-724 0454
01-242 7401

KINGS CROSS e 242/244 Pentonville Road, N1.

01-837 8200

LEWISHAM
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.
01-852 2399
ILFORD
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford. 01-478 2291
WALTHAMSTOW 252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow E17. 01-520 1906
MIMIC HOURS.- HOLBORN. EDGWARE ROAD, frilon•Sat

6

IL FORO, LEWIS YAM, KINGS CROSS, Mori- Sat& Puffs! IWALTIMAISTOW. AloH.Sal

Ned S 1pm

KINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
ALL MAIL
ORDERS

GOODWINS • • • The Specialists
8iEELIEPc")4
4;4
;7 • HI—Ell * VIDEO * TV • 888 0077
Contact us for good prices and service
AKAI

BOSE

JR

NAKAMICHI

SANSUI

WHARFEDALE

AKG

CELESTION

LINN

ORTOFON

SEN HEISER

YAMAHA

AIWA

DECCA

LECSON

PIONEER

SHURE

ZEROSTAT

AUREX

GRUNDIG

MAXELL

QUAD

TDK

etc.

ADC

GOLDRING

MISSION

QED

TAN DBERG

AR

HITACHI

MITSUBISHI

REVOX

TOSHIBA

B &0

IMF

MITCHELL

RAM

TECHNICS

B &W

JVC

SONY

ULTIMO

MONITOR AUDIO

GOODWINS

7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22

Open: Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 am to 5.30 pm.

IF YOU AppRECIATE

Closed all day Monday.

Wood Green Tube Station

JORDAN

50 mm MODULES
SYSTEMS
and
DESIGNS

ThE ULTIMATE IN TRUE

High-Fiddi Ty...

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers
having a cone diameter of 50 mm, a frequency range from 100 Hz to
22 kHz with a peak power capacity of 50 w. Quite exceptional is the
very low distortion level and the transient response is better even
than that of electrostatic systems.

we are main agents for all major brands.
Also Portable & Home Video Equipment from stock.

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES will, therefore, reproduce the finest
detail in the most complex sounds with extreme accuracy.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used as the heart of acomplete system
do most of the work and greatly simplify the optimum design requirements for the associated bass system.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used singly or in multiples provide for
a virtually limitless range of systems design and power requirements.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used in our unique LINEAR ARRAY
designs achieve an unprecedented standard of concert realism by
effectively recreating the full breadth and depth of the live stage performance with stable stereophonic images irrespective of the listening
position throughout the width of the room.

HiFi Et Video Centres
Generous Part Exchange Allowances.
PLUS OUR UNIQUE 3 YEAR GUARANTEE
ON PARTS AND LABOUR.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE please write for our free
brochure which contain full details of the JORDAN 50 mm Modules,
Crossovers, Bass units and our Design Services.
ALSO AVAILABLE is our new JORDAN MANUAL, price £2.00,
which contains full D.I.Y. constructional details of a range of superlative loudspeaker systems including LINEAR ARRAY designs together
with an invaluable reference article by E. J. JORDAN which answers
many questions on the theory and practice of loudspeakers design and
use.
PLEASE WRITE DIRECTLY TO:
E. J. JORDAN LIMITED

5 & 6 Cornhill, Chelmsford, Essex. Tel: ( 0245) 57593
38 North Street, Romford, Essex. Tel: ( 0708) 26840
192

'Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,
Marlow, Bucks. SL7 2JH.

Tangent Speakers at HiFi Markets
Tangent SPL1

Tangent
Monitor TM1

"Overall Iwas
delighted with the
sound of these
speakers and have no
hesitation in
recommending them
to impecunious lovers
of good
The price
is quite remarkable for
the quality you get."

A low-distortion reflex system
with smooth extended base.
Rigid bracing and the generous
use of absorbent plastic foam
ensures an uncoloured sound
at all power levels within the
design rating. This design is
versatile and robust.

£174.95

Hi Fi Answers
A small speaker capable of
giving abig account of itself if
used with high quality ancillary
components.
The design balances efficiency
and bass performance, and
offers stereo definition normally
found in much more expensive
systems.

Tangent
Monitor TM3
A compact infinite- baffle
bookshelf system with good
power- handling ability and low
distortion. TM3 is intended for
situations where alarger
enclosure would be too bulky
and yet where aneutral and
smooth response is desirable.

£79.95

£129.95
LONDON
London EC2
48 London Wall. Tel: 01-6280537
London EC3
34.36 Lune Street. Tel: 01623 8497
London E17
6.7 Central Parade. Hoe Street.
Tel, 01-520 7277

Barrow
122 Dalton Road. Tel- 0229 20473
Bedford
29 St. Peters Street. lei. 0234 46058
BeYerleY (North Humberside)
9FlemIngate. Tel: 0483 882696

Harrow. Mid&
10 Weald Lane. Harrow Weald.
Tel: 01-427 1227
Hartlepool
7The Shopping Centre. Tel: 0429 66347

Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323

Hastings
3Mamie Court. St. Leonards-on-Sea.
Tel: 0424 439150

London Ni
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01.837 4416

Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357

Hemel Hempstead
13 The Ma rlowes.

London NI3
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01682 5888

Botton
166 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636

Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537

London WI
17 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01.580 7731

Ipswich
87 Norw.ch Road. Tel: 0473 217217

231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459

Bournemouth
254 Old Christchurch Road.
Tel: 0202 291524
Bristol
36 Limon Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 51791
Castleford (Yorks)
64 8. 85 Beanoroft Road.
Tel:0977 553066

242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979

Chelmsford
66 Cornhill. Tel: 024567593/64393

Marble Arch W2
38 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-723 3071
London SEI
23 York Road. Tel: 01.9286843

Cheltenham
287 High Street. Tel 0242 22317

London SE
38 Wdlmore Road. Bromley
Tel: 01-464 2260

Chichester (Sussex)
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562

185 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 1424
In- Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel 01-5807383

London SEI8
131.137 Bellegrove Road.
Tel. 01-303 5341:1211
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586

Chesterfield
135 Sheffield Roack Te: 0246 34923

Croydon
352.354 Lower Adiliscombe Road.
Tel: 01.654 1231M40

Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549

Dunstable
45 Kathenne Drum. Tel: 0582 67750
Eastbourne
32 Grove Road. Te: 0323 27362
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Fareham ( Hants)
135 West Street. Tel: 6)329 233544
Gillingham ( Dorset)
The Square. ( el: 07476 2474 2728
Harlow, Essex
2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155

Kendal
185 Ffighgate. Tel: 0539 25728
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Liverpool
20-22 Whdechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
Loughton, Essex
152 Ffigh Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Manchester
25-29 Station Road. Urmston.
Tel 061 747 5181
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel. 01-9429567
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
142/144 GraInger Street.
Tel: 0632 21922
Norwich
In- Store at Bonds of Norwich.
All Sands Green. Tel: 0603 60021

Colchester
49.55 North Station Road.
Tel: 0206 49842

Dereham ( Nonfolk)
8-10 Norwich Street. lel: 0362 2323
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
16 FI.11Avenue. Tel: 02403 21343
Aylesbury
8Bourbon Street Tel: 029689419
Barking, Essex
7StatIon Parade. Tel: 01.594 3626

n"tole

All prices per pair

Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 530721511767
Plymouth
9062 Cornwall Street..
Tel 0752 60264
Preston
51 F.shergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
49 Wolungham Road.
Tel: 073461416
103 Crockhamwell Road. Woodley
Tel: 0734 691758
130-131 Friar Street.
Tel 0734 599527

Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Rumford
38 North Street. Tel: 70 268403
Rushden
14 Church Street. Tel: 093 34 2342
SL Austell
25 Trimly Street. Tel: 0726 5088
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. tel: 0722 22746
Shaftesbury
33 High Street. Tel: 0747 2649
Sheffield (Tetley)
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295
Slough
5Old Crown Buildings. Wmdsor Road.
Tel: 0753 37021
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road. Leigh-on- Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Southport
6Princes Street. Tel: 0704 36901
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Stubbington (Hants)
27 The Green. Tel: 03295 61144
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place Tel: 0783 57578
Swindon
9162 Commercial Road.
Tel:0793 28383
Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel 089221059
Warwick
44 Emscote Road. Tel: 0926 43796
Watford
131 The Parade. Tel, 92 34644
Wigan
12 Woodcock Street. Tel: 0942 37977
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Welting (Surrey)
27 Chobham Road. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
Il Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel. 0904 51712

Mel MARKETS
The place w

epeople care about hi-fi

NORTH WALES
Colwyn Bay
38 Station Road. Tel 0492 30982
SOUTH WALES
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: C6462 4078
Pembroke Dock
85 Queen Street. Tel: 06463 3251
Swansea
31 Oxford Street. Tel: 0792 54747
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
115 High Street. Central Arcade.
Tel: 0292 64124
Edinburgh
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041 221 8958
Hamilton
8Cadzow Street. Tel: 0698 283193
Kilmarnock
49 The Foregate.
0563 34826
Wishaw
36 Caledonian Road
Tel: 06983 73876
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
23 Shaftesbury Square
Tel: 0232 40644
9Belmont Road. Tel 0232 40644
Coleraine (Co. Londonderry)
21 Railway Road. Tel 0265 52843
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vme. Tel: 0624 851437
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais. Vale. Tel 0481 55573
murex»

11==

Mal
Head Office Colon.' Way. Watford. Herts Tel 0923 27737
Pnces correct at time al going to press.
All Pnces mclude VAT

(
815%

Starts 9.30 am
at all branches
Saturday 31st May — (through June)
Thousands of cut price bargains.from most major brands
at ridiculous clearance prices — many below our cost
price. We have to clear massive stocks of ex-dem' and
end of line items plus a host of special offers — you can
save so much by buying now that if you buy on credit and
pay the interest you still come out well on top.
See June cover hi-fi magazines for more details — Don't
miss it!

HANDBUILT by US

INSTANT CREDIT up to £ 500
possible.
There's a budget account
offering up to 20 times your selected
monthly payment.
• CROYDON
• HARROW
• LONDON, EC4
• LONDON, W1
• UXBRIDGE
• WATFORD

ZARCLAYCA1511)
Kin

89 London Rd. Tel: 01-686 1343
340 Station Rd. Tel: 61-863 8690
53 Fleet St. Tel: 01-353 7935
48 Wigmore St. Tel: 01-486 8263
278 High St. Tel: Uxbridge 33474
101 St. Albans Rd. Tel: Watford 45250

ERIC WILEY
CASTLEFORD
Invites you to come and drool in our newly
refurbished Demonstration Lounge and listen to
your records pjayed on ARISTON, J.B.E., LINN,
MICHELL and the new STD 305S and TD 160S
turntables;
via

HANDBUILT by YOU

Richard,ALI
n

We supply RA8 Enclosures to BBC LONDON
—
FOR DETAILS OF OUR ENCLOSURES AND HI- Fl KITS
Richard Allan Radio Ltd. •
send to:—
Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton, West Yorks.
BDI9 4AZ. Phone: Cleckheaton ( 0274) 872442.
Grams: Acoustics Bradford. Telex: 51311 Relays—G.
Name
Address

L.-194

A & R, CRIMSON, MERIDIAN, MISSION, QUAD,
QUANTUM, ROGERS and SUGDEN transistor
amplifiers and B.A.S., GRANT-LUMLEY and LUX
valve amplifiers;
through

A.R.C., CELEF, HARBETH, HEYBROOK, KEF,
MISSION, PRO- AC and SPENDOR speakers.
P.S.

We hope to have received our initial deliveries
of the DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK and LOGIC DM
101 turntables, the HEYBROOK HB3 speakers
and our new A & Eamplifiers from Japan by the
time you read this.
Open 9-6, Monday- Saturday; Closed Wednesday.
85 BEANCROFT ROAD, CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE.
Tel: 553066 ( STD 0977)

95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
London S.W.19
Bus route.
Open 9.00 am 5.30 pm

93

Tuesday/Saturday
Closed all day Monday
Prices correct at time ot going
to press and subject to variation

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS ( TB)
P & P £2.75)
Aiwa ADM200 £ 124.00
Aiwa ADM100 £95-00
Aiwa AD2000.. £ 148-00
Aiwa AD6600.. £ 17900
Aiwa A06400.. £ 149-00
Akai 17222 Mk 2 £ 179-00
Mai CS703D.. £85-00
Akai 7060 .. £ 13500
Mai GXMIO £ 140-00
Mai GXM30 £ 155-00
Akai GXM50 £217-00
Akai 709ID
Lino
Akai 4000D .. £215-00
Akai 4000DB £252-00
Akai GX620D £390.00
Akai GXC7041) £ 119.00
BIC
P.O.R.
B& 0
P.O.R.
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Ferrograph
P.O.R.
JVC K02 .. unoo

JVC 1635 Mk 3
Nakamichi
Pioneer CTF500
Pioneer CTF650
Pioneer CTF600
Pioneer CTF850
Rotel RD300
Rotel RD I8F
Rotel RD25F
Rotel RDI000
Revox
Sansui 090 ..
Sansui SCI 120
Sansui SCI300
Sansui SC3300
Sony TCK45
Tàndberg '
Teac
Technics ..
Trio KX550
Yamaha

£203.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£79-90
£99-90
£119-90
£169-90
P.O.R.
£89.00
£9900
£139.00
£189.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

HEADPHONES
(P & P £ I•75)
Koss K6A
Koss K6ALC
Koss PRO4AAA
Micro Seiki
Pioneer SE305

£15.95
£18.00
£44-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Pioneer SESOS
P.O.R.
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SRS
£87-00
Sennheiser H0414[18.50

TURNTABLES
(P & PE2•75)
Akai AP100 £62 00
Akai APB10C £54 00
Akai APB20C £69.00
Akai AP206 £86-00
Aiwa AP2200 .. £ 110-00
ADC I500/Q34 £6700
ADC 1600/036 £8600
ADC I700/XLM £ 107-00
Connoisseur
BD101
P.O.R.
BDI Kit ..
P.O.R.
BD2 Chassis
P.O.R.
BD101/SAU4
P.O.R.
•BD2P/C
P.O.R.
802/A
P.O.R.
Dual
P.O.R.
Garrard
GT20 (M7SED) £6700
GT25 (M7SED) £73-00
GT35 (M7SED) £86-00
5P25 75/6 .. £4700
DD I
30/75ED £9300
DID131/75ED £99-00
DDI32/75ED £ 109-00
JVC JLA20
P.O.R.

Lux ..
P.O.R.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Michell
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL5I2
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL200
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL300
P.O.R.
Pioneer PLII7D P.O.R.
Rotel RP2300..
£79-0
Rotel RP300
ueoo
Rotel RP6400..
£99-00
Sansui SR222/2
£63.00
Sony PS2I2
P.O.R.
Technics ..
P.O.R.
Thorens TD115 £139-00
Thorens TD104
£89-00
Thorens TD105 £ 108-00
Thorens TD1268/C £208
Thorens TD160BC £95.00
Trio K01033 .. £4900
Trio KD2070 .. £85.00
Trio 1500 .. £59.00
Yamaha YPB2.. £83.00
TP511
£98.00

(P & P - SO)
ADC SSI
ADC SS2
Akai AM2250
Akai AM2350
Akai AM2450
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P80
Marantz
Pioneer SA608
Pioneer SA708
Pioneer SA508
Quad ..
Radford HID250
Pioneer SA408
Pioneer SA508
Pioneer SA608
Revox
Rogers A75/2 ..
RA 300
RA 350
RC 1000 ..

£63.00
£140-00
£81-00
£181-00
£139-00
£121-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
POR.
POR.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£59.90
£79-90
£109-90

RB 1000 ..
RA 1000 ..
Rotel RA4I 4 ..
Rotel RE700
Rotel RA3I4
Rotel RA7I4
Sony TA40A
Sony TAF2I2
Sanyo ..
Sugden A48/2..
Sansui 217/2 ..
Sansui 317 ..
•
Sansui AU4I7..
Sansui A40 ..
Sansui A60 ..
Sansui A80 ..
Technics . .
TEAC
Trio KA405
Trio KA305
Trio KA3700
Yamaha A450 ..

£109 90
£109 90
£89-00
£69 00
£79 00
£129 00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£110-00
£155-00
£188-00
£69.00 £9900
£12900
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£11900
£9100
£75-00
P.O.R.

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI (S)
(P & PEl - 20)
AKG P8ES
AKG P7E
A/Technica AT145SA
A/Technica AT I
55SA
ADC XLM Mk 3 • .
ADC VLM Mk 3 • •
ADC Q36 Mk 3 -Decca Gold
Empire
.. • •
Grado ..
Goldring G800 • .
Goldring G850 • •
Goldring G800E
Goldring G900SE/2
Mayware
Ortofon Concord 10
Ortolan Concord 20
Ortofon Concord 30
Ortolan M20E Super
Ortolan FF ISE/2 ..
Ortolan VMS20E/2
Ortofon FFI5XE
Ortofon FISE/2
Ortofon MC 10
Pickering VIS/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure FISSE
Shure M75/8/2 ..
Shure M756
Shure M7SED
Shure M95ED
Shure M75E1/2
Shure VIS Mk 3
Shure V15/IV
Shure M9SHE
Stanton 681/BEE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A
Ultimo 20B
Ultimo 10A/10X

uo.00
£29-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£39-00
£28.00
£18.40
£6100
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£6 88
£500
£11-00
£41-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£39-00
£52-00
£49-50
£16.50
£31-50
£14-20
£19-90
£43-50
£19-38
£2as
also
£9-70
£15•24
E16.20
LIS 50
E20-30
£14.20
£47-00
£65-00
£24 00
£48 00
£22 50
£31 00
£70-50
£92 00
£S4 00

£35-00
M4-00
P.O.
- R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O,R.
E3-95
£2•95
E7-87
£11-71
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

£23-0
- 0

me
- al
£6-75
£5-86
£8-60
£7.85
£9-75
£13-95
£16-95
£10-10
£20-95
£34-00
£27-50,
£20-95
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

r====i1
(P & P £ 3.95)
Akai AC3750L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3070
Aiwa AF5300
Aiwa AF5600
B & 0 4600 ..
Garrard GA200..
Hitachi SDT170
JVC MF33L
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo ..
Sony
National 5G5070 Dolby
National SG3000

E338-00
£44.00
E239 -00
E341 -00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
f326-00
E249 -00
E250-00
POR.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£375 00
£241 00

Please includ post and packing
(Send large SAE f brochure and enquiries)
All prices include V Tat 15% and are subject
to alteration due to
anufacturers increases
ccess
Eta claycard
a cepted
Quad equip

ent - Callers only

PICK;UP ARMS
(P & P £ 1.75)
ADC LMF I ..
£60 00
ADC ALTI
£33 00
A/Technica 1005 £38.00
Connoisseur
SAU2
£20-00
SAU4
£46.00
Decca Intl .. £61-00
Hadcock
P.O.R.

Mayware
P.O.R.
Ortofon
£64-00
SME 3009/S2 .. £60-oo
SME 3009/ND
£56-00
SME Series Ill.. £97-00
SME FD200
£20-50
SME Series Ill S £75-00

TUNERS ( T)/RECEIVERS ( R)
(P & P £2.75)
Akai AT2450L
Akai AT2250L £85.00
Akai AAI 125 .. £ 109-00
Akai AA I135 .. £ 139-00
Akai AA 1150 .. £ 169-00
Aiwa AX7300.. £ 108-00
Aiwa AX7700.. £ 140-00
Armstrong 625 £ 185-00
Armstrong 626 £213-00
Armstrong 623 £ 132.00
Armstrong 624 £ 104.00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC JTV 11 .. £78-00
Lux ..
P.O.R.
Maranta
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX590
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX408
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX608
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX790
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX690
P.O.R.
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers stockists
Rotel RXI000 £ 139 90
Rotel RT1000.. £89 90
Rotel RX304 .. £ 109 90

RotarRX504 £149-90
Rotel RX404 .. £ 129-90
Rotel RX604 £ 169-90
Rotel RX300 £89-90
Rotel R1226 .. £79-90
Sansui G3000 .. £ 145 00
Sansui TU2I7.. £ 107 00
Sansui TU3I7 £ 118 00
Sansui R30 .. £96 00
Sansui R50 .. £ 115 00
Sansui R70 .. £ 139 00
Sansui T60 .. £69 00
Sansui R70 .. £ 154-00
Sony ST515L
P.O.R.
Sony STA3OL
P.O.R.
Sony STRV3L ..
P.O.R.
Sugden
Tandberg ..
P.O.R.
Technics, Toshiba P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KR3090
E129-00
Trio KT5300
E85-00
Trio KT313L .. £85-00
Yamaha CR420 £ 1
6900
Yamaha T550 ..
P.O.R.

SPEAKERS (SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS ( U)
(P 8, P £2.75each)
Armstrong 602 £179-00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
B & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Chartwell
P.O.R.
Celestion Ditton
121 ..
E70-00
Ditton 322 .. 0.40.00
UL6
£ 139.00
UL9
E169.00
Ditton 33 .. E199.00
Ditton 442 .. £299-00
Ditton 15XR E119-00
Dimon 22 .. E159-00
Celestion County £95-00
IMF Models ..
P.O.R.
Jordan Watts..
P.O.R.
Module ..
£20 50
KEF Corelli .. £148 00
KEF Calinda
£226 00
KEF 104AB .
£273 00
KEF 13139 £29 00
KEF 9200 £ 12 75

KEF 6110 £ 11-20
KEF 127 ..
re»
KEF 101 ..
P.O.R.
Kef Celeste 3.. £99-00
Kef Concord 3 £ 167-00
Kef 104 AB kit £ 125-00
Kef Cantata kit 1316-00
Monitor Audio Stockists
Rogers BBC ..
P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short P.O.R.
Peerless ..
P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 .. £53-00
S/Triple .. £77-00
Tannoy stockists P.O.R.
Wharfedale
Denton XP2
ES I .00
Linton XP2..
f.81 -00
Glendale XP2 E104-00
Teesdale .. £ 137-00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton XP2 ( pr) £ S.00
Glendale XP2
E66-00
Denton 2XP £33-00

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
Limited Quantities
Aiwa AD6400.. £ 149-00
Aiwa AD6600.. £ 199-00
Aiwa AF5600 £350-00
Aiwa AF3090 £235-00
Akai AAII50 .. £ 169-00
Akai AA I135 .. £ 129-00
Akai AM2650 .. £ 185-00
Akai AM2350 £ 105-00
Akai CS703D •. £75-00
Akai GX704D £ 110-00
Akai GX706D £ 125-00
Akai 1722/2 .. £ 179.00
B & O
B/Centre 4000 £405-00
B/Centre 4600 £399-00
Good mans
module 80 (SH) £89-00
Hitachi HA330
Hitachi 0560 .. £ 119-00
Hitachi 0580 .. £ 145-00
Hitachi HT350 £75.00
JVC JLF50 .. £89-00
JVC QLF4 £ 118.00
JVC JAS II .. £72.00
JVC JTB
£74.00
Maranta 2100 .. £90.00
Microseiki
DQX500 .. £228-00

DD20
E110-00
Panasonic
SG5090L .. £377-00
Panasonic ST2400 £65-00
Sony TAF30 .. £92-00
Sony TA333 £87-00
Sony PS333 .. -00
Sony TSX35 £99-00
Sony TCK35 .. £ 105-00
Sony TCK55 .. £ 160-00
Sony TAF2I2 .. £45-00
Tend berg TR2055 £250-00
Tend berg TR2025 £ 139-00
TEAC A300 .. £ 179-00
TEAC CX270.. E119-00
Technics RS7500 meal
Technics
SA5460 (S/H) £ 169-00
Technics
SLI400/2
£218 00
Technics
SLI500/2
£195 00
Technics
SL1300/2
£240 00
Technics
SA500
£279 00
Technics
SU8600 (SH) £ 157 00

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 17p per word ( private), minimum £3.40. Box Nos.
75p extra. Trade rates 20p per word, minimum £4.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JUNE
issue must reach these offices by 1st May addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi-Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers Is drawn to "The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above

date,

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
«MI MIMICS MOREL!
TOP 4IIAIITY »WINO
PURE WOOL HUES
ACOUSTICALIY-TRANSPARENT
81.ACII FOAM PADDING
Fabric Samples,

12p

(Stamps)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS

BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.

FOR SALE-private
Pair KEF 104AB speakers complete with stands.
Perfect condition £ 195. Stewart Upton Manor Upton
Notts. Tel: (0636) 814235.
E.
Quad Electrostatics £300. Celestion Ditton 442 £260.
Radford SC22 £70. 22 x 11's £ 110. Thorens TD124/11
heavy afromosia plinth ADC 26 £ 190. Tel: 01 928 6501.
E.
Yamaha CA600 amplifier perfect condition £90.
BO 5000 tuner £80. Pair Hi Fi News Frisby teak veneered
speakers £ 100. Decca London export cartridge £20.
Tel: 01-863 1807.
E.
Quad 22 control MKII amps F.M. tuner. Lenco 75
rtable sure 75E1/11 cartridge Pair Wharfedale 12" 3
speaker systems. Truvox PD99 4 track stereo tape deck
housed in oak cabinets superb £500 demonstration. Tel:
Coventry 0203 69477.
E.
McIntosh MC-75 amplifiers. Matched valves, spares,
£685. Radford MA- 15 series III valve amplifiers £ 145.
Technics EPA-500 tonearm. As new £ 135. Tel: 01 994
7584.
E.
Lowther TP1 corner horn cabinet Australian figured
veneer PM3 unit fully re-conditioned immaculate
condition, £ 120. ono. Tel: 01 701 9671.
E.
SME Series 3 Arm, £80; Shure,V15/4 Cartridge, played
6 LPs only, £40. Ring 01-686 4738, evenings.
Variac Rotary Transformer, input 250V, output 0260V @ 8A, continuously variable, £20. Smaller 5A
model, £ 15. Tel: Ashurst (Hants) 2658 evenings.
E.
Linn Sondek Mission Ultimo, £375. Pair Spendor BC1
speakers on stands, £250. Both purchased Dec. 1979.
Tel: 0372 58337 ( Surrey).
E.
Ideal Starter Kit, for enthusiast, of components and
other paraphernalia for electronics engineer. Worth £ 120.
Offers. Tel: Winchester 60100 or write Mrs Ive, 4
Hatherley Road, Winchester, Hampshire.
E.

Telephone 0757 85-206

Tannoy Speakers, ICY' Golds in makers teak cabinets.
23 x 13 x 9 ins. Perfect. Original boxes. DEM £ 130 pair.
Evenings. Tel: 01 866 2959 (Eastcote).
E.
Technics Ultimate system SE 9060 DC power amplifier
SU 9070 pre-amp SH 9010 frequency equalizer SH 9020
meter unit bought for UK £ 1190, offers. Tel: 01 802 7260.
E.
Quad Electrostatic Speakers Black, mint. Purchased
May '79, reason for sale moving into dolls house. £300.
Sharpies, 18 Winmarleigh Street, Warrington. Tel:
0925 31574 after 6 pm.
E.
Accuphase P300. Power amplifier. Offers to Mr. I.
Collier, 27 Doncaster Road, Selby, North Yorkshire. E.
Pair Lowther 124. Twin forward facing P.M.6. units in
each enclosure. As new 5 months old. R.R.P.£500.
Must sell £250. Tel: Uttoxeter 66071.
E.
Hadcock EH228 super arm with GH uni lift and
Neumann leads. Little used and manufacturers packing.
London. £40. Box No. 0657.
E.
SME 2000 Plinth System (Teak) complete with 3009
Series II improved Arm, Shure V15 Ill Cartridge and
Garrard 401 Turntable. Mint condition. £ 150. Tel:
Gloucester 413635.
E.
Bang & Olaf sen Beomaster 2000, Beocord 2200, Beogram
4002 (belt drive), Beovox 3800 speakers £600. Tel:
01 940 7880.
E.
Nakamichi Control Pre-amplifier 610. £250 ono. Tel:
041 334 8395.
F.
Quad Electrostatics reluctant sale of pair black ELS
due to house move. Bought Sept '78. Little used, perfect
condition. £350 ono. Could deliver. Tel: Gloucester
(0452) 76505.
E.
Quad 33/303 FM3 little use since manufacturers service,
boxed with instruction books £225. Yamaha C.R.400
perfect £50. Tel: Ipswich, 75976 evenings.
E.

2 Tannoy Lancaster Speakers. 15" monitor/Gold
reconditioned to specification, March 1980 £250. Reason,
Charleston, Firle, Lewes, Sussex.
E.

Tandberg 3300X deck little used Koss ESP9 Headset
Decca London Elliptical unused Garrard 301 arm plinth
offers. Tel: Codsall 4001.
E.

Pair KEF 105 reference loudspeakers, teak finish
perfect condition could deliver London, S.E. area. £520.
ono. Staplehurst 892603 ( Kent).
E.

Quad 22 control unit.
Stereo Tuner, two quad II
power amplifiers £200, Garrard Deck 401 with s.m.e. arm
and Decca Cartridge £60. Tel: Grimsby 815299.
E.
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Supex 900S S.M.E. 3009 MK. II Michell Hydraulic
reference Isleword head-amp cartridge tuner & amp.
Mordaunt Short Pageant & Stands tocord cables etc.
Tel: Gutsborough 53703 evenings.
E.
Quad Afromosia Sleeve with FM3/33, 303 amp. All
serviced Quad March. Will demonstrate. £280 or swap
for Quad Electrostatics. Tel: Thanet (Kent) 21922.
E.
Armstrong 625. Hardly used, as new, will demonstrate.
£140 ovno. Also Sony TC 377 reel to reel £ 135 ono.
Tel: Fleetwood 78734.
E.
Sansui 717 amp, superlative, highly praised by Martin
Colloms, £215. Stax Earspeakers plus SRD 6, nearly
new, cost £220 originally, asking £ 165. GH 228 arm plus
Unilift on Linn board, £40. Ultimo 20a, recently checked
by supplier, £35. All in pristine condition. Ring Hemel
Hempstead 57791 evenings.
E.
Nakamichi-DBX-JVC cassette system also Uher 4200
portable recorder and AKG gun microphone. All little
used. Details Phone 0532 (Rawdon) 502273.
E.
Quad 33 cu. £75. Neal 103 professional cassette
machine £ 180. ono. Both 18 months old. Will demonstrate 01 997 0998.
E.
Valve Sansui Amplifiers 25 x 25 with matching tuner,
£70. S.M.E. 3009-2 arm with A.D.C. Headshell and
ED200 Damper £58. Tel: Lincoln 685533.
E.
KEF 104AB speakers £ 180 ono. Technics SLI50
turntable S.M.E. 3009 MII improved arm. V15 MIll or
concord cartridge £ 130 ono. Tel: Bristol (0272) 68576
evenings or 027581 3273 days.
E.
JBL L200 speakers immaculate condition and under
two years old, £900 ono. Also Nakamichi 600 cassette
deck, 1year old, £250 ono. Tel: 0742 667595.
E.
East Anglia's Hi Fi dealer with adifference. A peaceful
and comfortable studio in the country, not a noisy shop
in the town. Anglia Audio, Hessen, Near Bury St.
Edmunds. Tel: Beyton 70212.
G.
Yamaha CR1000 receiver 80 wpc. Just serviced £220.
Spendor BC2. Stands £250. SME, 2.0 FD200 damper
V15111 new stylus £65. Lentek pre-amp boxed £30.
Technics SL110 Direct Drive turntable £ 100. K. Laosdown, 36 The Park, Redbourn, Herts. Tel: 058 285 2751.
E.

CROSSOVER
WITH
FALCON
Your guarantee of high quality Crossover Networks and Components, available direct or from
your specialist supplier. We also stock most units
by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless, Coles, Celestion,
Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E. ( I
3p stamp) for
price list PLI2 ( Overseas 81 bill).
Due to the expiry of lease we regret that our
retail shop at Bexhill will CLOSE on Friday
March 28th. In future all orders and enquiries
should be addressed to M ULBARTO N.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Mail Orders and Callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk N R14 8J P
Telephone: 0508-78272

Hi Fi News Oct ' 65-Dec '76 Less 2 £ 17. Tape
Recorder, Jan ' 62-Dec ' 70 Less 3 £ 12. Many similar.
Tel: 031 332 3819.
E.

Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig, and even Vortexion recorders still serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment
in stock. Tel: 01-995 1661.
F.
Valve sound. Quad Radford etc. To get the full
potential from valve amplifiers they must be expertly
refurbished. All quality valve amps repaired serviced,
including valve group amps. Electrostatic loud speakers,
Turntables, etc. Audio repair service Earl Shilton, 43752
Coventry 25430.
E.

WILMSLOW AUDIO ep
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS
'For the best prices and largest stocks in

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment

the country, see our full page advertisement in this issue.'

FOR SALE-trade

DCM
KLH
Bose
Amcron
Theta
Snell
Advent
McIntosh
APT/Holman

Send only a 10p stamp for our full list of hi-fi accessories, featuring Audio Technica, BIB, MetroSound,
Nagaoka, Osawa, Lam, Shure, SME, Zerostat, etc. Plus
all the leading cartridges, headphones and speaker stands.
Quadraphenia, 10 Nursery Street, Sheffield S3 8GG. X.
Cartridges: Grado GI + £55.00; FI + £28.75; Shure
V151V £53.50; Stanton 881S £55.00; ADC ZLMimp
£51.75; Pickering XSV3000 £41.10; Ultimo 10X £50.00;
Decca Gold £ 50.25; Satin A-T Ortofon, Nagaoka,
Hadcock, KMAL, other models POA. Styli: Shibata
types for many models at very low prices; Christchurch
Cartridges, 5, Bodowen Close, Burton, Christchurch.
Dorset. Tel: 0202 471654 (evenings).
F.

Mark Levinson
Magneplanar
Phase Linear
Threshold
Carver
Verion
Hafier
JBL
DB

GAS
Cizek
Cotter
Dynaco
Dahlquist
Conrad-Johnson
Precision Fidelity
Marantz (tubes)
Audio Research

Your Tapes to Disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings; sleeve labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, PO Box 2, Morecambe, Lancs.
X.
Sound News Studios (Britain's oldest fulltime tape/
disc/cassette Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities,
mobile recordings for Societies, Choirs, Bands. Pressings with sleeves of your design; excellent fund-raiser.
18 Blenheim Road, London, W4. Tel: 01 995 1661.
F.

RECORDS FOR SALE

Money Back Guarantee

Audio repairs by electronics engineer. 30 years' experience. Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration, etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal
service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
X.

Records. Limited Number Clyde Bernhardt Harlem
Blues & Jazz Band Albums (Imports) £4-75 inc. P & P.
Also Rod Mason Jazz Band 'Direct Cut' Albums plus
six other (various labels). SAE for details to: Wearde
Music, 1Broad Walk, Saltash, Cornwall.
E.

Quad Stereo multiplex decoder for tuner ring.
Burton-On-Trent 63650 office hours.

Tel:
E.

Wanted Pair Rogers LS3/5A loudspeakers and Quad
AM3 European Tuner. Box No. 0659.
E.

Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, instalTannoy autograph G.R.F. York Lancaster monitor gold,
lation, etc. Will travel. Tel: R. Lucas, Tadworth 2073
axiom 80, Garrard 301, Thorens TD124, SME 3012 HMV
(Surrey).
X. (gramophone) 202 203 194. Box no. 0660.
E.

U.K. ORDERS ONLY.

Add 3Sp for PjP. Prices inc. VAT subject to alteration without notice

Ampex High Bias ..
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
LH/SM Super
Chrome ..
Ferri Sup. LH/SM I ..
Ferrichrome
Super Chrome
E.M.I. X-1000 UD
Fuji FX 1
Fuji FX 2
Fuji FL ..
Hitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaning)
Hitachi EX or ER
Maxell UD .
Memorex MRX9
Philips Ferro ..
Super Ferro ..
Super Ferro 1
Chrome ..
Ferrochrome
Pyral Hi Fi ..
Maxima ..
Optima ..
Super Ferrite
Scotch Dvnarange
Sony CFH
AHF
C46 85p
CO
Ferrichrome
C46 £ 1.22
•

•

eAMPEX TAPES

•

•

•

•

•

•

TDK Dynamic .. C46 70p
SA ..
AD .. •. •. C46.. 9op
SAXC
Optimum

•

•

C60
£1.28
64p
£1-07
£1.44
£1-12
£1.60
£1.97
75p
£1.28
849
£1•12
709
£1.54
£1.33
£1-17
64o
759
85p
£1-28
£1.49
59p
94p
80n
£1.44
649
64p
£1-02
£1-26
£1.50
90p
79p
£1.38
£1-01
£1.80
£1-30

C90
£1.76
90p
El.44
£1.76
£1-49
£2-13
£2.90
I . 07
£1-60
£1.17
£1.44
£1.01
£1.97
£1.54
85p
96p
£1-07
£1-76
£1-92
85p
£1-28
£1.17
£1 - 81
96p
96p
£1.30
£1-66
£1-90
£1 - 07
96p
£2.03
£1.33
£2-80
£1.87

CI20
£1-2
- 0
£1-92
£2.29
£1.97

£1.6
- 0
£1.97
£1.44
£2-0
- 2
£1.2
- 2

fI - 07

e

SHAMROCK TAPES
7" 1200' £1.06, 7" 1800' £1-60, 7" 2250' £2.34. 5' 900' £ 1-07
5" 1200' £ 1.28.

AKAI, GRUNDIG
PHILIPS,
HITACHI, SONY
AND V.H.S.
Appointed stockists
for Akai, AKG, Beyer,
Garrard, Grundig,
Hitachi, JR, WC, KEF,
Koss, Ortofon, Philips,
Black Tulip, Pioneer,
QED, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Sharp,
Shure, Sony, Tandberg,
Technics, Uher,
Woolensaak,
Wharfedale, Yamaha,
Scott.

TDK AND
HITACHI

£1.31
£1-46

TDK ENDLESS
LOOP CASSETTE
-1 min £ 186.3 mini.
£2.08. 6 mina. £2 39.

£1.97

e REEL TO

REEL
Appointed stockists for
Tand berg, Sony,
Philips, Akai, Hitachi,
Uher and others.
Mies., Mixers.
Accessories.

eOwn Service Dept.
eCredit facilities

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 6EG
Between St. Leonard's Church and Streatham Station.

Expanding British Manufacturer of top quality audio
amplifiers requires sales agent to cover the whole of
Britain. Interested candidates should write initially to
Box 0658 giving details of experience etc.
E.

PLEASE

CONTACT ALAN WALDER

on advertising in
HI-FI

NEWS

&

RECORD
_

REVIEW

01-686 2599

BY

PHILIPS, SONY
B.A.S.F., V.H.S.

£1.38
£1.38

( All ON 7" REELS)
Series 2020 1800' £4.40. Ser. 292 back ctd. 1800' £2•08.
Series 351, 2400' £3.67. Ser. 661, 3600'
Ser. 342 plus,
800' £3.47
Series 2020 112r 3.600' £ 14.50.

es.»

VIDEO
RECORDERS BY

eVIDEOTAPE

PERSONAL

For information

Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
eCASSETTES

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel: 0483
61684.
X.

Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc,
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel: 01-203
0306.
X.

WANTED

SPECIAL FROM

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile recording studio. Free brochure. TAM
Studio, 13A Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel: 01-346
0033.
X.

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE.
Stereo and
mono masters and laquer discs from your tapes on our
Scully lathe. London Road, Binsfield, Bracknell, Berkshire. Tel: Bracknell 54953.
X.

Tel: 617-734-2727
Sound Advice
Box 782
Brookline Village
MA 02147 USA

Equipment bought, sold,
traded & brokered

SERVICES

Open all day Saturday

STUDIO FACILITIES

STEWART CAMERAS & HI-FI
AKG
CASTLE

AMMO

SANSUI

JVC
KEF
JVC VIDEO

ORTOFON
PIONEEER

0111110

SENNHEISER
SHURE
TECHNICS

9 THE ARCADE - HATFIELD - HERTS
Telephone: HATFIELD (30) 64808

Phone: 01-769 0466: 01-769 0192
197

e
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates: Trade 20p ( minimum £4.00); Private 17p per word
(minimum £3.40); Box Nos. 75p extra. To: HiFi News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. Please publish the advertisement indicated below for

insertion/s

under the heading

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £

Name

Is a Box No. required Yes/No.
Address

If no, please include

remittance to cover name and address and/or Tel. No.
Please write in block capitals.

1.-

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
A & R Cambridge ..
A.K.G. Acoustics (Vienna)
Acoustical Mfg Co. Ltd
ADC/BSR .
Agfa Gevaert Ltd ..
Allen Radio Ltd, Richard
Ariston
Astra Aerials ..
Audio Pro
Audio T
Audio Trend ..
Audio Workshops
Azat (London) Ltd • •

16
13
44
48, 49
36
194
144
100
96
40
60, 61
190
186

Bang & Olufsen Ltd • •
BASF ( UK) Ltd
Bauch Ltd. F W 0 • .
Beyer Dynamics Ltd • •
BIB Hi Fi ..
Boothroyd Stuart
Boots .
Brady & Son, W. A.
Chris Brooks ..
Bulgin Electronics Soundex Ltd

108
38, 39
90
11
104
88
56, 57
68
128
128

Cavendish Sales .. ..
Chew & Osbourne . .
Comet Hi Fi 168, 169, 170, 1
.
71,
177, 178,
Custom Hi Fi .. •..
Dominus
E.M.I. Records
Ealing T.V. Hi Fi ..
Edwards Construction
Empire Scientific Coroporation
Erricks of Bradford ..
Estuary Audio ..
Eulipion Audio
Francis of Streatham
Gamut Distribution ..
Goldring Products ..
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd
)Grant Lumley (Selco Masgate)
IGriffin & Co (Electronics) H. K.

.. ..
52, 53
.. ..
189
172, 173, 174, 175, 176,
179, 180, 181, 182, 183
17
33
124
192
128
40
126
62, 70
33
197
128
94
20
82, 132
37

Grundig • •

58, 59

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Hart Electronic Kits Ltd
Heintz, Thomas
Herts Hi Fi ..
Hi Fi Choice ..
Hi Fi Markets ..
Hi Fi Rods ..
Hitachi ..
Howland West

41
8

IMF Electronics
Imported Sounds
E. J. Jordan
Jeffries Hi Fi

192
6

K.E.F
K. J. Leisuresound .. ..
Knowin .. .. .. ..
Laskys ..

190
62
100
184, 185
34
194
86
110
21

IFC
6, 78, 194
126

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 , 29, 30, 31

Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd ..
Maxell
Mayware Ltd ..
McConomy
Midland Hi Fi Studio ..
Mission Electronics ..
Mitsubishi ..
Monitor Audio
Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio ..
Mordaunt Short Ltd ..

66
OBC
33
64, 65
8, 126
IBC
99
5
190
152

Natural Sound Systems
North East Audio Ltd ( Neal)..
Nusound

18, 19
140
191

O'Brien M.
Ortofon
Perfect Electronics
Philips Electrical
Phoenix Controls .
Pickups & Cartridges (.
A.T. Labs)
Pioneer Hi Fi (Car Audio Div.)
Planet Hi Fi ..

195
74
14
51
6
62
62, 63
188

Pye/Fordhams
Quality Electronic Design ..
R.S.C.
Radford Hi Fi Ltd
Rank Wharfedale
RCA Records ..
Reading Cassette & Hi Fi Centre
Ross Electronics
Rush Hi Fi Centre ..
S.M.E. Ltd ..
Shure Electronics Ltd ..
Sonic Sound Audio ..
Sonimag 18 ..
Sound Centre ( Fotronix)
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd
Strathclyde Transcription
Subjective Audio
Sugden, J. E...
Swisstone Electronics ..
Tandy Corporation UK
Tannoy Products
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd
Technics ( National Panasonic)
Teledyn Acoustic Research ..
Teletape
Transonic Imports
Trio Hi Fi
3M
Unicorn Records
Unilet

7
70
166
15
46,47
130
134
9
192
106
167
136
70
100
8
138
4
112
45
163, 164, 165
55
102
..
42,43
32
187
146
114
34
116
50

Vennal Audio Visual ..

10

Watts C. E. Ltd
Webland International..
Wiley, Eric ..
Wilmex
Wilmslow Audio
WOrld Records ..

80
142
194
12
54
120

Zeepa Instruments

148
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Music is asubjective and qualitative art-form. High fidelity's reason for existence is the
reproduction of music. And the confused and coltroversial state of this indLstry stems
largely kom the paradox of attempts to evaluate the subjective quality of reproduced
music by objective and quantitative criteria. Mission Series II product line takes it for
granted that quantitative parameters and specifications are well taken care of. Our
intention is to move the field forward in the realm of many unknowns in the reproduction
of living sound. Rather than engaging in pedestrian discussions of frequency response,
watts, volts,distortion, coloration, currents, etc., or offering gadgetry, novelty and
gimmickry, we are endeavouring to put feeling, coherence and drama back into
reproduced music.
Perception of emotions in music is avitallconstituent of " quality" in the reproduction of the
art-form. The trouble is, no measurement equipment can, as yet, quantify such a
parameter and. indeed, many more besides! Even if we accept the engineers' dictum that
in many areas of Man's technical endeavours. objective and quantitative criteria are
indicators of "quality", Mission contend that in our field such measures need not
necessarily ccrrelate with the subjective perception.
Here, we believe that until the "state-of- research" in materials science, electronics,
acoust.cs, auditory perception, etc., is further developed, qualitative criteria must be
introduced. Especially, as we are involved in the intricate interplay of science and art! The
ultimate judgement is your perception of how close we get to reproducing live music.

Scrap Metal
For the past few years, the world of hi-fi has been up to its ears
with reports on metal tape.
To tape manufacturers, it was the dawning of anew audio age.
But, it's an expensive, not to mention time consuming
business trying to produce a metal tape that doesn't rust, explode or
simply fade away.
Not surprisingly, many got it wrong. After afew months their
metal tapes were fit for nothing but scrap.
During all this hoo-ha, we at Maxell were conspicuous by our
absence, but we weren't resting on our laurels.
We were slowly and quietly getting on with producing a very
special metal tape coating.
One that stops the metal oxidising and gives the tape magnetic
properties twice as good as even our lUDXL II tape.
As a result we have atape where the MOL goes up by as much
as 8d13 in the high frequency and 2dB in the low frequency range.
But something else separates our metal tape cassettes from
the rest: the way they're made.
The casing contains 40% more plastic. It won't crack, even
under pressures over aton. Or warp with temperatures as high as 130°F.
So, while other metal tape cassettes may come
and go, be assured of one thing about Maxell.
Ours are here to stay.

maxell

Write for nearest stockist to Natural Sound Systems,
10 Byron Road,Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. HA3 7TL. Tel: 01.863 8622.

